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INTRODUCTION

Leonard Krieger begins his very formidable book on German
liberalism by asking the following questions:
Did the Germans' failure to achieve, under their own power,
a democracy in the modern sense mean simply the triumph of
conservatism over generic liberalism in Germany, or was a
peculiar German attitude toward liberty involved in its
defeat?
If there was such an attitude, what were its
ingredients?-1Krieger believes that German liberalism was in fact crippled by its own
attitudes.

I agree.

I would even go further.

In my opinion not only

German Idealism and liberalism, but also the democratic, socialist, and
communist movements as they existed in Germany were plagued by an
essentially constant set of debilitating attitudes and internal tensions:
by tension between outward rebellion and inward deference to authority,
by tension between an excessive outward confidence in formal theory and
a debilitating inward lack of confidence in self, by an immanent sense
of impotence and dependency that caused the progressive movement to
collapse whenever it was sharply challenged, in 1848-49, in 1918, and
finally in 1933.
Here I hope to complement Krieger's very thoughtful and knowl
edgeable, but also abstract and formal study, to go beneath the level
of formal thought and to show how this "peculiar German attitude"— or,
better, how this set of attitudes developed, how it affected formal
doctrine and how it worked itself out in practice.

I think that this

is a useful approach, for an "attitude" is more than a political

1
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doctrine.

An "attitude," a state of mind or of feeling, may certainly

influence philosophy or political theory, and it may gain influence and
continuity through being embodied in formal theory.
existence independent of theory.

But it also has an

"Attitudes" of this kind arise out of

practical experience and in response to real needs, and even the most
brilliant philosophy may lose its power when it no longer satisfies a
real need.
Because I wish to be concrete, I have chosen a relatively narrow
topic.

I take one instance in which the liberal opposition broke down,

that of 1866.

In 1866 many liberals gave up their opposition to

Prussian authoritarianism and endorsed Otto von Bismarck's new system
in Germany.

What is more surprising, a number of democrats were among

the first to endorse this system.

I call these men "democratic

Caesarists"— for reasons which I will explain.

If we know what "atti

tudes" led these men, these outspoken democrats, to support a system
like Bismarck's, then it should be easy to understand why it was that
others followed.
The "democratic Caesarist" is the extreme example which illus
trates a more general trend.

To this extent he can be made to serve a

function like that of an ideal type.

For the "ideal type,"

illustrates the meaning which lies in a cultural phenomenon.
Elements of a phenomenon in which its idea is expressed are
one-sidedly exaggerated so that this intellectual construct,
the ideal type, is brought into relief [and] may be compared
with concrete reality.2
Here the "idea," the central theme of this paper, is Krieger's
"peculiar German attitude toward liberty."

In the "democratic
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Caesarist" one finds this idea "one-sidedly exaggerated" in a way that
"illustrates the meaning" of the liberal defeat of 1866.
I say that the "democratic Caesarist" can serve a function like
that of an ideal type, for I do not mean to employ Max Weber's method
in all of its abstract rigor.

My approach is quasi-biographical,

for I

believe that the life of a human being is a study more varied, more
suggestive and above all more concrete than any intellectual construct
could be.

I have chosen Arnold Ruge

(1802-1880), who was at once the

most radical and the most articulate of the small group of men whom I
call democratic Caesarists.
I call Ruge typical.

I call him that, even though he held

opinions which most German liberals did not hold, even though he was an
Hegelian and a cosmopolitan democrat, a radical who at times called
himself a republican and a socialist.

For Hegelianism and republicanism

are formal doctrines, and here we are concerned less with formal
doctrines than with underlying attitudes.

Ruge had to deal with the

same basic problems as did most German liberals in his day.

Like them

he wished to realize a set of progressive or "western" ideals in the
teeth of a political order which was basically hostile to these ideals,
but which was strong and stable, which did have valid claims to his
loyalty and which— as Krieger has shown— did have a healthy capacity to
co-opt its opposition.

Like other liberals, he wished somehow to

realize his ideals without directly confronting the monarchy.

Like them,

he had an exaggerated faith in theory which helped to compensate for
his own sense of powerlessness.

He differed from most of his
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contemporaries in that his demands went further than theirs.

The tensions

within his system were unusually great, and he often handled these
tensions awkwardly.

He sometimes said and did things which were absurd,

and eventually this once popular man came to be widely regarded as a
fool.

But Ruge's weaknesses are not idiosyncratic.

Ruge's career is

representative in the sense that a caricature is representative, and by
studying his career we can hope better to understand why the liberal
movement in Germany so often failed.
Ruge is representative— and therefore also interesting— not
least because he was a Caesarist.

That is, Ruge did not endorse

Bismarck's system because he had abandoned his ideals and become a
conservative or a nationalist, but he did so because he was caught up in
a wider European mood, a mood which transcended older party lines and
which, I will argue, had roots in the "peculiar attitudes" already
mentioned.
The word "Caesarism" is not a novel one.

It was much used in

the political literature of the late nineteenth century.

Applied first

to the methods of Louis Bonaparte and to the system of the Second
Empire in Prance, it soon came to designate other European statesmen
who used similar methods— to designate a political style which was
characteristic of the era and which may in some ways be called a fore
runner of modern Fascism.

Otto von Bismarck in particular, with his

special blend of authoritarianism and revolutionary methods, with his
bold disregard of the traditions of conservative politics, with his
appeals to patriotism and his manipulation of the masses, was thought to
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be Bonaparte's disciple.

And the German Empire resembled that of

Napoleon III in substance as well as in name.
monarchial in form.

Both Empires were

The German Empire was not illegitimate, as

Napoleon's was, but its legitimacy was not above question.

Outside

Prussia the Emperor could no longer depend on the traditional loyalty
of the subject to his Prince; like Napoleon he had to rely on patriot
ism and on his own popularity.

Like Bonaparte, Bismarck depended on

mass support to make good this loss of moral authority.
were unstable.

Both systems

The masses had to be held through repeated successes

in foreign policy, a need which in both cases eventually led to
disaster.^
The historian Heinz Gollwitzer has suggested that this system

4
had in Germany an ideological counterpart.

Although Louis Napoleon

himself was unpopular here, his methods fascinated a surprising number
of Germans.

Many w ho rejected Bonaparte found other "strong men"—

Cromwell or Cavour— to be worthy of imitation, and in some circles
"Cavourism" passed as an acceptable euphemism for Bonapartism.

The

nineteenth century was especially rich in scholarly studies of Julius
Caesar.

For Gollwitzer it also produced an "ideology of Caesarism"—

or, as I would put it, it produced a Caesaristic mood— a mood or
ideology which helped to make a career like Bismarck's possible.
What then is a "democratic Caesarist"?

First of all, he would

be a democrat who endorsed Bismarck's system— without ceasing to be a
democrat.

One would expect a Caesarist to show a certain tolerance

for authoritarian methods and perhaps also a certain impatience with
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parliaments and majorities— as Ruge often did.

One might call any

German who expressed even a grudging admiration for Louis Napoleon— as
Ruge did— a potential Caesarist.

Again, a Caesarist would have to be

flexible in certain matters of principle.
flexible to follow Bismarck.

Even conservatives had to be

Bismarck's authority in the Empire

rested on a "revolution from above," on a drastic breach in legal
continuity, and on the extinction of the rights of several legitimate
dynasties.5

In Prussia, his authority rested on the coup d'etat of

9 November 1848.

From almost anyone's standpoint, conservative,

or democratic, his system was legally questionable.

liberal,

One would thus

expect a Ceasarist to be something of a legal relativist— as Ruge was.
A democratic Caesarist would have to be flexible indeed, for the
gap between the democratic ideal and Imperial reality was a particularly
wide one.

Even from a conservative standpoint, the legitimacy of the

Empire was not above question.
legitimacy;

Democracy has its own concept of

it holds that a government is legitimate only insofar as

it represents the will of the people.

Now, the government of the

Empire was in no sense accountable to the popularly elected Reichstag
or to any popular majority.

To this extent it had the character of a

plebiscitory dictatorship, even though its authority was limited by law.
In order to endorse this quasi-dictatorship, a thoughtful and systematic
democrat would therefore have to fall back on the "Rousseauian" or,
better, on the absurd idea that this unaccountable government somehow
represented the popular will better than a majority vote would have
done.

And ultimately, in the years after 1866, Ruge did also take this

position.

Ruge was certainly a democratic Caesarist.
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I have introduced the few basic concepts which I plan to use:
the biography as a means to study concretely the growth of basic atti
tudes and assumptions, their interaction with formal thought, and their
effect on political practice; the "democratic Caesarist" as a type of
German progressive;

Arnold Ruge as a characteristic democratic Caesar

ist, representative of a movement and a generation and to that extent
typical of the German progressive movement.

It remains to introduce

Ruge himself.
Ruge was physically strong, large, blond, and stoop-shouldered,
good-humored and confident as big men often are.
if he had been born to personify the Biedermeier.

Outwardly, it was as
Like many Germans of

his class he was prudish and opinionated; he had the air of a school
master.

But for all that, he was a sociable man, a heavy, comfortable

man, fond of

beer and a good joke.

There was always a certain disarm

ing bluffness about Ruge; his acquaintances found it hard to believe
that he could harm a fly.

But beneath this disarming exterior he was a

fighter, a man of enormous energy, of rigid and unwavering principles
and of powerful emotions, a terrifying polemicist and at times a
dangerous demagogue.
Like most leading liberals of his generation, Ruge was an
academic intellectual.
journal.

He was a scholar and the editor of a scholarly

A former activist in the student Burschenschaft who had paid

for his youthful indiscretions with six years' confinement in a
fortress, a disciple of Hegel's, and a lecturer at the university of
Halle, Ruge founded his Hallische JahrbUcher in 1838.

Within four years
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they had made him famous— or infamous— throughout Germany.

Not only did

they present the freshest in contemporary thought, they became the
journal of the advanced political opposition in Germany.

The years

around 1840 were decisive ones in Prussia's political history, years in
which the public began to shake off its indifference and political
parties began to form.

Ruge plunged into controversy with abandon:

The form, pungent despite all philosophical jargon, in which he
presented his ideas, the stirring power of his . . . polemic,
the gripping terseness of his formulations, his biting ridicule,
his pertinent w it and brilliant humor made him known and feared
over night.6
While the journal was open to a wide variety of thinkers, Ruge
gave it a definite philosophical and political program.

It was an

Hegelian journal, and Ruge interpreted Hegel in a liberal sense.

And

because Hegel was then considered to be a Prussian philosopher, because
his philosophy enjoyed a special semi-official status in the State,
this interpretation had direct political implications.

Put in blunt

and unphilosophical language, what Ruge proposed was an alliance between
the liberal movement and the Prussian state— what was later more grandly
called a synthesis of Macht and Geist.

The State was to grant a

constitution and to guarantee political and academic freedom.

Liberals—

the "people," as Ruge had it— were to put their energies and moral
influence at the service of the State.
would be invincible.

He thought that such an alliance

Its first mission was to be that of unifying

Germany— in the teeth of the archenemy, benighted, Catholic Austria.
This program was not untenable.

There were good historical and

real arguments for it, and the fact that the JahrbUcher were not cut off
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by censorship suggests that it found a responsive echo in high places.
But fate was unkind to Ruge.

The year 1840, the year in which the

leader of the feudal-conservative party was crowned King of Prussia,
also saw the beginnings of that radical ferment which would culminate
in 1848.

In this newly polarized situation, Ruge's Prussian program

became increasingly unrealistic.

Slowly and painfully he surrendered

it; slowly he was forced ever further to the left, where ultimately his
sympathies lay.

The group which now formed around him— Ludwig

Feuerbach, the brothers Bauer, Michael Bakunin, and Karl Marx— had more
radical ideas.

Through bold criticism and brilliant dialectic, they

hoped to overthrow the Christian religion— and if necessary even the
monarchy.

The JahrbUcher grew more radical from month to month.

By

1842 they had become the party organ of the ephemeral Hegelian Left,
Ruge himself an open advocate of revolution and popular sovereignty.
Early in 1843 the JahrbUcher were suppressed.

In 1844 Ruge

established a new journal in Paris, Karl Marx serving as co-editor.
Now the keynote was no longer Prussophile liberalism but cosmopolitan
democracy, an "intellectual alliance between Germans and Frenchmen."
Ruge had always been conscious that liberalism and democracy were
"western ideas."

Now, disillusioned with his countrymen as well as

with his government, he turned to the French.

He planned to join German

philosophy to French socialism and revolutionary practice, to form an
international democratic party which might fulfill Prussia's mission
in Prussia's stead.
would support him.

Here he failed.

Not one leading French democrat

It was Karl Marx who now set the tone.

The journal
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became an organ for Marx's new theories,
materialsim.
reasons.

for communism and historical

Ruge objected— for personal, financial, and ideological

The two could no longer work together, and the project

collapsed.
After 1843 Ruge never regained his lost eminence.
declined.

His popularity

He was too radical, and in his bitterness he wrote unforgiv

able things against his fellow Germans.

Worse, he had ceased to develop.

His Prussian program had been solid and convincing.
he found nothing but lifeless slogans to replace it.

Once it was lost,
His "religion of

humanism," his "socialism," his "appeal to the masses"— all of these
were only abstractions, borrowed phrases.
give them content.

He had not the imagination to

Although at times he used violent and revolutionary

language, he remained the prisoner of his old and discredited program;
he remained forever in awe of the State.
In 1848 Ruge did enjoy a moment of grandeur.

As a member of the

Frankfurt Assembly, he spoke out firmly for the freedom of Italy, for
the rights of Poland, for world disarmament, and for a league of nations.
But when all is said and done, Ruge cut rather a comical figure in 1848.
He had no real idea how one went about making a revolution.

And in this

respect, Ruge was not even an extreme case, he was thoroughly character
istic both of his movement and of his generation, characteristic espe
cially of the parliamentary Left in both National Assemblies.

By the

end of the year he could see nothing for it but to fall back once again
on the Prussian state;

a

decision which under the circumstances was not

entirely unreasonable.
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Because he took part in the armed uprisings
to flee into exile.

The rest of his life was spent

of

May 1849,

in England.

Ruge had

For

several years he was politically inactive; then in 1858 he emerged to
take part in the pamphlet war which was springing up around the German
question.

Bitterly as he hated the government of the coup d'etat in

Prussia, he hated Austria more.
"little-German" position.

His principles required that he take a

In a purely negative sense, it was as if he

had begun to come full circle and to approach again
had started in 1838.

the point at which

he

During the Conflict of the 1860s Ruge supported the

Prussian opposition, but the weakness of that opposition— the same
doctrinaire immobilism which had paralyzed the Left in 1848 and which
would continue to paralyze the German Left— only completed his disillu
sionment in the German "people," and his thinking began to take on a
distinctly Caesaristic cast.

When war came in 1866 and Bismarck issued

his call for a German parliament, Ruge summoned his fellow democrats to
support Bismarck's war as their own.
status of a forerunner.

Ruge even claimed for himself the

"The war with Austria," he wrote in 1867, "was

the beginning of such a turning as we demanded in 1839."7

The old

revolutionary had at last made his peace with the State.

Ruge was a man of many talents, but he fell well short of
greatness, both as a thinker and as a politician.

Hans Rosenberg's

judgment has often been cited, and it will be the correct one;
Arnold Ruge is one of those who owe the part which they are
called upon to play in the great drama of history less to any
originality or creative thinking or ability of their own than
to the favor of the times.
His was a journalistic talent of the
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very highest order; he was without doubt one of the most brilliant,
flexible, variable, but at the same time most principled publicists
Germany has ever known.
He had the ability to distil catchy,
stirring formulas from the truths and discoveries [of] . . . deep
thinkers and great scholars.
Despite unquestionable sparks of
genius . . . he was in essence . . . a man of letters, nothing
m o r e !8
Again, he is significant not because he was great, but because he was
representative.

Few really great thinkers have enjoyed the immediate

impact, the immediate popularity that Ruge did.

Very few have under

stood and represented as he did the spirit of a generation, both in its
strengths and in its fatal weaknesses.9

As editor of the JahrbUcher he

knew how to tell his readers what they wanted to hear, and it is worth
knowing what they wanted to hear, for these readers of his were important
men.

He was, at the height of his career, an intellectual's intellec

tual, the popularphilosoph of a future elite.

Thus Rosenberg:

The strong, indeed mighty influence which the JahrbUcher
unquestionably exercised— and for this there is a multitude of
conclusive testimony— was in essence limited to the open-minded,
progressive, ambitious youth of the educated and propertied
classes, from among which the future leaders of the liberal and
democratic movements would come.
It was precisely this young
generation . . . which finally broke the back of the liberal
movement in Germany.1®
I leave aside the question to what extent Ruge may personally
have been responsible for this liberal decline.
he is representative.

The point is again that

And when so dedicated a radical could accept

Bismarck's empire as "a rebirth which has had few equals," was that not
a bad omen for the future of the progressive movement?*1

The stereotype

which says that Germans are congenitally servile and nationalistic will
not work with Ruge; his democratic and cosmopolitan credentials are too
good.

However, Bismarck was neither a liberal nor a democrat.
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Try as

13

he might— and his efforts are impressive
convince himself that he was.

12

— Ruge could never quite

A Swiss historian has expressed some of

the uneasiness which one feels when faced with a conversion of this
kind:
That he saw in Bismarck the partial fulfillment of his
political philosophy . . . may have some connection with the
character of the ideas considered above.
This would confirm
us in the judgment that German liberalism was predisposed by
the peculiar nature of its basic assumptions to enter into a
compromise with the politically complex Bismarckian Reich:
a compromise which, as seen from the standpoint of later
developments, was not very fruitful.13
This is essentially my point, although it does not state the
whole problem.

When he speaks of "ideas mentioned above," StrauS means

the Prussophile liberalism of the earlier numbers of the Hallische
JahrbUcher.

The worst that one can say of that program is that it was

not very promising.

Prussia did not develop as Ruge hoped that it would,

and there are good reasons why it did not develop in that way.

However,

it may be that these reasons are more obvious to us in retrospect than
they were in 1838.

But although the idea of a liberal Prussia was not

absurd in itself, this idea was grotesquely out of proportion to the
radical demands which, after 1839, Ruge began to make.

Perhaps to blur

the incongruity between his ends and his chosen means, Ruge cultivated
a peculiarly unreal "Hegelian” style of thinking and of argument which
has often been the despair of those who have studied him.

14

Keeping to

a level of abstraction at which the power of ideas is invincible, he
ignored or floated over material obstacles and showed real dialectical
brilliance in begging the questions he could not answer.
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It is not enough to complain of this side of Ruge's thinking, of
this unreality, this grotesque overconfidence in the power of ideas,
this unwillingness to see the discrepancy between revolutionary goals
and less than revolutionary means.
problem,

It is necessary to explain the

for Ruge was certainly no fool.

And one notes that these

"attitudes," these habits of self-delusion, were not unique to Ruge.
Again, Ruge's was only an extreme case of a more general malady, for
almost all German liberals sought to attain what were ultimately revo
lutionary goals with less than revolutionary means.

It is this need,

this inner tension which had somehow to be resolved, which does much to
explain at once the profound sophistication and the many blatant
absurdities which seem so comfortably to coexist in much of German
political thought.

Here I summon Ruge himself as a witness.

In 1843,

after he had given up hope of having his program realized by the State,
it was Arnold Ruge who called out to his more moderate brethren:
[The liberal] cannot be the savior of freedom, for he knows
freedom only as something he has been given.
But freedom can
not be given, for it is not a thing but a [state of] being, an
attitude, a condition of consciousness which can only be
conquered and w o n . ^
But Ruge was not to escape the common dilemma.
write that freedom must be conquered.
just how one went about conquering it.

It was not enough to

It was necessary also to explain
Ruge could not, and after 1843

his thinking did not gain a firmer contact with reality;
entirely.

it lost contact

When one considers that he found no real alternative, it is

less surprising that he should have been so eager to seize on a
conciliatory gesture from the State.
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The most serious problem with Ruge is what I have called his
arrested development.

It is essential to an understanding of Ruge, and

will be amply demonstrated, that he could never really imagine a concrete
agent of change other than the State, and that therefore, despite the
most bitter and repeated disillusionment with Prussia, he could never
afford to give up hope.
with Marx.
own.

I see the key to this problem in Ruge's quarrel

Marx began with a Left-Hegelian standpoint very like Ruge's

In historical materialism he then found an approach that transcended

many of the "idealistic," state-ridden, obsolete assumptions which
plagued Ruge, and in the proletariat he found an alternative to Ruge's
"State."

Certainly one can find problems in Marx's own thinking.

But I

will argue that if Ruge rejected historical materialism, it was not
because he recognized these problems; not in essence because of his prin
cipled objections to "communism," and also not because he was "bourgeois,"
as some Marxists would have it, but because he was too much attached to
his old way of thinking, to formulas devised to make radical goals seem
attainable without drastic measures, to an ideology designed to give
comfort.

And I will further argue that this need for a comforting

ideology was the perennial curse of the German progressive movement.
We already have a number of secondary studies on Arnold Ruge.
Some of these are quite good, but almost all are either very brief or
very s p e c i a l i z e d . ^

The one sustained treatment of Ruge as a political

figure is a book written by one Walter Neher and published in 1933.^
This book is scholarly, knowledgeable, and sensitive.
written.

It is also well

But the political tendency of the book is so pronounced and,

to me, so alien as to impair its usefulness.

This is not to say that
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Neher willfully distorts the facts; he does not.

Neher is incompre

hensible far more often than he is demonstrably wrong.

His outlook is

far more Caesaristic than Ruge's ever was, he never asks the questions
which one would most like to hear answered, and one completes the book
with a feeling more of confusion than of enlightenment.18
Neher does not ask how it is that a militant democrat could
endorse Bismarck.

This is not surprising; from Neher's standpoint, any

reasonable German ought to have endorsed Bismarck.

Neher treats the

years before 1838 and after 1850 very briefly, and again this is reason
able, for R u g e ’s really influential years were relatively few.
our purposes these early and late years are very important.

But for

The years

after 1850 are significant because in these years one begins to find an
increasingly Caesaristic tendency in Ruge's thinking and because of his
eventual reconciliation with the State.

His formative years are also

important, and this is true in part because it helps us to avoid the
misconceptions involved in beginning with Hegel.
age of thirty when he first read Hegel.

Ruge was well past the

He had behind him two years'

involvement in the politics of the Burschenschaft and six years' enforced
leisure in the fortress at Kolberg to consider what this experience
might imply; his mind was not a tabula rasa.
And above all, we are concerned with Ruge as a political type,
and for this reason we should know and understand the milieu that formed
his thinking.

His youthful experiences were more colorful than were

those of most of his future readers, but he had grown up in the same
world as they, surrounded by the same men and the same institutions.
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If

anything, his collision with these institutions may have given him a
deeper emotional understanding of them.

Tendentially his experiences

were those of an entire academic and administrative middle class, and
one reason for his success may have been his ability to interpret for
them this common basis of experience.

If much of what he wrote seems

farfetched and obscure to us, we may take it that they understood him
better.

Let us ask why.
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CHAPTER I

ARNOLD RUGE, 1802-1830:

THE SHAPING

OF A PRUSSIAN INTELLECTUAL

Da ist der gute Vater Staat, er gangelt dich von frtih
bis spat.
Er zwickt und beutelt dich nach Noten mit
Paragraphen und Verbotent
Sein erst Gebot hei£5t: Mensch,
berappet
Das zweite: halte deine Klappe . . .
— Alexander Doblin

On Ruge's childhood we have only his memoirs,1 but this is no
misfortune; they are excellent.

Heinrich von Treitschke called them

the best contemporary account of the Burschenschaft; honest and, allow
ing for understandable lapses in memory, remarkably accurate, they have
been widely used as an historical source.2
to read.

They are also a pleasure

Almost alone among his works they have real literary merit,

and they show us in Ruge a warmth, humor, and integrity which are not
always obvious in
on those

his other writings but which left a lasting impression

who knew him. The dramatist Friedrich Hebbel said of Ruge:

He is a Pomeranian and has ideas about art like any philosopher
who is not exactly Hegel or Schelling himself, but he has at the
same time an openness and integrity one must call admirable,
even
lovable. . . . We became good friends more quickly than has
ever
happened to me
before (with one exception) and that during
our first meeting . . . .
And this is not unimportant,

for his character and charm were among his

strongest political weapons.

Like his friend Bakunin he was a big and

a generous man; he won friends easily, and often they continued to love
him long after they had learned better than to follow him.
18
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He was born on 13 September 1802 in Bergen on the island of
Rtigen, in what was then Swedish territory.
been an unusually happy one.

His childhood seems to have

Of his parents he gives us a number of

affectionate anecdotes but almost no biographical information.

Presum

ably he did not know any; his family had not yet risen to a social level
at which genealogies are kept.

His mother was a baker's daughter; we

are told that she was lively, humorous, and impetuous, and that during
the French occupation she beat a marauding soldier unconscious with a
broom.

Young Arnold inherited much from this side.

Our picture of his

father is of a man by nature sober and self-confident, but at the same
time tolerant, unusually so by contemporary standards of German father
hood.

By trade he was a farmer "in the English sense"— more exactly, a

leaseholder and agricultural manager.

He had some education, almost

certainly stopping short of the university; he had traveled as far as
Vienna and Stockholm, and he insisted that his family speak High German
at home.

Although his own ancestors had been peasants and artisans, he

wanted his son trained for the university.

Preferably he should study

law, to prepare for

the government post which would have been the next

logical step up the

social ladder.

Here they would disagree, but even

in the most trying circumstances he never tried to bully his son.

He

was a good father, and if young Arnold ever had to rebel against him,
then we have no record of it.

4

His family's standing was modest, but it was not a source of
humiliation.

Here as in Swedish Pomerania absentee landlordism was the

rule, and the moderately successful bourgeois rarely met his social
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superiors.

Nor did it seem to him that the peasants were badly treated;

the sharp, brutal class or caste distinctions one normally associates
with the German East were either absent here or they wholly escaped the
boy's attention.5

It may help to explain his unusual ambitiousness to

say that he was never properly taught his place.

In the mature Ruge one

finds little of the social ressentiment which is so typical of German
liberals in this era; by the same token one finds little sensitivity
for the historical importance of social problems or social conflict.
Rtigen was at that time quiet, impoverished, and— at least until
the Napoleonic occupation— infinitely removed from Europe and its prob
lems.

Roads were impassable; a journey to the sleepy port of Stralsund

was an adventure.

Long past their age of military greatness, the Swedes

had almost forgotten their German territories.

Ruge tells us that their

rule was not unpopular; if the easygoing Swedish officials were thor
oughly corrupt, they were also thoroughly innocuous.
politics.

No one spoke of

More alert and better educated than their neighbors, his

parents had watched sympathetically the earlier phases of the French
Revolution, but this he only discovered later; as a boy he heard
nothing.6

We read that at the age of thirteen he returned on vacation

from school to be greeted by an older friend, a farmhand:
"You've learned something, my son, and when you're big
we'll march together against the Pfaffen and the nobles."
I didn't understand this, for there wasn't a single noble
man in the countryside, and our Pastor Frank was the bestliked man around.
What on earth could he mean?
I realize
now that the struggles of the French Revolution had had echoes
even here, and that without newspapers or anything but word
of mouth.7
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The childhood he describes for us was as carefree, as innocent
and yet as adventurous as can be imagined, a childhood such as a home
sick man of sixty might well remember.
time that the French occupation here

He was only vaguely aware at the

(1811-12) was unpopular.

In fact,

it was a serious matter, for the cost of feeding and billeting the
troops during that one year would eventually ruin his family.8

However,

in 1814 his father could still afford to send him away to school.

The

nearest school which was thought adequate was taught by a Pastor
Gildemeister and lay ten German miles away in Langenhanshagen on the
Pomeranian mainland:
twelve.

a great distance in those days and for a boy of

Here he began to show signs of ambition, sitting up until late

with his Greek grammar while his schoolmates slept. Shocked at first by
his presumption, Gildemeister decided on consideration that he should be

9
encouraged, and Ruge became his best pupil.
As luck would have it his early adolescence coincided with the
"years of national awakening" in Germany.

Generated by the wars against

Napoleon, a wave of patriotic sentiment swept across northeastern
Germany and penetrated even the isolated Swedish territories.

Ruge was

especially moved, or so he tells us; precipitate and by temper an
enthusiast, he needed to make a very personal commitment:
. . . in 1815, when Bonaparte appeared in the field, the danger
to our new independence made a powerful impression on me.
I
went alone at night into a dark corner of the garden.
There I
knelt down and prayed that the tyrant might perish before he
could set foot on our free soil.
But if he were to subdue us
again, I swore to cut him down with my own hand.
— a commitment which there was fortunately no need to honor.
still only an unpolitical patriotism.

This was

We have seen that politics were
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hardly mentioned here, and the war did not alter the fact.

Although the

island would soon be joined to Prussia, he had heard nothing of the
Stein-Hardenberg reforms, nothing of a promised constitution or of any
political changes that might be expected or desired."^
But if political debate had not found a home on the island, the
spirit of the Enlightenment had.

In Germany this spirit was spread

primarily by the clergy, and in the North it took the form of Protestant
rationalism.

The rationalist pastor taught Christianity as a doctrine

of reason and above all of morality; miracles, devils, the resurrection
of the flesh:

all the "unreasonable" aspects of religion which could

not be disavowed were quietly ignored.

As Ruge emphasizes, Rttgen in his

childhood was thoroughly rationalist; his father and Pastor Frank were
both good rationalists, while Gildemeister was a Kantian.
He is right to emphasize this.

12

In the Vorm'Arz, a time in which

politics was most intimately related to religion, rationalism was taken
to imply political liberalism.

During the Restoration and Vorm'Arz the

orthodox of all denominations worked hard to close ranks in defense of
the old religious and political order.

Militant Protestantism always

meant rationalism, and especially in southern Germany Protestant activity
often served as a m ask for liberal agitation.

In a more complex sense,

the same was later true of the aggressive anti-Catholicism of the
Hallische Jahrbllcher.

On the other hand, the identification of

Enlightenment and revolution which existed in the minds of many conserva
tives could easily become a self-realizing prophecy.

In Prussia offi

cial harassment of Enlightened pastors after 1840 would force many
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normally quiet subjects into opposition.1 "*
this was also true of Arnold Ruge.

With several reservations,

14

Indeed, his upbringing left him unaware of the very existence of
orthodox religion, a type of innocence which would occasionally cause
him difficulty in the outside world.

When in 1818 he left to attend the

Gymnasium at Stralsund, Gildemeister thought it necessary to point out—
gently and with some embarrassment— that Christianity is a revealed
religion, and that he would be wise to keep this in mind.15
The Gymnasium was little enough to his taste.

It had been the

special preserve of the sons of the local petty patriciate, and as an
outsider he was resented.
snobbish, and low.

For his part he found their manners brutal,

Physical strength and a precocious gift for sarcasm

soon put him out of the way of hazing; what was unendurable was their
lack of idealism and imagination.
"sluggish Pomeranian spirit";

He was oppressed by what he calls the

by the frivolity of their amusements and

the narrowness of their values, but above all by the prospect of joining
them in their pursuit of a drab bureaucratic career, "from prose into
threefold prose."

Such a career would have been the most simple and

direct way to a good livelihood, but he began to feel himself destined
for something better.16
Inspiration and excitement seemed to exist only in the outside
world.

There was excitement in the political murder of August von

Kotzebue in 1819.

A very popular dramatist and an agent of the Russian

government, Kotzebue had been a noisy and cordially hated enemy of the
national movement, and it was a Burschenschaftler— Karl Sand, a member of
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the most extreme faction— who stabbed him.

Sand was probably insti

gated by the leader of the faction, a young Dozent at Jena named Karl
Follen.

Follen was a demagogue and fanatic of the worst sort, and the

murder was as stupid as it was culpable.

It began an era of severe

political repression in which Follen himself had to flee to Switzerland;
in the opinion of E. R. Huber it "set the development of German politi
cal party life back by two decisive decades."

However, at the same

time it caught the imagination of many national-minded Germains.^

In a

short-lived burst of patriotic fervor, the Conrektor of Ruge's school
delivered a speech praising Sand for his "heroic act"; one suspects
its impact on Ruge was deeper than had been intendeds
As I walked home after the speech . . . I thought, "so,
there are still men like Mucius Scaevola and like Harmodius
and like Aristogiton!
What a life it must be among young men
who think and can act in such a way!" There was no one like
that among us.
Thus, if one is to believe Ruge, he was emotionally prepared
for the Burschenschaft long before he matriculated at Halle.

At the

time— it was at Easter in 1821— he had still not decided what he would
study.

His father hoped he would choose law; the family was close to

bankruptcy and badly needed another breadwinner.

Perhaps he did not

insist strongly enough, for Ruge was not aware how serious the situation
was.

In any event he had more ambitious ideas; like Faust, he told

his friends,
Ich will erkennen, was die Welt
im Innersten zusammen hSlt,
schaun alle Wirkenskraft und Samen,
und will nicht mehr in Worten kramen.^®
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He belonged to the familiar and timeless variety of student who
expects that if he

looks long enough,

has the key to the

secrets of the universe; the key to an office

have been a poor substitute.

he will find the professor who
would

According to Adolf Stahr, enthusiasm for

Hegel was still limited to Berlin in 1821, and students of Ruge's
temper normally gravitated to the classics.20

His own first thought

was theology, but a brief exposure to

orthodox biblical exegesis changed

his mind.

he fell eagerly on his new

Turning now to the Greeks,

subject matter.

So much zeal soon alienated from him his old friends

from Stralsund, who were enjoying their new-found freedom.
much minded;

Not that he

if they chose to begin with drinking and carousing, then

they might carouse alone.

He himself was always an earnest man with the

very highest moral standards, or, in good English, a bit of a p n g .

21

His moralistic bent was also suited to the tone of the Burschenschaft,

22

and it was not long before he found new friends.

The

Burschenschaft at Halle had been dissolved after the Sand murder and
the proclamation of the Federal "Karlsbad Decrees" and was then just
beginning to revive.

Within a few months he attended a meeting, and he

was impressed by what he saw.
Arndt's Bundeslied— moved him:

Even the song which began it— it was
"This song . . . sung by such a mighty

chorus, made an irresistible . . . impression.

That is a song fit for

men; it must have reverberated through every heart."

The leaders, Chris

tian Hildebrand and H. Clemen, were "calm republican statesmen," and
after the meeting he considered, "What a remarkable day this had been!
What a lot I had experienced, and how much more I was to experience!"
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It is as if he were describing a religious conversion, and by
all accounts the character of the Burschenschaft must have been closer
to that of a revivalist sect than to a modern political party.

24

In his

memoirs he has the natural tendency to write as if his mind had always
been as clear, and his convictions always the same as in 1862, but even
here one gains a similar impression.

The Burschenschaft defined its

goal as "German unity and freedom," and to this goal its members culti
vated, or affected to cultivate, the most extravagant devotion.

As to

what these words might mean, there was neither clarity, nor agreement,
nor even much debate.

If we accept as typical Ruge's own background—

his complete innocence of politics together with his adolescent engage
ment with the Wars of Liberation— it is hard to see how it could have
been otherwise.28
There can be no doubt of the seriousness of Ruge's own commit
ment, and a really committed Bursche bound up his whole life in the
movement.

One "sang all the songs of war and freedom, and loved them

to the point of passion."28

One's friends were other activists, and

even by German standards friendships were intense.

27

A florid, pathetic

style of expression, florid to a point which we would find embarrassing,
was considered good form and a sign of manly sincerity and conviction.28
It was the atmosphere of a hothouse, but for a time he found it stimu
lating; it satisfied in h im a need for intense identification with a
cause, a need which went deeper than his still rudimentary political
beliefs and which as a grown man he never lost.

Much as his orientation

later changed, at sixty he could still remember the experience with
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nostalgia.

But we will see that it could also be a negative influence.

There is much in his later thinking which is incomprehensible unless we
remember how deep was his immersion in this cloying patriotic sentimen
tality and how violently he must later have reacted against it.

In

these terms one can understand why as a liberal leader he should have
made romantic nationalism his special enemy, and one has a certain
sympathy for the arid, metallic abstraction of his writings for the
Hallische JahrbUcher— for his lack of sensitivity for emotional values:
bearing in mind that sympathy does not exclude criticism.
The later history of the Burschenschaft suggests that it was
never a real threat to the existing order, but the authorities were
frightened, and under the Karlsbad Decrees it was expressly forbidden.
It survived in Halle only as an informal and amorphous group of likeminded friends.

But within it there remained a smaller, secret, organ

ized cadre of recognized leaders, and within this group was a yet smaller
29
and more secret elite, the genuinely conspiratorial Jlinglingsbund.
Ruge seems to have been an unusually energetic and dedicated member, for
within a few months he had already attracted their favorable attention.
Before the autumn vacation an older and respected Bursche named
Wilier asked Ruge to join him for a long journey on foot.
accepted.

He of course

Their journey lasted six weeks; visiting Switzerland and

nine German universities, they were to gather information and to make
contacts in the interest of the Burschenschaft at Halle.

Wilier may

also have had errands to accomplish for the Jlinglingsbund, although in
this Ruge would as yet have been only an unwitting accomplice.
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For

28

the Pomeranian farm boy such a journey was a great adventure, and he
allows it more than ninety pages in his memoirs.
value.

It also had a practical

He had now observed the student movement in operation throughout

Germany, and to his friends in Halle this seemed an adequate political
education.
It was not long after that he was asked to join the Junqlingsb und.

To understand what followed we should know something about this

shadowy and unfortunate organization, and because of the thoroughness of
the Prussian police it is possible to give a reasonably clear picture.31
Far more radical and more clearly political in its orientation than the
Burschenschaft itself, it was the German counterpart to the liberal
Masonic or proto-Masonic organizations which then flourished in southern
Europe.

It differed from them in two respects; it lacked their elaborate

Masonic hierarchy and ritual, and it was composed entirely of students.
It had no popular roots and almost no contact with older men who could
have given advice and support.

Like some exotic vine transplanted to

the alien North, it was not to survive its third winter.
It was founded at Jena in early 1821.

A Burschenschaftler named

Robert Sprewitz had returned from Piedmont, where he had gone as a
revolutionary volunteer.

While passing through Switzerland he had

visited the exiled Karl Follen.

Follen, or so Sprewitz claimed, had

given h im a plan for a new, secret, and explicitly revolutionary organi
zation dedicated to "the overthrow of the existing constitutions," of
divided Germany, so that "the people can give itself a constitution by
means of elected representatives."

This was the age of the Decembrists
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and the Carbonari, and both the defenders and the enemies of the old
order tended to think in terms of conspiracies.

Still, such a dangerous

scheme could hardly have found adherents without the magic of Karl
Follen's name.
to stand alone.
men"

It also helped to know that the students would not have
Follen, they were told, had also created a "league of

(MSnnerbund), which would actually plan and carry out the revolu

tion, and to which the student group would be strictly subordinated.
According to Ruge, the MHnnerbund would also decide the form of the new
German constitution;

a very useful arrangement in that it prevented

divisive arguments among the students.
In the interest of

32

secrecy the two groups were to remain

completely separate, and the JUnglingsbund would be contacted when
coordinated action became necessary.

However, it became clear almost

from the first that without outside support and direction it was both
useless and dangerous.

If we are to believe Ruge, the JUnglingsbund

positively depressed liberal activity.

Radical thinking and agitation

were now more dangerous, because the Bund might be exposed, and unneces
sary because Germany's problems would in any case soon be solved by
older and w iser men.

The only course was to search for the Mannerbund.

They never found it, and it is as certain as a negative fact can be made
that no such group existed.

The students had been misled, and the

founder of the B u n d , who may or may not have been Karl Follen, had
exposed them to dangers they could never have dealt with.

33

At some time during the next semester Wilier and four others
approached Ruge with the suggestion that they form a secret society to
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realize the "political unity and freedom of Germans."
he says, he rejected the idea as absurd.

At this point,

A few weeks later two of them

approached him again, this time revealing that such a society already
existed.

His natural fears were put to rest, and an appeal was made to

his pride:
A rather widespread league of students had existed for about
a year [he was told]. But it was by no means supposed to act
alone for the above-mentioned goal . . . but that above the . . .
JUnglingsbund was an association of a number of men.
These men
enjoyed considerable influence in several states. (1) These would
direct the JUnglingsbund, and its members would only be active
after the manner of the students in the years 1813 to 1851 (that
is, as military auxiliaries). Since the time for this activity
would soon come, and since I, too, would surely be ready if
necessary to give up my life in the service of the fatherland,
I would of course have no objection to joining such a society.34
Given these assurances, he agreed.

It is not surprising that he should

have done so, committed as he already was to the Burschenschaft and now
in any case the possessor of a guilty secret.

More curious are the

differences between what he was told and what had been Sprewitz's
original scheme.

The plan was now much less revolutionary.

At Kbpenick

Ruge said nothing about the "overthrow of existing constitutions," and he
denied under oath having heard of this point in the Bund1s program or of
any plan for an armed uprising.

35

It is not likely that he was lying,

and one can only speculate that this point, essential as it was to the
scheme, had so frightened or offended the membership that it had been
dropped, deliberately or unconsciously, somewhere in the process of
transmission.

The story of the Mgnnerbund had also been improved, and

it should have been comforting to know that their supposed fellow
conspirators now "enjoyed considerable influence in several states,"
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even if no one knew who they were.

If supported by an existing state,

they could hope to unify Germany by means of war, a course much safer
and psychologically easier to adopt than revolution.

But the need for

reassurance was too keenly felt to be satisfied for long with anonymous
statesmen.

In time the myth was further embroidered and improved upon.

Thus Ruge:
Later we were taken in by the vague rumor that General Gneisenau
and even the Prussian state supported the activities of the B u n d .
We never discussed whether one or another of these really knew
about the Bu n d , or whether the whole rumor was anything more
than a conjecture.
The conjecture, he continues, was based on consideration of Prussia's
"influence," her "power," and her "entirely German character and
entirely German interests":

or, in other words, on reasoning rather

than on evidence.37
The reference to Gneisenau is easy to understand,
reputation for

nationalism and for unruliness.38

given his

However, one is a bit

surprised to see a group of revolutionaries claim Prussia as their ally.
On this point Fraenckel's work is enlightening; he mentions this idea
and

finds that although it did not prevail in the Bund as a whole, it

was

current in the circle at Jena. As an illustration he

cites an essay

written by the student Hermann Demme while under investigation at
Kbpenick.

It is quite an interesting essay, especially because Demme

would later be a close friend of Arnold Ruge's.

Without a trace of

sentimentality, without positing any concept of a Prussian "liberalism,"
and without referring to the personalities of the Reform Era, Demme gives
a cool and perceptive analysis of Prussia's strategic and economic needs.
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Emphasizing her geographical position, divided and straddling Germany,
and her need as a military power for an adequate economic basis, he
concludes that if she is to maintain her position as a Great Power
circumstances will compel her to go to war and unify Germany.

39

We will see what a lasting hold these ideas would take upon
Ruge's imagination.

The essay shows a high level of sophistication,

astonishingly high for a young man with no political training or experi
ence, and Fraenckel believes that he has found in Demme a worthy forerunner of Paul Pfizer.

40

the JUnglingsbund viable.

And yet not even prophetic insight could make
If Demme underestimated the time it would take

for historical forces to work, then this was the natural consequence of
youthful impatience.

And although for him the consequences were disas

trous, it is also very human that he should have misused his logical
powers to tailor reality to his wishes rather than to find ways to change
it.

We will see this error repeated again and again, by older and

supposedly wiser men, so often that one feels justified in calling it
a hallmark of German progressive thinking.
The reader may object that during this digression Ruge has been
left sitting in Halle, where the influence of the Jena circle could be
felt only indirectly.

The chain of events which would bring him to Jena

began soon after he was initiated into the Bund, with a personal disaster
that almost ended his career.

In a letter from home he learned that his

family was now bankrupt; his father had lost his farm and could no longer
send money.

Reflecting that he had no trade and would be economically

useless to them, he decided to continue his studies at Halle until the
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end of the year.

The next two months were miserable.

his friends for help, he now had often to go hungry.

Too proud to ask
His hair began to

fall out; his political activities suffered, and probably his studies as
11 41
well.

The spring vacation brought some diverson; he was sent on another
long journey, this time to WUrzburg to represent Halle at a convention
of the B u n d .

This was to be its second convention.

Like an earlier one

which had been held on the Kyffhauser, it was intended to provide for a
common organization to coordinate between the several universities, and
it was also to discuss several attempts which had been made to contact
the league of men.

Ruge was expected to speak also for the Jena circle,

and had therefore to travel first to Frankfurt to discuss the situation
with Sprewitz.

His interview with Sprewitz was discouraging.

He was

told flatly that no "league of men" existed and that he must convince the
assembly either to disband the Bun d , or to give it a new goal and a less
dangerous form.

This was indeed a hard task to give to a first-year

student, but Sprewitz himself refused to go— out of chagrin, so Ruge

42

v*.
thought.

At WUrzburg he found himself among men far older than himself
and jealous of their position of leadership.

He was ridiculed for his

youth, and Sprewitz's warnings were lightly brushed aside.
was not fully convinced and did not press his case.

He himself

Although no one

had been able to find the MUnnerbund, they decided to maintain the organ
ization and even to recruit more members, if only because they were
already compromised and felt safer in sticking together.

43
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No one in Halle liked the outcome of the meeting, but for Ruge
at least the following semester passed more cheerfully.

Toward the end

of the year he even found an escape from his financial troubles.

On a

visit to Jena he found a friend in Eduard Simon, a Burschenschaftler and
the son of a rich merchant in Hamburg.

Simon generously offered to

share with h im his allowance and his lodgings.

Ruge was known to have

spent only five Gulden on his long trip to Switzerland, while Simon's
purse, and his studies, had suffered from the effects of keeping bad
company; according to Ruge, Simon expected his good influence to be worth
more than it cost.

In any case the meeting was providential.

He would

now have to move to Jena, but he cannot have minded, for under the
protection of a liberal Duke the University of Jena was the cradle and
heart of the German Burschenschaft.

For precisely this reason study at

Jena was forbidden to Prussian subjects, but the penalty— exclusion from
State employment— still did not frighten Ruge.
bureaucrat;

He had no wish to be a

instead he dreamt of a career as a pedagogue, like

Pestalozzi or like Georg Bunsen in Frankfurt, and in the next semester
he matriculated at Jena.

44

Jena gave h im a wide field for political activity.

The situation

here was like that which he had found at Halle; the Burschenschaft had
just been dissolved by the Academic Senate but lived on, on an informal
basis.

As in Halle a clandestine group of leaders, here called the

"Engere Verein,” was organized to provide direction and continuity.

As

the membership of the inner circle was in this case identical with that
of the JUnglingsbund, he at once found his place among the leaders.
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Without a formal constitution the influence of the organized elite became
greater than ever, and despite the danger of disclosure and repression
there was from the first a faction which demanded that the old constitution be revived.

45

Ruge was chosen spokesman for the inner circle, and Treitschke
tells us that he "wielded the chief influence" in the Burschenschaft
itself.

This will have required a

flict aroused strong feelings;
Burschenschaft.

very strong

for a time some

personality, for the con
forty members left the

Closely related to this question was that of dueling,

for the leadership controlled the "courts of honor" which were meant to
restrict the practice, and the most incorrigible duelists naturally
joined the opposition.

With his usual impetuousness he began a personal

campaign against dueling.

After an especially forceful speech, so he

tells us, he received forty challenges, and in his zeal against this
barbarous practice he fought and won six consecutive duels.46
Even more exciting was
Luden was a Fichtean historian
politics.

the chance to study under Heinrich Luden.
and like Fichte

deeply involved in

He had spoken openly and loudly against Napoleon and for

German unity and a German constitution.

His proven liberalism made him

a hero to his students and kept him in constant trouble with the
authorities.

Whatever may have been the merit of his historical writ

ings— and these were soon forgotten— his lectures were inspiring and
were heavily attended.

Manuscript notes from his lectures on politics

passed from hand to hand in the Burschenschaft and were eagerly read;
insofar as the Burschenschaft had an ideology it was Luden's.

47
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Ruge regularly attended all of Luden's lectures and visited him
often.He

became Luden's disciple, and what we know of Luden's think

ing has so many parallels in his own, both before and after he studied
Hegel, that one may fairly speak of a decisive influence.

Luden taught

that "the true historical basis of political institutions is the need
of the time":

that any given institution has value only relative to

the existing stage in the progress of the human spirit, that change is
necessary and that revolutions are sometimes justified.

Radical as this

sounded at the time, it did not mean that he preached revolution.

He

expected that the existing monarchies would give themselves constitutions,
as had Bavaria, and he saw no practical distinction between constitutional
monarchy and the republic.

Here he must have fallen into the trap of

confusing constitutionalism with English parliamentary government, and
in 1822 no one was very clear as to the difference.

Constitutional

monarchs, so he thought, had only to carry out the decisions of the
representatives of the people.

49

If this sounds confused, then the

"English example" was a source of confusion to thinkers far more sophis
ticated than Luden, and not always an unwelcome source of confusion,
for it helped to soften the contrast between harsh reality and the world
as they thought it should be.50

Seen in this context it is less

surprising that Ruge, who had read his Thucidides and, according to his
memoirs, already "decidedly preferred the republic," could still place
his hopes in the Prussian monarchy.51
What Fraenckel finds most edifying in Luden is the extent to
which his followers could keep their dynastic loyalties.

Thus, Bavarian
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members of the JUnglingsbund dreamed of a Germany unified under the
Bavarian constitution and under a Wittelsbach emperor.

52

While in

prison Ruge argued in his defense that he had always acted in what he
thought to be Prussia's interest, and that he had been motivated "only
by Prussian patriotism."

To us, the claim will ring false; with its

exaggerated pathos it seems tasteless and a b s u r d . ^
probably truth in it.

Yet there is

We have seen that clarity in political matters

was never a special virtue of the Burschenschaft;
nings of partisan political
now seem mutually exclusive.

in the earliest begin

thinking, values could still coexist which
If Friedrich Meinecke has found cosmo

politan nationalists in this era, we should not be astonished to find
loyal revolutionaries.
Ruge was impressed above all by Luden's appreciation of the
power of ideas in history, or so at least it seemed in retrospect.

In

his memoirs is a long monologue of Luden's on the subject, which he dates
from their first encounter.
as

Luden had spoken of contemporary politics

a game of ball, and Ruge had protested that this was frivolous.

With a smile the older man acquiesced:
You are right to criticize my image, for it could only cause
one to lose sight of the source of all history, the thinking and
original spirit of m a n , and to see only the costumed actors. . . .
Very often, power will serve only to bring the spirit of the
times to consciousness.
Thus, without Napoleon's tyranny we
should not have become conscious as a nation. . . . The powerful
are helpless, and the great men of this earth but faint lights
[sic] in the hands of the all-moving World Spirit.
Thus I would
never say that the costumed ballplayers are the fathers of history,
no, it is the thinkers that make it, and Aristotle was a far
greater conqueror . . . than his degenerate pupil Alexander.
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The point was not lost on Ruge; these were sentiments which he made his
own and believed in a very literal sense.
that he found them new or surprising.

It does not necessarily follow

The emphasis he gives to the

speech probably tells us more about Ruge in 1862, now a lonely Hegelian
in a world gone materialist, than about his youth.

But it warns us not

to overstate the importance of Hegel's direct influence, either for Ruge
or for his generation.

German Idealism in all its varieties— in this

case the Fichtean— was very much in the air.

Any educated German will

have come in contact with certain more or less vulgarized phrases and
catchwords drawn from this tradition, and these had already done much to
shape Ruge's thinking long before he could systematically study
philosophy.
It was well that he should be reminded now of the primacy of the
ideal, for his real world was beginning to crumble.
began to disintegrate.

The JUnglingsbund

By the time of its last convention, held in

October at NUrnberg, no one with eyes to see still believed in the
M3nnerbund.

Ruge speaks of an atmosphere of listlessness and disillu

sionment at Jena.

No one could think what to do next; the convention

again refused to dissolve the organization, but after this no further
effort was made to maintain contact between univers i t i e s . ^
certainly unwise,

This was

for membership in an inactive conspiracy could be even

more dangerous than in an active one.
If he had forgotten this, he was soon sharply reminded.

During

the spring of 1823 he and Demme made a journey back to Rtigen, Ruge in
order to visit his family.

The visit cannot have done much to raise his
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spirits; he found a brother dead of diphtheria and a younger sister
dying of pneumonia, and the family was so impoverished that he had to
pay for the doctor and the funeral expenses.

To make matters worse, he

had been incautious enough to travel wearing the "old-German costume"
of the Burschenschaft and on his return journey was stopped by the
police outside Stralsund for questioning.

They released him after having

confiscated a heavy walking stick which he had borrowed for the trip.
Ruge was beside himself; carved on the stick were the names of a number
of old Jena Burschen including that of Karl Sand, and these made it an
object of great sentimental value.

Unfortunately, they also made it an

object of interest to the police, and the stick in its turn made Ruge an
object of interest.

In his memoirs the episode becomes an amusing anec

dote in which the authorities are exposed as high-handed and absurd,
but in fact he had been in serious danger.

The police were alerted, and

they investigated; they quickly discovered his part in the "secret"
Engere Verein at Jena.

On 8 May the famous demagogue hunter Karl

Albert von Kamptz personally ordered his arrest.

By this time he was

safely in Mecklenburg; the Prussian police were slow, but they were now
awake.

. 56
Sooner or later his capture was certain.
Back in Jena he found still more trouble.

During the summer

semester a conflict broke out between the students and the Academic
Senate;

not properly a political conflict but a quarrel over privilege

in the manner of the eighteenth century.

The Senate began it by out

lawing the tradition of singing in the marketplace.

The students demon

strated; righteous outrage at once overcame the old hostility between
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Burschenschaft and Corps.

In good eighteenth-century— or comic-opera—

fashion, the Duke sent in his troops, and the students withdrew in a body
to a neighboring Duchy— threatening the livelihood of the town.

Ruge

tells us that he played the part of a leading moderate and worked
successfully with Luden to arrange a compromise.
take to make himself conspicuous.

But it had been a mis

Now in a vengeful mood, the Senate

began to expel the student leaders, and at the first convenient pretext
it expelled R u g e . ^
His next move was to Heidelberg, where the loyal Simon followed
him.

His reasons for choosing Heidelberg are obscure, for he heartily

disapproved of its drinking and dueling traditions.

In any case

Sprewitz was here, and together with one or two old party comrades they
made a small and congenial group.

These were quiet times for Ruge.

He

could now think only of his plans for a pedagogical institute in Switzer
land, and he wanted to finish his studies as quickly as possible.

He

took no part in the Burschenschaft; he did not even matriculate but
attended a few lectures and read intensely in his Aristophanes.

In the

evening he and his friends from the Bund might gather for beer and
conversation, but their old activism was gone.58
As for the JUnglingsbund he now fully agreed with Sprewitz; the
only course was to

"put it to sleep." Follen's long-awaited call to

action came during

the autumn of 1823,

or so Ruge tells us;Christian

Hildebrand arrived

bearing an order to

"together draw their daggers and

strike down the whole society

of German princes."

The idea was absurd,

and Hildebrand was applauded when he told the Heidelbergers of the rude
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answer he had given Follen.

Certainly Follen could not at any time have

gotten such an order executed; if true, the story is evidence for his
total bankruptcy as a leader.

Perhaps at an earlier time the matter

would at least have been debated, but the members were tired.

Ruge him

self was disillusioned with political activity; he had troubles and
ambitions of his own, and he was content in Heidelberg.
ally, he was becoming a quietist.

However gradu-

59

However, the idyll was a brief one, for the Bund refused to go
to sleep.

It had in fact already been betrayed;

at the end of August a

charity student named Dietz had confessed his part in it to the police,
and had caused a sensation in the highest circles in Germany.
not only untried students who believed in conspiracies.

It was

The authors of

the Karlsbad Decrees had been firmly convinced that there existed a
secret, powerful and tightly organized revolutionary conspiracy of
European dimensions; they could find no other explanation for the
popular unrest of the early twenties.

The Decrees provided for an

investigative committee in Mainz— the "black committee"— to coordinate
the police efforts of the different states and to prepare a comprehen
sive report on the conspiracy.
but its time had come.

Until now it had made little headway,

Given enough energy and thoroughness, it was

thought, the whole scheme could be uncovered and rooted out.^°
Energy and thoroughness were not lacking.

Arrests began in

Halle in mid-December and spread as more and more students were impli
cated.

Word reached Heidelberg almost at once.

Ruge could easily have

crossed into France, but the fate of a friendless and penniless student
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in exile was quite as frightening as was an arrest which he would at
least share with his friends.

He waited passively for the police to

come, and was arrested on 23 January 1 8 2 4 . ^
Directly after his arrest he was handed over to the Prussian
authorities and brought to Berlin.

They, and not the commission at

Mainz, were to be entrusted with questioning the students.

For this

purpose they had created their own Special Commission and housed it just
outside Berlin in a royal hunting lodge at Kbpenick.

Having first been

quartered in Berlin in the Hausvoigtey— a relatively comfortable jail—
Ruge was brought by night and in complete silence, over an indirect road
through a dark forest, to the hunting lodge.

Here he was locked in a

room and left for two weeks alone to brood on the unkindness of fate.
Not unnaturally he began to take a tragic view of his situation.
his jailors meant to break his spirit.

Perhaps

If so, they were ill-advised;

convinced now that he w ould surely be executed, he could see no reason
to cooperate and resolved even more firmly to say nothing.

His interro

gator was a clumsy pedant named Krause who only managed to irritate him
further; according to Ruge, he finally invented the answers he could not
elicit and dictated them himself to his stenographer.

Kamptz himself had

Ruge summoned and reprimanded him for his "disregard of the truth."

He

responded with an indignant speech, or rather an outburst which he has
proudly recorded in his memoirs:
What do you care about truth? Have you ever sought it and done
even the slightest thing to advance it? Is this a great philos
opher I see?
It would seem not, for it is truth that makes men
free, not that throws them into dungeons.
We, young as we are,
have dedicated all our strength to this truth and have not for a
moment hesitated to give our lives for it.
Don't talke to me
about truth!
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This, he says, reduced the old man to silence.62
But this was only a courage born of despair, and it was of no
use.

After his interview with Kamptz he was removed to Berlin to be

held while the others were questioned.63
was brought back to Kopenick.
firmly established.

It was already June before he

By this time his complicity must have been

The Commission was determined that he should be made

to talk; the only question was how.

In reporting his "stubborn and

presumptuous resistance," Krause had concluded that "complete testimony"
could be had from him only through use of "more special procedures."

64

Whatever "procedures" he may have had in mind, Ruge's new inquisitor
decided in favor of kindness and intelligence, and with these he soon
accomplished what Krause had not.
The man's name was Lange.

Liberal, sensitive, and well educated,

he belonged to a class of official common enough in the Prussian service
to do it great credit but never enough to set its tone.

Through all his

months of captivity Ruge had been growing more and more angry.
began their first interview with a violent outburst:

Now he

against Krause,

against solitary confinement, against his long term of arrest in general.
Lange listened patiently to all this and then responded with genuine
sympathy, and this sympathy and warmth he sustained throughout what must
have been a painful relationship.

If ever Ruge had needed kindness it

was now, and his gratitude increased when he considered how easily
Lange could have played the tyrant.

In his memoirs, after thirty-six

years had gone by, he was still glad of the opportunity to thank this
"honest and humane man."65
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Lange was able quickly to win his confidence and convinced him
that his lot was not so tragic as he had believed:

that he could at

worst expect a long term of imprisonment and that it would be to his
advantage to cooperate.

Convinced also that the others had already

confessed, he wrote out a very full account of his activities in the
B und, together with two essays explaining his political beliefs.
Further questioning lasted into November.

66

He was then transferred to

the Hausvoigtey while his trial began in Breslau;

criminal trials were

still conducted secretly and in writing, and the presence of a defen
dant was unnecessary.

The trial was a long one, and for over a year he

was kept in painful suspense as to the nature of his sentence.

In

January he was "tentatively" assigned to the fortress of Kolberg,
which would be his home for the next five years.67
Even among Prussian fortresses Kolberg was a dreary place,
isolated as it was on the cold East Baltic coastline, and a petty tyrant
of a Platzmajor did what he could to make his first year difficult.
his situation was not desperate.
a hard punishment;

But

Fortress confinement was not in itself

under the Prussian legal code it was a privilege

reserved for convicts of "higher or more educated estate," and these
were entitled to certain basic amenities.

He and a fellow conspirator

named Schliemann were lodged in a small room, cramped but clean and
well lighted, at the top of a blockhouse.

They were given an allowance

for food and bedding and left for the most part to themselves.

Both

had brought books, Schliemann his medical texts, Ruge his Aristophanes
and Thucidides; given enough determination they were free to continue
their studies.66
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One quality much valued and cultivated in the Burschenschaft had
been "Spartanism," and now theirs was put to the test.
weaker men Spartanism could degenerate into callousness.

In dealing with
Schliemann

was sick and despondent, and Ruge set out to bully him into taking a
more "manly" attitude.

He seems to have succeeded, although the first

sign Schliemann gave of manliness was to give him a lusty stab with his
dissecting knife.

This cleared the air— one hopes that Ruge also

learned from the experience— and they could turn to their material
problems.

It was necessary to arrange for light, heat, and food— here

Ruge likens himself to Robinson Crusoe— to find expedients and to
struggle with the most primitive details of household economy.

When

these had been dealt with, Ruge arranged a rigid program for the two:
they used every hour allowed them for exercise and rose every morning
at three so as to study undisturbed.

Their supply of books would be

inadequate for a long stay, but at the time old Friedrich Ludwig Jahn
was also a prisoner at Kolberg and was sometimes willing to lend them
more.

69
Their sentences were handed down in the spring of 1826.

For

"participation in, and propagation of, an unlawful secret society pre
paring the crime of high treason," Schliemann was sentenced to thirteen,
Ruge to fifteen years' imprisonment.70

As if this were not harsh

enough, their year under investigative arrest was not included, and
they became permanently ineligible for government service.

As Ruge

later complained, this last condition meant effective banishment from
Prussia.7^-

In Prussia the philologist was as much a civil servant as
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was the tax collector; however he may have felt about serving in the
bureaucracy, as an intellectual he had little choice.
But severe as his punishment was, he could now feel firm ground
under his feet.
sentence.

It was at least finite, and it was not the death

It could also be appealed, and although their appeal had

little chance of success it brought unexpected benefits; the advocate
they turned to became their most generous and valuable friend.
was Kriegs- und Regierungsrat Haenisch.

This

Haenisch was a veteran of the

Napoleonic siege, had been Gneisenau's Auditeur, and was something of
a local hero.

Like Lange he was a humane and an educated man.

He was

far older than Lange and unlike him an arch-conservative, but he was
sensible enough to realize that their offense had been harmless and
their punishment absurdly harsh.

Not only did he offer to defend them

without a fee, he treated them as if they had been his own sons.

He

talked with them, invited them into his home, gave them good practical
advice, and, best of all, he provided them with books from his own
library.72

It is worth noting that as a prisoner Ruge received more

kindness than cruelty at the hands of Prussian officials.

They were,

after all, members of his own class, and they will have understood him.
These kindnesses were important to him at the time, and they cannot but
have had an effect on his attitudes.

We have noted an ambivalence in his

early political activity; it had never been consciously directed against
the Prussian state.

Like many forms of primitive revolt— like a "king

and country riot"— his had been conducted in the name of the same
institutions which it ultimately threatened.

His experience in prison

was not of a sort likely to resolve this ambivalence.
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Reading Haenisch's folio volumes of Plato, he began to feel a
new interest in philosophy which would eventually lead h im to Hegel,
while Thucidides helped him to clear his head of romanticism and to
develop his own set of ideals.

His plans for the future, too, were

beginning to change, although not in the direction of greater realism.
He now thought in terms of a literary career, and to improve his style
he undertook long translations from the G r e e k . ^
He even wrote an original play, "Schill und die Seinen," on a
a topical theme from the Napoleonic Wars.

Schill's was a story calcu

lated to appeal to a sentimental and overwrought generation.

He had

been a Prussian Major who in 1809 led his troops in a filibuster against
the French.

He had hoped to force the hand of his government; he had

disobeyed out of patriotism, and he had been beheaded.

Ruge thought he

saw a parallel between Schill's fate and his own and meant the play as
a justification of the JUnglingsbund;

further evidence that he

sincerely thought himself a misunderstood patriot.

74

But if Schill seems a strange model for a future radical agitator,
he did have others.

At the same time he wrote the play, he was trans

lating into German an ode to Harmodius— for which read "Karl Sand"—
and Pericles'

funeral oration from the Peloponnesian Wars.75

These

were the heroes of his youth, and they are a difficult group to harmon
ize.

One sees that they stand for contrasting political values:

Schill's

Prussia, as it was and as it exerted a certain claim on Ruge's loyalty,
was not Periclean Athens.

To say this is not a criticism;

"creative

tensions" such as this can be found behind the best efforts of many
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thinkers, and his own best efforts were spent in trying to close this
gap.

However, there is a more serious problem.

There was in his own

nature a strain of unthinking activism which in Sand and Schill he
raised to the level of an ideal.

What distinguished both men was a

single act of pure heroism, wholly futile in practical terms but
justified, as he might have put it at the time, by the depth of their
conviction, and crowned by a martyr's death.

One remembers Ruge kneel

ing in the garden in Langenhanshagen, and one wonders whether his
political career was not doomed from its beginning;

this is not an

ideal easily to be reconciled with ordinary good sense, let alone with
Periclean statesmanship.

We are told that by the early 1830s he had

"outgrown Schill," but one is s k e p t i c a l . ^

He did outgrow the romantic

pathos and Schwarmerei of the Burschenschaft; his taste had matured, and
he had learned something of the world.

Whether he would be able to

discipline the frustrated cavalry officer in himself is another matter.
Haenisch had predicted that his and Schliemann's appeal would
come to nothing but that eventually both could expect clemency.
proved to be right on both counts.

He

In 1828 the King ordered their

sentences reduced by two-thirds, and on New Year's Day 1830 he was set
free, took his leave of Haenisch and set out for h o m e . ^

He had now to

begin what was almost a new life, but he began it with a personality
which was already firmly defined and with ideas of his own.

I hope I

have given a recognizable picture of that personality and, in its
roughest

outlines, of the world which had shaped it.

It remains to be

asked how he thought.
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We have two samples of his early political thinking, the essays
he wrote for Lange while at Kbpenick and several articles he published
in Leipzig in 1831.

These are his only political writings that date from

before 1838, but together they are enough to show that he already had a
definite and considered standpoint before he read Hegel.
The second of his two Kopenick essays is especially interest
ing.78

After the defeats he had suffered, and that at the age of twenty-

two, it would be surprising if he had not felt the need drastically to
reorder his thinking, and indeed every outward sign— his painful, ungram
matical style, and even the fact that he wrote the essay at all and
handed it in, unsolicited, to Lange— suggests that it was the product of
an internal crisis.

79

In any case we can see him beginning to change;

here the romantic nationalist makes his formal exit, and the outline of
the good citizen and leader of the loyal opposition he would later
become begins to emerge.
He begins on a note close to despair.

He is, he tells us,

"deeply moved" by the thought that "no one can control the results of
his own actions."

Plans are useless; the outcome will always rest in the

hands of "Providence."

Although he believes that his wish, "to see the

first nation of the earth under a single scepter," is "in accordance
with the will of Providence," world affairs are in the hands of an
inscrutable God, and it is beyond the power of men to affect them.

For

this reason alone his enterprise must have failed, but there are other
and equally serious reasons.

No group of individuals could arouse the

mass of the people, because the authorities forbid political agitation.
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Again, national unity is a matter having little direct bearing upon
private interests and therefore not likely to cause widespread excite
ment.

Germany is also full of particularist hatreds.

In the face of

such difficulties, unity "will definitely not be achieved in our
fatherland, unless a strong princely house pursues it . . .
primary goal."

as its

However, to such a "princely house" this course has

much to recommend it:

"German patriotism . . . has rarely been active

in German history, and it would have to be a considerable stimulus which
would revive it.

[But] the genius which can enlist it under his banner

is an unconquerable as Arminius."
So he surrendered his standard, and with it the right to make
history, into the hands of God and the House of Hohenzollern.

For many

years he would rarely mention the question of German unity, although we
will find that he had not forgotten it.

Nor does it follow that he had

resigned himself to a life of contemplation;

in a strange final para

graph he sets off an area of political life exempt from his general
pessimism, in which the individual is still free to act.®^
This paragraph is also meant to show that his own activities
had been harmless.

He admits that "freedom" as well as "unity" had been

included in the program of the Bund; they had been constitutionalists.
This, he says, should not be held against them, because they had never
taken this part of their program seriously.

And in any event, surely no

one could object to the advance of freedom?

All history is the unfold

ing of the idea of freedom;
civilization (Bildung) .

it grows automatically with the progress of

If Germany were to be unified, this would have
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to be done through a constitution; existing conditions and public
opinion would require it.

This was all that they had meant when they

spoke of "freedom."
This is a type of argument which the mature Ruge would often use.
It is not an especially dignified argument, but in this case there was
doubtless much truth in what he said, and knowing Ruge one can be sure
that he meant every word.

An air of harmless innocence was useful

protective coloring in the VormSrz, and he cultivated it as a basic part
of his public image.81

There was no hypocrisy in this, for unfortunately

he convinced himself far more successfully than he convinced the
authorities.8 ^

It was one of a number of devices which helped him to

minimize the great gulf which lay between his own ideas and the existing
o rder.

Thus Neh e r :

. . . even in his most violent attacks on the existing form of
government, Ruge never fully realized just how revolutionary
he was; admit it or not, he was full of [the conviction] that
what he wanted was simply the Good, which everyone must have
wanted and which in fact everyone did want.88
This puts the matter very well, except that when in the same passage
Neher speaks of "naivete" and "self delusion," it is as if he were dis
cussing some psychological quirk of Arnold Ruge's.

Ruge's was indeed

an unusually robust optimism; he was good at believing what he wanted to
believe, but in this case I will argue that this trait in him only
served to throw into sharp relief what was a much more general problem.
Even the best liberal thinkers in Germany had to fall back on similar,
if more sophisticated, devices, and for the same good reasons.

Many

wanted drastic change; almost no one wanted open war with the established
order.
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And in this case he did not lack a precedent,
follows loyally the doctrines of Heinrich Luden.

for the essay

Luden had called it the

essence of all political wisdom that the Prince should promote the growth
of civilization (Kultur) and of freedom.

He defined freedom just as

Ruge does, as a condition in which the people decide in matters of state.
He cautioned that the amount of freedom which can wisely be granted is
limited by the prevailing level of political maturity, but with this one
reservation he insisted that an increase in freedom must always benefit
the State, and therefore the rulers as well as the ruled.
it was a law of history that civilization
freedom, should constantly advance.

Furthermore,

(Kultur) , and therefore also

84

It is on this basis that Ruge again asserts his own free will in
the face of the pessimism of his first paragraphs.
Providence toward civilization

Since the will of

(Bildung) and toward freedom is so

clearly manifest, the individual can still act to promote these without
falling into hybris.

It remains open to the idealist to advance the

Good.
How different was his thinking in 1831?85
struck by a change in his prose style.

First of all, one is

His studies and exercises in

prison had been to good effect; the broken grammar and clumsy construc
tions are gone, and the irritating pathos and overstatement of his
earlier prose has been replaced by a calm, humorous and even elegant
form which Ruge liked to call "classic."

This is his distinctive

mature style, and the change in form reflects one of substance; there
is no trace here of romantic nationalism, or of romanticism of any sort.
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Beyond this his views are much the same, and this speaks for his honesty,
since now he was writing anonymously and uncensored and could say very
much what he pleased.86

It is interesting, then, that he still speaks

here of his hope and faith in Prussia, even if for the moment she is only
expected to maintain German neutrality in the event of a Franco-Russian
war.

87
He also still conceives human history in much the same way.

In

another essay he sets himself the following problem:88
Now, given that for us it is beyond doubt:
first, that
every age establishes its own ideal of the State [and] realizes
its consequences . . . and that this whole movement has its
basis in advancing civilization (Bildung), the question remains
open:
how does the remaking of the ideal or the alteration of
the conception of the social ideal i.e. the changing of public
opinion, come about?
He thinks it comes about through the formation of political parties and
through political agitation,

for "in nations which are capable of

progress in civilization (Bildung)," correct ideas if given publicity
will inevitably realize themselves.

What is needed today is constitu

tionalism, that is, essentially the right to form an opposition party.
The thought is, in a legal manner to expose the government
to the influence of oppositional . . . opinion, which adheres to
a new idea.
This is so it can adopt the new idea immediately
and without further struggle, as soon as it comes to predominate.
This is necessary because "the honor of the people consists in this, that
its demands in the sense of the social idea be respected and executed,"
that is, in "nothing less than popular sovereignty."

It is not wholly

clear whether the idea is to realize itself through its innate power to
sway the minds of the government or because in a constitutional state
the monarch must by definition execute the will of the people's
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representatives.

Since the first proposition is so characteristic of

his style of thinking and the second of Luden's, he probably meant both.
However, his optimism has limits.

If the realization of the

idea is too long delayed— and here there is the hint of a threat—
pressures will become too great, and violent revolution will follow:
. . . we cannot withhold the observation that it does not seem
to be given to man that he might submit his destiny to an eternal
rule, for the whole of world history is an eternal struggle of
freedom against usurpation and is seldom fought without blood
shed.
Will it be different from now on?
Progress, then, is essentially political progress; political
forms are always being replaced by freer ones.

If progress is not

exactly automatic, it is immanent in history and is inexorable.

Its

engine is the growth of knowledge (Bildung) and the invincible power of
a correct and timely idea to convince.

It is implied that the only

obstacles are ignorance and superstition, or, better, the obstacle is
the inertia of ideas whose time is past, because for Ruge older ideas
also had their value, relative to a lower stage of development.

Even

feudal monarchy was historically justified in its own time by its own
idea, and in the future new and higher forms will develop.89

Seemingly

progress will go on without end, although in Ruge's work as a whole one
has the sense that if there were to be an ultimate state, it would look
very much like Periclean Athens.

90

This simple formula had for him all the force of an axiom and
would be the core of all his political thinking.

This much is clear;

what is not at all clear is what this "freedom" of his would actually
be like.

Already in 1831 he boldly called himself a "republican," but
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here he says nothing about republics.

91

For the moment he thinks that a

constitution is the best that can be expected.

The virtue of a constitu

tion would be that it would facilitate further progress.

He does not say

what a constitution should include or what concrete benefits can be
expected of it.

His demands are purely formal.

He calls for the advance

ment of an abstract freedom, and it is thoroughly characteristic of him
that he should have advanced this formal set of demands long before he
had actual grievances to press.

Even in much of his later thinking, one

often has the disquieting impression that any concrete points in his
program were borrowed elsewhere and added as an afterthought, and this is
also true of the Young Hegelian movement as a whole.

Even Gustav

Mayer's gentle formulation suggests that there was a problem:
. . . if we now ask what motives were decisive for the political
attitude of this school, we find that by no means did emotional
inclinations, let alone membership in a class or material consid
erations, determine their political standpoint but that their
philosophical method lent to their political outlook at once [its]
direction and [its] content.92
It would be misleading if we were to ask at this point whether
Ruge was in essence "liberal" or "radical"; in a sense he was unspeak
ably radical, because he believed in an open-ended progress which must
finally destroy and replace everything which exists.
this is not a very useful criterion.

But in practice

Even a conservative may believe

in "progress"; what matters is the content one gives to the word.

Since

Ruge still gave it almost no content, one must say that in this sense
he was neither radical nor conservative but still half-unpolitical, and
further that to a degree he remained unpolitical for much of his life,
because as opposed to the dialectic itself the actual content of his
later programs, radical as it sometimes was, remained secondary in
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importance, labile and subject to abrupt change.

Again, this was a

shortcoming typical of the Hegelian Left, but in his case at least it
may have been less the fault of Hegel than of the fact that he was
involved in the first beginnings of partisan political thought.
own background had been as unpolitical as can be imagined.

His

His political

commitment sprang from his own temperament and from his classical studies
rather than from any living tradition.

What is astonishing is not that

his vision should be impaired by an unpolitical abstractness but that he
had taken the first step:

that he had transcended his background, over

come the "sluggish Pomeranian spirit," and become a political man.
There is also a certain comfortable determinism in this faith in
progress, and this is another objection to our using the term "radical."
One finds in these articles none of the sense of urgency he might have
felt if he were airing immediate grievances, no apocalyptic vision like
Marx's.

So long as freedom or civilization seemed to move forward,

it

was in his terms quite reasonable that he should play the part of a good
citizen and help in his own small way.

What he might do if his faith

were threatened, when someone seemed about to turn the clock back or—
let us be realistic— when things went badly for him, is another matter.
I do not mean to be cynical.

Ruge was an intellectual and would

teach at a university, and the trouble that eventually touched him would
also touch academic freedom.

Academic freedom was one matter about

which as an intellectual and a teacher he had to think concretely.

It

also enjoyed a traditional sanctity in German thinking, which had after
all for the most part been academic thinking, that political and
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economic freedom did not.

Above all, it had to be important to him

because of the great importance in his scheme of values of Bildung.
Like so many German words, Bildung means several things at once.
It means "civilization" or "culture" in the English sense;

it means

"education" and specifically a classical or literary education, and it
means the cultivation and enrichment of the individual personality.
This word alone, or rather the peculiar identification of values which
it represents, tells us a great deal about the idealist school which
coined it, and in its rich variety of meanings and associations lies a
great potential for profundity— or for confusion.

We have seen that

Ruge made it the motor force behind all human progress, and in his
K’
d penick essay he says that the individual may further Freiheit or
Bildung, indicating that the two ideals are equal in status.

93

In so

doing he undoubtedly gained an added sense of the dignity and responsi
bility of his own future career as an academic.
politician the idea was only confusing.

However, for Ruge as a

From it one could draw the

practical conclusion that the force behind political progress is educa
tion, and specifically classical or literary education, and this is
precisely what Ruge would do.

Especially when the political situation

looked unfavorable, or, worse, when his political program had suffered
defeat and needed rethinking, he could and would fall back on the
comforting belief that the desired result could be achieved through
education and culture; at times he spoke as if all major difficulties
could be removed, and the German people made ready for freedom, if only
they could be exposed to enough good literature.

94
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There are many, many instances in Ruge's career in which he
showed that he could gloss over practical difficulties by manipulating
a word.

If this were only such an instance it would hardly deserve to

be mentioned, but like the primacy of ideas, a concept to which it is
closely related, the Bildungsidee in this form belonged to the essence
of his thinking.

It was a part of the heritage of every German intel

lectual, and this holds not only for the rich and subtle ideal itself,
but to a large extent also for the strained and unpolitical consequences
which Ruge would draw from it.

He was not the first powerless academic

in German history and was not to be the last, and the system of ideals
he inherited had been designed to compensate men like him for their
powerlessness.

Among other reasons, the Bildungsidee had evolved to be

a substitute for politics.

Hajo Holborn has shown that to the typical

eighteenth-century official or academic political action or political
freedom seemed superfluous; what was important was education and academic
freedom, and a better future seemed to be assured if only one trained
better administrators.95

But even some of the most idealistic and

brilliant figures, men who were by no means typical, had looked to
education and to culture for an adequate and perhaps a superior equiva
lent for the political power which they, their class, and their nation
lacked.

To Germany belonged the air; education and culture, it was

said, were not only her glory but would be her salvation.9^
In 1831 this doctrine will have fitted his needs especially
well, for it gave him a higher sanction in doing what he would have had
to do anyway:

in becoming a teacher.

For the time being he would now
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leave politics aside and try to build himself a career.

After a brief

rise in his expectations after 1830, he could even reach a genuine if
unstable reconciliation with the existing order.

97

In this he furthered

his own ends, or at least eased his conscience in furthering them, but
to say this is not to imply even an unconscious dishonesty.

The system

of beliefs which he had absorbed presented no real obstacle;

it was in

fact marvelously flexible.

Franz Mehring has remarked with a ceratin

bitterness on this flexibility of Ruge's:
Ruge had not taken his earlier fate tragically. . . . He led a
comfortable life and, despite his earlier misfortunes, this
permitted him to declare the Prussian system free and just.
Indeed, he would have liked to justify in his person the malicious
saying . . . that no one made his career more quickly than a con
verted demagogue.98
One sympathizes.

Mehring's party had had its heroes and its

martyrs, German middle-class radicalism almost none, and Mehring knew
the weaknesses of this kind of radicalism from firsthand experience.
But at the same time, one wonders what else he would have had Ruge to
have done.

A socialist agitator— say— in the 1880s could expect to

suffer in prison, but afterward he could return to a living cause and a
living Party:

to old and sympathetic comrades, to doctrinal certainty

and possibly to a career as a Party official.

The time and conditions

were ripe for heroism, but in 1830 they had not been.

Ruge's organiza

tion had been smashed, and, what is even more to the point,
had been thoroughly discredited.

its program

For the moment his large and impover

ished family needed him more than did any cause.

As for a career, this

was something only the State could provide, and the surprising generosity
which the State did in fact show probably did much to heal his old
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wounds and to make accommodation easier.
In fact, from the time he left Stralsund the Prussian state had
cast its shadow over everything he did, and such a close and prolonged
contact could not but have left a deep impression on his mind.

His

imagination was not unusually vivid, and most of the subjects he would
have to write about as a publicist— political parties, the social ques
tion, the Junkers, capitalism, and even his favorite whipping boy the
Roman Church— come across in his work as if they were lifeless abstrac
tions.

They were phenomena which he had read about or had perhaps been

shown, but which he had never experienced emotionally.

But the State,

whose universities, jails, and fortresses had been the world of his
youth, was always very solid and real.

Perhaps their contact had been

too intimate, for Ruge would always find it hard to think dispassionately
about the State; he suffered as did few others from that "love-hatred
for the monarchy, the Church, for uniforms and judicial robes," which
Shlomo Nama'an has called the special infirmity of German democrats.100
It may be that no Old Prussian could think dispassionately about the State.
The State was like one of the family.
an old one.

The expression "Vater Staat" is

In Berlin it is considered funny, although in English it

would be nonsense, and perhaps untranslatable jokes like this one tell us
something about the character of a people.
to defy, but also to justify,

their fathers.

Freud tells us that men need
It is an insight worth

keeping in mind, not with regard to Ruge's own easygoing father— unfor
tunately we know little of him— but with regard to the State.
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CHAPTER II

RUGE AND HEGEL, 1830-1837:
TWO INTELLECTUALS AND TWO GENERATIONS

Ruge's first need was now to find a career.

Six years'

lost

time had somehow to be made up, and he had family responsibilities.

The

Ruges had settled in the small Pomeranian town of Triebsees, where his
father had found work as a minor official.

On his salary the family

could survive, but young Ludwig's education had also to be paid for, and
the father's health was precarious.

His death would leave young Arnold

the family's only provider.'*'
Given his training, his career would have to be an academic one.
His literary illusions quickly faded.

Although he was eventually able to

have both his Schill and his Oedipus published, and although the latter
did help to further his career, he never realized a penny from either.
With one or two possible exceptions, the German public was still too poor
to nourish professional men of letters.

2

Haenisch had suggested that he find a position in a Gymnasium,
and in fact it was here that the best opportunities lay.

Haenisch had

added that by petition to the King Ruge could probably have that part of
his sentence removed which barred him from state service.
no future among the Pomeranians.

But Ruge had

This soon became clear, for he found

that his neighbors and old friends were now terrified of him, both
because of his past and because of his ideas.

Not wishing further to

61
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burden his parents, he set out in the spring for Jena, to live with
friends and to await the King's answer to his petition."*
Friends in Halle soon found a teaching position for him.

But

again he found himself with time on his hands, for his petition was
almost a year in being answered.
plete his doctorate.

He used his enforced leisure to com

For this he wrote a perfunctory dissertation—

"something about Juvenal"— which seems to have cost him little effort.
In Jena he and his friends also watched the course of the July Revolu
tion, first with excitement, then with disillusionment.

As we have seen,

the Revolution moved him to his first, anonymous ventures as a publicist,
but to nothing more.

Politics now had to yield to more pressing matters.

At the end of December his petition was finally granted.

Ruge

tells us that the royal pardon was accompanied by the advice that he
"hereafter live as

a good citizen

old Ruge added the

highly characteristic remark:

(Bttrger) in the

State."

To thist

Indeed, I believe [myself] to have been one of the best citizens
of this state, and to understand its true interests better than
the Hohenzollern and their previous advisors.4
Whatever one may

think of the second clause, Ruge did try

a good citizen in the best classical tradition:
State and to promote its interests as he saw them.
thankless business.

to be

to participate in the
He would find

it a

The question is whether a traditional monarchy

could afford even to tolerate the Roman virtues, let alone a"citizen"
who understood its interests better than did the King, and whether
Prussian subject could afford to cultivate them.

"Citizenship" was

in the Prussian context a very problematic concept.^
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With his move to Halle Ruge's new life, his life as a good
citizen, really began.

He found teaching positions at the orphanage

and at the P'adagogium.

The padagogium was a special, aristocratic

secondary school.

It paid its teachers almost nothing, but its location

in Halle and the possibilities which it offered for contact with the
University faculty were supposed to compensate them for their low pay,
and the school did attract some very promising young intellectuals.6
University and Padagogium faculty did associate freely, often
in informal clubs.

For the more liberal-minded there was the Freitags-

gesellschaft, which quickly adopted Ruge as a member.
intellectual stimulation and the friendship he needed.

Here he found the
Especially good

friends were Adolph Stahr, Moritz Fleischer, and Theodor Echtermeyer
from the Padagogium, and from the University Friedrich Ritschl, Karl
Rosenkranz

(the distinguished Hegelian scholar), and Heinrich Leo.^

Leo's was an especially striking personality.8
liantly gifted historian.

He was a bril

However, his work took a direction opposite

to that in which the profession was beginning to move, and it has long
been forgotten.

The future belonged to the Rankean school, which empha

sized careful research and the specialization which the need for research
implies, and which cultivated a tone of "objectivity."
original research.

Leo despised

He wrote sweeping, universal histories, and the tone

of his work grew ever more violently partisan.
Leo was nothing if not partisan.

In the Burschenschaft he had

been an Unbedingter, an extremist even from the standpoint of Ruge's
circle, and a friend of Follen and Sand.

After the Kotzebue murder he
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suffered a crisis of conscience.

He left the Burschenschaft and, under

the influence of Eichhorn at Gdttingen, he became something of a conser
vative.

He was a moderate conservative when he met Ruge.

His political

thinking was an undigested mixture of Hegel and Haller, while in
religious matters he was still a rationalist.

But the July Revolution

touched off in him another severe crisis, and he began to look for a more
consistent and satisfying ideology.
around Ludwig von Gerlach.

This he found in the circle in Halle

This new and exceedingly illiberal ideology

of Leo's would later lead him into a fateful collision with Arnold Ruge.
Leo was an inconvenient man to have as an enemy;

I cite Hans Rosenberg;

. . . his unchecked, immoderate passion, which would brook no
contradiction, was just as great as his limitless love of free
dom.
He was a violent man, a fighter through and through.
When
he took up the cudgels for his ideals he could be frivolous to
the point of cynicism, mean, brutal, ruthless and common in his
hatred and in his polemic.
He had often bitterly to regret a
wild action or an overly bitter word. . . . Of outstanding
rhetorical gifts, he was an inspiring academic teacher.9
In any event, he and Ruge would remain friends for the next seven years.
Probably politics was not much discussed in the Freitagsgesellschaft, and
if the two disagreed about politics, they were still temperamentally quite
.

...

similar.

10
But if political debate was uncommon here in 1832, there was

still bitter controversy, and that in the largest and most important
faculty, the Faculty of Theology.11

The overwhelmingly rationalist

faculty was challenged by a growing orthodox and neo-pietist revival,
by the "pietists" or "obscurantists" as their enemies called them.

The

"pious" already dominated at Court and in the Ministry of Worship.

They

controlled clerical appointments.

In 1827 they had had the vigorous
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evangelist August Tholuck appointed to the Halle faculty, and the
reaction here had almost reached the proportions of a riot.

In 1830 the

militantly conservative Evangelische Kirchenzeitung published an attack
on two Halle professors, the rationalist theologians Wegscheider and
Genesius.

The article cited passages from students'

lecture notes, and

it concluded that the men's teaching was subversive of morals,
and public order.

faith,

The attack proved to have been instigated by Ludwig

von Gerlach.
The controversy is typical of the way in which politics was
conducted in the Restoration era.

Typically, the controversy was about

religion— whatever political and social implications lay beneath the
surface— and typically it was fought out in the arena of faculty
politics and

court intrigue.

Typical, finally, is the fact that the

struggle was mediated by the secular bureaucracy.

Being a good Prussian

and heir to a tradition of religious tolerance, the Minister considered
good order to be more important than religious uniformity.

An investiga

tion cleared the rationalists, and Gerlach was transferred elsewhere.
But the conflict continued to simmer, the rationalists gradually
getting the worst of it.

The "pious" faction enjoyed the support of the

Crown Prince and of an all-powerful patronage machine.
rationalism was already in decline.
unexciting doctrine.

And in any case

At best it had always been an

In its popular form it was an intellectually

unsatisfactory compromise between traditional Christianity and the
Enlightenment, and it was no longer novel.

By the 1830s liberal-minded

intellectuals were turning more and more to Hegel and Schleiermacher.
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For the moment this controversy did not directly concern Ruge.
However, it is against this background that we will later have to
consider Ruge's quarrel with Heinrich Leo.

Ruge would step into the role

previously played by the theological rationalists.
protagonist of Reason as against Faith.

He would become the

But there would be a difference.

With Ruge the focus of debate began to shift from religious to political
issues, or better, the underlying political implications of religious
controversy began to become explicit.
even after Ruge had left Halle.

Nor would the controversy die,

12

Perhaps Ruge should have been satisfied with his new post.

He

had always had a special interest in pedagogy, and we are told that he
was admired and effective as a teacher.
teacher had prestige.

Again, a secondary school

For an ex-convict and the grandson of a baker, he

had achieved a great deal.

But he was ambitious, his post was provi

sional, the pay was low, and it galled him to see younger men ahead of
him in line for a permanent position.
rejected his advice.

Worst of all, his colleagues

Bunsen's theories called for a reform of discipline

at the orphanage, but his superiors would not be persuaded.

Bewildered

and hurt, as he always was when Reason failed to triumph, Ruge decided
to try his luck at the University
To do this, he had first to prepare a scholarly work, an
Habilitationsschrift.

By September he had completed a book on Platonic

aesthetics and had submitted it to the Ministry, and on New Year's Day
1832 he "habilitated" as a Privatdocent or unpaid lecturer at the
University of Halle.

14
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This was rapid advancement.
done so well.

Political criminals have not always

It is to the credit of old Altenstein, the Minister of

Worship and Instruction, that he should have allowed it.

As Reinhard

Koselleck remarks, it is also evidence for Altenstein's power and influ
ence that his will should have prevailed.1^

And it is therefore also

evidence for the very high esteem in which learning was held in Prussia,
that scholarly considerations should have outweighed political ones.

This

was not the only time that Ruge benefited from Altenstein's generosity
and open-mindedness,

and he was impressed.

In retrospect, it was Alten

stein above all who symbolized for him the good side of Prussia:
I note that neither the theological philosophy (the
ostensibly Christian standpoint of the Hallische JahrbUcher)
nor the conception of Prussia as the . . . philosophical state
was . . . hypocrisy.
Rather, we were genuinely inspired by
Hegel and by the right-thinking (die wissenschaftliche Freiheit)
of men like Altenstein.16
He later decided that he had been mistaken.

But his reaction was not

that of an opportunist, and it reflected more than gratitude.

In terns

of R u g e 's own values the State had behaved admirably, and a state which
so actively promoted learning could be forgiven a few shortcomings like
censorship of the press— at least for a time.
Although Ruge's book won him no fame as a scholar, one is
impressed by the speed with which he wrote it, a speed which suggests
considerable latent talent for journalism.
at an even more astonishing pace.

His personal life developed

In the home of friends he met Luise

DUffer, the daughter of a Professor of Medicine.

With her "spirit and

culture" and her "inexhaustible wit," she at once caught Ruge's eye, and
Ruge caught hers.

Eleven days later— it was 29 February— they announced
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their engagement, and on 25 May they were married .^
Ruge tells us that Luise was not only charming but also beautiful,
a judgment which I am inclined to respect, for it is that of a trained
aesthetician.

She also owned property, "which," Ruge delicately puts

it, "for the impoverished conditions of despotic Prussia could be called
considerable."

18

With his marriage he became a man of substance.

He no

longer had to struggle for a livelihood, and the literary career which he
had dreamed of would eventually become possible.
The entire Ruge family gathered in Halle for the wedding.
would be their last gathering, for a year later his father died.
young couple left at once for Italy.
for the sake of Luise's health.

It
The

Their journey was made primarily

She suffered from a chest ailment, and

the cholera had struck in Halle.

Arnold also meant to visit the museums

of Florence and Rome and to perfect his knowledge of aesthetics.
They were both cheerful, optimistic people.

19

They could appreci

ate the Italian climate and temperament, and they enjoyed the Italian
landscape.

But the journey also had a less happy side.

Neither was in

good health, plans had to be delayed, and they did not return to Halle
until late spring.

By now Luise's "ailment"— it seems to have been

tuberculosis— had become serious.

Arnold, too, was infected.

Both were

bedridden throughout the long summer, and in November Luise died.
was shattered.

Ruge

He discontinued his lectures and moved to a house outside

Halle, away from the life of the University.
books, as he had at Kolberg.

He retreated into his

Then he had read Plato and Thucidides;

now he read Hegel.
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Until now he had had little use for Hegel.

Hegel had been

unpopular in the Burschenschaft, especially for his attack on the
liberal philosopher Fries, and to the accusation that Hegel was a reactionary Ruge had added the charge of moral relativism.
good, practical reasons to study Hegel.

21

But he now had

As an aesthetician he was

caught in an uncomfortable middle position between the Faculties of
Philology and Philosophy.
master philosophy,

If he wished to advance he would have to

and in the Prussia of the day to master philosophy

was to master Hegel.

Again, his good friends Echtermeyer and Rosenkranz

were Hegelians, and they were persuasive.

22

And Ruge was a man of intel

lectual curiosity and intellectual pretensions; he could hardly have
ignored the deepest thinker of his time.
To us his thinking may seem already to have been close to Hegel's.
He understood history as a teleological process.

He believed that it

advances by stages toward a preordained goal, and he considered ideas to
be the moving force in this process.

23

At least in theory, he believed

that ideas and institutions have value relative to their historical
context, and only relative to that context.

These are the most essential

features in the picture which most of us have of Hegel, and this is true
probably because most of us have our Hegel from Marx and Engels.
are also the features which Ruge emphasized.

conditioned by previous beliefs and experiences.
these beliefs, Ruge accepted him.
Ruge did not.

These

His reception of Hegel was
Where Hegel confirmed

Where he directly contradicted them,

Hegel influenced Ruge; he did not form him.
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From 1833 on, Ruge called himself an Hegelian.

He read lectures

on Hegelian logic and metaphysics, and in his scholarly writings of the
mid-1830s— all of which concern aesthetics— he remained as faithful to
Hegel as the extent of his familiarity with Hegel's thought would allow.
More complex was Hegel's impact on Ruge as a political man.

To an extent

one can say simply that Hegel told him what he wanted to hear.
Hegel helped him to accept Prussian conditions.

24

Certainly

If Ruge wanted to be a

good citizen, that is, to be at once a loyal Prussian and a free man, then
it was Hegel who had shown the Prussian state to be the "actuality of
concrete freedom."
In this context it is not enough to say that Hegel endorsed
Prussia.

We will see that "Prussia" could mean different things to

different men.

Hegel endorsed Prussia from a progressive standpoint,

and specifically because of progressive features in the Prussian system.
Hegel had first come to Prussia at the end of the great Reform
Era.

When Hegel was still a young man, Prussia had adopted a forward-

looking legal code— the "immortal work" of Frederic the Great, Hegel
called it— which he had studied and which had helped to form his social
and legal thinking.25

More recently, Prussia had undertaken far-

reaching military, educational, and agrarian reforms.

She had granted

her subjects a certain amount of local self-government, and efforts had
been made to give them a national Diet.

We can find much to criticize

in the Reforms; they did not make Prussia a democratic or a parliamentary
state, and they were not meant to do so.
way for social and economic progress.

However, they did prepare the

They did strengthen Prussia, and
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after all this is a legitimate goal for statesmen.

And they did make

Prussia a better place for human beings to live.26

Hegel identified

himself with the tradition of the Reform.

When in the Philosophy of

Right he states that free institutions are the necessary basis of real
patriotism— an assertion which was very important to Arnold Ruge— he had
in mind the Prussian Reforms and the spirit of the Wars of Liberation
against Napoleon.

27

It was the Prussian bureaucracy which had made the Reforms, and
in Hegel's lifetime the bureaucracy reached the height of its prestige
and influence.

Hegel became the advocate of the bureaucracy.

This

becomes especially clear in his very late work, the Philosophy of Right.
In Hegel's "Monarchy," for him the great political achievement of German
Protestantism and the system appropriate to "the point which conscious
ness has attained," it is the bureaucracy which rules.

Hegel's King is

more than a rubber stamp for his officials, but he is not very much more
than that.

28

Hegel's Estates deal only with "trifling matters."

29

The

State is effectively governed by its "Executive," by its bureaucracy,
which also has a large share in the law-making process.

This "universal

class" is made up of the best men, as determined by examination.

These

men are inspired by a high sense of duty and gifted with superior
insight.

Together they make up the "objective" element in the State,

and they represent the General Will.

Their objectivity fits them to

mediate between the King and his people, incorporated in "civil
society"; to protect the latter against arbitrary interference and to
regulate "civil society" itself in the interest of good order and social
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justice.

Hegel's "Monarchy" is strikingly similar to the Prussian

state as it existed in the early nineteenth century, or better, it is
like Prussia as an enlightened but rather complacent senior official
might have seen it.

Hegel was often cited as an authority by semi

official spokesmen for the bureaucracy, by men like Karl Streckfug and
G. J. M. Wehnert.31
The conservative thinker F. J. Stahl said of Hegel that he was
32

"neither ultra-liberal nor ultra-royalist, but ultra-governmental."
To say this is not to call him an opportunist.
his Philosophy of Right to glorify Prussia.

Hegel did not compose

It is closer to the truth to

3;
say that in Prussia he found many of his modest ideals already realized.
And even in his Philosophy of Right Hegel is still ahead of reality.

His

Estates are more than Prussia's provincial estates, and he advocates
trial by jury and freedom of speech and of the press, none of which
existed in Old Prussia.

However, by the 1820s Hegel was no longer

inclined to press these points.

His life and his philosophy had been

a long search for peace with the real world.

Now his relationship with

the government was a very close one, and he had grown old and fearful.
Of the July Revolution he could only say, "At length, after forty years
of war and confusion indescribable, a weary heart might fain congratu
late itself on seeing a termination and tranquilization of all these
disturbances.1,34

It is not surprising that he should have accepted a

reality which fell somewhat short of his ideal.
Nor is it surprising that Ruge should have followed him.

Like

the old Hegel, he now needed peace and reconciliation— if for different
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and more transitory reasons.

And if this was not enough, if Ruge was

still unwilling to surrender his youthful ideals, then he could take
comfort in Hegel's very powerful and compelling theory of historical
development.
in history.

Hegel had shown that Reason must ultimately realize itself
Hegel too had once been a young idealist, and his method

had in part grown out of a need to comfort young men in Ruge's
situation.
But just because of the hopes which Hegel nourished, Ruge could
not accept his political system in the final and definitive sense which
Hegel seems to give it.

In his Philosophy of Right Hegel had let history

come to an end with the Prussian monarchy, or better, he had ruled out
any further development in the direction of parliamentarism or democracy,
and from Ruge's standpoint this came to much the same thing.

Arnold

Ruge never in his life doubted that parliamentarism and democracy were
the clear and obvious demands of Reason, and to him it seemed that Hegel
was untrue to his own best insights.

Later and in retrospect Ruge put

the matter thus;
We [of the Hallische Jahrbticher] had never understood [Hegel]
as the advocates or religious and political servitude [did].
They found enough in him which spoke for them, but also against
his own principle.
We surely did him no wrong when we defended
h im against himself, although we knew very well that he would
have declared against us, if he had seen our interpretation of
his p h i l o s o p h y . ^
Ruge could accept a mild form of bureaucratic absolutism as the
political form appropriate to the existing "level of consciousness."
But he cannot have done this without reservations.

Certainly he

believed that the "level of consciousness" was rising much faster than
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Hegel had thought, and that Prussia could be expected to evolve in a
direction more to his own taste, probably within his lifetime.
In short, Hegel's thinking was attractive for three reasons.
was exceptionally powerful and enjoyed an uncommon prestige.
it was of a type with which Ruge was already familiar.

It

Formally,

And it helped

Ruge to adjust himself and to feel comfortable in the world which he would
have to live in.
change with time.

Ruge's relationship to Hegel is complex, and it would
Here I wish to establish only one central point.

was a genius and a thinker of epochal importance;
transcended his time.

Hegel

he may be said to have

But he was also a member of a specific generation

and a specific social group.

He was a German intellectual in the era of

the French Revolution and of Napoleon.

His philosophy reflected needs

specific to his time.Ruge helped to adapt this philosophy to the needs
of another generation.

In doing this, he carried over a number of ideas

and attitudes which would soon be anachronisms, which would be inappro
priate to the world of the nineteenth century.
Perhaps the area in which Hegel was most characteristic of his
time is his religious thinking.

Wilhelm Dilthey has suggested that the

basis of Hegel's method may be found in his early religious thinking,
in his "mystical pantheism.1,36

This "mysticism" of Hegel's can be seen

as a response to an historical problem of alienation.

These words,

"mysticism" and "alienation," have been abused, and one who uses them
ought to define them.

What I mean is this:

The leading thinkers of

Hegel's intellectually and culturally very fruitful generation made a
special cult of individuality.

They made the enrichment of the individual
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personality— of their own personalities— a sacred ideal.
the Bildungsroman as their special literary genre.

They developed

But at the same time,

theirs was a generation tormented by the pain of individuation, by
"alienation" from themselves and from the world around them.

In many of

the later idealists and in early romantics like Novalis, one finds a
vehement longing to submerge this hard-won individuality in a larger
whole.

This longing could be expressed in the conventional form of

religious mysticism.

As we will see in Hegel's case, it could also affect

political attitudes.

Thus, for this dialectically minded generation,

extreme individuation came to imply its own antithesis.
This sense of alienation can be explained in several ways.
Today we tend to think in sociological terms, and one can argue that for
the Idealists "alienation" quite simply meant loneliness.^

The intel

lectual of Hegel's generation was usually born a bourgeois or petitbourgeois.

In the late eighteenth century, this meant that he was born

into a particularly narrow and stultifying world.

He had had with

great difficulty to fight free of this world, and this may be one reason
why he insisted so strongly on the distinctness of his own personality.
He was cut off from his own class and from those beneath it by his own
cultural superiority, while traditional caste barriers isolated him from
the aristocracy.

Hegel himself had to spend seven years as a tutor in

uncongenial bourgeois families in Basle and in Frankfurt, and he found
these years excruciatingly lonely.

These were precisely the years in

which his early religious and political thinking was beginning to take
s h a p e . I n d i v i d u a t i o n can be painful; Hegel knew that.
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The problem therefore has a social dimension, although this is
easier to demonstrate on the basis of literary evidence than it is from
philosophy.

39

Dilthey takes a different approach,

although it is one

which need not contradict the approach which I have suggested.
the source of discontent was essentially religious.

40

For him

Hegel's generation,

he tells us, rebelled against what they perceived as dry and utilitarian
in Enlightenment thought, and they rejected Kant's interpretation of
Christianity as an exclusively moral doctrine.

This will be the begin

ning of that reaction which eventually killed rationalist philosophy in
the German universities.

The Idealists were creative.

Rather than

return to an equally dry, literal-minded Lutheran orthodoxy, they began
to rethink their religion and to develop a more humanized and optimistic
Christianity.

Because they rejected what was hierarchial in traditional

Christianity— that which separated man from God— they tended toward
pantheism.

In their terms man might participate in the divine,

need not be transcendent and unapproachable.

and God

For the same reasons they

were mystics, and like Martin Luther they borrowed heavily from Germany's
rich tradition of mystical literature.

As Dilthey has shown, Hegel's

method originally grew out of his rethinking of Christianity.
But Dilthey's is a study of the young Hegel, and for the mature
Hegel politics took on an increasing importance.

Love, which had been

his answer to alienation, had gradually to give up its function to
history and to the S t a t e . ^

As a WUrttemberger and as the son of a

court official he had always been aware and well informed about politics—
although as Pelczynski rightly insists he was never involved in party
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politics.

His political writings are always lofty and statesmanlike,

and he had little of that respect for the day-to-day mechanics of
political life which we Anglo-Saxons tend to identify with political
realism.

42
Hegel's approach to politics is very like his approach to

religion.

Like so many idealists— and like Karl Marx and Arnold Ruge—

he was fascinated by the Greek Polis and especially by Athens.

For the

young Hegel it was Athenian democracy, the involvement of every citizen
in the State, which had made Athens great.

With deep nostalgia he looked

back to an imagined Athens in which there had been harmony, where the
individual had lived only for the commonwealth and had been whole.

This

nostalgia for community, this longing for loss of self in a greater
whole, runs through all of Hegel's political thinking and belongs to its
essence.43
cism.44

Again, it is an

attitude closely akin to religious mysti

It is more a state of mind or feeling than it is a political

standpoint in the partisan sense.

Perhaps it is in part for this reason

that so many parties were able to draw inspiration from Hegel.

Surely

this attitude has implications which are "ultra-governmental," which can
be used to justify an extreme or even a blind etatism.

Although Hegel

was never a democrat, it can also be used as an argument for democracy.
But as we will see, this kind of thinking tends to produce a concept of
democracy which is different from our own.
In explaining this communitarian bias of Hegel's, this political
mysticism if you will, I have emphasized social and psychological
influences.

Certainly one can overstate their importance.

There was a
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real need to involve the people in German political life.

As Hegel

observes, the people had only recently lost the rather extensive
participatory rights which they had enjoyed under feudalism and the
45
Standesstaat.

In abrogating these rights German absolutism had

broken many traditional ties between ruler and ruled.
ing goes, opened a "gap between state and society."

It

had, thesay

It had created a

situation characterized by callousness on the one side, by dullness,
resentment, or indifference on the other.

Popular apathy had weakened

Germany in the face of French invasions, and thoughtful Germans had
begun to see that the situation was intolerable— from

the

standpoint of

the State as well as that of the subject.
The "gap between state and society" was a real problem.

Germany's

disunity and helplessness were real problems, and many of the Idealists
cared deeply about them.

But they could do little, and in their sense

of helplessness one can find another cause for alienation, corresponding
in its turn to another kind of political mysticism.

We now know that

even under the "absolute" monarchy, the more powerful interests could
make their influence felt.
group.

However, the Idealists were not an interest

They were only a small, scattered and heterogeneous elite "in

the normative sense."

For whatever influence they had— for their very

livelihoods— they were dependent on princes or even on the lower nobility.
Beyond this they shared in the helplessness of their nation.

Hegel's

generation repeatedly saw Germany overrun by Napoleon's armies.

Hegel

himself almost witnessed the disastrous battle of Jena— a battle whose
effects cost him his first teaching post— at first hand.
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It is no accident that Hegel and Fichte identified themselves
with Niccolo Machiavelli.
overrun by foreign armies.

Like Hegel's Germany, his Italy had been
Like the Idealists, the political humanists

of Florence had been helpless intellectuals in a world dominated by
blind physical power.
ism. ^

Most of them had responded with a bitter fatal

Hegel's generation was more resilient.

They could accept

fate, could reaffirm it and could willingly submit themselves to it.
They even found a special virtue in submissiveness to fate or to history,
and here again we find a strain of proto-mysticism, an eager submersion
of the individual will in something greater.

I cite the great Hegelian

scholar Franz Rosenzweig:
It is no longer easy for us to appreciate the attitude which
would admit the human character to have merit only in its
subordination to the necessary course of the whole.
However,
it is good that we remember to what a large extent this belief,
which in a sense negates the personality, was the common prop
erty of the b e s t . ^
This proto-mystical outlook was thus a signature of the time, influencing
the Idealist attitude not only toward God and the State, but also toward
history.
It is not easy to submit oneself to a fate as unkind as was that
of the young Hegel.

This was a task which required all of his philo

sophical genius and which helped to shape his thinking.

Hegel's method

developed out of a personal, religious, and political crisis.
meant to reconcile him to a painful and alien reality.

48

It was

By organizing

this reality, by penetrating it intellectually and by showing it to
conform to the laws of Reason, he sought to make it palatable.
introduction to his Philosophy of History Hegel writes:
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. . . in beginning the study of Universal History, we should at
least have the firm, unconquerable faith that Reason does exist
there, and that the World of intelligence and conscious volition
is not abandoned to chance, but must show itself in the light of
the self-cognizant I d e a . ^
And again,
Our intellectual striving aims at realizing the conviction that
what was intended by eternal wisdom is actually accomplished in
the domain of the existent, active Spirit as well as that of
mere Nature.
Our mode of treating the subject is, in this
aspect, a Theodicea— a justification of the ways of God.
This kind of thinking has its conservative implications.

In politics

as in religion, one way in which he could accomplish this task was to
hypostatize existing institutions, and as he grew older Hegel became
increasingly fond of this expedient.

We have already seen what some of

its practical consequences were.
There is tension between this conservative drift and another
of Hegel's tenets, which is that life must be understood as constant
process and development.

This tenet is as basic to Hegel's thinking

as is the proposition that life is reasonable.

Indeed, it is as a

process in which an immanent logic can be found— as dialectic— that for
Hegel this reasonableness is manifest.

Many of Hegel's more radical

followers, men like Ruge and like Karl Marx, would recognize this
tension.

They would separate Hegel's dialectical method from his politi

cal system.

They would do what Hegel in his Philosophy of Right

explicitly refused to do:
future.

they would use dialectic to predict the

It would become an ideology, assuring them of the certainty of

progress and of their own final victory.
Ruge would later claim to have "saved Hegel from himself."
he could not have known was that he used Hegel's method very much as
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Hegel himself had first used it.

For the young Hegel, the Hegel whose

works were not published until long after his death, had also used
dialectic to predict the future.

For him, dialectic was a means not

only to understand history, but also in a sense to control it.^1

He

willed that the world should be rational, but he could not deny the
existence of irrationality and of evil, and they threatened his peace of
mind.

Through his speculative method he believed that he could under

stand evil, and thus render it harmless, by recognizing its necessity
in the scheme of things and by subsuming it under the category of good.
Thus evil and irrationality, properly understood, become necessary
organic steps

(Momente) in a rational process toward final good.

Used in this manner and applied to politics, dialectical think
ing becomes a kind of quasi-activity or substitute for political
activism.

An example is Hegel's early essay on the German question.

52

It was written at a time when the

Rhineland had already fallen to France

and when the Empire was crumbling

under the feet of Napoleon's

The Empire is no longer a state, Hegel writes,
insofar as it can defend itself.
cally necessary.

It also has its

the Imperial Constitution must be

armies.

for a state exists only

This is a disaster, but it is histori
positive side, for it is now
reformed.

clear that

For reasons of security the

Empire must have a stronger central authority, and in the interest of
freedom the people must now be represented in a stronger, expanded
Reichstag.

Hegel recognizes that these reforms cannot be effected by

agreement.

It will require force, and he calls for a "German Theseus"

to deliver his people out of bondage.

"Theseus" is an image borrowed
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from Machiavelli;

Rosenzweig believes that Hegel meant A u s t r i a . ^

The content of these proposals is less interesting than the way
in which they are presented.

Hegel uses the name of Machiavelli as a

symbol of patriotism, but also of the spirit of calm, scientific
objectivity.

Hegel does not urge his fellow Germans to act.

He tells

them to accept the existing miserable situation— to accept evil— because
it is necessary and because it is part of a process which must bring
about a better world.

54

Since the essay was not published, it may be

that he wished primarily to convince himself.

For Rosenzweig the essay

is an activist and even a "revolutionary" document:
A hard, unemotional denial of will before the inexorable
course of history— this is Hegel's relationship to his own
desires for reform.
He is convinced of the correctness of his
proposals, still more:
he believes that he has nothing more to
do than to prepare men's minds for the inevitable.
For to that
"which is," whose understanding he wishes to promote, belong not
only the old Empire but also the "new life" . . . belong . . .
the two great states which will inherit the ruins, belongs, finally,
the demand of the people to participate in the State.
Hegel's
writing is to prepare [Germans] for this development.
The phrase,
"to understand that which is," already has in Hegel's mouth some
of the revolutionary sound which "to speak that which is" would
take on in the mouth of his great pupil [Lassalle].55
This is an unusual use of the word "revolutionary."

Certainly the essay

is "revolutionary" only in a specific sense and in a specific context.
In Hegel's world, in his unique and peculiar historical situation, the
principles of action and of contemplation are paradoxically joined.
Hegel "denies his will"— he accepts the situation— but only after he has
projected the fulfillment of his wishes into the future.

He surrenders

himself to destiny, but only after he has proven that destiny is on his
side.

In effect, he attempts to use theory to force history.
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It is clear that dialectical thinking presupposes a very robust
optimism, an optimism which borders on political naivet£.

It goes with

out saying that the "inevitable" reforms which Hegel predicted never
took place.

Karl Lbwenstein has even argued that political naivete is

immanent in the dialectical method itself:

that a philosophy originally

designed to fulfill the emotional needs of individuals ought not to be
applied as if it were a "science."^6
Lowenstein writes from the standpoint of a philosopher and not
from that of a politician.

To the politician it was precisely this which

made the dialectical method useful:

that it was emotionally satisfying

and that at the same time it enjoyed the prestige of being a science.
It is in this sense that it was most useful to the Hegelian Left of the
1830s and 1840s, to men like Arnold Ruge and Karl Marx.

It was useful

to them to be able to prove that history was on their side.
dialectic a new function.

They gave

What had been a source of comfort to the

individual could also be used to maintain the morale of a political
party.

It became a fighting ideology, a dynamic ideology in a sense

that conventional German liberalism never was.
But even from the politician's standpoint, dialectical thinking
involves problems.

The main difficulty is not that it is not a science,

but that it is best suited to the needs of the contemplative man.

It

is comforting to the contemplative man to believe that theory can be
used to force history, but to the man of action this belief can be
positively dangerous.
thinking.

Dialectical thinking can degenerate into wishful

One who has exercised his mind primarily in proving that
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victory is certain will not always be the most accurate judge of the
obstacles to be overcome— or of the effort necessary to overcome them.
And one who is too confident that history is on his side runs the risk
of becoming complacent.
For Ruge these problems only arose later, and I will return to
them later.

But this much is worth remembering:

If we find that as a

political publicist and agitator Ruge was often over-sanguine— and he
was— then this does not necessarily mean that he was a fool.

He had

been trained in a discipline which taught him to recognize the hand of
God or of immanent Reason in history, not to make what we would call a
realistic assessment of a specific situation.

And he would not have

been such a successful politician; he would not have been so popular or
so exciting— he would hardly have caught the imagination of his genera
tion— if this had not been so.

This generation of Ruge's differed from Hegel's in several ways.
The times had changed.

The foreign invader had been expelled.

days of revolution and war were ended.

The wild

They left behind them, among the

youth, a heightened level of excitability and heightened expectations.
Among their elders, they left behind a firm determination that such days
should not come again, and even today the word "Biedermeier" suggests a
comfortable, a cloying, or even

an

oppressive tranquillity.

Ruge was

a Biedermeier intellectual.
The character of Ruge's social stratum, of the intelligentsia,
had also changed.

For all their weakness, there had been one practical

course open to the Idealists; they could seek to reform the world by
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educating those who administered it.

In this Hegel's generation was

brilliantly successful, and this success goes far toward explaining the
difference between this generation and that of Arnold Ruge.

Within the

lifetimes of Hegel and Altenstein, the cultivated man secured a place
for himself in the Prussian state service.

By 1830 the words "intel

lectual" and "bureaucrat" were on their way to becoming synonymous.
The great Ministers of Instruction Humboldt and Altenstein had made the
Prussian university system a model for the rest of the world.
ship became a prerequisite for teaching.
from textbooks.

Scholar

Lectures were no longer read

Philology, history, and philosophy grew in prestige

beside the traditionally dominant disciplines, theology and law, and even
in the older fields more modern ways of thinking made themselves felt.
At the new University of Berlin, law was now taught from the standpoint
of history or of philosophy.

Prussia's future officials were asked to

think rather than to memorize legal formulae.
education was expanded.

The system of secondary

Education was now easier to get, and in the

new Gymnasia the ambitious young academic could find a dignified if not
a rich livelihood.

What is more important, appointment to the higher

civil service was now to be made by competitive examination; careers
were thrown open to t a l e n t . ^
In the 1820s and 1830s a new type of official began to fill the
lower grades of the Prussian state service.
a useful portrait of this t y p e . ^

We have recently been given

He was ambitious, and often he came

from a petit-bourgeois family with no service tradition— as did Arnold
Ruge.

The University had provided him with a fine education, an
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independent spirit and often a high set of ideals.
adequately prepared him for his actual duties.

It had not always

Thus he was sometimes at

odds with his more knowledgeable, if less cultivated, superiors.

This

conflict was not only a conflict of generations, for the character of
the service itself was changing.

The corporate spirit which had helped

to humanize the service was beginning to evaporate.

As in the 1820s the

bureaucracy reached the zenith of its power, its structure was becoming
more rigidly hierarchial.

Personal relationships within the service

tended to become cool and pedantic, to become more "bureaucratic" in the
pejorative sense of the word.

With regard to junior officials, the

tendency was now to attack any sign of independence or initiative and
to crush them with overwork.

59

But as an intellectual, the new official was never so isolated
as had been the tutor, the pastor, or even the professor of Hegel's
generation.

His colleagues were his cultural equals, and as the educa

tional and economic level of the middle class as a whole rose, the
barriers which had severed the cultivated man from the rest of society
began to crumble.
This new generation was not so creative as Hegel's; few
generations have been.

When in the early 1830s Hegel, Goethe, and

Schleiermacher died, there was in the air an oppressive sense that an
age of greatness had passed, that the important thoughts had been
thought and that little remained but to work out their nuances and
applications.60

But what had been lost in genius had been made up in

worldly self-confidence and in solidarity.

Where the intelligentsia had
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been a tiny, scattered elite, it now made up something like a compact
social group.

It was ready to take an interest in partisan politics and

to accept political leadership, as officials in the constitutionalist
states of southern Germany already h a d . ^

in short, this was a genera

tion with a profound respect for the older ideas, but with a new,
confident spirit and with a new set of needs.

It was ready for a new,

activist ideology, but doubtless preferred that this ideology be framed
in terms of the still respected speculative philosophy of Hegel's time,
as that of Ruge and the Hallische Jahrbtlcher would be.

And this helps to

explain why, in Germany, progressive thought would develop along differ
ent lines than those which it had followed in the West.
If the new men often found themselves in conflict with the old,
then this was true in part for material reasons.
service was slow.
posts were created.

Advancement in the

Officials held office until they died, and few new
Young officials were faced with the likelihood that

they would rot and grow grey in unpaid junior posts.

This prospect was

especially disagreeable because it was normally impossible in these
grades to marry and to support a family.

Nor did it help morale to know

that many key posts were still reserved for aristocrats and therefore
unavailable.

This problem became especially severe in the 1840s.

While

the universities turned out an increasing surplus of hungry applicants,
the government did nothing.
made matters worse.

The general prosperity of the 1840s only

As standards rose, it became harder for impoverished

junior officials to keep up appearances.

Economic despair, Gillis

suggests, goes a long way toward explaining the general discontent among
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many junior officials, as well as the revolutionary tendencies which
some few of them showed in 1848.6 ^
The point is an important one.

But there were also other and

less subjective reasons for liberal discontent in the bureaucracy.

An

official with ideals, or even

a reasonable amount of pride, will want

do his work properly.

all the measures which

Almost

to

would have made

this possible, which might have strengthened and consolidated the State,
were considered to be "liberal."

The feudal party at Court, the

entrenched interests of the aristocracy, and the King's fear that power
might slip from his grasp were all daily obstacles to the efficient
conduct of business.

A national representation would undoubtedly have

helped to "draw the people into the State" and create a sense of Prussian
patriotism, although this is hard to prove.
reasons why such a national Diet was needed.

There were also more tangible
Prussia had no uniform

legal and administrative code because the Provincial Estates were jealous
of local institutions and because the King was afraid to call a national
Diet which might have overruled them.

The State was poor, and miserly

to its officials, because no new taxes could be raised without the con
sent of such a Diet.

For this reason, and in the interest of the large

landowner, Prussia clung to a regressive tax structure which kept the
State poor while it exacerbated a widespread social misery which the
"patriarchial" civil service

was expected

to remedy.63

many would have liked to see

Prussia play

a leading

the German question.

Like Arnold Ruge
part in solving

Only liberal institutions could give Prussia

the popularity necessary to play such a part; on this point everyone
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agreed.

64

A particularly sensitive point was that of academic freedom,

because of the close ties which existed between the bureaucracy and the
university and because Prussian scholarship was considered to be an
important source of prestige and of potential "moral conquests" in
Germany.

Academic freedom was safe as long as Altenstein and the old

King lived.

But both were now very old men, and the Crown Prince's

party was known to have other ideas.
morale.^

This knowledge also tended to lower

A situation thus existed where the idea of raison d'etat

could readily become a slogan of a political opposition.
To a sensitive and responsible official, it was in the long run
morally devastating that he should have to follow laws and to execute
policies which he had had no voice in framing, laws and policies which
often ran counter to his better judgment and sometimes also to his
conscience.^

Officials were expected not only to obey but to obey with

conviction, and throughout the century they were pressed more and more
to adapt conservative views.
and opposition died.

In time moral scruples could be stifled,

But Ruge's generation was not so docile.

Some

liberal officials left the service; others were driven to ask whether
Prussia might not better be administered in some other w a y . ^
It was during the VormHrz that Prussian liberals learned to
hate "bureaucracy"; the word itself began for the first time to take on
a pejorative meaning.

This was true in part because liberal officials

rebelled against political pressures, in part because of favoritism
shown to aristocrats within the service and in part because the adminis
tration was unable to solve the "social question."

Liberals also found
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it easier to attack "bureaucracy" than to challenge the monarchy.

Their

attention tended to slip away from the need for representative institu
tions at the top and to focus on the demand for local self-government.
The historian Heinrich Heffter has called this attitude misguided, and
surely he is right.

Here again, liberals felt that they needed some way

to secure their own freedom and influence without having to confront the
Monarchy, which is to say that they needed to square the circle.
many liberal officials did share this a t t i t u d e . T h u s ,

However,

when Ruge later

began to speak harshly of the Prussian "hierarchy," he was not attack
ing the civil service? he was supporting a faction within the service
itself.
In my opinion Ruge's political orientation, and specifically
his reception and use of Hegelian philosophy, was in large part deter
mined by the character and by the specific needs of the generation
which I have just described.

To illustrate, I cite Ruge's very impor

tant essay "Karl Streckfu3 und das P r e u g e n t h u m . T h e
Ruge's first open criticism of the Prussian system.

article was

It had a very power

ful impact, and it can be taken to represent attitudes shared by a very
large number of educated Germans.

It was published in 1839; chronologi

cally it belongs to my next chapter.

Still, the article was written

early in Ruge's political career, at a time when his thinking will still
have been very close to what it was in 1833-37.

And it serves espe

cially well to show how the intellectual and social influences described
above worked to shape Ruge's thinking.
Ruge's standpoint here is liberal but loyalist.

He criticizes

the exiting order, but his argument is based on raison d'etat and is
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framed in terms of the old civil service ideology.

Hegel had adopted

this ideology, but it was based on a set of attitudes much older than
Hegel, attitudes which were ingrained in every Prussian o f f i c i a l . ^
Like all institutions the service aspired to autonomy, and officials
felt that it added dignity to their calling to believe that they served
an abstract "State" as well as the King.

From this old ideology Ruge is

able to derive liberal-constitutionalist consequences, and in so doing
he builds an argument suited to the needs of the classically educated,
idealistic, and frustrated liberal bureaucrat.
He begins with the familiar argument that the "State" has its
own "individuality."

The State, he writes, has its own life, its own

logic, and its own needs.

No man's arbitrary will should be permitted

to divert it from its logical course.

Since the time of Frederic the

Great, it has been in Prussia that this truth has received the recogni
tion it deserves.

This is Prussia's principles

that the King is the

"first servant of the State"— and only that— and that the State's needs
take precedence over all else.
The German word "Staat" means the commonwealth or secular
community.
ery.^

It also means the government and its administrative machin

As it was often used it meant both; the needs of the whole

were implicitly identified with those of the governing class.

Here

again, the attitudes of the educated elite had influenced the language.
Having begun as Ruge does, one normally went on to conclude that the
"State" was best governed by its bureaucrats, because of their superior
insight and objectivity.

Hegel had said just that.

But Ruge still took
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his Thucidides literally.

The "State," he writes, must in its own

interest establish representative institutions and a free press, and it
must break its repressive alliance with Austria.
the commonwealth

In the interest of

(Staat) he calls on the King and his bureaucracy

(Staat) to give up

a part of their power.

that he is already

a prisoner of ideology.

To a degree, one can say

But the official ideology was not without a real basis, for in
1839 the tone of the administration was still generally "liberal," and
the old King did generally sit in the background and allow his ministers
to rule.72

Ruge's

lated to appeal to

approach was also realistic insofar as it was calcu
a substantial minority of civil servants, and at

the

same time most educated Prussians were civil servants.73
Our own political thought has tended at least formally to be
anti-state.

To an American even the expression "the State" will usually

have disagreeable overtones.

Nor are we inclined to think of Prussia

as having been a progressive nation.

It is therefore worth emphasizing

that the Prussian tradition, at least as it existed in the 1830s, did
include many elements which can be called progressive, and that in a
system like Ruge's etatism and progressive ideas could become closely
intertwined.

I cite the following difficult but very suggestive

passages from Ruge's essay:
The goal of the State is truth and reason, the State is itself
the spirit of the Whole (das allgemeine Geist) to whose rational
activity each individual must turn, in order to be free and to be
led through political freedom (die Staatsfreiheit) ever deeper
into inward freedom and toward God.
That degree of community
(das Allgemeine) which the absolute monarchy has achieved, is only
an external bond, not a self-consciousness of the whole.
Rather,
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in it the consciousness of the State falls to the head of State
and to his government alone. . . .
[The] process of free political life [in Prussia] in which,
just as much as in religion, the Spirit becomes transparent to
itself, has come in our time to be felt as the deepest need, in
order that the wall which shades it from the sun may be broken
through, [so that] it [the wall] may no longer restrain conscious
ness in this essential direction in its process of mediation with
its truth, in the free return to itself out of the objective
world, toward which satisfaction it invincibly strives.
This
satisfaction is far deeper than any superficial comfort. . . .
The more a person is worth, the more duties he has to take on
himself, [and] the more duties, the more freedom.
Thus the
unmarried man is obligated to nothing, but he also lacks the joys
of family life, and we pity him.
He is not freer, but less free,
than the man with family obligations.
A state which does not
admit me [to participation] and which demands nothing of me, would
give me no freedom, however great my comfort.
For freedom is the
work that falls to my share, in the Realm of God and in . . . this
world, the harder the more rewarding, for nothing can be mine
without labor . . .
In the last five sentences, one recognizes one of the standard arguments
of nineteenth-century liberalism, the theme of the "gospel of labor."
As it is phrased, it is also an appeal to the bureaucratic ethos of
duty.

This ethos had been used to justify bureaucratic absolutism, but

it could equally well be used as an argument for more representative
government.

Given the existence of such an ethos, it was prefectly

natural to argue that dedication to duty is too fine a thing to be limited
to a narrow elite and that it ought to embrace the entire people.

This

is an argument that the Prussian official could understand, even if he
did not necessarily agree.
itarian implications.

The idea of duty does not have to have author

In Prussia it could also serve the purposes of the

opposition.75
Beyond this ethos of duty, Ruge also draws on what I have called
Hegel's "political mysticism."

The point is to achieve a greater
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"degree of community."

The individual is to be "led . . . ever deeper

into inward freedom and toward God."
ideal of democratic Athens.

Hegel himself had begun with the

Hegel's communitarianism did have demo

cratic implications, even if Hegel was unwilling to draw the full conse
quences of his ideal.
Nor is Ruge ready at this point to draw these consequences.
Like Hegel, he only asks that there be popular participation in the
State.

Again, he believed that history advances by stage s.

It would

have made no sense to make demands which went beyond the next stage.
Demands of that kind would certainly have offended an audience of offi
cials, even if they were not first stricken by the censor.
approach is quite loyal.

Ruge's

He does not condemn Prussian absolutism.

the contrary, he recognizes its achievements.

On

It is precisely because

of these achievements in state-building, he argues, that more popular
institutions have become possible and necessary.
Formally the argument is constitutionalist.
underlying tendency is democratic.

However, its

There can be no doubt on this point,

for later in his life Ruge would use an identical argument to justify
full democracy.76

We have seen that for Ruge progress is unending, and

that more popular institutions are desirable because they produce
greater "freedom":
tions.

because they must lead to even more popular institu

Hegel has given h im material to flesh out these abstractions,

to give them real emotional content.

Popular institutions now become

necessary not only because identified with an indefined "freedom," but
also because they morally improve the people and develop its sense of
community.
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Taken as a confession of faith, this statement of Ruge's is a
very attractive one.

It is at once lofty and sophisticated; our own,

basically utilitarian,
by comparison.

justifications for democracy seem crude and narrow

But if we take it to be a political argument, an argu

ment for more representative institutions, then it has several weak
nesses.

These are very like those which we have found in Ruge's earlier

political writings.

The argument is still abstract.

Granted that the

people should participate in the State, it is unclear in what way they
should participate.

Certainly it cannot be said to follow that they

ought to control the State.

In the Prussian context this objection is not

merely a quibble.

The men who had made the Prussian Reform were aware of

this distinction.

They allowed a great deal of popular participation,

especially in the government of towns.

But they never let go the main

levers of power and never meant to do so.
Another objection is that Ruge's argument is too idealistic—
in the more ordinary sense of the word.

He argues essentially that man

must have democracy for the good of his soul.

In saying this he runs

the risk that his point may be granted and then overruled on grounds of
utility, just as Hegel had in his own mind raised this point and over
ruled it.77

No one could have done that to Jeremy Bentham, crude as he

was.
Ruge did not have to depend entirely on ideal arguments.
believe in the sound judgment of the majority.

He did

We have seen this in his

1831 essays, where he makes representative government an agent of
progress.

In his later writings, too, he often identifies the will of
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the majority with that of the Idea; he comes perilously close to saying
that the majority is always right.78

An argument which Ruge never used,

and which one misses, is the familiar phrase,
greatest number."

"the greatest good for the

Ruge had no tradition of partisan politics behind him,

and it would not have occurred to him to argue in terms of mere practical
utility.

Again, it is an un-Hegelian an argument as can be imagined,

for it rests on the assumption that the State exists to fulfill the needs
of individuals.

As we have seen, this assumption runs counter to the

basic tendency of Hegel's thinking— although individuality and individual
freedom were important to Hegel.

79

Our own concept of democracy also rests on an egalitarian
system of values, on the assumption that one man's opinion is for prac
tical purposes just about as good as that of any other and that his
needs deserve the same consideration as do his neighbor's.

At least the

first of these assumptions is also quite foreign to Hegel's thinking.

It

is in general foreign to German political thought, which tends to be
heavily freighted with intellectual elitism— or, as Ralf Dahrendorf has
it, with "intolerance."80

This is understandable, for German political

thought was developed primarily by scholars and officials and not by
politicians.

It is very hard for an intellectual to agree that his

insights should compete on a basis of equality with those of taxicab
drivers.
Intellectual elitism, or "Hegelian intolerance"

(Dahrendorf), is

an attitude which seems natural or even justified in a professor or an
official.

But when carried over into a system of democratic thinking,
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it can create problems.

It is not hard to philosophize about the

inherent w isdom of majorities.

It is exceedingly hard for a strong

partisan gracefully to accept defeat at the hands of an actual majority;
probably this is the most severe test to which the faith of a partisan
democrat can be put.

We will see what a shattering effect defeats of

this kind would have on Arnold Ruge.

More than anything else, it was

electoral defeat which would corrode his native optimism and would
undermine his effectiveness as a politician.

More than anything else

it was disillusionment with the German people which would eventually
lead Ruge to accept the Bismarckian System as a substitute for democracy.
Before we begin to explain this problem psychologically, and before we
begin to speak knowingly of "Rousseauian democracy," it is well to
remember that Ruge's essentially democratic convictions always existed
in tension with his own intellectual elitism— or, if you like, with his
own "Hegelian intolerance."

And if he failed to recognize this conflict

within his own system of values, then perhaps this is true in part because
neither his own background nor his concept of democracy prepared him to
recognize it.
Again, this concept of democracy or of representative government
called primarily for popular participation in the State and not for
popular control of it.

It is perhaps the most damning criticism of the

statement of Ruge's which I have cited, that it could equally well have
been used in support of Bonapartism or of any of the mass-based dictator
ships of the twentieth century.

All of these systems have allowed

popular participation; some have even required it.

This difficulty is
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a part of the heritage of German Idealism, and I feel free to maintain
that in its political aspect that heritage is a problematic one.

But

again, this intellectual difficulty is also the consequence of a specific
social situation.

If Ruge had begun his career as a spokesman for the

"masses"— for that petit-bourgeoisie which is thought to have been the
main bearer of European democracy in Ruge's day— then he would have begun
with a very different set of arguments:

coarser arguments, certainly,

but also simpler and less problematic ones.
I have tried to establish that Ruge represented a liberal group
within the Prussian state service.

We cannot know for certain who did

and who did not read Ruge's Hallische Jahrblicher.
level and tone of this journal,

Judging from the

from its contributors and from its very

limited circulation, it is probable that it was read primarily by
academicians, many of them non-Prussians.
also members of the official class.

However, academicians were

They were the most articulate and

independent members of that class, and they trained other officials.

I

think it is also safe to say that— at least before 1840— Ruge spoke for
many young, liberal-minded bureaucrats.

Certainly this is a useful

assumption if one wishes to make sense of Ruge's thinking.
Thus, looking ahead to Ruge's early career as a publicist, there
are good, practical reasons why he should have appealed to the "State"
rather than opposing it.

At least before 1840, the most important

political conflicts in Prussia were those within the administration
itself.8'1

Something may also be said for Ruge's claim to have under

stood Prussia's interests better than did the Hohenzollern.

Sometimes
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he understood these interests better than the King could have afforded
to understand them,

for a king must think of the future of his dynasty,

and the most successful and efficient organization is not always the
easiest to control.

And in a sense Ruge was also right to call Prussia

the freest state of its time.

Many of the accomplishments of the

Reform lived on, and men like Schoen and Altenstein continued to hold
high office.

At the time it would have been difficult to argue that there

was a major power more progressive than Prussia, as long as one consid
ered only recent accomplishments and abstracted from Prussia's long
tradition of military absolutism and from her very retrograde social
structure.

And Ruge did abstract from this social system, because he

did not really know it.

It was just because the government was in many

ways progressive that the frictions which I have described could develop.
If the regime had not insisted on cultivated officials, then it could have
had officials who made no trouble.

And if the regime had not believed in

academic freedom, then the Hallische Jahrbiicher would have been
impossible.
But in the last analysis Ruge put his money on the wrong horse.
The social group from which his readers were drawn was literate and
influential, but at the same time it was uniquely vulnerable to pressure
from above.

Again, it can well be argued that the "State" as Ruge

conceived it was an unworkable abstraction, that it will not do to
consider the Prussian state apart from the nature of Prussian society,
let alone apart from the Hohenzollern. But these objections are academic.
Ruge was above all a political agitator— whatever he himself may have
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thought— and it may be that it is more important in an agitator that he
make the best of a situation than that he understand it in all of its
more discouraging ramifications.

A more serious objection is that his

program was already obsolescent when he presented it, that he was
insensitive to the new social forces which were beginning to demand a
part in the political process.
For by the 1840s the bureaucracy had played out its role as a
force for change, in part because of its own internal petrification,
part because the brakes were applied from above.

in

It was in the 1840s

that the "social question" arose— a question to which the Prussian
bureaucracy had no good answer— and that Germany first found herself
with a proletariat.

In this decade too the capitalist first became a

really important figure in Prussia.

Merchants and bankers could now

rival and even exceed the living standard of senior officials, and the
promising young men who had crowded the ranks of the civil service now
began to consider business careers.

At the same time, the power of the

old landowning class was also increasing, both within the civil service
and outside it, at its expense.

The power and above all the initiative

which had belonged to the "State" had begun to slip into the hands of
"civil society," in part because of the government's own liberal
economic policies.82

If Ruge's ideals were to be realized, it would

have to be the new social forces which realized them, a fact which
nothing in his background had prepared him to recognize.
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Ruge's family joined him soon after Luise's death, and together
they lived very quietly for the next four years.

In 1834 he married a

cousin of Luise's, Agnes Nietzsche; a year later their first son was
born.

Although Agnes would follow him loyally through all his adventures

and difficulties, we know almost nothing about her.
experience of marriage visibly changed his outlook.

Neither she nor the
And yet his letters

to Agnes are affectionate enough, and he always placed the value of
family life very high.

A man of Ruge's temperament cannot have helped but

be a good husband and father.88
An inheritance made him a property owner in Halle, and in 1835
he became a citizen of the town.

He was very proud of this distinction,

although his career still left him little time for civic involvement.
In 1836 he published a book on the aesthetics of humor, which was well
received in the profession.84

As a lecturer he was less fortunate.

His

new lectures in logic and metaphysics were by his own admission "some
what formless and awkward"; they were unpopular, and he never attracted
more than nine or ten students.88
Ruge badly wanted a professorship.

Beginning in 1836 and with

a growing impatience he wrote letter after letter to the Ministry— to
Altenstein and to Johannes Schulze— pleading his case.

He seems to have

extracted some vague promises, certainly nothing more.

One can only

speculate whether he was refused for political or for scholarly
reasons.

In any event, there was no scarcity of promising young

scholars in Prussia, and positions were few.

His situation was made

doubly galling by the appointment of J. E. Erdmann as Professor of
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Philosophy at Halle.

Erdmann was three years younger than Ruge, and he

belonged to the wrong party.

He was an "Old Hegelian" and interpreted

Hegel as a defender of strict Christian orthodoxy.

Worst of all, Erdmann

was a clear and elegant lecturer, and he was soon able to gain for himself the popularity which Ruge had been denied.

86

Ruge's progress had been blocked, at least for the time being.
But he had ambition and energy, and it was logical that he should try to
advance himself by other means.

A

reputation made in scholarly

journalism could be expected to help him at the university; conceivably
it might provide h im with an alternative career.8^

He had already shown

that he had the talent and inclination to be a publicist.

Now he was

financially independent and could afford to try. He conceived the idea
for the Hallische JahrbUcher at some time in 1837.

In a sense the idea

was Theodor Echtermeyer's; for years Echtermeyer had urged that they
should found a literary magazine, and it was logical now that Echtermeyer
should be co-editor.
appointingly small.

However, the co-editor's contribution was dis
It was Ruge who carried the burden of editing the

JahrbUcher, and it was Ruge who set the tone.88
In two articles, published in 1837, Ruge prepared the ground.
In one of these he reviewed the state of scholarly journalism in
Germany.

Needless to say, he found it wanting.

He was especially

critical of the JahrbUcher fur wissenschaftliche Kritik, which was the
official organ of the Hegelian school and which would be his most direct
competitor.

He found it guilty of "woodenness" and "Brahmanism"; in

his opinion it was edited by old men, it sought to establish an orthodox
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Hegelian line, and it was cold to new ideas.

By implication he suggested

that a new and more youthful journal was needed.

If the article was a

trial balloon, then the response must have been gratifying.

89

In another article he considered the new ideas themselves,
specifically D. F. StrauB's Leben Jesu.90

First published in 1835, the

book had become an object of intense controversy.

StrauB had ventured

to criticize the New Testament in terms drawn in part from Hegel.

He

dismissed biblical miracles out of hand, and he explained the Gospels as
a product of the Jewish folk-consciousness.

Not surprisingly, the book

offended many orthodox Christians, and the scandal which ensued had cost
StrauB his teaching post at TUbingen.
StrauB had begun what came to be called the Young Hegelian move
ment, the movement which would be so closely identified with the Hallische
JahrbUcher.91

In its time it was easily the most exciting current in

European thought.

In essence a religious— or antireligious— movement in

the tradition of the French Enlightenment, it took up secularizing
tendencies which were present in Hegel's philosophy and pressed them to
their ultimate consequences.

Hegel had insisted on the historical rela

tivity of ideas and institutions.

But in his later writings he had made

an exception for Christianity; Christianity became an absolute.

We have

also seen that there was a pantheistic element in Hegel's thinking.
rejected the dualism between God and man.

He

For him the great truth of

Christianity was man's oneness with God as manifested in Christ.

Insofar

as the Christian God had necessarily taken on the aspect of transcend
ence—

had become something above man and apart from man— man had been
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painfully alienated from his God and from himself.

The Young Hegelians

eventually went on to conclude that Christianity itself has only a
relative validity and that its time is past.
a "religion of humanity."

It is to be replaced by

When man's identity with God is recognized,

man's alienation from himself will be ended.

Mankind itself is to be

worshipped, and Heaven is to be built upon this earth— in one way or
another.
There were differences within the movement.

Not all its leading

members could have accepted even my simplified version of their creed.
Again, in 1837 things had not yet gone so far; it had not occurred to
anyone formally to repudiate Christianity.

But all of them subscribed

to some form of secular humanism, and they propagated their ideas with
missionary enthusiasm.
Ruge.

Their spokesman and polemicist would be Arnold

As the movement became more and more radical, Ruge would take up

first the views of StrauB, then those of Bruno Bauer and Ludwig Feuer
bach, and he would popularize them more effectively than these more
original thinkers could ever have done.
Ruge seems out of place beside men like StrauB and Feuerbach.
His temperament was unlike theirs, and this difference did make possible
a kind of useful symbiosis.

They were quiet, thoughtful scholars, and

they needed an aggressive publicist to spread their ideas.

More than

this, the quiet scholars were religious thinkers, and Ruge never cared
deeply about religion.

He cared much more for politics, and Young

Hegelian thought interested h im most on those occasions when political
consequences might be drawn from it.
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This early article on Straug is a case in point.
impressed by Straug's scholarly achievement.
defend his method.

92

Ruge is not

What is important is to

Ruge rightly insists that from an Hegelian stand

point Straug's work is not an attack on Christianity.

For Hegel it is

the essential meaning of Christianity, not its externals or even its
formal dogmas, which is important.

This essential meaning is best

accessible to the philosopher, and Christian truth is in its content
identical with the teachings of philosophy— which is to say with
Hegelian philosophy.

This truth does not depend for its validity on

any mere historical fact.

Whether biblical miracles did or did not

occur, or whether such a man as Jesus actually lived, is irrelevant.

93

As a modern intellectual Ruge had by now abandoned old-fashioned
rationalism for "Hegelian Christianity."
continuity in his thinking.

But here again there is

From his standpoint— and from that of his

orthodox opponents as w ell— these

two traditions had much in common.

94

The point which he wishes to establish here is one on which Hegel and
the rationalist Kant were in full agreement.
is the authentic interpreter of Christianity.

It is that the philosopher
95

The point is important

because it secures Ruge in his Enlightened beliefs; it means that he may
call himself Christian without believing in miracles or in original sin,
as the revivalists of the day would have had him do.

But even more, the

point had to be established because the "pietist" revival was a political
threat.

In Prussia the tone of the revival was set by High-Conservative

noblemen like the Gerlachs.

The orthodoxy which they taught stressed

man's sinful nature, the treacherousness of Reason and the sanctity of
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authority— of their own authority.96

In Ruge's opinion they did not

represent the existing order in Prussia, an order which at the time he
endorsed.

For him they were only feudal reactionaries.

However, they

did occupy a very strong position at Court, and they posed a serious
threat to religious and academic freedom.

No one at Halle was likely to

forget that.
The close working relationship which Ruge would later establish
with men like StrauB and Feuerbach makes sense only when we remember
that politics and religion were still closely tied together.

Or, more

precisely, partisan political thinking was only just emerging in Prussia.
As yet it had no style of its own; it tended to make use of religious
slogans, and political parties initially based themselves upon older
religious groupings.

From Ruge's standpoint the situation will have

seemed entirely natural.

His own Christian upbringing had stressed the

educational and moral function of religion, and for him political
development was the consequence of educational and moral progress.

By

the same token, Hegel taught that art, philosophy, religion, and the
State are inseparable facets of the consciousness of an age; it would
have seemed unpardonably narrow to consider one without the others.
Again, the memory of the Reformation was still alive in Germany.

Even

more than to the Enlightenment, the Young Hegelians looked back to the
Reformation,
ence.

for them as for Hegel mankind's greatest liberating experi

Hegel had called the Reformation a political as well as a

religious liberation, and this argument would be central to the rhetoric
of the Hallische JahrbUcher.
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In a sense the Young Hegelians did have a common goal, albeit
a very vague and abstract one, and in this sense one can say that Ruge
and the theologians differed only in their choice of means.

Above all,

they were united by what has been called their "vision of apocalypse.

..97

They believed that they stood at the beginning of an historical turning
even greater than the Reformation, one which would bring the final
triumph of Reason.98

They did not always agree as to what it was that

Reason demanded, but their plans to save mankind did at least share a
certain engaging simplicity.

Hegel, who was if anything too vividly

aware of the problem of evil, would have been astonished to learn how
easily Feuerbach, Bauer, or Stirner proposed to solve all of man's
problems.
Their optimism was not balanced by Hegel's acute sense of
reality— by his "tragic consciousness"

(Kaufmann).

Probably one should

not press this criticism too far; to paraphrase Karl Mannheim, it is
always easier for a conservative to be realistic.

99

Their radicalism

differed from that of Karl Marx in that it was a "soft" radicalism.
They sought to win by persuasion.
struggle.

They did not conceive of life as

This "softness," so characteristic of Biedermeier liberalism,

is especially pronounced in Arnold Ruge.

It would immunize him against

Marxism and against the more vehement forms of nationalism, and it
accounts in part for his reputation for shallowness.

"Soft" ideologies

have become unfashionable.100
It is true of all the leading Young Hegelians, and not only of
Arnold Ruge, that they would not recognize how radical and disruptive
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their own ideas were.101

Straug did not consider his Leben Jesu to be

an attack on Christianity, although that is precisely what it was.

102

Ludwig Feuerbach, whose Essence of Christianity may be the most bril
liant atheist tract ever written, was a deeply religious man.

He

wished to reform and not to abolish religion; his "religion of humanity"
is nothing more than the ideal of secular progress, but he quite
seriously meant that it should be a religion.103

It may be worth

mentioning that every surviving member of the group would become an
enthusiastic supporter of Otto von Bismarck's, although this fact is not
in itself surprising; Ruge was the only one to sustain a deep and permanent attachment to the political Left.

104

Ruge was not yet a Straugian, perhaps not strictly speaking a
Young Hegelian at all.

But the journal he planned was to be a youthful

journal; it was to champion the new ideas against the old, the hungry
Dozent against the entrenched professor.

As he wrote to Stahr:

". . . a n heroic society has assembled, and we shall not wait out the
old, i.e. let them die off naturally, but they must be killed alive,
literarily annihilated."105

He found a publisher for the JahrbUcher, the

solid liberal Otto Wigand of Leipzig.

In October and November he toured

the non-Prussian universities in search of contributors.
bUcher were not at first a narrowly partisan journal;

The Jahr

Ruge was able to

attract a wide range of talent, and even Heinrich Leo contributed an
article.

However, his warmest response came from the young Turks;

Straug and his Swabian colleagues F. T. Vischer and F. W. Carov£,
Ludwig Feuerbach and from K. T. Bayrhoffer at Marburg.

from
from

The established
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great men at Gbttingen were cold to the scheme, and it is no wonder
that they were.10^

Even the formal structure of the JahrbUcher seemed

to threaten them. Besides the traditional expository essay and the book
review, Ruge developed a new form of scholarly journalism, the
"C harakteristik."

Outstanding scholars, intellectual movements and

university faculties were sketched or "characterized," often by young
Dozenten.

Even when the author was discreet, the act of criticism

itself challenged an ingrained sense of hierarchy.
"It was already

As Ruge has it,

[thought to be] revolutionary, that we haled universi

ties, states and sects before our self-made forum."10^
It must have been clear from the start that Ruge's plan involved
danger as well as opportunity.

In founding the JahrbUcher he had

entered the generational conflict of the day, and as we have seen, by
1838 the generational conflict had explosive social and political impli
cations.

Even if he had been able to avoid politics, he would have made

enemies.

And being the man he was, he could hardly have avoided politics

for long.
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CHAPTER III

THE HALLISCHE JAHRBUCHER AND PRUSSIANISM,
1838-1839

The first number of the JahrbUcher was published on the first
of January, 1838.

Politically its position could not be in doubt.

Echtermeyer found occasion on the very first page to declare his commit
ment to the tradition of the Reformation, which was freedom, and to
Prussia, which was its bearer. "*■
Ruge's first contribution was no less innocuous.

2

It was an

article on Heinrich Heine; as an aesthetician Ruge wrote and would con
tinue to write literary criticism.
sensitive here.

acknowledges Heine's talent.
negative.

Ruge could be sensitive, and he is

He speaks sympathetically of Heine's liberalism, and he
But on balance his opinion of Heine is

Particularly offensive is Heine's "frivolity":

his lack of

"honest pathos," which is to Ruge the soul of poetry, his sexual adven
tures, his ironizing of noble sentiment— all those traits in Heine which
today we most appreciate, but which infuriated the nineteenth century.
He finds that Heine is much too French, at least in his recent tendencies:
He finds a world filled with a merely political spirit, he
expects of it qu'il fera le tour de 1'Europe, and as it does
not do the expected, then at least he proclaims to us this
spirit of the French, i.e. the superficial and prosaic esprit
instead of the profundity of the German Geist, political excite
ment instead of religious movement.3

110
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This would not always be his opinion of France, nor of Heine.
What the article best illustrates is Ruge's sensitivity to the spirit of
the time, that Finqerspitzengeftihl which accounts for much of his literary
success.

With his heavy, censorious earnestness he catches very well the

mood of the Biedermeier and its attitude toward its greatest poet.
Germans of the official class, men who would later dismiss Ruge as a
troublemaker, would still remember this article with respect.
The JahrbUcher were well received.

Enthusiastic letters, most of

them from young intellectuals, poured in from all Germany.
tant was the official response.

4

More impor

Altenstein sent a polite note, Johannes

Schulze a wa r m letter of congratulation.

He asked especially after the

author of that "not yet completed, masterly characterization of Heine,"
and he promised at the soonest opportunity officially to express "the
cordial regard which I feel for you."5
But whatever substance there may have been in these promises,
they came to nothing.
a political adventure.

Once more, Ruge's career would be interrupted by
As had been the case with the JUnglingsbund, he

began his adventure in the firm belief that he was acting in the inter
est of the State.

He was now older and presumably wiser.

He was

politically far better informed and had no longer to act on the basis of
rumor or of youthful conjecture.

What was for him even more important,

he had mastered the political and historical theory of his time; he
could be certain of his own scientific correctness.

But in the end, all

this did not keep him from repeating the old pattern.
The political crisis of the day was a controversy between the
State and the Catholic Church.6

In 1815 Prussia had annexed several
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old ecclesiastical territories on the Rhine.

Here Old Prussian tradi

tion collided, not only with regional pride and with a relatively liberal
mentality, but also with a vigorous Catholic and ultramontane revival, a
revival which was not at all liberal, which ran parallel to the neo
pietist movement in the East and whose spirit was no less reactionary
and intolerant than that of Leo or Hengstenberg.
Old Prussia sent out Protestant officials to the Rhine.
officials were young, they were likely to marry Catholic women.

When the
This

meant that they would have to adopt Catholicism, or at least that their
children would have to be raised as Catholics.
foundly disturbed the old King.

This possibility pro

The government therefore negotiated a

secret agreement with the Archbishop of Cologne.

The agreement provided

that priests should officiate at mixed marriages and that the offspring
of these mixed marriages should be raised in their fathers' religion.
The old Archbishop was a child of the Enlightenment and a man of
the world, and he raised no real difficulties.
was in glaring violation of Catholic principles.

However, the agreement
Considering the new

spirit in the Rhineland, it was clear that such an agreement could not
long survive his death.

The personality of his successor, von Droste-

Vischering, made matters worse.

Droste was no friend of Prussia's, was

an enthusiast and stubborn to the point of fanaticism.

Instead of reopen

ing negotiations, he proceeded first quietly to violate the agreement,
then eventually to defy the government.

In 1837 he was removed from

office and placed under house arrest, as was the Polish Archbishop von
Dunin.
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Church and State now openly confronted one another.

Neither the

Pope nor the majority of Rhenish Catholics would recognize the govern
ment's acts as valid.

Many Catholics regarded Droste as a martyr.

A

war of pamphlets followed, one so vehement as to suggest that bloodshed
might follow.

Metternich himself was not above encouraging the Catholic

pamphleteers, in hope of avenging himself on Prussia for her Customs
Union.

The strongest of the Catholic writers was old Joseph Gorres.

This able publicist, once a Jacobin and then a German patriot, was now
a militant Catholic.

From Munich, headquarters of German ultramontanism,

he wrote his Athanasius.

He blamed Protestantism for the evils of

unbelief and revolution, and he forcefully restated the old papal claim
to stand above all temporal authority.
Gorres was answered by the Hegelians Bauer and Marheinecke.
Hegel had been outspokenly etatist and anti-Catholic; they knew at once
where they stood.

Most liberals also took the Prussian side.

The

Restoration alliance between throne and altar, between Protestant Prussia
and Catholic Austria, was showing sings of strain, and liberals
hastened to support the less implacable of their enemies.
expected gratitude, they were mistaken.

If they

The government would not pursue

the issue vigorously; it wished neither to break the conservative alli
ance nor to alienate the Rhineland, but only to escape from this trap of
its own devising with the least possible humiliation.

Again, the King

was old, and the Crown Prince was sympathetic to the Catholic standpoint.
Altenstein— here again the competent minister— knew this, and he proceeded
cautiously.
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The liberal position was in many ways a false one.

In support

ing the State, they were prepared to deny Catholics the freedom of
conscience which they wanted for themselves.^
precedent.

Certainly they set a bad

One thinks of the KulturkSmpf of the 1870s, in which liberal

ism became the cat's paw of a Chancellor intent on ending forever the
"danger" of parliamentary government.8

One has more sympathy for the

liberals of the 1830s than for the Kulturkampfer.

The Catholic position

on mixed marriages is from a liberal standpoint especially obnoxious,
and the political Catholicism of the Restoration was frighteningly reac
tionary.

Liberals were weak? they were helpless without a powerful ally

such as some hoped that Prussia might become.
they grasped this opportunity.

It is not surprising that

But just as hard cases make bad law, so

traditions established in an hour of weakness are not always a sound guide
to action.

Again, traditions like this one were the curse of the progres

sive movement in Germany.
Just as for liberals the controversy was a longed-for opporg
tunity, so it was a source of anguish to High Conservatives.
of battle cut straight across the conservative camp.

The line

Prussian conserva

tives faced the choice of joining with liberals, with Rationalists and
with the hated "bureaucracy" against a Church with which they sympa
thized and which was supposed to be a bulwark against revolution, or of
joining with the likes of GBrres against King and fatherland.

Most would

probably have preferred to sit out what was for them a fratricidal
struggle.
In Halle Heinrich Leo was having another of his crises.
remarked:
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[Leo] is sorely enraged, and for the Archbishop of Cologne, whom
the Hegelians (!) are supposed to have removed, and he now wants
to shoot every Hegelian behind the ear, like a rabbit. . . . It
is good that Leo standeth not in the judgment, but only sitteth
in the seat of the scornful, and in the counsel of the ungodly,
at least on this point.
GiJrres' Athanasius upset
with neither side.

him still more.

He was torn.

Leo saw that he could stand

It was "hard to imagine," he wrote,

"that the most evil dream could compose, as an instrument of torture,
a worse mixture and confusion of the most intimately beloved and on the
other hand the most alien, than occurs in this book."11

It was in this

troubled state of mind that Leo wrote his pamphlet against Gorres.

On

the question of mixed marriages, Leo conceded that the Catholics were
right.

But he felt compelled to oppose his own larger view of history

to that of Gorres, and in so doing he exposed to the public the internal
conflicts in his own mind and in the High Conservative movement itself.
In his pamphlet Leo contends that GOrres is not an "honest
Catholic"; he is a Guelph.

The Guelph seeks to usurp temporal authority

for the Pope.

He is an enemy of the State, of legitimate authority and

of all order.

But Leo concedes that Gorres has some good arguments.

As

a Protestant, Leo considers that Luther was right on all points of
doctrine.

This is proven by Reason, by "wissenschaftliche Bildung."

And yet he feels an emotional affinity for Catholicism.
the "fresh air" of the Middle Ages.

He longs for

The Reformation was for Leo a

disaster, both because it divided the Church and because Protestants
have been unable to maintain the splendid Catholic discipline.

He

envies Catholicism its discipline, its hierarchy and its firmness in
faith.

No such vile growth as Rationalism could develop in the Catholic
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Church.

Rationalism makes Leo "ashamed to be a Protestant."

However,

it is the Jesuits, modern Guelphs, who have with their demagogy planted
the seeds of Bible criticism, of Rationalism and of revolution.

They did

this knowing that Protestantism, being the freer faith, was also the
more vulnerable.

But in the end they too will pay the price.

Perhaps to purge his troubled spirit, the honest and irrepres
sible Leo had publicly shown just how divided the conservative camp had
become.

The pamphlet was a source of serious embarrassment to Leo's

friends in Berlin.

12

Now, Arnold Ruge was as irrepressible as was Leo,

although political circumstances did not permit him to be quite so
honest— perhaps not even with himself.

He could hardly have resisted

the temptation to expose this embarrassment and to profit by it.

Then

too, as he wrote to Rosenkranz, he was afraid that in the future L e o ’s
standpoint might gain ground and become dangerous.

If this danger was

to be averted, Leo had to be "thoroughly criticized from the standpoint
of philosophy, and his peculiarities shot to pieces.
This he was certainly qualified to do.

Late in June he answered

Leo in the Hallische JahrbUcher; he began a controversy which— locally
at least— soon overshadowed in interest the Rhenish conflict itself.

14

Ruge advanced with all banners waving and with all drums beating:
The freedom of knowledge, of faith and of our State against
the insane arrogance of confusion and against the mad phantasma
goria of Munich— is this an equal struggle? And how has it gone?!
Are we not girded with the sword of thought, and with the truth,
which makes men free? . . . So long as the blade of Frederic the
Great with his memories and philosophy with her present power and
glory are at home in Prussia, they will come to nothing, and if
all the religious and political bats and crabs in all Europe fell
into our land over night like a hailstorm, here they can only
perish.15
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He criticizes Leo's position as being reactionary and unfree, as indeed
it was.

He scores some telling rhetorical points.

He calls it absurd

that Leo should argue— as he does— alternately against Catholicism on
the basis of Reason, and against Rationalism on the basis of authority.
But above all Ruge wants to establish his own claim on the
status quo, to show that he is a better Prussian and a better Protestant
than Leo.

Leo, he says, has expressed "shame" in his Protestantism.

Leo is profoundly dissatisfied with Rationalism and with the "bureaucratic
state," as he calls it.

Since these are the present and therefore, in

dialectical terms, also the highest form of the State and of Christianity,
Leo is unwittingly the enemy of both.
"hypochondriac."

In Hegelian language Leo is an

Hegel had emphasized the need to find peace with "that

which is," and he had regarded such deep dissatisfaction as a kind of
mental affliction to be cured by philosophy.
Ruge calls Leo's fear of revolution absurd.

The French Revolu

tion happened only because in France the progress of the Spirit had been
obstructed.

This has not been the case in Prussia, and so long as

Prussia is the bearer of the Protestant spirit there will be no revolu
tion.

It is precisely Leo and his friends who would, if they realized

their reactionary dreams, make revolution a danger and a necessity.
These are sound Hegelian arguments, although the tenor of the
article is too liberal to have pleased the old Hegel.

And Hegel had

also coined a slogan which seemed perfectly to fit the situation.

He

had blamed the French Revolution of 1830 in part on a reactionary
"Catholic principle," with which "no rational government was possible.
If Leo longed for the Middle Ages and for a more authoritarian order,
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then surely this obsolete "principle" had infected him:
That which has been historically superseded is not therefore
cast at once from the realm of the Spirit.
Thus, especially the
principle of Catholicism, despite its world-historical defeat,
is still . . . existent in spirit, and just as the Protestant
spirit has penetrated among Catholic peoples, so at present
there is much stirring among Protestants which is in its essence
Catholic, spiritually unfree.
As the passage suggests, Ruge's "Catholic principle" has little
to do with actual Catholicism.

It is rather an all-purpose category in

which he places everything he hates and fears.

Soon the dichotomy

between Catholic and Protestant "principles" came to dominate the
rhetoric of the Jahrbucher.

Protestantism Ruge identified loosely with

freedom, the Enlightenment, the French Revolution, Prussia and Frederic
the Great; Catholicism with authority, darkness, all kinds of religious
orthodoxy, Romanticism and Austria.

Here again Ruge's thinking is

abstract, in the sense that it lacks content.
with repetition it becomes very tiresome.

It is even vulgar, and

As Heinrich von Treitschke

has it, "Every human being was merely a 'principle' and was entombed in
one of the innumerable pigeon holes upon whose dockets the ideas of the
system were inscribed."'*'8
But as rhetoric these slogans were effective.

Being simple,

they were convenient to use, and to them Ruge owed at least a part of
his terrible Schlagfertigkeit.

Perhaps because he repeated them so often,

they did reach a wide audience, and they became the conventional wisdom
of a generation of educated, liberal Germans.19

As we have seen, politi

cal parties often emerged out of religious ones, and Ruge must have
touched a very deep spring of popular anti-Catholic sentiment.
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This anti-Catholic rhetoric also appeared to be politically
harmless.

It easily passed the censor, as did the literary, anti-

Romantic phrases which Ruge later coined.

Surely Ruge's impressive

success in avoiding censorship was due less to conscious trickery than
to his own inner accommodations, to his confidence in his own harmless
ness, and, in the beginning, to his real wish to please and to support
the government.
he thought.

20

Still, he knew better than to blurt out everything

If at this time he still selected safe targets, targets

like Catholicism and the poetry of Friedrich Schlegel, if he chose to
clothe his rather simple political ideas in a peculiar jargon made up
of religious, philosophical, and literary phrases, then perhaps this was
done with one eye on the censor.

Perhaps too, as Alexis de Tocqueville

has said of the French Enlightenment, censorship may have had a distort
ing effect on German liberal thought.
Ruge's blow at Leo was in any case a shrewd one.
Leo's biographer admits,

He had, as

"mercilessly, if often in malicious words,

exposed the real contradictions and weaknesses in Leo's Sendschreiben.1,21
The two men did not

attack one another blindly.

Each knew the other

well, and this gave the controversy its special excitement.
answer was as perceptive as was Ruge's attack.

Leo's

In the Foreword to the

second edition of his pamphlet— in which he publicly terminates his
friendship with Ruge and his connection with the JahrbUcher— he thus
characterizes the Young Hegelians:
. . . a dissolute little folk, which serves the Army of Heaven
[sic] and calls this service Christianity; which [wraps] itself
in the mantle of patriotism, which calls Prussia the state of
intelligence, meaning in its thieves' jargon that, if this were
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only recognized, then the State would have to be organized and
ruled according to their intelligence . . . for there is only
one intelligence, namely theirs. While on the religious side
they already cast aside their sheep's clothing and step in the
face of the Apostle Paul, they use their zeal
Prussia's
progress as a cloak for the social revolution.
To Ruge the charge seemed to be terribly unfair, to be an
hysterical attempt to blacken him in the eyes of the autho r i t i e s . ^

But

it may be that Leo understood him better than at this point he under
stood himself.

The controversy wore on well into 1839.

controversies, it soon became tedious.

Like many

Little new was added.

Both men

used stronger and stronger epithets— "atheist" and "revolutionary" on the
one hand, "Jesuit" and "inquisitor" on the other— and the longer the
struggle lasted, the more each seems to resemble the caricature which the
other drew o f him.

The controversy also spread.

The moderately liberal

Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung took Ruge's side, while the entire High
Conservative press came out energetically for Leo.
judicious and vulgar, were written on both sides.
ment was intense.

Pamphlets, both
In Halle the excite

Even students became involved, to the horror of

hierarchially minded professors and officials.

24

It is almost impossible to sympathize with a man like Leo, a man
whose response to public criticism of his public statement was in effect
to summon the police.

But he was true to his own principles.

He was no

liberal, and in his view dangerous thoughts had simply to be suppressed.
And Ruge, too, was less concerned with his impact in the "marketplace
of ideas" than with competing for the favor— ultimately for the soul—
of the "State."
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For the moment his chances seemed good.

The young Max Duncker—

whose connections were the very best— wrote in August that "Here in
Berlin your powerfully conducted struggle has received all attention,
and even the Ministry seems to be of the opinion that the advantage is
yours."

25

In the opinion of Rudolph Haym, Duncker's own appointment to

the Halle faculty was meant to counteract Leo's influence.

26

Thus

encouraged, Ruge continued to plead for the recognition which he had been
promised, even the "mere title of Extraordinary Professor," which might
strengthen his position in Halle.
with Altenstein himself.

27

In November he obtained an interview

Altenstein promised that, "so long as he lived,

scholarly discussion would be free"— a safe enough promise to make at
Altenstein's age.
possible.

Altenstein wanted the controversy ended as quickly as

Ruge has it that he was promised his promotion, provided only

that he cease making personal attacks on Leo.

28

Returning to Halle in a mood of triumph, Ruge found himself
under fire from a new direction.

Twenty-three Halle professors had pub

lished in the Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung a letter denouncing him as a
troublemaker.29

The professors were not all supporters of Leo's; Leo

had few enough of these.

But Ruge's boldness in challenging the older

generation had not gone unnoticed.

Like the Restoration "State" itself,

the faculty did not like a man who rocked the boat, and it was uncon
scionable that a Privatdozent should publicly criticize a professor.30
He poured out his heart in a series of long letters to Rosenkranz.

The faculty seemed too cowardly to support him, the students too

callow to understand his point of view.

He tried to cling to his

triumphant mood, but as time passed he grew impatient:
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It is good that the Minister does not interfere in the conflict,
but that I am not recognized by the State is a peculiar sort of
neutrality.
I am curious how it will come out; I just have a
lot of patience, but in our time the State's voice is the voice
of God.
He was not ready to despair in Prussia; he only sought reassurance.
the moment he found this reassurance in the civic life of Halle.

For

Here,

at a time when his professional life was going badly, he encountered
one of the most attractive sides of the Prussian system, and here he
could again tighten his fraying emotional bond to the State.
In the Municipal Law of 1808, German Idealism had achieved one
of its greatest political triumphs.

Its author, Karl von Stein, had

meant with a liberal grant of civic autonomy to "bridge the gap between
State and society," to encourage popular participation, and to release
popular energies for the State.

Stein's successors had more prosaic

ideas, and the Law was in any case far ahead of its time.

It granted

rights much too extensive for jealous Prussian officials to tolerate or
for timid Prussian burghers to exercise, and in 1831 it was revised along
more authoritarian lines.

But once established, municipal autonomy could

no longer be abolished; it saved the State too much money.

For essen

tially fiscal reasons, then, the Prussian state continued to press its
proverbial SpeigbUrger to govern themselves.

By the end of the century

Prussia's cities were the best-governed in the world.

Its city councils,

little islands of self-government in an authoritarian system, were the
school of whole generations of alert, civic-minded liberals who swelled
the ranks of the political opposition.

32

Here again there was a good

basis for Ruge's argument that Prussian's raison d'etat was best served
by more popular institutions.
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In 1838 Ruge temporarily suspended his lectures, and now he found
that he had time for civic activity.33
in November city councilman.

In May he was elected arbitrator,

He now swiftly became acquainted with the

"social question," for Halle was in 1838 a very sinkhole of filth and
bitter poverty.

He worked zealously for local reform, and considering

the inertia, the timidity, and occasionally the corruption of his
fellow councilmen, he was able to accomplish much in the next few years:
he broke a flour monopoly and brought his fellow citizens good bread;
he fought for purer water and he served on a commission to beautify the
city, a task which in Ruge's opinion "only bombs" could have accomplished.
This activity was very important to Ruge.

It allowed him to play

the part of the good citizen, like the Athenians and the Romans he so
admired.3-^

It also helped him to convince himself that Prussia was like

Athens or Rome.

Thus, at the beginning of 1839, in the same letter in

which he remarked that the State's voice was like the voice of God, he
could write:
Rabbits in every corner1 That is Halle.
The majority are quite
characterless egotists.
Few have the sense to realize that in
freedom there is honor and no danger at all.
For our political
system is free and just.
I know all that much better than all
these long-eared cynics (Sauertopfe), since as arbitrator and
city councilman . . . I have gained an insight into the real
kernel of our S t a t e . ^
Ruge has been ridiculed for calling Prussia free and just, and
even Treitschke finds this remark naive.36

But even more than naivete,

the remark would seem to betray a terrible uncertainty.

In 1838 the

State's voice was in fact just about as authoritative as that of God,
and Ruge might have spoken less vehemently if he had ielt more secure—
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if his "insight" had been a more convincing one.

He believed because he

had to.
At the same time, Ruge was becoming openly critical of the
Prussian government, if not of the "State in its essence."

Disappointed

by Altenstein's slowness in supporting him, he was also influenced by
South German critics of his " P r u s s i a n i s m . I n the spring of 1839 he
began to develop a political strategy for the JahrbUcher, a strategy
which he defined in a very important letter to D. F. Strau3:
I . . . will not deny that I see very well the negligent atti
tude of our State toward free scholarship, but that there is
no way to oppose this abomination (Unwesen) of obscurantism . . .
except if one makes the essence (Wesen) of the State prevail and
seeks to bring to consciousness the institutions in which it
still holds.38
Thus quaintly stated, the plan sounds like another example of
Ruge's naivete.

But grandiose as they are, these phrases do have a

practical meaning.

Ruge is saying that the important political struggle

of the day is that within the "State" itself, and that the liberal
publicist must act accordingly.

He must try to intervene in this

intramural struggle and to support Wesen— which is to say bureaucratic
liberalism and the Reform tradition— against Unwesen, the reactionary
party at Court.
This is a fair estimate of the situation, although the course
which he outlines has its dangers.
some dangers.

And he could now afford to court

His brothers and sisters were grown.

Financially inde

pendent at last, he could return to his first love, which was politics.
Within the limited sphere of academic controversy he had tasted blood
and applause, and he had enjoyed himself.

Now he prepared to broaden
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his field of action.
His approach was to be literary as well as political.

"Romanti

cism in literature, theology and poetry," was to be "hunted completely
to death."

The Romantic movement had provided High Conservatives with

many of their intellectual weapons.

To Ruge, trained as he was to see

culture as a seamless whole, it seemed to be of one flesh with the
political and religious reaction and a part of the same danger.

As he

wrote to Strau3, he feared "that in the near future this impractical
old lady might be put into practice."

39

After some delay, an article on Romanticism was published in
November.^

Ruge attacked with real violence, and he made no secret of

his political intent:
. . . pernicious, tyrannical, reflected arbitrary license:
that
is the historical definition of the Romanticists, the Catholic
Protestants and the Protestant Catholics, in poetry, in religion,
in jurisprudence and in the State, whose declaration of war
against the free, lawful spirit we have undertaken in this
Manifesto to expose.
His line of argument is not always easy to follow.

It is organized

around his familiar "Protestant" slogans and is embedded in dense
Hegelian jargon.

But in its emotional essence his point is simple.

Romanticism is "subjectivity";

it is "fixation of the Spirit," the wish

to live in an unchanging past as opposed to dialectic or the ideal of
progress.

Romanticism exalts feeling above reason and the individual—

the genius— above the community.

It is license as opposed to freedom,

for true freedom is governed by reason.
frivolous and self-indulgent.
indulgence,

42

Like Heinrich Heine, it is

And this, the accusation of self-

is the real heart of Ruge's case.

So far was he from seeing
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history in terms of

real conflict and so convinced was he of the

obvious rightness of his own cause, that he could understand Romanticism,
or religious or political conservatism, only in terms of moral softness
or intellectual laziness.
ideology.

Again, Ruge's was a soft, almost a utopian

But it was not unsuited to his purpose.

I have suggested

that in these years Ruge spoke for the liberal-minded junior official.
We know that in Prussia the junior official was often frustrated by
complacent and unsympathetic superiors

(which may be true of junior

officials everywhere), and experience will have taught him what serious
evils official self-indulgence and plain inertia can be.

One doubts

that many junior officials would have responded to a harsher ideology—
like Marxism— which might have conflicted with their oaths of office.
Ruge plays the moralist, skillfully and with a lightness of touch
appropriate to his educated audience.

With clinical coolness he dissects

the writings of Friedrich Schlegel and of the Princess Gallitzin— both,
he observes, converts to Catholicism.

He brings out whatever is bizarre

or obscene, and he leaves the reader to draw his own conclusions.
Political conclusions are also for the most part left to the reader.
The Austrian statesman Friedrich von Gentz he treats at length, but it is
not G entz1s statesmanship which is analyzed; it is his private life, his—
self-indulgence, which Ruge interprets as a practical consequence of
Friedrich Schlegel's doctrines.

43

The article was enormously popular, and it long discredited the
Romantic movement in the eyes of most educated Germans.

44

Once more

Ruge showed how skillfully he could play on the values and assumptions
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which he shared with so many of his North German countrymen; on their
contempt for self-indulgence and for sexual irregularities like the
Schlegels', on their Enlightened suspicion of the bizarre, the murky
and the imaginative.

Once again, Arnold Ruge was typical.

He was

successful because he felt as others did and could express and
manipulate these common feelings.
Ruge's view of Romanticism is now no longer widely accepted.
As has often been remarked, his political enthusiasms tended to warp
his literary judgment.

45

One might also say that his literary tastes

distorted his political outlook.

If Ruge was perceptive in seeing the

connection between literary Romanticism and High Conservatism, then
certainly he overrated its importance, just as he always overrated the
importance of ideas.

In private letters Ruge now wrote as if Romanti-

cism were his most dangerous enemy.

46

In this choice of enemies, he was

guided in part by his personal dislikes; certainly some of his experi47
ences in the Burschenschaft had left a bad taste in his mouth.
Undoubtedly he was also naive.

We have been taught to look for social

forces behind a movement like High Conservatism;

Ruge had not.

But

"Romanticism," like the "Catholic principle," made a convenient slogan.
In discrediting literary Romanticism he could by indirection discredit
the reactionary Court party.

And again, literary criticism was rela

tively safe from censorship.
Ruge did not mean to stop at literary criticism.
to publish a critique of the Prussian monarchy itself.

He wished also
He hoped to

persuade D. P. StraufS, still the intellectual leader of the Young
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Hegelian school, to write such a critique.

48

Failing this, he wrote it

himself.

Unlike much of Ruge's work, the article was very carefully

written.

It was circulated among his friends for comment and criticism;

it was written and rewritten to have the strongest possible impact on
the educated public.

49

The article was published in November, under the pseudonym "ein
Wurttemberger."5^

Strau$ was a Wurttemberger, and the choice of

pseudonyms gave the impression that he had written it.
more.

But it suggested

Wiirttemberg was Protestant and constitutional, and for Ruge it

was also the homeland of the German "spirit," birthplace of Hegel and
Schelling, of Vischer and StrauS.51

The WUrttemberger is the German

intellectual who could be attracted to Prussia by a liberal policy.

He

symbolizes the "little states" which in Ruge's mind "yearned inexpres
sibly to join themselves to [Prussia], but only to an equally free
country."52

As a later generation of Germans would have it, the

WUrttemberger is Gei s t , appealing for an alliance with Macht.
This was the idea of Prussia's mission which Ruge had held
since his days in the Burschenschaft.

Now he lets his WUrttemberger

argue in terms of Prussia's own interest.
pro-Prussian:
...

Wlirttembergers, he says, are

"We are not among those who cannot endure true greatness.

In Goethe's immortal words, we want through love to appropriate

this greatness, which has been denied us . . .

we want to be with

Prussia . . . but at present we miss in her this greatness itself."55
Like Ruge, the "WUrttemberger" is disturbed by Prussia's collaboration
with Austria in German politics, by her "religious obscurantism" and
her "political restoration-reasoning."

54
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He is not impressed by the previous political line of the JahrbUcher, in which "Prussian Protestantism is set forward above all else":
. . . the government has not listened much to this talk, it has
not even been glad to hear it: quite naturally, because as a
state Prussia is still Catholic. Politically, absolute monarchy
is just the same thing that Catholicism is in religion, it is
divided between laymen and initiates, between a wise monarch and
faithful subjects, between the absolute transcendent State and
the political laymen.55
He draws an analogy between universal participation in the State and the
priesthood of all believers.

Just as in Protestantism every believer

partakes in the Sacraments and enjoys immediate communion with God, so
in the Protestant state all must participate in the "absolute," in
decision making and in the spirit of community.56

However, Prussia is

still
a hierarchy, the officials are its priests, its servants. To be
sure, they participate in the Absolute, and they proclaim it to
the laymen, the people, which knows nothing about it, but these
lesser priests are only in indirect and secondary possession, the
Absolute State is the wisdom of the Monarch and the very highest
officials.57
This "WUrttemberger" shows a remarkable solicitude for the Prussian
junior official, and he makes good use of official Prussian ideology.58
Again, Ruge does not attack the State, he appeals to it or, better, he
seeks to influence the political balance within the State itself.
Formally, the article reviews a book by Oberregierungsrat Karl
StreckfuB.

StreckfuB was neither liberal nor reactionary.

Like the old

Hegel— like the Hallische JahrbUcher of a year previously— he was an
apologist for Prussia, exactly as it was.

59

To this "fixation of the

idea," to StreckfuB' official Hegelianism, Ruge opposes the idea of
development.

Absolute monarchy has had its historical, state-building
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function.
alism.

Its function is served; the time has come for constitution

Streckfu3 suggested that different nations have different needs,

that Prussian conditions require a form of state different from those in
the West.

Ruge will have none of it:

. . . reason is one, and different people all have this one
rational face, this one human form, and if Prussian policy
really has self-indulgence (das Laufenlassen) . . . as its
principle, which we cannot believe, then the spirit of history
has decidedly the opposite tendency, and then the question is
put clearly enough:
for or against constitutional freedom.
Again,

for Ruge dialectic meant inevitable progress, progress along

obvious and predictable lines.

Leo had been right.

For Ruge there was

only one intelligence, one Reason, and its demands were clear.6^
I think it is clear that Ruge honestly proposed what he thought
to be best for Prussia.

Certainly the article was not— as it has been

called— a "radical attack" on the Prussian state.62

In 1866 he would

write that "Even today, the article contains the only correct policy for
Prussia."63

This is a bit strong.

But there was a real affinity between

liberalism and Prussian raison d'etat, and it may be worth asking
whether Ruge offered Prussia an historical alternative worth considering:
one which might conceivably have spared her the disasters of 1918 and
1945.
From having ardently supported the government, Ruge now passed
into loyal opposition.

This was intellectually a more honest position

than his earlier one had been, and it better suited his style of think
ing than did his later posture as revolutionary— a role in which he was
a conspicuous failure.

But in the Prussia of the forties, loyal

opposition would be am increasingly difficult standpoint to maintain,
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and Ruge had little of the patience necessary to do so.

His position at

the University, and therefore also his affection for the government, was
progressively weakening.

Leo and his party intrigued against him in

Halle, and almost certainly they were seconded by allies at Court.
Altenstein found it necessary publicly to reprimand him, and in November,
the same month in which his two major articles appeared, Ruge resigned
his post.

64

Everywhere things seemed to be deteriorating.

After some

hesitation, Prussia had supported the royal coup d'etat in Hannover, in
contrast to the more liberal attitude which she had taken in 1830 toward
another coup in Brunswick.

A half-dozen straws in the wind— Ruge's case

was only one example— suggested that Hegelianism and bureaucratic
liberalism were losing what official favor they had enjoyed.65

Disap

pointed, he complained to Rosenkranz:
. . . any little constitutional King, if he has energy, can now
become great, the Protestant mission threatens to emigrate to
another country, and in Berlin they think themselves stronger
and more secure than ever.— must it be, that the realm of slaves
and unfree doctrine floods us— of what use is the existence of
the philosopher and the State?
And even more suggestively:
You know that I have highly praised the Prussian officials as an
historically necessary organizing force (ein nothwendiges Moment
der Zucht). But fixed it is [quite literally] the devil,
for
it is Reason given into captivity and the surrender of the abso
lute right of truth . . . Christ and Luther are not officials.
. . . The Prussian state now threatens to become such an obso
lete existence, to fall away from her own principle, when with
Romanticism and Catholicism, that is, with Austrian policies of
self-indulgence (des Lebens und Lebenlassens) she sacrifices free
thought (Wissenschaft)
These disappointments came at a moment when Ruge's own influence
stood at its zenith.

If his teaching career was blasted, then his
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success as a publicist must have softened the blow.

His critique of

Prussia was almost as much a popular success as was his article on
Romanticism.6 "^

The JahrbUcher had made Hegel popular, if only in a

simplified and distorted form.

As Treitschke says, in 1840, "Berlin

. . . was wearing the colors of the Young Hegelians.

Everyone who

differed from the epigones of Hegel was calumniated.1,68
tended to bring Ruge into conflict with the State:

Everything now

on the one hand his

personal resentment and the visibly growing power of the reaction at
Court, but also his heady successes, his new-found independence, and his
fighting instincts.

But he also needed Prussia, and his struggle with

the State would contain all the violence, but at the same time all the
ambivalence of a quarrel between intimates.
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CHAPTER IV

ARNOLD RUGE AND THE JAHRBUCHER, 1840-1843:
THE HEGELIAN AS REBEL

Both in Ruge's own development and in Prussian political history,
the early 1840s were exceptionally important years.

In 1840 a new King

was crowned, amid all the hopes and expectations which accompany the end
of a reign as long as that of Friedrich Wilhelm III.
these hopes would soon be disappointed.

For liberals,

In this year too, the Eastern

Crisis brought with it the seeming danger of war with France and a great
surge of German national sentiment.

Above all, this year began a decade

of open and intensified partisan conflict.
decade the "Vormarz"; it seems
Revolution" of 1848-49.

Historians have labeled this

logically to culminate in the "March

Liberal and democratic thinking, half

suffocated in the Restoration, now came into the open and grew articulate
and self-confident.
importance.

Ruge and the Jahrblicher now declined in relative

He was now one agitator among many, and in a more eventful

world he had more often to react to events than to make them, as he had
in his conflict with Leo and in his celebrated articles on Prussia and
on Romanticism.
In this new context Ruge slipped progressively to the Left, at
an uneven pace, often impelled by external pressure, never quite aware
how radical he had become. As one would expect in an Hegelian, his
changing relationship to the State was mirrored in changed attitudes
133
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toward philosophy, religion, and art.'*'

His thinking changed on several

different levels at once, and if only for this reason a strictly chrono
logical account of these years is likely to become tangled and opaque.
I ask leave of the reader to treat one theme at a time:

first his

estrangement from the State— the background against which all the other
changes occurred; then his philosophical and his religious thinking; and
finally his efforts to build a new political program to replace the old
"Prussian" one.

In August Friedrich Wilhelm IV was crowned King of Prussia.
coronation was greeted with popular enthusiasm.

His

His political views

were not generally known, and many hoped that he would make good his
father's promise and give Prussia a constitution.
informed.

Arnold Ruge was better

Although his language is veiled, the fears for the future

which he had privately voiced since late 1838 suggest that he knew how
much the High Conservative party stood to gain under the new King.

At

least by June 1840 he had a clear idea of what he might expect:
. . . it can escape no one that with us the Court does not in the
remotest way believe in political liberalism and that now, in
order to be quite secure against it, it intends to proceed in
ecclesiastical matters with an excess of orthodoxy etc.
But this
will only stimulate the awakening of political liberalism.
This was one of Ruge's favorite themes:

that reaction generates its

own resistance, and that extreme reaction must lead to revolution.
this case he was also correct.

In

The King's religious prejudices, his

idea of the "Christian state," did drive many of his Rationalist subjects
into opposition,

just as his anti-Hegelianism helped stimulate the

growth of the Hegelian Left.
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As Crown Prince, Friedrich Wilhelm IV had been a personal
opponent of Hegel's.3

His objections to Hegel were primarily religious,

but his political views were also very different from Hegel's.

If Hegel

was "ultra-governmental," if for Hegel the State was an end in itself,
then for Friedrich Wilhelm IV reason of state was subordinate to a
number of other values.

It was subordinate to his romantic memories of

the Empire, which meant to the Austrian Emperor.

It was subordinate to

"Germany," which meant to the conservative and ineffectual Confederation,
and it was above all subordinate to his "duties as a Christian Prince":
to an ideal of legitimacy and of monarchial solidarity which no Hegelian

4
could have accepted.

All this the liberal leaders of 1848, who tried

to deal with him, would learn to their indignation and to their cost.
Arnold Ruge was accustomed to think in terms of raison d'etat.
On this basis he might have found common ground with many conservatives,
as he later did find common ground with Bismarck.

But Friedrich

Wilhelm IV was a conservative and a "pietist" before he was a Prussian.
It was the personality of this monarch, stamped on nineteen years of
Prussian history— it was, if you will, an historical accident— which
did most to discredit Ruge's program for a liberal Prussia.
Under the new King and under J. A. F. Eichhorn, his Minister of
Instruction, Hegelianism lost at once the semi-official status which it
had enjoyed.

The old Schelling was called to Berlin to occupy Hegel's

former chair at the University and to combat Hegel's influence.

Hegel

ians could no longer expect preferment at Prussian universities, and in
1842 the JahrbUcher fur Wissenschaftliche Kritik were allowed to go
under.
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The Hallische JahrbUcher could hardly expect to fare better.
Very early in 1841 Ruge began to hear reports that his journal was to be
banned.

In fact, a Cabinet Order issued on 11 March commanded him

thereafter to publish the JahrbUcher in Prussia, rather than in Leipzig,
and subject to Prussian rather than to Saxon censorship.

Otherwise sale

of the JahrbUcher would be forbidden in Prussian territory.
Ruge was prepared.

6

He was on excellent terms with Bernhard von

Lindenau, the Saxon Minister-President.

They had even discussed found

ing a new Academy or University in Dresden, and Ruge had long considered
shifting his residence to Saxony.^
Dresden.

He and his family did now move to

In July, with a slightly altered format, the journal began to

appear under the title Deutsche JahrbUcher fUr Wissenschaft und Kunst.
Until another Cabinet Order was issued, the "new" JahrbUcher could
continue to circulate in Prussia.

The new title was also meant as a

disavowal of any specifically Prussian orientation.

Ruge made this clear

in his Foreword to the rechristened JahrbUcher; "The philosopher," he
scornfully announced, "shakes the dust from his feet, and what he leaves
behind is the heritage of death."®
But he had not shaken off all his difficulties.

He had enjoyed

a good relationship with his Saxon censor, Professor Wachsmuth.
now almost nothing had been stricken from the JahrbUcher.

Until

But on

10 December a sharp letter from the Saxon College of Censors let him
know that matters had changed.

Although the censors professed the high

est regard for scholarly freedom, they found the JahrbUcher to be
embarked on "the genuinely revolutionary course of negation, especially
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in the realms of religious philosophy and of politics."

The journal,

"unmistakeably calculated for a public without real scholarly training,
strides ever forward, ruthlessly and unrestrainedly conducts with sharp
weapons its war against all that exists."

The letter stated that

Wachsmuth had been "severely reprimanded" for his "leniency," and that

9
if the journal gave further cause for offense it would be suppressed.
Ruge thought he saw the hand of Prussia in all this."*-0

Ulti

mately he was right, although by 1842 the tone of the JahrbUcher was one
to have outraged at least the religious sensibilities of any government
in Europe.

Ruge had no intention of moderating their tone, and it

required all his energy and tact to keep the journal alive through 1842.
In March the government almost suppressed the journal; Ruge and Wigand
were able to keep it going, but only under a new provisional license.
Now whole articles were stricken or mangled beyond recognition.

Ruge

appealed, repeatedly but in vain, to Professor Wachsmuth and to the Saxon
government.

One sympathizes with poor Wachsmuth.

typically that of the German liberal official.

His dilemma was

He liked Ruge, and he

may have found some of Ruge's arguments persuasive.
paid by the Saxon government.

However, he was

Trapped between reprimands from above and

Ruge's angry demands that he resign, he pleaded with Ruge for understand
ing but continued to wield his red p e n c i l . ^

Time and again, Ruge

complained of difficulty in filling his columns.

His more moderate

contributors, including even StrauB, had fallen by the wayside.

Radicals

were either discouraged by the prospect of censorship, or they lacked
the tact and experience needed to steer an article past the censor.
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Karl Marx and Bruno Bauer— Ruge's star contributors— were in any
case busy in publishing the Rheinische Zeitung in Cologne.
was experimenting with the idea of a freer press.

The new King

The royal Instruction

of 24 December 1841 called on Prussian censors to be more flexible, and
liberal journalists in Cologne and in Konigsberg were quick to seize the
opportunity.

They submitted the government to a vigorous and unprece

dented public criticism.

As a democrat Ruge could only applaud their

success, but now his friends were also competitors.

When in May an

article in the Rheinische Zeitung urged him to be more militant, Ruge
answered with some annoyance that their time, too, would come, that they
would learn what it was to face a really severe censorship.^3
Again he predicted rightly.

14

Toward the end of 1842 the

censor's grip tightened on the Rheinische Zeitung.
to repent of his generosity.

The King had begun

He had wanted a more relaxed censorhip,

but only for "serious," "modest," and "well-meaning" discussion.

He had

hoped to open the way to fresh ideas, to win gratitude and respect
through a display of liberality.

But he did not wish to expose his

person or his policies to liberal criticism.

This was unfortunate,

as it proved, most of the fresh ideas in Prussia were "liberal."

for,

Many

censors themselves had liberal sympathies, and it was probably too much
to expect that they should anticipate what the King might consider good
or bad in the "tendency" of an article.

Here again, raison d'etat

demanded concessions to the liberal spirit of the day, and here again it
was raison d'etat which was sacrificed.15
King issued a harsh new Instruction.

At the end of December the

The Deutsche JahrbUcher were now
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suppressed at once; the Rheinische Zeitung followed a few months later.
Ruge had not remained passive.

He responded aggressively to the

hostility of the "State"; as the government moved Right, Ruge's own
thinking shifted to the Left.

In 1840 he could draw encouragement from

the beginnings of a constitutionalist opposition in Prussia.

Soon after

the coronation, the Estates of the Province of Prussia petitioned the
King for a constitution with popular representation.

They were supported

by the Prussian Oberprasident Theodor von Schon, the leader of the
liberal party inside the bureaucracy, although his support did not
become public knowledge until 1842.16

The King having rejected the

petition, Johann Jacoby published in 1841 his famous and very effective
pamphlet, which Ruge enthusiastically circulated among his f r i e n d s . ^
Ruge himself undertook to petition the estates of his own Province to
follow the example of those in K o n i gsberg.^

The attempt hung fire;

conditions in Prussian Saxony were not ready for it.

But here religious

tensions made up for the lack of political sophistication.

It was in

Prussian Saxony that the Protestant Friends were founded in 1842, and
here they would form the basis of a liberal mass movement.
Ruge sided openly with the opposition.
a radical act, although it was dangerous.
were modest ones.

‘This was not in itself

The demands of the opposition

But as early as 1840 there are indications that Ruge's

own demands might go well beyond those of liberal constitutionalism.
In June he spoke of popular majorities as "instruments of the Spirit
(Zeitgeist)" and in October he used for the first time the word
"democracy"— here called the "realization of Christianity."

In February

he asserted:
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. . . the salvation and the future . . . of our fatherland lies
in the hands of the opposition, and, to say it directly, in those
of the Prussian opposition.
All changes in administration . . .
lead to nothing.
A complete change in system is needed.20
This was bravely said.

But taken as a whole, the situation was

depressing, and throughout 1840 Ruge's private letters had been pessi
mistic.

The opposition could only just make itself heard.

Only the

State could carry out Ruge's plans, and it was the King who controlled
the State.
The "State"— Ruge's idea of Prussia and of Prussia's mission— still
held his imagination.

The Eastern Crisis of 1840 gave him occasion to

expound Prussia's mission in a series of articles on foreign affairs.

21

In 1840 France seemed once again to threaten the Rhineland; alarm and
patriotic enthusiasm spread throughout Germany.
essence a repetition of his "Streckfuft" article.

Ruge's answer was in
For Ruge, France was

a threat to the Rhineland because of the attractiveness of French ideas
and institutions.

Prussia could escape this danger only by adopting more

liberal institutions herself.

But more, a liberal Prussia would be a

magnet to all of "Protestant" Germany— by which he meant all Germany
outside Austria.

Protestant Germans would join together; strengthened

by enthusiasm and by popular participation in the State, they would form
the "absolute state of the German nation," an invincible barrier both
against France and against the even greater danger of Russian barbarism.
Again, strength lies in progress.

Conservatism is self-indulgence.

had meant defeat for Prussia in 1806, and it could now mean Germany's
downfall.
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By 1841 the crisis had passed, and in this year Ruge was con
cerned primarily with the case of Bruno Bauer— with religious rather than
with strictly political matters.

When in November he returned to his

theme, his position had visibly changed.

He now directed his argument

more to the opposition than to the government.
In a long historical article, Ruge now sought to show that it
was the opposition which had inherited Prussia's greatest traditions.

22

It is, he says, the only true heir of Frederic the Great, who rose above
dynastic feeling and made the State an end in itself.

It is also heir

to the Reform tradition, to the "republican monarchy," as he calls it—
with more than his usual contempt for the exact meaning of words.
summons the opposition to greater militance.

He

Prussia is surrounded by

enemies; survival may depend on her capacity for liberal self-renewal:
One may not give up the hope that the State may, from within,
from her own strength and without war . . . rise up from her
condition of political dependence on foreign influence (in which
she follows illiberal policies despite her liberal content, as I
have already remarked). (p. 518)
It might seem that Ruge did give up that hope, at least as far
as the existing monarchy was concerned.

Within a year, toward the end

of 1842, he renounced liberal constitutionalism and began publicly to
call himself a democrat.

Having already abandoned Christianity, he

adopted Ludwig Feuerbach's "religion of humanity," a "religion" which
promised to bring heaven down to this earth.

For Ruge and for many

other Left-Hegelians, Feuerbach's philosophy represented a new and
higher stage in the progress of consciousness, and as such it would
produce a new and higher form of state.

This prospect was especially
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pleasing to Arnold Ruge,

for his relationship with the existing State

was now strained almost to the breaking point.
He now renounced his old "Protestant" rhetoric, which was not
compatible with Feuerbachianism.

In an article directed— with an

unaccustomed irony— against the "WUrttemberger," Ruge denounced the
program which he had proclaimed in his "StreckfuB" article.

23

As he now

has it, the "Wlirttemberger" was wrong to call the Prussian state Catho
lic.

It is in fact thoroughly Protestant.

It guarantees to each

subject his freedom of conscience, and this "abstract," merely inward
freedom

is all that the Protestant consciousness demands.

In any

event, the present government styles itself simply the "Christian
state."

It is right to call itself that, for like Christianity it rests

on the power of illusion.
It has material power.

Like Christianity,

it is a "brutal fact."

It can afford to "laugh in the face of reason."

It has shown itself to be immune to persuasion, but it is not eternal.
The new consciousness demands r e a l , concrete political freedom.

The

"religion of freedom" is a palpable force, a "practical pathos" able to
create a wholly new form of state.
Here Ruge seems to have broken decisively with bureaucratic
ideology, with the historical Prussian state which Hegel had so admired.
But he has not turned his back on Prussia itself.

In another article

written at about the same time, Ruge states— or, better, he proclaims,
as the most valued lesson of a long experience— that
Prussia is the German state, that we may thus confidently begin
to think of the freedom of this state, yes, that this state
needs only wish to become truly free . . . to become the German
[state].
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He still argues in terms of raison d'etat.
will not listen to him.

He knows that the government

He has written off the government? he has

written off the entire bureaucratic monarchy.

There is tension, there

is a great yawning gap between Prussia as he now sees it and the Prussia
which would fulfill its mission.

If he is to bridge this gap, if he is

to be consistent, he should now call for a Prussian revolution.
does not call for revolution.

Now,

But he

I think it is clear— or it will be

made clear— that he would have welcomed a Prussian revolution, as in fact
he did welcome revolution in 1848.

However, he does not write as one

would expect a revolutionary to write.
tion."

He does not use the word "revolu

He does not incite anyone to violent action.

In any case the

censor would not have allowed it, and even after he left Germany and
could write free of censorship, such a course would have been dangerous
and undignified.
But within his limitations Ruge was a brave man, and he might
have taken the more dangerous course had not the dictates of caution
been reinforced by his own background and training.
and it was not for the philosopher to incite.

He was a philosopher,

He considered himself a

scientist; he analyzed, he understood, and he predicted.

25

objectively, he now predicted the downfall of the old order.

Calmly and
And again,

for the dialectician, prediction can be a form of action.
The dialectician is objective.

He is a scientist, and in 1842

the tone of Ruge's published articles is in fact remarkably objective.
He calls no one a "Jesuit."

He is painfully just to his enemies:

as

he now has it, they are guilty at worst of intellectual self-indulgence,
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or perhaps theirs is only an understandable fear of the unknown conse
quences of freedom.26

I call this objectivity of his remarkable because

Ruge was famous for his polemical energy and because when things went
badly he tended to use strong language.

27

And if one suspects that this

unwonted moderation of his is meant only to disarm the censor, then
Ruge now began to make a point of his own objectivity.

"Practical

pathos," he insists, is a standpoint appropriate to politics but not to
science.

Science does not damn its adversaries; it understands them.28

Ruge thus becomes emphatically and self-consciously dispassionate at just
that moment at which he decides that the monarchy must be overthrown.
It may follow that he is dispassionate in order to overthrow the monarchy.
There is something of ritual in his repeated invocation of Wissenschaft.
It is as if he were creating the proper scientific atmosphere to
predict the downfall of the old order:
tion depends on his objectivity.

as if the success of his predic

One thinks of some tribal magician,

scrupulously preparing the ritual which will assure a good hunt.

29

Or

if the image of the magician seems too drastic, then other parallels lie
closer to hand.

We have seen with what a display of cold dispassion the

young Hegel predicted the unification of Germany.

Like the young Hegel,

Ruge now assures the success of his project by proving it to be
inevitable.

And if he now doubts his success, one learns nothing of

these doubts from reading what he wrote in 1842.
Ruge's attitude toward the State had changed drastically since
1837.

What had been the "Protestant state" was now the "police-state";

what had been the concrete embodiment of freedom had now to be overthrown.
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We will see that his religious and philosophical views also changed.

I

have argued that these changes were made in reaction to circumstances:
that Ruge moved Left primarily because the government rejected his
earlier program, but also in response to the beginnings of a liberal and
a democratic opposition in Prussia.
to be the ideal form of state.

He had always considered democracy

Enlightened absolutism and constitu

tionalism were not ends in themselves; they were acceptable because they
were steps on the path to democracy.
did not change his most basic values.

In becoming a radical democrat, he
30

If we are to understand Ruge's sudden break with the order of
things, then I think it is also useful to remember how swiftly he had
accommodated himself.
abstract:

His politics could change quickly because it was

because it lacked roots.

Not that he was in his Halle days

a "rootless intellectual" in any sociological sense— although many
Left-Hegelians were precisely that.

But he had no political roots.

He

had inherited no concrete political values or assumptions, and the
tradition which he had learned at the University had taught him to blur
and to relativize, not to clarify his political goals.
in progress and in freedom.
progressive.

He did believe

He had been told that Prussia was free and

He clung to it, for this reason but also because Prussia

was undeniably solid.

But if the State was no longer progressive, then

nothing else in Ruge's world was solid:
or regional tradition.

no Church, no Party, no local

He had nothing to guide

him but dialectic and

his own enthusiastic temperament, and both drew him ever further to the
Left.
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To illustrate, I cite a passage which he wrote at the beginning
of 1841.

By this time he had moved a good distance to the Left.

He is

critical of conventional German liberalism:
The concept of freedom in our time goes far beyond the [liberal]
concept of formal guarantees [the liberal idea of legal limits
on the authority of the Prince, which from Ruge's standpoint was
negative and useless, since his goal was popular participation, not
merely freedom from interference by the State] and equally beyond
the abstractions of republicanism, although to be sure it can be
called the product of the true content which is the basis of
liberalism and republicanism.
The [future commonwealth] does not
arise out of this or that form which might give more guarantees,
but from its one true form, the form of the true Spirit.
Now, if republicanism is "abstract," then this doctrine of Ruge's is
most remarkably vague.

One wonders just what it is that Ruge wants,

and it is not surprising that historians have found it hard to place
him politically.

It was Heinrich Luden who had taught him that differ

ences in political form do not matter, and this was a useful way for a
German liberal to think.

I have argued that German liberals as a group

preferred to blur political distinctions— like the formal distinction
between constitutional monarchy and the republic—

for it tended to

soften the harsh distinction between the real and the ideal.
a part of Ruge's heritage.

This was

In such an imprecise world it had been easy

for him to believe that Prussia was free and progressive.

Now it was

also easy for him to drift Left, without quite realizing how far he had
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We have followed one aspect of Ruge's development in the early
1840s, his estrangement from the Prussian monarchy, to a kind of conclu
sion.

In my opinion this estrangement from the State is the most impor

tant fact about Arnold Ruge in these years.

But this central fact also

has implications which we should consider.
It implied above all a criticism of Hegel.

Ruge's Hegelianism

had been of a piece with his accommodation with Prussian reality.

As his

accommodation began to crumble, he began to criticize Hegel for his own
accommodation.
Prussia as such.

He did not now reject Hegel, any more than he rejected
Unlike Ludwig Feuerbach, and later Marx, Ruge did not

criticize Hegel's metaphysics; he only criticized the politics of the
old Hegel.

Hegel's concept of development, the work of the young and

dicontented Hegel, was to be made serviceable to another young and
discontented generation.
He especially preferred the active life to the life of contem
plation which Hegel had glorified.

Some of his later criticisms are

implied in letters to Rosenkranz, written as early as mid-1839.

32

Then

in his work on Romanticism, he suggested that Hegel, whom he accused of
a "lazy, contemplative attitude" and of "whitewashing" the old order
(Zurechtmacherei), was to be superseded by a new and more activist
u
33
philosophy.

This suggestion he expanded in one of his best and most original
articles, "Zur Kritik des gegenwSrtigen Staats- und Vblkerrechts," which
he published in June 1840."^

His chief reproach is one which StrauP

had already leveled against Hegel's philosophy of religion; it is that
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Hegel is unhistorical.

As Ruge sees it, Hegel would have the history

of philosophy come to a close with his own philosophy, and he would have
political history culminate in the Prussian state.
no absolutes in history.
historical context.

However, there are

Ideas and institutions are valid only in an

Philosophy will continue to develop .

It will

"negate" this "unfree element" in Hegel's thinking, and in Hegel's
method it will then hold "the key to the future."
These objections have a direct, practical importance.

Ruge

considers that Hegel is right in saying that a state is truly sovereign
only when it is truly frees

when its institutions accord with the

present demands of the Spirit.
bureaucratic monarchy sovereign.

However, Hegel is wrong to call the
He is wrong because he establishes the

necessity of kingship through logic and not historically, and also
because his concept of kingship— in which the personality of the monarch
is irrelevant— is an impossible abstraction.

Above all, Hegel is wrong

because he does not recognize that a king is truly sovereign only when
he is guided by the Spirit, and that therefore he must be a constitu
tional king.

He must be guided by his estates, for they represent the

people, and the will of the people is the present will of the Spirit
(Zeitgeist).

With this Ruge comes to the subject of Hegel's "aristo

cratic" contempt for popular majorities.

Clearly this is the matter

closest to Ruge's heart:
. . . not to believe in the majority is: not to believe in the
Spirit and in humanity, and it is the stupid objection of servil
ity that the mass is stupid. . . . It is a total misunderstanding
of the Spirit. . . . The wise and their wisdom will never, in the
long run, be forsaken by the m a j o r i t y . ^
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Ruge is thus a more thoroughgoing historicist than was Hegel.
He respects no absolutes:

religions, philosophies, and perhaps, as he

later suggested, even logical categories are valid only in an historical
context.36

Still, his greatest difference with Hegel is his estimate

of the worth of majorities:

it is a difference of political opinion

rather than one of philosophy.

Again, there is considerable latent

radicalism in Ruge's thinking, even at its most moderate.

It will escape

no one that his arguments in favor of constitutionalism are all really
arguments in favor of democracy.

This was true in the case of his

"Streckfug" article, and here it is true a fortiori.37
It remained for Ruge to dispose of Hegel's "lazy and contempla
tive attitude."

The more dissatisfied he became with the existing state,

the more he needed a philosophy which justified political activism.

His

second critique of Hegel he published in August 1842, shortly before his
article on the "Christian state."38

Here he derives democratic conse

quences directly from what I have called Hegel's political mysticism.
In his opinion, Hegel should have derived the same consequences:
Hegel was too intelligent a student of the Greeks, and he experi
enced his time, the age of the Revolution, with too clear a
conscousness, not to have passed beyond the family-state (dynastic
property) and the state of civil society (police- and bureaucraticstate) to the demand for the state in the form of a public, self
determining commonwealth.
Implicitly, theoretically or as they say
in abstracto he does this when he expressly differentiates the
"emergency state of civil society" from the free State . . . and
presents the most profound concept of the State that mankind has
ever achieved.39
"With this concept of the State," Ruge has it, "[Hegel] establishes a
duty and a commandment which could not possibly be more fundamental.'
But Hegel is untrue to his own insight.

He has hypostatized the
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bureaucratic state as a logical necessity? he has placed it above criti
cism.

Like Kant he is a "diplomat."

are content to be it.

"Both make no opposition, they

Their systems are systems of reason and freedom

placed in the middle of unreason and unfreedom, and this relationship
is concealed."

41

Hegel concealed it because his own good relationship

with the government obscured for him the antagonism between ideal and
reality, but also because he was still caught in the old Protestant
standpoint:
The abstract inwardness of Protestantism will not let him escape
the illusion that man can be theoretically free without political
freedom.
His standpoint is essentially theoretical, and his time
just as little achieved the German state in the sovereign form of
the state as did the time of Kant.
. . . thus, although Hegel realized and could say that
philosophy encompasses in thought the expression (das Wort) of its
time, he takes this expression to be directed to the intellect
(Einsicht) alone, not to the will of men.
This is the theoretical
standpoint.42
Hegel has thus been content to vindicate what is reasonable in the
existing world, not to attack what is unreasonable.

But now, philosophy

must transcend this limited, Protestant standpoint, just as Feuerbach has
transcended Protestantism:
. . . as soon as the intellect considers the other side, the
unreasonableness of what exists, then unrest, dissatisfaction,
insistence and the painful duty of practice enter in. Now
something must be d o n e . Reason must receive its due, even in
this existence . . . the theoretical standpoint is abandoned,
criticism addresses itself to the will of men, and although a
pure insight into the matter . . . is the starting point, the
decision to submit the question (to insight) is the conclusion
of this thought.
Thus, its standpoint is no longer abstract or
one-sidedly theoretical, but the correct unity of thought and
will.43
Philosophy must be put into practice, or as Ruge also said,
theory must become the master of practice.

Again, he had a special
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talent for saying what

everyone thought.

Many intellectuals of Ruge's

generation did feel that with Hegel philosophy had reached a kind of
conclusion, but that it was now necessary to put it into practice.
This feeling was by no means restricted to radicals like Arnold Ruge.
Hegel's philosophy was expected to do what the old Hegel had denied
that any philosophy could do; it was to shape the future.
And again,

44

in taking this attitude intellectuals of Ruge's

generation showed due respect for their great predecessors, but also a
new confidence in themselves.

For by now they made up a cohesive social

group, and they had begun to see themselves as natural leaders of the
nation.

The liberal intellectuals of the 1840s were not "helpless

intellectuals."
of 1848-49.

Their decade does logically culminate in the Revolution

This was a time of greater opportunity for German liberals

and democrats than they had ever known, or than they would ever know
again.
But it was for helpless intellectuals that Hegel had written.

He

wrote to comfort the helpless and to reconcile them to their helpless
ness.

For this reason his philosophy held within itself the danger of

future helplessness; the activist who followed Hegel too closely ran the
risk that he might find comfort when what he needed was a spur to action.
Thus, when Ruge accuses Hegel of being untrue to himself, it seems fair
to say that he misses the point.
This is not merely a theoretical objection.

For Ruge now tried

to use Hegel's method in a way in which it was not meant to be used.
set out to change the world with an inappropriate set of ideas and
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attitudes.

Thus, if Ruge wanted drastic change, one would expect him

to stir men's emotions, to damn the old order with the same passion with
which he had damned Heinrich Leo.

As we have seen, he did not.

Instead

he attempted with a great show of dispassion to prove that history was
on his side.

This was the scientific way.

It was what Hegel had tried

to do in his essay on the German constitution.

Very likely too, Ruge was

still too much attached to the system of Frederic the Great to attack it
as a moral e v i l . ^

And again, he was a relativist, and relativism does

not make good revolutionary propaganda.

In any event, Hegel's method

had suited Hegel's purpose, and that had been to reconcile his hypotheti
cal reader to "that which is."
he would need another method.

If Ruge wished to change that which was,
Again, his was a style of action which

seems remarkably like contemplation.

If Ruge's changed political views required a change in philosophy,
then they also implied— or in the 1840s they seemed to imply— a changed
view of religion.

Ruge was the chief publicist of the Young Hegelian

school, and Young Hegelianism was chiefly a movement of religious
protest.

In 1841 this school became far more radical than before.

The

standpoint of D. F. StrauB was superseded by Bruno Bauer's frankly
atheistic philosophy, and Arnold Ruge took this turning with the rest.
Ruge was never a deeply religious man.

The "Hegelian Chris

tianity" of the early numbers of the Jahrbilcher had little to do with
historical Christianity.

It was only a word, to be manipulated— as he

manipulated other words— for political purposes.

He considered that the

content of Christianity changed dialectically over time, that God was
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identical with Hegel's Spirit, and that God's will was most clearly
expressed in his own political p r o g r a m . ^

It is not surprising that by

the end of 1840 he had accepted D. F. StrauP's view of the Bible.

47

Soon

he would go much further.
It was at about this time, probably in December, that Ruge met
Bruno Bauer.

The two Young Hegelians at once became intimate friends.

48

Throughout 1841 and a part of 1842, Ruge devoted most of his energy to
defending Bauer,

first against his colleagues in the Faculty of Theology

at Bonn, then against the Prussian government.

He opened the pages of

the Jahrbticher to Bauer's atheistic philosophy, which in large part he
adopted as his own.

For a time Bauer diverted him from strictly political

matters, while Bauer's radical atheism alienated many of his best
contributors and probably hastened the death of the Deutsche Jahrbucher.
Who, then, was Bruno Bauer, and how does one account for his influence on
Ruge?
Bauer's family background was much the same as Ruge's:
petit-bourgeois, and Rationalist.

49

sity of Berlin, and here he was attracted to Hegel's philosophy.
an Hegelian above all else.

happy,

He studied theology at the Univer
He was

Never an especially pious man, he became an

orthodox Lutheran because Hegel had endorsed Lutheran orthodoxy.
Because he was orthodox, and because he was brilliant, Bauer was a
favorite of the powerful Professor Hengstenberg.

As a young Privatdozent

he was then given the task of refuting D. F. Strau8, and he did publish
a series of articles against Strau6 in the JahrbUcher f\ir wissenschaftliche Kritik.
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But the task was too much for him, and the more he struggled
with it, the more his own thinking became tinged with Young Hegelianism.
He took to frequenting the "Doctors' Club"— a group in which some very
advanced ideas circulated— and it was here that he met and befriended
the young Karl Marx.

At length he wrote a pamphlet against Hengsten-

berg, and thus he lost all chance of preferment at Berlin.
However, he still had influential friends, Johannes Schulze and
his former teacher Philipp Marheinecke.

They persuaded Altenstein to

let Bauer habilitate himself a second time at Bonn.

A position had

recently become vacant there, which Bauer might expect to fill.

The

Faculty of Theology at Bonn was "liberal," as the saying went— it was
dominated by adherents of Schleiermacher's— and it was not expected to
object to Bauer.
But these "liberals" were narrow men.
among them.

They wanted no Hegelian

They opposed Bauer at every turn, and from the first they

pressed and conspired for his removal.
underwent a severe crisis.

In his loneliness Bauer now

At some time during the winter of 1839-40

he lost his religion.
From his own loss of faith Bauer drew universal and apocalyptic
conclusions.

He now discovered all the ambiguities and subversive

implications in Hegel's Philosophy of Religion.
Christian era was at its end.

He concluded that the

The Spirit would move on to a higher stage.

It was only necessary that Christianity be eliminated, and then mankind
would reach its final fulfillment.

With all his brilliance and with a

terrible, cold hatred, he now set out to destroy Christianity and all
its works.
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This did not happen at once.
of his own survival.

Bauer was poor, and he had to think

Like Arnold Ruge, he might have settled for some

milder form of heterodoxy if his own career had not been blocked.

But

in March Altenstein died, and under an Eichhorn ministry his chances
were slight.

In October he wrote to the Ministry demanding advancement

to the rank of Professor.

His own faculty surreptitiously opposed him.

Eichhorn offered him a stipend and suggested that he continue his studies
privately in Berlin.

However, Bauer insisted on continuing his lectures.

It was now that Ruge took up his case.

He exposed the intrigues

of the Bonn faculty in the Hallische JahrbUcher.50 He supported Bauer
until his case was finally decided.

Bauer's case became the cause

celebre of the Hegelian Left, one of those semi-public, semi-political
academic disputes which had played so large a part in Restoration
politics.
Bauer was an awkward man to defend.

By 1841 his career was

clearly doomed, and now he began in full earnest his war against Chris
tianity.
piety:

At times he subverted Christianity from behind a mask of
to gain time, in Ernst Barnikol's o p i n i o n . ^

But Bauer believed

— or he affected to believe— that Christianity was ready to fall at the
first serious challenge, and he began to seek a confrontation.
openly taught atheism in the classroom.
own dismissal.

52

He now

He intrigued to bring about his

In September, during a visit to Berlin, he attended

a dinner given in honor of the Badenese liberal Karl Theodor Welcker.
This was in itself a dangerous act; while the government might tolerate
some opposition in the Provinces, it was very sensitive to political
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demonstrations in the capital.
wrote to Ruge:

But Bauer went even further.

As he

"I proposed a toast to Hegel's conception of the State,

which far excells the

[South German] viewpoint in boldness, liberality

and decisiveness."53

This alone would have assured his dismissal, and

it might have made him a political martyr.
suitable occasion.

But Eichhorn wanted a more

He found such an occasion in the first volume of

Bauer's critique of the Synoptic Gospels.
the Ministry as soon as it was published,
August.

54

This volume Bauer had sent to
in June, and it arrived in

As Eichhorn at once realized, the work was a thinly disguised

attack on Christianity and a denial of the historical existence of
Christ.

Eichhorn now took an unprecedented step.

He submitted the

work for examination to Prussia's six Protestant theology faculties,
together with two questions:

whether the work was compatible with

Christianity, and whether Bauer should be permitted to teach.

And

although a majority thought that Bauer might teach, Eichhorn's mind was
made up.
revoked:

On 29 March Bauer was informed that his licentia docendi was
that he might no longer teach in Prussia.
In Gustav Mayer's opinion, Bauer's dismissal was decisive in

turning the Hegelian Left away from Prussia and away from the constitu
tional opposition, toward radical democracy.55

Probably he is right.

Certainly this turning followed shortly afterward, although, considering
the general attitude of the government toward politics and philosophy,
this turning would probably have occurred eventually, even without this
particular stimulus.

But how did this religious thinker become so

important to essentially political men like Karl Marx and Arnold Ruge
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that they should have identified his fate with their own?
Judging from his letters, Bauer was an unpleasant man; his
biographer calls him "daemonic.1,58
recommended him to Ruge.

But there was much which will have

He was an Hegelian and a brilliant one, a

fast worker, and a fine polemical journalist;
the JahrbUcher.

a valued contributor to

Whatever he lacked, he did not lack the courage of his

convictions; he was the academic equivalent of reckless old Major
Schill, whom Ruge had once so admired.

What is more important, Bauer's

thinking had political or metapolitical implications which Ruge found
attractive.5^

Bauer called Christianity the most perfect, and therefore

also the most inhuman, form of religion.

For him all religion is the

alienation of man from his true essence, and in Christianity this aliena
tion has become most drastic and most painful.
Christianity is also the last religion.
will be ended and man will be whole.

Being the most perfect,

When it is overcome alienation

Religion is a false consciousness

which man has created in order to bear the evils of this world.
because it is a false consciousness,
abolish these evils.

But

it prevents man from acting to

The evils are themselves artificial; they are not

caused by any defect in the human essence, which is perfect.

Thus,

the

coming apocalypse will not only restore man's inner integrity, it will
assure him a better life in this world.
liberal democracy.

Politically, it will bring

For Bauer Christianity thus served an historical

function very like that which capitalism would serve in the Communist
Manifesto.58
Bauer's thinking was bolder and more brilliant than Ruge's had
been, but it was also more sweeping, more abstract, and much further
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from concrete reality.
the 1840s, in any case.

Bauer was not really a political thinker— not in
But he was an Hegelian; his thinking was of a

type which Ruge was trained to accept.

And at the end of 1840 Bauer's

apocalyptic theories must have been especially welcome.

The King had

just rejected the petition of the Prussian Estates, and rumor had it
that he was about to suppress the Hallische Jahrbticher.

Just as the

situation was becoming unbearable, Bauer proposed an elegant and almost
effortless solution.
Ruge now felt more sure of himself.

The tone of his letters

had been consistently gloomy throughout 1840; in 1841 it brightened
again.69

Although his old rhetoric, his "Protestant" and "Romantic"

jargon, did not vanish from the Jahrbucher, it now yielded pride of
place to Bauer's Selbstbewugtseinsphilosophie.
temporary;

Bauer's influence was

in 1842 it yielded in its turn to that of Feuerbach.

several instances it was important.

But in

Ruge interrupted his critique of

Hegel in 1841 and instead criticized the more orthodox Hegelians for
distorting him.60

In this he followed Bauer, who presented his own

thinking as an authentic interpretation of Hegel's.

Bauer's faith in the

power of ideas was remarkable, even in an Hegelian.

It was Bauer who

coined the phrase "terrorism of true theory," and certainly he rein
forced Ruge's existing bent in this direction.

I will return to this

point shortly.
Even more significant was Bauer's extremism.

As Bauer conceived

of dialectic, each organic step in human history eventually develops to
an unbearable extreme.

At this point it posits its extreme opposite—
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as Christianity posits the Enlightenment— which then destroys and
replaces it.61

Thus in 1841-42 Ruge repeatedly insisted that philosophy

had to be "extreme."

This in itself may not be important,

for Ruge

tended in the same breath to deny that philosophy was therefore "danger
ous."^2

But Bauer was also an extremist in practice.

He sought to

press differences to a confrontation as swiftly and as drastically as
possible, and in this he was able to tow Ruge and the JahrbUcher in his
,
63
wake.

It was in any case Bauer's extremism, and Bauer's atheism, which
set the tone for Ruge and the JahrbUcher in 1841.

Ruge was thus a

radical in religious matters before he became a political radical.

It is

as if during this one year he deviated from his natural line of develop
ment,

from the critique of Prussia and of Hegel which he had begun in

1840 and which he resumed in 1842.

But Ruge did not consider that these

matters diverted him from politics; he insisted that religion and
politics are o n e . ^

And again, I think we can best understand this

interlude if we see Bauer's philosophy— Bauer's vision of an apocalypse
at hand— as a substitute for a political program.

As a publicist Ruge

needed a program, one which was exciting and which the public could
easily understand.

It was becoming increasingly hard to support a State

which constantly rebuffed him.

Bauer offered a bold if not a very solid

alternative, one which might realize Ruge's aims without the help of the
State, but also without the necessity of directly attacking it.
It was an easy alternative, but it was not a safe one.

It was

one thing to publish Bible criticism; openly atheist propaganda was
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another matter.

Probably the JahrbUcher would have been suppressed in

any case, because the King of Prussia wanted it done.

Even so, Ruge

would have enjoyed more popular support if his had been a clear case of
political persecution.
in finding contributors.

And already in 1841 he began to have difficulty
As he wrote to Adolph Stahr in September,

"The whole official Prussian world is leaving me:
Vatke, Schaller and the like.

[the Hegelians]

This scholarship . . .

is a severe loss."

He was proud of the scholarly character of the Jahrbucher, and it hurt
him that he had to lower their tone.
itself had become polarized.

Even the Young Hegelian school

Ruge's sympathies were with the "moun

tain," as he called it, with the radicals Bauer, Feuerbach, and Marx.
But if he published their work, the "Gironde"— Strau6, Vischer, and even
Echtermeyer— would leave him.66
Since he had to choose, Ruge chose the "mountain."

Stahr ques

tions his wisdom, both in emphasizing religion and in going to extremes.
In Stahr's opinion, "the first condition of effectiveness is and remains
that one exist."

Not only did Ruge lose contributors, he sacrificed

the support of "the great mass of the nation, even the educated," and
limited himself to "a little party."66
declined.

Surely his influence must have

Certainly the Jahrbucher were still widely read, if only as

an exciting topic of conversation.

But after 1840 there cannot have been

more than a relative handful of Germans who endorsed Ruge's full
program.67

Whether or not we agree that Ruge should have been more

moderate, on one point Stahr is unquestionably right.

Ruge was not

aware how radical his program was, and he was not ready to face the
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consequences of his own radicalism.

He had begun to lose touch with the

reading public which he had understood so well, and when finally the
Jahrbucher were suppressed, he was stunned by the absence of popular
indignation and popular support.

68

In 1842 Ruge's attention shifted from religious matters back to
politics per se.

He became a political radical as well as a religious

and philosophical extremist.

Now Bauer's influence was progressively

crowded out by that of Ludwig Feuerbach.

Bauer's thinking went a long

way toward making all history a direct function of philosophy, and as
far as contemporary politics was concerned, he considered that "criticism
was the strongest practice."69

By contrast, Feuerbach sought to bring

concrete reality into its own.

He placed the sensual human being at the

center of his system.

And what was more important to Ruge— who was any

thing but a sensualist— he made his appreciation of religious feeling
the center of his philosophy of religion.

Feuerbach shared Bauer's

vision of apocalypse, but he did not wish to abolish religion.

He wished

to replace the transcendent God with a "religion of humanity"; man was
now to live for mankind.

Again, Ruge saw in this "religion" something

like a militant political party.

Religious enthusiasm was to be

redirected into political channels; practical enthusiasm seemed to be
a more potent force for change than Bauer's "Kritik."*^6
Ruge and Karl Marx— now editor of the Rheinische Zeitung— both
found it necessary toward the end of 1842 to break with Bauer.

Bauer

thus lost contact with both major Left-Hegelian publications and with it
any claim to leadership in the movement.

71
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Ruge's quarrel with Bauer was dramatic enough.

After losing his

post in Bonn, Bauer returned to Berlin and gathered about himself a group
of Left-Hegelian "journalists":

teachers and junior officials who some

times contributed to the JahrbUcher or to the Rheinische Zeitung.

They

styled themselves die Freien— the free— and of an evening they would
gather in Hippels Weinkneipe to drink and to revel in their revolutionary
sentiments.

It was fashionable here to be a sans culotte, and for some

of them extremism was only a literary pose.

72

Some of them proved to be

able and even brilliant men, but they were young, loud, and arrogant,
and they drank too much.
"beer-literati."73

Bauer himself had contemputuously called them

Ruge was in Berlin in November, together with the

poet Herwegh— then a great celebrity of the Left.
In the company of Otto Wigand he paid a visit to Hippels.

As

Ruge tells it, they found a scene of wild bohemian revelry:
They shrieked, cursed and beat one another in the taproom, and
as I left they almost beat me too.
All this they considered
clever and free. On top of that, they tossed about dogmatically
the most serious problems and arrogantly shouted out their ultra
extreme opinions. 4
They identified their own frivolity and self-indulgence with the cause of
freedom:

in Ruge's eyes an unforgivable sin.75

As his brother describes

the scene:
I saw Arnold sitting in stony silence.
A storm had to come, for
he was seething.
Suddenly he sprang up and cried:
"You want to
be free and cannot see that you are over your ears in filth!
Men and peoples are not freed with Schweinereienl76
Ruge missed Bruno Bauer.

He had been a valued contributor.

nothing could be done; Bauer stood by his friends.

But

Their correspondence

was broken off and was not resumed until 1878, two years before Ruge's
death.77
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Ultimately, Ruge had to break with Bauer because he and Bauer
wanted different things.

Bauer really cared little about the political

matters which were closest to Ruge's heart.

He was serious enough in his

atheism; when he dealt with other matters it is hard to escape the
impression that he was playing intellectual games.

He himself rather

enjoyed shocking the public, and although he felt himself to be superior
to the Fre i e n , he understood them.78
Ruge did not understand them.
of a moralist.

Like the public, he was something

He was a "philistine," if you will, and he would not have

been so popular if he had not been.

What shocked the public also shocked

Ruge.

But more than this, he had the instincts of a practical politi

cian.

He wanted to influence the public, and he was repelled by intel

lectual posturing and extremism pour epater le bourgeois.

He considered

that this posturing helped the reaction, and he was not alone in his
opinion.79

It may be that even the government shared in it.

Certainly

after 1842 the Prussian censorship— which dealt ruthlessly with Ruge
and Marx— showed a remarkable generosity toward Bauer and his friends.

80

In any event, he had begun to sense that collaboration with
Bauer was leading nowhere.

As Franz Mehring has it:

The bourgeois in him longed . . . to clean up the whole theoreti
cal mess, and the rough blows which he gave and took in his life
of literary warfare had adequately taught him that absolute
criticism and the infinite self-consciousness could not shake
the foundations of romanticism, which was very palpable and solid.
But this same bourgeois sensed in Feuerbach's materialism an
awful power.
This puts the matter very well, although I would speak of the "politi
cian" rather than the "bourgeois" in Ruge.

Ruge could at any rate be
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a very practical man.

And if for a time he found it necessary to

chloroform his own practical instincts and to accept Bauer's Selbstbewugtseinsphilosophie, then again I suggest that this was dictated by
circumstances.

Ruge needed a program, and he needed to have complete

confidence in it.

This was a journalistic necessity and it suited Ruge's

instincts, which were those of a good publicist.

With Friedrich

Wilhelm IV on the throne, he could no longer place such a confidence in
his Prussian program.

And yet this program was so much a part of him,

was so much a product of his entire background and so closely integrated
with his entire style of thinking, that it was hard to abandon.

What

Ruge needed— what every German liberal needed— was a program which would
produce radical change without a confrontation with the Monarchy.

Bauer's

program satisfied this need, only as a program it was not very workable.

In my opinion, then, Ruge became involved in Bauer's war against
Christianity primarily as a protest against the new King's "Christian
state"s

because it was easier for him to turn against Christianity than

against the State itself.

Ruge did make other efforts to find a new

program, and in this he showed imagination.

Together with his criticism

of Hegel, it is this search for a new program which makes the early
1840s the most interesting, and the most studied, period of Ruge’s
life.
What he needed above all was a power which could replace the
Prussian state in his system, one which could realize his political
wishes.

The easiest response was to place more stress on the power of

ideas, and this he did.

He had always rated the power of ideas very
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high, but in 1841 we see him begin to exaggerate, eventually to the point
of self-caricature.

At the beginning of the year he wrote:

In a time like ours, when it is no longer a matter of the con
cealed, but of the conscious development of the Spirit, so
obviously that not even the gods of this earth can hold fast
the curtain of secrecy, and the Last Judgment breaks directly
into the stream of events, this journal, which . . . has made
the principal disclosures, had to gain a completely novel place
in history. . . .
The effectiveness of the Jahrbucher lies solely in their
relationship to culture (Bildung), but then again, culture is
the medium in which the politicians move and in which they must
answer to the Zeitgeist. The final victory is the victory of
the Spirit.82
Ruge continued to take this tone throughout 1841.

He firmly maintained

that philosophy is itself a power, one which the State has need of and
which princes can ill afford to neglect.83
If this statement seems strong, then Ruge could state his case
even more categorically.

In February 1842, in his powerful article

"Wer ist und wer ist nicht Partei," he wrote:
. . . intellectual powers are absolute. The battle between
[historical] stages is always in progress; as levels of thought
and as forms of human consciousness they conduct an equal struggle.
. . . Here is a realm of free and sovereign powers, in which no
other judge or referee can decide but the free power of the Spirit
itself. . . . The spirit of the warring parties fills every mind,
and victory is inevitably with the forces of progress, obstruct
them he who will.
The victory is above all externals.
No one
can essentially compromise it, no power can hinder it, no death
and no terror divert it from its course.8^
Certainly he was a fine rhetorician.
his most confident when he was most vehement.

But he was not always at
He now recognized that

ideas do not realize themselves without the help of some physical force,
without the "thunder of cannon," as he now put it:
. . . but it is wrong if one thinks that the new reality, a world
based on a new principle, could be put into effect so quietly
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with pen and ink alone. . . . As for the world
and for the
ordinary man, and
it is precisely for him that theprinciples
are so important, these must be won in battle and sung in the
Philistines' ears with the thunder of cannon, it must be objec
tified and confront them as a powerful, all-conquering force.88
He had begun to turn away from Bauer's exaggerated intellectualism.

He had not lost faith in the power of ideas, but he had begun once

again to look for a more practical approach:

for the "correct unity of

thought and action."

This meant primarily that he now spoke more highly

of emotion, which now

seemed to be the force which acted directly to

make history.
values.

Emotion, practice, and the concrete all become positive

In this he followed Ludwig Feuerbach, although again, for Ruge

"practical pathos" always meant political enthusiasm, not the sensual
passion which Feuerbach considered so important.
The vehicle of this practical pathos was to be the party.
Ruge spoke of the "party," it might have two meanings.

When

He was a part

of the broader Prussian opposition, and in a narrower sense he was part
of the more radical Hegelian Left.
The Hegelian Left was a political outgrowth of the Young Hegelian
movement.^

Again, in Prussia political parties often developed out of

earlier religious groupings.

Conceived as a political party, the

Hegelian Left includes the more radical Young Hegelians Ruge, Feuerbach,
Max Stirner, and Bruno and Edgar Bauer.

It also includes a much larger

group of men, most of them somewhat younger than the "Young Hegelian"
thinkers.

These men subscribed to a Young Hegelian world view, but they

were generally more interested in politics than in religion.

Karl Marx,

Friedrich Engels, Michael Bakunin, and in a sense also Moses He 3 were all
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Left-Hegelians in the early forties.
famous men.

The group also includes many less

Especially close to Ruge were the Left-Hegelians Moritz

Fleischer— his old friend from the Padaqogium; the historian Robert
Prutz, by now effectively second-in-command of the Deutsche JahrbUcher;
and the democratic publisher Julius Frbbel, soon to be Ruge's partner in
business.
Gustav Mayer calls the group Prussia's first political party.
Considering its limited size and lack of a formal organization, it was
more the intellectual cadre of a potential democratic party than a party
in any modern sense.

Its membership was made up of what could be called

alienated intellectuals.

More precise and more sensitive is the

description which Dr. Mesmer-Strupp gives of the readership of the Deutsche
Jahrblicher:
. . . it was limited to academically trained and even especially
gifted Hegelians of the second generation. . . . It was further
limited to those intellectuals "in need of salvation," whether
because they were occupationally or financially dissatisfied, or
because their Jewish origin made their integration into the Chris
tian state especially difficult, or because they were disturbed
by approaching social conflict.
To these elements, Ruge's
ideology of the absolute state offered the possibility of an
integration which would provide new goals to replace the lost
Christian-religious and the rejected Prussian-political commu
nity:
active political participation in a state which through
its all-encompassing demands would integrate the intellectual
and emotional powers of all citizens.8^
Although Ruge had lost his official support, he still held a sizable
audience, and this was true above all because with his glorification of
community and of public life, he appealed to a real need in many young
contemporaries.
Although it was in several ways unlike a modern political party,
then, we call this group a party because they called themselves that,
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because they valued public life and partisanship and sought to give this
idea a legitimacy which in German political thinking it has seldom
^ 88
enjoyed.

Ruge himself had always valued political parties.

In his 1831

articles he had made political parties the primary instrument of progress
within the State.

In this he was at odds with Hegel.

As a communitarian,

the old Hegel had considered political parties to be divisive, and as a
statesman and a government man he had considered them a nu i s a n c e . ^
Possibly for this reason, Ruge did not return to the question until
1840-41, when he was beginning to question his relationship to Hegel and
to the Prussian state.
Parties, he said, are dialectically necessary to the growth of
the State.

An opposition is the necessary champion of new ideas.

It

familiarizes the people and the government with these ideas, and when the
ideas are progressive and true, it is the opposition which carries them
on to inevitable victory.

In a constitutional state the opposition will

have its turn in power, and progress is assured.

An absolute monarchy

must, in its own interest, stand aloof from party conflict? it must
allow new ideas to be heard and eventually to prevail.

Ruge praised the

partisan as being a man with clear ideas and with the courage of his
convictions.

Even the reactionary— it now seemed— was a better man than

the trimmer or the indifferent "philistine."

90

Again, in a sense, Ruge is now at odds with Hegel, for Ruge's
party is a competitor for the dominant historical role which Hegel had
given the State— and by implication also a competitor for the loyalty of
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the individual.

Very likely Ruge would have praised the party less if

the State had come closer to fulfilling his expectations.
But the party is more than a means to an end.

Ruge's praise of

the party is of a piece with his idealization of citizenship and of
public life, of the cult of the State which he and his readers had
inherited from German Idealism.

The party is a vehicle for participating

in the State, surely as promising a "bridge between State and society"
as the Prussian bureaucracy or as anything Hegel had proposed.
had had its political parties.

Athens

And in this sense Ruge was a better

etatist and a better Hegelian than Hegel himself.
In "Wer ist und wer ist nicht Partei," Ruge built this theme to
a crescendo.

He had come a good way since 1838.

Now he no longer

attacked a reactionary clique in the name of the status quo; he criti
cized the unpolitical majority of Germans in the name of progress.

Here

again, political participation is a moral necessity and a moral good.
Again, the enemy is self-indulgence;
libertinism," as Ruge now has it.

is "indifferentism, pietism and

The "philistine" prefers the

"police-state" because it demands nothing of him.

He despises parties

because he is afraid of progress and of life:
It seems easiest when there are no decided differences within the
State but only the unconscious, indifferent mob, a world of
Philistines who want only to live.
Like the world of philistines,
so the lord of philistines, the police-state, wants an indifferent
mob.
What a time!
But youth outgrows it as we watch.
We will have a
conflict, a glorious party which will stamp out this laziness.
. . . The indifferentism, the pietism and the empty libertinism
of recent times bear witness to the badness of this generation.
But this generation hears already the iron footsteps of those who
will repeat our palladium, will rescue our honor, but who will
prepare for them [the philistines] an inglorious end.9*
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The "iron footsteps" which Ruge heard were those of the Prussian opposition of 1842; they were liberal, constitutionalist footsteps.

92

How

ever, by this time some Left-Hegelians were already beginning to attack
liberalism and the "juste milieu," and by the end of the year Ruge had
joined them.93

He became the leader of the outspokenly democratic

party in Germany.
In 1842 there were not many democrats in Germany, and if only
for this reason it made sense that Ruge's democratic party should be an
international party.
nationalist.

And his thinking did become increasingly inter

If Ruge's liberalism had a strongly Prussian flavor, then

he was a cosmopolitan democrat.

Aside from his brief association with

Karl Marx, it is for his cosmopolitanism that Ruge is best remembered

94

today.

In 1840 he began to show an enthusiasm for things French.

Now,

the spirit of the Burschenschaft had been nationalistic and anti-French
above all else.

We have encountered this anti-French spirit in Ruge's

first article on Heinrich Heine.

But as he grew disillusioned with

Prussia, he came to see France in a more favorable light, and as he
became more and more a political militant, he came to appreciate the
French "political spirit" which once he had denounced as shallow.
In this he was influenced by the ideas of Ludwig BOrne, the poet
and democrat who had been Heine's companion in exile.
France had been a citadel of freedom and democracy.

95

For BBrne,

Bbrne had been a

passionate critic of the romantic Germanism of the day:

of the kind of

patriotism which praised the most medieval institutions as being most
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"German" and which condemned the Enlightenment and the Revolution as
being "French," alien, and shallow.

He feared that this kind of

nationalism would be used to divert the energies of Germans outward,
against the foreigner and away from liberal or democratic causes.
Ruge had known this kind of nationalism in the Burschenschaft,
and in retrospect he had learned to dislike it.
attack it:

In 1840 he began to

certainly under Borne's influence, but with a special

vehemence which was probably fed by his own unpleasant memories.

96

He later became so vehement that one is tempted to see him as a
kind of anti-patriot, and in these terms his later endorsement of
Bismarck has been called self-betrayal.
patriotic German.

97

But Ruge was always a

For one thing he was always inordinately proud of

the achievements of German philosophy.

What is politically more impor

tant, he wanted very deeply to see Germany unified.

Germany was to

become a liberal, modern nation-state under the leadership of a constitu
tional Prussia.

She was to become a great nation like France.

If he

spoke admiringly of France, it did not mean that his loyalties were now
French.

But French greatness was to be the model for German greatness.
This patriotism, a patriotism which could admit of a foreign or

a universal model for Germany, was not compatible with that of a Germanizer like E. M. Arndt.

And it was most emphatically incompatible with

the Germanism of the court of Friedrich Wilhelm IV.

This was a romantic

nationalism which condemned liberal institutions as being "French," a
patriotism which upheld the existing Confederation or which looked back
with nostalgia to the even more untenable Empire.

Ruge had to oppose
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this kind of nationalism.

From his standpoint, it was as if he had

been asked to admire weakness and backwardness because Germany was
backward and weak:

as if some loathsome disease had become fashionable

because the French were immune.
All this is readily apparent in the articles which he wrote in
1840.

In his later writings it is not always so apparent.

more extreme.

He became

He wrote a critique of patriotism, and he took to abusing

his fellow countrymen.

But this is a problem which arises only after

1842, and I will attend to it later.
In 1840 the Eastern Crisis raised the national question in a way
which could not be ignored.
and feeling ran high.
French sentiment.

For a moment it looked like war with France,

Ruge wished to counteract the prevailing anti-

He wished to do this not in order to dampen German

national feeling, but to divert it into liberal channels.
Thus in April— before the Crisis had reached its height— he
published a review of Wolfgang Menzel's book Europa im Jahre 1840. ^
Menzel was not a conservative, but he was a romantic nationalist— an old
Burschenschaftler.

He expressed the fear that German Central Europe

might be shattered between the aggressive flanking powers, France and
Russia.

To speak of "German Central Europe" as a unit was to call for a

greater solidarity with Austria, a solidarity to be based on ties of
blood and language.
Ruge's answer was that such a danger could easily be averted.
The power of France, her "European and ideal hegemony," rested on her
free institutions.

Prussia had only to adopt equally free institutions.
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She could then easily unify Germany and would become invincibly strong,
stronger even than France.

Strength lay in freedom.

Above all, it

would be disastrous to depend on mere national feeling for protection:
National consciousness is the political consciousness of the
nation, not the empty, abstract fact of speaking differently
or of being different from other people.
Alsace is proof
enough that Germans are not cold to France, when they can take
part in her freedom and in her h i s t o r y . "
The real German consciousness is Protestantism.
"Protestant" means what Ruge wants it to mean.

Here again, the word
The little German

states— even Bavaria— are Protestant becuase they have constitutions.
But Metternich's Austria is by no stretch of the imagination Protestant,
and therefore Austria is not "German."
Ruge's Europe is structured differently from Menzel's.

He does

not think in terms of a Germanic center threatened by flanking powers.
His Europe is divided East and West; free people face unfree
Undete) nations.

(bevorm-

Being free, England and France are natural allies.

The present crisis, which has divided them, is only transitory.
East they face the reactionary powers, Russia and Austria.

In the

For Ruge,

as for any liberal of the time, Russia is supposedly the arch-villain,
the polar opposite of France.

But his dislike of Austria is something

much more vital and real than is his fear of Russia.

Austria is near

to hand; she is Prussia's direct rival in German affairs.

Ruge knows

precisely what Gentz and Metternich have done to oppose liberalism and
German unity.

He identifies Austria with the Catholic principle.

Austria is softness and self-indulgence; she has fallen badly from her
real "principle" since the time of Joseph II.

By contrast, his Russia
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is like a vague, barbaric mass, an indistinct shadow lurking somewhere
in the East.

This special anti-Austrian bias of Ruge's distinguishes

his thinking from that of most other German democrats; surely it is the
most important practical consequence of his anti-Catholic line of
reasoning, and one important reason why he was later drawn to Bismarck
was the fact that Bismarck made war on Austria.100
Prussia is for Ruge the "problematic nation."
spiritually the freest of peoples.
stand with the Eastern Powers.

Germans are

It is not right that

Prussia should

A free Prussia— by implication, a united

Germany— must join with the free peoples of the West.

This will assure

their victory.
It goes without saying that Ruge's approach is naive.
as if great states were motivated only by "principles."
important question of national self-interest.
and his standpoint is confused.

He writes

He ignores the

His language is vague,

Foreign affairs— considered as a prac

tical matter— were not Ruge's metier.101
On a theoretical plane he is better.

His first criticism of

Hegel was published in 1840, during the Eastern Crisis, and it deals
with questions of international law.

102

We have seen him argue that

Hegel's concept of internal sovereignty is inadequate, and that only a
constitutional state is truly sovereign.

Thus, the State is free only

when it is governed in accordance with a higher law.

As Ruge has it,

the European state-system originally grew out of a common Christian
community.

This community still exists, as the community of civilized

nations, and its spirit is embodied in international law.

International
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law is rooted in a common culture, and like this culture it changes as
the Spirit unfolds:
The force of international law is . . . not the conscience of the
ruler and the sanctity of treaties, also not a mere "obligation
(Sollen)" as Hegel would have it, "which the states transcend
just because they are sovereign," but the historical epoch which
makes and recognizes a treaty must obey it, for it [the epoch] is
for a time caught up in the culture and the spirit of its time
and cannot go beyond it until in silence a new spirit, a new form
of freedom, has evolved.103
Today, the level of European culture has grown beyond that which is
embodied in the Treaty of Vienna and the Congress System.

International

law now embodies in its spirit a concept of sovereignty which requires
constitutional government.

By implication it ought also to require a

reorganization of Europe, so that Ruge's later call for a Congress and
a Court of Nations fit readily into his sytem.

But he does not discuss

this question here.
In fact, he says almost nothing about foreign affairs— rather a
surprising omission in an article on international law.
is that Prussia must have a constitution.

His main point

And it is this which gives

Ruge's cosmopolitanism its peculiar and sometimes puzzling character:
that it is a cosmopolitanism adopted for ulterior purposes.

He became

an internationalist not because of some broad Christian or humanitarian
commitment, but in hope of getting some leverage on Prussian politics.
Read from any other standpoint, his "Europa im Jahre 1840" is hopelessly
inconsistent and confusing.

At one point in the article, France is an

ideal ally; at another, Prussia must be made strong to face the menace
on the Rhine.

But the basic message is always the same, and it is that

Prussia must have more liberal institutions.
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The goal is always the "free state."

As he says in his first

critique of Hegel:
The French are quite right when they place the free state above
all else and conceive of the State as the realization of the
Absolute.
For this reason they are the world-historical people
and hold in their hands the power of the age.104
For Ruge the "free" or "absolute" state means democracy— or, better,
since Ruge's "absolutes" are all historically relative "absolutes," it
means the closest approximation to democracy which at the moment can be
got.

Here we have Ruge's familiar argument that in freedom there is

strength, but the argument is more substantial than it sounds.

To call

the State an "absolute" was to invoke the Idealist myth of the Polis—
of a state in which there had supposedly been total participation and
total community.

And to find the basis of French power in total partici

pation was to invoke the memory of the Revolution:
might call the myth of the nation in arms.

to invoke what one

As most Germans could still

remember, the French had participated so vigorously in that first revolu
tion as to conquer much of Europe.

It seems to Ruge that these energies

are available to Prussia— Germany; they have only to be released.105
Flattering as is his reference to the French, Ruge still thinks
in terms of Prussia's raison d'etat.
argued.

He argues as the Reformers had

He thinks more like a Prussian "citizen" than like a citizen of

the world.

More than this, the real emotional basis of this passage is

again the need for community.

To invoke the "absolute state" was to

invoke that yearning for community and for emotional solidarity which he
and his readers all knew from their Idealist heritage.

There was nothing

abstract or ethereal about this need; it demanded solid food.
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a need far more likely to find fulfillment in a real community— in
patriotism— than in a generalized love of humanity.
sought community in Prussia.

Ruge himself had

He had wanted to be a good citizen.

Now

he was learning that in Prussia his kind of patriotism was not welcome.
Prussia should have fulfilled his need, and it refused.
would have to be changed.
end.

So Prussia

His new internationalism was a means to this

Cosmopolitanism did become important to him.

At the very least,

the older Ruge was committed to democracy as an international movement;
he proved this in 1848.

But neither humanity nor any movement could

ever replace the "free state" in his imagination.
Nor could France be a substitute for Prussia.
still knew very little about France.

In 1840 Ruge

For him "France" was, like

"Catholicism," more a symbol than a reality.106

It was for the moment

an abstraction, one which could be identified with an appropriate set
of ideas and made to fulfill a necessary function in his system.

For

him the French were liberals and democrats, and they were practical
people, political activists.
practical activity.
Hegelian circles.

He identified France with the idea of

This identification was a common one in LeftIn 1840, Moses He8 proposed a "philosophy of action,"

a synthesis which was to join German philosophy to French socialism
and French practical acumen, and Ludwig Feuerbach also took up the
idea.

107

And although he was not yet interested in socialism,

began to use a similar formula.

Ruge

Like Marx and Bauer, he began to read

the writers of the French Enlightenment— of whom he had known surprising
ly little— and he found them good.108

But his admiration for things
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French was not unqualified.

The French were Catholic.

If Germans

needed to emulate French practice, then in Ruge's opinion the French also
needed German philosophy to liberate them from their religious unfreedom.
Inwardly, the Germans were the freest of peoples.

Their inward freedom

had only to be made practice, and they would be also the greatest of
peoples.

By the end of 1842 this had become one of Ruge's central

themes.

It only remained to be seen what practical consequences he

would draw from it.
We see how much Ruge had changed in five years.
all lost faith in the existing Prussian state.

He had above

Changes in his philosophy

and religion derive logically from this central fact.

"Protestantism"

had been the principle which linked the State to the idea of freedom and
which gave it a special sanction.
ism.

Now Ruge turned against Protestant

Hegel had helped him to accept Prussian reality, and now he

criticized Hegel.

He developed a new set of political slogans, one

which he hoped might achieve his aims without active help from the
State.

He derived from Hegel what he considered to be a moral impera

tive to practical action.

He held out French political practice— by

implication, French revolutionary practice— as a model for Germans to
follow.

Seeking alternative ways to make history, he developed a theory

of history more pluralistic than Hegel's.

Hegel had given the State

a central and unique historical function.

Ruge now made the State share

this function with political parties and with the community of civil
ized nations.
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But in some respects he had not changed at all.

He still consid

ered that history moved in stages, and that it was ideas which made
history.

His was still a soft ideology.

For him it was still only weak

ness and self-indulgence that opposed progress.

He was still in theory

a thoroughgoing historical relativist, although this relativism of his
combined awkwardly with the apocalyptic views he had from Bauer and
Feuerbach.

History was still— in theory— an open-ended process.

But in

fact for Ruge history did have a goal, and this was still the free,
democratic "absolute state," Periclean Athens.

And despite all disillu

sionment, there is no evidence that he ever forgot that it was the
mission of a free Prussia to unify Germany.

The terminus ad quern of Ruge's leftward development in these
years is a series of three major articles which he published around the
end of 1842.

I have cited his articles on Hegel's politics and on the

Christian state.

The third of these is his Foreword to the 1842 volume

of the Deutsche JahrbUcher, titled "A Self-Criticism of Liberalism.

..109

This was the last article he would publish in the JahrbUcher, and in a
sense it concludes a phase in Ruge's life; after 1842 he would change
very little.

It is a good theme with which to close a long chapter.

In this article Ruge explicitly rejects constitutional liberal
ism, and he calls himself a radical democrat.
to summarize.

It is a difficult article

His language is often cloudy, and his ideas are unsystem

atically presented.

The article may have been hastily written, and there

is a certain vagueness to his political position itself.

I shall try to

describe his position as neatly as is possible without doing violence
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to this quality of vagueness, a vagueness which one finds in all of
Ruge's political writings, but which becomes many times worse after 1842.
Germany once had a democratic party, so Ruge has it, and this was
the Prussian Reform Movement

(!).

After 1813 this party was stifled,

and now Germany has no party life.

For liberalism, the "theoretical

son of the short-lived democratic party," is but the pale shadow of a
political party.

It is mere "sympathy with democracy," mere "good will

toward freedom."

It is the "freedom of a people still caught in theory,"

in the old "abstract and theoretical" Protestant concept of freedom.
The liberal lacks the will to be a citizen.

Liberalism derives

from the attitude of the unpolitical SpieBburger, who is content with a
purely private existence and who respectfully leaves public matters to
be regulated from on high.

Liberalism asks that freedom be granted

from above, and in the little German states liberal princes have in fact
agreed to summon estates, to limit their own powers, and to guarantee
their subjects'

freedom— while "of course" retaining for themselves the

rights of sovereignty.

But such a freedom, a freedom which has been

given, a freedom which involves no share in the exercise of power and
which is appropriate to the subject rather than to the citizen:

this

freedom, which must depend for its existence on the good will of
princes,
nothing.

is no freedom at all.

liberal laws never take effect.
sure.

And even if it were, it would mean

The little states are not externally sovereign, so the most
They are nullified by external pres-

110
"Everything depends" on the "idea of popular sovereignty."

liberalism rejects popular sovereignty because it is a "French
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invention."

Liberals are distracted by a misguided nationalism, by "our

deep, crooked, unspeakably confused Germandom, which would have every
thing different from the 'Progs.'
only one reason.

German nationalism is valid for

Germany must be unified, because no people can be

free without external sovereignty.

The smaller German states are too

weak to be sovereign.
There is no German liberal party, because liberalism exists only
within German "provinces," in Baden, for example, and in East Prussia.
These are not sovereign, and in such a context nothing can be accom
plished.

A liberal party could not "will more than the province,"

because liberalism "cannot know what it wants."
can neither know this, or if it knew can
[liberalism] is not revolutionary."

112

"It is obvious that it

[sic] want it, because it
Ruge is not very clear on this

point— either because of the censor or because he is a bit afraid of
his own ideas— but certainly he implies that Germany cannot be unified
except by revolution.
For Ruge, even Hegel now partakes in the liberalism which he
affected to despise.

This is true because— according to Ruge— Hegel's

goal is a purely inward, and therefore a "theoretical," "Protestant"
freedom, a freedom to be had through the study of philosophy.

Now,

I

would tend to dismiss the idea of a purely inward freedom, simply as
having little practical importance, and I think most Anglo-Saxons would
do the same.

Ruge argues differently.

internal to the Idealist tradition.

He criticizes the idea in terms

He calls the idea empty because a

merely internal freedom is something private and aristocratic, because
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it conflicts with the ideal of total community:
Philosophical liberation is no liberation, because it only
exists parallel to the private (dynastic) state, because it is,
in it (this state) nothing other than its own representation,
a private being-for-itself of freedom, not in the public
commonwealth but in the separate, categorically schooled selfconsciousness of the subject.
Hegel's internal freedom is empty because it is the unique possession of
the highly educated.

Real freedom must take the form of political

democracy because it must be common to all.

The distinctions of rank

which have divided Germans must now be removed:

not only distinctions

of inherited rank— which are by this time "illusory," are no longer
important— but the more significant distinction between the educated
and the uneducated.11^

He does not mention distinctions of property.

If Ruge considered that in the year 1843 distinctions of birth
were no longer important, then the German intellectual must still have
led a very sheltered life.

With its heavy emphasis on popular education

and on the need for community, his program was clearly influenced by his
own social position as an educator and as an "alienated" intellectual.
And again, Idealist thought had been developed by whole generations of
intellectuals and educators.
The first step in his program was that politics should "become
religion."

Liberals, he says, have missed the point,

for they would

have religion be a personal matter for the individual to decide:
Only the secularization of religion, the secularization of
thought (Wissenschaft) and the descent of art and poetry into
the real world, which we must daily create and conquer, will
move the center of gravity of intellectual interest
State, and this, gentlemen, is the religious question.
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Where conventional German liberalism sought to set off as large a sphere
as possible for private activity, which was to be free from interfer
ence by the State, Ruge wanted to politicize every aspect of life.

It

is this which sets him off most sharply from the mainstream of German
liberal thinking.
This "new consciousness" is to create a new order, to be based
on a three-point program:
1) To change the Church into a school and to organize a real
popular education, one which will abolish the mob (alle
Pobel absorbieren) .
2) Completely to fuse the military with it.
3) To let the educated and organized people rule itself and
dispense its own justice, in public life and in open court.
By "abolishing the mob" through education, Ruge hopes to avoid the
"fearful question" of communism.
question" of the 1840s:

This is his answer to the "social

to the presence of a growing number of property-

less and often unemployed workmen which had begun to disturb educated
Germans.
It is not entirely clear in what way this program is to be
realized, although there are hints that revolution may be necessary.

It

is in any case necessary that politics become a religion and that German
Idealism become a fighting creed:
. . . [the people] must take an enormous step.
They must
condense all the glories of internal freedom, all the treasures
of the Protestant world wf thought, into a matter of feeling
and of will, into a religion and a world-shaking passion.117
Again, it is the loftiest ideas which make history.
criticism will help.

Ruge hopes that his

Above all, he recommends trust in the power of the

Idea:
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One must have faith in a general rise in consciousness.
One
may not lose trust in the terrorism of Reason, if one is not
to kick away the ground from under f o o t . ^ 8
One might well wish to have firmer ground underfoot than that.
But if his own program fails to convince, Ruge's criticisms are good.
They are so good that the late Koppel Pinson, in his short book on
modern Germany, even allotted half a page to this article,
realistic and critical analysis," as Pinson calls it.

this "most

Ruge presents

many of the most telling criticisms which have been made of German
liberalism, and he presents them forcefully.

What seems most to

impress Pinson is Ruge's critique of the "non-political character of the
Germans," of a tendency in Germans to devote themselves to private
matters and to leave politics to those in authority:

or to "the

experts," as we say today, for Germans still do behave in this way, and
they are still being criticized for it.

If Germans had enjoyed a lively

public life, then Volksgemeinschaft, the kind of political community
which had supposedly existed in Athens, would hardly have become an
ideal or a profound need.

119

Arnold Ruge was not an unpolitical German.

It is hard to

imagine a more public-spirited "citizen," a Prussian more Roman, than
he.

However, some of his other criticisms could fairly have been

directed to Ruge himself.

He does call the article a "self-criticism,"

and doubtless he wishes to show that he has broken with his own earlier
"Protestant" ideas.

I think it is worth asking to what extent these

criticisms do apply to Ruge, and to what extent he is aware that they
apply to him.

It is worth asking this because the question bears on a
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theme which I wish to develop.

I think I have shown that in several

ways Ruge was caught up in traditions no longer appropriate to his
purpose.

But if in fact Ruge recognized the weaknesses in his tradition,

if he tried to overcome these weaknesses and failed, then this is a
fact worth knowing.
Ruge criticized liberals for contenting themselves with an
abstract freedom, and especially toward the end of 1842 he used the
word "abstract" almost as a term of general abuse.

He had this distaste

for abstraction from Hegel and especially from Ludwig Feuerbach, who
found Hegel himself unbearably abstract and who wished to place the
concrete human being at the center of his philosophy.

Feuerbach did

undoubtedly help some German intellectuals to think in more practical
terms.

As a Feuerbachian and as editor of the Rheinische Zeitung, the

young Karl Marx was already showing an interest in practical questions,
a fine sensitivity for the social problems underlying the unrest of the
1840s.^20

But Ruge's enthusiasm for the concrete and for political

practice was only an abstract and a theoretical enthusiasm.

"Political

practice" was another of the lofty ideas which made up his rhetoric and
his conceptual world.

His thinking did not now become more concrete.

If anything, his program was now more abstract than it had been in 1838,
when it had had a tangible basis in the idea of raison d'etat and when
it had corresponded to the wishes of a considerable party in the
bureaucracy.
Another charge which Ruge makes against liberals is that of
timidity.

Liberalism, he says, "will not free itself from . . . the hope
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that everything will be settled peacefully and that no one will be
harmed in property,

life or limb."^'*'

Certainly there is truth in this.

German liberals would often go to great lengths to avoid confronting
the monarchy.

Ruge will have none of it.

struggled for and won.

Freedom, he says, must be

The timid liberal can hope at best to save his

own skin:
He cannot save freedom, for he knows only a freedom which has
been granted. But freedom cannot be granted, for it is not a
thing but a . . . state of mind, a condition of consciousness
which can only be struggled for and conquered.
If your son has
character, he will free himself from your authority.
If he has
none, and you set him free, then he will only become another's
servant.122
This is the central point of the article.

He makes this point repeatedly,

and he defends it with historical arguments which are more convincing
than the rhetorical one just cited.

And this is a very good criticism

of German liberalism: that it wanted the benefits of Western parliamen
tary government without a struggle, without challenging its princes as
the Western peoples had challenged theirs.
Now, this is a criticism which applies to Arnold Ruge himself.
It applies to him with an uncommon force.

He had always argued that the

King should grant his people constitutional freedoms.

To be sure, he had

not appealed to the King's "good will toward freedom." It was always
raison d'etat which demanded more popular institutions.

It was for the

King to rise above dynastic interest and to free his people in the
interest of the State.

From Ruge's days in the Burschenschaft, this

argument had been the backbone of his political program.

If he now

considered that freedom "cannot be granted," but "must be struggled for
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and conquered," then his thinking must have changed in a very basic
way.
But this was not the case.

Ruge did not notice any contradic

tion between his new position and his old one.
wrote a few months earlier, in June 1842.
Karl Rosenkranz:

I cite a letter which he

It is a letter written to

his last, for Ruge's "extremism" had by now antagon

ized even this loyal friend.
The real constitution is one which has been conquered.
A consti
tution which is granted is false.
For if one supposes a master
in the State, [then] the State will never be liberated and the
master will never step down.
If the constitution of the State
is real, it is always a republic, and the republic is never real
unless it is a democracy.
If anything, these are sentiments more revolutionary and more clearly
stated than anything Ruge says in the Deutsche JahrbUcher.

But he

continues:
But that a king could be no greater or stronger than when he
himself introduces the most perfect democracy, is proven by the
regeneration of Prussia (the Reform), which is nothing other
than democratization.
If the King becomes . . . head of his
people instead of head of his dynasty, he becomes irreversibly
the master of European history, and the less he retained of his
old mastership, the more deathless his name, the more absolute
his power w ould become.
In a word, the people must conquer their freedom.

The King will not and

cannot grant it, not with the best will in the world.

But the King ought

to grant this freedom, anyway.
It does not seem too much to say that he contradicts himself
flatly, and that within the space of a single letter— within a single
paragraph.

Now, Ruge was often careless in using words, and sometimes

he said things that sound paradoxical, as it sounds paradoxical that
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Arnold Ruge should denounce others for thinking abstractly.

But these

statements are both in themselves perfectly clear, and they are not
carelessly made.

Both opinions are deeply felt, and they bear on a

matter very close to his heart.
He had by now become so exasperated with the Monarchy that he
thought that it should be overthrown.

In fact, he could think of good,

cogent reasons why all monarchies should be overthrown.

He was not

clear in his own mind just how one went about this, but in fairness to
Ruge, the Prussian monarchy was very substantial.
all easy to overthrow.

It would not be at

At the same time, he stood in great awe of the

State, an awe which was the product of half a lifetime's experience.
He was not used to think like a revolutionary.

Like the liberals whom

he now criticized, he had always hoped that the Monarchy would carry
out his wishes.

Unlike most liberals, he was now making demands which

went beyond what any Prussian king could have granted.

But he had also

reached the age of forty, and it was hard to change his accustomed way
of thinking.
So he kept his old ideas, even though they contradicted his new
ones.

Now, certainly the human mind has remarkable capabilities, and

not the least of these is the capacity to hold at the same time two or
a number of logical irreconcilable beliefs.
recall examples from our own observation.

Most of us can probably
The fact that Ruge now had to

use this expedient, that his program now rested on mutually contradic
tory assumptions, helps to explain his poor performance as a revolu
tionary.
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But more than this, the passage reminds us how complex were
Ruge's feelings toward the Prussian state.

It is not enough to say that

in 1838 he supported the government and that in 1842 he opposed it.

No

matter how often he might change his residence, he was still an Old
Prussian, and for him the State was still Vater Staat.

He regarded it

with the same mixed feelings which one might have for an especially
difficult person whom one has known for a long time, and who is
inescapably a part of one's life:
anger, of disappointment and hope.

with a confused mixture of love and
I will return to this theme, when

we have occasion to compare Ruge's thinking to that of Karl Marx.
Thus, the article is a "self-criticism" in a sense which Ruge
had not intended.

It is itself a critique of his own thinking and of

his own future career, a critique which is no less devastating for being
unintentional.

If anything, it is too severe a criticism.

For if

nothing else the article shows that Ruge could criticize himself, that
if he involved himself in contradictions, he did not do this because he
was a fool.

Undoubtedly this was also true of many of the liberals whom

he criticized.

If he continued to think in a strange and contradictory

way— to think, so to speak, in defiance of his own better judgment—
then very likely he did this because he found the alternatives too
unpleasant to contemplate.

This is another theme which I will return to

when we consider Ruge's break with Karl Marx.

For Marx did offer an

alternative, one which Ruge might well have considered, but one which for
several reasons he found unacceptable.
One more passage in the article is worth mentioning.

Ruge

complains that liberals are so obviously harmless, and Germans so tame,
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that no one even bothers to persecute them any more.
lutionaries" are tolerated,

Today even "revo

for no one takes them seriously:

We can compose the finest battle songs and set them
stirring melodies; no one takes them seriously, and
were to write under each verse the assurance:
"and
opinion!", still no one would believe that he could
bad fellow.124

to the most
if the poet
that is my
be such a

If we did not know Ruge better, we might suspect him of having a wry
joke at his own expense.

For why should be complain of the situation

which had made his own career possible?

One of his greatest achieve

ments was that of getting some very explosive articles past the censor.
His public image, that of the harmless good fellow, was one of his
greatest assets— although by now the image was wearing thin.

125

It may be that it is bad luck to voice complaints like this one.
In any event, the time of the Jahrbucher had run out.
Saxon authorities moved:
January number.

This was now taken away by a detachment of police.

Yes, even the type was thrown out of the forms."126
were suppressed.

On 3 January the

"The publisher had already printed the
. . .

The JahrbUcher

They had made Arnold Ruge leader of the democratic

movement in Germany; they had made him feared and admired.
given him an importance which he would never regain.

They had

They had been the

greatest adventure of his life.
But it was not his only adventure, nor his last.
Ruge's life seems to have run in cycles.

And again,

His experience as editor of

the JahrbUcher was not so different from his first political adventure,
his youthful experiment with the JUnglingsbund.

In both instances he

had begun in the belief that the Prussian state would support him.
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both instances the State disappointed him, and he cast about in some
confusion for an alternative.

And now again it was the long arm of the

Prussian state that struck him down,

just as it had done on another

cold January day, in Heidelberg just nineteen years before.
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CHAPTER V

RUGE IN DECLINE, THE DEUTSCH-FRANZflSISCHE
JAHRBUCHER AND KARL MARX, 1843-1844

The suppression of the Jahrbucher was not an isolated event.
The entire liberal press in North Germany suffered a severe setback.
A few days earlier the Allgemeine Zeitung of Leipzig had been banned in
Prussia— it was cut off from its principal market.

In deference to its

shareholders the Rheinische Zeitung was allowed to live on until March,
but only under triple censorship.
editor.

Karl Marx now resigned his post as

At the same time, the Saxon government also suppressed two

smaller democratic newspapers.

And life now became much more difficult

for the KBnigsberger Zeitung.'*'
One can find a certain irony in the situation.
silencing its own most enthusiastic advocates.

The "State" was

Thus Bruno Bauer:

. . . the defenders of the State should have considered that,
with these measures, it [the State] also produced the most
dangerous consequences for itself.
For in attacking the demands
of the "radical" newspapers, it also struck at its own aspira
tions, even at the general ground of its own being, and having
struck, it stood in opposition to those who should have partici
pated in it (or sympathized with it) as an alien bei n g . Those
movements which we have described sprang from seeds which it
[the State] itself planted, from a culture (Bildung) which had
matured under its protection and in its institutions. . . . If
the movement could find no resolution, if it was to be suppressed,
[then] these forces, these seeds, this culture were now alien
ated from it, and it was now a new form of life, no longer the
old State which had been closely bound up with them, which had
tended them as a part of its spiritual essence.2

192
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In more familiar language, the Prussian monarchy— the word "State"
has so many meanings as to confuse the issue— the Monarchy had renounced
an important part of its tradition.
alternative.

It had narrowed its field of future

Of its inconvenient friends it had made dangerous enemies.

Very likely this was a mistake.3
What it had not accomplished was to silence the political and
religious opposition.

Clearly the Jahrbucher had played an indispens

able part in the intellectual life of the day, for no less than five

4
Young Hegelian journals sprang up to replace it.

And Ruge's influence

had reached well beyond the field of scholarly journalism.

His ideas—

or, better, his slogans— had found a powerful echo in the Rheinische
Zeitung.

After 1842 they were taken up by others, by the new Mannheimer

Abendzeitung and the older Trierer Zeitung and in Prussia, if only in
dilute form, by the Catholic Kolnische Zeitung and even the bland old
Vossische Zeitung in Berlin.5
But despite all that he had achieved, losing the JahrbUcher was
a crushing personal blow to Ruge.

It was natural that his own feelings

should have been bound up in his creation.

Beyond this, he had to face

the fact— a fact which he had never quite recognized— that the Prussian
"state" was now his enemy.
Hegelians.

This was a severe

shock to all Left

As Beatrix Mesmer-Strupp has it:

For consistent Young Hegelians who had posited the absolute
state, the loss of the real State meant more than a political
defeat, more than leaving their hereditary home and place of
work.
Together with their native soil they lost the content of
their thinking, the central concept of their theory.6
It had become increasingly difficult to be at

once a democrat and

Prussian patriot; now it was all but impossible.

a

It was at thispoint
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that the Left-Hegelian leadership began to break up.

Bruno Bauer and

his group fell back on what they called "pure criticism":
from practical politics.

they withdrew

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels began inde

pendently to move toward the system of ideas which we now call histori
cal materialism.

For Feuerbach the problem was less serious.

He was

essentially a religious thinker, and he expected political change to
follow, slowly but inevitably, from a gradual change in religious
consciousness.

7

But it was Arnold Ruge who was most deeply committed to a
specifically Prussian vision of democracy, and it was Ruge who was
hardest hit.

He never fully recovered from this blow.

He grew bitter.

In March he wrote to Herwegh:
The brigands in Berlin are unprincipled scum.
Not even
hunger seems to be their motive.
But it is a sign of the times
that the predator in man is reviving, and that the sheep in him
recoils before this gang.®
And later in 1843 he added:
From this time on, the spirit of mankind can have no interest in
the continued existence of Austria and Prussia.
Rather, the
dawn of freedom is identical with their destruction.
They have
both voluntarily adopted the principle of death, and shall they
not perish?9
One could hardly damn with more finality than that.

And it is "Prussia"

which he now condemns, not only the government, the "system" or the
"brigands in Berlin."

This is also the first time that Ruge mentioned

Prussia in the same breath with Austria, and for him Catholic Austria
was one of the powers of darkness.
definitively with Prussia.

One would think that he had broken

But if the break was to be definitive, he

would have had to find some substitute for Prussia in his own system.
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And if he had found an adequate substitute, if he had not urgently
needed Prussia on his side, then he would not have needed to abuse her
in such feverish language.
This bitterness of his also extended to the German people.

His

journal had been suppressed, months went by, and no one protested.

"It

is contemptible

(hUndisch) enough that no one in Germany protests, and

that everyone waits like a coward on the future," he wrote to Fleischer;
"0 we are in a horrible soup . .

"we are a nation of dogs."1^

was strong language indeed, for Ruge was no dog lover.11
worse to come.

This

But there was

When in May the appeal which he had laid before the

Saxon estates on behalf of the JahrbUcher was rejected, he was profoundly
hurt.

He chose to believe that it was the Saxon people which had

rejected h im and his work.

In October he wrote to his brother Ludwig:

The press in all Germany is repressed, not by one or two offi
cials, not by the King; it is repressed with the will and in
the name of the people, of the authors and scholars, the soldiers
and the p e a s a n t s . ^
This was a bit unfair, especially to the poor peasants and soldiers who
had probably never heard of Ruge's JahrbUcher.
felt.

However, it was deeply

When Ruge left Dresden he even gave a speech in which he "praised

the French as excessively as he disparaged the Germans, and said of the
latter e.g. that even their language was unclear.

. . . The entire

German philosophy came from Voltaire, as did Goethe and Schiller."13

The

speech was widely and indignantly reported in the press.
This was not a promising approach for a democratic publicist to
take.

Furthermore, Ruge knew very well that it was not a good approach,

and he knew why.

He wrote to Fleischer that "We must imitate BSrne,
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[but] without his bitterness, which only repels the great crowd."
Bitterness, he added, is a vice which the publicist must take care to
a void:
One is more and more repelled by books which are filled with
a spirit of bitterness, the longer one reads them. . . . I
concede that one may have it [bitterness], even show it, but one
must show that one has mastered it, for he who is bitter is
wrong.
It is remarkable.
Why?
I believe, because bitterness
expresses the feeling of impotence, and thus it repels all
victorious life.1^
As there is no reason to suppose that Fleischer was growing bitter, I
suggest that Ruge meant this warning for himself.

This again is a

singularly perceptive, but also a singularly useless piece of selfcriticism.

It is perceptive because Ruge's bitterness did arise from

a "feeling of impotence."

He had done everything in his power to influ

ence the German people, and now suddenly he found that he had lost touch
with them, just as he had lost touch with the Prussian state.

His anti-

Germanism was the bitterness of a disappointed lover, just as his
resentment against Prussia was like that of a disinherited son.

But

this piece of self-analysis was also useless, because he did not follow
his own good advice.

He could not "master" his bitterness.

Instead, he

dramatized it; he flaunted it publicly, and he did in fact "repel the
great crowd."

Within a few years he had lost most of his popular follow

ing.
Now, Ruge was a very skillful publicist.

If he behaved as

perversely as this, then he must have been undergoing a severe internal
crisis.

And surely his tirades against Prussia are as important a

symptom as are his attacks on the German people, even though his
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contemporaries found the latter more disturbing.

Prussia had been at

the center of his program, the only one he could ever really believe in,
and now that program seemed to be conclusively dead.
Not that he would ever lack some kind of program.

Creating

programs was an important part of his work as a publicist, and he now
at once found a new ones
We Germans are really so far behind that we must first only
create a humane literature, in order theoretically to conquer
the world so that later it will have ideas to act u p o n . ^
This new literature was to be free and popular, disembarrassed of all the
old scholarly jargon.

It was to be "aesthetically pleasing," to be a

"new period of enlightenment."16
had literary ambitions.

He was proud of his style, and he had

Voltaire was an appropriate model for him to

choose.
The wording of the passage— "We Germans are so far behind . . ."—
suggests that this was a retreat from all his earlier programs.

We have

seen that he believed that if all else failed, then the progress of
culture would assure political progress.

All his earlier programs, even

the essays which he wrote in 1831, rested on the assumption that Germans
were now well enough educated to transcend the historical stage of
enlightened absolutism.

To say that Germans had first of all to be

educated was to fall back on the line of last resort, to give way to what
was, in a born optimist like Ruge, the equivalent of despair.
But he was still able to act.

He had already arranged with the

democratic publisher Julius Froebel to have a number of articles which
the censor had struck from the JahrbUcher published in book form in
Switzerland.

The two volumes, the Anekdota, were published in March,
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and they were enough of a success momentarily to raise his spirits.

In

January he began to negotiate with Karl Marx and Otto Wigand with an eye
to reviving the Jahrbucher abroad, somewhere beyond the reach of German
censorship.*8

What was more immediately important, he entered an appeal

against the government's action before the Second Chamber of the Saxon
estates.
This appeal of Ruge's is interesting because, more than anything
else, it shows us how absurd his characteristic style of thinking had
become.

Bruno Bauer called it inconsistent that Ruge, the critic of

liberalism, should appeal to a liberal Chamber.

19

This is unreasonable.

Ruge's had been a friendly criticism, not a declaration of war, and
liberals are in any case supposed to believe in freedom of the press.
He also had a plausible legal argument.

What the government had done

was to withdraw the provisional license under which Ruge had published
since the preceding March, and according to Saxon law scholarly journals
did not require a license.

20

Still, it was a sorry figure that Ruge cut before the Chamber.
He

argued that the JahrbUcher could be understood only by the learned,

that subscriptions had "never reached the number of 700" and that they
concerned themselves with matters of theory and not with practice.
is, he argued that he himself did not deserve to be taken seriously.
To

this his opponents had a telling answer:
Who are the men who make up the readership of the JahrbUcher?
The answer is:
those who are already in the service of Church
or State or those who are preparing for this calling.
That is
to say those who, if the JahrbUcher succeed in winning them for
their supposed truth, will be in the position . . . to spread
their convictions as far as is possible.2^
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It was charged that the journal opposed constitutional monarchy, as it
existed in Saxony, and opposed monarchy in general.

Ruge denied thir.

He said he only sought "the free State, the republic, that is, the State
as commonwealth (res publica) , as a common possession and as the product
of all who know themselves as members of the State, developing as a
living organism."

23

All must participate in the State.

That was all

that he had meant when he spoke of a "republic" or a "democracy":
But whether at its head, as chief executive, as embodied expres
sion of popular sovereignty, an hereditary or an elected monarch,
a president named for life or for one, two or three years,
whether finally one or many are at the top— that depends on the
historical development of the nation.2^
This was technically correct.

What mattered to Ruge above all was

popular participation in the State, and it is also true that, with regard
to forms of government and the differences between them, his ideas were
quite muddy.

As precisely this incident shows, German liberal thought

in these matters had to be muddy, and in this respect Ruge was like any
German liberal.
But the fact is that Ruge had recently been saying very radical
things.
be.

No one believed that he was as harmless as he now claimed to

Contemporaries felt that something was not quite right here.

Despite all technicalities and all verbal ambiguity, it was clear that
Ruge had denied his own faith.
opportunist.25

Bruno Bauer called him a coward and an

Adolph Stahr was more gentle.

He was Ruge's friend, and

he must have seen that it hurt Ruge to be accused, as he now was, of
teaching "the crudest communism, lying, treachery, robbery and murder."
Stahr considered that Ruge was "naive"— naive not to realize that others
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might consider his doctrines a threat.

26

Walter Neher accepts Stahr's view, and he elaborates it.

He

sees that Ruge would not have consciously denied his ideals, that there
is a conceptual problem here.
psychological.

He identifies this problem as being

Two hearts, Neher thinks, beat in Ruge's breast, one

that of a burgher and the other that of a revolutionary.

At this point

"the burgher rebelled against the revolutionary in him." This burgher
could not bear the prospect that he might be thought a "bloody rabblerouser and man of the barricades," and now he denied what the revolution
ary had written.
thinking.

Neher identifies several contradictions in Ruge's

They fascinate him, but he cannot quite account for them.

He concludes:
In any case, this inner unfamiliarity with the fateful content
of his own ideals and of his own will often seems very strange.
He often shows himself inwardly unequal to his own actions and
to their consequences, entangles himself in ambiguities from
which he takes refuge in a bad memory.2^
This is a very sensitive and a very accurate statement— as far as it
goes.

But one has doubts about Neher's method.

This method is Geistes-

geschichte; one cultivates one's psychological sensibilities, and one
applies them to analyzing the lives and ideas of important thinkers.
And surely psychology is a valid and a useful tool.

Only, an approach

which is too narrowly psychological also has its dangers.
action is, in Freud's language,

When an

"overdetermined," when it can be shown

to flow naturally from conditions external to the actor or from tradi
tion, then the historian ought not to explain it in narrowly psychologi
cal terms.

For it is these factors— social and political conditions
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and the importance of tradition, and not the idiosyncracies of indi
viduals— which we historians are paid to understand.
I submit that this problem of Ruge's is not essentially a psycho
logical one, but is deeply rooted in the political situation and in the
political traditions of a nation.

If Neher depends heavily on psychol

ogy— a method which he uses with considerable skill— then perhaps this is
true because he does not want to criticize German political traditions,
or because he himself stands too close to these traditions to gain the
necessary perspective.28
It is in any event misleading— at least in this context— to
call Arnold Ruge "naive."

Naivete is the condition of a child or young

person who is not yet prepared for the harshness of life.

The standpoint

from which Ruge approached the Saxon estates was anything but naive.

It

was precisely the standpoint of a tough, experienced, and brilliantly
successful German liberal publicist.
The ambivalence in Ruge's thinking, that "inner unfamiliarity with
the . . . content of his own ideals," which Neher notes, had been very
useful to Ruge.

It had helped him to get his articles past the censor.

More than that, it accounts for much of his popularity.

His readers did

not need to be told that political progress would come slowly if at all,
or that political participation and political freedoms were only to be
won on the barricades.

They could have thought of that for themselves.

They wanted to hear that political freedoms and political participation
were not at all incompatible with monarchy, an institution to which most
of them had sworn an oath, that it was in the Monarchy's best interest
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to grant them these blessings, that progress was inevitable and that it
would rapidly follow if only a few philistines and proto-Catholics
would cease to oppose it.

Ruge told them what they wanted to hear, and

he told them this with a glowing conviction which no "opportunist"
could have mustered.

29

Ruge was not naive, and also not an opportunist.

All his

critiques notwithstanding, he was a German liberal, or at least he
thought very much like one.

The German liberal could not afford to think

too "clearly about the existing order"

(Bauer), because clear thinking

might have forced h im either to confront the Monarchy or to withdraw from
political life, and because neither alternative was acceptable.

He

therefore had to live with paradoxes, and his ability to do this was not
a sign of naivete;
tion.

it required a fairly high level of mental sophistica

Ruge's demands were more far-reaching than were those of the

average liberal.

Thus, he had to tolerate more drastic contradictions,

and he handled these contradictions awkwardly.
in Ruge's thinking are obvious.

The internal difficulties

They caricature difficulties which

existed in German liberal thinking at large.

It is for this reason, and

not because of any psychological intricacies, that Ruge is worth study
ing.

Psychologically he was rather a simple man.
In any case the Saxon Second Chamber seems to have considered him

to be a "revolutionary" and not a "burgher," for it rejected his appeal.
This was a severe blow to Ruge, who had fully expected to be vindicated.3^
Less surprising, but more conclusive, was the decision of the German
Confederation, which forbade further publication of the JahrbUcher or
of any other journal edited by Arnold Ruge on German soil.3'''
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The edict confirmed him in his decision to go abroad.

He and

Wigand had already begun to plan for a continuation of the JahrbUcher
in Switzerland, or perhaps in France or Belgium.
Marx to be his co-editor.

He had also asked Karl

Marx had resigned his post at the Rheinische

Zeitung; he was in Ruge's opinion an "excellent head," and he badly
needed money.

32

Marx seemed to be the best possible choice.

He had proven

himself as an editor, and at the end of 1842 his thinking was very close
to Ruge's.

Marx h ad not yet developed that system of ideas which we now

know as Marxism.

Like Ruge he was a radical democrat.

Like Ruge he

belonged to what could be called the Feuerbachian, or practical-minded,
wing of the Left-Hegelian movement.
same reasons as did Ruge:

And he criticized Feuerbach for the

because Feuerbach conceived of man unhistori-

cally, because he abstracted from what they both considered to be man's
essentially political nature.33

They were the best practical politicians

in the Hegelian Left, and there was every reason to suppose that they
would work well together.

Ruge's thinking had influenced Marx.

long unpublished "Kritik der Hegelschen Staatsphilosophie"

Marx's

(1843) is

essentially an elaboration of some of Ruge's criticisms— on a somewhat
higher level of sophistication.

34

I think that it can also be shown that Marx influenced Ruge.
Ruge very definitely became a socialist in the mid-1840s.

He was never

a "Marxist," but his thinking was in some ways very like what Marx's had
been in early 1843, like the views which Marx expressed in his essay
"On the Jewish Question."33

Here Marx departed from the standard
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Left-Hegelian view of the State, or, better, he pressed the communi
tarian tendency in Left-Hegelian thought to its logical conclusion.

The

"political state," Marx decided, could never fulfill man's needs, because
the "political state," even when it was a democratic republic, rested on
the basis of private property.

Resting as it did on private property,

the State also perpetuated the separation between State and society,
between man in his political and in his economic capacity.

This separa

tion, a key concept in Hegel's political philosophy, Marx now found to be
the real source of man's alienation from man.

Like Feuerbach's God,

Marx's State represented man's self-alienated idealization of himself.
Man lived in the "State" only vicariously.
private and not communal.

His real existence was

It took place in "civil society":

in the

realm of private property, of competition, of individuation, and there
fore also of alienation and of pain.
be abolished.

Private property had therefore to

Society had to be revolutionized, after which it would

then absorb the State.
Private property had to be abolished because it had prevented the
Hegelian ideal of total community from being realized.

The "gulf

between State and society," this classical problem in German political
thought, was not to be bridged; it was to be eliminated neatly through
a dialectical fusion of the two concepts.
same tendency.

And Ruge's thinking had the

I cite a criticism which he wrote of communism in 1844,

after he had already broken with

Marx:

The old State rests upon the slavery of labor; the general
abolition of slavery is thus a fundamentally political act
. . . it restores the condition of antiquity, where everyone
belonged wholly to the State, more perfectly than it ever was,
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in that it elevates even slavery to a business of the State [sic].
The organization of labor as free public business would be the
foundation of the most perfect republic.36
Both men considered socialism to be a necessary consequence of
Feuerbach's philosophy.

But their kind of socialism was more than that.

It was a logical consequence of the whole mystical strain in late German
Idealism.

It was also a natural response— on the part of members of an

old educated official elite which had always held the merchant in
contempt— to the social misery and the social unrest of the 1840s.37
In the passage which I have just cited, Ruge goes on to say that
history moves in stages and that socialism or communism must wait until
after the democratic revolution is completed.
corollary to "democratism."

For him socialism was a

It was never more than a corollary, and

this is an important difference between his thinking and what we call
Marxism.

But in 1842 the differences between him and Marx were still

very subtle.

I emphasize this fact, because it means that his break with

Marx requires careful explanation.

It is not enough to say simply— as

one of Marx's major biographers does say— that Ruge was a "representa
tive of the class interests of the bourgeoisie."3^
cosmic sense Ruge did represent the bourgeoisie.

Perhaps in some
But this fact would

have come as a surprise to Arnold Ruge, and it gives us no special
insight into his thinking or his character.
In 1843 the greatest difference between Marx's thinking and
Ruge's was that Marx had begun to move toward a materialist view of
history.

"It now seemed to him," A. Cornu has it, "that the State does

not play a determining role in the development of social conditions,
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but that its own major features are determined by society."
never agreed to that; for him the State was always central.

39

Ruge
However,

this difference is less one between "bourgeois" and "proletarian" think
ing than it is a difference between generations.

In 1808, or in the

time of the Soldier King, no Prussian could have doubted that the State
did indeed "play a determining role in the development of social condi
tions."

In the 1820s and 1830s, this role was still overwhelmingly

important, although the State's control over social and economic life
was beginning to slip.

By 1843 things had really begun to change.

40

It speaks for Marx's brilliance and depth of insight that he could imme
diately grasp the new situation.

Few did, and it would have been

remarkable if Ruge, whose basic ideas were long since established, had
been among them.
For the time being the two worked well together.
to revive the JahrbUcher proceeded slowly.

41

Their plans

Otto Wigand had second

thoughts about supporting such a risky venture, but they found a pub
lisher in Julius Froebel of Zurich.

Froebel was a dedicated democrat

and Left Hegelian, and he controlled his own printing establishment, the
Literarische comptoir of Zurich and Winterthur.

With the financial

help of his father-in-law, he placed his presses at the service of the
*. 42
movement.

Two problems remained:

that of financing the Jahrblicher and

that of finding a suitable place to publish them.
problems was never properly solved.

The first of these

Efforts to find liberal investors

in Berlin, Cologne, and Konigsberg having failed, it was decided that
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Marx and Ruge should each invest 6,000 Thalers in the firm.

As partners

they were then to establish a branch office to publish the JahrbUcher.
As it happened no money could be found to pay Marx's share, and the
venture began with what Ruge saw to be insufficient capital.
Several locations were considered.

Zurich was impossible, for

Froebel's political enemies were

now in power. Paris, Brussels,

Strassbourg all had advantages.

Marx preferred Strassbourg, and it was

Marx who proposed the special theme for the new journal.
the "Gallo-Germanic principle."
German and French:

and

This was to be

The Jahrbucher were to be at once

to fuse the Gallic heart with the German mind, as

Feuerbach had put it, or in the language of Ruge and Moses HeS, to join
German philosophy with French political practice.

The journal was thus

to take on a completely new character, and it was renamed the DeutschFranzosische Jahrblicher.
It was Ruge who publicly expounded the "Gallo-Germanic
principle."

And it was his name, much more than that of Marx, which came

to be identified with this idea.

What he meant by it, and what he

intended to do in his new journal, he explained in the Foreword which
he wrote for a German translation of Louis Blanc's Histoire des dix ans,
published in 1843.
Frenchmen."

43

He proposed an "alliance between Germans and

By this he meant that "Germans"— meaning Left Hegelians—

should collaborate with the French democratic and socialist opposition
in publishing the new journal.
its own language.

Each side was to contribute articles in

In this manner Germans would be able to absorb French

practical wisdom, especially the social thinking of Louis Blanc and
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Pierre Proudhon, while Frenchmen would be exposed to German philosophy—
or, more exactly, to the philosophy of Ludwig Feuerbach.

Through this

exchange the two nations would learn to understand each other.

Antago

nisms would then fade, and the Reaction would no longer be able to play
off Frenchmen against Germans and Germans against Frenchmen.

He is

critical of nationalism, of Louis Blanc's enthusiasm for Napoleon, but
even more of German nationalism.
Austria.

He sees no more hope for Prussia and

A new international party must now take over Prussia's

historical mission.
The most striking feature of this "intellectual alliance" of
Ruge's is that it is insubstantial.

It was not to be a practical

alliance to achieve some immediate goal.
tional.

Its purpose was purely educa

This is not necessarily evidence that Ruge cared only for

education.

The fact is, he could not enter into an alliance with the

French for practical purposes because he himself had no power with which
to achieve these purposes.
Ruge's "alliance";

And this is another salient feature of

it would not be an alliance between equals.

What he

proposed was an alliance between a large, organized French party— or
rather a group of parties, as he would soon learn— and a handful of
German emigre intellectuals.
from such an alliance.

The French opposition had little to gain

One hopes that he was not surprised when the

French rejected his idea; this should only have confirmed him in his high
regard for their practical good sense.
The journal was to be published in Paris.

This was the upshot of

a trip which Ruge undertook to Brussels and Paris in late summer, together
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with Moses HeB.

HeB was to be an active contributor to the JahrbUcher.

He and Ruge seem to have gotten along reasonably well, although HeB's
soft, dreamy temperament must have clashed with Ruge's harsher and more
prosaic disposition.

44

the "end of the song."

In September Ruge wrote to Marx that Paris was
They must publish here because the French

radicals whose collaboration they hoped to win lived in Paris, and also
because the large German colony there promised to be a ready market for
the JahrbUcher.

To quiet Marx's fear that life in Paris might be too

expensive for him, Ruge arranged that he, Marx, Georg Herwegh— another
active contributor— and their families should share a house and living
arrangements.

All was prepared; Marx was to follow in November.

45

For the moment he camped at 13 Rue Rivoli, together with the
communists HeB and Maurer.

HeB introduced him to the leading socialist

personalities in Paris, Etienne Cabet, Flora Tristan, and Victor
Considerant.
journal.

These were all seen as potential contributors to the new

The most important French socialist thinker was Pierre Proud

hon, but Proudhon was in Besangon and was left to Marx.

Ruge listened

sympathetically to HeB's friends; again, his own thinking was turning
toward socialism.

But he did not adopt any specific socialist program.

He felt that he could not embrace one single party; the success of his
project required that he win a broad range of thinkers for the Jahrblicher.
It was at this time that he also met Heinrich Heine.
French, Heine needed Ruge more than Ruge needed him.
hostile toward Heine.

Unlike the

Ruge was still

Like many German liberals, he found it hard to
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forgive the book which Heine had published attacking Ludwig Bdrne, and
he seems to have been quite gruff with the poet.

He could not believe

that the ever-cautious Heine had suddenly become as radical as now he
affected to be.

47

His suspicions were in fact quite justified.

But for

reasons of his own Heine was determined once again to write political
satire.

He meant to wage "open war to the death" against Prussia, for

which purpose he would "extend his hand [even] to the shabbiest of
48

brawlers."

He needed a vehicle for his satires, and the Jahrblicher

were ready to hand.

He did publish a poem in the journal, a very funny

but also very scurrilous attack on Ludwig of Bavaria.

Naturally enough,

he did not like Ruge at first, but in time the two became better
friends.

49
What was most important was that Ruge win the support of the

literary leaders of the French democratic movement.

These were more

important men than the socialists, and they were harder to meet.

He was

able to arrange meetings with Pierre Leroux, Louis Blanc, and Jean
Lamennais; Froebel visited Lamartine in Ma£on.

All these men seemed

sympathetic, but they were also noncommittal and they finally contributed
nothing.

50
Not one Frenchman of note contributed to the Jahrblicher.

December Ruge was writing to Marx:
hon.

Otherwise we must finally begin without the French.

sing up the women, Tristan and Sand.
and Lamartine."^*

By

"I think you have written to Proud
Or we must

They are more radical than L. B.

In this sense the project was a failure from the

start, ultimately because Ruge was unfamiliar with French conditions.
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was not that he had neglected his homework.

He had, so he wrote to

Prutz, begun in January to "read the French reviews and their newest
things," and he seems to have read conscientiously, especially in
Proudhon.

52

He would have made an admirably well-informed tourist,

perhaps even a good newspaper correspondent.

But to become a successful

Parisian publicist he would have needed more.
He would have needed the same sure, almost instinctive touch
which he had shown in dealing with German academics, and in an alien
setting his sureness of touch deserted him.

He identified with no

specific party, and the parties of the French opposition were concerned
above all with looking after their o w n . ^
propre of the French.

He underestimated the amour

If Germans thought that he flattered the French

shamelessly, then to the French it seemed otherwise.

It was tactless to

tell the French that they must learn German philosophy to be free,
because they believed their own philosophers to be the greatest in the
world.
And it was particularly foolish to suggest to French democrats
that they should adopt the philosophy of Ludwig Feuerbach.

These demo

crats knew that they had to appeal to the French people, and the French
people was still overwhelmingly Catholic.
afford to be branded as atheists.

As democrats they could not

This problem Ruge had never had to

face, for he had never been allowed to address himself to the mass of
the German people.

His kind of democracy had grown up in isolation from

the common people, in response to the needs of an intellectual elite.
This may help to explain why it was that democracy struck such shallow
roots in Germany.
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All this Louis Blanc explained to Ruge.
especially disagreeable way:

He explained it in an

in November he published an article attack-

54
ing Ruge and the JahrbUcher.

As it now seemed to Louis Blanc, German

philosophy was so retarded that it had only just caught up with the
French thought of the late eighteenth century.

It was this thinking, the

atheism of d'Holbach and Diderot, which in his opinion was responsible for
Robespierre and the Terror— an aspect of the French Revolution which at
the time no one cared to defend.
transcended this error.

Modern French democracy had by now

It recognized the necessity of some kind of God.

Germans needed the French democrats to save them from their own atheistic
folly.

In return for this favor, the French might expect some reasonable

quid pro q u o , say, the left bank of the Rhine.55

The Rhineland should be

made into a buffer state so that France, the vanguard of democracy, might
be safe against Prussia.
And yet Louis Blanc could see that German democrats needed
Prussia.

He criticized Ruge for not recognizing this fact.

In his fore

word to Louis Blanc's History, Ruge had suggested that real freedom
could never be established in a fragmented Germany.56
the obvious consequences.

first become a centralized state like France.
Germany.

Louis Blanc drew

If Germany was to be free, he said, it must
Only Prussia could unify

German democrats must therefore support Prussia.

Once Germany

had been unified, then freedom could easily be established.
As if Arnold Ruge did not know all that!

He had made the most

determined effort to be a Prussian "citizen," to win Prussia for his
cause, to further German unification.

He had been rejected, and he had
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turned at last to Louis Blanc for help— only to be lectured like a
schoolboy, to have this Frenchman, whom he had flattered and admired,
tell him that he needed Prussia!

Ruge knew that.

What he needed was

that someone should tell him how to forget it.
The first— and last— number of the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahr
bucher turned out quite differently from what Ruge had intended.

There

was no French contribution, and Feuerbach, who was to have been their
presiding spirit, also sent nothing.
the winter.

Ruge was sick throughout most of

The burden of editing the Jahrbucher fell entirely on Marx,

who worked himself almost to exhaus t i o n . ^

And it was Marx, whose think

ing changed considerably during the winter, who set their tone.

The tone

was communistic and materialistic, and none of the articles had much to
do with the subject of Franco-German understanding.68

However, Ruge

raised no immediate objection to Marx's work, and this is a fact worth
remembering.

59

Ruge himself contributed two items.

The "Plan" with which the

volume begins is a shortened version of Ruge's Foreword to Louis Blanc's
History.60

More interesting is his "Correspondence of 1843," an article

which created a scandal and which brought Ruge's name once more before a
wide public— although not in a favorable light.61
The "Correspondence" purports to be a series of letters exchanged
between Marx, Ruge, Feuerbach, and Bakunin in 1843.

Probably letters

like these were actually exchanged, but Ruge edited and changed them to
suit his purpose.

The article is in fact a short drama composed by

Arnold Ruge, and its purpose is to explain the origin of the Deutsch-
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Franzbsische JahrbUcher and to expound their educational mission.

As

D. Rjazanov has shown, the letters are a doubtful source from the stand
point of Marxist scholarship; the letters are doctored.62
standpoint they are an excellent source.
Ruge chose to show the public in 1843.
The drama runs like this:

But from one

They tell us exactly what face
His choice was a strange one.

All the actors are outraged at the

suppression of the Deutsche Jahrbucher— an event which Feuerbach likens
to the partition of Poland.
ence of the German people.

All are deeply disappointed by the indiffer
First on the stage is Karl Marx.

Marx is

visiting in Holland, and he is shamed and troubled by the "terrifying
unanimity" with which the Dutch now condemn his people and his government.
He concedes that the Dutch are right.

"The smallest Dutchman," he admits,

"is a citizen when compared to the greatest German."

Marx concludes

that all Germans must be made to feel the same shame:
You smile and ask what would be gained? No one makes a revolution
out of shame.
I answer:
shame is a revolution; it is really the
victory of the French revolution over the German patriotism
which defeated it in 1813.
Shame is a kind of anger turned
inward.
And if an entire nation were really ashamed, then it
would be like the lion which crouches to spring.63
Ruge doubts that even this will help.
Germans.

He sees no hope for the

In private they may be indignant, but they have no courage, no

political spirit.

One sees this in their newspapers, and newspapers

are the spirit of a nation:
Read the newspapers, whichever you like. Convince yourself that
they never cease to praise the freedom and national good fortune
which we possess; you will concede that censorship does not force
them not to cease this.
Then go to a Frenchman, an Englishman or
even a Dutchman and tell him that this is not our cause and our
national character.
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Insofar as it is openly manifest, the German character is
base.
And I do not hesitate to maintain that, if it is not
otherwise manifest, then this is solely the fault of its base
nature.
Or would you rate its private life, its quiet achieve
ments, its unpublished table-talk, its furtively clenched fist
so high, that the honor of its future would wash away its present
disgrace? 0, this German future . . . .
Again, Germans are unpolitical.

Their virtues are all private virtues,

and for Ruge it is the public virtues that matter.
Ruge almost gives way to despair, but his friends show a
flattering eagerness to save him, to urge him on to greater efforts.

It

is Bakunin who suggests the idea of a joint Franco-German publication,
and in his final letter Marx suggests the tone which the journal is to
take.

It is to be socialist, but it is not to fall into communistic

"dogmatism" or "crass socialism."

It is to be realistic, to make social

ism palatable to Germans by tying it to political and religious issues,
to conflicts already existing in German l i f e . ^
The article raises two questions.

The first of these is why an

able publicist like Ruge should thus have deliberately insulted his own
reading public.

The second is why he should have written a drama in

which he himself plays the clown:

in which he is portrayed as a beaten

man.
Ruge's answer would have been that his purpose was didactic.

He

meant to teach his countrymen shame, as Marx had suggested— assuming
that he himself did not put these words in "Marx's" mouth.

He would make

"citizens" of the Germans even if he had to beat them bloody to do it.
This antipatriotism of Ruge's also has a peculiarly German flavor.

For

if the "Philistine's" fear and dislike of politics was a natural reaction
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to the German absolutist heritage, then so was Ruge's exaggerated glori
fication of political life.

His quarrel with the "unpolitical German"

was a family quarrel; he was no less a German, and ultimately a patriotic
German, for all that.
Tactlessness has also been called a German vice.

Ruge was more

than tactless here, and again I suggest that this was true because his
feeling of rejection and failure was more than he could bear in silence.
Like a disappointed lover he needed an audience for his grief, and he
needed it too much to consider that that audience might despise him.
And if he told himself that his purpose was didactic, that he could
educate the German people with bad language, that his lost love might
be won back with abuse, then this too is humanly understandable.
it was not politics.

But

It was evidence of political bankruptcy.

The article was a disaster for Ruge.

Bad news travels fast, and

very soon every well-informed German was outraged to learn that Ruge
had called his national character "base."66

But very few had the oppor

tunity actually to read the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher.
Prussian government was very much afraid of Marx and Ruge.

The

It made

strenuous diplomatic efforts to have them expelled from France.

Failing

this, it saw to it that the journal did not enter Germany; 214 copies
were confiscated at the Bavarian frontier, and it was with great diffi
culty that one copy reached Johann Jacoby in Ktinigsberg.

Warrants were

issued in Prussia for the arrest of Ruge, Marx, and Heine, and for Karl
Ludwig Bernay- , another contributor to the Jahrbtlcher.
were sold in Paris.

Some few copies

Froebel had no more money to send, and the adventure
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had to be terminated.

Ruge had to liquidate the journal and to buy

back subscriptions at his own expense.67
The final blow came when Marx and Ruge fell out, and they
quarreled bitterly enough to make any further cooperation between them
impossible.
logical.

Their quarrel was at once personal, financial, and ideo

Its ideological side is especially interesting to us, for it

helps to illustrate the weaknesses in Ruge's style of thinking:

why it

was that his kind of democratic thought belonged to the past and why it
held little promise for the future.

68

One evening during the late winter or early spring of 1844, the
two discussed Herwegh and his problems.
wealthy Berlin girl.

Herwegh had recently married a

He was rich and successful, and now in Paris he

fell prey to all the temptations which society offers a rich and fashion
able poet.

He was unfaithful to his wife.

He enjoyed the admiration of

Paris society, and this enjoyment occupied him so fully that he no
longer found time to work.

Ruge was indignant, especially since Herwegh

was made useless to the movement:
In anger I repeatedly called him a slob and said that if one
marries one must know what one is doing.
Marx said nothing and
took leave of me tenderly.
Next morning he wrote me that Herwegh
was a genius and had a great future before him, that he was out
raged to hear him called a slob, that my opinions on marriage were
inhuman and philistine.
We have not met since.
He hates me. . . .
It angers him that my name was first on the title page. . . . But
what is most ridiculous is that [Marx thinks that] I should be
held to risking my property to continue the journal, although I
know nothing whatever about the book trade.
Now, it is not very likely that either Ruge's "philistine
opinions or marriage" or the kind of petty vanity that Ruge suggests
meant enough to Marx to have occasioned the quarrel.

Money was a more
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serious matter.
own.

Marx had recently married and had no resources of his

Ruge was comparatively prosperous, but hardly rich enough to have

sustained the journal's losses for long.

Moses HeB also claimed that

Ruge paid Marx off for his editorial work with copies of the Jahrbucher.7^
This is quite possible.

Ruge was not always gracious in money matters,

and his own account is not explicit enough to dispel the suspicion.71
By the same token Ruge's own accusation against Marx, that Marx
intrigued against him in the local democratic community, is also probably true.

72

Marx was a suspicious and a ruthless man.

very dangerous enemy.
destroy.

He could be a

Whom he attacked, he attacked with the will to

But it was unlike Marx to launch such an attack for merely

personal or financial reasons.

He must have considered Ruge to be

ideologically wrong, and dangerously wrong.
With Marx's "Zur Kritik der hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie"
we see what we now call Marxism begin to emerge.

(1843),

It was a doctrine of

class struggle, a materialistic world view in contrast to Ruge's ideal
istic one, a "hard" ideology as opposed to Ruge's "soft" ideology.

Now,

Marx was acutely sensitive to ideological nuances, so sensitive that he
occasionally fell into logic-chopping, and Marx never doubted that he
was right.

To him these differences seemed very important.

To those

who have written books about Ruge's life or about Marx's, they have
seemed overwhelmingly important, and one suspects that this is true
because today "bourgeois" democracy and "proletarian" Marxism have grown
so far apart as to seem to be irreconcilable opposites.

In 1844 it was

not so clear to Ruge that these differences were irreconcilable.71
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is it all that clear to me.

Ruge and Marx were both democrats and

both socialists, and democrats and socialists were at the time still a
tiny minority.

If they could no longer collaborate, then it may be that

Marx's own temperament was as great an obstacle as were their intellec
tual differences.

Be that as it may. However, the confrontation is an

interesting one, because it shows us so clearly the limitations of
Ruge's world view.
Instead of treating this quarrel as an inevitable clash between
irreconcilable principles, one can very well argue that Ruge ought
logically to have adopted Marx's views as his own.
used to adopting other men's programs.

Ruge was certainly

As we have seen, he had never

been so much at a loss for a satisfactory program as he was now.

Ruge

had always been the spokesman of youth, always with the avant garde, and
it is saddening now to hear

him

say of Marx and Herwegh,

"It would be

good if these young folks were as much as they think they are."
Ruge's ultimate goals were very much like Marx's.

74

Again,

Both were Hegelians

by training and by temperament practical men.
To say that Ruge should logically have followed Marx is not to
advocate Marxism.

There are some very telling criticisms which can be

made of Marxism, and after their break Ruge thought of some of the best
of these.

He charged that "communism" was structured like a religion,

that it was utopian, that it bred fanaticism and intolerance.

75

The

trouble with these criticisms is that the traits which Ruge criticized
are by no means unique to communism, but are characteristic of Hegelian
thought in all of its sects and b r a n c h e s . ^

Ruge himself is not immune
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to these criticisms.

It had not been long since he himself had had

visions of an apocalypse at hand and had called for a religion of
freedom.

And although he was appreciably more tolerant than Marx, at

least toward opponents within the Party, tolerance was still never one
of his salient virtues.

Confronted with Marxism, Ruge suddenly remem

bered that he was a liberal and a relativist.
always consistent.

His criticisms were not

At one point he said that the social apocalypse

which "communists" expected was impossible because history moves in
stages.

Democracy had to come before socialism or communism.

At

another, he called communism impossible because it meant total brother
hood and harmony, and because conflict is inescapably a part of the human
condition.

Like Christianity, communism must breed fanaticism, because

like Christianity it could not be realized.77

And yet it was not long

before Ruge was once more proclaiming that his own program would bring
the true realization of Christianity.7^

For a brief moment he even

embraced Max Stirner's new doctrine of anarchic individualism, which was
in fact a good antidote to communism, but which was equally inimical to
everything that Ruge stood for.79

Ruge's criticisms of "communism" are

doubtless sincere, and in my opinion many of them do him credit.
they are a bit out of character.

However,

Taken alone, they make Ruge sound more

conservative than he was; Ruge did not take a turn to the right in 1844.
More enlightening are Marx's criticisms of Ruge.

Marx did not

have occasion to deliver these criticisms until midsummer, when in an
article published in the Paris Vorwarts Ruge opened himself to public
attack.
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Especially because it became a vehicle for Heine and Marx, the
Vorwarts itself is of historical interest.80
beginning of 1844.

It was founded at the

I t s founder was one Heinrich Bornstein, a German

entrepreneur and adventurer who carried on a questionable trade in trans
lations and who needed a newspaper for his own questionable purposes.
It was at the time the only newspaper serving the German community in
Paris.
Its first editor was Adelbert von Bornstedt, an Austro-Prussian
police spy, and initially its tone was quite royalist.

It printed some

violent attacks on the Deutsch-FranzBsische JahrbUcher.

But when the

paper was nonetheless banned in Germany, BBrnstein took a different tack
and invited local democratic leaders to participate.

In May Heine and

Bernays published pieces in the Vorwarts, and at Heine's urging Ruge
followed in June.8"1'

In August Bernays was appointed editor, and the

paper swung over to the extreme Left.
According to Ruge, he himself was asked to take the editor's
post, and certainly he was asked to support the paper with money.

He

refused, and very likely it was for this reason that BBrnstein took a
dislike to him.88

In an article published in mid-June, BBrnstein, as a

"simple, natural man," ironically asked the philosopher for enlighten
ment; specifically he asked Ruge "what he wants to put in the place of
that which exists," and what his differences were with Marx on this
point.88

In his reply Ruge was able without much difficulty to reduce

his views and Marx's to a least common denominator; he cited a passage
in Marx's "Zur Kritik der hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie":
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Only when the real human individual takes back into himself the
abstract citizen and as a human individual has become essential
Man (Gattungswesen) in his empirical life . . . only when he
has recognized his own powers as social forces and organized
them and therefore no longer alienates them from himself in the
form of political power, only then will human emancipation be
complete.
In other words, man must consciously merge himself into a greater whole,
in empirical economic life and not only— vicariously— in political life.
Marx raised no public objection, and here for a time the matter rested.
It was another article of Ruge's, this one published at the end
of July, which brought the quarrel to a h e a d . ^

It concerned the great

hunger revolt which broke out in 1844 among the weavers of Silesia.
Having crushed the revolt, the King of Prussia had issued a Cabinet
Order proclaiming his concern for "The unfortunate and the poo r , for the
homeless children . . . "

and his desire to "prevent the great evil which

arises from the neglect in which the children of the lower classes are
raised."

"The king knows," the document continued,

that a remedy for this evil is possible only through the union
of all the powers of charitable Christian hearts.
Therefore he commands all authorities charged with care of
the poor earnestly to take up any association or society which
has been or shall be formed for this purpose and to regard this
care as a sacred duty, as a part of their official concern.
Louis Blanc was favorably impressed.

Writing in a party newspaper, he

praised the King for "recognizing the duty of society to lend a helpful
hand to the needy," and he "found in this document the presentiment, the
instinct of great reforms of civil society which the present condition
of Europe promises."
Ruge had hoped to educate the French about Germany, and he cannot
have been pleased to hear the French democrat publicly praising the
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"Christian state."

Again, he could still remember what a black eye

Louis Blanc had given him.

He had publicly lectured Ruge about German

conditions; now was Ruge's chance to repay him in kind.

Germany, he

wrote, was far more backward than Louis Blanc imagined.

The King did

not take the situation as seriously as Louis Blanc believed, and the
Cabinet Order showed clearly the bankruptcy of Christian statesmanship:
Why does the King not at once command the education of all
neglected children? That is beyond his power; only the 'unified
powers of all charitable hearts' are capable of it.
Sure, some
time when they all get together . . . .
What then is the Cabinet Order of the King of Prussia? It
is nothing but the most extreme haplessness of the politician,
who at the urging of the pious preacher seeks aid in Christian
sentiment . . . .
The King has not honestly faced the problem.
vene and solve the social question.

The State ought to inter

This answer is the distilled

essence of Ruge's bureaucratic-academic wisdom.

But it was not a very

useful suggestion, if only because in 1844 the Prussian state was far
too poor to have put it into effect.86
Not only the King, but also "German society" was helpless before
this problem.

"It is impossible," Ruge wrote, "to consider the partial

need of manufacturing districts in an unpolitical land like Germany as
a matter of general concern, let alone as a problem of the whole civil
ized world."

Above all, the workers themselves suffered from a lack of

political spirit:
The German poor are no wiser than the poor Germans, i.e. they
never see beyond their own hearth, their factory, their district.
The whole question until now still lacks the all-pervading
political spirit.
All uprisings which break out in this unholy
isolation of men from the commonwealth and of their thoughts from
social principles, will smother in blood and ignorance. . . . A
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social revolution without a political spirit . . . is impossible.
In this France and England will doubtless have the initiative, much
as the King of Prussia has considered new plans and great reforms.
Now, the social question was Marx's special preserve; he had
studied it far more closely than had Ruge.

With this article Ruge

incautiously ventured into Marx's territory, where he could easily be
made to look foolish.

If Marx wanted to eliminate Ruge as a democratic

leader, to destroy his influence, then this was his chance.
No one who has read Marx's public reply to this article can doubt
that he meant utterly to destroy Ruge.87

Marx is thorough.

Ruge's

article takes up a little over two pages in an appendix in the MarxEngels Gesamtausgabe; Marx's "marginal notes" occupy no less than seven
teen.

Many of Marx's criticisms are trivial.

He picks apart every

rhetorical flourish with a bloody meticulousness.
tiger on typographical errors.88

collaboration a nerve-wracking exercise.
nalist, Marx a careful scholar.

He pounces like a

Doubtless he had found editorial
Ruge

was essentially a jour

It is understandable that Marx should

have been annoyed by Ruge's journalistic glibness, by his careless
handling of words and concepts, just as it was natural that his own slow
work habits annoyed Ruge.89
Marx makes two substantive points.

One of them is that Ruge, in

his "bourgeois" arrogance, has underrated the German proletariat.

The

German proletariat does not lack ideas, Marx says, it has its own bril
liant theoretician, the communist tailor Weitling.
cal thinker can compare with him.

No "bourgeois" politi

And no working-class movement has ever

achieved a level of consciousness higher than that of the Silesian
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weavers.

The weavers did not stop at breaking machines; they burned

deeds of property.

They attacked banks as well as manufacturies.

And

as newspaper articles show, even the "unpolitical" German bourgeoisie
understands the matter better than does the "Prussian," as Ruge styles
himself.

Socialism is spreading fast in Germany.

Germans need not wait

on France or England.
These arguments have little factual basis.

The Silesian uprising

was in fact just what Ruge called it, a hunger revolt, and the fashionable
intellectual socialism of the late 1840s was short-lived.

90

But the

point which Marx wishes to make is that the proletariat does not need the
"political consciousness" which Ruge criticized it for lacking, that this
political consciousness is only the class-consciousness of the bour
geoisie, and that the proletariat has developed a class-consciousness
of its o w n . ^

Right or wrong, this theory does not stand or fall with

the "facts" which Marx uses to support it.
Marx thus believes in the primacy of economics over politics,
the primacy of "civil society" over the State.
point which he wishes to make against Ruge.

in

And this is a second

The State, he says, cannot

solve the social problem because the State is only an instrument of the
dominant social class.

It cannot make the drastic changes which the

"Prussian" demands of it.

It is a part of the problem, not its solution.

'Why does the King of Prussia not at once command the education
of all neglected children?'
Does the 'Prussian' know what the
King would have to command? Nothing less than the destruction
of the proletariat (Vernichtung des Proletariats). In order to
educate children, one must feed them and liberate them from
work.92
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Ruge did know that.

In his "Self-Criticism of Liberalism" he had advo

cated just that, the "destruction of the mob"
through education.

(Absorbierung alles Pbbel)

And certainly on this point Marx was right.

State could not have done it.

The

Whether or not Marx was right about the

eternal verities, in 1844 the Prussian state was in a very weak position
vis-a-vis "civil society";

it could not have made sweeping changes.

Marx saw the trend of the times, and in this sense one may fairly say
that Ruge should have followed him, although it is humanly understandable
that he did not.
Marx presses this point with great energy, and he supports it
with an impressive knowledge of French and English history.
is worth citing at length.

One passage

Ruge had called "remarkable" the King's

admission that in Prussia lower-class children grew up in neglect.

The

King, he said, could only make such an admission because "the King does
not blame it on the State and the institutions of society, he attributes
it to a lack of Christian feeling."

Marx responds:

The State will never find the cause of social injustices in
the State and the institutions of society, as the "Prussian"
demands. . . .
The State and the institutions of society are not, from the
political standpoint, two different things.
The State is an
institution of society [and will thus attribute social injustice
to other causes— Marx gives an encyclopedic list of examples].
The State cannot remove the contradiction between the intent
and the good will of the administration on the one hand, and its
means on the other, without abolishing itself, for it rests on
this contradiction. . . . The administration must therefore restrict
itself to a formal and negative activity, for where civil life and
its work begin, just there its power ends.
Yes, against the conse
quences which arise from the unsocial nature of civil life, this
private property, this commerce, this industry, this mutual
plundering of the various bourgeois groups, against these conse
quences . . . impotence is the natural law of administration.
For
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this disunity (Zerrissenheit), this baseness, this slavery is
the natural basis on which the modern State rests, just as the
civil society of slavery was the natural basis on which the
ancient state rested. . . . If the modern state wished to over
come the impotence of its administration, then it would have to
abolish itself, for it exists only in opposition to the latter.
But no living man believes that the shortcomings of his existence
are based on the principle, on the essence of his life, but on
conditions external to his life.
Suicide is unnatural.
There
fore the State cannot believe in the inner powerlessness of its
administration, i.e. of i t s e l f . ^
This passage brings us to the core of the dispute.

The differ

ence between Marx and Ruge lies deeper than the questions of "idealism"
versus materialism or of communism versus private property.

As the

passage shows, Marx lived in a world filled with irreconcilable antago
nisms.

Ruge did not.

Ruge's enemies were philistines who feared

progress, perverse people who refused to see the clear dictates of
Reason.

Marx's enemies acted in their own well-considered interest.

They had to act as they did, and therefore they had to be destroyed.
Marx's was a "hard" ideology; Ruge's was a "soft" one.

That was the most

basic difference between them.
Now, in my opinion there is much to be said for "soft" ideolo
gies.

"Hard" ideologies are more exciting, they sound more sophisti

cated, they appeal to the young and vital.
monopoly of truth.

But surely they have no

A "soft" ideology— such as liberalism— tends to

promote gentle and humane behavior.

It can also be useful.

Ruge's

thinking was well suited to give comfort and support to the liberal offi
cial, and the liberal official was in many ways an admirable and a dedi
cated man, although by now circumstances had much reduced his capacity
for good.
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However, there is one thing which is very hard to do with a
"soft" ideology, and that is to make a revolution.

By 1844 Ruge's

demands were for all practical purposes just as revolutionary as were
Marx's.

Popular representation and a free press had been reasonable

long-term goals, within the existing system.

But to demand that the

churches be made into schools, that the "mob" be "abolished through
education"— in Ruge's view a logical step toward democracy— to demand
socialism or even to have demanded for Bruno Bauer the right to teach
atheism in a Department of Theology:

all of these demands were revolu

tionary, however ambiguously Ruge may have chosen to state them.

To

call on the Monarchy to implement his program was to demand that,

for

all practical purposes, it cease to be a monarchy.

Ruge's ends were by

now wholly out of proportion to his chosen means, and because of this
disproportion of ends to means he lacked a real program.
Marx did not need a theory of class conflict to demolish Ruge's
essay.

He might just as well have cited Ruge's own "self-criticism" of

a year earlier,

in which Ruge criticized "liberalism" precisely for its

softness, for seeking the root of all problems in "its own absence,
the lack of good w i l l . " ^

in

Ruge knew that he needed a harder ideology.

He also needed a new motor for his system, one which could replace the
recalcitrant State.

Preferably it should have been a revolutionary

motor, a powerful engine like Marx's proletariat.

He himself had

considered appealing to the "mob"? a year earlier he had written to
Fleischer:

"...

only the upper and lower extremes, the pure spiritual

and the pure material element, the idealist and the mob, is [sic] really
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to be won for action and sacrifice.

Both want reform and cannot fear

■4. dangers.
J
H95
its

Considering the matter from Ruge's own standpoint, it would thus
seem that he ought to have embraced Marxism.

He did not.

Perhaps this

was because he was "bourgeois," because as a man of property and culti
vation he felt threatened— as Heinrich Heine felt threatened— by the
rough artisans that Marx now consorted with.

Perhaps, as Gustav Mayer

suggests, he had too great an emotional stake in the primacy of ideas to
accept any kind of materialism.96

Certainly the power of the State had

taken a firm grip on his imagination.

It would have been very hard for

him to imagine that the State might be impotent in social questions or
that the weakest and poorest of social classes might challenge it.
One can reduce all these reasons to a least common denominator.
Beneath all his Hegelian sophistication, Ruge was still a Biedermeier
liberal.

He had been one long before he read a word of Hegel's, and he

had made his reputation by making Hegel palatable to other Biedermeier
liberals.

His readers had been filled with a fresh, youthful enthusiasm.

They had followed him gladly.

With some preparation, they could even be

led to accept socialism; they were for the most part career officials or
future officials and had no special stake in capitalism.
want to hear about irreconcilable antagonisms.

But they did not

After all, it is part of

the task of an official to reconcile antagonisms, including the social
antagonisms which Marx now proposed to press to a showdown.

In particular

they did not want to hear about an irreconcilable antagonism between
themselves and the monarchy which most of them served.

To paraphrase
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Karl Marx, professional suicide is unnatural.
ism is closely related to this one.

The question of material

Antagonistic material interests are

more obviously difficult to reconcile than are conflicting ideas;
materialistic philosophies are more likely to be "hard" philosophies.
And again, it is partly for this reason that the German intellectual had
a vested interest in the primacy of ideas.
Thus, Ruge's political development effectively stopped in 1843.
He found himself directly opposing the Prussian state, armed with a body
of theory designed for conciliation.

He was intelligent enough to sense

that these ideas would no longer work for him.
criticisms.

He wrote excellent self-

But he was too much a prisoner of ingrained attitudes, of the

tried slogans which had made him famous, to change.

I use his quarrel

with Marx to illustrate this point because Marxism grew out of a LeftHegelian standpoint almost identical with Ruge's.

If Ruge could have

adopted any "hard" ideology, then he could have adopted Marxism.
Perhaps it is not useful to regard Arnold Ruge as a "rootless
intellectual."

In any case, he was not rootless enough to break free of

the traditions and the sociopolitical conditions that shaped the develop
ment of German liberalism.

It is for this reason that he is a good

model for studying the shortcomings of German liberalism.

Just as Ruge

lost his touch when at last he recognized that the State was his enemy,
so too German liberals were notoriously inept in revolutionary or poten
tially revolutionary situations.

In 1848 and again in 1862, Prussian

liberals found themselves confronting their monarchy.

Each time they

came armed with a sophisticated body of political theory which proved
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that confrontation was unnecessary.

Secure in the knowledge that they

need not take decisive action, they took the easier course, and they
were defeated.

97

Arnold Ruge was no psychological oddity; again, his

is only an extreme case which illustrates the more general rule.
Marx's criticisms would seem to have called for a counter
critique.

But Ruge's answer contained none; it was short, empty, and

rhetorical.98

Very soon Marx had wrested from him his position of leader

ship in the local democratic community— whatever this position may have
been w o r t h . "

Marx's greatest difficulty seems to have been that of

convincing people that there were real differences between himself and
Ruge.

Thus we hear Friedrich Engels complaining from the Wuppertal:

[Georg] Jung and a number of others are not to be persuaded that
there is a difference of principle between us and Ruge.
They
still think that it is solely a personal scandal.
When one
tells them that R. is not a communist, they don't believe it and
they say, what a shame to throw away a "literary authority" like
R. What is one to say?100
Well, one can say inter alia that Engels deserved this particular diffi
culty, because a few months earlier he had himself announced Ruge's
conversion to communism in the English press.101
Beyond this we know little about Marx's campaign against Ruge,
which was conducted mostly by word of mouth.
disturbed Ruge.

We do know that it deeply

In December he wrote to Froebel:

Despite my efforts to keep differences within the limits of
decency, Marx has everywhere carried them to excess.
Everywhere
he condemns me in whatever terms you please.
Finally, he has
published his hatred and his conscienceless bitterness, and why?
For him I am the reason the plan failed . . . so he has long
persecuted me as a "book-dealer" and "bourgeois."
It has finally
come to this, that there is the deadliest enmity, and I know of
no other ground for it than the hatred and the insanity of my
opponent.
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Froebel was not to publish Marx's works.

Froebel must choose between

Marx and Ruge— really no choice at all, for Ruge had money and Froebel
needed it.

Marx, Ruge said, was more than just a personal enemy, just

as Bruno Bauer was more than a personal enemy:
Bauer is the enemy of our character and of our principles, and
Marx is only Bauer's tendency squared:
conscienceless, baseless
criticism, lack of character, faithlessness, wildness made into
a maxim.
The fact that both profess an extreme [form] of liberal
ism, liberalism as excess, communistical and critical excess,
cannot move the enemies of excess and of madness to call them
friends.
Marx professes communism, but he is a fanatical egotist.
. . . Atheistic and communistic fanaticism is really still Chris
tian.102
This is a strong statement.

If Ruge felt this strongly about Marx, and

if he felt that their differences were differences of principle, then
one asks why he did not attack Marx's theories and publicly demolish
them.

Ruge's own answer suggests that he considered it beneath his

dignity:
One must always leave caricatures of one's own program to them
selves.
One cannot confront them without losing strength.
Even
excesses make work for the enemies of freedom, for they make
moderation and true form popular.
Just as in music, discords make
the harmonies which follow them more beautiful, so too it is here.103
From this passage and from others like it, it has been argued that Ruge
did not attack Marx because he did not understand him.

Because he did

not understand Marx, because he thought that early Marxism was only a
"caricature" of his own thinking, he is supposed to have restrained him
self out of loyalty to the Party:

"...

his respect for the Party as a

community of ideals resting on an ethical basis prevented him from
conducting the struggle with the methods which his opponent employed.

..104

Flattering as this explanation is to Ruge, it is a hard one to
defend.

Although Ruge did not publish a critique of Marx, he did in the
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next few years publish a number of polemics against "communism."
not mention Marx's name in any of these polemics.
the name of Moses HeB."*"05

He does

However, he does use

In fact, in 1844 he began a full-scale

vendetta against HeB; I will describe it in my next chapter.
we know, HeB had done nothing to provoke this attack.

So far as

Because HeB worked

closely with Marx, and because HeB was still the acknowledged leader of
German communists,
at Marx.

I will argue that Ruge attacked HeB in order to strike

This much is hypothesis.

What is certain is that in this

instance Ruge showed very little "respect for the Party as a community
of ideals."

Certainly his attack on HeB was as divisive of the Party as

any criticism of Marx would have been.

This vendetta is the ugliest

episode in Ruge's public life; against HeB he was astonishingly and quite
uncharacteristically vicious and mean.

Whatever "methods" Marx may have

used against Ruge, they can hardly have been worse than Ruge's own in
this instance.

If Ruge failed to attack Marx directly, then some motive

other than party loyalty must have been involved.
There is more to be said for the argument that Ruge misunder
stood Marx.

As Walter Neher puts it;

Marx's critique has weak points enough; even one with less
polemical skill than Ruge's could have shaken it.
But that would have required that he recognize and sense
that profound difference from which Marx drew the best force
of his arguments for what it was, and he did not.106
Ruge's letters certainly suggest that this was the case.

Here he com

plains bitterly that Marx has mistreated him, but he never mentions any
of the theoretical points which Marx raised.

He is puzzled and hurt.

"knows no other grounds" for Marx's enmity but Marx's "hatred and
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insanity."

In early 1844 he would seem to have believed that he and

Marx differed only for personal and financial reasons.10^

By October

Marx had become the "enemy of our character and of our principles."
He complains that Ruge smuggled unacceptable ideas into the JahrbUcher,
although he leaves it unclear just which of Marx's ideas he cannot
accept.108

It seems to him that Marx is like Bruno Bauer.

faithlessness and several other vices into a maxim.
liberal extremist and a crypto-egotist.
one of incoherent anger.

He has made

Like Bauer he is a

The tone of these letters is

It would not only seem that Ruge failed to

understand Marx, but that he did not even try to understand him.

109

What is most important, he failed to understand Marx's idea of
the proletariat and of its historical mission.

Walter Neher is not alone

in this opinion, but he expresses it well:
In its essential meaning he . . . had completely failed to grasp
the predestination of the proletariat to the vocation of liberat
ing mankind, as Marx had just begun to preach it.
At least it is
very hard to see what he considered to be the difference e.g.
between the negro slaves and the "neglected" (verwahrloste) worker.
[From Ruge] one learns only that both lead an inhumane existence.
Thus, it is not surprising that he had no grasp of what was
historically important in the connection which Marx sought with
German artisan communism in Paris.
The question is a very important one.

Although Marx's early system was

formally much like Bruno Bauer's, from a political standpoint it did
have one great advantage over Bauer's system, and over all the other
Left-Hegelian systems.

This was Marx's conception of a concrete force—

the proletariat— which would intervene in history and realize his ideals.
And the greatest weakness in Ruge's program was that now he lacked the
conception of such a force.

As Marx put the problem:
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A radical German revolution . . . seems to face one principal
difficulty.
That is, revolutions require a passive element, a
material basis.
Theory is realized in a people only insofar as
it is the realization of its needs. Will the enormous discrepancy
between the demands of German thought and the answers of German
reality reflect the same discrepancy between civil society and the
State and within civil society itself? Will theoretical needs
become practical needs?111
This was a problem which all Left Hegelians faced, now that with the
Prussian state they had lost their "material basis."

Marx's solution

is very much in the apocalyptic Left-Hegelian tradition.

Because Germany

is so backward, her needs can be fulfilled only through a great, revolu
tionary "salto mortale."

The solution of Germany's problems will be the

salvation of mankind:
In Germany the shortcomings of the political present are consti
tuted as a world in itself.
Thus, Germany cannot overcome the
particular German barriers without overcoming the universal
barrier of the political present.
It is not radical revolution
which is for Germany a utopian dream, not universal human emanci
pation, but rather the partial, the merely political revolution
. . . which leaves standing the framework of the house.112
Since Marx now interpreted history in terms of social conflict, revolu
tions were for him always social revolutions.

The final revolution, the

apocalypse, was to be the victory of the lowest social class, and with it
the end of social classes and of history:
So where is the positive possibility of German emancipation?
Answer:
In the development of a class with radical chains, a
class of civil society which is not a class of civil society, an
estate which is the dissolution of all estates, a sphere . . .
which . . . stands in universal opposition to the preconditions
of the German political system, finally, a sphere which cannot
emancipate itself without emancipating itself from all other
spheres of society, which is in a word the complete loss of the
human being, which therefore cannot gain itself without the total
reconquest of the human being.
This dissolution of society
(incarnate) as a single estate is the proletariat.
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Thus,

it was natural that Marx should have been interested in

German "artisan communism."
leading.

In this instance the word "artisan" is mis

By the 1840s the German journeyman artisan abroad was something

very different from a medieval guildsman, different even from his
colleague back in Germany.

He was not active in a guild.

a foreigner and was not looked to for leadership.

His master was

He lived with other

German journeymen in a large, compact community— a situation almost as
conducive to the growth of a specifically working-class consciousness as
that of a factory.

He was inclined to regard himself first as a "worker,"

and only in the second instance as a member of some specific craft.

In

this he was encouraged by his good friend, the German emigre intellec
tual; for more than a decade, German tradesmen in Paris and in Switzer
land had provided a rich field for radical political agitation.

Aside

from the fact that they were not employed in factories, these "workers"
came very close to fitting Marx's idea of a revolutionary proletariat.

114

With the help of radical intellectuals, German artisans in
Switzerland, in Paris, and later in London had begun to organize them
selves in educational and benevolent associations.

Out of these devel

oped a number of smaller, often secret and definitely revolutionary,
political societies.

Marx and Heg were now in contact with one of

these societies, the "League of the Just."
was decidedly revolutionary.

The character of this group

Under the influence of Marx and Engels, it

later furnished the cadre for the "League of Communists.

in 1844

it was still dominated by the communist tailor Weitling, the same Wilhelm
Weitling w hom we have heard Marx praise as a great proletarian thinker.
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Weitling laced his communism with quantities of Christian eschatology, and Ruge despised him for it.117

Shortly after his break with

Marx, Ruge began to look askance at communism in general and at the
German variety in particular.

As he wrote to Feuerbach, it now seemed

that communism and Fourierism must lead to a "full-fledged police or
slave state."

Communists, he thought, wished to reduce everyone else to

their own economic level— for him an uncomfortable prospect.

He saw some

justice in such a demand, but he doubted that its realization would help
the cause of freedom:
. . . the communists are so far from humanity and from real
communism that there is neither intellectual nor social pleasure
in living with them.
At least the Germans are nothing but poor
stupid people w ho seek their fortune i.e. money here and who,
until they find it, expect it from communism.
The French ouvriers are better, for they try to educate themselves:
But then the question is always the same:
how is culture
(Bildung) to be made universal, how is the liberation of every
human being to be realized? That is in my opinion the eternal
problem of history.
It is something great that it is attacked
so directly.
It is a symptom of the greatest importance that
the ouvriers think, study and edit newspapers and pamphlets that
are not to be despised.
Social reform is the practical pendant
to theoretical humanism in religious criticism.
Only education, and certainly not a selfish concern with money, will
solve the "social question."

He concludes:

"But neither a paradise

without hunger or pain, nor the freedom of universal and real humanity,
can ever be achieved"

(my italics).118

Here the relativist strain in

Ruge's thinking, the idea that history must be eternal struggle and
eternal progress, breaks through and challenges the apocalyptic beliefs
of the communists:
had endorsed.

apocalyptic beliefs very like some which Ruge himself

The conclusion is so unlike Ruge that one almost suspects
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a misprint.

But again, it was always hard for Ruge to criticize

"communism" without subverting his own ideas.
consistent thinker.

And again, he was not a

Here and elsewhere, his abuse of the German

"artisans" is usually balanced with praise for the French "workers,"
just as his contempt for German communists like Weitling and Ewerbeck
is balanced with a qualified respect for French communists like Cabet.

119

Certainly it is correct to say that Ruge remained an "idealist"
while Marx embraced materialism;
working man through education.

Ruge still hoped to save the poor
And the "idealist" criticisms which Ruge

raises against artisan communism could also have been used mutatis
mutandis against Marx.
of Marx.

1 20

. .

But he did not develop an idealist critique

As we have seen, his critique of Marx consisted exclusively of

bad language.

Ruge had read Marx's "Zur Kritik der hegelschen Rechts-

philosophie"; the article was published in his journal.

As Franz

Mehring has shown, this article was the basis of Marx's public criticism
of Ruge; it marked their parting of the ways.

121

And yet Ruge raised no

immediate objection to the article, and he never did raise any coherent
objection to it.
As for Marx's interest in the "League of the Just," it seemed to
be an absurd waste of time.

In July Ruge wrote to Fleischer:

Marx has thrown himself into local German communism— socially
that is, for he can hardly find this sorry activity politically
important.
Germany can easily survive . . . such a little wound
as the journeyman artisan, and especially the few who can be won
here, can make.
Indeed, uprisings like that in Silesia only
strengthen the old philistine order.I22
Ruge missed the point.
program.

Surely he failed to understand Marx's

But knowing this, one still asks why he failed to understand it.
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There are numerous reasons why he might not have liked this program,
this conception of the proletariat as liberator, but not to like an idea
and not to understand it are two different things.

It is not an espe

cially difficult conception, certainly not too difficult for one who has
mastered Hegel's L ogic.
taught it for years.

Ruge had not only read Hegel's Logic, he had

He and Marx shared the same philosophical training

and the same political outlook.
except only this one.
Marx.

How can this be?

They had taken every step together,

And now suddenly he could no longer understand
It is astonishing that no one has thought to

ask this question.
I think that he did not understand Marx's program because he
could not afford to understand it.

The human mind tends to reject

information which it cannot use, and in this respect Ruge's mind was
unusually robust.

If Ruge had understood Marx's program, then he would

have had either to reject it and criticize it, or to accept it and
follow it.

He could do neither.

He could not criticize Marx's program, because it would have
meant cutting too deeply into his own flesh.
a logical extension of his own.

"communism" were self-destructive.
was so, and I will cite more.

Marx's program was too much

Even Ruge's generalized criticisms of
I have cited instances in which this

And the "communism" which Ruge criticized

was not the communism of Marx and He3; it was a bit of a straw man,
although it did approximate ideas current among some Germans in Paris.
He could reject the Christian eschatology which Wilhelm Weitling or
German Maurer taught, even though it bears a certain family resemblance
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to the eschatology of Bauer or Feuerbach.

He could afford to laugh at

their "dream of an earthly paradise," because they frankly called it an
"earthly paradise."

But like Ruge, Marx got his Christian eschatology

indirectly, through the Hegelian tradition.

If Marx spoke of the

"emancipation of mankind" or of "ending alienation between man and man,"
then he could not laugh at that, for Marx was speaking his own language.
This was good Left-Hegelian doctrine; this was "science," even though
Marx's meaning may have been the same as Weitling's.
The main theme of Ruge's Silesian article had been his own
despair in Germany and in Germans.

To have turned this argument against

Marx would have been more than self-destructive.
revolution must come first in the West,
general and the "German poor" in

If Ruge argued that

that the "poor Germans" in

particular were too narrow and too

unpolitical to accomplish anything alone, then it requires no great
sophistication to see why Marx was exasperated.
these things.

Ruge and Marx were Germans.

It was defeatist to say

Germans were the material

which they had to work with, and if that material was hopeless then he
and Marx would have done well to retire from political agitation and to
find some more promising line of work.
improvement over Ruge's.

Here Marx's standpoint was a great

Marx boldly made a virtue of Germany's back

wardness, and he argued that precisely because Germany was so far behind
the West the German revolution would have to be a total one.

This was a

politically useful argument and an emotionally satisfying one, and here
again Ruge would have done well to follow him.

124
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It was not innocent incomprehension or misguided party loyalty
that led Ruge to call Marx's program a "caricature" of his own, one which
he could not "confront without losing strength."
being the simple truth.
criticize Marx.

This was very close to

Because it was that, he could not effectively

But he also could not join him, for underneath his own

radicalism and his Left-Hegelianism, Ruge was still one of those liberals
whom he himself had so effectively criticized.

It was not that he was

personally afraid of civil disorder or even of the lower classes.

He

could not follow Marx because his own intellectual heritage was a heritage
of political impotence and because the awful majesty and omnipotence of
the State, and the State's power for good, had an unshakeable hold on his
imagination.
This was not true in the most obvious sense.

He had cursed

Prussia, and he was now ready to say openly that Germany needed a revo
lution.125

But tradition and experience had shaped his attitudes

indirectly, in a variety of more subtle ways.

When he argued that the

political revolution must come first and that socialism or communism
might then follow, he meant that it was for the State to solve the
"social question"— only somehow the forces of Reason must first gain
control of the State.

For him, it should not really have been necessary

even to overthrow the existing monarchy.

Certainly he believed that

Friedrich Wilhelm IV could have solved the "social question" if he had
willed it, if he had listened to reason, if it had only not been for his
perverse, Christian-romantic outlook.

Certainly this seemed to be a

more practicable solution than that "civil society," no, the least
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political and least educated "estate" of "civil society," should rise up
as Marx predicted and supplant the State.

And again, this quality of

"softness" in Ruge's thinking, his insistence that the State could
reform itself, his unspoken belief that irreconcilable antagonisms do
not exist:

this too was a product of Prussian-German conditions, of a

life lived in the shadow of the State.

And finally, the "social ques

tion" had to be solved through education, just as for Ruge education
would eventually solve all problems.

Education was somehow to free the

workers

from their poverty— or perhaps to console them in their poverty,

just as

it had consoled generations of German intellectuals

lack of political power.

for their

A solution in which one has a vested interest

can become more important than the problem itself.
I have no wish to build a case for Marxism.

I will

not even try

to show that Germany needed a revolution, although I do believe that
this was so.

But this much is certain:

that Arnold Ruge needed a

revolution if his own rather extreme demands were to be realized.

He

also knew that this was so, but his long-established habits of thought
would not permit h im to think like a revolutionary.

Just as these

habits made it impossible for him to accept Marx, they would have made
any other revolutionary system unacceptable.

We have seen to what an

extent his disavowal of communism required him— temporarily at least—
to disavow the more radical aspects of his own thinking.
also true of German liberalism in general.

And that was

Its traditions had grown

out of political impotence, and they tended to perpetuate that impotence,
to provide comfort when a spur to action was needed.

We have found

evidence for this proposition, and we will find more.
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CHAPTER VI

ARNOLD RUGE THE RED PRUSSIAN, 1844-1848 1

Ruge's next few years were relatively quiet ones.

It was not

that he had lost interest in politics; political agitation was still his
life.

He wrote books, articles, "polemical letters," and even a revo

lutionary opera.

He attacked the old religious and political order.

feuded with communists and with fellow democrats.

He

In partnership with

Froebel, he continued to function as a kind of revolutionary entrepre
neur, as a "wholesaler of the free spirit," as he once called himself:
a role especially suited to his talents and his inclinations.
But without an organ like the JahrbUcher he no longer occupied
the center of the stage; he was no longer fashionable.

2

The feverish

excitement and the sureness of victory which he had felt as editor of
the JahrbUcher— and would feel again in 1848— were gone.

His polemical

skill and his joy in combat were now diverted to petty emigrant squabbles,
and the more obscure the controversy, the fiercer he seemed to become.
For Ruge the years 1844-48 were an interlude.

Before going on to the

revolutionary years of 1848-49, I will outline very briefly first what
he did in these years, then what he thought.
The year 1844 he spent in "quiet study."

He attended salons

and university lectures, and he nursed his grievance against Marx.3
Toward the end of the year he began to consider returning to Dresden.
4
As he wrote to his mother, life in Paris was becoming too expensive.
243
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And after the collapse of the JahrbUcher there was really no reason for
him to stay.

Paris offered no field for activity, unless he chose to

agitate among the artisans.
There were also more positive reasons why he should wish to
return.

He had an early report that the King of Prussia was planning

to give that country a royal patent or constitution.

Ruge did not know

just what those plans might comprise, but he felt certain that there
would be a place for h im in the new order of things.5

If he had aban

doned hope in Prussia, then his hopes now very suddenly revived.

He fell

to building castles in the air, illusions so bright that they could only
be shattered.

By February he was writing to his mother:

When you read this letter, Berlin will already be quite full
of the new liberal era, and under the new conditions it will not
be hard for my friends to make friends for me among the politi
cians [there] like those which e.g. Fichte also had in his time.
It is impossible that there should be a revival in Prussia which
does not comprise philosophy, culture (Bildung) and the free
press.
They are now doing what the JahrbUcher preached for years
in vain.®
This sudden optimism of Ruge's did not reflect any improvement
in his own situation.

Shortly before writing this letter he had

received from the police an order expelling him from France.

The order

was the result of much patient work on the part of the Prussian Foreign
Ministry, which had for some time been pressing the Guizot government to
break up the German radical colony in Paris.
made their work easy for them.

Now K. L. Bernays had

He had published in the Vorwarts an

editorial applauding an attempt on the life of Friedrich Wilhelm IV.
This was too much even for the French, and now Guizot took action.
Bernays was arrested; Bornstein, Marx, and Ruge were ordered to leave
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Paris at once.^
The order came in January, immediately upon Ruge's return from
a visit in Zurich and in Heidelberg.

He decided at once to fight it.

He had indeed planned to leave Paris, but he did not want to leave
under duress.

He felt that expulsion carried a dangerous stigma;

perhaps, as Walter Neher might have put it, it was the "burgher" in
him who resented the embarrassment which the "revolutionary" was for
ever causing him.

In any event, he preferred to wait until spring before

moving his family, and he very much resented having his name linked to
that of the hated Vorwarts.

He suddenly discovered that he was a Saxon

subject, not a Prussian at all, and he called on the Saxon embassy to
present his case to the government.
French politicians,

Failing here, he found sympathetic

convinced them of his harmlessness

and his inno

cence of all involvement with the Vorwarts, and he was able to have the
order first postponed, then dropped, then formally rescinded.8
He left Paris in the spring, not for Dresden but for Zurich.
The royal patent had not materialized— it would not materialize until
1847— and Ruge's optimism faded as swiftly as it had grown.

He had

decided to postpone his return indefinitely, because, as he moodily
wrote to his brother, "I feel myself too much in opposition to the
culture and spirit of the German people."

9

There was work enough to do in Zurich.

In the summer and autumn

he completed his Zwei Jahre in P aris, a collection of essays and reminis
cences written in the simple, casual "literary" style which he had now
begun to affect.

This new style of Ruge's was warmly received— at least
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by one Prussian censor, who found the book to be "enlivened by an
eminently sharp dialectic and a fineness of ideal workmanship hardly
excelled by any living author."'*'0
However, the censor's enthusiasm did not extend to the content
of the work, which he found to be blasphemous, a n tmonarchial and— what
was worst of all— un-German.

As for Ruge's social opinions, he did not

condemn them outright, but they made him uneasy.

His colleague the

State Prosecutor put the matter with an admirable precision:
Now, I leave open the question whether, because of his
practical goals, the communist and socialist spokesmen in
Germany will call the author one of their own— despite the
fact that they are satirized more than once.
But this much is certain, that the basis of his humanis
tic theory is identical with the philosophical starting point
of German communism.
The book was prohibited in Prussia and, at Prussia's insistence, also
in Saxony.

But these measures may not have been fully effective.

Froebel's smuggling operation was a formidable one, and in this case
it would seem to have baffled the police.
The censor was quite correct.

12

Despite its literary pretensions,

the work is essentially a piece of political propaganda.
Ruge's own political, religious, and social opinions.

It expounds
And it is also

a declaration of w ar against his former friends, the German communists.
His ostensible target was Moses Hef3.

13

In May He3 had published

an article which included the following characterization of Ruge:
He was not original and creative, but with true tact he always
sensed what was true and appropriate, what was healthy and
substantial in the movement of the time, and he dedicated him
self to it wholly.
Less a philosopher than a man of progress,
he represented in his person the essence of Young Hegelianism.14
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This does characterize Ruge quite well, and also rather flatteringly.
Ruge, He 3 adds, instinctively understood the need for socialism, but he
was not enough of a philosopher to grasp its philosophical necessity:
. . . just here (in Paris), where he comes into contact with
practical socialism, with the socialism which concerns itself
with the realization of socialism, here he is taken aback (wird
stutzig)— here Young Hegelianism came into conflict with
socialism.
Because of this conflict, and because Froebel's resources were limited,
the Deutsch-FranzSsische Jahrbucher had failed.

Ruge found the "sacri

fice" involved in continuing the journal to be "inappropriate to his
financial strength"— thus Heg.

"The Deutsch-FranzBsische JahrbUcher

had to perish, because there was no second Froebel who would have risked
everything for the realization of an idea."16
Diplomatically worded as this criticism was, it made Ruge very
angry.

He w r o t e :

I am supposed to have 'remained behind' [sic] when in Paris I
encountered 'practical socialism,' and to have been 'incapable
of risking everything for the realization of on£ idea,' i.e.
publishing the JahrbUcher and letting people attack me and my
program in it and ending up a proletarian.
For as he says him
self, communism or radical socialism is not my idea . . . for
in Paris there was and still is no practicing socialism but the
society of these horrible Judenseelen and their friends.
Ruge's answer was to publish an account of his journey to Paris
with Heg, an account calculated to make Heg look absurd.

In Cologne—

so Ruge has it— he happened to meet a fascinating fellow, the "commu
nist Rabbi" Moses Heg, and they had traveled together in the same rail
road compartment.

Heg spent the trip expounding his rather childish

theories about the evils of commerce and money and the need for univer
sal brotherhood and the community of property.

Ruge listened with
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interest, while their fellow passenger, an honest merchant, seethed with
anger.

As they entered France they saw another Jew in the railway car

apprehended by the police for smuggling cigars.

Ruge now noticed that

HeB also had his pockets full, and HeB stood exposed as a hypocrite and
as a profiteer like any other.18
There are several difficulties with this story.
did not "happen to meet" HeB in Cologne:

together for business and political purposes.
cigars.

As we know, Ruge

they had agreed to travel
HeB had also not smuggled

The opinions which Ruge puts in HeB's mouth are at best a cari-

cature of HeB's actual views.

19

And with his repeated, patronizing

references to HeB's Jewishness, Ruge also plays on the antisemitic preju
dices of his readers, without himself seeming to be an antisemite:

And

indeed, he was not particularly antisemitic, although he did share some
of the prejudices which were— and probably still are— characteristic of
most Europeans.

20

This last device was common enough in nineteenth-

century polemical writing, even among democrats.
as it would if it were used today.
less," as HeB's biographer has it.

21
22

It need not shock us

But it was at the very least "tactThe story leaves a b ad taste in

one's mouth.
HeB's reply was a short article in which he indignantly corrected
Ruge's factual errors.

Ruge answered with still another article, admit

ting that the story was a fiction, but implying that he had much worse
things to say about HeB and that HeB should be grateful to be let off so
easily.

23
By this time— it was early 1846— He

Engels in Brussels.

was living with Marx and

Marx had entrusted him with writing a section on
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Ruge for the German Ideology.

He had almost completely adopted Marx's

standpoint, and for this reason Ruge's next move caught him off
balance.

24

For Ruge now wrote an article against HeB's earlier ideas,

against the essay "Ueber das Geldwesen," which HeB had written in 1843.

25

According to Ruge, this essay of HeB's illustrates everything that is
wrong with communism in its specifically German form.

The essay is

absurd because it poses the "terrifyingly simple" idea of communism in
a complex, philosophical form incomprehensible to the working man.

The

"idea of communism"— HeB's dream of total equality and of the universal,
mystical brotherhood of man— is "terrifying" because it is unattainable,
and because for just that reason it must produce fanaticism in its
followers.
beautiful,

Not only is the communist idea impracticable, it is not even
for it would mean the extinction of individuality.

community exists for the individuals in it.

The

The realization of the Idea

must mean the fulfillment, not the end of individuality.2®
I say this article took HeB off balance because as a Marxist he
was no longer prepared to defend the more visionary aspects of his
earlier thinking.

27

He therefore waited for the best part of a year

before answering, and when he did reply he abandoned the field of theory
and attacked Ruge the man.2®

Ruge, he said, was a "clown," low and

vulgar as a polemicist, ignorant and unoriginal in his thinking, a
"plagiarist" living on the ideas of others, especially those of Karl
Marx.

Ruge had also been mean and dishonest in his financial dealings

with Marx and HeB, he said— a charge which may be true although it has
not been corroborated.

HeB's parting shot is to say that R u ge’s real
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grievance— the terrible truth about Heg which Ruge said he had withheld
from the public— was a letter which Heg had written to Froebel in 1844.
At Ruge's insistence Froebel had tried to dun Heg for repayment of a
loan.

Heg had replied by asking "how Froebel could anyhow give any

weight to the judgment of a man who had long been literarily dead."
Presumably this phrase is supposed to have so wounded Ruge's
vanity as to have caused the quarrel.
to the truth.

And here Heg may have been close

In calling Ruge "literarily dead," Heg probably meant to

say no more than that he had no original ideas.

Heg was an original

thinker, Ruge was not, and to Heg this distinction seemed to be
supremely important.

It will have seemed less important to Ruge.

If

Ruge ever claimed to be an original thinker— or if he ever even praised
another thinker for his originality— then this instance has escaped my
attention.

But the phrase can be read in a different way.

It could

mean that Ruge had been "left behind," that his ideas had been passed
over by history and were obsolete.

This was a charge which Ruge himself

had often leveled against his enemies.

As we have seen, this was the

accusation that hurt, even though the accusation is only implicit in
Heg's original article.
behind.These

For Heg never said that Ruge had been "left

are words that Ruge read into Heg's original article;

they are words that he put in Heg's mouth on more than one occasion, and
for this reason one suspects that Ruge hated Heg above all because he
confused Heg's voice with the voice of his own revolutionary conscience.'
The dispute had been bitter, personal, and vulgar.
reflects discredit on Ruge.

The story

But it is worth telling because it casts
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light on Ruge's quarrel with Marx and on his situation and state of mind
in the mid-1840s.

Whatever HeB may have been before or after, at that

time he was Karl Marx's man.

An attack on HeB was an attack on the

Marxist camp, and Ruge knew it.31

His criticisms of HeB were quite

explicitly criticisms of "German communism."

It is not even necessarily

true that he bore HeB any personal ill will.

He had to use personal

invective because he had so few substantive arguments:

because his own

thinking was so much like Marx's and because the points on which they
differed were precisely those on which Ruge's standpoint was hardest to
defend.

And it was easier to attack HeB than it would have been to

criticize Marx or Engels.

HeB was a relatively weak polemicist,

certainly no match for Ruge.

He was vulnerable because he was not an

Hegelian, because he had no scholarly training, because his manner of
thinking was dreamy and vague— and because he was a Jew.

32

HeB's offense was that he had publicly taken Marx’s part against
Ruge.

Above all, it was HeB who had said publicly that Ruge had been

"left behind," or rather that is what Ruge remembered him as having
said.

That cut deeply, and one suspects that the reason why it cut so

deeply is that Ruge thought that it might be true.

He had rejected

Marx's revolutionary program, and he had yet to develop one of his own.
Perhaps he felt a bit lost; that would account for his pathetic eagerness
in seizing on the rumor of a Prussian constitution.
Ruge did more in these years than to quarrel with HeB.

His move

to Zurich began a period of close collaboration with Julius Froebel.
Ruge had been a sleeping partner, or commanditaire, in Froebel's firm;
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now he invested a larger capital and began to take a more active part.
Froebel badly needed his help.

In his zeal for the cause Froebel had

overstrained his resources, and he was also on bad terms with his
largest investor, one August Follen.33
Follen was Karl Follen's brother, also an old Burschenschaftler
and a thoroughgoing teutonizer.

He had married well, lived in Zurich

like a Duke and was said to regard himself as Emperor of Germany in
exile.

He was a troublesome partner, for his wife was a strong-minded

woman and liked to get a return for her investments— something that she
was not likely to get from Froebel.
possible to force Follen out.

Ruge's investment now made it

Follen retaliated by denouncing them as

atheists to the liberal party in Zurich, and now Ruge was able once more
to indulge his taste for controversy— this time in a truly Falstaffian
dispute about God and country which he waged against Follen and against
Follen's henchman, Wilhelm Schulz.

34

It is not clear just what Ruge's part was in the firm— now
renamed "Julius Froebel & compagnie."

Froebel's memoirs suggest that

this part was an important one and that the two worked well together.
Ruge seems to have had a better head for business than did Froebel.

As

Moses He3 had remarked, Ruge was more cautious with his money than
Froebel was, and he tried to put the firm on a financially sound basis.
On religious, social, and political issues the two generally agreed.

As

it later proved, Froebel's world did not revolve around Prussia as
Ruge's did, but for the moment this was not a problem.36
In Zurich Ruge's spirits, generally quite low in these years,
began somewhat to revive.

Toward the end of 1845 he helped the German-
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Catholic pastors Ronge and Dowiat to found a community in Konstanz.

Now

suddenly he was ablaze with enthusiasm, enthusiasm for the rapid growth
of the religious protest movement in Germany, for the German-Catholics
and for the closely analogous Protestant Friends.3 ^
more frankly political German-Catholics.
of a "religion of freedom."

He preferred the

They seemed closer to his idea

"But," he said,

the movement in both its currents proves . . . that Enlighten
ment as well as superstition [can] set the masses in motion.
In this movement the culture (Bildung) and philosophy of the
century have become the heartfelt cause of the people, i.e.
r
e
l
i
g
i
o
n
.
~
For the moment he was wild with delight:
Is this the old Germany? . . . It competes with Spain in its
banishments . . . but men arise where one expected to find only
scum, heroes, where poor sinners.
Priests become liberators,
soldiers think and speak, officials represent the opposition.39
This enthusiasm of his lasted only a few months; Ruge's outbursts of
optimism were often followed by a relapse into gloom.
not fall again to the low level of 1843-44.
seemed to be moving.

However, he did

Now at least something

He had regained some of his faith in the German

people.
But the situation of Froebel & compagnie was bad and getting
worse.

An attempt to solicit money in Germany from the liberal rich

came to nothing.

In June 1845 the German Confederation acted, at

Prussia's insistence, to prohibit all books published by the firm.
Since the firm lived by selling books— most of them politically harm
less— on the open market, the edict meant economic strangulation.
Smuggling books was not profitable.

There was nothing for it but to

return to Germany, to Leipzig, where the firm might at least survive
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by publishing uncontroversial books.

40

To Ruge it seemed best to test the ground first.

He had been

warned not to cross the Prussian frontier, and even if he only returned
to Saxony it seemed possible that Prussia might have him extradited.

He

wrote a letter to the Prussian Minister of the Interior, Ernst von
Bodelschwingh.

41

The letter suggests that Ruge had not changed as much as one
might expect.

He is harmless, he says.

"secret associations or conspiracies."
Paris Vorwarts, he says.

He would never enter into any
He had nothing to do with the

As further evidence, he adduces his "recent,

moderate if heterodox" book.

He concludes:

I will not weary your excellency with further arguments.
Your excellency will find it unworthy of a great state to
persecute an oppositional writer because in his writings he
expressed the view that with his principles the State would be
free and powerful.
This and nothing else is the sense of all
political-philosophical publications which I have put forward
with reference to Prussia.42
This is a good example of what Walter Neher calls "taking refuge in a
bad memory."

Ruge asked that any order which might have been issued

for his arrest be withdrawn and that he be granted a visa to travel in
Prussia.

The Ministry replied, " . . .

you may expect that, if you have

entered these states, we will proceed against you according to the
.,43
laws."
That sounds harsh enough.

But like diplomacy the civil service

had its own jargon with its own nuances, and it may be that to the
initiate the letter was reassuring.

Bodelschwingh was an official of

the old school and was considered relatively "liberal."

And the first
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instinct of the bureaucracy was always to avoid scandal.

Certainly

Bodelschwingh preferred not to arrest celebrated men of letters.

44

In

any case Ruge was now able to put his fears aside and to complete the
move to Leipzig.

But he was depressed.

As he wrote to his brother,

he doubted that he could be politically effective in Germany, and he
did not expect that conditions would improve:
Even favorable events, e.g. a liberal victory in France, would
have little effect, for there is no one who could use them.
There would have to be men of insight and influence among
the senior officials in Berlin, and then they would have to
gain the upper hand, if freedom were to be saved.
But even they
would have to overcome fearful obstacles in the indolence of the
masses and in the old Prussian Ungeist, which undoubtedly [still]
haunts the military.
At least the Saxons placed no obstacles in his path.
only to comply formally with the edict of the Confederation:

He had
to

dissolve his legal relationship with Julius Froebel & compagnie.
was done.

In the late summer of 1846 Ruge returned to Leipzig.

This
Froebel,

having pledged his word not to make trouble for the government, was
permitted to settle nearby in Dresden.^6
Now the master of his own firm, the Verlagsbureau, Ruge began
his brief career as a businessman.

Froebel

& compagnie

had accumulated

a large backlog of manuscripts, and now the less controversial of these
were dusted off, printed, and brought to market.

In this way he and

Froebel hoped to recoup the losses of their Zurich years.

Judging from
47

what we have of their correspondence, they had only a limited success.
One would like to know more about Ruge's finances and his handling of
them, but documents are few.

Gustav Freytag, who knew them in these

years, said of Ruge and Froebel that they "handled their business
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obligations with a truly childish clumsiness."48

But Freytag disliked

political radicals, and his low opinion of their politics may have
colored his judgment.

Whatever may have been the case with Froebel,

Ruge showed on several occasions that he was well able to keep his head
above water.
Their circle in Leipzig included Freytag, Julian Schmidt— the
literary critic and future literary historian— and the young Constantin
Ro31er, all future editors of the liberal-nationalist Grenzboten.

Ruge

was also on close terms with the philosopher Kuno Fischer, and he seems
to have revived his old friendship with Max Duncker in Halle.
These were all talented young men.

49

They were the kind of men

that an aspiring publisher ought to know, and Ruge's ability to form
friendships like these was a valuable business asset.

However, these

friendships also had a political dimension, and this is surprising,

for

the others held political views much less radical than Ruge's own.
Like Max Duncker, the Grenzboten group would eventually

find a home

on

the right wing of the National Liberal Party.
Schmidt in particular believed that he and Ruge thought alike
about politics, and he never quite rid himself of this misconception.
After the events of 31 October 1848— when Ruge allied himself with the
wildest sans-culottes in Berlin— Schmidt published an open letter full
of gentle reproach, urging the apostate to return to the fold.88

And

years later, Schmidt sought to excuse him by saying that in 1848 Ruge
had "become intoxicated" by the applause of crowds and had let himself
be "used" by "radicals."8^

Either Schmidt had not read

what Ruge wrote

in the early 1840s or he had not taken it seriously.
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It may be that Ruge was not quite honest with these new friends
of his.

As a businessman it was certainly to his advantage that he

should seem to be moderate.

In just these years he made a determined

effort to look as harmless as possible:

thus his rather strained

efforts to disassociate himself from Marx and the Deutsch-Franzbsische
JahrbUcher, and thus also the very strained passage which I have cited
from his letter to Bodelschwingh.

52

And Schmidt's standpoint was not wholly alien to Ruge's.

They

shared similar attitudes toward literature; perhaps Schmidt had been
influenced by the literary criticism of the Hallische JahrbUcher.53
Politically, both were part of the opposition, and in 1847 it was still
possible to blur the distinction between "liberal" and "democrat," for
neither group had any immediate prospect of putting its ideas into
practice.

Again, the Grenzboten group shared Ruge's old fascination

with Prussia.

RbBler at least had in 1839-40 been an avid reader of the

Hallische Jahrbucher, as had Rudolf Haym.

54

In their own way these men,

the future "classical liberals," ideologists of the Bismarckian system,
were intellectual heirs of the Jahrbucher— just as Karl Marx was in
his.55
Ruge's new life was a relatively tame one.
lost none of his old energy.

But at least he had

He and Froebel laid ambitious plans for

an encyclopedia; they even hoped to persuade the old Alexander von
Humboldt to participate.56

This project never materialized, but in

1847 Ruge did edit and publish two "pocketbooks," one a volume of
contemporary literature, including early dramas by Gustav Freytag and
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Friedrich Hebbel, the other a volume of contemporary political thought.
A third

(philosophical)

"pocketbook" appeared in 1848.

It belongs to

Ruge's political agitation of that year, and I will return to it later.57
And in 1847-48 Ruge also had published in Mannheim three editions of his
own collected works in ten volumes.5®
The ten-volume set includes almost everything that Ruge had
published since 1832.

It is not a scholarly edition.

Some titles of

articles have been changed— the word "Protestant" tends to disappear
from these titles— and Ruge's article on Romanticism has been expanded
into a book.59
letters

What is new here is a German translation of the Junius

(vol. VIII) and a volume of revolutionary novellas, novellas

which contain little that is of biographical interest and nothing of
literary merit.
Much more interesting is his ninth volume, a volume of "Polemical
Letters" which documents almost all the public controversies that he had
engaged in since 1 8 4 2 . It includes three polemics against communism,
including his attack on Moses HeS's article "Ueber das Geldwesen."

It

does not include anything bearing directly on his quarrel with Marx.
This was one controversy which Ruge clearly preferred to forget.

Also

included is an open letter to Ruge's old friend Robert Prutz, who was
incautious enough to criticize publicly Ruge's outspoken antipatriotism,
an act which cost him Ruge's friendship.
By 1847 Ruge seemed to have become a different man.
settled down.

He had

He had long-term plans for his business, plans which the

Revolution would sweep away.

Many of his friends were political moderates.
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They thought of him as a cheerful companion, a lover of good times and
good beer, anything but a dangerous revolutionary.61
And the times did not seem right for revolutionaries.
1842 Ruge's mood had been pessimistic.
in 1842-44.

Since

This had been true especially

After 1844 he grew more cheerful, perhaps because as

Froebel's partner he again had a field of activity, perhaps because the
liberal religious movement seemed to prove that the Germans were alive
after all, perhaps because he had resigned himself.
Now, the year 1847 seemed more promising.
Prussia summoned his first United Diet.

In 1847 the King of

The United Diet was meant to

become a basic part of Prussia's constitution.

What was more immedi

ately important, it was expected to vote necessary credits for the
State, for which the Law of 17 January 1820 required the approval of a
"national representation."

However, the United Diet was not to be a

modern representative assembly; it only combined the semi-feudal Estates
of Prussia's eight provinces.

It also lacked "periodicity":

the King

could not bring himself to agree that the Diet should be summoned regu
larly, and thus there was some legal doubt whether it fulfilled the
requirements of the Law of 1820.

For these reasons, not all liberals

were enthusiastic about the United Diet.

Heinrich Simon of Breslau—

a democrat, but one much more moderate than Ruge— published a book
calling on the Diet to declare itself incompetent to grant credits and
thus to force the King to give Prussia a representative constitution.
Ruge did not quite agree.

62

In a pamphlet of his own, he argued

that the "worst mistake" would be for the United Diet simply to declare
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itself incompetent.

It would be "betrayal of the people."

satisfaction in political things," he wrote,

"True

"is not that something

perfect, but only that that which is possible under these conditions
happens."
will.

On the other hand, the Diet cannot simply obey the royal

It must deliver a "Petition of Right" to the King, demanding the

constitution promised in the Laws of 1815 and 1820.65
The actual proceedings of the United Diet were confused and
uninspiring.

The opposition leader E. P. G. von Vincke did present a

"Petition of Right," but it failed of passage.
ready to despair.
wished.

64

For a moment Ruge was

But in the end the Diet behaved just as he had

It did press for "periodicity," and when this was refused it

finally declared itself incompetent to grant the credits.

Almost

certainly the King would eventually have to give way.65
Ruge was immensely pleased.

In an open letter to the opposition

he praised their "genius," their "courage," and their "tact."

66

Privately he wrote to Kuno Fischer:
Since the Berlin debates, the awakening of people in all
Prussia is striking.
Now, to be sure, one should not make
illusions and imagine that despotism will simply abolish
itself, but it is very clear that they will not want simply
to swim against the current.
It seemed that the decision had been made for a return to Prussia's old
principles, to the Laws of 1815 and 1820.
wrote.

"It is a revolution," he

And all things considered, the Diet had behaved marvelously well:

When you ask for clear principles, you ask too much.
Even
clear headed men would have to give way to the ideas (Bildung)
of the mass and to take up certain dogmas of the educated mob,
simply in order to lead them.67
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When he spoke of "dogmas," Ruge certainly meant the very moder
ate, loyalist standpoint of the liberal opposition in the Diet.

He may

also have had in mind the rigid and very un-Hegelian legalism of
Deputies like Vincke.
doctrinal purity.

In any case he was not going to quibble about

Prussia was substantially closer to having a consti

tution; that was what mattered.
Ruge's moderation in this matter seems to fit the same pattern
as does his new, more settled way of life.

It is tempting to conclude—

as Walter Neher does conclude— that Ruge had changed, that the "radical"
in him was fading, that he was becoming a "realist," that the "revolu
tionary" in h i m was giving way to the "burgher."68
this is mistaken.

But I think that

With his portly figure and his jovial air, Ruge

deceived a number of people.68

But within less than a year, this same

jovial Arnold Ruge would be standing before the assembled Deputies of
the Paulskirche, and he would imperiously demand a German republic.
If Neher is right about Ruge's direction in these years, then it
is necessary to explain why this direction changed so abruptly in 1848.
Neher admits that he is at a loss:
Admittedly, the way ir> which one condition passes into the
other, how, under the influence of events, this existence comes
once more in motion— that almost completely escapes our observa
tion.
When on 22 February 1848 he put to the nation the question,
"Was wird daraus werd e n," he was in any case a revolutionary
before the revolution.70
Neher is conscientious; he would like to be able to document this "change"
in Ruge's thinking.

But I think that if we look at the matter in Ruge's

own terms, we will find that he did not change at all.
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In Ruge's terms, progress should have taken place peacefully,
within the framework of the State.

Revolution became a necessity only

when these normal channels of progress were blocked.

In these terms it

was natural that he should be moderate when moderate progress seemed to
be possible and that he should become a revolutionary when the government
seemed bent on suppressing progress— as the government of Friedrich
Wilhelm IV appeared to be.

I would go so far as to say that Ruge always

preferred the "practically attainable" to the "merely radical"

(Neher).

If he was often wrong in judging what was attainable, then that is
another problem.

Certainly he was impatient, mercurial, bull-headed and

prone to exaggerate.
his thinking.

Certainly there were a thousand inconsistencies in

But all these aberrations took place within a firm and

constant framework of very simple ideas.

If we are to understand him,

then we must take these simple ideas seriously.
Again, to debate whether Ruge was radical or moderate would be
to miss the point.
man of progress.

He was in essence just what Moses He3 called him, a
He demanded that things should move forward, but for

an avowed "extremist" he was an easy man to please.
United Diet pleased him.

The outcome of the

But this outcome, the qualified victory of

a very restrained opposition over a very stubborn monarch, was not of
a kind to make him more moderate or to reconcile him with the government.
It whetted his appetite for more.
The year 1847 was good to Ruge.

The United Diet turned out well,

and it began to look as if the Verlagsbureau would survive.

In June he

wrote to Froebel that he had sold some depreciated stock and that he had
found sounder investments:
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Now I think it will go, assuming that we do better business
than with our books— the devil take them, if everybody praises
them and nobody buys them . . . .^
December brought the best news of all.

In Switzerland the liberal

cantons won a quick, decisive and completely unexpected victory over the
Catholic Sonderbund.

The conservative Guizot government in France had

supported the Sonderbund; now that government was in serious trouble.
Things were stirring in Italy.

Ruge could scarcely contain his delight.

Almost forgetting that his own son had died— only ten days earlier— he
wrote to his wife:
Now I am becoming a poet, and I will give the last five
years of my youth . . . to w in the great mass for our great
cause.
The brilliant victory of our party in Switzerland
awakens many lazy ones; from now on things will get better
every day, and we will leave nothing undone that we may have
all hearts with us, when developments force them to declare
themselves.^2
After five years of bitterness and discouragement he was young again.
He began the

revolutionary year with his powers intact, with all his

old strength

and all his old optimism.

Whether his ideas were now

adequate is another question.

Although Ruge produced no new systematic work between 1842 and
1848, he did

publish numerous short polemical essays, and he wrote

letters.

have enough material to follow his intellectual development—

We

or his failure to develop— in these years.
His favorite theme was now that of antipatriotism.

He develops

this

theme most fully in his unreasonably long essay "On Patriotism" in

Zwei

Jahre in P a r i s , most dramatically in his bitter attack on his old

friend Prutz.

But the same arguments are repeated again and again in
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essays, in "Polemical Letters," and in personal letters to his
friends.7 ^
His argument can be summarized very briefly.

What he calls

"Vaterlandsliebe," a romantic or instinctive love of one's physical,
palpable homeland, belongs to an earlier and barbarous condition of
mankind.

True patriotism is something different.

concrete human institution, to the State.
of this loyalty; it must be free.

It is loyalty to a

And the State must be worthy

Patriotism is a form of consciousness

proper to a republic, to classical Greece or to revolutionary France.
It is of value only when the commonwealth is in danger, and it is not
the highest form of consciousness.

A nobler sentiment is "humanism," a

commitment to ideals which no state can perfectly embody.

Since for

Ruge "humanism" is essentially a political concept, this means that in
time of peace "party" must come before "fatherland."
always placed "party" above "fatherland."
Congress System are cosmopolitan.

The Reaction has

The Holy Alliance and the

If only in self-defense, "humanists"

must learn to do the same.
For Ruge this means that German patriotism is "abstract."
is a false consciousness, for there is no German state.

It

There is only

the German Confederation, and the Confederation is an instrument of
oppression and only an instrument of oppression.

If there were a

German state, then German patriotism would be appropriate.

And if

Prussia were free, then Ruge would be a patriotic Prussian.
These arguments he couches in the most general terms.

However,

he gives us one example of what they would mean if applied concretely.7
In the case of Schleswig-Holstein, he argues that the German majority
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there should not allow itself to be played off against the Danes, but
should unite with Danish liberals in the interest of freedom. Above all,
they ought not to reject the constitution which, early in 1848, the new
King offered to his subjects.

They should not reject it, even though

it would mean the incorporation of Germans in Schleswig into Denmark
and might permanently separate them from their fellow Germans.

Concrete

freedom is always preferable to an "abstract" nationality, and— Ruge
adds— a Denmark which includes a substantial German minority can hardly
escape eventual Germanization.

And this may very well have been good

advice, although it was not likely to be followed; national feeling ran
high in the Duchies.
Now, this last argument of Ruge's suggests that he was not quite
so unpatriotic as his contemporaries thought.
believed in the superiority of German culture.

Certainly he always
Certainly he wanted very

deeply to see "Protestant" Germany united in a single state.

His past

suggests that this is true, and his future would prove it.

But what he

had concluded in 1825 was as true now as it had ever been:

there was very

little that he personally could do to unify Germany.

It seemed to him

that this was the mission of the Hohenzollern, and the H o h e n z o l l e m were
showing no great interest in accomplishing it.

It was the existing

system that kept Germany divided, and this same system also kept the
Poles and the Italians in subjection.

So, Ruge asked, why should Germans

not join with Italians or Poles— or with any and all allies of conve
nience— and overthrow the s y s t e m ? ^
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Again, he was a cosmopolitan for ulterior reasons, an anti
patriot out of partisan calculation.

But cosmopolitanism also suited

his cast of mind— and to some extent also that of

Y Is age.

It suited

what I have called the Biedermeier "softness" of Ruge's thinking.

In

his essay "On Patriotism" he wrote:
The interest of all is the interest of every individual.
All those who take the mutual hostility of interests to be a
principle, rather than an exception to the rule, run counter
to this obvious truth.
This is not very profound; it is probably not even true.
sentiments do have a certain antique charm.

But these

One admires the faith of

a man who could honestly express them, and one envies an age which
could believe them— at least some of the time.
I wish to emphasize that Ruge was not against patriotism per se.
He only rejected its claim to a blind and exclusive devotion.

He only

insisted that his fatherland must be real— that it must be embodied
in an actual state— and that it must deserve his loyalty.77
attitude which we in the West can easily understand.

This is an

In effect he

criticized German national sentiment for being unlike French or American
patriotism,

for having crystallized around a language and a geographic

region rather than around a state or a set of ideals.

One can cogently

argue that this was unfair, that German— and also Slavic— national
feeling had to develop as it did because of the confused situation in
Central Europe and that German unification, which Ruge welcomed, would
have been impossible without the nationalism which he condemned.
But certainly nationalism has its dangers, and I think most
will agree that Ruge's case was worth making.

Whether he stated it in
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the best way is another matter.

His argument does have a good, reason

able kernel, but it requires some care and considerable sympathy to dis
engage this kernel of reason from the shell of empty slogans, dogmatic
exaggerations, and "philosophical" pseudo-arguments which surrounds
it.^

This is true of much of Ruge's work.

But in the case of these

essays, his extremely negative attitude puts an added strain on the
reader's sympathy.
warm values.
politan.

One thinks of humanism and cosmopolitanism as being

These essays are cold, antipatriotic

rather than cosmo

Whatever the intellectual merit of his arguments, his emotional

drift is depressingly negative.
One can imagine how the public reacted.

It is generally easier

to respond to the emotional tendency of a work than to analyze its logic,
and this is especially true with a writer like Ruge, a writer whose
emotions are strong and whose logic is often elusive.
knew that Ruge had called the German spirit "base."
much-hated man.

And the public

He was already a

Surely he did not help matters by publishing long

tirades against patriotism.
celebrated tact.

79

One wonders what had become of Ruge's

German national feeling was still a young and delicate

growth; German sensibilities were tender.
One of these sensitive Germans was Robert Prutz.

Prutz was a

poet, and in his open letter of 1847 he used a flowery languages
So, dearest friend, the matter is considered and decided
. . . the fatherland is no more!
National sentiment? how
stupid! . . . There is no fatherland but freedom. . . . I feel
more the brother of the free Frenchman than of the unfree German,
although ten times a German mother suckled me, German air nour
ished me . . . .80
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But, Prutz says, he is not a romantic nationalist.
He concedes that Ruge's anger is justified.

He is Ruge's friend.

"Do not believe," he

writes, "that I misunderstand the thoroughly pure and noble motives
of your anger:
Germany."81

I know how warmly, how inwardly your heart beats for

He has a word of advice for Ruge:

. . . is it practical, is it wise, dear friend, to express your
indignation, your anger, justified as it may be, as nakedly, in
such hateful words, as you do? . . . You want the liberation of
the German spirit . . . is this the right course, that you
proclaim the content of just that spirit to be 'baseness'?®^
Ruge was not edified.

Privately, he called Prutz a "donkey,"

and he prepared to terminate their friendship.88
open letter of his own.

84

He also published an

. This letter is a masterpiece of the polemi

cist's art; Ruge strikes the full range of attitudes from persuasive to
sarcastic, from fatherly to brutal.

As for his arguments, they are

either arguments ad hominem or they are already familiar.

But it is

worth noting how much Ruge is offended by the reminder that he had
called the German spirit "base."

He had never really said that, he says.

This is only a lie made up by the reactionary press, he says.

The

press has twisted his words, and if Prutz were truly a friend he would
realize that.88
Nor does Ruge intend to be "practical," as Prutz has suggested.
He considers that the philosopher has a higher task than that of follow
ing the crowd.

This task would be that of attacking patriotism, for

as Ruge has it here "The question of freedom in our time is the resolu
tion of patriotism into humanism.”86

Or as he had written to Fleischer,

because "Germany cannot be won for freedom without the fall of
patriotism."87
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These are exaggerations.

And accustomed as we are to hearing

Ruge exaggerate, these particular ones ought to be explained.

National

ism is an important historical problem, but it is not as important as
Ruge made it.

It does not subsume all other problems, and it was not the

greatest obstacle to the liberal cause.

One asks why Ruge should have

made it his central theme and, having done so, why he should have made
his case in such a clumsy and uningratiating way.

Or, more exactly;

Ruge was an atheist, but he was too good a politician to call himself
that.

He preferred the term "humanist"; it sounded more positive.88

But

on the question of patriotism he was thoroughly negative, although in
his own way he was certainly as "patriotic" as the teutonizers he con
demned.

Why not proclaim himself to be a better "patriot" than they?

Why abandon a popular slogan to the enemy?
Prutz explained Ruge's antipatriotism as an overreaction against
his own past, against the excesses and absurdities of the Burschenschaft.
Ruge had cast off romantic nationalism.

He had done so with great

difficulty, and therefore he opposed it with all the zeal of a convert—
thus P rutz.89

There is much truth in this, especially since in Ruge's

opinion these excesses and absurdities were now identical with those of
the Prussian court.

90

Again, Ruge's antipatriotlc slogans grow out of

his cosmopolitan essays of 1840, only by now his earlier insights have
hardened into cliches.

Ruge often thought in cliches, and in this case

the hardening process was also a process of self-justification.

He had

had time to regret his bitter words in the Deutsch-Franzbsische JahrbUcher.

He would have liked somehow to unsay them or to explain them
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away.

But he would not apologize.

"selfish" for that.

91

As Julian Schmidt has it, he was too

It was easier to announce that the patriotism

which he had offended was itself an evil.

At the same time it was a

shift to safer ground, for it was in any case safer to attack "patriotism" than to abuse the German people.

92

But above all, one suspects that Ruge made so much of this issue
because at this point he had little else to say.
sarcastically remarked that he "rode it to death."

Friedrich Engels
93

By 1844 Engels

himself held a view of German "patriotism" that was no more favorable
than Ruge's o w n . ^

But Engels could afford to be sarcastic.

He could

afford it because he did not have to write on issues like "patriotism."
Engels had more important points to make— or at least Engels thought so—
and Ruge did not.

Again, Ruge needed some kind of program; his position

and his reputation demanded it, and if he could not find a positive
program, then it would have to be a negative one.
There is a depressing emptiness in most of what Ruge published in
these years.

..95
Walter Neher speaks of a "sterile Literatentum.

Neher refers to a second major theme of Ruge's in these years.

Here

This is

his project to give Germany a "new literature," the same plan which he had
devised in 1843.
Helvetius.

Now he has a slogan for it, a slogan borrowed from

The "classical author," he now writes, is the "worst enemy

of despotism."^6
Like many of Ruge's concepts, the category "classical author" is
not precise.
geneous group.

It includes Bttrne, Heine, and— Goethe:

a very hetero

The democrat Bttrne is still Ruge's favorite; Bbrne is
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"the freest German of his time, and his time is . . . yet to come.
Heine is included for his political satires.

,.97

Ruge still finds it hard to

overcome his distaste for the ironical genre, but now it seems no worse
than what the times deserve.

"Heine cleanses the stables of Augias with

the river of his irony," he writes;
not stink."98

"do not ask that the river should

As for Goethe, Ruge had once damned him for intellectual

elitism and political indifference, qualities which to Ruge had seemed
to detract from Goethe's art as well as from his character.

Goethe, he

had said, failed to see that the self-cultivation of the individual— the
highest goal of German idealism— presupposed the development of freedom
in the State.99

Now he praises Goethe precisely for his unpolemical

calm, because Goethe's work presupposed or subsumed the Enlightenment's
critique of the past, because Goethe created new moral and aesthetic
values and did not merely criticize the old.
Enlightened,

He now prefers Goethe's

"classical" calm even to the standpoint of contemporary

French democrats.100
A fourth "classical author" was to be Ruge himself, although
Ruge was at least modest enough not to say so in print.101

And the role

in which he cast himself was not that of Heine or even of Bbrne;
Goethe's.

it was

As he later wrote:

Despite the ostensible victory of Reaction, I decided to
let polemics rest for a time, to presuppose our victory, and to
give, before the revolution, as if it were long since won, a
cheerful portrayal of a free condition of mind and feeling.
There is the challenge!
Would you enslave us with the power of
the State? Our realm stands high above the storm of barbarism
and is secure for all time in the eternal forms of art and of
living thought.102
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The works which he mentions are Zwei Jahre in Paris and his revolution
ary novellas.

Neither of these works can rival Goethe's, either in

literary merit or in "classical calm."

Ruge's efforts to create litera

ture all read very much like political propaganda.
is good.

However, his style

It is clear, simple, and popular, almost free of jargon and

well suited to his essentially very simple ideas.
Like so many of Ruge's ideas, his conception of the "classical
author" is attractive but not very convincing.
literature for itself.

Certainly he valued

But it interested him primarily as a means to

an end, and the end was that of promoting liberalism and democracy.

In

fact, art, like philosophy and "religion," came close to meaning the
same thing as political democracy.103

For him they were all positive

values, and anything which favored the progress of one must favor all
the others.
This is at best a very indirect way to further a political cause.
Again, when Ruge stresses Bildung as a force for progress, it is a bad
sign, for it means that he is hard put to think of other, more immediate
forces for progress.

We know what Ruge had thought of Heinrich Heine.

If he was now ready to praise Heine as a critic of the times, then his
opinion of the times must have sunk very low.

And if he sought comfort

in a "realm . . . secure for all time in the eternal forms of art and
of living thought," then he must have badly needed comforting,

for he

was a practical man and was used to insist on a "realm" secured with
good, solid liberal policies and institutions.

In any case, his new

literary style was an improvement, more readable and probably more effec
tive than the old.

But this new form was not a substitute for content.
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Aside from antipatriotism and his literary projects, he had no
new ideas in these years.
formulas.

He only repeated and repeated his old

He still admired the French but thought that they needed

German culture, just as the Germans must imitate French political prac
tice.104

Both nations needed a "religion" of freedom.

The practical

realization of this new "religion" would also be the realization of true
Christianity, and the old "religion of asceticism" would lose its raison
d 1etre and would disappear.106

And despite this apocalyptic, Young

Hegelian vision of Ruge's, he was still an historical relativist.
History was still unending progress.
Greek state.106

However, its goal was still the

By 1846-47, as he began to edit his Complete Works for

publication, even some of his older slogans begin to reappear.

His

enemies are not only "patriots," but also "Romantics" and "Jesuits."
His cause is the "cause of Frederic the Great."10^
There is one slogan that Ruge no longer used; he no longer spoke
of a "Protestant state."

He was no longer Prussia's apologist, and yet

Prussia was still never far from his mind.

In 1845 he wrote:

The Prussian government has . . . irreparably alienated all
sympathy of the Germans and of a large, precisely the best part
of its own fellow citizens.
But even if official Prussia has
become . . . unpopular, still, all Germany sees itself continu
ally bound to {Prussia's] destiny. . . . Therefore . . . everyone
now understands that in the near future [everything] simply
depends on the victory of freedom in Prussia.
Therefore the
Prussian movement is a German one.-*-®®
By "Prussian movement" he means the religious movement of the Protestant
Friends and German-Catholics.
anything in Prussia that moved.

However, he could find inspiration in
It did not even have to be the
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opposition.

We have seen him pin his hopes on the "insight and influ

ence" of unnamed "senior officials in Berlin," although he feared that
the "indolence of the masses" might prove too much for them.

These are

strange sentiments in the mouth of so ardent a democrat, and they are
hard to reconcile with another old argument of Ruge's, one which he
still used:
. . . the contradictions are irreconcilable.
Any
would only be an attempt by the Reaction to cheat
of its reward.
Nothing has been won that has not
been conquered by the all-powerful enthusiasm and
entire peoples.
9

concession
the movement
unquestionably
accord of

Perhaps the contradictions in Ruge's own thinking were also irreconcil
able.

In any case he had not reconciled them, and he began the year

1848 with just about the same ideas— with the same ambitious, radical
goals and with the same ambivalence with regard to means— as in 1843.
His thinking had ceased to develop, the moment he had turned his back
on the State.

He needed the State.

falsely been called.

Ruge truly was what Karl Marx has

He was a Red Prussian.
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CHAPTER VII

RUGE AND THE GERMAN NATIONAL REVOLUTION,
FEBRUARY-AUGUST,

1848

The year 1848 was the crown of Ruge's lifetime.

It was as if

all his previous life had been spent in preparation, as if all his
remaining days would be given over to reminiscence.

"Yes, those were

remarkable days," he later wrote,
when every Post brought us a new victorious revolution . . .
when suddenly the world was so full of fine deeds that they
dissolved into one another like the waves of the sea.
How
full, how inexhaustible were those days!
They had no end.
Often one needed the nights as well, just to find one's way
in what had happened, to consider and decide what to do
next.
One such day was worth a hundred of the ordinary
kind.1
Ruge enjoyed 1848.

Now at last he had a free field of action, and he

threw himself into the Revolution without reserve, with an almost
limitless energy and with an awesome force of will.

His defeats were

forgotten; his unpopularity was not an impossible obstacle.

Once again

he was an important man, loved and admired, feared and hated, a man
who might have shaped history.
He did not shape history.

In fact the Revolution of 1848 had

no great leaders, and very likely this fact was more the result of
circumstances than of any special deficiency in Ruge's generation.

But

in Ruge's case, one has the feeling that he enjoyed the Revolution too
much.

Much of his fierce energy was spent in unprofitable ways, in

275
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what often looks like activity for the pure joy of activism.

He had no

plan, or, better— since revolutionary situations are notoriously fluid
and since plans would in any case have had to be improvised— he lacked
a sense of the possible.
Probably his greatest weakness as a revolutionary was his
tendency to unthinking activism.

He moved restlessly from one sphere

of action to another, and he never quite fit in any.

He was one of the

most able and sophisticated democratic leaders of 1848.
crowds as few others could.

He could stir

Compared with many other parliamentary

democrats of 1848, he was ruthless and purposeful.

But he was not

purposeful enough to win, and I would argue that he was not purposeful
enough to have won, even if circumstances had favored him more than
they did.
To some extent this tendency to unthinking activism was a part
of Ruge's temperament.

He was a passionate man, and although this

passion of his was a source of strength, it became a weakness when he
let it run unchecked.

He had allowed it to run unchecked in 1841-42,

when greater moderation— especially in religious matters— might possibly
have saved the Jahrbucher.

Certainly his inability to contain his

bitterness had done him great harm in the years that followed.
But Ruge could also be an able politician.

The early program

of the Hallische Jahrbticher had been a tactical masterpiece.

He had

shown great skill in dealing with officials— especially with the censor.
And his response to the summoning of the United Diet suggests that he
had not lost his touch.

He had allowed his passions to get the better
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of him only when he began to lose control of the situation— when he
could not think what to do.

Given the chance, he could maneuver

adroitly within the narrow limits which the Restoration state allowed
him.

Whether this kind of skill and this kind of experience suited him

to be a revolutionary leader is another question.
In my opinion they did not.

Ruge's political life had been

spent in trying to deal, politically, philosophically, and psychologi
cally, with the problem of political impotence.

His intellectual tradi

tion had been shaped by other men who had faced the same problem.

It

is a part of my thesis that ideas and attitudes which have been formed
in this way are not likely to be useful when the time comes for action.
In 1848 the time had come for action.

With an almost magical

suddenness, all the barriers which had been erected by the "police
state" were now swept away— excepting such barriers as the "police
state" might have planted in its enemies' own minds.

Now Ruge and

others like him were free to act, and now their ideas were put to the
test.

And 1848 is also a test of my hypothesis.

If Ruge's background

and ideas weakened him as a revolutionary leader, then it should now
be possible to say in what sense this is true.

I have suggested that

Ruge's problems were in many ways the problems of German progressive
thought in microcosm.

If this is so, then it may be worthwhile to

study in microcosm the ways in which this helplessness tended to
perpetuate itself— even in the hour of opportunity.
In December Ruge had predicted that now "things would get
better every day."

Now events outran his predictions.

On 12 January
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revolution broke out in Sicily.
visibly wobbling.

By this time the French monarchy was

And now, on 12 February, Friedrich Bassermann stood

in the Second Chamber of the Grand Duchy of Baden and proposed that the
German territorial estates— and not only the German Princes— should be
represented in the Federal Diet.
were listened to.

The moment was right, and his words

The warm spring came early to Germany that year, and

soon Baden was filled with mass meetings, with petitions, rumors, and
2
popular euphoria.

In a short moment this popular unrest would spread

all over Germany.
Ruge was not slow to respond.

In a manifesto addressed to his

"fellow German citizens," he wrote:
Do not forget it for a moment . . . your opinion is more powerful
[than England's], it can establish freedom in the camp of your
enemies. It will.
They know your opinion; they fear it. You
are powerful, although silent.
If you spoke, you would be gods
of Europe.
Speak!
You can, will it! When I consider what a
power lies in your imposing silence, I am impatient to hear you
speak, to see unleashed the mighty strength that you have gathered,
these four-and-twenty years.3
His advice was to work for political reform, especially for freedom of
the press.

Germans should stay home and not be diverted by hopes of

reforming the Confederation:
When the small peoples and states understand how to be free,
they will be sovereign. . . . It is thus in Switzerland . . .
you must develop the small states in freedom; indeed they are
sovereign; it is only ill-will if they will not be it.^
This was not an especially good insight.

Nor was it characteristic of

Ruge's thinking, although it seemed to fit the needs of the moment.
More typical are his passages on solidarity among peoples.

Germans, he

says, must not let themselves be turned against Denmark or France.
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Above all, they must not let themselves be used against the "brave
Italians."

Austria's cause in Italy is not their cause.

In fact, the

Austrians are not even Germans:
. . . those hundred thousand "Austrians" in Lombardy— you know
it— they do not add up to one German, as we would have him.
Be
they never such good Croats, Pandours, Magyars, Czechs . . . or
even Tyrolians, we cannot possibly be satisfied with their way
of life, their morals, their politics and their culture.5
In short, Ruge advised Germans to concentrate on political reform and
for the moment to forget the national question.

This position Ruge

would drop as the movement for national unity gathered headway, and
before another year had passed he would advocate the opposite view.
This manifesto is dated 22 February.

According to Julian

Schmidt, he, Ruge, and their circle in Leipzig were then agreed that
their goal should be a league of constitutional South German states, one
which might later then be joined to Switzerland.^

If this is so, then

events again moved faster than Ruge had expected.

One day later, revo

lution broke out in Paris.

On 5 March a group of patriots meeting in

Heidelberg began to prepare the way for a National Assembly, which was
expected to unify Germany, and later in the month came the popular
uprisings in Vienna and in Berlin.

These events created an entirely

new situation.
Meanwhile Ruge was making his way as a popular agitator.
joined the democratic Vaterlandsverein in Leipzig.
in and around Leipzig and acquired a mass following.
1 April he published a newspaper, Die Reform.7

He

He addressed crowds
Beginning on

In its content this

agitation of Ruge's was not especially philosophical.

Walter Neher
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tells us that he used simple, direct democratic slogans aimed at the
common man, and surely this will be true.8

Neher also says that Ruge

made the Polish cause his own agitational specialty and that he someg
times engaged in unprincipled demagogy.

And very likely this is also

true.
Shortly after the uprising of 18 March, Ruge paid a visit to
Berlin.

He tells us that the visit was an inspiration:

"I cannot deny

that I really felt at home here and was firmly convinced that here in
Berlin Germany's fate would be decided, but my family, my business and
my newspaper called me back to Leipzig."10

Certainly a man of his energy

and experience could have found plenty to do in Berlin.
time another city beckoned, and that was Frankfurt.

But at the same

At the beginning of

April the so-called "pre-parliament" summoned the German governments to
hold elections for a German Constituent National Assembly— a summons
which the states thought it wise to obey.

Ruge would later write that

he had never had much faith in this project.

He did not believe that

such an Assembly could really unify Germany,
. . . for that required a more thoroughgoing revolution than that
which had already occurred— it had only led to constitutional
reform in individual states.
Thus I thought of moving to Berlin
and took no very passionate interest in the question of a parlia
ment in Frankfurt.
It may be that this seemed in retrospect to have been clearer than at
the time it actually was.

In any case he did not go to Berlin.

Instead

he stood for election to the Frankfurt Assembly.
The new situation required a new program, and now again Ruge
responded quickly.

On 16 April he published his "Manifesto of the
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Radical Reform Party for Germany," a Manifesto which in its general out
lines sets forward the program which the Left would actually follow in
Frankfurt.

12

He writes,
thrones."

"Until now, the revolution has stopped short of the

No German Prince has been overthrown.

The people have been

content with constitutional reforms, and if the people are content then
so be it.

This is true in the territorial states.

But there is no

Emperor of Germany, and this being the case it would be foolish to create
one.

In preparing a constitution for all Germany, the people have a

free hand:

"tabula rasa."

A united Germany must be a republic.

For Ruge, constitutionalism

is now a bad compromise, a "system of delusion."

One can live with such

an absurd condition, but one would not willingly create it.
are now sovereign.
over to some Prince.

The people

It would be "betrayal" to turn this sovereignty
The National Assembly— he calls it a "people's

commission"— must therefore take this sovereignty for itself and must
create a "committee in permanence" to exercise it.
Ruge calls on the people to elect only men "committed to the
sovereign parliament and to its permanent committee."

The people must

beware of officials, professors, advocates, and clergymen.

It must

"elect only men of the people" and must "take care that they are not too
old."

He concludes with a summons to unity:

He writes, "The unity of

Germany is one with its freedom, i.e. with the free constitution of the
whole as we have described it."

In short, the democratic party is now to

unify Germany, alone and on its own terms.
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This was an ambitious program.

But after what had happened in

March, who could have said that it was impossible?

What is surprising

is that Ruge should link the cause of democracy so closely to that of
German unity.

In his life as a public figure, he had rarely spoken of

a need for German unity, and I have maintained that this is true because
he considered German unification to be Prussia's mission— not his own
mission or that of his party.
However, this was not an opportune moment to speak of Prussia's
mission.

In the preceding months several public men had urged Prussia

to take the lead in unifying Germany.

They had looked to Prussia espe

cially as a bulwark against red revolution:
against men like Arnold Ruge.

that is, as a bulwark

Prussia had not responded.

And now,

after the uprising of 18 March, it was generally thought that Prussia
had missed her chance and that Prussian leadership had been discredited.13
In this context one can plausibly interpret Ruge's program in
either of two ways.

Perhaps Ruge had grown so radical and had become

so disillusioned with Prussia that he thought it best to do without her.
Certainly he had said many things that would support this conclusion.
Or perhaps his new program was only an expedient, one which fit the
needs of the moment but which did not really suit his habitual way of
thinking.
In retrospect Ruge himself seems to have preferred the second
explanation.

Writing in the 1870s, he recalled that on his way to

Frankfurt he had met his fellow-Deputy Braun, Mayor of Kttslin,
and he confided to me that he would move to put the King of
Prussia at the head of the Central Authority.
That would be
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all right, I replied, if only the King would let himself be put
there, and if his unsteady policies had not cost him the nation's
confidence.^-4
Ruge was right to have warned him, for when Braun did make this proposal
he was laughed from the rostrum, and his motion died for lack of a
second.

Prussian leadership had been lacking:

In fact, there was nothing for it but that the National
Assembly retained its authority, the people's republic of the
Assembly replaced the P rinces' republic of the Federal Diet
and built its authority by abolishing the separate sovereign
ties .
This revolutionary approach had foundered on the backwardness of the
German people:
. . . in 1848 the German spirit was sufficiently prepared, in
the hands of an honest leader to reach at once her national and
her liberal (freiheitliche) goal, but not enough to reach it
without this leader, i.e. without or even against Prussia.
Prussia's failure to take the lead had therefore been "disastrous."16
The implication is that Ruge still believed in Prussia's
mission, that he would have felt more comfortable following Prussia's
leadership and that his program was in fact only an expedient.

Again,

these reflections of his were written long after the fact, after
Bismarck's great victories and with the benefit of hindsight.17
be that in 1848 he felt differently.

It may

The test of either theory lies in

what Ruge actually did.
What he first did was to run for election to the Frankfurt
Assembly.

His chances seemed good.

He was popular in Leipzig, and here

the democratic movement was strong and was firmly established, perhaps
more firmly here than anywhere else in Germany.

But Leipzig also had
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its established democratic leader, Robert Blum.

Blum himself was then

in Frankfurt; he was a member of the "pre-parliament" and of the
Committee of Fifty which succeeded it.

But Blum's followers dominated

the Vaterlandsverein in Leipzig, and many of them resented Ruge, as an
outsider, as an extremist and— Ruge tells us— as a Prussophile.

18

The steering committee of the Vaterlandsverein first placed
Ruge's name in nomination, then prepared to withdraw it as part of a
compromise with the constitutionalist party.

Ruge tells us that until

now he had taken little interest in the election, but that he saw this
maneuver as an insult to his party.

He confronted the committee:

either

the committee must reinstate his candidacy or else he would call

a mass

meeting and throw the committee out.

Reluctantly, they did as

he said.
The crucial moment came at a general meeting of the Vaterlands
verein.

Ruge was present and was confident of victory.

messenger appeared.

Suddenly a

A friend of Ruge's had just arrived in Leipzig and

was waiting outside in a cab.

It was Michael Bakunin.

Bakunin was fresh from revolutionary Paris.
said; he, Bakunin, had a thousand things to tell.
first needed a few hours for the business at hand.

They

must talk, he

Ruge protested; he
Bakunin was insis

tent:
Come, old friend, we'll drink a bottle of champagne and let them
vote as they like.
Just another debating club— nothing more.
Do you really care?
Not really.
But I can't leave them in the lurch; they'd
never find their way home.
There.
You're only doing it out of sympathy.
They'll only
botch the job again, and if you're not there, you won't be
responsible.
Come on in.
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Ruge did.

The afternoon was spent with the sparkling wine and in even

more sparkling camaraderie, and in his absence Ruge lost the nomina
tion.19
The story is a good one.

In fact Ruge was a marvelously good

storyteller, and as we have seen he sometimes embroidered a good story
to make it even better.

The point of this particular story is that

Ruge always knew that little could be expected of the philistines in the
Frankfurt Assembly.

He seems to have seen this so clearly that one

wonders why he bothered to get himself elected.

Perhaps it was the

honor of the thing, or perhaps at the time he expected more from Frank
furt than he would later remember.

Or perhaps he could think of nothing

better to d o.20
Bakunin now moved on to Breslau, in order to be near the Russian
frontier.

Here he convinced the democratic leadership that Ruge was

their man, and he won for Ruge the nomination to Frankfurt.
followed him.

Ruge

In Breslau he found allies more congenial, more radical,

and more Prussian than the "Blumians" of Leipzig, and after a hardfought campaign he was elected.

Having found a substitute editor for

his newspaper, he departed for Frankfurt.

21

On 19 May Ruge took his place in the Paulskirche, in time for the
second session of the Assembly.22

Again, the first demand of the Left

was that the Assembly should assert its sovereignty.
in this very same second session.

The struggle began

A motion placed by the Deputy Franz

Raveaux would in effect have forbidden the territorial estates— notably
the newly elected Prussian National Assembly— from deciding constitu
tional questions until Frankfurt completed its work.

Frankfurt was to
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impose its will on Berlin.

The question was resolved in a compromise.

The Assembly asserted its right to supremacy in constitutional matters,
but in such a way as to avoid a direct challenge to Prussia.

23

The compromise was acceptable only to a part of the Left.

This

group continued to meet at the Deutsche Hof under Robert Blum's leader
ship.

The more radical element seceded.

cratic party."

It called itself the "demo

It has more often been remembered as the "extreme Left"

or as the "Donnersberg," which ominous name derived from the inn where
it held its meetings.

Its best-known member was Arnold Ruge.

The

difference between the two "fractions" of the Left was essentially one
of style.

There were no communists in the Assembly, not even on the

"extreme Left," and there were no violent revolutionaries like Hecker
or Struve.

Blum spoke a more conciliatory language than did Ruge and

his friends, but he wanted the same things:

a unitary, democratic

republic, international democratic solidarity, even the restoration of
Poland.
Both "fractions" made themselves very unpopular with the majority
in the Assembly.

They voted as a bloc, and thus eventually they forced

the great, formless mass of individualists to take sides and to accept
party discipline.

Most of them were young, little-known men, and in an

Assembly full of grey heads and celebrated scholars their aggressiveness
could be taken for impudence.

Few of them spoke well.

Their parliamen

tary manners were bad, and this lay in the nature of things.

To realize

their p rogram they had to interrupt the smooth flow of daily business, to
press their reluctant colleagues to assert the power of the Assembly and
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to take cognizance of events which they would have preferred to ignore.

24

Thus, the Left asked that the Assembly intervene in a confict which
broke out on 23 May, between Prussian troops in the Federal fortress at
Mainz and the citizens of that town.

Unwilling to offend Prussia, the

majority first referred the question to a committee, then allowed it to
drop.

25
This second skirmish ended in defeat for the Left.

The main

confrontation came toward the end of June, when the Assembly took up the
task of creating a Provisional Central Authority for Germany.
It was Heinrich von Gagern— soon to be President of the Assembly—
who had first proposed a Central Authority.

He made the suggestion at

the end of March; the Authority was to provide an alternative to the nowdiscredited idea of Prussian leadership.

In April the idea was taken up

by the Committee of Fifty, by the now-liberalized Federal Diet, by Prus
sia and by Austria's representatives in Frankfurt:
then Anton von Schmerling.

first Count Coloredo,

All parties began to maneuver for diplomatic

advantage, and because of their mutual jealousies they accomplished
nothing.^®
By June the situation had changed.

Austria was paralyzed by

internal difficulties, and Schmerling was left alone in Frankfurt to
represent her interests as he saw fit.

Prussia was effectively para

lyzed by her own indecision, and her prestige had sunk lower than ever.
Neither power was ready to help create a Central Authority.

But just

because the great Central Powers were in eclipse, some kind of Central
Authority was now more necessary than ever.

The fatherland was in
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danger, it was said, threatened at once by the prospect of foreign war
and by that of domestic insurrection.
was above all a German patriot.

Gagern was pro-Prussian, but he

The Assembly glowed with pride and

self-confidence, and now Gagern asked it to assume the part which he
would have liked to see Prussia play.
Authority on its own initiative.
bit in its teeth.

27

It was to create a Central

The Assembly was running with the

This was the moment of opportunity for the parliamen

tary Left; if it was ever to realize its program in the Paulskirche,
then the moment was now.
Until now the idea had been considered from the standpoint of
Great Power diplomacy.

The idea of a Regency (Reichsverweserschaft) had

been suggested, but the prevailing notion was that the Authority should
be a directorate of three, which would balance the interests of Prussia,
of Austria, and of the smaller states.

Prussia distrusted both propo

sals, for the obvious candidate for a Regency was Austria's popular
Archduke Johann, who as a Prince was also likely to dominate a director
ate.^

The Assembly's Committee which was charged to report on the

matter did propose such a directorate.
like the idea.

However, the Assembly did not

It saw only that a directorate would be unwieldy and

hard to reconcile with the idea of a responsible national Ministry.
Eventually the Committee had to yield the point.

29

The Assembly saw the question in partisan rather than in diplo
matic terms.

For the two "fractions" of the Left the matter was simple.

The Assembly had only to appoint a committee from its own ranks, which
would then seize the reins of power.30

The Right did not adopt a
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unified program, but most of its members will have agreed with E. F. G.
von Vincke, who took a very narrow view of the Assembly's competence and
who argued that only the Princes might rightfully organize such an
Authority— if and when the Princes saw fit.31
However, the Right in the Paulskirche was even more moderate than
was the Left, and most of its members could have lived with what the
Committee proposed.

This proposal, actually written by the historian

Friedrich Dahlmann, was very close to what had already been suggested by
the Federal Diet.

The directorate was to have full authority to make

treaties, to conduct diplomacy, and to wage war.

It would function

independently of the Princes and of the Assembly alike.
bers would be appointed by the Princes.

Its three mem

However, the Assembly would

exercise a veto over the Princes' nominees:

a concession which further

complicated what was already an almost unworkable proposal.

32

Between the Committee's position and that of the Left stood the
Assembly's fourth "fraction," the Left Center.

Unstable and hetero

geneous, this group was united by a common commitment to the idea of
popular sovereignty.

For the moment it hoped to arrange a compromise

between the Left and the Committee report.

In a showdown most of its

members would probably go with the Left.
The fifth "fraction," the Right Center, only formed during the
course of the debate.
unorganized.

Thus, the largest group of delegates was still

Here were the famous names of the Assembly:

the cele

brated professors and the brilliant jurists, the elder statesmen, the
confirmed individualists and the unpolitical drifters, the constitutional
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liberals who could identify neither with the Right nor with the Left.
These were the ultra-moderates of this most moderate of National
Assemblies.

The most eloquent spokesmen for the Committee belonged to

this group.

In order to win, the Left would have to make substantial

inroads here.

That would be hard.

It would require the utmost tact

and political skill.
The most forceful speaker in this debate was Vincke.
argued from the standpoint of strict historical legality.

Vincke

The Assembly

might not take away one word or comma from the rights of Princes, he
said, any more than the Princes could diminish the rights of their
subjects.

33

To this, several speakers on the Left opposed a relativ

ist, Left-Hegelian concept of law.

For them law was a facet of changing

culture; revolution had brought a new and higher law, a new concept of
Right.
But most of the deputies considered themselves to be practical
men, and they argued from the standpoint of expediency.

The Left said

that theirs was the simplest and most direct way to unity; their
opponents replied that the Assembly must eventually negotiate with
Princes and had best stay on good terms with them.

In many ways the

debate was a dress rehearsal for later debates on a German constitution.
Members knew that whatever form they gave to the Central Authority would
establish a precedent for the future, and much was said about the rela
tive merits of republics and of constitutional monarchy.
the Assembly was confident of its own moral authority.

In general,
It was jealous

of that authority, and it did not entirely trust the Princes.

But most
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of its members were monarchists on principle.

They wanted peace and

quiet to write a constitution, and they quite rightly suspected that the
Left was not going to let them have peace and quiet.
they were very much afraid of the German people:
as Vincke and Bassermann had it.
permanence.

And ultimately

of the "proletariat,"

They did not want revolution in

The committee which the Left proposed did bear a certain

family resemblance to Robespierre's Committee of 1792, and the more
conservative speakers let no one forget it.
On both sides there were men who freely
the others' standpoint prevailed.

predicted disaster if

Both sides summoned up terrifying

images of revolt and reaction, of civil war and

foreign invasion.

colorful was the poet Wilhelm Jordan.

for the Left, he

Speaking

Most

compared the Committee's effort to "stop the mouth of the revolution"
to an attempt to stop up a live volcano.

He dared the Assembly to try

it:
Yes, gentlemen, make discord your principle in this hour of
danger . . . then you will have tended splendidly to the welfare
of the fatherland, at a time when we are soon to be encircled
by the flames of European war!
Truly one need be no prophet to
see the events, the shapes that surge and swarm behind the
future's dark curtain. . . . Then will our blooming fields be
trampled into a wasteland; then will Central Europe become a
great pool of blood, a land of battlefields!— because of you,
gentlemen!
All this poesy was probably lost on the sober jurists and academics of
the Assembly.

However, this speech of Jordan's is worth citing, if not

for its literary merit then for its prophetic conclusion:
But even then, yes, even then I will not despair in the immor
tality of our fatherland.
For then, out of the fiery surging
of the peoples, out of the seas of blood will emerge a man, a
man of power (Gewalt) , a man who may even now be dreaming in
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some garrison of his future laurels, a man who will realize with
the might of the sword that unity which the German parliament
could not realize with the power of law— because its conserva
tives wanted [to provoke] revolution.36
I call this passage prophetic, not because I think Jordan foresaw the
work of Otto von Bismarck— Bismarck was not a soldier— but because it is
such an early example of an attitude which later became widespread in
Germany.

This attitude is Caesarism, that longing for a providential

"man on horseback" which infected liberal thinking in the 1850s and
1860s and w hich did help to make Bismarck's career possible.

37

Jordan’s

speech suggests that this mood had begun to set even before the liberal
defeats of 1848-49, that Caesarism had surprisingly deep roots in German
progressive thinking.

In June 1848 one would expect a German liberal—

or "democrat," as Jordan then called himself— to have confidence enough
in his own cause and in his own party not to feel the need for "men of
power."

Jordan was also precocious in other respects.

a "realistic" position in the Polish debate:

In July he took

that is, he abandoned the

Left and ultimately his own political principles for nationalistic
Thus he completed

in the summer of

1848 a maneuver

others could bring themselves

reasons.38

to perform until

the mid-1860s. Therefore

I feel justified in calling Jordan a prophet:
Liberalism whose time was yet

a prophet of National

to come.

Ruge's turn came to speak on the third day of the debate.
23 June:

which fe

It was

an important day, the same day on which the great workers'

uprising began in Paris.

In a less dramatic sense, it was also a

crucial moment in the Paulskirche.

The debate had begun over scores of

motions and proposed amendments; as was so often true here, it was as if
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every delegate had his own carefully nuanced solution to the problem.
By now the issues were clearer.

39

The debate was evolving into a duel

between Dahlmann's group and the Left.

40

Soon the Assembly would be

asked to make hard, basic choices.
The chances of the Left were not good.

Again, from the first

most delegates were suspicious of the Left, and in Frankfurt there was
no street crowd to help them overcome their prejudices.

Judging from

remarks dropped during the debate, news from Paris had already begun
to polarize the Assembly along class lines— a development which could
only hurt the democrats.
well.

41

And the Left had not presented its case

The Left, and also the Left Center, had relied heavily on

platitudes about "popular sovereignty."

They had presented only two

really strong speakers, Ludwig Simon and Robert Blum, while Dahlmann and
the Right could command some of the finest political minds in Europe.
And this was important.
party men.

They were intellectuals.

They were thoughtful and states

manlike; they were proud of their independence of judgment.
did listen to speeches, and they could be persuaded.
difference what Ruge now said.

42

Most of the delegates were not good

43

They really

Thus it made a

The Left needed a powerful speech, an

intelligent, well-reasoned speech which could carry conviction well
beyond the ranks of the Party.

If Ruge could deliver that speech,

then

he might— just conceivably— change the course of European history.
The most promising approach was to appeal to feelings which
everyone in the Assembly shared— to appeal to patriotism.

This Ruge did:

The whole force of German development is that particularity
be displaced and that a German nation, a unified state be
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constituted . . . this is the national sentiment which has
moved the German nation from one end to the other.
He concedes that once he despaired in the German people.
sees that he was wrong.

But now he

He is astonished at the power of the people's

will to unity and to freedom.

He is filled with patriotic zeal:

I say nothing more . . . to this august Assembly than this:
Do not set aside the feeling, the idea and the political
necessity that lies in the mandate to constitute the nation
as one. 5
In using this approach, he now ran the risk that because of what
he had said in the past he might not be taken seriously.
did not take him seriously:

Heinrich Laube

"In this first appearance of his,

made concessions in order to be effective.
in his mouth a repulsive lie."^6

[Ruge]

He spoke of national feeling—

However, Laube was wrong, because

Ruge's patriotism was quite sincere— in the form in which he presented
it— and because Ruge was not going to make any concessions for the sake
of effectiveness.
Having begun as he does, one now expects Ruge to go on to demon
strate that the Assembly can best unify Germany by taking power into its
own hands.

I think that it can cogently be argued that this was so, and

some such argument would seem to have been implicit in Ruge's electoral
Manifesto.

But Ruge does not do that.

Instead he shifts his ground—

with all his old infuriating conceptual sloppiness— and his argument for
unity becomes an argument for a republic.

Having invoked German national

sentiment, he now argues as if this were also democratic sentiment,
which the Assembly is urged not to "betray."

47

He assumes that a united Germany can only be a democratic
republic:

that is, he assumes the very thing which it is incumbent on
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him to prove.

He assumes more than that.

He maintains "that this

Assembly is the German republic, even if it is against its own will."

48

Having said that, he is ready to present the startling piece of reason
ing which is the logical core of his speech:

1848 is a new epoch, he

says, and it has brought with it a new concept of Right which the
Assembly must obey:
In Germany, taken as a whole, we have no master.
The peace
which the new age has made with the old is thus the principle
of democracy. . . . That is the peace, and just as the Peace
of Westphalia made a return to Catholicism impossible, so the
Peace of 1848 renders impossible a return to despotism. . . .
This is the basis on which we stand. . . . The basis is the
republic, and this republic is this Assembly.
Its republican
forms may not b e surrendered. . . . But the great question [sic]
is . . . that the majority in the Assembly cannot do everything
that it w i s h e s . Only on the republican basis which it [the
Assembly] itself is, does it have the right to give up the
constitution which already exists and which is already estab
lished by the c o l o c a t i o n of this Assembly— for here is the
German republic.
Others here had used a similar argument— that the new epoch brought with
it a new concept of Right— but they had meant only to justify abridging
the rights of Princes.50

Ruge goes considerably further.

He is trying

to do what he had often tried before, to use theory to force history,
to make events go as he wishes by proving that they must.

From his own

conception of history he derives a moral and legal compulsion which is
now expected to bind the Assembly.

He aggressively lays claim to the

status quo and then damns his opponents as rebels.
It is not likely that this argument convinced anyone who was
not already a believer.

Heinrich Laube calls it an "impudent joke," and

Laube was not a conservative; Laube was precisely the kind of moderate
but uncommitted delegate whose support the Left needed to w in.51
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majority had different ideas than Ruge's about Reason, Right, and His
tory.

They had different principles.

Again, Ruge was too partisan, too

convinced of his own obvious rightness, to recognize this.

If they

disagreed, then it must be that they had forgotten principle for
expediency— for

52

"policy," as he put it.

He concluded:

Consider well what you decide.
This [a surrender of sovereignty
to a Prince] would mean a rent through our nation, and it would
not be our fault.
One cannot surrender great principles.
You
can easily give up your policy; we cannot abandon our principles.
He who gives up his principles gives up his soul.
Woe be to
him who does that!
[Sustained cheering from the entire Assembly,
thunderous applause from the gallery.]53
At least the stenographer seems to have liked this speech.
Most of the Deputies were probably more bewildered than edified.
speech is b ad in almost every respect.
tious and boring.

It is too long.

54

The

It is repeti

It is remarkably tactless; Ruge manages to insult

not only two conservative Deputies, but also the Archduke Johann and
even the Queen of England.55

The speech was much too radical for the

P aulskirche, and it did not have to be.

It was not even necessary to

mention republics.

to create a provisional

The task at hand was

Central Authority, and here the Left could have built a good case on
grounds of expediency.
To this Ruge would have answered that he believed in the power
of Reason and that victory lay in fearlessly speaking the truth.56
Doubtlessly at the moment he did think that, but to say this is not to
give an adequate explanation.

We have seen that Ruge could be very

crafty when the occasion demanded it.

We have also seen that where

possible he preferred to have on his side a power more substantial than
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that of Reason.

When one reads this speech of his, one begins to

suspect that he did not really believe that his case could be won in the
Assembly:

that he cared more for playing revolutionary and pleasing the

gallery than he did for convincing his fellow delegates.
Be that as it may.
here.

Others also delivered very radical speeches

More peculiar, and therefore also more interesting than the

radical tone of this particular speech, is its logical structure.

All

its components are familiar to us; they are well-worn arguments that
Ruge had used before.

And at one time they had made sense.

At the

time of his dispute with Heinrich Leo, it had made good sense to lay
claim to the status quo.

Then he had wished to appeal to real, estab

lished historical interests which were threatened by men like Leo.

It

had once been important to prove that history was on his side, for it
had helped to encourage a weak but growing party.

And it is at least

humanly understandable that Ruge— like others before him— should have
tried to use theory to force history, at a time when no other means was
available.

Now, these arguments were no longer appropriate.

uses them here, they smack of sophistry.

As he

But they are not meant to be

sophistical; Ruge really did think like that.
Ruge's stock of ideas had been eminently useful in the narrow
political world of Restoration Prussia.

Now suddenly he had emerged

into what seems to us a more normal world, a world of freedom and oppor
tunity.

And now suddenly all his fine ideas were crabbed and bizarre,

and all his hard-won experience became a debility.
And again, this kind of problem was not unique to Arnold Ruge.
In this debate the most intransigent speakers on the Right were not
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feudal reactionaries.
opposition:

They were tried and respected leaders of the

Karl Welcker and E. F. G. von V i n c k e . ^

If we are to take

their speeches seriously, these men stood on the Right because they had
to:

because their legal scruples required that they defend the rights

of princes as well as those of peoples, because they were committed to
an imaginary legal status quo invented as a defense against tyranny.^8
Most of the delegates believed in constitutional monarchy, and in this
debate it becomes clear that this faith of theirs could be used as an
objection to any effective unilateral action on the part of the
Assembly; it did not matter whether the final goal was radical or moder
ate.

It is usually said that the moderates of 1848 believed in monarchy

in part because of traditional, quasi-religious loyalties, in part
because they looked to it as a bulwark against the lower classes.

Surely

these were the basic reasons, but it may also be that, like Ruge, some of
them were prisoners of their own progressive but historically conditioned
ideology.
The debate ended with a compromise, with Gagern's celebrated
"bold stroke."

The Assembly itself was to appoint a Regent, but this

Regent was to be a Prince; he was to be the Archduke Johann.

Thus the

compromise upheld popular sovereignty, in principle an important conces
sion to the Left.

It commanded a broad consensus, one which included

much of the Right and which extended well into the ranks of the Left
Center.

This was its great virtue.

accomplished nothing.

Its main shortcoming was that it

The states did not transfer their powers to the

Central Authority, as Dahlmann had hoped, and the Assembly did not seize
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power as the Left had intended.

The Central Authority had no power of

its own, and the Archduke was never more than a figurehead.

59

In effect the Assembly had now limited its task to that of
preparing a constitution, a constitution which, when completed, would
then become the subject of negotiation with the territorial states.
such an Assembly the Left no longer had a useful part to play.
could still be a nuisance.
business.

In

The Left

It could and did delay the conduct of

It could try to steer the Assembly into a collision with the

Powers, as in September it almost managed to do.

Or it could negotiate

and compromise, as eventually it also did, and try to influence the
final shape of the constitution.

But compromise was also futile, for

the moderates themselves had no material power and could not be held to
their promises.60
Ruge understood this.

In an article published in Die Reform, he

declared that after "this act of suicide," the Assembly could be
considered "only an advisory-theorizing society of professors."

He

called for popular protest meetings to press the Assembly further to the
left.61

Once again his thoughts turned to Berlin, and now he established

contact with the Left in the Prussian National Assembly.

In a letter

dated 14 July, undersigned by thirty-nine other delegates of the extreme
Left and addressed to the Prussian Deputies Julius Stein and Oskar Count
Reichenbach, he urged his comrades in Berlin to mobilize public opinion
against the Prussian delegates in Frankfurt, who were in his opinion
especially "royalist and anti-revolutionary minded."
more drastic measures, he wrote.

He had considered

His "fraction" had considered leaving
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Paulskirche, but they could not persuade enough Deputies to follow them
to "be effective"— to break up the Assembly.62
Ruge stayed in Frankfurt.

As Walter Neher suggests, he probably

stayed because he wished to participate in the Polish debate:

or more

exactly, in the debate on the report of the Assembly's Committee on the
Law of Nations, which included recommendations for the future of the
Grand Duchy of Posen.

The Polish question was close to Ruge's heart,

as it was close to the hearts of the entire Assembly.
place on 21-28 July.

The debate took

In it, Ruge delivered two more major speeches, one

proposing a Congress of Nations to promote disarmament, the other
proposing that Germany join with England and France to restore an inde
pendent Poland.63
His motion for a disarmament Congress may have been inspired by
a peace convention organized by the American blacksmith, polyglot,
abolitionist, and pacifist Elihu Burritt, which was to meet in Brussels
in September.6^

In the course of his speech he suggested something even

more ambitious, a European parliament.

This idea derives quite natu

rally from his essay of 1840 on international law.

If the community of

civilized nations is an entity in its own right, with its own structure
and its own laws, then it follows that a new democratic epoch will
require a new form of international organization.
argument, and it is a partisan one.
of an even more partisan nature.

This is Ruge's main

He mentions other considerations

His arguments for disarmament are

partisan, antimilitary rather than humanitarian; he is against armies
because they are expensive and because they can be used against the
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democratic movement.

He rejects the principle which the Committee has

proposed, the principle of nonintervention in the affairs of other
nations.

Democracy, he says, must intervene everywhere until it is

everywhere victorious,
the Congress System.

just as Metternich intervened everywhere through
Perhaps it will even be necessary to fight one

last war, a "war against war" against despotic Russia.

For Europe, he

thought, was a whole and would not rest divided.
Thus the speech is thoroughly partisan, and essentially it is
not naive.

Ruge's opponents Rudolf Haym and Friedrich Bassermann were

quite right to call it "propaganda."

The Rhenish Deputy von Beckerath

called the proposal "not a utopia . . . but an anticipation."
was also right.

And he

It was an "anticipation," if not for the reason that

Beckerath gave— because Christian principles had not sufficiently pene
trated the lives of nations— then because Ruge's democratic epoch was
not yet at hand.

Ruge's motion was defeated by a standing vote.65

Ruge's speech on Poland is equally partisan.66
usually an enthusiast for things Polish.
ward people;

Ruge was not

For him the Poles were a back

they were aristocratic and Catholic.67

And although he

repeatedly speaks of the "disgraceful injustice" of the partitions of
Poland, he is not moved by any deep sense of guilt; he even praises
Prussia for her civilizing mission in Poland.

He supported the Poles—

as he had earlier supported the Slavic Congress in Prague— because their
enemies were the same as his.66

They were anti-Russian.

Many Polish

emigres had fought on the barricades; Ruge speaks of the "apostolic
office of freedom," a slogan which he repeats too many times and which
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he overstates to the point of absurdity.6^

In terms of Ruge's familiar

theory, the new epoch had brought the Slavs into the community of civil
ized nations.
Now, this speech of his is also a bad one.
systematically naive about foreign affairs.

Ruge was almost

As Karl Marx points out,

it was especially naive to suggest a conference with England and France
to restore Poland at a time when England and the Assembly were at
daggers drawn over Schleswig.

Ruge simply assumed that a common liberal

ideology must produce an alliance.

As Marx also observes, Ruge could not

have given an informative speech about the Polish question because he
knew almost nothing about i t . w h a t

he lacks in factual knowledge Ruge

makes up in slogans— and with theory; here again he proves that with the
help of theory he can draw the most bizarre and startling conclusions.
And this speech was also very tactless.

71

I would argue that the

Left in the Assembly was not more or less patriotic than the moderates or
the Right; its partiotism was just different from theirs, directed to
different issues and against different "national enemies."

72

But the

national sentiment of the moderates, conditioned though it was by parti
san considerations, was real and intense.

Ruge spoke as if he meant

deliberately to affront and inflame these feelings.

Midway through his

speech Ruge compared the Poles to the Italians, and he called for the
defeat of Austria in Italy.

From his standpoint it was not unpatriotic

to do this; he did not consider Austria to be a German state.

But he

produced an explosion in the Assembly;
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The Italians will become a nation, and the Radetzkys will have
to be chased out of Italy.We Germans
must will that the
Radetzkys be chased out of Italy. [Disorder; voices:
Get to the
pointI
Call h im to o r d er1] . . . The creation of Italy belongs
to the new Law of Nations, and we, who want the freedom of Euro
pean peoples, w ho want to see the new Law of Nations realized,
we must will that the tyrants of Italy . . . the Radetzkys be
defeated.
[Much shouting; voices:
To orderI
To order! . . . It is dis
graceful to hear that from a German tribune!
Continued noise.J
President:
Gentlemen, I will not call the speaker to order.
I
can only tell h im that it is half-treason against the German
nation to wish that German armies should be defeated, but I can
not call h im to order for that, but I must let him present his
peculiar Weltanschauung. [General applause.]73
"It was a colorful scene," as Ruge's wife saw it from the gallery:
. . . in the roaring and the screaming of the furious crowd, I
thought I culd hear, Crucify him!
Crucify him'
and my dear
Ruge stood, so fine, so great, so calm before them, but deter
mined not to yield.
And a few ugly faces, swollen like toads
with their poison, came for him, but at this dictatorial 'go
to your places,' they turned again and obeyed the command.74
Ruge was not shaken.

He finished his address, firmly, in the teeth of

the solid mass of his enemies before him, with the solid Left cheering
behind him.

He concluded among loud cheers and louder hissing.

One

admires his firmness under fire, and one understands the deep satisfac
tion which he must have felt after the speech.
enemies.

He had bearded his

He had gloriously defended a lost cause.

And indeed his

cause was lost; Ruge's motion was overwhelmingly defeated, as were all
other motions favorable to the Poles.75
It was glorious, but it was not politics.

Ruge had by now made

himself very unpopular in the Assembly; he had even made himself the
butt of ridicule.7<*
good.

Very likely he had done his cause more harm than

Three years later, the young Carl Schurz would say of Ruge that
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"everyone considers him to be a savant allemand in the worst sense of the
word."

77

The implication is that theorists do not do well in practical

politics.

If this is so, then it was Ruge's great misfortune to have

been a Prussian, for he had the energy and wit to have been a first-rate
man of action, and it was the Prussian system that had made him an
academic and a second-rate theorist.
But there is more to the problem than that.

His comrades in the

Assembly were not all theorists, certainly not all Hegelians, and yet
they cheered him to the rafters.

It is not probable that they were

applauding his labored and rather shopworn theories.

More likely, it

was Ruge's force of personality, his commanding presence and his firmness
in principle that they admired.

Ruge was a good spokesman for the

parliamentary Left, and in part this was so because of his very w eak
nesses.

He spoke for a party which was ill prepared to use the oppor

tunity of 1848, for a party which would neither compromise nor take to
the streets, but which clung ever more tightly to its principles as it
sunk ever further into isolation.78
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CHAPTER VIII

REVOLUTION AND COUNTERREVOLUTION IN PRUSSIA,
AUGUST, 1848-1850

The vote on Poland left Ruge thoroughly disillusioned with
Frankfurt.

To his new admirer, the feminist Josephine d'Alquen, he

wrote:
The Frankfurt Assembly is so hopeless that it requires a great
effort not to leave at once.
The decision against Poland is
truly a crime that the Germans will have to pay for. Unfor
tunately I could not persuade more than about twenty to leave.
Otherwise this society would deserve to have the gage of
revolution flung in its face.1
Once again his thoughts turned to Berlin.

And not only Ruge's thoughts;

already the Left was beginning to shift its attention away from Frank
furt, toward the great capitals in the east.

Like Paris, Berlin and

Vienna were administrative and population centers.

Here were the

dissatisfied masses which could be won for the cause.

Even more, the

Prussian National Assembly had always inclined more to the left than
did that in Frankfurt, and it had become even more radical as the
Paulskirche grew increasingly conservative.
Thus Julius Froebel's Central Committee of the Democrats of
Germany made its headquarters in Berlin.

Established in June at the

first Congress of German Republicans, the Committee was to organize and
to coordinate the efforts of democratic clubs throughout Germany.
Naturally, its work was most effective in and around the Prussian
capital.

At the beginning of July Ruge's Die Reform also moved from
305
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Leipzig to Berlin.

It now carried the subheading "Organ of the Demo

cratic Party," and its authoritative status was assured by an editorial
committee which included representatives of the Central Committee, of
2

the larger clubs, and of the Left in the Berlin Assembly.
Ruge left Frankfurt in early August.
Breslau to report to his electors.

He traveled first to

From Breslau he went on to Berlin.

Here, his first concern was for Die Reform, which was about to succumb
for lack of subscribers— because of Post Office chicanery, he thought.
According to his wife, Ruge was brilliantly successful here and had by
mid-September increased his list of subscribers from 300 to 1,500.^
By mid-September, Ruge's disillusionment with the Frankfurt
Assembly had become general throughout the Left.

The moral power of

Frankfurt had rested on the euphoria of March, on an ephemeral spirit of
brotherhood and cooperation.
give way to a harsher mood.

During the summer this spirit had begun to
In June Cavaignac put down the workers'

uprising in Paris, and the class tensions which broke the back of the
French revolution were also growing in Germany.

Again, the Assembly was

strong because Prussia and Austria were momentarily weak, and now
Austria was beginning to revive.

In July the Austrian general

WinditschgrMtz reconquered Prague, and Radetzky crushed the Italians
at Custozza.
Then in September crisis came to Germany.

Prussia had been

waging war against Denmark in the name of the Frankfurt Assembly.
on 28 August, the belligerents signed an armistice.

Now,

Prussia was under

severe pressure from the Powers and had little choice but to sign.
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because it had been reached without the consent of Frankfurt, and
because it was very disadvantageous to the German cause, the armistice
provoked a crisis in the Assembly.

Together with a nationalistic group

around Dahlmann, the Left found itself— for once— in the majority, and
the Assembly refused to recognize the agreement.
But the Assembly could not agree on an alternative course, and
on 16 September it was forced to yield and to reverse its stand.
Enraged at what it considered to be a craven surrender of sovereignty,
the Frankfurt Left called for new elections.
now took to the barricades.

The citizens of Frankfurt

Rather than negotiate, the Central Author

ity called in Prussian troops and shot the insurgents down.

As a check

against further "anarchy," the Authority then organized "observation
armies" throughout southern and western Germany, and it called on the
states to take repressive measures against popular assemblies and
against the p r e s s :

a request which on 10 October the Frankfurt Assembly

enacted into law.
The Left was not pleased.

In a manifesto dated 3 October, the

Central Committee counted off the sins of the Paulskirche and called on
4
the German people to demand new elections.
Now, just as the Left broke with Frankfurt, Berlin was beginning
to look more and more hospitable.

Here the population had grown quite

radical, and by now the Prussian National Assembly was steering a
collision course with the Monarchy.

On 9 August the Assembly demanded

in effect that the Prussian officers' corps be purged of militant reac
tionaries.

The King would not agree even to token compliance.
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Ministry was trapped between an aggressive Assembly and an adamant
monarch, and on 8 October it felt compelled to resign.5
This was a great victory for the democrats, and it seemed to set
a precedent which must lead to parliamentary government.6
jubilant.

The Left was

"Berlin is now the anchor of freedom," proclaimed an

editorial in Die Reform, "Berlin is the thorn in the side of the Reaction;
it is the German Paris."7
It was also a defeat for the King, one which he was not prepared
to accept.

He now began to prepare the coup d'etat which would rid him

of his obnoxious parliament.

On 11 September his plans were formulated

and were actually committed to paper.8

On 13 September General of

Cavalry F. H. E. von Wrangel, a man of unimpeachably reactionary convic
tions, was appointed troop commander in the "Marches";
of Brandenburg around Berlin.

in the Province

Once again, tensions mounted.

When it

was learned that another General, Ernst von Pfuel, was to head the new
Ministry, the democratic clubs began quite openly to plan an insurrecg
tion for 25 September.
It is therefore not surprising that the Left now turned to
Berlin.

Ruge had returned briefly to Frankfurt for the final vote on

the Danish question.

On 22 September he wrote to his wife;

. . . it is all right that the movement proceeds from Berlin and
not from here.
Berlin is victorious.
The Berlin Assembly is the
real National Assembly.
She must win out, and she will be sover
eign.
Her victory is a victory of the Revolution, while a
victory of the Assembly here is a victory of the Reaction.10
At the beginning of October, Froebel's Central Committee issued
a summons to a second democratic Congress, to be held in Berlin at the
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end of the month.

After the Manifesto of 3 October, this move could be

interpreted as a challenge to Frankfurt, and in fact it was so inter
preted in the Paulskirche.

At the same time, a group of parliamentary

democrats also called for a "Congress of Representatives of the Left in
German Constituent Assemblies."

This Congress— which its enemies dubbed

the "anti-parliament"— was also to meet in Berlin, also at the end of
October.

So far as we know, the men who called this meeting were moved

only by the vague conviction that consultation might be useful.
some suspected more sinister motives.

However,

Especially colorful was an account

published in the conservative Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung.

Arnold

Ruge and several others, it said, had called for what was to be a second
"pre-parliament."

This body was to depose the Frankfurt Assembly, to

bend the governments and the estates of Germany to its will, and to
enforce a reign of terror— so the newspaper had i t . ^
That would have required more energy and purposefulness than the
German Left could ever have mustered.

It would also have required a

better organization than the Left had been able to build.

Indeed, if

either of these two Congresses were to attempt any positive action, then
it was likely that they would work at cross-purposes.

The relatively

moderate, sophisticated parliamentary democrats rarely spoke to the club
leaders.

Nor could the clubs always control the street crowd, which was

more likely to follow leaders from its own ranks— obscure men, often men
known only by nicknames, like "LindenmUller" and "father" Karbe.

12

And having broken with the Frankfurt Assembly, the Left no longer
had a coherent, generally accepted program.

On the German question,
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opinions varied from Karl Marx's radical centralism to the federalism
of Julius Froebel.

South German democrats were often quite hostile to

Prussia, and even within the Berlin Assembly a party— the Left Center
or Fraktion Rodbertus— was still committed to Frankfurt and to the idea
of a "greater Germany."

This group also considered itself to be demo

cratic, and several of its members had in fact grown quite radical, but
it was at odds with the increasingly particularistic tendency of the
"actual Left" or Fraktion W aldeck.^3
But for the most part, the Berlin Left had grown very particu
laristic— or patriotic, if you will.
take surprising forms.

This patriotism of theirs could

I cite an editorial published in Die Reform on

3 September, which read in part:
If you want unity, then that can only be a despotic unity under
one master, or a republican unity without all masters.
Give
unity up, then everyone will keep his own petty master.
Thus,
the difficulty is not that Prussia exists.
On the contrary,
that is our good fortune.
If because of the forces of democracy
there arises in Prussia a revolutionary tyranny, then it will
swallow all the dynasties in the rest of Germany.
If in Prussia
a democracy arises without tyranny, then it will also arise in
all the little territories, and then all German democrats will
join together in German u n i t y . ^
What is most interesting here is the reference to a "revolutionary
tyranny."

Although the passage is not so clearly written as one would

wish, in the democratic jargon of the time "revolutionary tyranny" could
mean only one thing.

It meant a monarchy aggressive enough and ruthless

enough to upset the status q u o . ^

Thus, even a defeat of the popular

movement was not to be seen as an unmitigated disaster, for the concen
tration of forces necessary to assure its defeat would also be enough
to unify Germany.
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Like Wilhelm Jordan, the "Organ of the Democratic Party" had
begun to count the blessings which might come of its own downfall.
Surely, the author of this editorial knew how to think dialectically.
Like Hegel, he knew that even apparent evil must ultimately serve the
good.

One notes that dialectical thinking served a useful purpose;

helped to insulate the Left against the shock of possible defeat.

it
One

also begins to understand why it was that the Left was so often
defeated.
Thus, even this early an influential organ of the Left had begun
to approach a position that could be called Caesaristic.
those who went even further.

There were

I cite the historian Karl Griewank:

Like the greater part of the democratic press, they [the Left
in the Berlin Assembly] had not lost sight of the . . . idea of
German unity and believed that they could create in Berlin the
center of gravity for a future unitary or federal republic or
a democratic mdnarchy.
Indeed, some even played with the idea
of a Prussian "revolutionary tyranny" for all Germany.
It
showed up in not uninteresting form in the . . . project of the
little street-demagogue [F. W.] Held, to force a democraticsocial Prussian Caesarism (Casarenpolitik) in Germany through an
alliance of the "working people" . . . with the feudal-military
Prussian opposition, which seemed capable of any act of violence,
foreign or domestic.
To overthrow the bourgeoisie, he would
even play into the hands of the most determined conservatives
. . . [that i s , of agents-provocateurs 1.
Certainly Arnold Ruge had no use for Held or for his projects.17
But even he had ideas which are "not uninteresting"— ideas which might
eventually lead in a similar direction.

On 8 October he wrote to

d'Alquen, anticipating the Congresses that would come later in the month:
"...
luck.

when you hear that our friends are gathering h e r e , then wish me
...

I think that even the entire mechanism of state will be

forced to make our cause its own."

18

Ruge had returned to Berlin shortly
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after the popular uprising in Frankfurt.

Here, he wrote to Gagern

requesting leave of absence from the National Assembly.

This being

denied, he stayed in Berlin and allowed his mandate to lapse.
In October things went more peacefully in Berlin.

19

The new

Minister-President was a man of good will; he was either exceptionally
sensible or very naive.

To everyone's astonishment he tried honestly

to cooperate with the Assembly, and the planned insurrection was for
gotten.

But his was a thankless task, and the peace that he brought was

superficial and transitory.

The Assembly continued to move left, and

toward the end of October it passed several measures which would have
alarmed even a more liberal-minded King than Friedrich Wilhelm IV.

And

if the Assembly was hard to manage, then the King was impossible.

After

a riot on 16 October, the King demanded that Pfuel impose a state of
siege in Berlin.

Pfuel refused and offered to resign.

The King secretly

accepted his resignation but ordered him to remain in office until a new
government could be formed.

Slowly the Army, returned from Schleswig-

Holstein, massed around Berlin— some 80,000 strong.

By sheer weight of

numbers the troops created a momentum of their own.

Soon they would

have to go into winter quarters.

The King could not hesitate long;

either the Army would soon have to enter Berlin, or else his plans would
have to be postponed indefinitely.

20

Above all, there was growing excitement over the fate of Vienna.
The Austrian capital, even more a radical stronghold than Berlin, rose
up on 6 October in open insurrection, and Austrian troops began to move
against that city.

Certainly the fall of Vienna would encourage
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counterrevolution everywhere.

Very likely the fate of the popular move

ment would be decided in Vienna, and— unless the Hungarians intervened—
it would probably be decided in defeat.

Almost the entire population

of Berlin was united in sympathy for Vienna, and this sympathy gave the
population a sense of solidarity that transcended class differences.
This feeling of revolutionary solidarity worked to the advantage of the
Left, which tried hard to keep it alive.

And it did stay alive, until

finally Ruge and others actually tried to do something for the Viennese.

21

Toward the end of the month German democrats gathered in Berlin
for their two scheduled Congresses.

Anyone who expected decisive action

from either group will have been disappointed.

The "anti-parliament" was

only lightly attended— only eight delegates came from outside Prussia—
and the democratic Congress was crippled by internal differences, disorder,
and acrimony.

Here only Arnold Ruge showed a real sense of purpose.

He

worked actively in both Congresses, to bring them together and to per
suade them to act on behalf of Vienna.

He proposed a manifesto calling

on the German people to contribute money and to take arms in defense of
Vienna, and he proposed that a mass meeting for Vienna be called at
once in Berlin.

22

In the "anti-parliament" he had little success.

Even when

invited, the parliamentary democrats showed no interest in joining the
large and disorganized democratic Congress.
appoint a committee to draft a manifesto.

The "anti-parliament" did
But then Benedikt Waldeck and

J. D. H. Temme, the leaders of the "actual Left" in the Assembly,
objected.

Their party was gaining strength.

They expected soon to
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dominate the Assembly, and they considered that the Left ought to concen
trate all its energies on winning this objective.
therefore dropped.

The manifesto was

Instead, by way of a compromise, Waldeck agreed to

submit to the Assembly a resolution demanding "that the Ministry be
asked swiftly to summon all forces available to the State in defense of
popular freedom, endangered in Vienna."

Because the government was not

likely actually to go to war for the Viennese democrats, Veit Valentin
has called the resolution "absurd," and in fact it makes sense only when
seen as a compromise with Ruge and the other militants in the Congress.
As Waldeck formulated and defended it, the resolution had strongly
particularistic overtones.

Because it appealed to the government and

not to Frankfurt, it was an insult to the Paulskirche.

For this reason

Carl Rodbertus and his Left Center opposed it in the Assembly on
31 October, and it failed.

Instead the Assembly passed a substitute

motion of Rodbertus', which called on the government
to take quick and energetic steps with the Central Authority,
so that the popular freedom endangered in the German lands of
Austria . . . may be truly and successfully protected and
peace may be established.
— a compromise so harmless that even the Minister-President voted for it.
Ruge had more luck in the democratic Congress.

He had some

difficulty in having a manifesto adopted, especially after it was learned
that the "anti-parliament" had rejected the idea.

But together with the

Deputy Rudolf Schramm, he did persuade the Congress to call a mass meet
ing for 29 October.23

And on that same day the Congress did agree to

issue a manifesto, although it was certainly weaker than what Ruge had
wished, for it stopped short of calling for money and armed assistance
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for Vienna.

It reads in part:

It is for us, German brothers, not to let Vienna's freedom
perish, not to give her up to conquest by barbarian hordes.
It
is the most holy duty of German governments to hurry . . . to
the aid of our threatened sister-city, but at the same time it
is the most holy duty of the German people . . . to make any
sacrifice for the salvation of Vienna. . . .
Help yourselves!
The men whom you have sent to Frankfurt to
build freedom have turned back with scornful laughter the summons
to save Vienna.
It is for you to act.
With a mighty and unflinching will, demand of your govern
ments that they submit to your majority and save the German
cause and the cause of freedom in Vienna.24
On reading the manifesto, simple democrats must have felt a
certain frustration.

Its language is urgent;

have been desperate.

Something had to be done, but just what it was

that had to done is not made clear.

surely the situation must

Karl Marx observed:

The manifesto makes up for the lack of revolutionary energy
with a preachy pathos, behind which is concealed the most
decided poverty of ideas and of passion.
A few examples! . . .
"It is for us, German brothers, not to let Vienna's freedom
perish, not to
give her up to conquest by
barbarian horde
And how do we do that?
Well, first of all, through an address to the sense of duty
of the "German Governments." C'est incroyable! . . .
The Prussian government is supposed to send Wrangel or Colomb
or the Prince of Prussia against [the Austrians] Auersperg,
Jelacic and WinditschgrHtz? . . . The governments will smile
complacently at this virginal enthusiasm.
The people is summoned, generally "to make any sacrifice for
the salvation of Vienna."
Good!
But the people expects definite
proposals from the democratic Congress.
He who demands every
thing demands nothing and gets nothing.25
The protest which Ruge was organizing with such zeal had begun to look
very much like a "king and country riot."

Without Waldeck's support,

without any real support from the clubs, it became an exercise in
pointless activism.
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The mass meeting was held as planned.

After some vague and

boring speeches, Arnold Ruge took the rostrum and proposed immediate
action.

The "Civic Guard and the entire population of Berlin" were

summoned to march together to the Royal Playhouse— where the Assembly
now met— and to present the Assembly with a petition in support of
Waldeck's resolution.

The crowd approved.26

Ruge now began furiously

to prepare for the march:
We . . . hurried by day and by night from club to club, from
the workers to the burghers, from soldiers to Deputies . . .
we moved heaven and earth to make a Berliner, a Prussian issue
of the matter.27
His efforts were seconded in an editorial published on 30 October in
Die Reform.

Mustering its strongest arguments, the "Organ of the

Democratic Party" apostrophized the Assembly in these words:
This evening the cause of Vienna will be presented in your
H ouse. . . . It is not only the struggle against Reaction at
home to which the German democracy summons you.
We remind you
of all the exalted phrases about "Prussia's great history,"
about the "salvation of national honor," which have sounded
in the National Assembly.
If these are not mere phrases, as
empty as the leaves of autumn which fall from the trees with
every breath of air, then even the Right must force the Ministry
either to change its policy or to resign. Strange 1 that we must
call out to you:
It is a matter of Prussia's honor; the ques
tion is whether Prussia shall win for all time the supremacy
in Germany, or whether she shall be forgotten.
The march took place on 31 October, on the day that the Assembly
was to take up the Waldeck resolution.

Unfortunately, it was also the

day of WinditschgrMtz's triumphant entry into Vienna.

The marchers fell

in at the Alexanderplatz, flying the red flag and led by Arnold Ruge,
who was flanked— ominously enough— by the notorious demagogues Karbe
and "LindenmUller."

They proceeded to the Playhouse, where Ruge
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delivered his petition to the radical Deputy K. L. J. d'Ester.

Ruge

then turned and left, calling on the crowd to follow.29
But the crowd did not follow.
that the Assembly did as it was told.

It remained behind to make sure
By evening a really ugly mob had

formed.

There were many adolescents in the crowd, and there were many

drunks.

There were men with torches and men with ropes, ostensibly to

hang wrong-headed Deputies with.

Very likely there were also agents-

provocateurs, as the Left would later assert.
attempted to storm the Playhouse.

In any case, the crowd

Failing that, it literally besieged

the building until, hours later, the Civic Guard arrived and extricated
the Assembly.
Once again Ruge had played a central part in shaping events,
and this time we can be quite sure that he did his cause more harm than
good.

He had not helped Vienna.

Waldeck's resolution.

The Assembly had not even passed

And from the democratic standpoint, the riot at

the Playhouse was a disaster.

It brought the burghers of Berlin, the

social strata which composed the Civic Guard, into direct conflict with
the street crowd.
of Berlin.30

With Wrangel at the gates, the riot divided the people

It also gave Wrangel a good pretext to march in— in case

he still felt the need of one.
After the fall of Vienna, the King would probably have acted in
any case.

On 1 November he dismissed the Pfuel government.

It was

replaced by a government headed by the King's uncle Count Brandenburg
and by Otto von Manteuffel, an official who was generally considered to
be an intriguer and a reactionary.

On 3 November the Assembly's
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protest against the new government was rejected.

On 9 November the King

prorogued the Assembly, which was ordered to reconvene in the provincial
town of Brandenburg— allegedly for its own protection, but clearly for
the purpose of bringing it under control.

On 10 November the Army

occupied Berlin, and two days later Wrangel proclaimed a state of siege.
On 13 November the democratic press was suspended.
martial law was proclaimed.

On 14 November

The populace and the Civic Guard were dis

armed; troops occupied the Playhouse and forbade the Assembly to meet.31
There were elements in the clubs, and perhaps also in the Assembly
itself, w ho would have liked to meet force with force— to summon the
people to armed resistance.
it.

But the Assembly as a whole decided against

Its first move was to send a deputation to the King protesting his

choice of ministers.

Because even in constitutionalist theory the King

enjoyed complete freedom in this matter, and because in yielding the
King would have set a very damaging precedent, this was a very aggressive
move and probably helped to goad the King on to more drastic measures.

32

In Karl Griewank's opinion it was a major blunder:
Probably about three quarters of the population of Berlin,
burghers and democrats alike, would have been prepared to
resist actively, had not the Assembly, misunderstanding its
real power . . . pressed itself forward in the struggle against
the Ministry with its deputation to the King:
this intoxicat
ing piece of popular theatre in the manner of the Vormarz.33
However, most of the men in the Assembly were men of peace.

Its Presi

dent, Hans Viktor von Unruh, also believed that resistance was hopeless,
and very likely he was right.

34

But the Assembly w ould not go meekly off to Brandenburg.
done this would have been to concede an important legal point.
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according to legal doctrines based on the electoral law of 8 April, King
and Assembly were co-equal sovereigns in the constitution-making process.
If the Assembly had allowed itself to be prorogued and sent off to
Brandenburg, then it would have admitted the overriding sovereignty of
the King.35
The Assembly therefore adopted a policy of "passive resistance."
Denouncing the government's acts as illegal, it declared that it would
continue to meet in Berlin— in hotels if necessary— and would yield
only to force.36

There were good precedents for this policy.

Bieder-

meier liberals had always yielded to force; they had had little choice in
the matter.

But they had usually continued to insist, loudly and some

times even heroically, upon the letter of their legal rights.

At times

this tactic had even been used successfully, as we have seen in the case
of the first United Diet.

Whether it was appropriate to a revolutionary

situation is another matter.
"Passive resistance" was thus a natural and even a comfortable
stand for the Assembly to take.

It had the further advantage of being

popular; with this display of dignity and moral courage in the face of
official bullying, the Assembly began to win over moderate opinion to
its side.3^

But if this was the Assembly's purpose, then its next move

cost it all that it had gained.
On 15 November the Assembly had at last to yield to force.

A

file of soldiers invaded its meeting in the Gasthaus Milenz, led by a
Major who ordered the Assembly to disperse.

This it did, but only after

it had passed a resolution declaring that "the Brandenburg Ministry is
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not entitled to dispense state moneys or to collect taxes, so long as
the Assembly cannot continue its sessions in Berlin undisturbed.1,39
That is, the Assembly called on the Prussian people to refuse to pay its
taxes.

Assuming that the Assembly was in fact sovereign and that the

King had overreached his authority, this was a lawful act of selfdefense.39

Whether it was well advised is another question.

The resolu

tion threw the burden and the danger of resistance on the individual
taxpayer, and the individual Prussian taxpayer was not equal to such a
burden.

This was all the more true because taxpayers belonged to the

propertied classes and because precisely this resolution, subversive as
it was of public order, tended to drive the propertied classes into the
arms of the government.

40

Thus the Assembly lost the support which its

previous moderation had gained for it, and it won nothing in return.

41

Ruge's newspaper had been suspended on 13 November, together
with the rest of the democratic press.

When he defiantly printed an

edition for the 14th, his printing office was forcibly closed, and his
effects were confiscated by the police.
He now returned to Dresden.

42

Here he quickly wrote and published

a book or "diary" describing, from his own partisan standpoint, events
in Berlin since early September.
piece of work.

43

This "diary" of his is a very hasty

Its earlier sections have largely been pasted together

out of clippings from Die Reform, and it was published as quickly as
possible:

on 12 December, according to the Prussian police.

44

Many of

his opinions were already obsolete by the time that the book was pub
lished.

Still, it gives us a fair idea how Ruge and many other democrats
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had seen events in November, as they occurred.
Here, he is quite hostile toward the Brandenburg government and
especially toward Otto von Manteuffel.

He is also hostile toward Frank

furt, whose clumsy efforts to mediate between King and Assembly had by
now antagonized both parties.

He writes:

. . . shall we go from the frying-pan of Berlin to the fire of
Frankfurt? Shall we trade our one despot for a whole nest of
them? Certainly we want a united Germany, but not as they like
it in Frankfurt.
We hold firm to our "particular" Prussian
freedom.^
He professes to believe that this Prussian freedom can be secured
through the tax boycott, a belief which by 12 December few of his readers
will have shared.

He also believes that the Army will mutiny if the

government tries to use it against the opposition, because, he says, the
soldiers are Prussians, and because democracy is immanent in the struc
ture of the Prussian army.46

This belief of his was also misguided, but

in November it too had been common to several leading democrats.

47

He

continues:
At the same time, Prussia has never been a purely military
state.
The civil and legal order, even in the old bureaucratic
sense, must resist Wrangel's brutality and resists it even now.
They cannot even give up the most recent legislation.
The
Princes and junkers cannot get rid of the existing mechanism
of state, for they are unequal to the task of building a new one.^®
Now, it is true that some of the "very newest legislation," laws
passed by the Assembly in 1848, were included in the Constitution of
5 December.

But Ruge means to say more than this.

in the tradition of the Rechtsstaat:
Prussian official.

He puts his faith

in the legal conscience of the

He hopes that the civil service will support the

tax boycott or if not, that it will at least balk at illegal acts of
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repression.

49

Here again he would be proven wrong.

Three years later,

Hans Viktor von Unruh would cite a Minister in the Manteuffel govern
ment as saying that even he was alarmed at the reactionary zeal of the
bureaucracy; he suspected that if the Revolution had won his officials
would have proved to be just as f l e x ible.^
seconded Unruh's conclusion:

Ruge himself later

that the greatest error of the opposition

lay in its failure to purge or replace the bureaucratic m a c h i n e r y . ^
Indeed, it was the Revolution and its aftermath which finally killed the
Hegelian "State."

After 1848 political controls were so tightened that

the administrative bureaucracy would never again serve as a "bridge
between State and society," or— with certain honorable but infrequent
exceptions in the field of social and commercial policy— as anything more
than a tool of the government and of the conservative interests behind
the government.^2
Even more interesting is Ruge's reaction to the Constitution of
5 December.

Unable to control the Assembly even in Brandenburg, the

government had— illegally— dissolved it and had imposed a Constitution of
its own making.

This was a very shrewd political maneuver.

The Consti

tution fortified Prussian unity against the designs of Frankfurt, which
would have liked to break Prussia up so as to digest her more easily,
but at the same time it strengthened the pro-Prussian element in the
Paulskirche.

The Constitution was ostensibly very liberal, so liberal

that the King had opposed it.

For this reason it appeased moderate

opinion— including that of the Frankfurt Assembly— and it further
isolated the democrats.

But the document was carefully written.
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actually conceded nothing— with the exception of trial by jury— which
would have weakened the government's hand vis-a-vis the o p p o s i t i o n . ^
In particular, it left no openings which might later have led to parlia
mentary government.

At least one oppositional leader, Carl Rodbertus

of the Left Center, saw this at once and was quick to point it out.
But Ruge was impressed.

54

He could not have endorsed the Consti

tution at once; it was the arbitrary creation of a hated Ministry.

But

his reaction was at least ambivalent:
This Constitution . . . proclaims freedom of the press, freedom
of association and assembly and juries in criminal . . . and
political cases; it abolishes licensing and the requirement of
deposits [of the press] and guarantees the habeas-corpus act,
but [it] also [stipulates] the state of siege, the royal veto
and orders and titles. . . . There can be no question how the
National Assembly will answer this act of absolutism; we will
await the answer of history.^5
Ruge would wait and see.

Perhaps at last this Ministry understood

Prussia's true interests.
Early in December Ruge's brothers visited him in Dresden.

They

convinced h im that tensions had eased enough in Berlin so that he might
resume publication of Die Reform.

He returned to Berlin and almost

convinced Wrangel to let him resume publication, but Wrangel was dis
suaded by the Police President.
expelling him from Berlin.

Soon after that he received an order

Hoping to have the order rescinded, Ruge

arranged interviews with the Police President and with Otto von
Manteuffel.

According to his wife, he received "charming, polite,

pretty words, the best, the most soothing promises and assurances, but
no official retraction of the order."
days' grace— until Christmas.

The best he could get was eight

Actually he waited until January before
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withdrawing to Leipzig.56
But Manteuffel's fair words do seem to have impressed him.

In

February, in a long letter to d'Alquen, he described the interview in
some detail.

He had first complained to Manteuffel that his rights had

been violated:

his right to freedom of the press and even more his

property rights, for he had invested most of his inheritance in the
newspaper.

If Prussia wished to win public favor, he had said, it was

not enough to proclaim a liberal constitution; it was necessary to
abide by it.57
Manteuffel replied that his own intentions were the very best,
but that his authority was limited.58
speaking honestly.

Here at least, Manteuffel was

The Army still commanded in Berlin, and in Ruge's

case Wrangel would have the final word.

And in a broader sense, even

if Manteuffel wished to follow the kind of policy that Ruge advocated,
the King would not have allowed it.

The King listened first to his own

personal circle or "camarilla," a group which included such illiberal
men as Heinrich Leo and the Gerlachs.

59

But the Minister was interested in Ruge's opinions, he tells us:
"I stood to go.

He asked me to stay, and inquired as to what I thought

of the business in Frankfurt

(15 and 16 December)."

What had happened in Frankfurt was this:

the able but person

ally unpopular Anton von Schmerling, Austria's strongest advocate in
Frankfurt, had been forced to resign his post as Foreign Minister and
Minister-President of the Central Authority.
replaced him.

Heinrich von Gagern had

This change of leadership strengthened the pro-Prussian
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group in Frankfurt.

Schmerling retaliated by organizing his own

"greater-German" or anti-Prussian "fraction" in the Assembly, a maneuver
which split the Right and the Center and created a situation which was
at least potentially favorable to the Left.

For the time being, the

Left supported the weaker party— Schmerling's.

But in a showdown the

Left might easily tip the balance— as in fact it would eventually do.60
The King's chances of becoming Emperor of the Germans were now better
than ever, but if he wished to do so, it behooved him to steer a liberal
course.

Ruge saw this:

I told h im that if Prussia could, through the genuine intro
duction of free institutions, win back the confidence which she
had lost, then it would be advisable to use the Frankfurt Assembly
so that it would transfer the supreme authority (Reichsgewalt) to
Prussia and the full legislative power to the National Assembly,
which would have to be in Berlin, so that the dynasts would
remain only as something like sovereign provincial governors.
Despite the ninth of November, Prussia was still just simply the
left side of Germany.
Manteuffel:
of others.

'The King is against any violation of the sovereignty

I: These sovereignties are only specious ones, and Prussia's
vassalage to Russia and her fear of France will be eliminated
at one blow.
Use your dictatorship.
You still have two months.
Afterward it will be too late.61
All this was reasonable enough, although it was not likely that Ruge's
advice would be followed.

One only regrets that he had not spoken so

convincingly, so simply and realistically, when he had stood before the
Assembly in Frankfurt.

There, his eloquence might have done more good.

The interview went on in the same agreeable vein.
asked Ruge's opinion on the likelihood of war with France.

Manteuffel
He remarked

that he had been an avid reader of Ruge's JahrbUcher, and he invited
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Ruge to return for a talk whenever he wished.

All this had its effect.

Even after Ruge's own expulsion from Berlin, he continued to believe in
the Minister's good faith.

If he, Ruge, had been badly treated, then

this was evidence of "anarchy at the top."
mentality," he concluded,
depend on nothing,

"Politics and the military

"are in conflict with one another, and one can

for no one knows who is in c h a r g e . A n d

at least

as far as his own case was concerned, he was right.
Shortly after this interview Ruge wrote to Karl Nauwerk, a
member of the Frankfurt Left and an old friend from the days of the
JahrbUcher.

He proposed that the Left ought now to reverse its course

and to support Prussian supremacy against the "scandalous intrigues" of
Schmerling's party:
Revolution will not assure the existence of a crazy people like
the Germans.
Therefore it is time that all antipathies be set
aside and that even the most extreme democrats should join
together with Prussian tyranny. [!] I believe that you must
already think the same. . . .
1) Manteuffel (and the government— it seems to me that they
are the same) certainly understands that the Putsch of 9 November
was a great mistake.
In this government the red monarchy has
still not come to power.
Thus, their policy is now:
"Liberal
laws, and more liberal and more German than Austria. Afterward
we will see what we will keep and what n o t l Just as in 1818—
to win Germany.
But now the laws are no longer a joke, and the
absorption of the entire South, of Brunswick, Saxony etc. would
necessarily condition the seriously democratic movement of the
the State.
2) The dynasties trust Friedrich Wilhelm IV because of the
ninth of November.
Let us support this wisdoml
Prussia will be
free of Russia if it gains Germany, and the Prussian government
will have to remain democratic— in order to remain strong.
Despite all theories, you must decide for the hereditary
supremacy of Prussia.63
This view of the situation is colored by wishful thinking; Ruge's
views often were.

Again, his standpoint has changed drastically from
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what it had been a year earlier.

Then, he had said that freedom must

come before German unity, that freedom was a necessary precondition of
unity.^

Now he argues the opposite.

But even this is only a change

of tactics, dictated by a new situation.
More striking is the cold practicality— the slyness, if you
will— of Ruge's proposal.
he w r i t e s . ^

"Frankfurt can no longer realize principles."

The Left must support Prussia "despite all theories."

Democracy must ally itself with "Prussian tyranny."
the Princes' misguided "trust" in Prussia.
been written by Niccolb Macchiavelli.

It must exploit

Such a letter might have

It was not; it was written by

the same impractical theorist whom we have just heard address the Frank
furt Assembly, by the same unthinking activist who had led the march of
31 October.
So Ruge was a practical man after all.

However, like most of

us he had only a limited imagination, and therefore also a limited
conception of practice.
stood the situation.

He was a practical man only so long as he under

Often as he had spoken of revolution, he had no

very clear idea of how revolutions are made.

He most decidedly did not

understand how to behave in a deliberative assembly, a shortcoming which
was not uncommon among the men of 1848.
through the "State."

But he did understand how to work

He understood how to talk to a Prussian official,

and he knew how to argue in terms of raison d'etat.
line of activity was not a fruitful one.

Unfortunately, this

For however convincing

Manteuffel may have found Ruge's arguments, Manteuffel was not a free
agent; he was a servant of the King.
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Throughout January and much of February, Ruge sat impatiently
in Leipzig.
lifted.

He expected almost daily that the state of siege would be

He longed to return to Berlin, to reopen Die Reform and to lay

his new insights before the public.66

On 15 February he wrote to

Manteuffel, complaining once more that his political and property rights
had been violated and once more presenting his case for a democratic,
or in any event an "honestly constitutional," Prussia.6^
Manteuffel was not unreceptive.

He presented this letter to the

full Ministry, which agreed that Ruge should be allowed to return and to
publish Die Reform— subject to Wrangel's approval.
approve.

But Wrangel did not

Whatever it was that Manteuffel hoped to gain by cultivating

Ruge, Wrangel's mission was to keep things quiet in Berlin, and it seemed
to him that the politicians were making his task unduly difficult.

In

reply, he wrote a long and sarcastic letter in which he pictured Ruge as
a zealous, adroit, and clever troublemaker whose presence could not
possibly be tolerated in the capital.

Wrangel's opinion was decisive.66

The final disposition of Ruge's case tends to confirm his
opinion that there was "anarchy at the top" in Prussia.

Someone in the

Ministry drafted a soothing letter; unfortunately, it said, the time was
not yet opportune for Ruge's return.

Someone else then adumbrated the

letter into a curt note, to the effect that Ruge had "always been an
enemy of the State."

In this form the letter was finally dispatched

on 4 March.66
This effectively ended Ruge's flirtation with the BrandenburgManteuffel government.

The course of events would in any case have
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ended it soon enough.

In late April the King definitively rejected

Frankfurt's offer of an Imperial crown and dissolved the Second Chamber
of his own new Diet.
southwest Germany.

In May, civil war broke out in Dresden and in
But even now, in a pamphlet published in May, Ruge

still argued that he had been right.70
Here he says that Prussia's raison d'etat demands liberal poli
cies, an alliance with the people.

It is Austria, "condemned by all

mankind," which is the fortress of despotism in Germany.

"Everything

since Frederic the Great" has worked to make Prussia the core of a new
Germany.
ests.

But now Prussia is ruled by a "party" against her own inter

"It is impossible," he bitterly concludes, that this "party" will

ever see the light.

For the moment he hopes that the revolution will

overthrow it.71
"The Prussian hereditary emperor-ship," which Frankfurt had
finally offered her, "is the product of an antediluvian phantasy.

In

this world it would have been nothing but the most modern of police
states."72

Ruge is bitter.

But even so, he goes on to say, Prussian

hegemony w ould have been a step forward for democracy.

The new greater

Prussia would have been stronger and more "German" than the old and could
therefore have stood alone without Russia.
bad terms with Austria:

She would also have been on

an important point, because for Ruge Austria

is still the arch-devil of Europe.72
Beside this familiar and rather workaday argument Ruge places
another which is more interesting.

I quote:

The police-state is the most fertile soil for revolution.
Every
where the police-state clears the ground for the people's state.
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The police-state reduces the people to chaos, to a disordered
mass.
The police-state . . . is thus the perfect disorganization
of the people, abolition of will, of morality and of reason, yes,
of the life of the people and of the commonwealth itself.
The
people's state returns reason, will and morality to a desolated
humanity.^
The argument is a curious one.
Bruno Bauer's dialectic of extremes.

Ruge's thinking here reminds one of
His political heaven is supposed

to arise out of a hell rather like Hannah Arendt's model of "totali
tarianism," out of a process of atomization and depolitization.

One

suspects that any democracy which actually did grow out of the "policestate" in the manner described would itself closely resemble a policestate.^5

Certainly Ruge does not intend that it should.

He wants to

put the best face on the situation, and to fit the situation he has
expanded one of his favorite old arguments:

that

repressive measures

create their own opposition and that reaction must lead to revolution.
He has not thought through all the implications of what he says.76
Still, it is well to be reminded that Ruge's conception of democracy
was not exactly like our own— a fact which helps explain his later
acceptance of Bismarck's mass-based dictatorship as a partial substi
tute.
And in a very drastic sense, this rather strained argument of
Ruge's also illustrates the extent of his dependence on Prussia.
Prussia had to be an agent of liberalism and democracy.

In 1838 he had

thought that Prussia might act out of good will, because the spirit of
her institutions was intrinsically liberal.

Later, it still seemed that

she might act out of enlightened self-interest or, failing that, out of
bitter necessity.

And now that all else had failed, he could at least
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cast Prussia in the role of

Mephistopheles, as "a part of that power /

Which always wills the evil

and always creates the good."

In this pamphlet he
had been united by Prussia,

uses both of these arguments.

If Germany

then Prussia would have become

democratic

out of necessity, and as a "police-state" she would also have "cleared
the ground" for revolution.

One notes that from a practical standpoint

these arguments are mutually incompatible.

In the first instance demo

crats ought to have supported Prussia; in the second, they should have
worked to overthrow her.
no longer relevant.

But by this time the practical standpoint was

Prussia had not accepted the German crown, and Ruge

was no longer in a position to influence the course of events.

He was

politically helpless, and now one tenet of dialectical thinking, the
proposition that even apparent evil must ultimately serve the good,
could serve one of the original purposes of dialectical thinking— that
of comforting the helpless.
One somehow feels that one has seen all this before.

There is

always a certain repetitiousness or inner symmetry to Ruge's life.

He

had begun as a liberal and as a Prussian patriot, two standpoints which
his Hegelianism had helped him to reconcile.

Then events had strained

his Hegelian faith and had turned him away from Prussia.

He had become

first a philosophical and religious radical, then a political revolu
tionary.

Unsuccessful as a revolutionary, he now turned once more to

Prussia.

He returned, unhappily, embittered and with reservations, to

a Prussia which no longer had a place for him.

But he did return, just

as he had had to turn to Prussia in 1830.
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It was the narrowness of Ruge's own political and conceptual
world which gave his life this repetitious quality.
he could not break out of the circle.
certain dramatic completeness.

Hard as he tried,

Still, it gives this episode a

It would be esthetically most satisfy

ing to end this chapter— if not the story of Ruge's life— in December,
with his interview with Manteuffel.
But the Revolution did not end in December, although after this
time Ruge's part in it would be a small one.

In March he hoped to run

for election to Prussia's new Second Chamber; as a Deputy he would have
been able to return safely to Berlin.
his nomination;

But someone in the Party vetoed

in Ruge's opinion it was d'Ester.

ground of this quarrel is obscure.

The political back

D'Ester planned to publish his own

party organ and probably did not care for competition.

Again, d'Ester

was a communist and a follower of Karl Marx's, and Marx was not one to
forget old i n j u r i e s . ^

In any case Ruge had often been an embarrass

ment to the parliamentary Left, and probably the Left was just as happy
to have him out of the way in Leipzig.
By mid-April Ruge had become quite disillusioned with the
Manteuffel government.^®
tions.

Then in May came the wave of popular insurrec

So far as we know Ruge had not been involved in planning these

uprisings.

Once they came, he did play an active part.

minor part, but it was quite

It was only a

enough to assure that he would

spend the

rest of his life in an enforced exile.
At the beginning of May he was active in Leipzig.
popular gatherings.

He addressed

He argued that the Communal Guard should be sent to
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succor Bakunin's uprising in Dresden.

The city fathers were evasive, as

city fathers often are, until Dresden fell.
escaped the city.
Heidelberg.

Then Ruge only narrowly

Prom Leipzig he traveled to Frankfurt and then to

Giving up first the Paulskirche, then the uprising in the

Palatinate as lost causes, he went on to Karlsruhe, where he made con
tact with the revolutionary Provisional Government of Baden.
Badenese were sending a mission to Paris to ask for help.
that his French contacts would be useful.

The

Ruge believed

He attached himself to the

mission, and on 27 May he departed for Paris.

79

For the moment there was little to be done in Paris.

Louis

Bonaparte was President of France, and the May elections had swept a
royalist majority into the Chamber.
could expect nothing.

From these people the Badenese

Ruge was introduced to the radical leader

Alexander Ledru-Rollin, who was planning an insurrection of his own.
The success of the mission depended first of all on a radical victory
in Paris.

Its chances were not good.80

Thus it was that Ruge was an eyewitness to Ledru's abortive
Putsch on 11 June, and he saw the dragoons put it down.
was a terrible blow to Ruge.

This defeat

Taken together with Bonaparte's presidency

and the elections of May, it shattered his faith in France and in French
men.

It also confirmed him in his belief that the right of majorities

must have its limits:
The majority certainly does not have the right to abolish
itself and freedom.
It is not sovereign against the laws of
honor and of Reason; it must obey its oath.
Like every indi
vidual it is bound by a general commandment of morality and
conscience.
When it shamelessly injures both, it is criminal
and treasonous.
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In his opinion the entire French people was guilty of this crime, just
as was the parliament in Frankfurt.
The Badenese mission was now hopeless.

And Paris had become too

hot for Ruge; it was even too hot for Ledru-Rollin.
for Brussels.

Ruge left at once

Before the month was out he was in London, somewhat shaken

but still confident of final victory.

"Here in England," he wrote to

his wife,
everyone forsees the fall of the continental despots.
It is
only a matter of time, and unfortunately the slow development
of France gives us no immediate prospect of victory.
On the
contrarty, the inner ferment will take months or even years,
before the Volksgeist breaks through and Europe becomes repub
lican. We must be satisfied if this happens in 1850 and does
not take until 1852.82
Throughout the spring Ruge had faced the most repeated and crush
ing defeats without ever losing faith.

As late as 5 April— two weeks

after the Battle of Novara— he could still pin his hopes on the Italians.
In mid-April it was the "Turks and Hungarians" who would save Europe.
In mid-May he expected a radical victory in the French elections and a
major Landwehr mutiny in Prussia.88

And when sources of good cheer were

entirely lacking, Ruge could invent them.

On 24 May he wrote to d'Alquen:

As a whole, the revolutionary cause is better off than ever.
The Russians are already decimated by the Hungarians.
Russia
and Austria will be destroyed by Poland and Hungary, Prussia by
Germany and France.
That is the meaning of the world war that
has now broken out.
This was too much even for d'Alquen, dedicated as she was.
she inquired of Ruge's wife;

Anxiously

"How is it possible that a man of such

superior understanding can see the situation so through the glass of
his party— of his wishes?"88
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The question is well put.

Ruge had never quite so completely

lost contact with reality as now.

Certainly the revolution, with its

excitement and its triumphs, with all its promise of final victory, was
too precious a moment to be allowed to slip away without a struggle.
Reality was too sad to be faced, and perhaps it was better to make
illusions than to fall into despair.

What is disturbing is the ease

with which wishful thinking or— more precisely— the extent to which
apocalyptic prophecy could become a substitute for practical action.
This was an old
with it.

expedient of Ruge's, and by now he was quite comfortable

Ruge could "see the situation so through the glass of his . . .

wishes" because it had become a matter of habit.

We have seen enough to

know that this habit had its dangers.
In any case, Ruge still had enough sense not to return to the
Continent.

The important thing now was to save himself and his family,

a task that was much complicated by his financial losses.

He had lost

Die Reform in December, and the May uprisings had swallowed the Verlagsbureau and with it most of what remained of Ruge's capital.88

Ruge

complained rather too much about his losses; others had lost much more in
1848— their freedom or their lives.

Still, his problems were very real.

A brother of Josephine d'Alquen's helped him find his way in
London.

In the

then to Bremen,

autumn he returned

incognito, first to Mecklenburg and

to collect his family— which had remained until now in

Berlin— and to try and save some of his capital.87
1850 he settled

at 7 Park Crescent

for the rest of

his life.

In the summer of

in Brighton, which would be his home
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CHAPTER IX

ARNOLD RUGE AND CAESARISM, 1850-1880

Years of Bitterness;

1850-1858

In England Ruge had once again to adapt to the life of a
political exile.
was finally over.

It was hard at first to recognize that the Revolution
He was active in emigrant circles.

He served in

Mazzini's "Central Committee of European Democracy," a distinguished
but very heterogeneous group of revolutionaries organized to promote the
solidarity of p eoples.

He organized a dinner in memory of Robert Blum.1

Now, political emigrants as a class have never been thought to
be especially good company.

Certainly, life in the very large colony of

continental emigrants which accumulated in the South of England after
1848-49 and which remained and stagnated there for an excessively long
time must have been unpleasant.

The Russian revolutionary Alexander

Herzen writes:
If anyone had conceived the idea of writing from the outside
the inner history of the political . . . emigres from the year
1848 in London, what a melancholy page it would have added to
the records of contemporary man.
What sufferings, what priva
tions, what tears, what poverty of intellectual powers . . . what
obstinacy in wrangling, what pettiness of wounded vanity.
Herzen goes on to say that there were exceptions, that there had been
saintly men and acts of dedication and sacrifice.
not among the saints.

But Arnold Ruge was

Of Ruge it must be said that he conspired,

slandered, bit, clawed, and gouged with the worst of them.

And these

336
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new quarrels of Ruge's are not even interesting.

It is exciting to

study Ruge's years in Paris and Ztirich? his struggles with Marx and
He(3 had been about important issues, and they throw considerable light
on Ruge's own character and intellectual development.

But it is

positively boring to learn that he now quarreled with Louis Kossuth
about the meaning of the Vienna uprising, with Herzen and Bakunin
about the relative merits of the Slavic and the Germanic spirit, and
with his former friend Karl Heinzen about atheism and free love.

It is

of the utmost historical insignificance that he called the poet
Gottfried Kinkel a Prussian spy, or that he, Kinkel, and Oskar Count
Reichenbach, serving together on a committee to administer funds for
agitation, hated each other so much that no funds were ever spent.^
One cannot admire Ruge's conduct, but one can understand it.
He had been beaten, and defeat had not improved his temper.

Like most

of his fellow exiles, he had no real idea how to continue the struggle.
By inclination and by practice he was a fighter.

Lacking the means to

strike his enemies, he turned against his friends and neighbors.
this he was no better and no worse than most of his companions.

In
And

again, it is just because Ruge was typical— not because he was a hero—
that he is worth studying.
In any case he participated only half-heartedly, and by 1853 he
had almost completely withdrawn from emigrant politics.
Committee had collapsed in 1852.

The Central

He was not insensitive to the sordid

ness of this little world, a sordidness for which he was prepared to
4
blame everyone but himself.

He also had to earn a living.

His
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property, or most of it, had been swallowed up by the counterrevolution,
and this loss caused h im the most bitter and lingering anguish.5

Again,

he had no sense of humor in money matters, and he was not the kind of
single-minded revolutionary who is content to live in garrets— or who
forces his family to do so.

Ruge took care of his own.

He gave private lessons in German and in German philosophy.6
This will have been a hard business, for in the 1850s England was
quite overrun with literate and impoverished Germans, Germans who were
ready to teach any conceivable subject and to bid against each other for
the privilege."^

In 1852-53 he delivered a series of lectures on German

culture and politics.

The lectures were held in Brighton, London, and

Birmingham, and in the English language.
by a Radical printing house in London.

In 1854 they were published
They make tedious reading, and

according to Alexander Herzen they were poorly attended.
Ruge also wrote for pay.
Daily H erald.9

8

He published articles in the New York

He translated political and historical works into German.

He wrote and published novels and plays.
respect the best work of his lifetime.

He wrote his memoirs— in every
He planned to write a history of

the world, a project which fortunately never materialized.

Under a

pseudonym, he even published a book of adventure stories for children,
a book which was to pay for his eldest son's medical training.10
As Walter Neher has remarked, most of these books are not very
good, and Ruge might not have published them had he not needed the
money.11

One also suspects that publishers would not have accepted

some of them if it had not been for his reputation.

But Ruge does
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manage to smuggle political propaganda even into his boys' book, and all
of these books do reflect the wish to educate, to uplift, and to convert
the public.

He was especially proud of Die neue W e l t , a didactic play

attacking free love and the cult of genius.

This "tragedy," or better,

this melodrama is based quite recognizably on the life of Ruge's friend
Alexander Herzen.

Herzen was an outspoken advocate of free love, and his

wife had taken him at his word.

She had let herself be seduced by a

"genius"— it was the egregious Georg Herwegh— with consequences which
shattered Herzen and which caused her own early death.

12

Ruge's play

suggests that the episode can also be said to have shattered Herzen's
theories.

One is inclined to agree.

But it was not very tactful of

Ruge to exploit his friend's personal tragedy in this way, a fact that
helps to explain the very sour tone which Herzen takes toward Ruge in
his m e m o i r s . I t

also helps to account for Ruge's reputation as a

pedant and a prig.
Beyond writing this edifying prose, Ruge made no real effort to
influence events on the Continent until the German question was reopened
at the end of the decade.

He was too busy to try, and in the 1850s

most democrats were too cowed or too exhausted for political agitation.
Even more, he had lost his intellectual preeminence.
longer fashionable.

Hegelianism was no

In the minds of literate, up-to-date Germans, the

vulgarized idealism of the JahrbUcher had been replaced by an even more
vulgar materialism.

The prophets of the new era were men like Ludwig

Buchner, Jakob Moleschott, and Ruge's old comrade from the Frankfurt
Left, the naturalist and arch-materialist Karl Vogt.

Ludwig Feuerbach
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also joined the materialist camp, and in an article published in 1858
Ruge felt compelled to draw very careful distinctions between Feuerbach's
earlier work and his new crass materialism, and between Feuerbach's
thinking and Ruge's own.

In 1869 Ruge would even publish his own

philosophy of religion— one close to Feuerbach's, but without Feuerbach's
emphasis on man's sensual nature.

Faced with this new threat, Ruge
14

prepared to close ranks with some of the more conventional Hegelians.
What little energy Ruge could spare for the Continent he now
dedicated primarily to fighting materialism.
polemical article against Karl Vogt.

In 1856 he published a

Vogt had written that man is an

animal and that thought is nothing but a chemical process.

These doc

trines shocked Ruge, although they did not shock him nearly so much as
Charles Darwin's Origin of Species later w o u l d . ^
only threaten Ruge in his capacity as philosopher.
cally disturbing,

These ideas did not
They were also politi

for they seemed to imply that man's political life is

governed by his material interests.

Hoping to counteract these new

tendencies, in 1857 Ruge made a strong effort to revive the JahrbUcher.
He wrote in his prospectus:
Today the situation once more exists, as it did in 1848,
that philosophy not only lacks a journal, but that it has been
declared dead and abolished, and that "material interests" are
simply thought to be the only reality, yes, that they have even
produced their own system— modest as it is— while they use
language to abolish the spiritual primacy of man, as people
have always philosophised in order to prove the nullity of
philosophy.
Shall we allow even Germany to be converted by
this craziness into a m a d h o u s e ? ^
But the situation now was actually quite different from what it had been
in 1838.

Now Ruge could not even find a publisher for his revived
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Jahrbucher.

He had gone out of date.

The decade of the 1850s was intellectually an age of materialism
and politically one of

reaction.

and of Arthur Schopenhauer—

It was the heyday of Richard Wagner

two men that Ruge cordially detested.'*'8

It was also the decade in which the Industrial Revolution is generally
thought to have begun in Germany, an event which Ruge— always an enthusi
ast for technical progress— would certainly have welcomed, if only he had
noticed it.
For Ruge it was an era of decay.

Materialism, the cultural

pessimism and political apathy which Schopenhauer represented, literary
realism, and political reaction seemed to him to be of a piece, all
facets of a common pattern of spiritual decadence.

In 1858 he called

it,
the lowest form of thought, the present ruined consciousness
of the nation. . . . Baseness of thought and of existence . . .
the brutal hack-work which has sprung up in literature, crude
studies of vulgarity, political newspapers without political life,
finally the need of the victorious party to make the spirit of
reaction into a figure which observers could really respect— all
this has made public a tendency which would long deeply shame the
German conscience, if it could long endure and long be remembered.
What hurt most was to remember that in 1848-49 the "people" had
betrayed what Ruge considered to be the "people's" own cause.

20

Demo

crats will always have somehow to deal with situations in which the
majority is not right.

21

For Ruge the problem was especially difficult.

Like most Continental democrats, he justified democracy in ideal and not
in utilitarian terms.
virtue.

He prized democracy above all as a school of civic

But for him, majority rule was also an instrument of the

Zeitgeist and therefore also the bearer of progress.

In Ruge's system
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the majority had to be right.
He had no choice but to fall back on his own relativism.

If the

majority did not believe in majority rule, then it must be the fault of
the Zeitgeist, he thought.

Perhaps the level of culture was not far

enough advanced for democracy.

In 1851 he wrote to his son Richard:

"You who are young may live to see a good ending.

We old men must fear

that the masses are by far not wise enough to hold on to freedom, even
if it is placed in their hands."22
go even further.

Eight years later he was prepared to

In an article published in 1859, he remarked with some

bitterness that there had been a "reversal of development," that history
had begun to run backward.
was now out of date.

It had become fashionable to say that Hegel

This was intolerable.

readiness to dispense with Hegel . . .

Ruge writes:

"This literary

is the symptom of an intellectual

democracy which is nothing more than the desire for emancipation."23
That is, it is nothing more than the self-indulgence of the mob:
By the spread of philosophy, I mean the multiplication of free
thinkers, not the revolt of unfree minds against thought and
against thinkers . . . in this matter one cannot be a democrat.
Democracy does not belong here at all.
The revolt of the unedu
cated, ignorant imagination against trained thought, the product
of the work of centuries, has no more justification than does the
revolt of the fiddler against the thoroughbass.
Again, Ruge's democratic convictions were sometimes at odds with
his intellectual elitism.
odds with the times.

Now both of these tendencies of his were at

In his next paragraph Ruge shifts his attention

from the philosophical backsliding of the educated to the political
reversals of 1848.

This shift seems illogical to me, but again, for

Ruge political and cultural progress were one and the same:
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And furthermore, it is not surprising that the masses revolt
against all possible freedom, but above all against their own,
although . . . their mindlessness, be it ever so noisy, still
proves nothing.
But when all is said and done, this reversal in
development is u n a v o i d a ble.^
Like a good Hegelian, he goes on to say that such reversals are histori
cally necessary and must ultimately serve the cause of Freedom.

However,

the conclusion which he draws is a grim one:
The vote general is necessary, b u t everywhere the vote
general only elects tyrants.
It must necesarily abolish
freedom, for it is itself unfree, the product of the tyranny
of millennia.
These masses are not familiar with . . . the
forms and the formulae of political algebra.
They are accus
tomed only to have and to worship a golden calf. . . . However,
it is still necessary through universal suffrage to draw every
one into participation.
It is a matter of bringing everyone to
life, of the resurrection of civic man.
The article is at once a polemic against the times and an affirmation of
blind faith in History.

I say a "blind" faith, because the article

cannot be said to contain a political program.

For if the "masses" will

not fight for their freedom, or even accept it as a gift, then who can
be expected to force it on them?

Surely not the "tyrants"!

Or can Ruge

still have expected that the "State" would give the "people" more than
they themselves desired?
The argument seems weak and self-contradictory.
fact is not very interesting.

In itself, this

But it is worth asking why the argument

made sense to Ruge, and what it might imply for the future of German
liberalism.
In Ruge's opinion the Revolution in Germany had failed because
the Frankfurt Assembly had not been militant enough.

He blamed the

people because they had elected the Assembly, just as he had blamed the
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"people" for the acts of the Saxon Estates in 1843.27
whether this opinion of his was correct.

However,

opinion for an outspoken democrat to have voiced.

I will not ask

it is a strange
To question the wis

dom of the majority was to undermine the basis of Ruge's own system.

If

the Assembly had been wrong, then why did he not say that the Assembly
had not truly represented the people?
Well, if he had said that, then he would have had to explain why
it was that the Assembly had not been representative.

And in that case

he would almost necessarily have had to argue that the men of the
Assembly had had interests that were different from those of the "people."
And Ruge did not believe that material interests govern history.

History

was not a struggle between interests; it was a struggle between enlighten
ment and ignorance.

Even physical force was helpless against the power

of ideas, and competent leadership was even less important:

a belief

which spared him the painful task of evaluating his own role in the
Revolution.
culture.

What was important was the power of ideas and the level of

If ideas had failed to conquer, then it must be that the level

of culture was still low.
Because he believed in the power of ideas, then; because his
ideology was a "soft" one; because his political standpoint was so
lofty— or so naive— that he rarely bothered to think about the everyday
mechanics of political life; because for these reasons it had never
occurred to him to differentiate between the standpoint of the "people"
and that of their indirectly elected representatives; because he was an
intellectual elitist:

in short, because Ruge was a German Idealist, he
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had to blame the "people" for the failure of 1848.

And this fact has

important consequences.
Ruge does say that the people must have universal suffrage.

Now,

in 1859 the people of France and of Prussia did in fact enjoy universal
manhood suffrage, although it did not do them much good.

If Ruge had

been used to concern himself with details of this kind, he would have
specified universal, d irect, equal, and secret suffrage, and no trickery.
Almost certainly he would also have insisted that the people’s represen
tatives must enjoy sovereign power in the S t a t e . H o w e v e r ,
demand cannot be said to follow from his argument.

this last

Logically, the argu

ment suggests that the people ought to learn civic virtue by participating
in the State, but that the State ought actually to be controlled by the
enlightened few.

That is, it points to some kind of liberalized

monarchy or plebiscitory dictatorship.

But Ruge was not always that

logical, and he was much too good a democrat actually to draw such a
conclusion.

Still, he had lost much of his faith in the people.

We

will see that the experience of 1848— or more exactly, Ruge's own
culturally conditioned response to that experience— did help him later
to accept the Bismarckian system.
Much as Ruge might deplore the cultural pessimism and the
conservative mood of the day, he himself had grown more pessimistic and
therefore also more conservative.

He had ceased to be fashionable, but

he had not entirely ceased to be typical, typical at least of the older
generation of which he was now irretrievably a member.
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The liberal middle classes had lost much of their selfconfidence.

Paradoxically, they had lost it at the beginning of an

Industrial Revolution which would tilt the social and economic balance
of power heavily in their favor.

And as their confidence in themselves

declined, liberals longed more than ever for strong leadership from
above.

To use a word which was in vogue at the time, the mood of the

1850s was at least latently "Bonapartist" or Caesarist.
I have in my introduction defined Caesarism, and I have argued
that the presence of this mood or attitude was an important precondition
for the successful career of a man like Otto von Bismarck.
few more remarks are necessary.

Here only a

Before 1848 German liberals had

debated whether "unity" or "freedom" ought to be their primary goal.

To

the moderates, at least, the experience of that year seemed to prove
that unity had to come first, that substantial liberal gains could be
made and consolidated only within a large and powerful state.

Because

it now seemed clear that Germany could not be unified from below, it
seemed necessary that unity should come from above.
to be the most likely unifier.

And Prussia seemed

Especially after the Risorgimento of

1859-61, it became fashionable to speak of Prussia as a potential German
Piedmont.

This new mood bears some resemblance to the old program of

the Hallische Jahrblicher.

But in the JahrbUcher Ruge had always insisted

that only a free Prussia could unify Germany.

By the 1850s and 1860s

many German liberals would have swallowed a good measure of Prussian
authoritarianism, if only Prussia had adopted amore vigorous German
,.
29
policy.
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It is also true that important economic interests stood to gain
from unification under Prussia, and that these interests were becoming
increasingly powerful.

And aside from these more or less patriotic

considerations, it was also natural that, after 1848, nervous moderates
like Friedrich Bassermann should look to the authorities to protect them
from the "mob."

But I suggest that if a radical and a cosmopolitan like

Arnold Ruge began to show Caesaristic tendencies, then it may be that
more than patriotism, more even than patriotism combined with economic
advantage, was involved.
One would expect Hegelians to be especially susceptible to
"Bonapartism," if only because Hegel himself so admired Napoleon Bona
parte.

Certainly Hegel had been an etatist, and in his old age he had

been a Prussophile.

Karl Lowith has written:

That Feuerbach's main interest— and even more, that of Ruge,
Marx, Bauer [and] Lassalle— lay in the concentration and expan
sion of the power of the State as such, much more than in its
republican form, is shown by the fact that they later did not
regard Bismarck as an enemy, but as a pacemaker on the path of
their [own] previously revolutionary tendencies.30
This very drastic formulation would be hard to defend.

But it has

often been said, and said by thinkers more distinguished than Karl
Ldwith, that Hegel's etatism did somehow provide an intellectual foundation for the Bismarckian system.

32

This belief can be said to have

formed a part of National Liberal ideology.
I would further suggest that if radical Hegelians were often
Caesarists, if their philosophy predisposed them later to "regard
Bismarck as a pacemaker on the path of their previously revolutionary
tendencies," then this was true in part because they had been taught
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to think dialectically.

They had been trained to regard any major

historical trend or event, no matter how disagreeable, as a step forward
in the unfolding of the Spirit and the realization of Freedom.

When we

last saw Arnold Ruge, he was struggling manfully to interpret the
current unpopularity of Hegelianism in this light.

If Ruge could accept

that, he could accept many things.
I use the term "democratic Caesarist."

The term suggests a

democrat like Ferdinand Lassalle, who was ready to collaborate with the
authoritarian Right if it seemed likely to further his own cause.

It

also suggests one who might accept something like plebiscitory dictator
ship as a substitute for democracy.

Remembering Ruge's conversation

with Otto von Manteuffel in 1849, and remembering the interpretation
which he put on the failures of 1848-49, it seems reasonable to say that
in the 1850s Ruge was a latent Caesarist.
But the word "Caesarist" suggests more than that.

Julius

Caesar had been a great man, or in Hegelian language a "world historical
figure."

One would expect a Caesarist to be something of a hero-

worshipper:

one like Wilhelm Jordan, the "democrat" who admired "men

of power," or like the liberal historian Theodor Mommsen.

Certainly

this kind of Caesarism was also widespread in the 1850s.

I cite the

Prussian historian Erich Brandenburg:
[In 1848] there was indeed no personality who would have
combined the necessary knowledge of the forces of the future,
the will to use them, the capacity to pursue their goal and the
power to place in motion the necessary means.
And even contempo
raries were conscious of this lack.
If we consider the poetry
which still expressed most clearly the moods and wishes [of the
time], then . . . we encounter no idea more frequently or more
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vehemently expressed than this:
that a man was needed, a genius
of the deed who would show the right way out of the confusion of
the present. We find it expressed by men of all parties and all
regions (StSmme).33
Brandenburg cites several poems, all of which do very forcefully bear
him out.

Certainly this kind of Caesarism was also part of the spirit

of the 1850s.
In this sense Ruge was not a Caesarist.

Unlike Hegel he had

hated Napoleon, and that youthful hatred sat more deeply in his soul
than did all the tenets of philosophy.

34

One principal target in his

war against Romanticism had been the Romantic cult of genius.

For him,

a literary or intellectual figure might be great only insofar as he
represented the Zeitgeist— that is, only insofar as he was like Arnold
Ruge.

Personal brilliance and originality were not important.35

And

if Ruge would not give any personal reverence to his fellow thinkers,
then he was certainly not going to give it to "men of power."36

He did

still believe in Prussia's mission; even in the 1850s he could not give
up hope in Prussia.

37

But there is no evidence that he longed for an

individual savior.
Ruge did not believe in "geniuses of the deed."
was an Hegelian.

However, he

There was a place in his sytem for a Caesar or a

Bismarck, although this place was not a glorious one.

As we will see

later in this chapter, there was a place there even for Europe's most
notorious Bonapartist— the Emperor of the French.

Even in exile, then, and even after Ruge had lost his position
of leadership and much of his popularity, he was still in many ways
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typical.

His response to England and to things English was also typical.

And precisely in these years, one's attitude toward England was politi
cally important.
It has not often happened that one nation and its institutions so
dominates the imagination of another as England dominated the German
imagination in the 1850s and 1860s.

Certainly the liberal tradition in

Germany has always had a cosmopolitan tendency.

Many progressive-minded

Germans saw their own country as backward, and they tended to look to the
West as a model and as a source of ideals.

Traditionally, moderate

liberals and moderate conservatives had admired England.

They had admired

England's wealth and power, her decentralized government, and her guar
antees of individual freedom.

They had also admired England because she

was ruled by an aristocracy and because she had not had a revolution— or
at least not recently."*8
More vehement liberals, those who took a different view of revo
lution and of class rule, had tended to look to France as a model.
had Hegel much admired England.

Nor

As a spokesman for Continental etatism,

centralization, and bureaucratic smartness, he had considered England to
be hopelessly backward and disorganized.

On this point Ruge had followed

Hegel.
In the mid-1840s this attitude had begun to change.

Under the

influence of French socialists, and especially after the publication of
Louis Blanc's Histoire de dix ans, radicals and left-liberals began to
see the July Monarchy as little more than a bourgeois police-state.
Accordingly, they took a friendlier view of England.
had changed with the times.

40

Here again, Ruge

As we have seen, he had translated the
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Junius Letters, and in Frankfurt he had cited English constitutional
theory, and not French revolutionary practice, to support his case.
After 1848 and after the Second Empire was established in 1851,
the popularity of France sank still further.

German liberals disliked

Louis Napoleon because he had crushed French liberalism and because his
government was brutally repressive.

The men at the political extremes—

democrats and legitimists— hated him.

They hated him because they saw

in his Second Empire a travesty of their own ideals, because it incor
porated both monarchial and popular elements in order to secure a system
which was neither democratic nor legitimate.

In short, they hated him

because he was a Bonapartist.
Or better, they hated h im because he was a French Bonapartist.
The Emperor believed that France's boundaries ought to be readjusted
eastward, an opinion which few Germans shared.

Bonapartism depended

for its survival on a militant and successful foreign policy, and for
this reason it was not popular abroad.
ism was not readily exportable.
European mood.

Like modern Fascism, Bonapart

But like Fascism it did represent a

If Germans were repelled by Bonaparte's methods when

they were applied in France, that did not necessarily mean that they
themselves would be immune to these same methods, if they were applied
at home and by a patriotic German.

41

This eclipse of France helps to explain England's increasing
popularity among Germans.
institutions should have
liberal thought.

It does not explain why England and English
exerted such a powerful influence on German

Probably the most important immediate reason for this
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lay in the repressive German press laws.

Under their new Constitution

Prussians enjoyed "freedom of opinion"— in the same sense that they
enjoyed universal manhood suffrage.

The government had granted to its

subjects very broad political rights, but it also made very sure that
the liberal opposition did not exercise these rights.

Censorship was

abolished, but under the Press Law of 12 May 1851 anyone who criticized
the government was liable to fines, imprisonment, and withdrawal of his
license to publish.
Prussia's ally.

Nor was it safe to criticize Russia, for Russia was

However, one was perfectly free to praise the freedom

of Englishmen, and one vias free to condemn the French police-state.

And

if one's readers thought they saw some similarity between the brutal
methods of the French and those employed at home, then surely that was
not the fault of the editor.

The press had to emphasize foreign news

because it was not free to discuss domestic conditions.

42

And if only

for this reason— for this very superficial and mechanical reason, if you
will— it was probably inevitable that England should become the Heaven,
and France the hell, of German liberal thought.
There were also deeper reasons why England fascinated German
liberals.

In England the individual enjoyed considerable personal and

political freedom, certainly much more than did most Continentals.

If

he was a man of property, he could also participate in the "State" and
influence public affairs.

Unlike Switzerland and the United States, where

these conditions also obtained, England was a monarchy.

And therefore,

the existence of England seemed to prove that political freedom was not
incompatible with monarchial government.

German liberals could thus
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expect to enjoy the rights of Englishmen without having to challenge the
Monarchy or to summon up the dangerous forces of democracy.

They had

only to study the English system, to find out what made it work so well,
and to apply its lessons in their own country.
Throughout the nineteenth century, England was studied from
every political standpoint and at every level of sophistication.

Some

of these studies were brilliant, and their conclusions varied widely.
But as a whole they presented a distorted picture, for almost all of
them exaggerated the power of the monarch.

The Crown was strong, it

was thought, but for some reason it did not abridge individual rights.
For some this was true because of the wise moderation of the British
ruling house.

For most it was true because of specific institutional

restraints on the Crown.

There were several opinions as to which

restraints were most important:

a free press, a free judiciary, trial

by jury, Parliament with its power of the purse and of impeachment, a
wise and strong service aristocracy, or local administrative autonomy.

43

What no liberal said was that Englishmen were free because they
were ruled by an elected Parliament, or because of the working of the
two-party system.

However, England was indeed ruled by Parliament—

certainly after 1832.

And it has cogently been argued that the two-

party system was the protective shield without which neither freedom of
the press nor any of those other admirable institutions could have long
survived:

that is, that the two parties alternated in the exercise of

sovereign power, and that both parties had a vested interest in maintain
ing political freedom:

the opposition directly, the party in power
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because the time would surely come when it had to take its own turn in
opposition.
German liberals did not believe this.

And when one considers

the wealth of information and of interpretive brilliance which was avail
able to them, one is led to suspect that this is true because they did not
wish to believe i t .

During the Restoration they could support their

position by referring to the doctrines of Blackstone and Montesquieu or
to practices which had existed under George III.

Certainly the

Continental legal training of most experts was an obstacle to understand
ing a system like England's, where usage was often more important than
formal law.

But as after about 1845 more and more powerful minds were

brought to bear on England, and as their studies became more empirical
and more perceptive, it required an increasingly sophisticated, fine
spun and torturous logic to maintain the old and beloved fictions.
And when the thread broke, and when in the 1860s it became
inescapably clear that England was in fact governed by Parliament and
was fast becoming a democracy, then most of the liberal experts saw this
as a sign of decay— and they called on Queen Victoria to save England
by reasserting her prerogative I
Like dialectical thinking, then, like the old "soft" ideology
and the old faith in the power of ideas, this Anglophilia helped to
satisfy a specific set of social, emotional, and political needs.

If

England had not existed, then German liberals would have had to invent
her.

And in a sense, that is just what they did.
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Ruge shared this new enthusiasm for England.
approached, he unhesitatingly took the English side.

As the Crimean War
He did this even

though for him no war fought at the side of Austria— as at the beginning
of 1854 it seemed likely that this one would be— could be an "honest war
of principle" and even though he did not believe that "England" really
cared about the "freedom of the Continent."
in 1854:

44

As he wrote to a friend

"England is now the center of the Movement, and to go against

England is to share the fate of Russia."

45

Or more bluntly, if France

was governed by Louis Bonaparte and Prussia by Manteuffel, then there
was little left outside of England for Ruge to cling to.
Germans in England, he grew fond of his new home.

Like so many

For a time he had

planned to go to America, but by 1855 he had given up the idea, and he
had himself naturalized as a British s u b j e c t . I n

English politics he

usually sided with Bright and Cobden, and he felt quite certain that the
future here belonged to Philosophical Radicalism.

47

Ruge developed his own image of the English system.

This image

differed in several ways from that which was subscribed to by most
German liberals.

It was simpler and less sophisticated, less sophisti

cated in any case than the views of the experts.
democratic slant, as theirs did not.

It had a decidedly

But it did bear a certain family

resemblance to theirs, and it did serve some of the same functions.
is worth taking a moment to ask what Ruge's image of England was.

It
One

learns this from a series of polemical articles which he wrote for German
journals at the end of the 1850s.

This polemic, the last really

interesting personal polemic of Ruge's lifteime, was directed against
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his fellow exile Lothar Bucher.
Born in 1817, Bucher was almost a generation younger than Ruge,
and he represented a different strain of liberal thinking.

48

As a young

official in Pomerania he had read and absorbed the doctrines of the
Staatslexikon, the political Bible of South-German Constitutionalism.
The Staatslexikon had taught him to despise Hegel, and it had taught him
what to think about England.

England, he had learned, was an oligarchy

and a land of social inequity, but it was also a land of freedom.

It

was the Constitutionalist model of a Rechtsstaat, in which freedom was
guaranteed through the rule of law, limited monarchy, and the division
of powers.
In 1848 the local peasantry had elected Bucher to the Berlin
Assembly.

Here he had displayed all the virtues one would expect to

find in a Prussian official-turned-legislator.

He had not been a

political leader, b ut he had worked very hard in committee.

He had

represented the needs and interests of his peasant constituents with a
diligence, knowledge, and force which made him a much-respected man.
In social matters he was knowledgeable and a bit of a radical.
His political views were less well defined, and at first they were
rather moderate.

As the difficulty of dealing with the King forced the

Assembly ever more to the left, Bucher had moved with it.
further than most, for by temperament he was an extremist.

He had moved
As the

Germans put it, Bucher was Konsequent:

he was ready to draw the full

logical consequences of the situation.

In November he was the only

Deputy to summon his constituents to armed resistance— or in any case
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the only one to do so in writing.

For this he was tried, convicted,

and sentenced to six months' confinement.

He escaped and fled to

England.
In London he was employed as foreign correspondent for the
Berlin Nationalzeitung, an influential liberal businessman's newspaper.
He was popular as a journalist.
great deal about English life.

He worked very hard, and he learned a
Like Ruge, he developed a set of eye

catching partisan slogans which could be swiftly arranged and rearranged
to form a daily column.

Thus he gained a clearly defined public image

and a personal following among his readers.

Thus too, he managed to

avoid thinking too much.
Bucher quickly learned that England was not governed as
described in the Staatslexikon.

Indeed, the situation in the 1850s was

a confused and disquieting one.

Even in the eighteenth century, royal

authority had rested mainly on influence and patronage and not— as
Constitutionalist scholars had it— on prerogative.

With the Reform

Bill of 1832 this royal authority had vanished almost completely, and
as yet there were no modern, disciplined mass parties to assume its
stabilizing function.

Worse, the Conservative Party had shattered on

the issue of Corn Law repeal, and now no party was strong enough even to
form a majority government.

Several expedients were tried.

worst of these was the Aberdeen government of 1852-55.

Among the

This coalition,

broad enough to include everyone but hard-line protectionists, was too
heterogeneous even to agree on a foreign policy.

Thus in 1854 it let

England drift into a scandalously ill-fought war that no one had wanted.
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Bucher was shocked and mystified.

It is not surprising that he

felt that no healthy system could have produced such a policy.

What is

less understandable is that he should have accepted the explanation given
by David Urquhart, a fanatical Turcophile who maintained inter alia that
Lord Palmerston was a Russian agent.

Now, Urquhart knew the Near East

intimately, and before and during the Crimean War his expertise was
valuable to Bucher— as it was to Karl Marx.

But Urquhart was so obviously

unbalanced that Bucher would hardly have become his disciple, if Urquhart's legalistic style of thinking and his critique of English politics
had not dovetailed so neatly with Bucher's own juridical training and
Constitutionalist background.
Urquhart's system was engagingly simple.

He assumed that a

foreign policy based on common law and on the Law of Nations must be
correct.

All evil came from illegality, and England had fallen from

Grace when she had deviated from the system of legal guarantees, checks
and balances enshrined in Blackstone— and in varying degrees also in
German Constitutionalist theory.

Foreign policy ought to be made under

severe legal scrutiny in Privy Council.

Parliament's proper function

was to grant supply, to petition for redress of grievances, and to
impeach the King's ministers when they broke the law.

Parliament had

usurped the right to select ministers and was therefore unable to check
them.

Impeachment had fallen into disuse.

in Cabinet, which represented only a faction
illegal institution.
a deeper malaise.

Decisions were made secretly
(!) and was itself an

The unspeakable Palmerston was only a symptom of

The devil rejoiced in England's downfall, and the
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incredibly wily Russian ruled in London through fraud and bribery.50
Almost casually, he added that legislation was also Parliamentary
usurpation, common law being the ancient and sufficient basis of English
government.

This claim was not peculiar to Urquhart.

Common-law

romanticism was a stock weapon in an endemic struggle being waged in
England against administrative reform, in the name of local autonomy.
For Bucher the question was much more important than for Urquhart.
Local autonomy as an issue had in Prussia a significance very different
than in England, and Bucher understood England in terms of German issues.
German liberals often preferred to see "bureaucracy"— and not monarchial
government— as their main enemy, and therefore also to see local autonomy
as one of the main bulwarks of English freedom.
Rudolf Gneist it was the main bulwark.5^

For the very influential

And therefore any movement

toward a rational, centralized administration seemed to threaten that
freedom.

For Bucher Parliament, with its statute law, its select

committees, its sanitary regulations, and its Poor-Law Board, was
becoming more despotic than any king.

And by its acquiescence, the

English people bore witness to its own decay.
In 1855 Bucher published these "insights" of his in the form of
a book.52
it was.

He condemned the English system as being an oligarchy— which
But he believed that a more democratic suffrage would only make

matters worse, because it would bring the Radical petit-bourgeoisie to
power and because the Radicals were the worst centralizers of all.
only hope lay in a reassertion of royal prerogative, that is, in a
coup d'etat against the new Palmerston government.
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The book is badly organized and often confused.

It is also

romantic to the point of absurdity; Bucher dates the decay of England
from the time of King Alfred and the decay of language from the inven
tion of writing.
ential.

But it is also a very forceful book.

It was influ

Probably more than any other intellectual influence, Bucher's

work contributed to the eventual revulsion of German feeling against
England.

53

But the immediate response was often one of bewilderment.

The Prussian government was alarmed.

As one historian has it:

The Prussian government recognized . . . at once that these
attacks on the parliamentary government of England did not flow
from a monarchist source . . . but they saw in it a most exceed
ingly clever and therefore more powerful democratic propaganda.
From these portrayals of English conditions they drew the
conclusion:
you on the Continent cannot do as the English, for
their constitution is rotten; it produces clique rule but not
freedom; you must go f u r t h e r . ^
Political men have often overrated the cleverness of their enemies.

The

liberal editors of the Nationalzeitung were also displeased with Bucher,
but they saw matters more clearly.

They took Bucher to task in a long

editorial, the burden of which was this:
tical politician.
a political act.

Like them, Bucher was a prac

His book was not a piece of pure scholarship; it was
As a political act, it was useless and pernicious.

Even assuming that everything which Bucher said was true, the myth of
"Old-England"— if it was a myth— was still an important part of German
liberal ideology.

And if Bucher chose to knock the props from under that

ideology, then he ought to offer something better to replace it .55
Bucher saw England in terms of German issues.

Again,

And therefore, one asks

what implications he expected his readers to draw— in terms of German
issues.
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Well, for the moment Bucher was not sure.

One rather startling

possibility is suggested by a paragraph which he wrote early in 1855.
Discussing an English book on ancient Assyria, he remarks:
London is nothing nearly so large as Nineveh was.
'Her mer
chants were more numerous than the stars of the sky, her princes
were like locusts . . . . 1 She was ruled by oriental despotism,
i.e. in political life there was rather too much subordination
[but] in communal life there was freedom and equality, and if
the people hungered, they were thrown not a stone, but the head
of the First Lord of the Treasury.56
That is, Assyria had been rather like England as Bucher had once
imagined it to be.

It had been a powerful but decentralized monarchy

whose subjects had enjoyed equality and all the really essential free
doms.

Having found that English reality did not fit the accepted myth,

Bucher clung to myth and discarded reality.

His praise of "oriental

despotism" owes something to Urquhart's Turcomania, and it owes some
thing to Bucher's own romantic enthusiasm for anything old.
it is not meant to be taken literally.
advocate "despotism" as a system.

Certainly

Bucher did not suddenly begin to

But he had begun— however casually—

to play with the idea that perhaps the best democracy might be a b enevo
lent dictatorship.

The idea was not original, but it suggests that

Bucher's entire line of thinking was problematic.
Not everyone was pleased with Bucher.
pleased.

Arnold Ruge was not

His quarrel with Bucher began over foreign affairs.

was a "greater German."

Bucher

His standpoint had always been much more favor

able to Austria and even more violently anti-Russian than Ruge's.

In

1855-56 he wrote against the union of the Rumanian Principalities, on
the ground that this would strengthen Russia vis-&-vis Austria and
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Turkey.

Ruge tried to intervene with him on behalf of the Rumanian

exile B r a t i a n u . ^

Unfortunately his letter has been lost.

But Bucher's reply has not been lost, and it is worth citings
I know very well that I deserve your anger, but I can't help
that; we differ on too many points.
In the critical treatment
of past history, you have accustomed yourself to the large
measure, to long eras and to short formulas, and you apply this
large measure— wrongly, I believe— to the history which lies
before us.
I know that I live within a much narrower horizon,
but I believe that this is necessary if one wishes to make
history.
Perhaps the great movements which cover centuries
and millennia . . . are the result of immutable laws.
But the
more history that I have read, the more convinced I am that the
will has a damned wide play in it. . . .
Russia and Austria are in a life-and-death struggle.
You
consider Russia to be the lesser evil, I Austria.
I am perfectly
clear about that.
You reckon on a revolution in our lifetimes; I don't.
You
think that the Revolution is strong enough to throw Russia back
into Asia; I don't . . . .
And therefore he considered that Turkey must remain strong— at all costs.
The differences which Bucher describes are more than personal.
generational differences.

They are

If for Ruge 1848 had culminated the work of

half a lifetime, then for Bucher and for his generation it had been a
formative experience.

Like most of his generation, Bucher had little

faith in History, in philosophy, or in the power of ideas.
in facts, and he knew thousands of them.

He believed

He was a "realist"; not ideas,

but force, not democracy but Turkey was necessary to hold back the
Cossacks.
nations.

For Bucher life was struggle, especially struggle between
Despite all of Bucher's romanticism and despite all his quaint

faith in formal legality, his was a "hard" ideology:
to confuse "hardness" with profundity.
then.

warning enough not

Both he and Ruge were democrats,

Both were shallow thinkers but highly successful publicists.
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were in tune with the public.

That is, both of them were typical, each

typical of a generation and of a tendency within the German liberal
tradition.

For this reason it is interesting to compare the two.

Bucher's letter ends with a disclaimer:
I have known Urquhart for four years and have grown used
to being called his disciple.
I also know what that means.
But
believe me, it does me wrong. . . . I take from him what I can
use and have given him much that he can use.
His hope to behead
Palmerston is nonsense, but his critique of the constitutional
aristocratic mess here is, I believe, a good school for Germans.59
Now, this is precisely what Ruge did not believe, and in a series of
articles beginning in July 1857 he made this very clear.

60

As an Hegelian Ruge had to condemn in Englishmen one trait that
Bucher did admire, their pragmatism.

The English, he writes, are a lot

of religious hypocrites who leave their principles in Church every
Sunday and who in day-to-day political life have nothing better to do
than to pursue their interests:

a remark which suggests that Ruge had

not really thought through the practical meaning of the representative
forms which he so admired.

He adds that the English are "superstitious"

and that they have no literature or philosophy worth considering.

61

Being intellectually freer, France and Germany are capable of a much
higher level of political life.

But they have not yet attained it.

The

fact is that Englishmen are politically free, and that Frenchmen and
Germans are not.

Therefore it is idle to judge England by the high

standards of German philosophy.

"But this is just what those judges of

the English do, who scream aloud against philosophy, not knowing how
deeply— despite their stupidity— they themselves are stuck in i t . " ^
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The blow hits home.

Even more than Ruge's, Bucher's life illus

trates the historical importance of ideas.
pragmatist.

He despised theory.

Bucher was a thoroughgoing

Despite this, or perhaps for just this

reason, he was imprisoned in the categories of Constitutionalist thought.
To paraphrase Lord Keynes, practical men, who believe themselves to be
quite exempt from intellectual influence, are often the slaves of some
defunct political theorist.
Ruge shares Bucher's low opinion of Lord Palmerston.

Palmerston

is a "Tory" or even worse, a "Bonapartist," a friend of bureaucracy at
home and of Louis Napoleon abroad.63
an oppressive bureaucracy on England.

But Palmerston could never impose
This is true because of the

consciousness of Englishmen, because of their dedication to freedom and
to the rule of law:
This talk about a transformation of England into a policeand-bureaucratic institution as it presently exists on the
Continent is itself Continental.
All police and officials in
England remain under the law; a police . . . that stood above
the law is morally impossible here, i.e. no one can conceive
of it.64
Not even the "madman" Urquhart, with his dreams of reviving absolutism,
would consider such a thing.

It is only "German newspaper correspon

dents in London" who consider it possible:

newspaper correspondents

who call Palmerston a dictator, overlooking the fact that they are
perfectly free to denounce him in print.
for example."

Let them try that, "in Paris,

They would soon learn what a police state is.66

For Ruge, the real basis of English freedom is English selfreliance, just as Continental unfreedom is rooted in a self-indulgence
which makes the subject dependent on bureaucrats.66

Unfreedom is
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voluntary, and the hungry official is as much a victim as is the subject
in his servitude:
In France and Prussia these starvation-ranks go almost to the
top; 1000 or 1500 Thalers is considered a very good salary.
But that is clearly inadequate.
A family in Berlin, with no
further source of income, cannot live appropriately on that. 7
This is the old, familiar Ruge, with his old, "soft" ideology and his
old solicitude for the junior official, with his old conviction that
consciousness or culture is far more important than are concrete insti
tutions.
What is new, and what is most interesting, is that Ruge should
admire England at all.

It is especially interesting to hear the old

Francophile now contrast English self-reliance to the subaltern spirit
of the French.

Citing the English historian Buckle to this effect,

Ruge adds:
This view arises inevitably if one is not so stupid . . . as
to say with the French:
'En Angelterre il n'y a que de la liberte
individuelle1— as if the freedom of the individual were not . . .
everything!
But what they mean by 'freedom' is that their party
should rule and should enjoy the freedom to bless others, 'pour
exemple par la communautg des biens, ou par 1'emancipation de la
femme, o u par des grandes mesures sociales, ou par la guerre aux
tyrans1' 68
The point is well taken.

However, the "Frenchman" who is parodied here

is very like the old Arnold Ruge, the Ruge who would not allow others to
live according to "unfree" ideas or allow majorities to stand in the way
of the I d e a . ^

Certainly Ruge had always believed in individual freedom.

Just as certainly, he had still not freed himself of etatism, authori
tarianism, or intellectual elitism.
shift of emphasis.

But there had been an important

Beginning with his quarrel with Marx, and a fortiori

after his property had been confiscated in 1848-49, Ruge had begun to
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think less about "grandes mesures sociales" and more in terms of indi
vidual rights— especially the rights of p r o p e r t y . ^

He had shifted

slightly away from his specifically Left-Hegelian position, toward what
could be called the mainstream of German liberal thinking.

His ideas

had become less authoritarian, but they had also lost their revolutionary
cutting edge.
moderate.

He had "learned the lessons of 1848" and had grown more

That is what "England" implied for Ruge, and that is what it

implied for German liberalism as a whole.
Again,

for Ruge self-reliance is more important to English

freedom than is any concrete political institution.

Still, he does

recognize certain English institutions as being particularly valuable.
He mentions the holding of public meetings, freedom of the press, local
juridical and administrative autonomy, jury trial with guaranteed rights
for the accused, and the absence of a large standing army.

He does not

mention the sovereign authority of Parliament, perhaps because Parliament
was still not generally recognized as being sovereign, perhaps because
like Bucher he was dissatisfied with the oligarchical composition and
tendency of that Body.

For what are probably analogous reasons, he also

fails to mention the two-party system.

However, he does argue that

"parliamentarism" is not the threat which Bucher considers it to be,
because through the press and through public meetings Parliament can be
held accountable to public opinion, and he predicts that England will
soon adopt a more democratic suffrage which will make Parliament even
more a c c o u n t a b l e . ^
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This shopping list of institutions has a far more radical
tendency than did those of most contemporary German liberals.
moderates wanted to disband the Army.

Few

And Ruge stresses a free press

and free public meetings primarily because these are means by which the
unrepresented masses can influence Parliament.

But for him, too, the

greatest virtue of the English system is that it has no centralized
bureaucracy.

Primarily for this reason, he is ready to hold England up

as a model for Prussia-Germany.

In his opinion, England proves that it

is not necessary to have a republic in order to have freedom.

One might

guarantee the King a large income like Queen Victoria's, providing that
like her he agrees not actually to rule.

Surely he would be a fool to

refuse, for otherwise he must eventually lose his throne.

The real

conflict is not that between royalists and republicans, but that between
the forces of freedom and the military-bureaucratic party.

What is

really important is to replace the expensive and debilitating bureaucracy
with local self-government and to replace the Army with a militia.

72

Despite very significant differences, then, Ruge and Bucher did
agree on one important point.
government as a positive evil.

Bucher had come to regard parliamentary
Ruge certainly favored representative

government, but he now preferred to treat this issue as if it were
secondary.

What was important was to get rid of "bureaucracy."

On this

the two men agreed.
Now, it is surely true that bureaucracies do limit human freedom.
So does the family, and if we are to believe Sigmund Freud, so does
civilization itself.

Most would agree that a modern society needs some
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kind of centralized administration if it is to function properly.

This

is not to say that we need a bureaucracy on the French or on the Prussian
model.

But what would seem to be obvious, and what did not occur either

to Ruge or to Bucher, is that it makes a difference what social inter
ests the bureaucracy serves and that it makes a difference whether the
machinery is controlled by an elected parliament, by a king— or by a
Bonaparte.

I suggest that if this did not occur to them, then this is

true in part because they had been taught that the bureaucracy— the
"State"— stood above mere social interests.

In this sense, the anti

bureaucratism of the mid-nineteenth century is intimately related to
Hegel's earlier bureaucratic ideology and also to the later bureaucratism
of the Prussian school of historiography.

If it shows nothing else,

Arnold Ruge's career shows that this line of continuity— this paradoxi
cal continuity, if you wish— did exist.

I also suggest that this did not

occur to Ruge, or to Bucher, or to most other German liberals, because
if it had occurred to them, then they might have had to challenge the
Monarchy.

And that is something which almost no German really wanted to

do— not even Arnold Ruge.
In a sense, too, modern anti-bureaucratism is a revolt against
the restrictiveness and the prose of everyday life.

In this sense it may

have contributed something to the growth of Caesarism,

just as it

undoubtedly contributed to the later growth of Nazism and to any of a
dozen other modern, post-democratic movements which have stressed the
quasi-mystical relationship of the leader to the masses.

Bureaucracies

insulate the leader from the masses, and they notoriously tend to restrict
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the movement of both.
Be that as it may, this kind of thinking involves problems.
Bucher's later career illuminates these problems with a particular
clarity, for again Bucher was Konsequent.

He was ready to draw the full

consequences of his beliefs, even when these consequences were absurd.
By 1857 he had concluded that English parliamentarism was a fraud, that
Palmerston was a dictator, and that the English people were dupes of the
Times, which could manufacture "public opinion" at will.
democrat of a very special kind.

He was still a

73

Toward the end of the decade Bucher turned his attention from
these matters to the German question.

He became an ultra-nationalist.

He also turned against economic liberalism and especially against free
trade, which in his opinion only benefited England.

Bucher's national

ism helps to explain his later support of Bismarck.

But it does not

explain it completely, for Bucher's brand of nationalism was vehemently
pro-Austrian:

"greater-German" or better, Pan-German, for it had

strongly imperialistic overtones.

74

Like Wilhelm Jordan, Bucher can be called a prophet, for his
anti-parliamentarism, his economic views, and his imperialism would all
eventually enjoy great popularity in Germany.75
effect was to isolate him.

But for the moment their

When in 1861 he returned to Germany, he

found that his old friends on the left had abandoned him— excepting only
the eccentric Carl Rodbertus.76
Then in that same year he found a new ally in the socialist
organizer Ferdimand Lassalle.

For a little over a year, Bucher was
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Lassalle's closest intellectual collaborator, and the two remained close
friends until Lassalle's death in 1864.
seem likely to become friends.

At first glance the two would not

Bucher was not a socialist; by 1861 he

cared about social inequities only insofar as they could be used as
evidence of English hypocrisy.

77

He and Lassalle also held diametrically

opposing views on the German question.

But they did share a common

political isolation, and they shared a common dislike for parliamentary
and economic liberalism.

Lassalle's outlook was even more anti-liberal

than was that of his old friend Karl Marx, and Bucher was useful to him
primarily as an anti-liberal polemicist.^8
One historian has suggested that Bucher was drawn to Lassalle
because in England he had lost faith in the common man and because he
therefore felt a need for strong, heroic leadership.

This historian

calls Bucher a "social-Caesarist," and surely the term does justice to
Bucher's increasingly authoritarian tendency.

79

Certainly the charis

matic and overbearing Lassalle can be called a "social-Caesarist."

So

can Bucher's friend Carl Rodbertus, who was also briefly associated with
Lassalle.80

The term is less convincing when-applied to Bucher, because

it exaggerates the depth of his social concern.

In 1861 Bucher was a

democratic Caesarist.
Bucher was a secretive man.

We do not know just what it was that

moved him to enter the Prussian Foreign Office in December 1864, and we
know relatively little of his career after that date.

He must have been

a very able official, for he served in effect as Bismarck's personal
secretary and as his personal agent in especially delicate matters.
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Certainly Bismarck showed a remarkable lack of prejudice in choosing a
man like Bucher for such a post.

In his turn, Bucher showed a remark

able flexibility in matters of principle.

Thus, it was Bucher who

drafted the original version of Bismarck's anti-socialist law.

82

In one

stroke the old Lassallean managed not only to betray his dead friend, but
also to repudiate every one of the liberal, social, and democratic prin
ciples which had once been his.
In his old age Bucher was interviewed by the journalist Heinrich
von Poschinger.

If one is to believe Poschinger's account, Bucher had

come to think like a thoroughgoing renegade.83
comrades.

He despised his old

He had lost all sympathy for socialists and even for trade

unions, and he disliked being reminded of his democratic past.8^

And

little as one may like some of Bucher's ideas, in his own terms he was
right to be bitter.

His real offense, the offense which had cost him

such loneliness and grief, had been that of being ahead of his time.
In an exaggerated way his life parallels the early history of National
Liberalism.

Most National Liberals had begun with a position more

moderate than Bucher's, had been slower to embrace Bismarck's system,
and had parted more slowly and less completely with their liberal values.
Many National Liberals in the Reichstag had voted only reluctantly for
the second anti-socialist bill— but all of them had voted for it.
Bucher's development typifies— or better, it caricatures— the
development of a generation, in the same way that Ruge's development
typifies that of his.
of interest here.

It is because of this parallelism that Bucher is

Bucher's case supports several points which I have
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tried to make with regard to Ruge.

Both were democrats who came to

endorse Bismarck, and both were much quicker to do so than were most
moderate liberals.

Certainly, they supported him primarily because he

united a large part of Germany.

But this explanation is not adequate

in itself; Ruge was a cosmopolitan democrat, and Bucher's sentiments
were "Grogdeutsch.11

Both had vaguely pro-socialist sympathies, and

neither was directly connected with commercial or industrial interests.
And therefore I suggest that if German liberals were able easily to
accommodate themselves to the Bismarckian system, then this is true not
only because this system served the interests of an expanding industrial
capitalism— important as this fact unquestionably is— but also because
the need for such accommodations was built into the fabric of German
progressive thought.
I further suggest that if this is true, then it was not entirely
the fault of G. W. F. Hegel.

Again, Ruge's political ideas were laregly

fixed before he ever read Hegel, and Bucher rejected Hegel completely.
Both Ruge's strand of progressive thinking and Bucher's, both LeftHegelianism and South-German Constitutionalism, were meant to "bridge
the gap between real and ideal," to make desired goals— goals such as
"Freedom"— seem more easily attainable within the existing structure.
Dialectical thinking served this function, as did "soft" ideology, faith
in the historical primacy of ideas, and— as we have just seen— anti
bureaucratism and the "English model."

But this kind of thinking did not

actually make these goals more attainable.

It served to make liberals

and democrats, and later, German socialists, feel more comfortable with
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the situation, and it could have a paralyzing effect when the time came
for action.

We have seen what a paralyzing effect it had in 1848.

After

1848, an intensified sense of helplessness, together with an older
tendency to slur over political distinctions and to look to the "State"
for leadership, helped to produce a new, Caesaristic mood.

Or so at

least these two cases would lead us to believe.

Years of Excitement,

1858-1866

Bucher never bothered to answer Ruge's criticisms.
formidable enemies than Arnold Ruge, or so he thought.

He had more

And by 1858

things were stirring again in Germany, and politicians had begun to
debate matters more immediate and more exciting than the future of
English self-government.
far back into history.

One can trace the origins of German unification
Certainly, the economic and diplomatic situation

which made Bismarck's work possible had been developing slowly through
out the 1850s.

But in the eyes of the educated public, it was the year

1858 which reopened the German question.

For the next twelve years this

question would grip the public imagination and would eclipse or subsume
almost every other political issue.
It was on 20 July 1858 that the Piedmontese statesman Cavour met
with Louis Napoleon at Plombiers.

With Russia's quiet encouragement,

the two agreed together to wage war against Austria.

The war which

followed served to provoke and enrage German national sentiment, while
the course of Italian unification after the war provided a popular model
for the unification of Germany.

Again, it was on 26 October 1858 that

Prince Wilhelm assumed the Regency and began in Prussia what the liberal
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press often described as a "new era."
the national awakening.

This event also helped to promote

This was true in part because the Prince's

unwarranted reputation for liberalism led many liberals to look to him
for leadership in the national question, but also because his genuine
dedication to the rule of law and his genuine distaste for repressive
government freed the national movement to organize, to agitate, and to
establish a power base on Prussian soil.85
On 23 April 1859 war broke out in Italy.

In this conflict

Prussia appeared to hold the balance of power, for with most of his army
in Italy Bonaparte was helpless on the Rhine.

German patriotism,

monarchial solidarity, and popular opinion all demanded that Prussia
intervene on the side of Austria.

The Regent was not unwilling.

ever, he felt that Prussia ought to be rewarded for her efforts.

How
He

wanted a stronger military and political position for Prussia in the
German Confederation.

But for Austria's Franz Josef, intervention was

Prussia's simple duty, and he was slow to offer concessions.
therefore adopted a policy of armed neutrality.

Prussia

Either Austria must

offer adequate concessions, or Prussia would hold aloof and ultimately
mediate a peace advantageous to herself.

To a large extent it was fear

of Prussia which led the major belligerents to sign an early, compromise
peace at Villafranca on 11 July.86
Prussia's policy was eminently sensible, but it was not popular.
Because the war did not threaten Austria's German lands, the laws of the
German Confederation did not require Federal or Prussian intervention.
But especially at first, public opinion was vehemently anti-French and
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vehemently interventionist.
view.

In time, many Germans began to take a calmer

Many saw justice in Prussia's demands, and many were struck by the

similarity between Austria's anti-national role in Italy and her position
in Germany.

The war also showed the inadequacy of the Confederation as

an instrument of defense.

In short, the war reopened the German question.

During, and even more after the war, publicists began excitedly to debate
these issues.

The war polarized articulate public opinion once more into

"little-German" and "greater German" parties:

essentially the same

parties which had formed in the Frankfurt parliament at the end of 1848.87
But in one respect the situation was now very different.

In

1848 the situation in Frankfurt had benefited the Left, which had then
held the balance between two larger parties.
dangerous to the Left.

The new situation was

The new party lines cut squarely across the

democratic camp, for democrats could no more agree about the German
question than could the public at large.
divisive.

The Italian War itself was

Democrats traditionally sympathized with the Italian movement,

but they also feared and hated Bonaparte.

In Hamburg the weekly Jahr-

hundert, for the moment Germany's only democratic journal, hesitated for
a time and then took an interventionist line.
Kinkel's Hermann was sharply divided.

In London, Gottfried

Among the better-known democratic

publicists, Friedrich Engels, Lothar Bucher, and Karl Blind wrote against
Bonaparte; Ludwig Simon, Karl Vogt, Ruge, Ferdinand Lassalle, Ludwig
Bamberger, and Bamberger's friend Heinrich Oppenheim saw Austria as the
greater evil.88
Heterogeneous as this second group was, it did form something
like a compact party— what could be called the nucleus of a potential
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Kleindeutsch-democratic party.

Joined by several others after the war,

these men all contributed to Ludwig Wallesrode's Demokratische Studien
in 1861-62, and in 1863-64 to Oppenheim's Deutsche JahrbUcher fUr Politik
und Literatur. "

One member of the group is especially worth remembering,

for we will meet him again.

That is Ludwig Bamberger.

Bamberger had played an active part in the Revolution.

As a student
He had been the

leading agitator in his native Hessen-Darmstadt and chairman of the
Democratic Congress in Berlin.

After participating in the armed uprising

in the Palatinate, he had fled Germany under sentence of death.

In

Belgium and then in France, he had made a new career as a banker.

In a

decade Bamberger had become a thoroughgoing bourgeois, a "Manchesterman" as the saying then went, a principled enemy of state intervention
in business, of socialism, and of social reform.
a man of the world.

But he had also become

He understood finance and— what was almost as rare

among German academic liberals— he understood human nature.

Gregarious

and witty, an adroit and fluent publicist, Bamberger combined to an
unusual degree firmness in principle and a flair for practical politics.9C
He would later play a brilliant role in German parliamentary history.

He

would also become Ruge's closest political associate.
Unlike many democrats,
situation.

Ruge was fully prepared for the new

Again, it was very like that which had existed at the end

of 1848, and Ruge lost no time in resuming the position which he had held
ten years earlier.

At the beginning of 1859— before the outbreak of

w ar— he published several articles in Jahrhundert and in Robert Prutz's
Deutsches Museum.

91
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As in 1848, Ruge again took Italy's side against Austria.
Austria, he writes, will either lose the coining war, or if war does not
come she will be bled white by the cost of prolonged mobilization.92

In

any event, there is little to choose between Austria and the Second
Empire.

Bonaparte has intervened only in order to turn popular attention

away from domestic problems.

The likely upshot of the war is not French

domination in Italy— as many Germans feared— but revolution, both in
Austria and in France.93

Prussia is in any case too weak to fight, for

she is still unfree, weakened by "ten years of self-indulgence" under
Manteuffel.

Prussia will be strong only when she acts "in accordance

with the spirit of the time and the will of the people."
has made a promising start.
reform herself.

94

The Regency

Prussia has only to remain neutral and to

She will then stand above the approaching cataclysm,

and then "all else will come of itself."

95

German patriotism does not demand intervention:
This injustice is not our injustice, these crimes are not our
crimes. . . . It is Austria's misfortune to wish to conquer and
to possess Italy.
It is Germany's good fortune that circumstances
now show us the difference between Austrian and German interests.
Austria is not a German power.
as Italian unity.

She must be

Austria is the enemy of German as well
driven from Germany, and only Prussia can

do this:
It is a South-German betrayal of freedom to write against
Prussia now and to wish to oppose a Frankfurt parliament to
the Prussian Diet.
For all her disgusting police-fetishism,
Prussia is Germany's only salvation from Jesuits and political
reactionaries.
Nor will the Frankfurt madness be possible a
second time.
Would
it not be shameful
. . . to wish ourselves
banned once again to an impotent debating-society in the Paulskirche?97
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The
republic.

men
They

of the Paulskirche might have created a unitary German
had lacked the necessary will and courage, and the

opportunity would not come a g a i n . B u t

the Extreme Left had also

erred:
For to be honest, one must confess that the demand of the
Extreme Left— "Parliament must rule"— was only abstractly correct,
because the majority did not want to rule.
Therefore the minor
ity of thirty republicans should have joined the majority and
moved them to elect the King of Prussia as Emperor.
And they
should have done this not directly, but conspiratorially through
one of the majority, only to put through unity at any p r i c e . "
It had not

been

necessary to worry about "freedom," for so long asthe

parliament had remained necessary to unity no one would have ventured to
abolish it.
Today unity is still the overriding need.
bring unity.

Only Prussia can

"Real unity in the sense of our time means that Prussia

reaches the dimensions of Germany," he writes.

Unity will come when

Prussia has annexed all her smaller German neighbors.

"Only two parties"

are now possible in Germany, a Prussian and an Austrian.

"Even 'greater-

,100

German' democrats are the unwitting enemies of freedom."

But democrats cannot be expected to support the "Prussia of the
coup d 1etat.11
public opinion.

Prussia cannot unify Germany except with the help of
Therefore Prussia must reform herself at once.

She must

break with her bureaucratic and militarist past and become a liberal,
decentralized monarchy like England, with ministers responsible to
Parliament.
What Ruge does not advocate is the destruction of Austria.
of Austria's nationalities are "stupid peoples" with no right to an
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independent existence.

Italians, Poles, and Magyars are exceptions.

But the Polish question cannot be solved until Russia is driven from
Europe, and an independent Hungary would be ethnically as heterogeneous
as is Austria herself.

Above all, the new Germany should not be

burdened with German-speaking Austrianss
a "lower race," not really Germans at all.
Bavarians will be quite bad enough.

a backward, Catholic people,
Having to absorb the

Austria's mission will be to with

draw inward and to develop as a multilingual nation like Switzerland.102
The tendency of these articles is more "little-German" than it
is democratic.

When Ruge demands that Prussia reform herself, he does

go further than most liberals would have gone.
demands should be moderate.

But he means that these

He wishes to convince other democrats— and

possibly also to convince himself— that monarchial government can be
made palatable.

Like many liberals, he "only" asks that Prussia become

a monarchy like England.

Because England is technically still a monarchy

he is able thus to blur the distinction between monarchial and parlia
mentary government.

But because Ruge was a democrat and because he saw

England not as a constitutional monarchy but as a kind of imperfect
democracy, this device does not work well for him.

He hopes to make

Prussia seem potentially acceptable to republicans, but he succeeds only
in making himself seem absurd.
interesting.

Again, it is just this which makes Ruge

He exposes many of the weak points characteristic of

German liberal thinking in that he caricatures them.
One other point in Ruge's program can be called specifically
democratic.

This is his enthusiastic support of the Italian cause.
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Ruge had loved Italy since his visit there in 1832, and even had this not
been true, he would have supported her out of democratic solidarity— as
he had supported the Poles and Czechs in 1848.
Italy because he hated Austria.

Above all, he supported

Now, during the war this position of

Ruge's was if anything more offensive to the common run of patriot than
it had been in 1848.
April.

Thus the series of articles breaks off abruptly in

Neither Prutz nor the editors of Jahrhundert thought it wise to

continue publishing sentiments of this kind.'*'03
The war ended on 11 July.

The Peace of Villafranca was meant

to interrupt the progress of Italian unification.

It failed.

Cavour

and his revolutionary allies were now able swiftly to unify most of the
Peninsula.

Things now began to move rapidly throughout Central Europe.

On 20 March Bonaparte occupied Nice and Savoy, antagonizing all of
Europe.

Austria floundered from one constitutional experiment to the

next, hoping in vain to satisfy the Magyars.

Crippled by financial weak

ness and administrative disunity, she could not even arrive at a coherent
German or domestic policy.
began in earnest.

In Germany, "little-German" agitation now

The Nationalverein was founded in September 1859.

Modeled on the Italian National Association of 1856, this association
included most of the moderate liberal leadership of 1848, reinforced by
new men and by several leading democrats.

It began a skillful and effec

tive campaign to mobilize popular opinion for unification under
Prussia.

i04
But Prussia only tolerated this agitation.

an accommodation with Austria.

She hoped now to find

In return for a guarantee of Austria's
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position in Venetia, she expected to gain a stronger political and
military position in the German Confederation.

This policy became public

knowledge when on 25 July 1860 the Regent met with Franz Josef at Teplitz
and on 22-26 October with Franz Josef and the Tsar at Warsaw.
Now, just as "freedom" and "unity" were thought to complement one
another, so too did cooperation with Austria permit and even require a
conservative domestic policy.
restless.

Even the very moderate Prussian Diet became

The Regent had proposed military reforms which would further

burden the taxpayer and which would destroy the tradition of a Prussian
citizen-army.

All this the Diet could have accepted, if only the

reformed Army might be an instrument of German unification.

But if, as

it seemed, the Army was to be only a counterrevolutionary palace guard,
then public opinion would not stand for that.

The "new era" faded; the

government drifted toward a collision with its own Diet, with the press,
and with the liberal bourgeoisie:

toward the military and constitutional

Conflict which may for purposes of convenience be dated from 11 March
1862.105
Ruge's next pamphlet is dated 25 May 1860 and is dedicated to the
Nationalverein.106

The Nationalverein was to meet and establish its

formal program in September, and Ruge hoped to influence that program.
In a peculiar sense, the pamphlet is also directed to the Prussian
government.
He begins by saying that Austria is "not a state," just as Hegel
had begun his essay "On the German Constitution" by saying that the
Empire was "not a s t a t e . A n d

like Hegel, Ruge has begun once again
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to use theory in an effort to force history.
that Austria is too rotten to survive.

He is at pains to prove

Not even revolution can save her.

Writing immediately after Garibaldi's landing in Sicily, he predicts
that Austria will intervene again in Italy and will be defeated.
Slavs and Magyars will then rise up and destroy the Empire.
must make common cause with Italy, her "natural ally."
"mediatize" or annex the smaller German states.

The

Prussia

She must

She must "mobilize

popular sovereignty" and summon a German National Assembly in Berlin.
After Germany is united— and only then— it will unfortunately be neces
sary also to annex Austria's German-speaking Crownlands.
Ruge does not advise or even demand that Prussia take this
course.

He proves that she must

Only let Austria invade Italy once more.
The unification
of Germany under Prussia will become the battle-cry from one
end of Germany to
the other, and
the mediatization of all the
little princes by
a National Assembly is inevitable.
Given such an
occasion .. .this measure can be expected
in a few days, for basically the
entire people wills it.108
If the Hohenzollern do not fulfill their mission, then they will
be overthrown.

But it is better that they be preserved.

a "republican and a socialist."
people.

He, Ruge, is

But he does not quite trust the German

If there is another revolution, they are likely to elect a

German Bonaparte:
. . . although, like every thinking and self-respecting person,
the author is for . . . the republic and humanism, he must recog
nize the unchallengeable principle that in politics the stand
point, the need, the will, yes, even the egotism of the majority
is decisive.
'The republic, freedom, right, humanism stand higher
than the vote of the majority.
They have no right to vote their
rights away.'
That is easy to say.
The . . . answer is, they
may not, but they do it.
In politics, higher insight must submit
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until through instruction it has won the majority for its prin
ciples.
Happy the new age, if the old . . . will concede a
republican monarchy [!] rather than sacrificing the republic,
yes, its own rights, with a majority of millions, to a tyrannical
dictator.
He who does not prefer the English to the French republic, he
is no politician and just as bad a philosopher.
The time is not ripe for a republic.

One must be realistic.

"All" Ruge

asks is this:
1) That the little [princes] be mediatized, with compensation.
2) And that, with full recognition of popular sovereignty, the
Hohenzollern will content themselves with a position like that
of the Kings of Great Britain.110
His expectations were not at once fulfilled.

Austria wisely

refrained from invading Italy, and she managed to survive for another
fifty-eight years.
Ruge's taste.1'*'1

The Nationalverein did not adopt a program to suit
The Regent did not ally himself with Italy, nor did

he fulfill his "mission."

Instead, he went to Teplitz and to Warsaw.

As if to add insult to injury, the government of the "new era" declined
to recognize Ruge's renewed claim to compensation for his lost newspaper
• 4. shop.
U
112
and print

Ruge poured out his frustration in a new pamphlet, dated 20
February 1861.

He begins with a long and powerful confession of

faith in Prussia and in her mission.
ment.

He then denounces Prussia's govern

This government, he writes, is no better than Manteuffel's.

has yet to initiate a single liberal reform.
with Austria in Germany and abroad.

It

Worse, it has collaborated

Elected as it is by unequal suffrage,

Prussia's Diet is little more than a rubber stamp.

Prussian democrats

with their policy of "passive resistance"— they have boycotted every
election since 1850— are also to blame.

Ruge will never despair in
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Prussia, he writes.

But he despairs in "these men," in the government,

and he calls on Prussians to despair as well.
impose its will on the government.

Somehow the people must

He is not quite sure how, and he

concludes with a particularly unsatisfactory passage which is almost—
but not quite— a summons to armed rebellion.

114

Ruge often became overwrought in times of crisis.

Here he clings

tightly to a single idea, to his concept of Prussia's mission.

In all

else his views fluctuate violently with the events of the moment.

In

1849 Austria was a European necessity; a year later she was to be
destroyed.

In 1860 the Hohenzollern were necessary.

Now he is almost

ready to destroy them as well, and all because of a temporary detente
with Austria which was all but ended by the time his pamphlet was
written.
Again, Ruge was incurably naive about foreign affairs, a naivete
which has been called typical of Prussian liberals and which had its own
roots in the Prussian social and political system.116

Still, there are

striking parallels between Ruge's opinions at the time and those of Otto
von Bismarck.

Like Ruge, Bismarck was "unpatriotic" enough to see the

Italian War as a good occasion to drive Austria out of Germany.116
difference is only this:

The

Ruge's view was the product of an ideological

idee fixe; Bismarck's sprang from his brilliant if opportunistic grasp
of a specific European situation.

The similarities do not end here.

An

anti-Austrian policy in Germany implied some kind of rapprochement with
the Second Empire.

This was ideologically a difficult line to take, either

for a conservative or for a democrat.

However, Bismarck already had the
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reputation of being a "Bonapartist."

117

And in these pamphlets Ruge

does treat Bonaparte with a surprising gentleness.
There is a curious ambivalence in Ruge's attitude toward the
Emperor.

In 1859 he had written to Max Duncker:

Say what one will of France's disgraceful condition, L.N.
still does represent the Revolution and a democracy, be it ever
so degraded (abgeschandet), while the Prussian system represents
only the officials and their master.
Unlike the Prussian system, Bonaparte has not "killed the Spirit and
shut out the people."1'19

In a plebiscitory dictatorship the people

still participate in the State.
parte "represents . . .
Ruge thinks.

It is partly in this sense that Bona

a democracy."

For this reason France is strong,

Certainly Ruge does not endorse "Bonapartism."

To my

knowledge no German— with the single exception of Julius Froebel— did
explicitly endorse "Bonapartism."
second French Republic.

120

Louis Napoleon had destroyed the

He had forced many of Ruge's friends into exile

and had sent others to the penal colonies.

Ruge would not forget that.

But Bonaparte's foreign policy presented him with problems.
how unsubtle Ruge's conception of foreign relations was.

We have seen

For him "free"

nations were natural allies against those which were not free.

The

Second Empire was manifestly not free, but she had more than once taken
the side of the angels.

121

How can he explain this?

In the pamphlet which I am discussing, he explains it thus:
Louis Napoleon is an instrument in the hands of the necessity
of circumstances.
For all his completely personal policy he is
not free.
He does not as he wishes, but as he must.
And what
has he had to do?
'In the name of the civilized world' he helped to end Russia's
dictatorship in Europe.
'In the name of freedom' he has . . .
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helped to break Austria's . . . tyranny in Italy. . . . Louis
Napoleon is the dictator . . . the military despot of France.
Yes!
But even under him, France represents the principles of
the great . . . Revolution, and France's dictator is forced
against his inclinations to take the side of freedom and to
hold the nprthern monsters, the Russians, Borussians [!] and
Austrians in check.121
The "dictator" also represents "the revolution" and "democracy" in that
he follows a correct foreign policy.

For all his faults, Bonaparte

understands France's historic mission and her proper role in Europe.

At

least he recognizes historical necessity.
It is just this that Wilhelm I— now King of Prussia— has failed
to do.

The King has not done what Ruge has so often and so vehemently

proved that he must do.

He has followed a "personal policy."

Instead

of recognizing historical necessity, he has clung to an "Austrian
policy," to the "doctrine of legitimacy," a "family prejudice of this
illegitimate and revolutionary dynasty, that they, these notorious
rebels against Kaiser and R eich, should be born 'knights of legitimacy.'"

122

This obstinacy of the King's, this stubborn refusal of his

to be enlightened, is little short of incredible:
Now . . . we have the most serious consequences already before
us, and this doctrine of legitimacy explains all the otherwise
completely inexplicable steps of this seemingly reformed but in
fact still Wrangelized Prussia which has 'broken with the
Revolution,' i.e. made itself wholly the Don Quixote of legiti
macy.123
If all this was true, then perhaps Prussia needed a Bonaparte of her own.
Prussia's detente with Austria was soon ended.

A much more

serious obstacle to Ruge's wishes was the Conflict of 1862-66.

Locked

in seemingly mortal combat with liberal forces in his own Diet and in
Prussia at large, the new King was not likely to grant any liberal
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reforms, and cooperation with liberals in the German question now seemed
impossible.
The Conflict began— or in any case entered its virulent phase—
in the spring of 1862.

On 11 April the King dissolved his Diet, dis

missed his more liberal ministers, and formed a new Ministry, one about
as conservative as Manteuffel's had been.

Ruge was not pleased.

The

new government was "open military tyranny," he wrote; worse than that,
it was "Austrian":
Prussia and Germany are lost if the Prussian people sleeps
and once again allows this insane Junkerwirtschaft to have its
way. . . .
The calculation . . . to effect an infamous reaction has
already succeeded; it lies in the hands of the masses, the
Prussian masses, whether this abomination shall once again
devastate the world and dishonor humanity.
I am very much afraid that there is neither insight, nor
will, nor strength in these masses.-*-2^
From England Ruge saw the
it in simple terms.

The King was

Conflict as an outsider,
a reactionary.

and he saw

Bismarck was also a

reactionary and a bit of a crank as well, but Bismarck did not matter.
Bismarck was only a royal servant.125

As against the government, Ruge

sided wholly with the spearhead of the opposition, with the German
Progressive Party.
However, he did not admire the Progressive leadership.

By

early 1863 he was damning the Party for its "weakness";
[Rudolf] Gneist in particular is a very dangerous . . . .
He
still invents phrases for the men of power, with which they
defend their brutality and maladministration, and essentially
he agrees with them when he maintains that 'the parliament does
not wish to rule; they want not a parliamentary, but a royal
government. '^-26
And in 1864 he added:
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The Progressives would be all right if the commonwealth
(respublica) [already] existed, but they are good for nothing
ad rempublicam constituendam, for they want to proceed with
one [which is] not constituted, as if it WERE constituted.
This subjunctive is the substance (Begriff) of the Progressive
Party.1 2 '
These are good criticisms.

The Progressives did in fact pursue revolu

tionary ends with less than revolutionary means.

As they did so, they

protested vehemently that their ends were not revolutionary at all, that
they meant only to maintain their constitutional rights.
In Prussian terms, the most radical program conceivable was that
of wresting from the King his control over the organization of the Army,
and just this was the original and ultimate intent of the Progressives.
This issue was so explosive that both sides tacitly agreed to put it
aside and to debate instead the means by which the opposition sought to
establish its control:

that is, the budgetary powers of the Diet and

specifically those of the Chamber of Delegates.

Even in this more

restricted area, the Progressive standpoint was legally questionable.
The Monarchial Principle, embodied implicitly in Prussia's Constitution
and explicitly in that of the German Confederation, allowed the King to
govern on an emergency basis even if the Diet voted to deny him funds.
Bismarck's famous "gap theory" was thus legally correct.
would be surprising if the law had favored the opposition.

Indeed, it
The laws had

been written by conservatives, and they had been written carefully.

The

legal standpoint of the opposition rested ultimately on English precedent
and not on the letter of

the law.

When Progressives denied, and often

sincerely denied, that they wanted parliamentary government in Prussia,
they misrepresented the practical consequences of their own program.
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Chamber of Delegates enjoying all the powers which they claimed for it
would very quickly have made itself sovereign— as had England's House
of Commons. 128
Again, English precedent was useful to German liberals in that
it helped them to blur important but inconvenient political distinc
tions.

They preferred not to believe that Parliament ruled England.

They also preferred to forget that Parliament had gained its powers
through revolution, an expedient which the Progressives had no intention
of trying.

Ruge was thus quite correct.

The tactics of the opposition

did presuppose the existence of a "commonwealth"— of just that system
which they wished to establish.

Lacking a tactic appropriate to their

own system, they proceeded as if they were living in England.

Ruge was

therefore also right to call them "would-be Englishmen"— as he did.
But have we not seen analogous weaknesses in Ruge's own thinking?

129

Ruge

himself had misused English precedent; he had systematically blurred
political distinctions; he had misrepresented the status quo in order to
claim it for his cause.

Like the Progressives, Ruge had done these things

in order to make revolutionary ends seem attainable by less than revolu
tionary means.

We have seen what a price German democrats had had to pay

in 1848 for this kind of distorted thinking.

And liberalism would also

pay a price for this new and monumental display of righteous impotence.
Ruge was not the only democrat to criticize the German Progres
sive Party.

Socialists kept their distance from this outspokenly bourgeois

Party, while "greater-German" democrats were repelled by its German
program.The

Party was itself a kind of ad hoc coalition between
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democrats and "vehement liberals."

Its program was a compromise.

German standards it was unusually vague and un-ideological.

By

It was even

thought inexpedient to take a stand on the issue of direct and equal
suffrage.

For this reason it was open to attack from the left.

cially vehement was the old Left-Hegelian Franz Ziegler.

Espe

Ziegler held to

a specifically Prussian brand of democracy not unlike Ruge's own, and now
he roundly damned the Party as a bourgeois interest group— for interrupt
ing what he saw as an immanent "tendency of Prussia toward democracy."
In 1861-62 Ziegler was close to Ferdinand Lassalle, and he contemplated
forming his own radical-democratic party in the interest of direct and
equal suffrage. 131
But basically Ruge's quarrel with the Progressives was not ideo
logical.

Certainly he wished that they would take a principled demo

cratic stand.
things.

But even more, he wished that they would get on with

And in this he was once again typical.

By 1863 "little-German"

liberals— those w ho did not actually live in Prussia and who were not
directly involved in the Conflict— had generally begun to grow impatient.
They had begun to inquire of their Prussian friends why it was that they
did not simply throw Bismarck out and proceed with the work of unifying
Germany.

Privately, even ultra-moderates like Caspar Bluntschli and

Hermann Baumgarten called for an "appeal to the masses"; Heinrich
Treitschke even demanded a revolution.13^
Ruge's next article is written very much in this spirit.133
Formally, his theme is the German question.
Congress of Princes held in August 1863.

The article deals with the

Austria hoped through the
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Congress to effect a thorough reform of the German Confederation and to
blunt the edge of "little-German" agitation.

Bismarck thwarted the plan.

He persuaded his King not to attend the Congress.

He then replied to

Austria's plan with the demand that any Federal reform must include a
directly elected central parliament— a warning that Prussia considered
the German question to be her private property

and that if pressed

Prussia would go further left than Austria could ever follow.

Bismarck

then tried to exploit his victory in the election of 30 October.

134

In its main points Ruge's article follows the line taken by most
"little-German" publicists.13^
disingenuous.

He dismisses Austria's proposals as

The Congress is interesting only in that it offers an

occasion further to criticize Prussia.
he writes.

Bismarck's posturing is absurd,

Prussia's position is now worse than ever.

already alienated the Prussian and German people.
Austria and the smaller states as well.

The King has

Now he has antagonized

Prussia is completely isolated.

The King's perversity in following such a policy is beyond human under
standing.
Thus far Ruge follows what can be called a party line.
comes next is more interesting.
"stupid" and "cowardly."

What

The Prussian people, he writes, is

The people are no better than sheep, or they

would not have let matters come to such a pass.

"But," he writes,

. . . for all that, the preconditions for revolution are present,
as they were in France in 1789.
A culture (Bildung) and a spirit
have been conceived, far above the Court and the old militarism
(Kassernenwirtschaft) . The seizure of a mastery which already
exists inwardly in every consciousness is the necessary conse
quence of such a c o n d i ti o n. ^-36
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This much is certain.

But Ruge still fears that the people will not be

wise enough to attain true freedom, but will only elect a "dictator,"
as had the French:
But be that as it may; the Prussians stand before a new
revolution, not before [another] empty uprising [like that of
1848].
[In Prussia] all the preconditions for a revolution in
the true sense, for the overthrow of the old system, which are
lacking in Austria, are present— even if the new system should
only be an elected dictatorship [I].137
A revolution which produced "only an elected dictatorship" would still
be a "revolution in the true sense."

This phrase is worth remembering.

It comes as close to being an endorsement of Bonapartism as any contempo
rary German was likely to have made.
For all Ruge's talk of revolution, he had grown more moderate
since 1848.

In his own words, he had grown "resigned."138

In particular,

he was now inclined to emphasize the theme of "unity" more than that of
"freedom."

This is not to say that his ultimate goals had changed.

Before 1848 "unity" had seemed unattainable; now it seemed to be more
easily attainable than "freedom."
inseparable ideals.
other.

For him "unity" and "freedom" were

What favored the one must necessarily promote the

In this he agreed completely with the German Progressive Party

and the Nationalverein; he was typical.
matter.

Whether he was right is another

However, I wish to emphasize that Ruge had not become a

nationalist.

Thus, the issues of the Danish War of 1864 left him cold.

For him the War was only an unwelcome diversion, one calculated to draw
the attention of "patriots" and "philistines" away from domestic prob-
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The war did have that effect.

The moderates in the opposition

began to waver, and in 1864-65 Prussia's liberal economic policies began
to erode the opposition's power base among German capitalists.

At the

same time, Bismarck resorted to ever more severe measures of repression.
The struggle became increasingly bitter as it grew increasingly hopeless.

140
It was at this point that Ruge decided to intervene.

Under the

royal amnesty of 1861 he was free to return to Prussia, although until
now he had not found the prospect inviting.

141

Now he proposed to

return, to found one or perhaps two democratic journals and to rally the
4. 142
democratic party.

He turned for help to Franz Ziegler.
c h o i c e . H e
democrat.

was,

Ziegler was a logical

like Ruge, a very vehement and a very Prussian

He sought his antecedents in Frederic the Great and in the

men of the Reform.

He conceived of Prussia and democracy very much as

the Hallische JahrbUcher had portrayed them in 1840.

Like Ruge, he had

suffered as Prussia drifted ever further from his ideal.
loyalties had led h im to act inconsistently.

His divided

In his capacity as Lord

Mayor of Brandenburg he had energetically suppressed uprisings in 1848.
In the fall of that year he had been elected to the National Assembly in
Berlin and had supported the tax boycott.

For this Ziegler— alone of all

the deputies— had been convicted of treason, had been confined in a
fortress and had lost his rank, his career, and his property.
made a second career,

He had

first as a journalist, then as a businessman.

1864 he was a very successful capitalist.
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Ziegler was a remarkably able and vigorous man.
arrogant and an egotist.

He was also

He despised weaker men, which is to say he

despised most of the Progressive leadership, and he was bitter against
the fellow democrats who had not helped him after 1848.
joined the German Progressive Party.

He had not

He had refused in part for these

reasons, but also because of his inflexible idealism.

The Party had not

endorsed equal suffrage, and the Party too obviously represented the
interests of the bourgeoisie.

Ziegler wanted no part in any class party.

By the same token, he also rejected the labor agitation of his friend
Lassalle.

He saw that Lassalle's social program was economic nonsense—

even Lassalle understood that— but more than this, he saw that the cause
of equal suffrage would be lost once it had been linked to the interests
of a specific class.
thought.

144

Only ideals were worth struggling for, Ziegler

Material interests must take second place.
Since he now had no other place to turn, one would expect him

to have welcomed Ruge's proposals.
ing.

145

But Ziegler's answer was discourag-

He insisted that the capital for Ruge's journals must come from

outside Prussia; otherwise Ruge would be financially at the mercy of
the Progressives.

Ziegler also doubted that the Prussian people could

be saved, and he gave his reasons.

Because Ziegler was a man of broad

experience and uncommon insight, these reasons of his are worth mention
ing.
Ziegler writes;

the Prussian judge or bureaucrat of today is

not the official that Ruge will remember.

The Reaction has "broken

every moral and intellectual bone in his body."

Materialism and
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self-indulgence

(Genugsucht) are the order of the day.

There is "no

trace of the idealism of our youth, of respect for Wissenschaft . . .
the development of character and of willingness to sacrifice."
young men think only of going into business.

of

Today

They call themselves

"economists" and preach that material interests are more real and impor
tant than the State.

The "economists" are even represented in the House

of Delegates, and they have ruined party discipline.
to underrate the J unker.

And Ruge ought not

He, Ziegler, knows them well.

They are vital

and ruthless, and they know that their survival is at stake.

Ziegler

does not recommend that Ruge return to Prussia; he himself can see
nothing for it but to emigrate.
In short, the politics of the Hallische JahrbUcher was obsolete.
The young officials who had read the JahrbUcher were growing old, and
there was no new generation of idealists to replace them.
no longer stood above class and party;
of the government.

The "State"

it had been made a pliable tool

It seemed useless to struggle for pure ideals,

now material interests dominated politics.
class would now dominate the State?

for

The question was, what social

Now, Ziegler was a bitter man.

His

prose seems to have been modeled on that of Jeremiah, and in several
points he overstates his case.

But tendentially he was right.

supposedly eternal verities no longer held.

Hegel's

Prussia had entered a

Marxian era, and men like Ziegler and Ruge had gone out of date.

Ziegler

himself would at last quite consciously cast his lot with the bour
geoisie.146

In 1865 he joined the German Progressive Party, and he

remained there until his death— very unhappily, very much aware that he
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was an anachronism, a survivor of an earlier and better time.
But Ruge was not dissuaded.

"Ziegler is le meilleur, qui est le

plus grand ennemi du b i e n ," he wrote, "and completely in error . . .
about the present condition of the world."

148

Ruge proceeded with his

plans, and he did manage to publish a few numbers of a popular journal,
Die Harke.

These were promptly confiscated, and Ruge was unable to raise

enough money through subscriptions to continue publishing.

149

By June

1865 he was ready to give up his entire scheme:
This much the experiment shows well enough, that the nation
and not this or that government maintains my exile and bid me
go to the devil. . . . It cared more for the Duke of Augustenburg and for the Junkers of Schleswig-Holstein than for its
liberators and for liberating writings.150
It did not occur to h im that Ziegler had been right; it is doubtful that
he had even understood Ziegler.

In any case, he could take comfort in

the "present condition of the world," in events outside Germany.

Espe

cially the fall of Richmond seemed to prove that History was on his side.
By early 1866 he had begun once again to consider emigrating to
America.

151

Years of Reconciliation, 1866-1880
Ruge could not have guessed what dramatic changes 1866 would
bring.

On 24 February his friend Franz Sigel wrote from Baltimore,

offering work and hospitality if Ruge decided to join him.

Four days

later the famous Crown Council at Potsdam made its decision to prepare
for war.
The Council was followed by a great deal of diplomatic maneuver
ing.

Bismarck hoped either to force Austria to let him peacefully annex
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Schleswig-Holstein or to find a morally satisfactory casus belli.
hoped to deny him both.

Only one point is of interest here.

Austria

This is the

proposal for reform of the German Confederation which Prussia brought
before the Federal Diet on 9 April.
gave Prussia a "legitimate war aim."

As E. R. Huber has it, the proposal
A war fought simply to annex

territory would have been morally insupportable; a war to unify Germany
was another matter.
opinion.

152

The proposal was also an appeal to popular

This was true especially of the provision which called for a

federal parliament, to be elected by universal and direct suffrage.
There were precedents for this kind of appeal.

The historian

Otto Pflanze has suggested Napoleonic inspiration; Bismarck was a close
and appreciative student of Louis Napoleon's methods, and Louis Napoleon
had shown that a dictatorial government could successfully base itself
on nationalism and on mass support."^3

In any case, Bismarck's proposal

was called "Bonapartist" by a number of contemporaries, including Louis
Napoleon— and in this matter Louis Napoleon's opinion is surely worth
.. .
154
considering.
This gesture did not at once have the desired effect.

Although

Bismarck defended the idea of universal suffrage with a certain amount of
pseudo-conservative rhetoric, Russia and the smaller German princes were
horrified.

Liberals and democrats were not impressed; they knew the old

Junker better than that.

155

Only after 10 June, when Prussia presented

a more detailed version of the proposal, did it begin to be taken
seriously. Prussia was clearly fighting for a solution of the German
question, if not for liberalism or democracy.

Austrians had no great
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cause to fight for— other than that of legality— and it may be that this
fact affected the outcome of the war.156
If nothing else, the program did at least divide the liberal
opposition.

Many non-Prussian moderates— the groups around the Grenz-

boten and the PreuBische Jahrbtlcher, immediately fell into line behind
Bismarck; the Wochenblatt des Nationalvereins was deeply divided.
In Prussia itself the opposition was more durable.

But even during the

war the moderate Nationalzeitung began to take a decidedly patriotic
tone.

Or if you will, it took a decidedly religious tone, for the anti-

Catholic, anti-Austrian slogans of the Hallische Jahrbucher had not gone
out of fashion.

Only now it was the moderates and not Ruge's fellow

democrats who were most vehenently anti-Catholic, and now this rhetoric
helped to ease their way into the Bismarckian camp.

158

And even during the war, some democrats did also support
Bismarck.

The list has often been cited:

Ruge, Gottfried Kinkel, Oskar

Count Reichenbach, Carl Rodbertus, Franz Ziegler,
successor, Jean-Baptiste von Schweitzer.

and Lassalle's

159

It is in itself interesting that any democrats should have
supported Bismarck.

And the published correspondence between Rodbertus

and Zeigler is fascinating; Rodbertus proposed founding a new, explicitly
Caesaristic "monarchial-democratic" party, an idea which Ziegler found
at least theoretically a t t r a c t i v e . B u t

one should remember that this

group was exceedingly small and unrepresentative.161

In Prussia, the

democratic wing of the German Progressive Party held firm; Ziegler was a
momentary exception.

Prussian democrats agreed overwhelmingly with

Johann Jacoby:
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The banner of the principle of nationality may be raised only
in the service of right and freedom; in the hands of Louis
Napoleon or his like, it serves only to confuse and to ruin
peoples.3-62
Nor did Schweitzer represent the entire labor movement.

The very

important Saxon movement under August Bebel and Wilhelm Liebknecht
rallied to its own dynasty.

In the South the democratic Volkspartei

also took an anti-Prussian line.
southern and central Germany.

Mass rallies were held throughout

In Mannheim, Ludwig Eckhart of the

Deutsche Wochenblatt wrote fiery editorials against "Gothaism" and
"Caesarism" and called for an alliance between democracy and the petty
princes.'*'6 ^

The pro-Bismarckian group was much too small, too hetero

geneous, and too isolated to have formed the cadre of a political
p a r t y . D e m o c r a t i c Caesarism was an unusual standpoint; what is
surprising is that it should have existed at all.
In addition to the democrats who are usually mentioned, Ludwig
Bamberger also supported Prussia in 1866, although Bamberger was unable
to return to active politics until a year later.
an active correspondence.

He and Ruge now began

Their attitude toward the war was not

popular in emigrant circles, and they drew closer together as their old
friends deserted them.

This new isolation was especially painful for

the gregarious Bamberger.

Bamberger particularly missed his good friend

Ludwig Simon, but he consoled himself, saying, "There is more political
virtue in any trimmer w ho now _________with Bismarck than in these chaste
Josephs who condemn themselves to eternal barrenness.
One notes that Bamberger had been living in Paris; cultivated
Germans rarely used metaphors of this kind.

The remark also characterizes
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Bamberger's attitude toward politics.
pragmatic.

Bamberger was businesslike and

His warm Rhenish blood had somewhat cooled since 1848, and

he is usually remembered as a liberal rather than as a democrat.

He

thought that liberalism might gain from a tactical alignment with
Bismarck, and he also saw in the new situation an opportunity to put his
own considerable talents to constructive use.
Ruge was not such a pragmatist.

166

In Bamberger's words, Ruge

"considered everything sub specie aeternatis.

H

i s

decision to

support Bismarck had to be justified in terms of eternal categories.
This decision of his rested on a systematic world view and on forty-five
years of political experience.

Ruge was at once more earnest and more

typical than was this frenchified Rhinelander.

And therefore Ruge's

decision is historically more interesting than Bamberger's— even though
Bamberger was his intellectual superior.
What decided Ruge was not Bismarck's proposal for Federal reform
but Bismarck's demand— made on 25 April— that Austria discontinue mobil
izing in Italy.168

It now became clear to everyone that Bismarck was

bent on war and was acting in collusion with the Italian government.

169

To Ruge this meant that Bismarck had recognized the "bankruptcy" of his
own "Junkerpolitik" and the correctness of the policy which he, Ruge, had
long advocated:

alliance with Italy and with the "people" to drive

Austria from Germany.

He did not speculate about Bismarck's motives or

about his personal qualities.
to, Ruge thought.

Bismarck acted as he did because he had

Bismarck had at last recognized historical necessity,

and that was achievement enough.1^0

That was all that could be expected
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of any statesman, for as Ruge himself had lately written,

"The mighty

of this earth are only the court-fools of philosophy."171'
This war was the German revolution, he thought.
"continuation of the Revolution of 1848."

It was even a

This war— this "revolution

from above," as others have called it— was necessary because the "people"
had failed; they had failed twice, once in 1848 and once during the
Conflict.172

The success of the new "revolution" depended on popular

support s
If the people do not act for unity, as the Italians did, no
victory in the field will be decisive for putting down the
little lords by right divine. . . .And it is easy to see that
at present the people are far too loyal to think a moment of a
real union of the nation by setting aside their kinglets and
173
their Grand Dukes. . . . They are tories [sic] to the backbone.
Indeed, he even doubted the possibility of a "victory in the field."
He still believed that only a free and popular Prussia could be strong
enough to defeat Austria.17^
leadership.

In this he agreed with the Progressive

But while many Progressives were still prepared to specu

late on the political advantages to be gained from a Prussian defeat,
Ruge thought he saw a chance to realize his most cherished wish:

to

bring Prussia and the "people" together.175
To achieve this he would have to convince both parties.

Thus

in early May, while the Progressives were leading an energetic and
momentarily very popular opposition against Bismarck's war policy and
while Landwehr mutinies still threatened to disrupt Prussia's mobiliza
tion,17^ Ruge wrote to Bismarck:
At long last you have made a correct move— war against
Austria with Italy and for Prussia. . . .
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Prussia alone must possess Germany exclusive of Austria.
But then, this cannot be accomplished with the German parlia
ment, but only through the most powerful and enthusiastic
revival of the Prussian people.
Like Victor Emanuel you must now unite all parties.
Boldly remember the National Assembly in Berlin— universal
direct suffrage, annual parliament— without an upper house.
No further constitution than annual legislation by this body—
subject of course to the approval of the Crown (the ministers
as organ of the majority [!].177
The

proposal is breathtaking in its scope and in its simplicity.

Prussia was to annex her smaller neighbors and to create a unitary
German state.

This state should be a parliamentary democracy:

like

England, only without the House of Lords and with universal suffrage.
Ruge does not demand that Prussia take this course; he recommends it.
He considers that he is giving useful advice.

When the letter went

unanswered, Ruge tried indirectly to influence Bismarck through Ziegler
and Bucher, and in July he wrote again to Bismarck in the same vein.
From Ruge's standpoint there was nothing absurd in this.

He believed

that Prussia had only one correct policy to follow, and if Bismarck was
perceptive enough to see the necessity of war with Austria, then perhaps
he

could also be shown the need for "freedom"

at h o m e . ^ 8

It was necessary also to convince the people.

On

23June— after

the outbreak of w ar but before the decisive battle at Koniggratz— Ruge
completed his "Manifesto to the German Nation."

It was published on

5 July in the Nationalzeitung, and 40,000 copies were printed and distributed at government expense.

179

"This is logical," he writes.

Austria is:
the princes, disunity, religious and political
servitude.
And despite all, Prussia is:
the people, unity,
freedom in Wissenschaft and in parliament, and what she is
not she can yet become.180
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In 1848 the King of Prussia had rejected an imperial crown because it
came from the people.

The people ought not now to imitate his folly.

One must be realistic:
Emotion . . . is out of place in politics.
In politics you
cannot follow your hearts— Bismarck and the King are a case in
point.
The politician cannot do as he likes, but [must do]
what circumstances dictate.181
The people must do what circumstances dictate,

for everything now depends

on it:
Can you ever become free— through the grace of your govern
ment or through the Army . . .?
Never, certainly never!
Everyone who becomes free conquers
that freedom, and in the end it is not armies which win this
freedom.
The question is what is in the minds of the victorious
nation.
But do not let that discourage you.182
This familiar argument of Ruge's might normally be taken to mean that
the people ought to struggle against its government.

Here, the people

is to support Bismarck's policy— as Ruge understands it— and to elect a
militant Reichstag which will complete the work of unification:
. . . only thus will that outward unity which the sword can
create become a reality, a free, justified and enduring common
wealth (StaatskOrper), a self-unifying people.183
Germany can be truly unified only under one, sovereign parliament:
But how will the German parliament become sovereign?
Through abolition of the little sovereignties which stand in
the path of unity, and it is impossible to deny it this posi
tion and authority, unless they want to lose all the fruits
of victory and see the Austrian satraps reestablished.
And at least to this extent this is true:

in the drastically unitary

state which Ruge envisioned, the Reichstag would indeed have occupied a
strong position.

Whether even the most militant of Reichstags could

have imposed such a solution on Germany— or on Bismarck— is another
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question.

In any case it was never tried.

And in any case, Ruge is

willing to leave these matters to the future.

He writes:

"It is not the

struggles for this development with which we have to concern ourselves.

.,185
The war ended in July.

In August Richard Ruge was given an

interview with Robert von Keudell in the Foreign Office.

Keudell gave

him to understand that the government would welcome Ruge's return to
Prussia as an independent publicist.188

This suited Ruge.

Bamberger agreed that their cause needed a newspaper.

He and

South Germany

still lay outside Bismarck's new Confederation, and South Germans as a
group— South German democrats in particular— were not at all eager to
join.

Bamberger thought especially of the need to win the South for the

idea of German unity, and he suggested publishing in Frankfurt, near his
own political base in Mainz.

But Ruge could think only of Berlin.18^

Ruge did write a prospectus for a newspaper, a large and ambi
tious one, and in November he sent another letter to Bismarck.188
Congratulating Bismarck on his "truly Prussian and correctly German"
policy, Ruge announced his own plans for a newspaper.

At the same time,

he urged Bismarck to relax Prussia's restrictions on the press.

This new

press policy should include paying compensation for the capital which
he, Ruge, had lost through confiscation in 1848.

By proving her commit

ment to freedom and to simple equity, Prussia would thus win friends in
Germany.

Thus too, she would provide the freedom— and incidentally also

the capital— necessary to establish another pro-government newspaper in
Berlin.
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At the same time, Ruge tried to have the matter of compensation
for himself raised in the Prussian Diet.
answered his l e t t e r . R u g e ' s

He failed, and Bismarck never

newspaper never materialized.

He and

Bamberger decided instead to support Die Reform, a small Berlin daily
which one Eduard Meyen bought in 1867.

Meyen was another old Left-

Hegelian and a man of firm democratic convictions.

But he was also a

man of modest abilities, and the paper collapsed within a year.

190

Sadly, Bamberger concluded:
For the tendency for which we would like to sacrifice a great
new newspaper, there exists at present only a very small church
in the North. . . . The Nationa1zeitung represents the essen
tial content of the National Liberal Party. . . . The nuance
which we represent, further left, somewhat more idealistic,
without falling in with the Progressives, has for the moment
no place in the party-structure.
Given the choices which existed, both men decided for National Liberal
ism— Bamberger rather sadly, conscious that he was sacrificing some of
192
his ideals, Ruge with all his old confidence in his own rightness.
Bamberger went on to a brilliant parliamentary career and to ultimate
defeat and disillusionment.

Ruge stayed in England and wrote pamphlets.

By far the best of these is his "Unsre innre und auBre Politik,"
which took its final form in 1 8 6 8 . ^ ^

Here Ruge continues the line of

argument which he had taken during the war.
writes, "our own masters . . .

"We are now free," he

a truly sovereign people."

194

What has

happened is glorious, but much remains to be done:
True unification is always unification in One parliament . . .
in order to create One people through One law. . . .
If the North German parliament . . . knew how to use its
power, it would have to decree the abolition and absorption
(Aufhebung) of the entire middle ages in the modern unitary
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s tate, i.e. in itself . . . and to abolish, to elevate and to
absorb (aufzuheben) all the territorial Diets in itself.-*-y5
Ruge's enthusiasm for unity is not without an element of partisan
calculation.

Real unity involves parliamentary government and a

thorough breach with the "principle of legitimacy," he thinks.

Like

most Prussian democrats, he sees the territorial princes as the great
est obstacle:
Undertaking to maintain our private lords as sovereigns is not
statesmanship and can be justified only out of consideration
for outward obstacles.
Undigested private lords, mediaeval
owners of land and people, are a sore upon the commonwealth.
They cut off their subjects from the great commonwealth. . . .
With the border-posts of their little manors, they resist the
common spirit of the nation, which should permeate everything,
and they conserve tyrannical abuses which have in general long
since died out.
What is most striking is the extent to which both Ruge's
patriotism and his democratic enthusiasm are informed with the old
Idealist-Left-Hegelian longing for community,

for universal citizenship,

for universal participation in the "commonwealth."

At least in this

sense there is indeed a close affinity between Hegel's work and Bis
marck's— at least as Ruge understood the two.

Bismarck's system did

allow much more popular participation than had previously been possible.
This system also closed off the possibility of popular control of the
State.

But for Ruge popular control was not the only criterion of a

democracy.

Certainly Ruge's demands go far beyond what Bismarck offered.

If realized, these demands would for all practical purposes have made
the Reichstag sovereign in Germany.
on sovereignty or on power.

But Ruge does not directly insist

He only demands more popular participation
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in a more centralized state.
demands could be compromised.

And being a matter of degree, these
Questions of sovereignty cannot.

Ruge does not stop with these purely idealistic arguments.
Germany, he writes,

is still threatened from without.

the most dangerous enemy.

France is now

The French detest the new Germany.

French republicans detest her.

Even

The Second Empire cannot last.

France

will soon have a revolution; this Ruge knows with scientific certainty.
This will be a dangerous moment for Germany.
and therefore more powerful than Germany.

France will then be freer

She will find a ready ally in

a reformed but still resentful Austria, and she may well awaken sympa
thies in the German south.
Even Bonapartism is dangerous enough:
It is a dictatorship and represents a democracy which should
not be underestimated [!] . . . with a completely consolidated
power and with a totally incalculable caprice, for the dictator's
motives are purely personal.
And when all is said and done, the dictator is not inde
pendent of the mood of the masses, to whose stupidity he owes
his existence.
He is perverted into a dynast, but he is a son
of the Revolution. . . .
Now, we ourselves are still unreformed; we are the Revolution
perverted by the coup d'etat [that is, Manteuffel's institutions
still exist in Prussia]; we are basically no better than the
French.
Therefore France is a directly threatening danger, even
as it is, and the question is how we are to secure ourselves
against it.19^
Well, Germany needs a navy, Ruge thinks, and she needs foreign allies.
He suggests Italy, the United States, Holland, and Denmark (!).
important are internal reforms.

More

Freedom is the greatest source of

strength, and free institutions will win the allegiance of the South
and the sympathies of the French.

In Prussia, there must be an end to
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official "mistrust of philosophy" and patronage of religion.
be freedom of speech, of assembly, and of the press.

There must

There must be an

end to the more irritating privileges enjoyed by the military.

Above

all, Germany must merge with Prussia and be united under one parliament.
Ruge had used arguments like these before.
were no longer so effective as they had once been.

To be sure, they
As Ziegler had

observed, the social structure had changed, and attitudes had changed
with it.

In a materialistic age it was harder to appeal to the public's

sense of civic idealism.

And if Ruge argued in terms of raison d'etat,

or as one could now say, in terms of national interest, then Bimmarck's
great successes would soon place arguments like these beyond the reach
of men like Ruge.

Bismarck truly understood the "national interest "j

everyone knew that.

After 1870— or in any case after 1878— the

"national interest" became the special property of conservatives and
imperialists.
Again, the arguments are familiar.

Formally, Ruge's position

was now rather like what it had been in 1838-40.

Again he endorsed the

status quo, but he endorsed those aspects of the status quo which made
for change.
Prussianism.

The Hallische JahrbUcher had drawn strength from their
Prussia had been stable and strong, and she had had tradi

tions and interests which, if encouraged, might well have moved her in
a liberal direction.
But in a changed situation Ruge's old habits of thought took on
a different significance.

Ruge was now a notorious revolutionary.

No

one can now have taken seriously his claim to speak for the status quo.
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Nothing that he might say was likely to influence Bismarck or, for that
matter, to influence the moderates who dominated the North German
Reichstag.

On the other hand, the new order was not nearly so stable

as the old Prussia had been.

It needed liberal support, and this

support did not only come from capitalists.

Certainly many former

readers of the Hallische Jahrbucher, men like Max Duncker and Constantin
RoBler or like Wilhelm Zabel of the Nationalzeitung, were helpful in
delivering that support.

And if Ruge swayed even a few old Progressives

or democrats toward National Liberalism, then he also did his part.
he supported the new order, then that is what is significant.
remembers what his reservations were.

If

No one

In 1838 Ruge's thinking had been

formally loyalist, but its practical consequences had been quite radical.
Now it was formally republican but tendentially Caesarist.
For this Ruge had to answer to his own revolutionary conscience.
Or more exactly, he had to answer to old friends who saw matters
differently, who had read his earlier writings and who could cite them
against him.

Such a friend was the musician Bruno BrUckmann.

have BrUckmann's letters to Ruge.

We do have Ruge's answers.

long, and they are forcefully written.

We do not
They are

Ruge is at pains to convince his

friend, so much so as to make one suspect that he needed also to reassure
himself.

He writes:

Now, what can a German politician do, but take the one
democratically and royalistically organized, secured and
sovereign state, where and as he finds it, and build on this
foundation?
If no one else does this, then Count Bismarck will, and
if no one else . . . can do it, then that is the fault of the
present political imperfection of the German spirit. 98
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And even more pointedly:
Our unification under Prussia makes the nation for the
first time a nation. . . .
But freedom!
Has Bismarck not put through manhood suffrage
and the ballot? And is it Bismarck's fault if the nation does
not vote more radically? But if the nation so strikingly gets
what it wants, after it has been saved against its will from
disaster . . . then truly, no politician can say that the
nation does not have all the freedom that for the moment it
can digest.
In 1869 Ruge returned briefly to Germany.

In several Prussian

cities he delivered a lecture on recent European history, a lecture
expounding the workings of dialectic since 1789 and culminating in the
dialectical conversion of Bismarck to Ruge's own ideas.

In Ruge's mind

the journey took on the character of a triumphal procession.

In Berlin

he was greeted, dined, and celebrated by scholars and Reichstag
Deputies.

Presumably these were politicians who were close to Bamberger;

Ruge mentions Eduard Lasker and Hans Viktor von Unruh.

As former

editor of the Jahrbllcher, Ruge was toasted as the spiritual father of
German unification.200
Early in 1870 he again raised the question of compensation for
what he had lost in 1848.

In April he wrote to Lasker, in May to Bucher,

asking them to intervene on his behalf.
record of it.

If Bucher answered, we have no

Lasker wrote that he had no personal influence with

Bismarck, that he could not afford to obligate himself to Bismarck, and
that Ruge would also do well to avoid compromising h i m s e l f . S u r e l y he
was right.
money.

It was undignified of Ruge to persist so long in asking for

However, he did need money; he would soon be too old for tutor

ing and hack-writing.202

And as Walter Neher has suggested, he
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undoubtedly felt the need for some outward recognition of his services.
The confiscation had hurt his pride, just as had the suppression of the
Jahrbucher.

It will not have occurred to Ruge that anyone might believe

that he could be bought.
It was the Franco-Prussian War of 1870 that brought Ruge closest
to the new order.

In July he wrote again to Bucher, again expounding

the liberal and centralizing policies which he thought Prussia ought to
follow and again offering his services.

204

more patriotic than it had been in 1866.
aggressor— as in fact she was.
Germany's side, he thought.
Bonaparte.

His mood now was if anything
He considered France to be the

Progress and History were now on

Germany would now liberate the French from

In return, it seemed only fair that France should be made to

o
v
_
„
.
205
surrender her "German" provinces.
Even after Bonaparte fell, and after France had become a repub
lic, Ruge continued to take this line.

In January 1871 he wrote:

To my astonishment the Daily News also decided today:
France and England have transcended the middle ages; Germany
[has] not.
It seems clear to these learned men that we have
feudalism . . . they know nothing of our philosophy and the
entire tone of the public Spirit if they think that the national
will prevails in France [but that] among us the command by grace
of God [prevails].
Who has been more carried by the stream of
our ideas than Wilhelm and Bismarck?206
Ruge justifies Bismarck and the King in exactly the same terms which he
had earlier used to excuse Louis Napoleon; they represent democracy
because they follow policies that are correct.

Again, for Ruge the

spirit or tendency of a government was much more important than were
concrete institutions:

a fact which made it easier to accept Bismarck's

system as a substitute for democracy.

Ruge saw the victory of 1870 in
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the same terms as that of 1866; both were "revenge for 1848."

207

After the war the old Ruge remained lively and energetic.

He

was lively enough to consider publishing a new critical review, a
publication to be directed especially against Heinrich von Treitschke—
in Ruge's opinion a reactionary and a disgrace to National Liberalism—
and against philosophical backsliders like Rudolf Haym.
published more articles on England.

In 1872 he

In 1876 he published an anonymous

attack on the dogma of papal infallibility and on the Syllabus of
Errors.
death.

He wrote a history of Europe, which was published after his
And in 1877 he began seeking a publisher for a new edition of his

works, a search which ended with his death.208
Ruge was not always pleased with events in the 1870s.

He did

not like the "quarrel of the new Reich with the Pope," as he called it.
Certainly he was no friend of the Pope's.

Certainly his JahrbUcher

had done their part to prepare the way for the "Kulturkampf."

But what

Ruge had had in mind was that Catholicism should yield to a superior
culture, not that Catholics should be pursued by the police.209

He was

still a better liberal than most of his "liberal" countrymen.
By 1876 he had begun to grumble aloud:
. . . now all hell has broken loose, and the German reaction is
driving the cart ever deeper into the mud.
It won't be long
before the old whip and the breach with freedom are back, and
because the people are slavish and have in large part been puffed
up and spoiled by military success, it is unlikely that my
History will be popular.210
Ruge was inclined to grumbling and also to hyperbole.

But his History

itself is as bland and as optimistic as one might wish, very ambitious
in claiming Bismarck's victories as victories for democracy, very
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gentle in its criticisms of the new Reich.211
Ruge did at last w in his struggle to be compensated for what
he had lost in 1848.

Or at least he won a moral victory.

In early

1878 the Prussian Foreign Office awarded Ruge an "extraordinary honorary
salary" of three thousand Marks yearly.
award.

Walter Neher makes much of this

In Neher's opinion, it finally satisfied in Ruge a deep inner

need for recognition and for reconciliation with the order of things.
More than anything else, Neher believes, it was this need for reconcili212
ation which underlay Ruge's endorsement of the new Reich.

Certainly

there is psychological truth in this, although the point is hard to
document.

Certainly, this longing for reconciliation and for community

is one of the psychological cornerstones of Hegelianism, and it influ
enced Ruge as much when he condemned the State as when he praised it.
And certainly Ruge was moved by his new honor.213
But the year 1878, the year which brought him this honor, would
also put his new-found reconciliation to its greatest test.

In 1878 the

government introduced its two anti-socialist bills in the Reichstag.
Ruge had no use for "communists," as he called the German Social Demo
crats, but he cared even less for repression, for exceptional laws, and
for police-state methods.

He was shocked and dismayed.

But he would not despair.

214

At the age of seventy-five, he was

not going to surrender his hard-won sense of reconciliation and content
ment.

To a young friend, he wrote:

Naturally, I understand only imperfectly your despair in Germany,
and Gervinus' suggestions would be clearer if he would explain
what he means when he speaks of "paths which run counter to our
nature and to the nature of the entire age." . . .
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These paths, whatever they may be, are surely always
involved with those which "run counter" to them, even if
Gervinus did not exactly have the consolation of this
dialectic; he was a stupid . . . philistine. 1
G. G. Gervinus— historian, liberal-democratic politician, and critic
of the new order— was not an Hegelian and did not know that even
apparent evil must ultimately serve the good.

At least, Ruge thinks,

things have greatly improved since the 1830s.

"Philosophy and Wissen-

schaft" now have at least a chance.

Above all, his friend should forget

the idea of emigrating:
And let us not call "happy" the ship in which you would
emigrate to Britain.
Then, I thought only of an excursion.
But exile abolishes an essential relationship, the feeling of
direct community.
The cosmopolitan position will not replace
it.
The Idea realizes itself in the individual, and he cannot
be developed to his full strength apart from his native soil.216
Perhaps it is as well that Ruge did not have to live through the
next decades, to be alienated once again from his own people, to be
crushed like Ludwig Bamberger or to discover, like Franz Ziegler, that
his ideals had no place in the new Reich.

On 31 December 1880 he died.

For all his weaknesses he had been an admirable man.

One hopes that he

died with all the comforts which is own "Religion of Freedom" could
provide, secure in his sense of community and in his dialectical certainty
that Freedom must triumph at last.
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Chapter I

^us

frUherer Zeit, 4 vols.

(Berlin, 1862-67).

2Treitschke, Historische und politische Aufsatze, IV, 599 f ., 620,
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trans. Paul (London, 1917), III, 64, 176; IV, 232 f. On Ruge's accuracy
see Hans Praenckel, "Politische Gedanken und Strdmungen in den deutschen
Burschenschaft urn 1821-4," in Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte
der Burschenschaft und der deutschen Einheitsbewegung (Heidelberg, 1912),
III, 262.
3Hebbel to Elise Lensing, 6 March 1844, cited in Joyce, p. 334.
Hebbel’s testimony is especially eloquent because he and Ruge could agree
neither on art, on philosophy, nor on politics.
Heinrich Heine, whom
Ruge had attacked for "frivolity" in the JahrbUcher, became his friend in
Paris and remained fond of the man long after he had seen the weakness of
his programs; ibid., pp. 291-301.
See also Adolph Stahr, Kleine Schriften
zur Literatur und Kunst (Berlin, 1871), I, 399 f ., and H. Beta, "Der
Verbannte von Brighton," Die Gartenlaube (1863), pp. 24, 380 ff.
4Aus frUherer Zeit, I, 33, 36 f., 103, 272-275;

II, 245.

5Ibid., I, 65, 124, 193, 255-259.
No agricultural historian is
likely to agree that peasants were well treated in the Swedish lands,
but this was Ruge's subjective impression, and for his father's leased
estate and for the estates of Count Brahe which his father managed, he
may have been right.
6Ibid., I, 56-70, 257. The roads will have been better in the
neighboring provinces of Prussia, but the level of political awareness
was not much higher.
Thus Reinhard Kosellek, Preugen zwischen Reform
und Revolution (Stuttgart, 1967), pp. 541 f.
^Aus frUherer Zeit, I, 256,
8 Ibid.,

I, 33 f.

8Ibid.,< I, 154-168, 200
10Ibid.,r

1,

S.

210
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11Ibid., I, 217.
12I bid.f I, 279-283.
^8On the unsecularized character of Restoration and VormSrz
politics and the part played by Protestant rationalism, see Hans
Rosenberg, "Protestantische Rationalismus und vormarzliche VulgMrliberalismus," Historische Zeitschrift 141 (1927)i497-551; Franz
Schnabel, Deutsche Geschichte im neunzehnten Jahrhundert (Freiburg im
Breisgau, 1955), IV, 144-148, 157-161, 492-528; and Robert M. Bigler,
The Politics of German Protestants:
The Rise of the Protestant Church
Elite in Prussia, 1814-1848 (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London, 1972),
pp. 1-5.
14
Purely political factors were also important for Ruge in 1840,
and the question of religious freedom became entangled with those of
academic and political freedom.
He himself would have been offended to
hear his Hegelianism and "Hegelian Christianity" confused with the
rationalism of the vulgar.
But they do bear a strong family resemblance,
and the authorities did not always make such fine distinctions.
Thus an
Austrian agent could report in 1843s
"There are a few man . . . among
the Prussian rationalists, who have become revolutionary because of the
conditions of the moment, for they confuse the Pietism of the Berlin
theologians with the intentions of the Prussian Government.
"Dr. Ruge . . . belongs to this class." Karl Glossy, e d . ,
Literarische Geheimberichte aus dem Vorm'Arz (Vienna, 1912) , p. 21.

15I bid., pp. 279 ff.
16Ibid., pp. 330 ff.,

344 f.

■^E. R. Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789
(Stuttgart, 1961), I, 731 f. On Follen and on the popular reaction to
the murder, see Treitschke, German History, III, 69-76, 176-179.
^8A u s frUherer Z eit, I, 345.
19Ibid., I, 367, 371-375.
2°Stahr, p. 426.
21
The tone he takes in his early letters— we have two written to
his brother in 1825 and 1828— is quite annoyingly sententious.
Later in
his life his tone mellowed, but his convictions remained the same; Franz
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Mehring speaks of his "unausrottbare Philistermoral."
deutschen Sozialdemokratie (Berlin, 1949), I, 148.
22Thus Schnabel, II
Zeit, II, 61 f.

Geschichte der

(Freiburg, 1949), 236 ff. , Aus frUherer

23Aus frUherer Z eit, II, 16-22.
24Thus Schnabel, II, 252 ff.; Treitschke, German History, p. 42;
Georg Heer, Geschichte der deutschen Burschenschaft II, vol. X of
Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte der Burschenschaft und der
deutschen Einheitsbewegung (Heidelberg, 1927), pp. 135 ff.
23At least in the Junglingsbund (pp. 28 f. below) there were two
distinguishable tendencies, one liberal and the other romantic and
Germanizing, and as his ideas began to develop Ruge found himself in
the liberal camp.
Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 201 f., 251-260.
But as Neher
has convincingly argued (p. 16), the lines were anything but clearly
drawn, and Ruge was more a romantic than he would later care to admit.
26Aus frUherer Ze i t, I, 217.
2 ^"The prevailing spirit at Halle was dark and sentimental,
rather than cheerful and clear. . . . This mood affected personal
relationships.
Thus my friendship with Ledebur . . . had become almost
like a love affair." Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 223.
23During their journey to Switzerland (see pp. 27-28 below), he
and Wilier made a pilgrimage to the Rutli:
"We saw little of it, and
there wasn't much to see, but, excited and moved, we embraced each other
and cried out;
'We will be free, as our fathers were I' On this holy
ground we swore to live and die for the rebirth of the fatherland."
Aus frUherer Z eit, I, 139.
29Heer, pp. 41-47.
39Aus fruherer Zeit, II, 63-163.
Deutsches Zentralarchiv,
Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6,
Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Ad h ., Fol. 72.
(This is testimony he gave while
under arrest at KBpenick.
Henceforth cited as DZA Hist. Abt. II.)
31Fraenckel's (see n. 2 above) is the main work on the subject,
and I follow him here.
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3 DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I A dh., Fol. 105. Fraenckel, pp. 246-251.
Fraenckel believes Sprewtiz's story that Follen was the actual founder;
Heer (pp. 110 ff.) does not.
Follen was in any case politically active
at the time and was in contact with liberal groups in Paris.
See
Fraenckel, pp. 251-262.
33Heer, p. 115;
Fraenckel, pp. 285-296.
There was a small
conspiratorial group— two officers and a miller— at Erfurt, and it was
in contact with the liberal official Heinrich Carl Hoffmann in
Darmstadt.
They were hardly influential and apparently not in contact
with Follen.
They were in contact with Robert Wesselhoft, a young offi
cial who played the part of elder statesman to the Junqlingsbund. By
all accounts a very clever but also a very vain man, Wesselhoft played
a mischievous role, making a great show of his contacts and keeping the
myth of the Mannerbund alive.
Heer, pp. 114 f ., 127; Fraenckel, pp. 263276; Aus fruherer Z eit, II, 316 f. Ruge's observations are cited from
DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6,
Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 50, 108.
34DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 14 f. See also Aus frUherer
Zeit, II, 172-179.
35DZA Hist. Abt. Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 21-30, 110.
In the place of
this article of the "nine points" of the Bund, Ruge mentions one
forbidding recruitment of members who talked in their sleep.
Both
Fraenckel (pp. 305 f.) and Treitschke (German History, IV, 232 f.) argue
that the membership of the Bund was appreciably less radical than were
its founders.
36Questioning of the students at Kbpenick was very carefully
conducted.
Ruge was completely isolated from other prisoners both
before and during interrogation, and his testimony was carefully compared
with theirs.
Again, on other points he was astonishingly open (see
n. 78 below) and his memoirs are in substantial agreement with this
testimony.
Fraenckel (pp. 298 f.) tells us that almost all testimony
given at Kbpenick was found by the authorities to have been reliable.
37DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fol. 68.
In two later versions he
states that Gneisenau and the Prussian state or army was mentioned at
his first initiation.
The first of these accounts is in an appeal
against his sentence for high treason, written while in prison, and is
used to support the claim that he had acted only out of Prussian
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patriotism.
DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep.
77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. II A dh., Fols. 27 f.
In his memoirs,
it serves as the occasion for a jibe at Prussia's "disgrace in being the
shield-bearer for Russia and Austria." I believe I am on safe ground
in preferring the earlier account.
"^The rumor regarding Gneisenau is cited in Treitschke,
History of Germany, IV, 235, and is well known.
Fraenckel (p. 283)
states that Gneisenau knew Hoffmann (see n. 32 above) and that this
had been known to Follen's "Blacks" in Giessen.
Thus it is possible
that Follen was responsible for this part of the rumor.
39

Fraenckel, pp. 315 f.

40Ibid., p. 317.
41Aus frtiherer Zeit, II, 174-185.
42Ibid., II, 188 ff.
43Ibid., pp. 186-200; Heer, pp. 116 f .; Fraenckel, p. 294;
DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6,
Spec.
R
Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 38-56.
44Aus fruherer Zeit, II, 216-225, 235-244.
He had paid several
visits to Bunsen's Erziehungsanstalt in Frankfurt, which had close ties
to the radical students and where Sprewitz and several other
Jiinglingsbtindler taught.
He did make an attempt to get special dispen
sation to study at Jena, but this would have required a royal interview
and seemed too difficult.
45Heer, pp. 41-46; DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des
Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 31 ff.
46Treitschke, History of Germany, IV, 232; Aus frUherer Zeit,
II, 260-286.
470n Luden during this period see Heer, p. 136; Fraenckel,
pp. 305 f.; Hans Ehrenteich, "Heinrich Luden und sein EinfluP auf die
Burschenschaft," in Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte der
Burschenschaft und der deutschen Einheitsbewegung, IV (Heidelberg, 1913),
48-103; and Treitschke, History of Germany, III, 33 ff., 65, 188.
Treitschke's opinion of his scholarship (p. 33) is low.
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48Aus fruherer Zeit, II, 249 f.
He met Luden again in 1831 and
was hurt to find that the famous man no longer recognized him; ibid.,
III, 297 f.
^ F r a e n c k e l , p. 305; Ehrenteich, pp. 99 f.; Heinrich Luden,
Handbuch der Staatsweisheit oder der Politik, erster Abtheilung (Jena,
1811), pp. 23, 29 f.
5°Thus Theodor Wilhelm, Die enqlische Verfassung und der
vormarzliche deutsche Liberalismus. Eine Darstellung und Kritik des
Verfassungsbildes der liberalen FUhrer (Stuttgart, 1928).
^ " I n Wurzburg the Empire had become just as absurd to me as the
revival of the old imperial circles; and with my friends . . . I was
decidedly for the republic.
But we were so perfectly separated from
reality (von den bilrgerlichen VerhSltnissen) that even these differences
remained mere shadows, and never seriously concerned us or divided us
into parties." Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 202 f.
^ F r a e n c k e l , pp. 305 f. And in the same vein, Max Duncker has
said of his own experience in the Burschenschaft:
" . . . the political
tendency of my circle lay in the opposition between Germandom and things
French; beside this . . . an abstract hatred of tyrants in conjunction
with a strong and loyal cult of the Prussian monarchy and of Queen
Luise in particular." Cited in Rudolf Haym, Das Leben Max Dunckers
(Berlin, 1891), p. 20.
5 3 (Of his initiation into the Bund) : "In my place, what
Prussian patriot would have refused? What flaming youth would not have
feared the taint of cowardice and forgetfulness of duty, were he not
moved by such examples and such names [as Gneisenau's]. . . .
My only
motive was Prussian patriotism and sense of duty." DZA Hist. Abt. II
Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164,
Bd. II Adh., Fols. 27 f. The statement was not given under oath.
54

Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 248

S.

55Fraenckel, pp. 296 f.; Aus frllherer Zeit, II, 315-318.
56Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 320-340.
DZA Hist. Abt. Merseburg,
Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh.,
Fols. 1-12.
57Hermann Haupt, "Goethe und die deutsche Burschenschaft," in
Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte der Burschenschaft und der
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deutschen Einheitsbewegung, VIII
frUherer Zeit, II, 340-361.

(Heidelberg, 1925), 20 f.j Aus

58Aus frdherer Ze i t , II, 364 f.
59Ibid., II, 365 S . ; DZA Hist. Abt. Merseburg, Ministerium des
Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 63 f.;
Fraenckel (p. 262) is unaware of this passage in Ruge's testimony but
accepts the story on the basis of his memoirs.
He has found no support
ing witnesses, but there is no apparent reason why Ruge should have
invented it.
60Heer, pp. 120 ff. j Fraenckel, pp. 242 f .; E. R. Huber, Deutsche
Verfassungsgeschichte, I, 746 ff.; A. Petzold, "Die Zentral-Untersuchungs
Kommission in Mainz," in Quellen und Darstellungen zur Geschichte der
Burschenschaft und der deutschen Einheitsbewegung, V (Heidelberg, 1920),
171-258.
61Heer, pp. 120 ff.;

Aus frUherer Zeit, II, 384 ff.

82Aus frliherer Ze i t , II, 7-33.
63Ibid., III, 33-54.
8^Krause to Schuckmann, 18 March 1824; DZA Hist. Abt. II
Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164,
Bd. I Adh., Fol. 6.
65Aus frdherer Z eit, III, 56.
68See n. 78 below.
67Aus frUherer Z eit, III, 76-100.
68Ibid., III, 99-144.
law, see Kosellek, pp. 96 f.

On the caste basis of the Prussian penal

69Aus frliherer Z eit, III, 99-144.
He and Jahn were not always
on such good terms.
Their paths diverged, and Jahn later said of him
with some asperity that his "soul was so black that even the devil
wouldn't wipe his a... with it" (ibid., Ill, 137).
7°DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Inner, Rep. 77Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. II Adh., Fol. 3.
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7^Ruge to Kamptz, 13 October 1830, in DZA Hist. Abt. II Merse
burg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I
Adh., Fol. 107.
72Aus frtiherer Ze i t , III, 176-186.
73Ibid., III, 167-176.
74
"I decided to make Schill the hero of a tragedy and to portray
our fate in his. . . . It was later published under the title:
1Schill
und die Seinen, * but no one uncovered in it my intention to justify us. ”
Aus frtiherer Z eit, III, 166.
For Schill's career see Treitschke,
History of Germany, I, 304 ff. , 402 f. The period is rich in images of
this kind; the Wars of Liberation had to a large extent been fought and
won in defiance of ord e r s , and Yorck and Gneisenau both established
legends.
Kleist's "Prinz von Homburg," by the way, was first published
in 1811.
However, in the complete futility of his act Schill would seem
to stand alone.
73He made other translations, but he was especially proud of
these and published both in full in his memoirs.
Aus frtiherer Zeit,
III, 145-159, 165.
76Ibid., III, 167.
77Ibid., III, 181 ff.,

214.

78"Volkseinheit ist durch keine Verbindung einzelner zu
erreichen," in DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern,
Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I Adh., Fols. 82-84.
The other
essay, "Ueber Wort und Treue" (ibid., Fols. 78-82), is of some secondary
interest.
In it he defends the proposition that "There are cases which
make it moral or even praiseworthy to lie or even to break faith."
That
is, that a great cause such as German unity will justify a means like
perjury.
The matter arose because it was expected that students would
eventually wish to enter government service; the authorities naturally
wondered how they would have reconciled membership in the Bund with their
oaths of office.
The essay is an indication how weak his Christian faith
already was, but it also bears witness to the openness of his testimony.
79Walter Neher is able to suggest other psychological reasons why
he should have wished to "purify his mind"— the psychological pressures
of solitary confinement, gratitude for Lange's sympathy, and the "need
to confess." Other members of the Bund went much further in their selfcriticism, reversed themselves, and became arch conservatives.
Neher,
pp. 23 f.
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The paragraph is worth citing.
I give it in German, because
its eccentric grammar makes translation a doubtful task:
"Bei dem Gesagten kbnnte auffallen, warum ich nicht die
Behauptung dahin gestellt habe, dag der Zweck des Bundes in seiner beiden
Theilen kein erreichbarer Vorwurf fUr Privatverbindungen sein kbnne; aber
mit Unrecht, denn einmal war der Zusatz:
'und fUr die Preiheit' nur so
ein nothwendiges Unding, da der Bund auch wol hatte zufrieden sein wollen,
wenn Deutschland durch ihn eine Einheit ohne Freiheit (oder Eine
Verfassung) erlangt hatte, und dann ist die Freiheit eine Sache, die im
Leben der Menschen nie ganz gefehlt und nie ausgedehnter gewesen als
jetzt.
Ja sie halt gleichen Schritt mit der wachsenden Bildung, und
niemand beklagt sich Uber dem Wachsthum weder der einen noch der anderen.
Befordern kann beide auch der einzelne, wenn er Geist hat, befordern mug
sie oft, was den Sitten und der allgemeinsten Meinung zu beleidigend
widerspricht.
Wer so von der vielbesprochenen Freiheit denkt, dem kann
jeder Zusatz zu dem eigentlichen Zweck des Bundes, der diese Freiheit
betrifft, nichts weiter bedeuten als: Ware Deutschland eins, so mug es
auch eine Verfassung bekommen, wie sie aus den gegebenen Verhctltnissen
mit Nothwendigkeit hervorgeruft und mit der offentlichen Meinung bestehen
kann.
Wobei sich jedoch von selbst versteht, da ktinftige Geschlechter,
wie auch immer der neue Zustand geworden, stets einen andern wunschen und
begrlinden mugten.
Wlinschte aber danach jemand, da die gewonnene und der
Wahrheit, wenn auch nicht immer den Worten nach bestehende Freiheit eine
hinreichende
Garantie haben mochte, so mugte er nur beschranken Blut
[sic] haben, wenn ihm nicht das Christenthum und seine Lehren, so wie
der Geist der germanischen Vblker . . . das beste Bollwerk fur alles
Menschlich und Schbne darstellen kbnnten."
81We find this image taken up by Treitschke, who speaks of the
"Sturdy and good-natured Pomeranian, full of good humor and vigorous joy
of life, far too kind-hearted to kill a fly needlessly."
History of
Germany, IV, 232.
83This became most drastically obvious after the Deutsche
JahrbUcher were suppressed in 1843? he took this blow as a personal
rejection.
As Adolf Stahr (p. 446) sensibly enough remarked:
"Ruge had
hurled a loaded and burning bomb into the house of his opponents, and
was dumbfounded when they hurried to pour a pitcher of water over the
glowing fuse.
They would have been fools not to do it."
83Neher, p. 94.
84

Luden, pp. 29, 36.

85I will be citing a series of short essays, most of them book
reviews, published in Brockhaus' Zeitschrift ftir literarische Unterhaltung in Leipzig in 1831.
The articles are unsigned and are
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designated by numbers:
Blaschke (p. 59) gives them as 153, 166, 173,
414, 220, and in Beilage 212 by a misprint, 152.
86Censorship
Revolution of 1830.

was relaxed in Saxony for a
Treitschke, German History,V.

time after theFrench

. . . in fact, the only hope would be that Prussia honorably
wants peace and, with . . . the German hegemony which the entire South
would so gladly concede to her II] offers peace, but that no exalted
party prematurely plunges France into war. . . . May Prussia's honor
and independence be the salvation of the FatherlandJ
And thus we wish
to accept the phrase of our friend in Munich:
Our hopeful greetings
to the German North, our dear, cold homeland."
"Bairische Betrachtungen," Blatter fUr
literarische Unterhaltung, 9April 1831, p. 436.
88"Ueber das
Princip der Bewegung in der
Politik," Blatter fUr
literarische Unterhaltung, 21 and 22 May 1831, pp. 613-615, 621-622.
89I bid., p. 621.
9°In this article he remarks simply that the states of Antiquity
were based on slavery and were duly replaced by feudalism. (Ibid.)
However, I have already remarked on his translations from Thucidides,
and in his memoirs he tells us:
"We owe everything which is still good
and human in the world to the Athenian Republic."
Aus frtiherer Zeit,
III, 161.
He gives his full vision of the classical state in Unser
System II (Frankfurt A/M, 1903; first published 1850).
Here he speaks
not only of democratic decision making, but of total participation in the
state by every individual.
91
BIMtter fUr literarische Unterhaltung, 20 August 1831, p. 1007.
Schnabel (II, 360-365) has shown that the authorities were aware that a
classical education could be subversive and that in the Restoration era
many students concluded after reading Cicero or Thucidides that a repub
lic would really be preferable to a monarchy.
Bismarck's famous remark
on the subject is probably a good indication how deep this "republican
ism" usually went.
9 ^Historische Zeitschrift 121 (1920):417.
One may ask in what
way the content of one's political outlook may be derived from a
philosophical method.
93
See n. 80 above.
Because so far as was possible he almost
always followed Luden in these early essays, it is also striking that he
should consistently substitute the word Bildung where Luden had spoken
of Kultur.
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Zwei Jahre in Pa r is, I (Leipzig, 1846), 259 f ., 383-386;
Akademie, ein politisches Taschenbuch (Leipzig, 1848), pp. 93-128.
also Chapter V below.

See

95
Hajo Holborn, "Der deutsche Idealismus in sozialgeschichtlicher
Beleuchtung," in Moderne deutsche Sozialgeschichte, ed. Hans-Ulrich
Wehler (Cologne and Berlin, 1966), pp. 91 f. Holborn points especially
to the warm reception which Rousseau's educational ideas received in
Germany, while his political thinking was largely ignored.
96Fichte's Reden an die deutsche Nation, which Ruge had read
while at Jena, suggest themselves as an especially dramatic example,
while the speech of Luden's which I have cited (p. 37 above) is a rather
crude one.
One thinks also of Meinecke's gentle criticism of the
"unpolitical" character of the national idea as some idealists and
especially Schiller conceived it. Weltburgertum und Nationalstaat
(Munich, 1962), pp. 53-57, 251.
It was an idea which dies hard and which
has tended to emerge in times of disaster.
Witness Meinecke's own
tragically unsatisfactory attempt after 1945 to find hope for the future
in "Goethe communities."
The German Catastrophe, trans. Fay (Boston,
1963) , pp. 115-121.
There is something heroic in the attempts of men
like Fichte and Meinecke to find for their country a way out of what
to them were desperate situations, but just as hard cases make bad law,
the answers they found are not likely to be useful to us in ordinary
life.
97His memoirs, which are not uninfluenced by the bitterness he
felt in the 1850s, would lead us to doubt that his reconciliation was
genuine.
This would mean that his attitude in the early numbers of the
Hallische Jahrbucher was one of opportunism.
That at least was not the
opinion of those who knew him at the time.
Thus Julius Mosen wrote to
A. Stahr in December 1842:
"It seems almost comical to think how much
he has changed in the past five years 1 Then, still the Prussian and
Protestant in the extreme, now the opposite to an extreme." Cited in
Joyce, "Arnold Ruge as a Literary Critic," p. 251.
Thus also Stahr,
p. 440.
98Franz Mehring, Karl Marx, The Story of His L ife, trans Fitz
gerald (New York, 1935), p. 45.
99His eligibility for office was restored in 1830, and for a
time he advanced rapidly.
Any gratitude he may have felt was understand
ably forgotten by the time he wrote his memoirs, but not the terrible
feeling of dependence:
" . . . one after the other, we all had to rejoin
the police state and take upon ourselves its all-controlling servitude.
The despotism was of German and above all of Prussian making, and only as
servants of despotism could we make use of our knowledge.
The priest,
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the physician, the jurist, the schoolman, the professor, each one felt
himself . . . seized by the great spider, which sat in the middle of the
web and sucked out the blood of freedom." Aus frtiherer Zeit, III, 282.
^ ° Lassalle (Hannover, 1970), p. 118.
His next line, "the more
bloodthirstily one talked about tyrannicide, the more uncertain one was,"
could also have been coined with Ruge in mind.

Chapter II

~*~Aus frtiherer Z eit, III, 239-242; Ruge to Haenisch, 19 January
1830, in Arnold Ruge, Arnold Ruges Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbl'&tter aus
den Jahren 1825-1880, 2 vols., ed. Paul Nerrlich (Berlin, 1886), I, 12.
2Aus frUherer Zeit, III, 240

S . , 2 1 6 , 289 ff.

3I bid., III, 220 flf. ,245-260, 270-281.
4Ibid., Ill, 329.
5Ruge's point is a rhetorical one; the King must have meant only
to designate Ruge's estate (bUrgerlich, or bourgeois).
On the ambiguity
of the concept "citizen" in Prussia, see Reinhard Koselleck, Preugen
zwischen Reform und Revolution (Stuttgart, 1967), pp. 56-59.
The term
appeared only sporadically in the corpus of Prussian law, and the phrase
"rights of citizens" only once, in an edict guaranteeing these rights to
Jews.
The edict did not say what these rights were.
6Aus fruherer Z eit, III, 329.
DelbrUck, Lebenserinnerungen, 2 vols.

On the Padaqogium, Rudolph von
(Leipzig, 1905), I, 44 f.

^Stahr (1805-1876) was from 1826 a teacher at the Padaqogium,
after 1836 Gymnasialprofessor in Oldenburg.
He is best known as a
writer, especially in collaboration with Fanny Lewald, whom he eventu
ally married.
Fleischer (1809-1876) taught at the Padaqogium from 1832,
after 1839 at the Gymnasium in Cleves.
Echtermeyer (1805-1844) began
teaching here in 1831.
Ritschl (1806-1876) became a Dozent in Halle in
1829, in 1832 Professor of Philology.
Rosenkranz (1805-1879) became a
Dozent here in 1828, Professor in 1831, and in 1833 full (ordentlicher)
Professor in KBnigsberg.
They were all young men, then; all but Leo
(1799-1878) were younger than Ruge.
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8I follow Paul KrSglin, Heinrich Leo, Heft VII of Beitrage zur
Kultur- und Universalgeschichte, ed. Karl Lamprecht (Leipzig, 1908).
8Hans Rosenberg, "Geistige und politische Strbmungen an der
Universitat Halle in der ersten Halfte des 19. Jahrhunderts," in
Politische Denkstrbmungen, pp. 66 ff.
^°Adolph Stahr at least gives this impression; see Kleine
Schriften, p. 399.
110n the controversy see Wilhelm Schrader, Geschichte der Friedrichs-Universitat H alle, 3 vols. (Berlin, 1894), II, 165-174; Delbrlick,
I, 90 f. ; Bigler, The Politics of German Protestantism, pp. 187-233.
12After Ruge had left, the strongest personality in the liberal
camp was the moderate constitutionalist Max Duncker.
In the Province at
large Duncker was closely associated with the Protestant Friends, or
Lichtfreunde, a movement of dissident rationalist clergymen and their
congregations:
Germany's first real mass movement since the Reformation.
Thanks to the efforts of Duncker and his friends— and to the new King's
intolerance— the process of politization which had begun among intellec
tuals was beginning to spread to the educated masses.
Rudolf Haym, Das
Leben Max Dunckers (Berlin, 1881), pp. 54-75; Bigler, pp. 187-233.
13Aus frUherer Z eit, III, 344-350.
On his teaching, H. Beta,
"Der Verbannte von Brighton," Die Gartenlaube (1863), pp. 380-381.
14Aus frUherer Z eit, III, 250 ff.
(Halle, 1832).

Die Platonische Aesthetik

*5Koselleck, pp. 406 f.
^6A u s frtiherer Z eit, IV, 484.
^ I b i d . , III, 351-360; Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 19-20.
18Aus frUherer Zeit, III, 263.
^90n his Italian journey, ibid., Ill, 365-468.
2°Ibid., III, 468; Ruge to Ritschl, 12 November 1833, Briefwechsel
und Tagebuchblatter, I, 40 f.
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Stahr, pp. 400 ff.; "Napoleon, sein Charakter und seine Zeit,"
Blatter fur literarische Unterhaltung, 20 August 1831, pp. 1006 ff.
Pries, a minor philosopher, was closely associated with the Burschen
schaft and had lost his teaching post after the Kotzebue murder.
Hegel
attacks him for his emotionalism and justifies his dismissal in the
Preface to his Philosophy of Right, trans. T. M. Knox (Oxford, 1952),
pp. 5 ff.
On this point see also Franz Rosenzweig, Hegel und der Staat
2 vols. (Munich and Berlin, 1920), II, 75 ff.
22Aus frtiherer Z eit, III, 251 ff.;

Stahr, pp. 400 ff.

23Whether or not Hegel was actually an "idealist" in this sense—
whether or not he considered ideas to be the primary motor in history—
several people thought that he was, and among them were Arnold Ruge and
Karl Marx.
For us this is the relevant point.
24Blaschke, pp. 67, 110-131.
25Philosophy of History, trans. Sibree (New York, 1956), p. 441.
On Hegel and the Allgemeine Landrecht, see Rosenzweig, II, 115 ff.
2^This is true even of the agrarian reform, which is in many ways
the most questionable of the lot.
For even if its effect was only to
clear the way for Junker capitalism, then even Junker capitalism was a
more humane system than the old Gutswirtschaft; thus Hans Rosenberg,
Probleme der deutschen Sozialgeschichte (Frankfurt/Main, 1969), pp. 23 f.
27Rosenzweig, II, 132 f ., 149.
2®His idea of the royal function is in a sense a concession to
individualism, to "subjective freedom." The King represents the "sub
jective" element in the State; he decides those questions to which
reason and experience do not give a clear answer.
Hegel, who repeatedly
compares the King's role to that of the oracle in ancient Greece, does
not expect such questions to arise often.
Philosophy of History,
pp. 427 f.; Philosophy of Right, pars. 280-286.
29

Philosophy of Right, par. 203.

30Ibi d . , pars. 236, 287-291, 294-297, 300-303.
31Willerd. Fann, "The Consolidation of Bureaucratic Absolutism in
Prussia, 1817-1827" (dissertation, University of California at Berkeley,
1965), pp. 166-173, 196 ff.
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32Cited in Rosenzweig, II, 191.
33Rosenzweig makes this point— to my satisfaction at least—
II, 161-168.
34Ibid., II, 230-238? Philosophy of History, p. 451.
35Aus frUherer Z eit, IV, 10.
36This is the main thesis of Dilthey's long essay, "Die Jugendgeschichte Hegels," in Gesammelte Schriften, 14 vols., 2nd ed.
(Stuttgart, 1959), IV, 5-285.
3^Dilthey seems to hint at the possibility of such an approach
(n. 38 b elow). On the social background of German Idealism, W. H.
Bruford, Germany in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, 1959), pp. 206234, 247-252? Ernest K. Bramstead, Aristocracy and the Middle Class in
Germany, rev. ed. (Chicago and London, 1964), pp. 25-34.
38Dilthey, p. 16.
Dilthey blames Hblderlin's insanity on a
similar experience.
A German intellectual not born to rank or wealth
could normally expect to spend part of his youth as a Hauslehrer. The
tutor was a servant and was treated accordingly.
39Bramstead and Bruford both work from literary sources.
Wilhelm Meister and the first part of Faust should alone provide enough
material to confirm my point.
4 °Dilthey, pp. 180-187.
In addition to Schelling, Dilthey lists
Hdlderlin, Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, Schleiermacher, Httlsen, and
Berger as having made the same turning as Hegel, at approximately the
same time.
41

Ibid.? Rosenzweig, II, 94.

420n Hegel's political background and early writings, Z. A.
Pelczynski, "An Introductory Essay," in Hegel's Political Writings, ed.
T. M. Knox and Z. A. Pelczynski (Oxford, 1959), pp. 5-41.
The remark
cited is on p. 7.
43Rosenzweig, I, 30-49? Dilthey, pp. 14-56.
Thus also
Lowenstein, citing an early manuscript of Hegel's:
"Here we have the
germ of the new philosophy of history and of the State.
The isolated
individual is empty. . . . Mere inwardness is unfruitful. . . . In a
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manuscript written directly after the phrases cited above . . . Hegel
formulates his new political philosophy.
Man cannot 'live alone' but
must lose himself in the 'world,' 'in order to find himself in it't
His later system may be regarded as an elaboration of this statement.
This thought turns up in the following formulations. . . . 'The greatest
community is the greatest freedom.'
'The State is the actuality of
concrete freedom.'"
(Lowenstein, p. 8.)
44
The parallel between Hegel's religious and his political think
ing is suggested by Dilthey, although he does not press the point as far
as I have.
Dilthey, pp. 122-124.
45

Hegel's Political Writings, pp. 161 ff. , 206.

^6Felix Gilbert, Machiavelli and Guicciardini. Politics and
History in Sixteenth-Century Florence (Princeton, 1965), pp. 105-153.
47
Rosenzweig, I, 171.
He continues:
"'The world-historical
outlook of our time,' Gneisenau called it? Bismarck's 'fert u n d a , non
regitur' was deepest conviction and moral imperative in the circle of
Prussian reformers.
One is tempted to summon precisely these men, who
threw themselves, heroically alone, against the great historical wave,
as witnesses against a standpoint which would recognize a man only as
a representative of his time, of history.
They themselves would refuse
to testify.
That which seems to be disproven by their lives was for
them a profound and ruling conviction."
48
In this paragraph and the next I follow J. N. Findlay, The
Philosophy of Hegel (New York, 1958); Lbwenstein, pp. 4-22; and
Rosenzweig, I, 205-221.
49

Philosophy of History, p. 10.

50Ibid., p. 15.
51I follow Lbwenstein, pp. 18 f.
52
"The German Constitution," in Hegel's Political Writings,
pp. 143-243.
^R o senzweig,

I, 121.

54

"The thoughts in this essay have no other aim or effect, when
published, save that of promoting an understanding of that which is,
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and therefore a calmer attitude and a moderate endurance of it. . . .
For it is not what is that makes us irascible and resentful, but the fact
that it is not as it ought to be.
But if we realize that it is as it
must be, i .e. that it is not arbitrariness and chance that make it what
it is, then we also recognize that it is as it ought to be." Hegel1s
Political Writings, p. 145.
^Rosenzweig,

I, 121.

56Lowenstein, pp. 16 ff., 57 f.
57Schnabel,

I, 408-455;

II, 342-365.

58For this and for the next paragraph, John R. Gillis, The
Prussian Bureaucracy in Crisis, 1840-1860 (Stanford, 1971), pp. 3-67.
880n this point see Fann,

pp. 200-242, 258

ff.,

304 ff.

6°Treitschke, V, 496-510; William Brazill, The Young Hegelians
(New Haven and London, 1970), pp. 8 f .
61They did in fact step into this role at the first opportunity,
in the United Diet of 1847— much to the King's annoyance.
Gillis,
pp. 78 f .; Fritz Hartung, "Studien zur Geschichte der preuSische
Verwaltung," in Staatsbildende KrSfte der
Neuzeit.Gesammelte
Aufs’
d tze
von Fritz Hartung (Berlin, 1961), pp. 280 f .
62Gillis, pp. 39-45, 57-66.
63Koselleck, pp. 382 ff., 525 ff.; Treitschke, VI, 614-618.
Other examples can be given.
Censorship was seen to be an enemy of
efficiency because it made it easy to conceal official errors and injus
tices. Gillis, pp. 77 f .; Hartung, Staatsbildende KrSfte, pp. 246 f.
And while censorship helped to prevent criticism of the government, it
also made it difficult to mobilize public opinion on the government's
behalf.
Thus Franz Rosenzweig sees a significant irony in the fact that
the second half of Hegel's essay on the English Reform Bill, "Hegel's
greatest glorification of the Prussian monarchy," was suppressed by the
authorities.
Rosenzweig, II, 235-239.
Even the Crown Prince and his
party were aware of this problem and after 1840 tried to remedy it.
Again, because money was short Prussia had no proper police force.
Popular unrest was dealt with by the military, thus the intense popular
dislike of the Army which flared into violence in March 1848.
Koselleck,
pp. 460 ff.
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6^Friedrich Meinecke, WeltbUrgertum und Nationalstaat
1963), p. 287.

(Munich,

8 ^See below, Chapter IV, pp. 134 f.
660n the government's inadequate response to "pauperism" in the
Vormarz, Koselleck (pp. 557 f.) writes:
"The . . . flexibility needed
to deal with the social movement was ever more lacking in the Prussian
administration, less so in the mid-level authorities than in the political
chiefs, who thereby . . . robbed the administration of its constitutional
function.
At the same time, the administration was corrupted, not
because officials were corrupt but because they were forced . . . to
respect a law (Recht) which contrary to their better judgment created
new injustice (Unrecht) ." Rudolf Gneist, himself a former official,
wrote:
"To learn to serve a system against one's conscience and convic
tions for an entire lifetime, one must be a Prussian official" (cited
in Gillis, p. 179).
Even more drastic was old Franz Ziegler, a democrat
but also a Prussian patriot: "One must be a veteran bureaucrat as I am to
know what a wonderful, grandiose thing is the Prussian state.
Byzantium
was nothing by comparison.
There is nothing more refined than the way it
trains its officials, and how with its admirable drill it has broken
every moral and intellectual bone in their bodies."
See Ziegler to Ruge,
1 September 1864, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 135-136.
67Koselleck, pp. 415-433; Gillis, pp. 70-80, 145-215; Hartung,
Staatsbildende K rafte, pp. 248-266; Eckart Kehr, "Das soziale System
der Reaktion unter dem Ministerium Puttkammer," in Der Primat der
Innenpolitik (Berlin, 1965), pp. 64-87.
68Koselleck, pp. 382 n., 385, 392, 405-414, 437, 447; Gillis,
pp. 82 ff.; Heinrich Heffter, Die deutsche Selbstverwaltung im 19 .
Jahrhundert (Stuttgart, 1950), pp. 257-264; Karl Utermann, Der Kampf urn
die preugische Selbstverwaltung im Jahre 1848, Heft 323 of Historische
Studien (Berlin, 1937), pp. 11-50; Hartung, Staatsbildende Krafte,
pp. 246 ff.
69Hallische JahrbUcher 2 (1839):2089-2107.
7°Hartung, Staatsbildende Krafte, pp. 248 f .; Hartung, Deutsche
Verfassungsgeschichte vom 15. Jahrhundert bis zur Gegenwart, 7th ed.
(Stuttgart, 1950), pp. 123 ff.
Hans Rosenberg has described the social
and political basis on which this ideology developed, in Bureaucracy,
Aristocracy and Autocracy, the Prussian Experience, 1660-1815
(Cambridge, Mass., 1958).
I know of no comparable study from the stand
point of the history of ideas.
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Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, Deutsche Wbrterbuch, X (Leipzig,
1919), 280 f. On the official ideology of the day see Fann, pp. 166-173,
290-308.
72A s an old man Ruge would remember the Restoration in much the
same terms:
"The advantage of the old regime, which under Friedrich
Wilhelm III continued undisturbed until 1840, was that one could depend
on the ordered machine and had no need to fear arbitrary acts— unless
one showed political desires, which indeed was 'disorderly' and 'eccen
tric.'
The King's personality was not important. . . . The secret
bureaucratic machine functioned as a kind of constitution, as a regular
State; it was the state of that time." Geschichte unsrer Zeit, p. 156.
73Fann (p. 245) gives the number of "direct" civil servants in
1823 as 24,000, or one of every 280 Prussians.
Not all of these were
university-trained higher officials.
Pastors and candidates for the
rank of pastor— a group which also included a large portion of the
educated youth— were trained at the same universities and lived under
much the same conditions as did academic, judicial, and administrative
officials.
Bigler, pp. 53-75.
In the 1830's educated Prussians began
to enter other occupations, but the trend did not begin to gather steam
until a decade later.
74Hallische Jahrbucher 2 (1839):2103-06.
750n a personal level, Ruge's own life illustrates this point.
The historian E. R. Huber writes of the military and constitutional
conflict of the 1860s:
"In this pride in the Landwehr something of
the political self-conception of civil society was revealed.
The
Landwehr was one of the forms in which civil society participated in
the State.
The Prussian BUrger felt himself to be a part of the State
not only in his rights . . . but also in his duties.
To the BUrger
his military obligation was also and essentially a military right."
Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, 4 vols.
(Stuttgart, 19571969), III, 285.
76"The screaming against the majority . . . conceals the desire
for a cynical tyranny . . . the majority as a result of discussion is
the only possible way to unite the individual with the whole."
Zwei
Jahre in P aris, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1847), I, 345.
77See n. 79 below.
78,1Zur Kritik des gegenwUrtigen Staats- und Vblkerrechts,"
Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):1235; Aus frUherer Zeit, IV, 328 ff., 345.
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It is in the name of individual freedom that Hegel rejects
democracy as a political system.
Democracy in a modern setting he
identifies with the Reign of Terror; for him it is a destructive and, as
we might put it, potentially a totalitarian force.
For Hegel, democracy
presupposes total community in a very literal and primitive sense, as he
imagined it to have existed in Athens.
He considered slavery also to be
a necessary precondition, as it freed the citizen from daily economic
concerns so that he might fully participate.
Christianity had created
the free individual.
As a member of civil society, the free individual
has to look first to his interests and to his civil occupation.
He
therefore has neither the objectivity necessary to govern nor the time
to devote himself constantly to the State.
The State best suited to
this level of consciousness is "Monarchy."
Here, the individual may
participate through the Estates and perhaps as a member of a jury, while
at the same time his interests and his individuality are protected by the
"objectivity" of the Executive and by the corporate structure of civil
society.
In short, Hegel sought to reconcile two profoundly felt and
seemingly antithetical needs of his time and his class, the need for
individual freedom and the need for community, and he concluded that
this reconciliation was best achieved by the existing order.
This neat
and economical solution is a triumph for Hegel's distinctive method.
Unfortunately it also flies in the face of common sense, for one strongly
suspects that if the existing order had actually fulfilled either of
these needs, then that need would no longer have been deeply felt.
Here,
certainly, is support for Ldwenstein's contention that Hegel's specu
lative philosophy is not a "science."
800n this tendency in German thinking, Ralf Dahrendorf, Society
and Democracy in Germany (Garden City, N.Y., 1967), pp. 149-163, 241 f.
On this point Hegel is as clear as language will permits
"The idea
uppermost in men's minds when they speak about the necessity or
expediencey of 'summoning the estates' is generally something of this
sort:
(i) The deputies of the people, or even the people themselves,
must know what is their best interest, and (ii) their will for its
promotion is undoubtedly the most disinterested.
So far as the first
of these points is concerned, however, the truth is that if the 'people'
means a particular section of the citizens, then it means precisely that
section which does not know what it wills.
To know what one wills, and
still more to know what the absolute will, reason, wills, is the fruit of
profound apprehension and insight, precisely the things which are not
popular."
Philosophy of Right, par. 301.
8*Fann, p. 152; Karl Mannheim, "Conservative Thought," in From
Karl Mannheim, ed. Karl Wolff (New York, 1971), p. 178.
820n the ossification of the civil service, Hartung, Staats
bildende K rafte, pp. 244 ff.
This is also a central theme of Willerd
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Farm's doctoral dissertation.
On the origins of the proletariat in pre
industrial Germany, Werner Conze, "Vom Pttbel zum Proletariat," Vierteljahreschrift fbr Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 41 (1954):333-364.
The major shift in political initiative which occurred during the Vorn&rz
has been traced by Reinhard Koselleck with considerable subtlety and in
great detail (see esp. pp. 440-560).
83There is little material on Ruge during these years.
His
second marriage and the birth of his son are mentioned by Paul Nerrlich
in a footnote, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb latter, I, 43.
Treitschke calls
him a good husband and father; this is almost the only virtue which
Treitschke will allow him (Treitschke, V, 594).
On this point see also
Beta.
84His Neue V orschule der Aesthetik (Halle, 1836).
The book is
very favorably reviewed by Ch. H. Wei e, "Aesthetik," Blotter flir
literarische Unterhaltung, 16-17 April 1838, pp. 424-429.
On his civic
activity in Halle, see pp. 122 f. below.
88Ruge to Rosenkranz, 12 January 1837, 16 December 1837, Brief
wechsel und Tagebuchbl'Atter, I, 62, 98.
88Thus the correspondence, ibid., I, 43-73; Ruge to Rosenkranz,
16 December 1837, ibid., I, 95-99.
Ruge believed that he had been
promised a position.
As we do not have Altenstein's side of the corre
spondence, it is hard to judge the matter.
It would not be surprising
if he found Ruge's pushiness offensive.
On Erdmann, Hans Rosenberg,
Politische Denkstromungen, pp. 63-66.
87He wrote to Rosenkranz, 24 August 1837, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchb iat t e r , I, 68:
"I have no prospects at the University, and if
the matter realizes itself I will be able to devote myself to it
completely."
But in fact he clung to his university post until it had
become untenable.
88Echtermeyer's style was unsuited to journalism; he was a slow,
thorough worker and a procrastinator.
By this time he was also dying of
a bone disease.
Stahr, pp. 395-422.
89"Unsere gelehrte kritische Journalistik," Blatter fur
literarische Unterhaltung, 11-12 August 1837, pp. 905-910.
The old
journal was closely associated with Schulze and the Ministry of Instruc
tion.
In Neher's opinion Ruge wished to show Schulze that he was a
"power to be reckoned with" (Neher, p. 35).
Here Neher follows Erdmann,
who would seem to be a questionable source in the matter.
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"StraufJ und seine Gegner," Blatter fUr literarische Unter
haltung, 9-12 June 1837, pp. 645-657.
A third article he published,
a clumsy attack on Erdmann, is best passed over in silence:
"Die
Popularphilosophie und der Geist," ibid., 22 September 1837, pp. 10371075.
^ W i l l i a m Brazill, The Young Hegelians, is the best introduction
to the subject, and in this paragraph I follow Brazill's "ideal type" of
the Young Hegelian.
Jtirgen Gebhardt, Politik und Eschatoloqie. Studien
zur Geschichte der Hegelischen Schule in den Jahren 1830-1840, Heft 1
of Miinchener Studien zur Politik (Munich, 1963), contains some excep
tionally fine insights and is written on a level of sophistication some
what higher than Brazill's.
However, Gebhardt deals with the Young
Hegelian movement only in its first origins.
Other general works are
cited on p. 416 above, and see also David McLellan, The Young Hegelians
and Karl Marx (London, Melbourne, and Toronto, 1969); Horst Stuke,
Philosophie der T a t . Studien zur Verwirklichung der Philosophie bei
den Junghegelianern und den wahren Sozialisten, vol. Ill of Industrielle
Welt (Stuttgart, 1963).
9 2 "[The fact] that the mythical standpoint remains without
positive substantiation says . . . everything." Blatter fiir literarische
Unterhaltung, 9 June 1837, p. 646.
He does give Strauft credit for open
ing an important question to debate.
93Dilthey, pp. 100-117, esp. 113.
Dilthey places Hegel very
close to the Young Hegelians; Findlay (pp. 142 f .) and Walter Kaufmann,
Hegel, A Reinterpretation (Garden City, N.Y., 1966), pp. 261, 271-274,
go even further in this direction.
94
Heinrich Leo's biographer dismisses the Hegelianism of the
JahrbUcher as a "new edition of rationalism" (KrSglin, p. 657).
See
also Chapter I, p. 22.
98Aside from the article cited, see the "diary" in Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbl’
d tter, I, 78 ff., and Hallische Jahrbiicher, 13 November 1839,
p. 2173.
The political implications become clear in Ruge's later
controversy with Leo.
96Bigler, pp. 53-159.
97Brazill, p. 369.
980n these "messianic" tendencies in Hegelian thought— and not
only in specifically Young Hegelian thought— see especially Jlirgen
Gebhardt.
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Mannheim, pp. 130-134.
I find it hard to accept Mannheim's
characterization of Hegel as a conservative, but certainly he was con
servative by comparison with the Young Hegelians.
100It certainly helps account for his fall from favor after 1848.
In dealing with Ruge's plan for a democratic league of nations and an
end to war, Walter Neher is able to make use of Marx's criticisms— to
play off Marx's "hard" cosmopolitanism against Ruge's idealistic cosmo
politanism.
As a German nationalist Neher dislikes Marx, but like Marx
he is modern:
He believes that life is struggle.
He can appreciate—
and can use— Marx's fine contempt for such schemes.
Neher, pp. 186 f.
■'"^■''One can make an exception for Bruno Bauer, who eventually
called for the abolition of religion and the family.
But Bauer was not
more clear-sighted than Ruge or Feuerbach; Bauer was only irresponsible.
102Brazill, p. 110.
David Koigen says of StrauP that the tendency
of his work was to replace God with the Hegelian Absolute:
"In this way
religion was to come to an end, but without damage to [man's] religious
needs" (Koigen, p. 24).
This kind of pious irreligion— very much
analogous to Ruge's revolutionary loyalism— is the signature of the
movement.
103Albert Levy, La philosophie de Feuerbach et son influence sur
la l i t e r a t u r e allemande (Paris, 1904), pp. 22 ff.,43.
104Lbwith, p. 95; Brazill, pp. 125 ff.,160 f.
105Letter of 10 August 1837, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
I, 66.
At about the same time Echtermeyer was writing to Stahr:
"Our
project has caused much excitement [in Halle].
The old men shake their
heads or argue; on the other hand, the younger generation takes the
liveliest interest and promises active support."
Stahr, p. 418.
1060n his tour, see his "diary" and letters to Echtermeyer and
to Agnes Ruge in Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 72-91; Aus
frUherer Z eit, IV, 465-468.
^ ^ Aus frtiherer Zeit, IV, 470.
pp. 38 f.

The point has been made by Neher,
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Chapter III

1Theodor Echtermeyer, "Die Universitat Halle."
2

"Heinrich Heine, charakterisiert nach seinen Schriften,"
Hallische JahrbUcher 1 (1838):193-227.
3I bid., p. 226.
4
Thus Wilhelm Schrader, who wrote a stuffy, semi-official
history of the University of Halle and who dismisses Ruge with a stuffy,
semi-official contempt, does find the article "admittedly magnificent."
Geschichte der Friedrichs-Universitat zu Halle (Berlin, 1894), II, 213.
5Altenstein to Ruge, 29 May 1838, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I 135; Schulze to Ruge, 29 June 1838, ibid.
According to Hans
Rosenberg, "even the Prussian High College of Censors was at first out
spokenly favorable [to the JahrbUcher]." Politische Denkstr'dmungen,
p. 113.
6The next five paragraphs are based on Treitschke, VI, 234-293,
and Schnabel, IV, 115-153.
I oversimplify the crisis.
The matter of
arch-episcopal control over religious teaching at the universities was
also involved, but the mixed marriage issue was the emotional heart of
the matter.
7It is also true that a liberal state could not have become
involved in such a situation.
As Treitschke (VI, 254 f .) observes, the
government could in a moment have settled the matter by reintroducing
civil marriage in the Rhineland.
But the King would not hear of it.
^Heinrich Bornekamm, "Die Staatsidee im Kulturkampf," Historische
Zeitschrift 170 (1950):41-72, 273-200.
^Schnabel, IV, 144 f .; Kraglin, Heinrich Leo. I, 154-157.
10Ruge to Rosenkranz, 16 December 1837, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter. I , 99.

p. 4.

■^Heinrich Leo, Sendschreiben an J. Gorres. 2nd ed.
My next paragraph is based on this pamphlet.

(Halle, 1838),

*2Kraglin, pp. 154 f.
*3Letters of 4 April and 19 June 1838, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
biatter. I, 122, 131.
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1^"Sendschreiben an J. Gorres von H. Leo," Hallische JahrbUcher
1 (1838) :1169-1204.
15Ibid., p. 1169.
16Philosophy of History, pp. 449 ff.
Hegel condemns French
liberalism even more strongly.
On the anti-Catholicism of the old
Hegel, see Rosenzweig, II, 210-217.
17Hallische JahrbUcher 1 (1838)-.1177.
18Treitschke, V, 595.
The point is even more forcefully made by
Hans Rosenberg, who reduces Ruge's whole system to a chart.
Politische
Denkstromungen, p. 108.
19
See especially the testimony cited in Adolph Stahr, Kleine
Schriften, I, 438 f.
Stahr was Ruge's loyal partisan and may exaggerate.
But in reading the letters or memoirs of almost any German liberal of the
Vormarz of the 1850s, one eventually encounters Ruge's slogan about the
Protestant spirit, which is free investigation.
This is true even of
so un-Hegelian a liberal as Lothar Bucher.
20
Sidney Hook, From Hegel to Mar x , pp. 127 f ., seems to suggest
that Ruge's Protestant-Prusophile rhetoric was invented to fool the
censor.
If this is really Professor Hook's opinion, then he and I
differ.
His claim is based on a single citation from Ruge's memoirs,
and he gets the page number wrong, which makes the citation hard to find
and refute.
2*Kraglin, p. 159.
22Leo, p. xv.
23Arnold Ruge, "Die Denunziation der Hallischen Jahrblicher,"
Hallische JahrbUcher 1 (1838):1425-1440.
2^For further details, see Neher, pp. 45-50; Kr'dglin, pp. 159188.
25Letter of 14 August 1838, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 143.

28Pas Leben Max Dunckers, p. 39.
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27Letter to Schulze, 6 July 1838; 27 October 1838, 31 October
1838; Ruge to Altenstein, 27 October 1838, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
biatter, I, 136-138, 148-151.
2^Letter ot Agnes Ruge, 28 November 1838, ibid., I, 154; Aus
fruherer Z eit, IV, 477 f.
29Aus frtiherer Zeit, IV, 478 ff.
30How little support Leo had became clear later in 1839, when he
and his friends attempted to place two more "Pietists" in the Faculty
of Theology.
Schrader, p. 207; Ruge to Rosenkranz, 15 July 1839,
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 170 f.; Rudolph von Delbruck,
Lebenserinnerungen, pp. 93-97.
Delbrtick attributes the attack on Ruge
simply to "Korpsgeist." Delbruck was an eye witness, and he certainly
knew the Prussian official mentality as well as any man.
31Ruge to Rosenkranz, 19 January 1839, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
biatter, I, 162.
See also his letters of 3 January and 17 November 1839,
ibid., I, 161, 183.
32Koselleck, pp. 560-586; Heffter, pp. 84-136, 207-225.
33Aus frUherer Zeit, IV, 500-511; Piehocki (cited on p. 417
above).
Piehocki attributes to Ruge’s influence the later razing of the
city wall and the fact that in 1847 council meetings were opened to the
public.
On conditions in Halle, see Erich Neu3, "Das Stadtbild von
Halle im Jahre der Vereinigung der beiden Universitctten," 450 Jahre
Martin-Luther Universit'dt Halle-Wittenberg 2 (Halle, 1952) :251-256.
34Thus he wrote against Leo, "I am a free citizen of a free
country, I am a Prussian who knows his right and his duty; I will keep
them to my city and to my State." Hallische JahrbUcher 1 (1838):1430.
There is noting specifically Prussian about this fierce civic pride, and
the reference to his "city" reads like a conscious archaism.
35Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 162.
36Treitschke, V, 595.
p. 59 above.
37

See also the quotation from Mehring on

On this point see Stahr, Kleine Schriften, I, 443.

38Letter of 16 March 1839, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
I, 164.
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39Ibid., I, 165 f.
4°"Der Protestantismus und die Romantik, ein Manifest," Hallische
JahrbUcher 2 (1839):1935-2480; 3 (1840):417-428.
Echtermeyer had begun
the essay but could not finish it; Ruge wrote it from Echtermeyer's
notes, and it was signed by both.
Aus frtiherer Zei t , IV, 480-483.
41Hallische Jahrbiicher 2 (1839):2163.
42Thus, of literary Romanticism:
"Like miracles, the poetry of
superstition and the interest in ghosts . . . so too the advantages of
the popular-and-fools' festivals of the Middle Ages over the joys of the
present are nothing but the reflections of a sober, empty, prosaic
spirit, which, unable to penetrate to the marrow of the world, suffers
not from the badness but from the strenuousness of the times" (p. 438).
And when Ruge finally comes to speak in openly political terms, he says,
"Prussia, despite her glorious successes in the Seven Years' War, did
not escape unscathed her conflict with the Catholic South, and had . . .
absorbed so many pernicious elements, that only now did the real war and
the real danger begin.
Prussia was penetrated ever more by a craving
for stability and a soft sensuality, and this influence from the hostile
South placed the State in a condition of helplessness, in mind and in
principle . . . [which led to the defeat of 1806]."
Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):509.
43Ibid., pp. 497-510.
And see also "Friedrich von Gentz und das
Princip der GenuBsucht," Hallische Jahrbiicher 2 (1839):281-312.
44Rosenberg, Politische Denkstromungen, p. Ill; Eck, p. 46.
45David Joyce makes this the central theme of his lengthy
dissertation.
And see Eck, pp. 39, 74, 83, 115 f., and Rosenberg,
Politische Denkstrbmungen, pp. Ill f.
4^Thus his letter to StrauB cited on p. 125 above.
And in a
letter to Rosenkranz he says, "You say, all we need is freedom of the
press.
You are right.
That would be the way to the good.
But is it
possible to liberate Reason under this rule of the crassest Romanticism,
of the doctrines of Stolberg and Gallitzin and Friedrich Schlegel, which
can only be put into practice in defiance of Reason? . . . The entire
hollow and tyrannical tendency of the old Burschenschaft has become
aristocratic, and we are about to reap the fruit of our romantical
stupidity.
3 December 1839, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 192.
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See n. 46 above.
And in "Karl StreckfuB und das PreuBenthum"
he pronounced the ultimate curse: " . . . the excesses of the then spirit
of University youth, the unfree, monastic-ascetic, collectively united
in enthusiasm for Kaiser and Reich, jesuitically fanatical to the point
of foul assassination, the excesses, then, of that same spirit which
Catholicism sought to revive . . . " Hallische Jahrbucher 2 (1839):2098.
^ Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 165.
dQ

Aus frUherer Zeit, IV, 493 ff.

5°"Karl StreckfuB und das PreuBenthum, von einem WUrttemberger ,"
Hallische Jahrbiicher 2 (1839) :2089-2107.
5*The symbolism is made clear in the article itself (p. 2102).
52Ruge to Rosenkranz,
blMtter, I, 192.

2 December 1839, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch-

53Hallische Jahrbucher 2 (1839):2102.
54

Ibid., p. 2089.

55I bid., pp. 2100 f . In case anyone missed the point— that the
article represents a change in the policy of the Jahrbucher— Ruge
answers the "WUrttemberger" in a footnote: "The present condition of our
State is to be sure untenable as against its development and is deficient
and false as against its idea? but that cannot prevent us from positing
truth in the essence of Prussia, i.e. in Protestantism with all its
reasonable consequences."
86See above, pp. 93-94.
57Hallische JahrbUcher 2 (1839):2092.
58See above, pp. 90 ff.
58On StreckfuB, see Chapter II notes 31 (p. 431) and 71

(p. 436).

60Hallische JahrbUcher 2 (1839):2091 f.
61 I mention this especially because Walter Neher (pp. 55 ff.)
makes a major point of it in criticizing the article.
Certainly Ruge's
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conception of Reason sets him off sharply from the extreme relativism
which dominated German academic historiography in Neher's time.

62Hook, p. 128 n.
63Aus fruherer Zeit, IV, 489.
6^Ibid., IV, 484-487; Ruge to Altenstein, 23 August 1839,
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 172-175; Ruge to Robert Prutz,
16 November 1839, ibid., I, 182; Ruge to Rosenkranz, 17 November 1839,
ibid., I, 183-188.
65In the letter just cited, he speaks mostly of the distribution
of promotions and honors— and of Hannover.
The Jahrbucher fur wissenschaftliche Kritik were also in trouble, and would cease publication in
1842.
See also Ruge to Robert Prutz, 1 December 1839, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, I, 189 f.
66Letter of 17 November 1839, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
I, 185.
^ A c c o r d i n g to Stahr, Kleine Schriften, I, 443 f. ; "The article
made an unbelievable sensation.
There was astonishment at the boldness
which suddenly dared to say what had been an open secret. . . . The
Augsburqer Allqemeine Zeitung even juxtaposed the Jahrbucher to the
Prussian state as power against power." His became a standard line of
argument for liberal publicists in the Vormarz; even Theodor von Schon
borrowed his idea of a hierarchy for his famous pamphlet Wohin und Woher.
Hartung, Staatsbildende Krafte der Neuzeit, p. 247; Treitschke, VI,
259 S .
68Treitschke, VI, 357.
Treitschke reads better in the original.
We have Rudolf Haym's testimony for the enormous popularity which Ruge
and StrauS enjoyed among students at Halle— including even students of
theology— in 1839-40.
Aus meinem Leben (Berlin, 1902), pp. 103-117.
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Chapter IV

I will not return in this chapter to his attitude toward art.
Joyce and Eck (both cited on p. 417 above) are agreed that the literary
criticism of the JahrbUcher became increasingly the handmaiden of
politics:
that it became tendentious and bad.
2 Ruge to the Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 208.
He refers to the case of the Rationalist Pastor
Sistenis in Magdeburg, whose orthodox Consistory was trying to discpline
him for his views.
The Magdeburg affair did become a cause celebre, and
it led Sistenis himself to join in founding the Protestant Friends or
"Lichtfreunde," a movement of religious protest which did in fact take
on politically liberal overtones.
Bigler, The Politics of German
Protestantism, pp. 194-233.
80n the Crown Prince and Hegel, see Rosenzweig, Hegel und der
Staat, II, 206 f.
^Friedrich Meinecke, "Friedrich Wilhelm IV und Deutschland," in
PreuBen und Deutschland im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Munich and Berlin,
1918), pp. 206-248.
5Trietschke, VI, 541, 571-577; Gustav Mayer, in Historische
Zeitschrift 121 (1920):426-430.
6Aus frUherer Z eit, IV, 5-6; Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 227; Rosenberg, Politische Denkstromunqen, p. 114.
7Hallische Jahrbucher 4 (1841):5-6; Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbletter, I, 204.
8Peutsche Jahrbucher 4 (1841):1.
9Arnold Ruge, e d . , Anekdota zur neuesten deutschen Philosophie
und Publizistik (Ziirich and Winterthur, 1843), p. 12.
Ruge published
his correspondence with the Saxon authorities in the Anekdota, together
with a number of articles stricken in 1842 from the Jahrbucher.
10Ruge to Karl Marx, 25 February 1842, Marx-Engels Gesamtausgabe,
erste Abteilung I;2 (Berlin, 1929), 268 (hereafter cited as MEGA). The
Prussian government had begun late in 1841 to consider how best to
eliminate the JahrbUcher. It was decided to use diplomatic pressure
on Saxony and to let the Saxon government bear the blame.
Rosenberg,
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Politische Denkstromungen, p. 114.
A letter sent in February by the
Saxon College of Censors also speaks of the "complaints of foreign
government."
Anekdota, I, 15.
And see also Ruge to Feuerbach,
25 December 1841, in Ludwig Feuerbach, samtliche W erke, XIII, 88.
^ Anekdota, I, 13-42.
12Ruge to Robert Prutz, 13 August 1842, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb iatter, I, 276 f.
■^"Der diplomatische Styl," Deutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842):535 f.
14
For what follows, Treitschke, VI, 525-550; Gustav Mayer,
Radikalismus, Sozialismus und burgerliche Demokratie, pp. 24-52.
The
text of the royal instructions is given by Robert Prutz, Zehn Jahre,
Geschichte der neuesten Zeit 1840-1850 (Leipzig, 1856), pp. lix S .
15This was the view of Karl Noe, the perceptive Austrian agent in
Mainz.
He found it especially foolish that the King should offer a more
liberal press policy, then bear the blame for revoking it after the
damage had been done.
Karl Glossy, ed., Literarische Geheimberichte aus
dem VormHrz, II, 36.
16E. R. Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, II,
485 ff.
^ Briefwechsel und TagebuchblStter, I, 222 f., 226.
Here Ruge
speaks of his hopes for a Schon Ministry— hopes which did not last.
18Aus frUherer Ze i t, IV, 512-523; Geschichte unserer Zeit, p. 160.
19Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840), 1235 f ., 1936.
20I bid., 4 (1841):154.
2^"Europa im Jahre 1840," Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):673-741;
"Eine Epoche der orientalischen Frage," Hallische Jahrbucher 3 (1840):
1745-51; "Fheinlied von Nicholaus Becker," Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):
2485-88.
22"Der protestantische Absolutismus und seine Entwicklung,"
Deutsche JahrbUcher 4 (1841):481-495, 509-526.
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23"Der christliche Staat.
Gegen den Wurttemberger uber das
PreuBenthum," Deutsche Jahrbucher 5 (1842):1065-72.
2^"Die Presse und die Freiheit," Anekdota, I, 95.
25Ruge to Moritz Carriere, 1 February 1839, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchb1atter, I, 163.
28"Die Presse und die Freiheit," Anekdota, I, 116.
27Thus Franz Mehring:
"Er . . . war reichlich der grobe Keil,
der auf den groben Klotz der Reaktion gehorte," Geschichte der deutschen
sozialdemokratie, I , 87.
28Peutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842):4, Anekdota, I, 49 ff.,and II,
3 ff.
In 1866 he wrote that "The last volume, that of 1842, is the
freest, but also the most restrained and dispassionate." Aus frUherer
Zeit, IV, 546.
He would not have written with such pride if the change
had been forced on him by circumstances.
29"In many aggregates of an undeveloped type the abundance of
game, fish and fruit, the regularity of the seasons, and the rainfall,
are connected with the performance of certain ceremonies by individuals
destined thereto . . . ." "What we call the natural relation of cause
and effect passes unnoticed, or is of but slight effect." Lucien LevyBruhl, How Natives Think, trans. L. A. Claire (New York, 1966), pp. 6263.
"Here we recognize the disposition of the primitive mind to
regard, as actual and already accomplished, a future event which, for
mystic reasons, seems to be certain.
Since magic operations which are
infallible have been performed, the enemy chief is conquered at this very
minute . . . ." Lucien Levy-Bruhl, Primitive Mentality, trans. L. A.
Claire (Boston, 1966), p. 227.
One could further speculate that German Idealist thought took on
"magical" overtones because the Idealist of Hegel's generation, like
Levy-Bruhl's "primitive," found himself living in a world of dark and
uncontrollable forces.
It is easy to press an analogy like this one too
far.
However, I think the analogy is useful in understanding the think
ing of a man like Ruge, a man for whom metaphors and rhetorical devices
sometimes become more real than reality itself.
30It has been argued that he did not change at all.
Sidney Hook
seems to suggest that Ruge's Prussian-Protestant program was only a trick
to smuggle radical sentiments past the censor.
I think I have answered
him adequately (see n. 20, p. 442).
Better documented and better argued
is Mesmer-Strupp's thesis.
For her, Ruge was always a moderate, humanist
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intellectual, committed to progress through popular education, and he
was drawn into a false radicalism by the imagined need to compete with
men like Karl Marx and Bruno Bauer:
"Only in order not to remain behind
any other publicist, he made a rather frivolous use of Jacobin language,
while in his deepest heart he believed in the sanctity of civic order
and in bourgeois morality.
He wished to give rights and freedom, not
to the real people, but to the educated people, and thus first to intro
duce popular education, then popular rule.
His democratic party, which
had no immediate goals, was as unsuitable to political struggle as it
could possibly be." Mesmer-Strupp, p. 52.
Now, Ruge did consider that political progress flows from the
progress of culture.
Popular education was a part of his program as a
democrat, and his democratic convictions did exist in tension with his
cultural ideals and with his intellectual pride (see pp. 96-97, above).
This was true of many early German democrats, most of whom were educated
men.
Again, there is much truth in her last sentence.
Ruge's thinking
was unsuited to revolutionary struggle, and this not least because his
goals were vague and abstract.
But to say all this is not to say that he was not a radical
democrat.
If "other publicists"— Marx and Bauer— did influence him,
then it is significant that he chose them, and not moderates like Max
Duncker, as his closest companions.
However he may have felt about the
"sanctity of civil order," her certainly believed in "bourgeois
morality"; it was the basis of his critique of Romanticism.
But so had
Robespierre believed in "bourgeois morality," and Robespierre was
undoubtedly a Jacobin.
And if one is to argue that Ruge believed so
ardently in the "sanctity of civil order" that he did not "wish to give
rights and freedom to the real people," then one ought to explain what
it was that he was doing on the barricades in 1848.
This Mesmer-Strupp
does not do.
This is the most serious objection to her picture of Ruge; it is
not a complete picture.
She begins with his 1831 essays and concludes
with Zwei Jahre in Par i s , which he wrote in the mid-1840s.
On both occa
sions Ruge had just suffered a severe political defeat, and on both occa
sions he comforted himself by saying that in any case the advance of
Bildung will assure political progress.
Mesmer-Strupp concludes that
Ruge was in essence concerned with popular education, not with realizing
a political program.
And yet in his lifetime Ruge never missed a reason
able chance to take direct political action, in 1822-24, in 1838-44, or in
1848-49.
And during the Conflict of the 1860s, he had to be dissuaded
from returning to Prussia and taking an active part, again on the extreme
Left (see pp. 393 ff. below).
She accepts at face value Ruge's own claim that he was harmless
(see pp. 232 f. below).
Certainly, the claim was sincerely made.
His
was a soft ideology.
He really believed that what he wanted was best
for everyone and that only intellectual self-indulgence kept others from
seeing this.
Again, his was a kind of thinking adapted to political
conflict inside the "State." Mesmer-Strupp does not consider this
ideology to have been appropriate to revolutionary struggle.
Neither do
I. However, Ruge did now try with this ideology to gain revolutionary
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ends.
If we fail to see this discrepancy between means and ends, then we
miss what is most interesting and problematic in Arnold Ruge's career.
3*"Vorwort," Hallische Jahrbucher 4 (1841):2.
32In the first of these, he jokingly apologizes for becoming
involved in everyday politics, in "history," when "logically" the victory
of the Spirit is after all certain.
Letter of 15 July 1839, Briefwechsel
und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 171.
In the second he coins the arresting phrase:
" . . . the truly wise do indeed sit at the loom of time; only it is the
practical men who play the tailor."
Letter of 17 November 1839, ibid.,
I, 186.
33Hallische Jahrbucher 3 (1840):517.
34Ibid., 3 (1840):1201-43.
35Ibid., p. 1235.
36There is in Ruge's second article on Hegel a rather cloudy
passage in which he suggests that even our conception of the "eternal"
categories which are the basis of metaphysics is historically determined;
that they themselves arise ultimately out of historical criticism.
The
function of historical criticism is to examine empirical reality in the
light of these categories and to point out where it is wanting.
Deutsche
Jahrbucher 5 (1842):762 f.
David Koigen (pp. 295 f.) has it that he
"subordinates logic to history."
Both Koigen and Karl Lowith (Die
Hegelische L inke, pp. 30-40) see this article as an important step toward
a modern historicistic world view.
Koigen approves, Lowith does not.
However, we are concerned here with Arnold Ruge rather than the history
of the Western consciousness, and for Ruge the matter of logical rela
tivism is secondary; he does not insist on it.
His main purpose is still
the essentially political one of changing the internal balance of Hegel's
system, of rendering it more favorable to change.
He wishes to show that
Hegel is unjustified in making an empirical fact into a logical neces
sity.
To argue thus is not to step outside the Hegelian structure.
There is, as Lbwith observes, a strong element of historicism in Hegel,
and the young Hegel had known nothing of an absolute religion or an
absolute state.
37See p. 94 above.
38"Die hegelsche Rechtsphilosophie und die Politik unserer Zeit,"
Deutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842):755-768.
39Ibid., p. 757.
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40Ibid.
41Ibid., p. 759.
42Ibid., pp. 760-761.
43I bid., p. 761.
44
Horst Stuke has impressively documented the growth of this
sentiment, beginning around 1831.
It is especially interesting that
Stuke can summon as witnesses not only liberal or radical figures like
Heinrich Heine and the young Feuerbach, but also the "orthodox,"
moderate Hegelians Hinrichs and Michelet and even the conservative
Constantin Frantz.
Philosophie der Tat.
Studien zur "Verwirklichung
der Philosophie" bei den Junghegelianern und den wahren Sozialisten
(Stuttgart, 1963), pp. 51-85.
4^It is not impossible to combine the emotional and the histori
cal arguments, although Hegel did not do this.
One can argue dialectically and at the same time in terms of moral absolutes:
that is, one
can see an evil as historically necessary in producing ultimate good,
and at the same time condemn it as absolutely evil.
Thus for Bruno
Bauer, Christianity is at once an historical necessity and an absolute
moral evil.
Karl Marx's attitude toward capitalism is similar, although
it is rather more complex.
But this requires an idea of dialectic
which is somewhat different from Hegel's.
Thus in Bauer's dialectic of
extremes there is no mediation.
It is a process in which one historical
extreme simply annihilates and replaces another.
As one scholar put it,
"antithesis replaces thesis." H. Kornetzki (cited above, p. 416): and
see also Stuke, pp. 139-150.
46Hallische Jahrbucher 1 (1838):1034, 1190-94, 1434, 1888-93;
and 2 (1839):77, 1329-34, 1404-05.
4^"Der Christliche Glaubenslehre in seiner geschichtlichen
Entwicklung und im Kampf mit der modernen Wissenschaft," review article,
Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):2489-91.
4®Ernst Barnikol, Bruno Bauer, Studien und Materialian
1972), pp. 48 f.

(Assen,

49
Wherever possible I follow Ernst Barnikol's recent massive
and authoritative study.
Barnikol is mainly concerned with Bauer's
psychology and with theological questions.
On Bauer's politics and for
biographical details not covered by Barnikol, see Dieter Herz-Eichenrode,
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"Der Junghegelianer Bruno Bauer im Vormarz" (dissertation, Berlin, 1959).
On his political philosophy see Stuke, pp. 125-183.
50"Die Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung und die offentliche Heinung,"
Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1851):159.
51See Barnikol's paraphrase and analysis of the first volume of
Bauer's critique of the Synoptic Gospels (Bruno Bauer, pp. 83-116).
Bauer even assumed the role of a pietist and denounced Hegel anonymously
as an atheist.
Die Posaune des jUngsten Gerichts Uber Hegel den
Atheisten und Anti-Christen. Ein Ultimatum (Leipzig, 1841).
^ B a u e r to Arnold Ruge, 6 December 1841, MEGA, erste Abteilung,
1:1, 263-264.
Bauer gives a remarkable description of his lectures, and
he asks Ruge to have stories planted in the press denouncing him as an
atheist.
53Letter of 24 December 1841, MEGA, erste Abteilung, 1:1, 265.
54When he heard of the dinner, the King ordered that all partici
pants be barred from State service.
He singled out Bauer, whose name
was apparently new to him, for special mention.
Barnikol, Bruno Bauer,
pp. 153-157.
55Historische Zeitschrift 121 (1920):429 ff.
58Barnikol, Bruno Bauer, 4, 58.
370n Bauer I here follow Stuke, pp. 125-183.
Bauer's influence
on Ruge is especially evident in "Vorwort," Hallische Jahrbucher 4
(1841):l-6, and "Vorwort," Deutsche Jahrbucher 4 (1841):l-6. Walter
Neher
(p. 79) argues in effect that Ruge followed Bauer because of a
psychological need to be with the avante garde.
Very likely there is
truth in this, or it may be that he simply found Bauer convincing.
But
as a rule, for Ruge political considerations came before religious ones,
and also before psychological considerations of the kind Neher raises.
58See n. 45 above.
Especially striking is Bauer's use of the
image of chains garlanded with flowers, an image almost identical with
that in the Communist Manifesto. Only for Bauer the image describes
early "natural" religion, rather than feudalism, and it is Christianity,
not capitalism, which strips the flowers away.
Kritik der evangelischen,
Geschichte der Synoptiker, 2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1846), III, 309, cited in
Stuke, p. 148.
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59
Thus in November he wrote to Stahr:
"Now everything goes
beautifully (wie geschmiert) . Development is enormously strong, bold
ness is immeasurable.
All Europe is penetrated by the new spirit."
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 246.
6 °Peutsche Jahrbucher 4 (1841):2, 137-138, 141-142, 620.

61See n. 45 above.
^ " D i e Zeit und die Zeitschrift," Deutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842):
1. But see also Ruge to Moritz Fleischer, 13 December 1841, Briefwechsel
und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 252 f.
^ B a u e r ' s influence is evident in Ruge's own defense of him.
Early in 1841, when Bauer's quarrel was still primarily with his own
Faculty, Ruge argued that the State ought never to take sides inpartisan
politics.
"Die Wahrheit in Sachen der Bonner evangelischen theologischen
Facultat contra Bruno Bauer," Hallische Jahrbucher 4 (1841):364.
This is
a good "Hegelian" argument; bureaucratic ideology held that the "State"
stood and should stand above party.
Naive as it sounds today, it made
more sense in an era when parties had no independent basis, when politics
was mostly internal to the bureaucracy, which was not dependent on any
party or likely to be threatened by one.
For Ruge it is an argument
based on raison d'etat rather than justice or legality.
For him the free
development of political parties, and even more the freedom of scholar
ship, is essential to the progress and therefore also to the strength
of the State.
However, by early 1842 the conflict had sharpened.
The Ministry
was determined to remove Bauer.
Persuasion had failed, and now Ruge was
ready to defend Bauer in terms that Bauer could appreciate.
Now he
argued that Protestantism, and with it its limited concept of academic
freedom, must give way to a new consciousness based on Reason.
Protes
tantism brought with it the idea of academic freedom, but it extended
this freedom only to teachings which remained within a Christian frame
work.
The new consciousness demands more complete freedom, and this
includes the right to teach anti-Christian doctrines in a State Faculty
of Theology.
"Bruno Bauer und die Lehrfreiheit," Anekdota, I, 119-143.
In a word, the State must adopt Bauer's doctrines because they
are correct.
This is a kind of extremism which would characterize Ruge's
style as a political radical.
Formally, he continues to appeal to the
State— perhaps out of habit.
But he is uncompromising in his demands.
He demands what the government is clearly not going to grant, what not
even a liberal Prussia could have granted.
Form is no longer appropriate
to content; again, Ruge seems to have difficulty in adjusting his think
ing to suit his new role.
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"Die Restauration des Christenthums," Deutsche Jahrblicher 4
(1841):617-620.
Here Ruge is thinking of the "religion of humanism."
Feuerbach's Essense of Christianity had begun to influence Ruge as early
as February 1841 (see Ruge to Rosenkranz, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb iatter, I, 224).
But it was only in 1842 that this influence became
predominant.
It is David Koigen (p. 297) who suggests that Bauer inter
rupted Ruge's natural development— which was in Koigen's opinion "toward
positivism."
68Ruge to Stahr, 8 September 1841, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb l atter, I, 238.
66Stahr, Kleine Schriften, I, 445.
6 ^Points like this one are hard to prove, although Stahr's testi
mony, supported by common sense, would seem to be almost enough.
Again,
there was little public outcry when the Jahrblicher were suppressed.
On
the other hand, it was precisely in the spring of 1842 that the number of
subscribers to the Jahrbucher first exceeded 500.
See Ruge to Feuerbach,
1 May 1842, in Ludwig Feuerbach, Samtliche Werke, XIII, 101.
Considering
the nature of Ruge's readership, it was undoubtedly the withdrawal of
official support which cost him most.
But Bauer's atheism also had its
effect.
Rudolf Haym himself, at one point an ardent follower of Ruge and
of StrauS, was thrown into a violent emotional crisis on reading Feuer
bach's Wesen des Christentums; he became physically ill: "Suddenly I
found myself on the edge of a precipice, which I had approached as if in
a fog, but which was now revealed by sudden lightning.
In all my previous
heresies I had still always felt ground under my feet . . . but now . . .
I seemed to float in empty space, without God and without the comforting
prospect of a life after death. . . . A nameless disquiet and anguish
overcame my presumptuous heart."
Aus meinem Leben, p. 116.
Haym was too
sensitive and imaginative to be typical, but clearly in 1841 atheism was
not a matter to be taken lightly.
88See pp. 195 f. below.
89Cited in Herz-Eichenrode, pp. 84 ff.
After 1843 Bauer entered
a phase of "pure criticism" in which his hyperintellectualism was exag
gerated to the point of self-caricature.
Thus he wrote in his private
organ, the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung, "Criticism is finished for ever
with censorship, she has transcended it [censorship] philosophically and
will no longer be disturbed by it in her work.
Ibid., p. 103.
^°"Neue Wendung der deutschen Philosophie," Anekdota, II, 3-61;
"Die Restuaration des Christenthums," Deutsche Jahrblicher 4 (1841):609620; Deutsche Jahrblicher 5 (1842) :765-768, 1071.
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Marx broke with Bauer's group in Berlin— which is to say with
many of his own contributors— for about the same reasons as did Ruge.
Marx saw the issue very clearly: "I demanded then [that they] criticize
religion in the criticism of political conditions, rather than political
conditions in religion . . . for religion in itself . . . does not live
in Heaven, but on earth, and will perish of itself when the absurd
reality, whose theory it is, is abolished." Marx also declared himself
unwilling to publish any more bad and irresponsible articles from Berlin;
he had enough trouble with the censor as it was.
See Marx to Ruge,
30 November 1842, M E G A , erste Abteilung, 1:1, 286.
It was characteristic
of Marx that he should have seen the issue clearly, just as it was char
acteristic of Ruge that he should have responded instinctively, with an
explosion of moral outrage.
72
The classical description of this bohemian life is in John
Henry McKay, Max Stirner:
sein Leben und sein Werk (Treptow bei Berlin,
1910).
And see also Friedrich Engels and Edgar Bauer, "Die frech
bedrhute, jedoch wunderbar befreite Bibel.
Oder:
Der Triumph des
Glaubens," ME G A , erste Abteilung, II, 268.
73Bauer to Ruge, 18 June 1842, in Barnikol, Bruno Bauer, p. 67.
74
Letter to Robert Prutz, 18 November 1842, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchblatter, I, 285.
75"Drinking, screaming, yes, I say it, even brawling— let it
pass, when people want to do it without a serious content which would be
defiled . . .: But to fill such excesses with the dogmas and slogans of
freedom, or rather to make freedom the dogma of these activities— well,
that won't do, and whoever insists on it ruins himself."
Ruge to Marx,
4 December 1842, ME G A , erste Abteilung, 1:1, 289.
^ Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 286 n.
77Ruge wished to separate Bauer from the Freien, and he tried to
persuade Marx to intervene.
Bauer was angry and would have none of it.
Thus the three-cornered exchange of letters in MEGA, erste Abteilung,
1:1, 285-293, and also Ruge to Fleischer, 12 December 1842, Briefwechsel
und Tagebuchblatter, I, 290-292.
78Bauer's political and philosophical standpoint changed with all
the frequency and all the brilliance of a kaleidoscope, and he ended his
days as a conservative and an antisemitic publicist for Hermann Wagener.
His brother Edgar later admitted that "he had adopted the liberal
(staatlichfreiheitliche) principle less out of interest in popular free
dom than from logical thoroughness and dialectical integrity." Cited by
Gustav Mayer, Historische Zeitschrift 121 (1920):420.
This holds for
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Bruno as well.
One could even put the matter less charitably.
There was
much of the homo ludens in Bauer.
Even when his own future was at stake
he behaved as if his main concern were to score points against his
opponents in an elaborate game of his own devising.
When we see a man
like Bauer, a man of brilliance and of some practical experience, attempt
to disguise atheistic propaganda as pious scholarship, while at the same
time he conspires to have himself denounced as being dangerous, then we
suspect that this is not a man intent on any solid personal or political
advantage.
Die Posaune des jUngsten Gerichts tiber Hegel den Atheisten
und Anti-Christen. Ein Ultimatum is especially interesting.
Anonymously
and in the guise of a pious and indignant scholar, Bauer denounced Hegel
as an atheist and an enemy of "all that exists," that is, he "proved"
that Hegel's standpoint was identical with his own.
As a jeu d'esprit
the book is magnificent.
But it was not politics, if only because the
maneuver was so transparent.
Only Bauer had the kind of biblical and
Hegelian erudition necessary to have written it, as his friends soon
recognized, and the authorities confiscated it as soon as it was published.
79Ruge to Prutz, 18 November 1842, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 286 f. Surely he was right when he wrote to Marx:
"Bauer
cannot [afford to] get mixed up in this soup publicly, and he is much too
confident in himself if he thinks that he can.
In Germany, even the best
cause is lost without moral earnestness."
MEG A , erste Abteilung, 1:1, 289.
In an early article, Ernst Barnikol argues that Bauer was a disaster for
the liberal opposition of the Vormarz. He is able to muster contemporary
testimony for this argument, although one suspects that he overrates
Bauer's importance.
"Bruno Bauers Kampf gegen Religion und Christentum
und die Spaltung der vormarzlichen preufSischen Opposition," Zeitschrift
ftir Kirchengeschichte 46 (1927) :1-34.
" zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte 46 (1927): 11 ff.
^ Geschichte der deutschen Sozialdemokratie, I, 124.
I do not
agree that it was materialism which Ruge found attractive in Feuerbach.
" " V o r w o r t , " Hallische Jahrbucher 4 (1841):2. He continues with
references to "self-consciousness" and the "autonomy of the Spirit"; his
language is very like Bauer's.
83Hallische Jahrbucher 4 (1841):423; Deutsche Jahrbucher 4
(1841):2-3, 142-143.
84

Deutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842):191.
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85Ibid.f p. 192.
88It is especially Gustav Mayer who conceives of the Hegelian
Left as a political party (see the two articles cited in Intro., n. 16).
In this he follows a contemporary essay by Karl Rosenkranz, cited in
David McLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx (London, Melbourne,
and Toronto, 1969), p. 28. And see also the excellent chapter in
Mesmer-Strupp, pp. 41-52.
Most biographies of Marx and Engels also
include chapters on the movement.
Most recent and most thorough is
Auguste Cornu, Karl Marx und Friedrich Engels. Leben und W erke, I
(Berlin, 1954), 123-262.
In using the term "Young Hegelian" I follow William Brazill, who
applies it only to Ruge, StraufS, Vischer, Feuerbach, Stirner, and the
brothers Bauer.
By "Left Hegelian" I mean any political radical of the
1840s who was strongly influenced by Young Hegelian thought.
I am
giving the two terms considerably more precision than common usage
warrants.
More often than not, the two words have been used interchange
ably.
But "Left-Hegelian" does have stronger political connotations than
does the other word, and I think there are advantages in distinguishing
the religious movement from the political one.
87Mesmer-Strupp, p. 48.
88Gustav Mayer, Radikalismus, Sozialismus und bttrgerliche
Demokratie, pp. 11-15.
According to Mayer, the circle around the
Kdnigsberger Zeitung, leaders of the East Prussian opposition, followed
the Left-Hegelians on this point.
89Hegel's Political Writings, ed. Knox and Pelczynski, pp. 321330.
" " F r i e d r i c h von Flourencourt und die Kategorien der politischen
Praxis," Hallische Jahrblicher 3 (1840) :2241-54; Hallische Jahrblicher 4
(1841);141, 364.
9 ^Deutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1842);190-191.
92Thus his article, "Protestantische Absolutismus und seine
Entwicklung" (cited on p. 141 above). It was not that he himself was
still a constitutionalist, but like Marx he wished to preserve the unity
of the opposition.
It was for this reason that they broke with the
increasingly exclusive Left-Hegelian clique in Berlin.
93Moses Hef3 and Edgar Bauer in particular opposed all compromise.
Cited in Cornu, pp. 285-292.
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Since World War II interest in Ruge has revived, and this is
true in large part because in Germany the internationalist and panEuropean movement of the fifties was in need of historical antecedents.
Germany has produced relatively few outspokenly cosmopolitan liberals,
and in the 1950s socialist cosmopolitans— Marxists or non-Marxist
radicals like Moses Heg or Kurt Eisener— will not have been considered
appropriate.
It may be in part because of this cold-war atmosphere that
Dr. Mesmer-Strupp is at such pains to show Ruge to have been a moderate.
Since 1902 only one work of Arnold Ruge's has been republished
in full, and this is his long essay Der Patriotismus, ed. Peter Wende
(Frankfurt A/M, 1968).
As this essay is not among Ruge's more distin
guished, one assumes that it was chosen because of its theme.
Shortly
after World War I, Veit Valentin published a short and superficial
pamphlet on Ruge's plan for a Congress of Nations (see p. 417 above).
However, almost all the work which has been done on Ruge as a cosmo
politan— three doctoral dissertations— was written between 1950 and 1963:
Hans-Ludwig Schmidt, Irmintraud Wykowski, and Beatrix Mesmer-Strupp,
all cited on p. 417 above.
9 ^On Ruge and Borne see Mesmer-Strupp, pp. 84-90.
I find her
quite convincing here.
And see also Ruge to Stahr, 8 December 1840,
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 213 f.
98He begins with a polite but vigorous criticism of E.
M.Arndt
[Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1840):1921-39].
After this his attacks on
"Franzosenfresserei" become so common as hardly to require citation.
97Lewis Namier, 1848:
The Revolution of the Intellectuals
(Garden City, N.Y., 1964), pp. 109-110.
It is heartening to see how
two historians as different as Namier and Treitschke can at least join
together in abusing Arnold Ruge.
Representing as they do two opposite
poles of a spectrum, Namier and Treitschke are at least agreed as to
what the issues are, and Ruge does not fit in their scheme of things.
98Hallische Jahrbucher 3 (1840):673-741.
" p . 704.
Certainly there is an unconscious irony in Ruge's
use of the word "abstract" as a term of abuse.
Hegel had also used it
in an unfavorable sense, and Hegel's philosophy has been called
abstract.
But in his political thinking Hegel was far more concrete
than was Ruge.
Here, linguistic nationalism is called "abstract"
because language groupings are irrelevant to Ruge's scheme of values:
precisely because he wants to abstract from language groupings.
By an
"abstraction," he means roughly what a modern Marxist would call a
"false consciousness."
10C)
.n n
,
See p. 400 below.
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Walter Neher makes this point very well (pp. 65 ff.). He is
certainly correct in saying that neither France nor England would have
welcomed German unity.
However, Neher seems less disturbed by Ruge's
naivete and the contradictions in his argument than by the fact that
Ruge's sympathies are with the West.
And Neher overstates his case.
Nations do sometimes act on principle, and the doctrine of "national
interest" to which Neher and his generation of German academic historians
subscribed is as one-sided and is at least as much a party dogma as is
Ruge's doctrine of the solidarity of free peoples.
102"Zur Kritik des gegenwartigen Staats- und Vblkerrechts,"
Hallische Jahrblicher 3 (1840): 1201-44.
103Ibid., p. 1240.
104Ibid., p. 1217.
103Consider this passage in "Europa im Jahre 1840," Hallische
JahrbUcher 3 (1840):721:
"Once it is won, the absolute state of the
German nation will be the summit of European humanity. . . . Not for
tresses . . . but the thorough inner unity of Prussia in herself and of
all Protestant Germany in principle, that is the real defense . . . an
invincible hegemony . . . to oppose the hegemony of France . . . " (which,
like Borne, Ruge imagines to exist).
^ ® F o r a more thorough treatment of the matter, see Beatrix
Mesmer-Strupp's chapter, "Ruges Frankreichbild," pp. 80-91.
10^Moses He3, Die europSische Triarchie, cited in Edmund
Silberner, Moses H e 6, Geschichte seines Lebens (London, 1966), pp. 66-91;
Ludwig Feuerbach, "VorlSufige Thesen zur Reform der Philosophie," in
samtliche We r k e , II, ed. W. Bolin and F. Jodi (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt,
1959), p. 236.
108Again, he is especially impressed by their practical effec
tiveness:
". . . it is necessary to write like Voltaire and Rousseau,
yes, they are great models, and not only that, one is very ignorant if
one does not properly respect their content. What a powerful book, this
Contrat social, how effective it was, and still is! The fellows wrote
swords and daggers, they are more powerful than cannon and bayonets."
Ruge to Stahr, 7 November 1841, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I,
246 f.
109Peutsche Jahrbttcher 6 (1843):1-12.
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This accurately describes the state of affairs which existed
in Germany.
I cite E. R. Huber:
"Article 57 of the Wiener Schlugakt
made the guarantee of the inner sovereignty of the princes the keystone
of Federal law and the basis of a weighty constitutional doctrine.
By
authority of the Confederation, the monarchial principle assured that the
monarch remained, not only the bearer of an inviolable dignity, but also
the bearer of political power in the State.
Even in the constitutional
states, it assured the unity of auctoritas and potestas. . . . Not only
executive power, power over foreign affairs and the military and inner
administration, but also the power to tax and to make laws remained a
part of the monarch's prerogative. . . . Under [this provision] finally,
even the judiciary power remained a part of princely autocracy. . . .
"But what was decisive was that with article 57 of the Wiener
Schlugakt, the Confederation made the preservation of the monarchial
principle a duty of its constitutional member-states.
The government
of a member state which in its constitutional text or in constitutional
practice conceded to the estates or to the people rights which were not
in harmony with the monarchial principle, violated its federal duties
. . . [as did any representative body which claimed such rights].
In
either case the Confederation could intervene." Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte seit 1789, I, 656.
Huber concludes:
"Thus, the monarchial principle became a
forced sovereignty, a duty of the Prince to maintain undiminished his
own rule.
But just as little as enforced freedom is true freedom and
enforced independence real independence, so little is enforced sover
eignty real sovereignty.
When Article 57 required sovereignty of the
German princes, it violated precisely this sovereignty.
For the princes
were exposed to the control and intervention of the Confederation and
no longer independent and free in their rule.
We will see that this
statement is no idle play with words and concepts, but reflects real
conditions, when later we consider the manifold interventions which the
Confederation undertook . . . to force the preservation of the monarchial
principle."
(p. 656)
As for Ruge's statement that constitutional freedoms had no
firmer basis than the good will of the Prince, his readers will have
remembered that six years earlier the King of Hannover had abrogated
the constitution of that country.
This act had been in clear violation
of federal law and had been based on feudal law arguments incompatible
with the monarchial principle. (Huber, II*, 93, 106.) But the Confedera
tion allowed this act to stand, because it had a conservative tendency.
11^'Deutsche Jahrbticher 6 (1843) :5.
112Ibid., p. 3.
113 , . .
Ibid., p. 6.
^^ I b i d . : "The concept of the Volk is the removal of barriers
of caste and estate, not only the illusory distinctions between noblemen
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and peasants, artistocrat and bourgeois (it is only stupid to give these
barriers any importance, after the harshness of their law has been broken)
but also the real barrier between educated and ignorant."

Ibid., p. 11. Because of the wording of point 3, Dr. MesmerStrupp concludes that Ruge would give rights and freedom to the people
only after they had been educated— that he was not really a radical demo
crat (see n. 30 above).
This would be a good argument if we could assume
that Ruge carefully weighed his words, and if he had said nothing to the
contrary.
But
this is not the
case.
By the
same token, the fact that in the same article he more than
once uses the word "revolutionary" in a favorable sense does not prove the
opposite.
Ruge did not always
express himself unambiguously, and very
likely this is
true because his thoughts were ambiguous.
But in 1848 he
acted like a revolutionary, and actions are also admissible evidence.

Its History and Civiliza
tion, 1st ed. (New York, 1957), pp. 73 f. One sensitive recent analysis
of the "unpolitical German" is Ralf Dahrendorf's chapter, "Publicness or
the Misery of Pretty Virtues," in Society and Democracy in M o d e m
Germany (Garden City, N.Y., 1967), pp. 299-385.
As a modern liberal
Dahrendorf admires Anglo-Saxons rather than Greeks, but he is like Ruge
in seeing an active public life as an ideal, and political conflict as a
permanent necessity.
Dahrendorf is hostile to the idea of Volksgemeinschaft, which he identifies with a horror of politics and political
conflict and with a desire for harmony at all costs: with a spirit of
intolerance for which he is inclined to blame Hegel.
This is in effect
to say that under German conditions, an ideal of the Polis developed
which is the precise opposite of what the real Polis was, for classical
Athens was about as conflict-ridden as any polity can be.
120Marx's famous articles about the wood-gathering rights of the
Rhenish peasants and about the Mosel wine growers are certainly con
crete.
They are also fine journalism, and Marx was able impressively to
increase the circulation of the Rheinische Zeitung. However, they also
show us one reason why many German liberals preferred abstract topics,
for more than anything else these articles embroiled Marx with the
Prussian authorities.
When he cited particulars, he made individual
officials look bad, officials who might not have minded a certain amount
of speculation about the essence of the State, but who were less inclined
to tolerate damaging criticism of themselves.
Marx also published and
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criticized secret royal plans for a new divorce law.
This was also good
journalism, but it infuriated the King.
The Rheinische Zeitung survived
only a few months under Marx's editorship.
Cornu, Karl Marx und Fried
rich E ngels, I, 269-275, 325-351.
Marx himself understood this.
See
Marx to Ruge, 25 January 1843, M E G A , erste Abteilung, 1:2, 293.
121Peutsche JahrbUcher 5 (1843):5.
122Ibid., p. 6.
^2 ^Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 272.
]24

Deutsche Jahrblicher 5 (1843) :3.

125So Friedrich Engels and Edgar Bauer— apparently neither of
them an unqualified admirer of Ruge's— described his situation in 1842:
Der wilde Ruge ist's, der dort am Tische sitzt,
Das sorgenschwere Haupt auf breite Fauste stUtzt.
Ein Recke wohlbeleibt, friedfertig anzuschauen
Doch sind wie Schwerter scharf die kampfgewohnte Klauen.
Behaglich glaubst du ihn, den Bierphilister gleich
Doch trSgt er in den Brust ein ganzes Hollenreich.
0 Ruge lache nur, bald kommet das Gerichte,
Da wird auch dir man zieh'n die Maske vom Gesichte.
MEGA, erste Abteilung, II, 377.
126Aus frllherer Zeit, IV, 611.
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Chapter V

1Treitschke, VI, 546-548; Cornu, I, 340-351; Mesmer-Strupp,
pp. 55-60.
^Bruno Bauer, Vollstandige Geschichte der Parteikampfe in
Deutschland 1842-1846, 4 vols.
(Charlottenburg, 1847), I, 221.
3This is in any case Gustav Mayer's opinion:
"The historical
moment when Hegel's living Staatsgedanke still glowed, fresh and potent,
in men's minds, was now gone.
No magnanimous attempt was seriously made,
with its help to pour the new wine of democratic ideas into the old but
sturdy . . . bottles of historical Prussia.
Had such an attempt been
made, then perhaps this state might have been spared the worst internal
crises which she has since had to endure."
Historische Zeitschrift 121
(1920):438.
4Rosenberg cites the Jahrbucher der Gegenwart, Epigonen and the
Jahrblicher fllr speculative Philosophie (Politische Denkstrdmungen,
p. 144). Neher (pp. 58 f .) cites also the Deutsche Monatsschrift and
the Zeitung for die elegante W elt— both founded somewhat earlier.
One
might also mention the Allgemeine Litteraturzeitung, B. Bauer's new
personal organ.
^On this continuity of ideas, Bauer, Vollst'dndige Geschichte,
I, 233-242.
6ArnoId Ruges P l a n , p . 68.
^Feuerbach to Ruge, 20 June 1843, in Ludwig Feuerbach, Samtliche
Werke, 2nd ed. (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, 1964), XIII, 123-124.
^Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 303.
9 "Vorwort.
Zur Verstandigung der Deutschen und Franzosen," in
Louis Blanc, Geschichte der zehn Jahre von 1830 bis 1840, trans. Gottlob
Fink (Zlirich and Winterthur, 1843), I, xxx.
^ R u g e to Fleischer, 1 April 1843, Briefwechsel und TagebuchblStter, I, 304 f. As Mesmer-Strupp (p. 59) suggests, this lack of
support must have been all the more galling because in the Rhineland
thousands had signed petitions protesting the suppression of the
Rheinische Zeitung.
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11For Ruge's attitude toward dogs see Aus frUherer Zeit, I, 9-10.
^ Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 339.
13Cited in Bauer, Vollstandige Geschichte, I, 296.
tion of the press, see ibid., pp. 295 f.

On the reac

14Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 312.
15Ruge to Bakunin, June 1843, in Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher,
2nd printing (Leipzig, 1925), p. 31.
16Ruge to Fleischer, 18 June 1843, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
blatter, I, 311; Arnold to Ludwig Ruge, 28 August 1843, ibid., p. 331.
^ R u g e to Froebel, 3 September 1842, 23 September 1842, 8 March
1843.
These letters are located in the Nachla6 Julius Froebel, Zentralbibliothek Zurich (hereafter cited as Ms. Zurich).
They are also
included as an appendix in David Joyce's doctoral dissertation but may
not be quoted from this source without permission.
1®See pp. 203 ff.

below.

19Bauer, Vollstandige Geschichte, I, 204.
20Arnold Ruge, "Rechtfertigung der deutschen Jahrbucher gegen
die motive zu ihrer unterdruckung," Revue des Auslandes, April 1843,
pp. 27-28.
The text of Ruge's formal appeal was published but is no more
to be found.
21Ibid., p. 34.
22Bauer, Vollstandige Geschichte, I, 211.
23
24

25

Revue des Auslandes, April 1843, p. 19.
Ibid., p. 20.
Bauer, Vollstandige Geschichte, I, 218.
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Stahr, Kleine Schriften, I, 446. A third interpretation is
Mesmer-Strupp's, and this is that Ruge's defense represented his real
position and that his radicalism had been only rhetoric:
"He had used
political terminology in good faith, while his real desire was peda
gogical.
However, this discrepancy between word and will was noticed
neither by himself nor by the government which suppressed the Jahrbucher."
I think that this view is mistaken.
Contemporaries are usually pretty
well able to tell what is going on around them, and if no one noticed
this discrepancy, then very likely there was no discrepancy, and Ruge
really meant what he said.
See Mesmer-Strupp, p. 58.
27Neher, p. 95.
28Writing at about the same time as Neher, Eckhart Kehr argued
that the preoccupation of German historians with Geistesgeschichte— and
the interest of middle-class Germans at large with Freudian psychology—
was part of an escape inward from an unbearable political and social
reality: because so close a study of this reality was politically
unacceptable.
It may be that Kehr exaggerates, although I think Neher's
is a case in point.
"Neuere deutsche Geschichtsschreibung," in Primat
der Innenpolitik (Berlin, 1965), pp. 254-269.
29Bauer's choice of language is malicious, but actually he under
stood Ruge's situation rather well:
"Ruge had finally demanded the
critique of liberalism, and his appeal now crawls, with the same
pretense of trust tin the authorities] which liberal petitions affect,
to a body which he basically regards as not competent [because members
of the estates were not philosophically trained]. This liberal hypoc
risy is at the same time stupid honesty— but the honesty of weakness and
haplessness, which just cannot see any other way out of its difficulties
and which thinks as unclearly about the existing order as it pretends.
Thus Ruge could not have conceived and executed his case against the
existing order otherwise than . . . he did." Vollstandige Geschichte,
I, 207-208.
The fact that Bauer himself had no good alternative to offer
does not lessen the force of his argument; it reinforces it, for if there
had been a good alternative, then Ruge would not have had to act as he
did.
39Ruge to Stahr, 23 February 1843, Briefwechsel und TagebuchblStter, I, 299. Writing to Fleischer in June, after his appeal had
been rejected, he protested vehemently that he had expected nothing from
the "philistines" (Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 310-311).
But
this kind of exaggerated denial amounts to an affirmation.
31Ruge to Froebel, 6 July 1843, Ms. Ztirich.
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32Arnold to Ludwig Ruge,
buchblatter, I, 295.

3 January 1843, Briefwechsel und Tage

33See the exchange of letters in M E G A , erste Abteilung, 1:2,

307,

309.
34MEGA, erste Abteilung, 1:1, 403-557.
Marx takes over Ruge's
analogy between the Monarchy and the Catholic hierarchy, and more espe
cially his contention that Hegel is unhistorical in his view of the
State: that Hegel makes of political philosophy a "branch of logic"
(Marx). This influence of Ruge's on Marx is pointed out by Cornu,
I, 199 ff.
33M E G A , erste Abteilung, 1:1, 576-607.
36Arnold Ruge, Zwei Jahre in Paris, I, 432 f .; my italics.
And
see also Zwei Jahre in P a r i s , II, 62 f ., 95 f., 165 f., 184, 285, 361374.
If I do not give a clear and detailed picture of Ruge's social
thinking, then this is because his social thinking was neither clear nor
detailed.
August Hoffmann von Fallersleben, who met him in September in
Dresden, found him "much too much taken with communistic and socialistic
ideas." Hoffmann tells us that Ruge dictated to him a fourteen-point
program: the State was to be the free community, was to educate all
citizens and to own all property, and there were to be no poor.
Mein
Leben, Aufzeichnungen und Erinnerungen (Hannover, 1868), IV, 59 f£.
After his break with Marx, Ruge always insisted that he was not a
"communist" but a disciple of Proudhon's and that he believed in smallscale private property, which was not to be inherited.
So far as I can
tell, this particular distinction had no practical importance except to
distance him from Marx.
In 1848-49 he called himself an "anarchist."
See the passages cited above, and also "Drei Briefe uber den Communismus," by Arnold Ruge, Gesammelte Schriften (Mannheim, 1847), IV, 365441, and Arnold Ruge, Die Grundung der Demokratie in Deutschland, o der :
Der Volksstaat und der sozial-demokratische Freistaat (Leipzig, 1849),
pp. 35-66.
3^Here again Bruno Bauer understood the situation, despite his
sarcastic tone:
"The radicals fell into discouragement when they
noticed that political victories were not so easy to win as they had
thought.
For this they would gladly have compensated themselves in the
social realm.
For this satisfied their heartfelt need for absorption
in a greater w h o l e . It promised the all-enveloping activity, which they
wished to see given the State, and it offered the guarantee that the
devil of personal interest had forever lost its power." Vollstandige
Geschichte, III, 18-19.
38Cornu, II, 108.
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39Ibid., I, 415.
4°Koselleck, cited on p. 100 above.
A Marxist would have to
argue that the Prussian state had always been subordinate to "society,"
always an instrument of class rule, meaning in this case the rule of the
landed aristocracy.
This argument can best be answered by comparing
Prussian conditions to those in Mecklenburg— or in Poland.
The Prussian
aristocracy did set severe limits to royal authority.
Not even Friedrich
Wilhelm I could have made a social revolution.
But the Junkers did not
often control the Prussian state.
41This and the two following paragraphs are based on the follow
ing sources:
Ruge's correspondence with Marx, M E G A , erste Abteilung,
1:2, 293-322; his correspondence with Froebel from 1843, Ms. Ztirich, and
letters in Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 295-339.
42Froebel was a man of versatile abilities, and he led an almost
incredibly colorful life.
In 1843 he was a Professor of Mineralogy at
the University of Zurich and heavily involved in cantonal politics.
His
political and financial difficulties contributed much to the failure of
the Jahrbucher, but they fall outside the scope of my paper.
On Froebel,
see Julius Froebel, Ein Lebenslauf. Aufzeichnungen, Erinnerungen und
Bekenntnisse, 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 1890); Werner Naf, Das Literarische
comptoir Zurich und Winterthur (Bern, 1929); Ernst Feuz, "Julius
Froebel, seine politische Entwicklung bis 1849" (dissertation, Berne,
1932); Wilhelm Mommsen, "Julius Froebel, Wirrnig und Weltsicht,"
Historische Zeitschrift 171 (June 1953):497-532.
43"Vorwort.
Zur Verst’
d ndigung der Deutschen und Franzosen," in
Louis Blanc, Geschichte der zehn Jahre von 1830 bis 1840, pp. i-xxx.
44
He wrote to Marx:
"He6 is somewhat awkward and lacks a sense
of form: otherwise he has practical sense.
He will hardly become a
great author, yet one must wish it, for il faut faire p eur." Letter of
11 August 1843, ME G A , erste Abteilung, 1:2, 314.
The account which he
later published of his journey with Heg may be characterized as a pack of
lies (Zwei Jahre in P aris, I, 31-45).
On this and on his later quarrel
with Heg, see pp. 246 f£. below.
43Ruge to Marx, 11 August 1843, 22 September 1843, MEGA, erste
Abteilung, 1:2, 313 ff.
46Ruge to Marx, ibid.; Ruge to Froebel, 18 August 1843, Ms.
ZUrich; letters in Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbl'dtter, I, 317-328; Zwei
Jahre in P a r i s , I, 62-132.
Mesmer-Strupp's account of his negotiations
with the French (pp. 101-121) is excellent and is much fuller than mine.
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^ L e t t e r s in Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 332-338.
48Heine to Julius Campe (Heine's publisher), 28 February 1842,
in Friedrich Hirth, ed., Heinrich Heines Briefe (Mainz, 1950), II, 419.
The casus belli was that Prussia had prohibited books published by Campe.
More important than his relationship with Ruge was Heine's celebrated
friendship with Marx.
As Hirth portrays it, it was a friendship
cemented by mutual esteem and by a common enmity to Prussia, but not by
any real community of political ideals.
Heinrich Heine, Bausteine zu
einer Biographie (Mainz, 1950), pp. 132-141.
490n Ruge's relationship with Heine see David Joyce, pp. 288-301.
88Ruge to Froebel, 18 August 1843, Ms. Zurich; Arnold to Agnes
Ruge, 6 September 1843, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 333; Zwei
Jahre in P a r i s , I, 143-159.
51M E G A , erste Abteilung,

1:2, 321.

83Ruge to Prutz, 25 January 1843, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
blatter, I, 297.
83It was Lamennais who told him of his mistake here, and this is
the point which Ruge preferred to emphasize— perhaps because it cast the
least discredit on his plan.
See Zwei Jahre in P aris, I, 138, 143.
In
what follows I follow the argument of Mesmer-Strupp, pp. 101-122.
34Louis Blanc, "D'un projet d'alliance intellectuelle entre
l'Allemagne et la France," La Revue Independante, 10 November 1843,
pp. 40 ff., cited in Mesmer-Strupp, pp. 113 ff.
530ne assumes that the point was only rhetorical.
If Louis Blanc
had really believed that Ruge could deliver the Rhineland, then surely he
would have treated him more respectfully.
38Geschichte der zehn Jahre, I, xxiii.
This is the same argument
that he had used in his critique of liberalism, cited on p. 181 above.
5^Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 341, 344.
58The volume included Marx's essays, "Zur
Kritik der hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie," as well
and two— decidedly communistic— essays written by
also included a poem by Heine and two by Herwegh,

Judenfrage" and "Zur
as one article by Heg
Friedrich Engels.
It
and articles by Johann
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Jacoby and by "Ferdinand Coelestin" (Karl Ludwig) Bernays.
Bernays was
a colorful troublemaker, former editor of the radical Mannheimer Abendzeitung and now living in Paris.
Just after his break with Marx, he wrote to his mother that
"A few coarse (ungehobelte) things were dished up" in the journal, which
he "would have corrected" if he had been well, but that "there are quite
remarkable things in it, which will stir great excitement in Germany."
Letter of 28 March 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 341.
He
would not have called Marx's essays "coarse." The word better applies to
Heine's "Lobgesange auf Konig Ludwig," a poem which one might well hesi
tate to send one's aging mother.
After his quarrel with Marx had become
really violent, he wrote to Max Duncker and later to Robert Prutz denying
all responsibiity for the Jahrbucher. But this was an afterthought; he
wished to justify himself to his politically more moderate friends, and
he never specified just what it was that he objected to in Marx's work.
Ruge to Duncker, 29 August 1844, published in Tagliche Rundschau, 22 July
1921, p. 59; Ruge tp Prutz, 14 February 1846, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 403.
^ Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher, pp. 3-17.
61 Ibi d . , pp. 17-41.
The correspondents are identified only as
'M,' 'R,' 'F,' and 'B,' but dating, place names, and internal evidence
make it clear who they are.
62"Einleitung," M EGA, erste Abteilung, 1:2, xxxvii f.
63Deutsch-Franz8sische JahrbUcher, p. 17.
64I bid., p. 21.
65 Ibid., pp. 36-40.
Ruge would later call Marx a "crass social
ist." Since Ruge later used just this argument against Marx, it is
conceivable that he rewrote or altered the letter.
But its style is like
Marx's.
It includes many foreign words and is closely reasoned almost to
the point of scholasticism.
It would have been a hard style for Ruge to
imitate.
66Bauer, VollstHndige Geschichte, I, 243 ff. ; Treitschke, VI,
551 ff.
In 1847, his friend A. Stahr wrote:
"We admit it, the insult
was deadly.
This one phrase has hurt Ruge more, has done far more to
make his work and his future in Germany difficult than everything else,
taken together, would have done.
Kleine Schriften, I, 448.
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Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 341, 343, 353; Ruge to
Froebel, 30 May 1844, Ms. Zurich; Gustav Mayer, "Der Untergang der
'Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher' und des pariser 'Vorwarts,"' Archiv
fur Geschichte des Sozialismus und der Arbeiterbewegung (1913), p. 421;
Froebel, p. 134.
68The earliest study of the quarrel is that in Franz Mehring,
Aus dem literarischen NachlaB von Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels und
Ferdinand Lassalle (Stuttgart, 1902), pp. 13-41.
Mehring is thorough,
and he makes some effort to be just to Ruge.
I do not always agree with
Mehring; I do not agree that Ruge had the "soul of a grocer" or that he
finally sold himself to Bismarck for a pension, as Mehring suggests
(pp. 116 f.).
But one can see where Mehring got that impression; Ruge
did make great sacrifices for his convictions, including financial ones,
but he did not always make them gracefully.
He had been very poor at
an impressionable age; he had gone hungry until his hair fell out and
had had to enter an uncongenial career to support his family.
It would
be surprising if he had been indifferent to money, just as it would be
surprising if Mehring, Marx, or HeB, all of them conscious rebels
against their prosperous parents, had felt any sympathy for his weakness
of his.
Mehring's basic sources are Ruge's published letters, the
memoirs of Heinrich Bornstein of the Vorwarts, Flinfundsiebzig Jahre in
der Alten und Neuen W e l t . Memoiren eines Unbekannten, I (Leipzig, 1881),
and relevant articles in the Vorwarts, now available in the Stadtbibliothek B remen.
Marx left no account of the quarrel.
Mehring does
use an attack which HeB wrote against Ruge, probably with Marx's
approval, which has since been published— "Dottore Graziano, oder:
Doktor Arnold Ruge in Paris," Die Gesellschaft, Internationale Revue fur
Sozialismus und Politik 1 (1931):171-180. Walter Neher (pp. 106-123)
uses the same sources as does Mehring.
Naturally enough, he takes Ruge's
side against Marx.
Mesmer-Strupp uses two new sources, Heinrich Heine's
published letters and Ruge's unpublished letters to Froebel.
Here as
usual she is clear and thorough, but here above all her approach is dis
torted by her cold-war outlook:
she systematically exaggerates the
differences between Marx and Ruge, and she is so hostile to Marx as to
offer some questionable judgments (see pp. 232 f. below).
69Ruge to his mother, 19 May 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
b l atter, I, 350-351.
7°Pie Gesellschaft 1 (1931):179.
71"From October on, Froebel paid as stipulated.
Finally, what
the office owed in salaries to authors and editors was paid first to
Marx, who needed it most.
Then enough copies were sold here so that I
and the other participants have been almost entirely paid. . . . If it
had been I who persuaded Marx to emigrate, things would be different.
If he remained in financial need, then anyway his attitude would be
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understandable.
But from the beginning he was forced and determined to
emigrate. . . . Besides, his friends in Cologne have sent him 1,000
Thalers . . . " (Ruge to Feuerbach, 15 May 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 345).
And on 31 May he reported to Froebel:
"All debts are
paid, except payments to Engels and HeB and 1500 Francs and my expendi
tures.
Especially Marx and Bernays are satisfied" (Ms. Zttrich). There
is no further evidence that Marx did receive 1,000 Thalers from Cologne.
For this reason, and because Cologne liberals had refused to invest in
the Jahrbucher, Mehring concludes that Ruge "invented or falsified" the
claim to salve his conscience (Aus dem literarischen NachlaB, II, 15).
But there is also no evidence that Marx did not receive the money.
We
know relatively little of Marx's life in 1844, but we do know that some
how he managed to survive.
72Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 367, 380; Ruge to Froebel,
6 December 1844, Ms. Zurich.
73

See n. 59 above.

7^Ruge to Froebel, 4 June 1844, Ms. Zurich.
75Ibid.
76Thus Jurgen Gebhardt's very penetrating and original Politik
und Eschatologie (cited in Chapter IX, n. 91).
I do not find Gebhardt's
metahistorical argument wholly convincing:
He believes that in Hegelian
ism he has found a link in continuity between the heretics, "mystics,"
"sectarians," and "enthusiasts" of the Middle Ages and modern Nazism.
But where his arguments are more concrete they are powerful.
The same
militant, evangelical proto-religious tendencies which have been identi
fied with Marxism, Gebhardt finds in A. Cieszkowski, in D. F. Straug,
in C. Michelet, and even in the thoroughly respectable orthodox Hegelians
K. Rosenkranz and P. Marheinecke.
Gebhardt argues that Hegelianism was
itself a Christian heresy, a new gnosticism which sought by philosophi
cally overcoming the problem of evil to compass man's salvation in this
world.
Through its own immanent dynamic, this doctrine was then stripped
by Hegel's disciples of its Christian symbolism.
Having been devised as
a means to inward salvation, it was now inappropriately applied to
politics and to the problems of this world.
It became a militant, chiliastic secular religion.
Gebhardt's study ends with StrauB.
Its applica
bility to the actual Hegelian Left is too obvious to need demonstration.
But it is worth mentioning, although Gebhardt does not mention it, that
in the bitter controversies inside the Hegelian Left it was common to
say that one's opponent was still caught in a religious or theological
mode of thinking.
The charge was leveled by Feuerbach against Hegel, by
Stirner against Feuerbach, by Bauer against Ruge and Marx, by Ruge
against Marx and Bauer, and by Marx against "Saint Bruno" (Bauer) and
"Saint Max" (Stirner).
All of them were right.
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77Zwei Jahre in Par is, I, 86-87, 335 ff.
78Ibid., II, 66 f.
79Thus in December Ruge wrote to Karl Nauwerck, a moderate Left
Hegelian in Berlin:
"I do not agree with you about Stirner. He differs
from Fichte because he has given up metaphysics . . . , from Feuerbach
because he has given up the theology of humanism, which has its monks,
its priests, its fanatics, its Robespierres, just like the old religion
of asceticism."
Ruge went on to say that Stirner's greatest weakness
is that he believes that man can do without the State.
He concluded:
"The book [Stirner's Per Einzige und sein Eigenthum] must be sustained
and propagated.
It is liberation from the stupidest of stupidities,
the 'social artisans' dogma,' this new Christianity which preaches to
the simple-minded.
He3, Grun, Marx, Everbeck [sic] Engels and even the
Bauers [?] are stupid apostles of the 'salvation' of absolute economics.
Doubtless a great economic improvement will be possible if slavery is
everywhere done away with, but the economic gospel and the Religion of
Humanism [!] . . . must be criticized; they must be discredited."
This
letter in Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbl'dtter, I, 398-390.
And see also
Ruge to Froebel, 6 December 1844, Ms. Zttrich. Very soon Ruge noticed
that Stirner's hyperindividualism was incompatible with his own ideals—
and even with politics itself— and he rejected it.
Zwei Jahre in P a ris,
II, 117-132.
8°On the Vorwarts, Mehring, Aus dem literarischen NachlaB, II,
13-28; Mayer, Archiv fhr die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der
Arbeiterbewequng 3 (1913):424-437; Hirth, Heinrich Heine, pp. 132-141;
Mesmer-Strupp, pp. 135-142.
8^"An die Redaktion der 'Deutschen Schnellpost fUr europMische
Zustande, ttffentliches und soziales Leben Deutschlands' in New York,"
Vorwarts!
Pariser Signale aus Kunst, Wissenschaft, Theater, Musik und
geselligem L e b e n , 19 June 1844.
82Zwei Jahre in Paris, I, 144; Heine to Bbrnstein, 1 August 1844,
in Hirth, e d . , Heinrich Heine, Briefe, II, 526.
83 "Offener Brief an Herrn Dr. Arnold Ruge," Vorwarts, 22 June
1844.
8^"Offene Antwort," VorwSrts, 6 July 1844.
Of this passage
Mehring says:
" . . . it gave the impression that he was in principle
of one heart and one soul with Marx, which he no longer was." MesmerStrupp concedes this, but she argues that Ruge's motives were pure, that
he wished only to hold the democratic party together.
But it seems to
me that this passage represents quite a substantial bond of principle
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between the two. And again, there is no evidence that at this time Ruge
was aware of any great ideological gulf between them.
Mehring, Aus dem
literarischen N achlaB, II, 25; Mesmer-Strupp, p. 140.

88"Der Kbnig von PreuBen und die Sozialreform.
Von einem
PreuBen," Vorwarts, 27 July 1844. The article is reprinted in MEG A , erste
Abteilung, III, 587-589.
88The State was too poor even to guarantee payment of dividends
to stockholders in the proposed railway line to Konigsberg.
And the
State depended on railroad building by private concerns— that is, on
"civil society"— to absorb the unemployed and to solve the "social ques
tion."
So helpless was the bureaucracy in the face of this question that
it had to grant the railroads police powers over their workmen.
This
grant, included in the Verordnunq of 21 December 1846, symbolizes for
Reinhard Koselleck the final breakdown of Hegel's "Monarchy":
the State
had become so dependent upon "civil society" that it could no longer
claim to stand above class or above party.
See PreuBen zwischen Reform
und Revolution, pp. 635 ff.
87"Kritische Randglossen zu dem Artikel . . . von einem PreuBen,"
Vorwarts, 7-10 August 1844, reprinted in MEGA, erste Abteilung, III,
5-23.
88M E G A , erste Abteilung, II, esp. p. 5, n. 2.
89Ruge wrote to Feuerbach, 15 May 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb l atter, I, 243):
". . . he is of a nature well suited to a scholar and
writer, but completely unsuited to a journalist.
He reads a great deal;
he works with an uncommon intensity and has critical talent . . . but he
finishes nothing, he always breaks off and plunges again into an endless
sea of books."
9°Mehring, Aus dem literarischen NachlaB, I I , 29, 31, concedes
this, and it is to his credit that he does.
91

ME G A , erste Abteilung, III, 17-23.

92I bid., III, 13.
93Ibid., Ill, 14-15.
9^Peutsche JahrbUcher 6 (1843):7.
98 18 June 1843, Briefwechsel und TagebuchblStter, I, 311.
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"Ho was too much the Hegelian to free himself sufficiently
from the spirit of idealist philosophy to sacrifice the 'ideal and
general powers' to the 'dream of an earthly paradise.'"
Radikalismus,
Sozialismus und blirgerliche Demokratie, p. 95.

9 7 S e e pp. 297 f. and 388 f. below.
98"Der 'angebliche Preuge' zu den Randglogen," Vorwarts,
17 August 1844.
99Mesmer-Strupp, p. 141. Mesmer-Strupp especially deplores
Ruge's failure to "hold together his democratic party and bind it to
him" as against Marx— that is, to use his money to get control of the
Vorwarts (p. 138).
For Mesmer-Strupp Marx was the main enemy.
But
building a party among the emigrants in Paris would have been a thank
less task.
Political emigrants are notoriously difficult and sectarian.
They also have a notoriously insatiable appetite for money, both for
themselves and for their projects.
Alexander Herzen is especially
eloquent on this point in The Memoirs of Alexander Herzen, trans. C.
Garnett, 4 vols. (London, 1968), III, 1343-50.
Ruge would need all his
resources to keep the Literarische comptoir alive and under his and
Froebel's control.
10°Engels to Marx, 19 November 1844, MEGA, dritte Abteilung, I,
4-5.
101"Progress of Social Reform on the Continent," New Moral W orld,
18 November 1843, pp. 161-162; repr. in MEGA, erste Abteilung, II, 448.
102Letter of 6 December 1844, Ms. Zurich.
^°3Ruge to his mother, 30 October 1844, Briefewechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 371.
104

Mesmer-Strupp, p. 133.

*°80n his quarrel with Heg, see pp. 246 ff. below.
106Neher, p. 122.
107Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 341, 343, 345, 350 f.;
see p. 217 above.
^98Ruge to Prutz, 14 January 1846, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, I, 403.
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See p. 232 above, and also Tagliche Rundschau, 22 July 1921,
p. 559.
For Ruge, Marx was like Bauer because both seemed to be
extremists for the sake of extremism.
If Ruge thought that, then he
misunderstood Marx.
By 1844 Bauer was an extreme intellectual elitist,
an historical subjectivist to the point of solipsism, and politically
rather moderate.
Within the common Left-Hegelian framework he was the
opposite of what Marx had become.
And if Ruge considered Bauer to be a
"liberal"— "extreme" or otherwise— let alone a "communist," then he
understood Bauer even less than he did Marx.
On Bauer in this period,
see Herz-Eichenrode, pp. 97-113; Mayer, Radikalismus, Sozialismus und
bUrgerliche Demokratie, pp. 96-103.
110Neher, p. 116, and see Mayer, Radikalismus, Sozialismus und
bUrgerliche Demokratie, p. 95; Mesmer-Strupp, p. 134.
'L11"Zur Kritik der hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie," MEGA, erste
Abteilung, 1:1, 116.
112Ibid., p. 617.
113Ibid., pp. 617-620.
^■^It is well known that journeymen artisans underwent a process
of proletarization in the 1840s.
Population growth had outstripped the
food supply.
The number of journeymen increased faster than did demand
for their products and much faster than the number of positions open for
masters.
Naturally, the situation tended to undercut the traditional
corporate spirit and to drive a wedge between journeymen and master
craftsmen.
The situation of the declass^ journeyman was analogous to
that of the declasse intellectual or junior official.
His chances for
advancement cut off, he faced the prospect of a lifetime of enforced
poverty, chastity, and obedience.
However, the young artisan's lot
differed from that of the young intellectual in two important respects:
he faced the likelihood of actual hunger, and he owed no special loyalty
to the State.
It is not surprising that journeymen were so often found
on the barricades in 1848. Werner Conze, "Vom 'Pbbel' zum 'Proletariat,'
Sozialgeschichtliche Voraussetzungen fur den Sozialismus in Detuschland," Vierteljahrsschrift fUr Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 41
(1954):333-364; Theodore S. Hamerow, Restoration, Revolution, Reaction
(Princeton, 1958), pp. 26-38; Rudolf Stadelman, Soziale und politische
Geschichte der Revolution von 1848 (Munich, 1848), pp. 5-22.
It was
these pressures which forced so many journeymen to go abroad in the 1830s
and 1840s, despite strict government prohibitions.
It is a special con
tribution of Wolfgang Schieder's to have shown how much further this
decorporatization had gone among wandering journeymen in the West, how
far many of them had gone toward a specifically working-class conscious
ness, and how strong the influence of radical intellectuals was among
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them.
AnfMnge der deutschen Arbeiterbewequng. Die Auslandsvereine
im Jahrzehnt nach der Julirevolution von 1830, vol. IV of Industrielle
Welt (Stuttgart, 1963), pp. 82-174.
The number of German journeymen
abroad was quite large.
Schieder estimates 15,000-20,000 in Paris alone,
perhaps 10,000 in Switzerland.
He is conservative; contemporaries
estimated their number much higher.
See Schieder, pp. 96-101.
115Schieder, pp. 14-82.
116Cornu, II, 14-18; Mehring, Geschichte der deutschen Sozialdemokratie, I, 305-331.
117Arnold to Ludwig Ruge, 19 July 1843, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 315 f.
118Ruge to Feuerbach, 15 May 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbl a t t e r , I, 346-347; my italics.
And in the same vein, Ruge to his
mother, 28 March 1844, ibid., I, 342.
H 9 „ T h e Germans do not want anything, or to do any thing in their
own name.
Under such conditions a proletarian uprising would be nothing
more than a scandal. . . . The most radical German revolutionaries are
still only Germans, are without political faith, political sense and
political talent.
The communist doctrine has also been perverted among
Germans.
Weitling has only the artisans in mind . . . while the French
and English doctrinaires have the whole world in mind.
The doctrines
deserve all respect, and I am very seriously studying this literature.
. . . First of all, Germany cannot be an originator in doctrine (even
Marx's works in the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbbcher are of French
origin)."
Ruge to Fleisher, 9 July 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchb iatter, I, 360.
This is a backhanded compliment to Marx, and rather a
strong backhanded compliment.
He might not have written in this way
after Marx's public attack on him at the end of July.
Again, Ruge had
no clear idea of what it was that separated him intellectually from Marx.
^ 8 In effect, Mesmer-Strupp has constructed such a critique for
him:
" . . . the concept of the proletariat remained essentially foreign
(to R uge), for his Bildungshumanismus was incompatible with class think
ing.
Not that he would have denied that there were neglected people, a
stratum of the disinherited.
But it would have seemed most immoral to
him to welcome the formation of a 'class with radical chains' out of
political calculation, as Marx did.
If in the construction of his pro
gram of democracy he was the first to demand the abolition of the mob
through general popular education, then after his contact with French
social theories he saw the right of every single individual to 'his full
significance and meaning, to develop his free humanity,' as the ultimate
goal of humanism." (p. 134)
She does not accuse Marx of personal
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selfishness, as Ruge did the artisans, but of wishing to exploit the
misery of others for his own political ends.
One can object that Marx's
goal was also the free development of every individual, or at least Marx
always said that that was his goal.
Furthermore, it is not really
necessary to speculate about what Ruge "would have" thought about Marx's
program, for Ruge had read this program and had every opportunity to
comment for himself.
If this objection had occurred to him, then surely
he would have raised it— at least privately, in a letter.
Again, I
think it is mistaken to project the Cold War backward into the early
nineteenth century.
1

Aus dem literarischen Nachlag, I I , 30.

122Letter of 9 July 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 350.
^220n the ideology of the "League of the Just," Schieder,
pp. 240-301.
124See p. 235 above.
Probably it is more important in a politi
cal ideology that it should be useful than that it should be histori
cally correct.
However, in this case Marx also seems to have been right,
for the next great European revolution did come in Russia, a country
which is generally thought to have been even more backward than Germany.

^25Zwei Jahre in Paris, II, 191.
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Chapter VI

The title is borrowed from Leonard SchwartzschiId's curious
book Karl Marx the Red Prussian (New York, 1947).
It fits Ruge much
better than it does Marx.
On page 76 Schwartzschild writes that the
difference between the two was that Ruge "was against every tendency to
increase the power of the state." Schwartzschild has things backwards.
2

On 3 July 1844 Moses HeB wrote to Marx about the great
successes of socialism in Cologne: "Bruno Bauer's most enthusiastic
followers turned from him and from being philosophical radicals to
socialistic ones.
In a year Bauer will be as little spoken of as was
Ruge now.” Cited in Silberner, Moses HeB, P* 194.
~*Zwei Jahre in Paris, I, 141, 388 ff.
Ruge to Fleischer, Brief
wechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 353; Ruge to his mother, 28 August and
6 October 1844, ibid., I, 366 f.
A

To his mother, 6 October 1844 and 7 December 1844, Briefwechsel
und Tagebuchblatter, I, 368, 383.
5He learned of the plan from no less a personage than Prince Paul
of Wttrttemberg, w ho had it through diplomatic channels and who apparently
wanted to know the reaction of the Left.
Ruge to his mother, 17 December
1844; Ruge to Karl Nauwerck, 21 December 1844, both in Briefwechsel und
TaqebuchblStter, I, 383-387.
At this point the plan had only the status
of a diplomatic feeler and was not publicly known in Prussia.
6 9 February 1845, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 393-394.
7Mayer, Archiv ftir die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der
Arbeiterbewegung 3 (1913):429-437.
Heinrich Heine was not touched;
presumably the authorities thought it unwise to molest such a famous
poet.
®Ruge to Froebel, 23-28 January 1845, Sb. Zurich; Ruge to his
mother, 26 January and 9 February 1845, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 391-394.
The government did not proceed energetically against any of
the refugees; Guizot had to answer to a strong liberal opposition in the
Chamber of Deputies and had better things to do than to play cat's paw
for Prussia.
Mayer, Archiv fUr die Geschichte des Sozialismus und der
Arbeiterbewegung 3 (1913):436-437.
9Arnold to Ludwig Ruge, 30 March 1845, Briefwechsel und Tage
buchblatter, I, 394.
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10DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77.,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I, fol. 144. The report is signed
"Seebohm."
"^The State Prosecutor's brief is printed in Arnold Ruge,
Gesammelte Schriften (Mannheim, 1847), IX, 162-168.
12The book carries on its title page the name of the publisher
Wilhelm Jurany in Leipzig.
"Jurany" was a dummy firm whose name was
sometimes used by the radical opposition to deceive the police.
The
State Prosecutor sent his brief in good faith to "Jurany."
He was
answered by Ruge, who remarked that it was not for "Jurany" to answer;
publishers rarely knew what was in the books that they published!
Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 168 ff.
The trick seems to have worked, for
Ruge's police dossier is full of official reports that the work could
not be confiscated because copies were not to be found.
DZA Hist. Abt.
II Merseburg, Ministerium des Inne:-n, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164,
Bd. I, fols. 150-155.
13For a fuller account of the controversy, Silberner, pp. 242-246,
249 f ., 262-268.
My account generally follows Silberner's, except in its
conclusions; Silberner does not analyze Ruge's character or his problems.
14
"Ueber die sozialistische Bewegung in Deutschland," in Moses
H e 3, Philosophische und sozialistische Schriften, 1837-1850, eine
Auswahl, ed. A. Cornu and Wolfgang Moncke (Berlin, 1961), p. 290.
15Ibid., p. 292.
16Ibid., p. 303.
17Ruge to Fleischer, 27 May 1845, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
blatter, I, 396.
18Zwei Jahre in Paris, 1 , 31-44.
19Thus he has He maintain that no violent revolution will be
necessary:
". . . w e will only have to behead a few bankers, Jews,
capitalists. . . . For in the Community everyone can believe as he
wishes, as long as he is . . . for the abolition of private property
and of money.
Ibid., p. 31.
2°That is, antisemitism was no part of his political philosophy.
There is some early evidence that Ruge personally did not like Jews.
See Edmund, Humoristische Memoiren, vol. VII of Gesammelte Schriften
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(Mannheim, 1847), pp. 325 ff.
I stress this point because Heinrich von
Treitschke does call him antisemitic, a trait which he regards as one
of Ruge's few saving graces (German History, V, 595).
Certainly, as
Treitschke says, Ruge detested Rahel Varnhagen.
Ruge was a liberal and
a puritan, and he would not have liked any woman who kept a Romantic
salon, who corresponded with Friedrich von Gentz, and who openly pursued
love affairs— especially with men who had names like von der Marwitz and
Finck von Finckenstein— whatever the religion of her fathers might have
been.
Ruge repeatedly likened the Jews to the Poles, either to praise
them as enemies of the old order or to damn them for their religious
"unfreedom," depending on the political situation.
Franz Wigard, e d . ,
Stenographischer Bericht uber die Verhandlunqen der deutschen constituierenden Nationalversammlung (Frankfurt/Main, 1848), II, 1185;
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 50.
It therefore seems unreasonable
that he should be remembered both as a Polonophile and as an antisemite.
His opinion of the Jewish religion was even lower than Hegel's, although
like Hegel he regarded Judaism as identical with rigid legalism and as a
standpoint long passed by history.
Akademie, ein philosophisches
Taschenbuch (Leipzig, 1848), pp. 20-28.
However, he admired Borne and
Spinoza, and at times also Heinrich Heine.
In 1843 he cited Jewish
emancipation as one of the great achievements of the French revolution
which Prussia had not yet equaled, and he also mentioned antisemitism as
being a particularly choice form of German "baseness."
"Vorwort," in
Louis Blanc, Geschichte der zehn Jahren, p. xxvi; Arnold to Agnes Ruge,
11 August 1843, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 325.
If all this sounds confused, it is not.
Like most men of the
Enlightenment, like Hegel, like Marx, and— at the time— like Moses Heg,
Ruge was an assimilationist.
As Hannah Arendt puts the matter— bitterly
but very accurately, " . . . the Jews were merely members of an oppressed,
uncultured, backward people who must be brought into the fold of human
ity. What was wanted was to make human beings out of the Jews.
Of
course, it was unfortunate that Jews existed at all; but since they did,
there was nothing for it but to make people out of them, that is to say,
people of the Enlightenment."
Rahel Varnhagen, the Life of a Jewish
Woman (New York and London, 1974), p. 8.

21

In any case it seems not to have shocked He , who replied that
Ruge was "a Jew in spirit and in truth."
"Dottore Grazianos Werke,"
Philosophische und sozialistische Schriften, p. 407.
22Silberner, p. 245.
22He0's article was published in Gesellschaftsspiegel 7 (January
1846);11-12, Ruge's in Die Opposition (1846), pp. 341-343; I cite from
Silberner, pp. 245 ff.
24Silberner, pp. 249 f.
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25Published in Die Opposition
Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 365-399.

(1846), pp. 86-122, here cited from

2^This is the reverse of Ruge's case against the Romantics:
that
they sacrificed the general to the particular, the common good to the man
of genius, the cause of freedom to the "individuality" of the State.
But
there is no real inconsistency here.
For Ruge as for Hegel, the general
is implicit in the particular.
In dialectical terms, the particular
"posits" the general: the two are mutually dependent, not mutually exclu
sive.
In practical terms, this means that although the basic tendency of
Hegel's political thought, and of Ruge's, is communitarian, both valued
individuality and both tried to preserve a balance between the two.

2^Silberner, p. 264.
2®There are two versions of this essay.
One is "Dottore Graziano
Oder Doktor Arnold Ruge in Paris.
Aus dem handschriftlichen NachlaB von
M. HeB herausgegeben von J. P. Mayer," Die Gesellschaft. Inter
nationale Revue for Sozialismus und Politik 1 (1931):171-180.
The other
is titled "Dottore Grazianos Werke.
Zwei Jahre in Paris, Studien und
Erinnerungen von A. Ruge," in Philosophische und sozialistische
Schriften, pp. 406-425.
This second version was first published in the
Deutsche BrUsseler Zeitying, 5-6 August 1847.
J. P. Mayer is unaware of
the previously published version.
The two versions differ in several
respects.
The published version is longer and even more brutal than the
other.
In the published version HeB goes to great lengths to prove that
Ruge is unoriginal.
In the published version Ruge is a "Jew," in Mayer's
version a "clown."
2^Again, what HeB had said was that Ruge was "taken aback" when
in Paris he encountered "practical socialism."
3^He does this in the letter to Fleischer, cited on p. 247
above, and again in Zwei Jahre in Paris, I, 39.
31Ruge to Fleischer, 10 January 1848, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
b latter, II, 5.
32Which Marx was not, unless one believes that Jews are a "race."
33For this and for the following paragraph, Froebel, Ein
Lebenslauf, I, 101-109; NSf, Das literarische comptoir, pp. 70-73.
3^Fully documented in Ruge, Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 186-228,
283-294.
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35Froebel, I, 109s Naf, pp. 67 f.
36NSf, pp. 67 f. On Froebel's views, Feuz, "Julius Froebel."
Froebel was at least strongly influenced by Left Hegelianism.
He was
a radical democrat and by the standards of contemporary Switzerland a
dangerous socialist; today we would call him "liberal." What differen
tiated him most from Ruge was the federalist standpoint which he had
learned in Switzerland, a standpoint which later made him an apologist
of Austria.
He particularly admired the American Constitution.
3^Ruge to Prutz, 14 January 1846, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
blatter, I, 404 ff. ; "Drei Briefe uber die deutsch-religios-politische
Bewegung von 1845," Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 322-365.
38"Drei Briefe," Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 337.
39I bid., IX, 350.
40

N»f, PP. 73-76.

41

Letter of 10 March 1846, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 413-416.
42Ibid., I, 416.
43DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I, fol. 158.
44
On Bodelschwingh, Treitschke, VII, 430.
Ruge wrote his brother
Ludwig, 30 April 1846, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 416:
"Since
they want to keep me out of Prussia, certainly they do not intend to
demand my extradition." He was right.
The Ministry did not want Ruge
under arrest.
(What would they have done with him?I)
They wanted only
to keep him quiet and at a distance.
Thus the correspondence between
Bodelschwingh and OberprSsident von Bonin of the Province of Saxony,
DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6,
Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I, fols. 165, 182 f.
45
Arnold to Ludwig Ruge, 30 April 1846, Briefwechsel und Tage
buchblatter, I, 418.
46Ruge to Froebel, 1 February 1847, Sb. Zurich; Froebel, I, 151153; Naf, p. 77.
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47Ruge to Froebel, November 1846; to Froebel, undated 1847, Sb.
Zurich.

Werke

48
Gustav Freytag, "Erinnerungen aus meinem Leben," Gesammelte
(Leipzig, 1896), I, 141.

49Thus ibid., pp. 140 f.; Froebel, I, 158; Ruge to RoBler, Brief
wechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 440; II, 6 f., 10 ff.; and also the letter
to Duncker cited in note 59 to Chapter V; Julian Schmidt, "An Arnold Ruge
in Berlin," Die Grenzboten. Zeitschrift fUr Politik und Literatur 7, no. 4
(1848):151-161.
^ S c h m i d t , "An Arnold Ruge in Berlin."
Schmidt reproached Ruge
for falling into "romantic nationalism": for defending the Polish cause
and for his sudden insistence on a radically unitary solution of the
German question.
But what especially disturbed Schmidt was Ruge's Jaco
binism.
He wrote that Ruge should imagine himself the President of a
German democracy.
He has promised bread; he can deliver nothing, for all
will be chaos.
The mob is enraged.
They turn on him and trample him in
the street— a scene which Schmidt describes in loving detail and with
considerable imagination.
He concludes:
"Arnold Ruge!
tremble before
the Beast which you arouse, which you toy with, thoughtless child!
You
have only seen the tiger in its cage, fear its teeth when it becomes
enraged.
Then it will no longer make distinctions."
Ibid., p. 157.
In 1848 this kind of rhetoric was as plentiful as it is cheap,
but Schmidt should have known better than to try it with Arnold Ruge.
51Julian Schmidt, Geschichte der deutschen Literatur seit
Lessings Tod (Leipzig, 1858), III, 269.
52p. 254 above.
53Schmidt's literary histories are as "Protestant," as classi
cist, as anti-Romantic and anti-Young German, and above all as moralistic
as Ruge's literary criticism ever was.
Schmidt's political tendency is
different, and where Ruge moralizes with a light touch, Schmidt's moral
izing is heavy-handed, dreary, and endless:
"mid-Victorian" in the
worst sense of the word.
54

Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 232 n.

3^Franz Rosenzweig has it that Marx and the "classical liberals"
were the true heirs of Hegel, Marx the heir of Hegel's method, the
nationalists heirs of his Staatsidee. In his opinion the Young Hegelians
were simply liberals who misappropriated Hegel's reputation to further
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their own ends.
I think he is mistaken— at least as far as Ruge is
concerned.
Hegel und der Staat, II, 193-204.
58Ruge to Froebel, November 1846, 25 February 1847, 9 May 1847,
all in Sb. Ztirich.
Froebel was respected as a mineralogist and geog
rapher, and he knew Humboldt.
But Humboldt wanted nothing to do with
this project.
57Poetische Bilder aus der Zeit (Leipzig, 1847); Politische Bilder
aus der Zeit (Leipzig, 1847); Akademie, ein philosophisches Taschenbuch
(Leipzig, 1848).
58Gesammelte Schriften, 10 vols. (Mannheim, 1847).
The second
edition is titled SSmtliche Werke and was published in 1848.
Of the
third edition only the first volume appeared.
One does not usually pub
lish one's own collected works— certainly not at the early age of fortyfive.
Walter Neher sees this as evidence of a certain naive selfimportance.
The police saw it as a trick to circulate copies of his
forbidden Zwei Jahre in Paris (vols. V and VI of che set).
Probably
there is truth in both explanations.
Neher, pp. 136 f .; DZA Hist. Abt.
II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77, Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164,
Bd. I, fols• 184-192.
89From "Der Protestantismus und die Romantik," it has been
renamed "Unsere Classiker und Romantiker seit Lessing," vol. I of the
collected works.
By the same token his article "Der protestantische
Absolutismus und seine Entwicklung" has become "Der preuBische Absolutismus . . ." (in vol. IV).
6°This makes the volume indispensable, for Ruge's letters were
often published in very obscure journals— like Die Opposition of his
friend Heinzen in ZUrich.
The volume is now being reprinted by the
Zentralarchiv der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik in Leipzig.
The
prospectus praises Ruge for his "progressive attitude," for his polemic
against HeB and for a favorable reference made to Engels.
8^See the testimony cited in Neher, pp.

158 ff.

6^Treitschke, German History, VII, 400-430.
63Pie neue Lage PreuBens seit den 3. Februar 1847 (Leipzig,
1847), cited in Neher, pp. 155-157.
I have not been able to find a
copy of this pamphlet.
64Ruge to Kuno Fischer, 18 May 1847, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
bl atter, I, 433.
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65Treitschke, German History, VII, 434-465.
66Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 232-234.
67Letter of 23 June 1847, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I,
437-438.
68Neher speaks of a "literary dilution of [Ruge's] once sternly
binding ideals" having occurred since 1842.
As a consequence, Neher
says, "His relationship to practice gradually unburdens itself of
philosophy; he becomes . . . a political tactician" (pp. 158-159).
For
Neher, Ruge's pamphlet on the United Diet is conclusive evidences
"One
can safely say that this [pamphlet] represents, at least in its essence,
a novelty among Ruge's previous [sic] writings.
Never before now had he
shown such a preference for the practically attainable over the merely
radical, for parliamentary tactics over revolutionary urging." (p. 155)
One asks just how Ruge can be expected to have occupied himself
with "parliamentary tactics" in a country that had no parliament, or
whether he would have so concerned himself with the "merely radical" if
anything had seemed to be "practically attainable" in the Prussia of
Friedrich Wilhelm IV.
69It was that portly figure which most impressed his friend
Theodor Althaus in Dresden; Althaus remarked that "he looked as if he
had no corners" (cited in Neher, p. 159).
Neher takes his image of Ruge
in these years primarily from Althaus' memoirs and from Julian Schmidt.
7°Neher, p. 160.
The essay which Neher mentions was finished
on the day before the Guizot government fell in France.
Neher also
uses Julian Schmidt's argument, that Ruge had begun to act like a
sensible man, but that in 1848 he became "intoxicated" by the applause
of crowds and lost his balance (p. 164).
And despite Schmidt's— and
Neher's— conservative bias, there is certainly truth in this.
However,
it does not apply to what Ruge wrote in February 1848, for in February
there were as yet no revolutionary crowds in Leipzig for him to harangue.
71Letter of 22 June 1847, Sb. ZUrich.
72Letter of 10 December 1847, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 441-442.
73Zwei Jahre in Paris, II, 187-191, 220-363; Gesammelte Schriften,
IX, 236-251.
I cite only articles directed solely to this theme, which
runs like the red thread through almost everything that he wrote in the
mid-1840s.
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IX,

74
"An den Redakteur der Leipziger Revue," Gesammelte Schriften,
300-315; "Was wird daraus werden?" Akademie, pp. 207-211.

78Thus he accused the opposing "party" of being "enthusiastic
for the German nation in embryo and in phantasy, but against the birth
of the German nation in political reality" (Gesammelte Schriften, IX,
236).
His last, revolutionary, argument remained unspoken for the
moment; we find it in his speeches before the National Assembly in 1848.
76Zwei Jahre in P aris, II, 360.
77He wrote against Prutz, "You do not ask, as I do, whether one
can now be patriotic or rather, whether everyone who wishes to be free
must not lay aside all patriotism until he has cause to take it up, that
is, until he defends the free state against the barbarians . . . .
Thus it is clear that I do not attack the honest patriotism
which is required by the situation of the State, but the crazy and
villainous patriotism which they would have for any state and against
freedom . . . ." Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 260.
78This necessary sympathy is lacking in Walter Neher.
His is
neither a fair nor an accurate description of Ruge's position, but it
does do justice to the feeling of these essays and to the quality of
Ruge's rhetoric, and
it probably approximates the reaction of many
educated Germans in Ruge's day.
I quote:
"The essay which he writes on the essence of patriotism is more
than a hundred pages
long, and it is not the only one. He portrays it
as the crude feeling
of the natural man, elevated to aprinciple which
is supposed to be only a perversion of religion and ascetic Christianity.
Anyway it characterizes . . . the altered tendency of his political will,
that now he directs the reproach of patriotism against all nations,
although of course the tone which he takes toward the 'free and noble
peoples of the West' is completely different than toward 'junkerlich and
reactionary' Prussia.
Its soldiers are patriotic-Christian ascetics for
Ruge, priests of a misanthropic cult.
But then, the 'new spirit' would
not need such servants. . . . Its struggle was a struggle of principles,
and it was waged by the author, the 'classical author.'
His weapon was
only the word, the power which he set in motion [was] the Party alone.
The Party of reasonable and free men, which was ordained to take the
place of the fatherland.
For 'fatherland or freedom,' that was the
decision which subsumed all others . . . and it was nothing but the
[antithesis] of Geist and MachtI He who had power, he was basically a
murderer (MeuchelmOrder) of the Spirit." Neher, pp. 127-128.
Neher's difficulty is that he is himself one of the romantic
nationalists whom Ruge criticized.
He resents Ruge's standpoint too
much to make any serious effort to understand it.
Instead, he collects
bits and pieces of rhetoric to make that standpoint look absurd.
There
are also factual errors here.
It is probably only in the interest of
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brevity that Neher lumps Ruge's categories "patriotism" and "Vaterlandsliebe"— which is indeed the "crude feeling of the natural man"— into
one; still, it does violence to Ruge's argument.
Ruge does use a piece
of characteristic religious imagery to condemn professional soldiers, but
he means all professional soldiers, not only Prussians.
Zwei Jahre in
Paris, II, 306.
I take special exception to Neher's last sentence.
He supports
it with a reference to p. 321 in Ruge's essay.
The sentence in question
re a d s ; "Yes despotism and the Reaction have even found traitors in the
camp of philosophy itself and have hired them for the mystification of
the world, for the murder (zum Meuchelmorde) of the Spirit itself."
(Here Ruge is certainly thinking of the old Schelling.) So the word
"Meuchelmorde" does occur on the page in question, but nothing else which
might support Neher*s assertion.
And it is just wrong to say of a
thinker that because he opposes the group currently in power he is
against "power" itself— as if men like Marx or Ruge had no more political
sense than, say, H. D. Thoreau.
One hopes that by this time this pecu
liarly German cliche is thoroughly dead.
79Thus Rosenberg on the public's reception of the RugeEchtermayer articles on Romanticism, Politische Denkstromungen, p. 111.
Julian Schmidt put the matter very well:
"When Bbrne damned the Germans
[as] servile, he did it passionately and always added, 'but I love
Germany, my fatherland,' or something like that.
But you affected an
air of philosophical coldness.
So what would have been excused or even
approved of in him as the outpouring of a wounded heart, was in you a
premeditated impertinence."
Die Granzboten 7, no. 4 (1858):152.
80"Vaterland? oder Freiheit?" in Robert Prutz, Kleine Schriften
zur Politik und Literatur (Merseburg, 1847), I, 64.
81Ibid., p. 73.
82Ibid., p. 74.
83Ruge to Froebel, 25 February 1847, Sb. ZUrich.
8^"Auch ein Politiker," Politische Bilder aus der Zeit, pp.
Also printed in Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 252-283.
85Ibid., pp. 265 f.
86Ibid., p. 256.
87Letter of 9 July 1844, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
I, 361.
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8 "Atheism is as religious . . . as a Jew who eats ham or as a
Moslem who drinks wine. . . . One is free from a religion when one forgets
it, or when one observes and explains it as a theoretician."
Zwei Jahre
in P aris, II, 8-9.
Here Ruge is almost certainly thinking of Bruno
Bauer.
89Prutz, I, 104. Prutz compares Ruge's antipatriotism to Bauer's
atheism; see n. 88 above.
90

Zwei Jahre in P aris, II, 319.

91Pie Grenzboten 7, no. 4 (1848):152.
92I follow what is essentially Julian Schmidt's argument (n. 91
above). The truth of this argument can be documented:
It was in letters
written to Stahr and Fleischer in 1844, in response to criticism from
Stahr, that Ruge first began to condemn German patriotism as an over
riding evil.
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, I, 355 f ., 361 f., 362364.
93"The weasel [Ruge] has
On patriotism, of course.
It's
he doesn't give a damn, if only
Engels to Marx, 20 January 1845,

just let loose again in the Telegraph.
great, the way he rides it to death, how
he manages to destroy patriotism."
MEGA, dritte Abteilung, I, 12.

94
Thus his reference in the same letter to "deutscher Nationaldreck," ibid., p. 11.
95Neher, p. 129.
96Zwei Jahre in P a r is, I, 378.
9 7Ibid., p. 383.
98Ibid., p. 9; and see also Gesammelte Schriften, II, 39-61.
99 "Der Protestantismus und die Romantik," Hallische JahrbUcher
2 (1839):2116 ff.
100Zwei Jahre in Pa r is, I, 159 f.
^°*Ruge to Stahr, 1 January 1847, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
b lat t e r , I, 422.
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102Unser System, I, 30.
103A s he later wrote, "(During the Revolution, I concluded) that
we honest philosophers and social-democrats (which, again, is One concept)
must in all seriousness found a new religion." Ibid., p. 10.
^ ^ Zwei Jahre in P aris, I, 60 ff. ; II, 3-10.
105Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 332 f., 339 f.
^88Zwei Jahre in Paris, II, 95, 361 ff.
107Gesammelte Schriften, IX, 242-243, 253.
108Ibid., IX, 323.
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Chapter VII

"Episoden aus dem Jahre Achtundvierzig," Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchblatter, II, 22-28.
In Paul Nerrlich's opinion the essay was
written in the early 1870s.
2
Veit Valentin, Geschichte der deutschen Revolution 1848-1849,
I (Berlin, 1930), 337 ff.
3"Was wird daraus werden?" Akademie, p. 193.
4Ibid., pp. 197-198.
5I bid., p. 192.
6Pie Grenzboten 7, no. 4 (1848):158.
^Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 22-30.
Numbers 1 and 16
of Die Reform, 1 and 16 April 1848, are available in the Stadtbibliothek
MUnchen. Other numbers are no longer to be found.
8Neher, pp. 164-166.
Neher cites Ruge's "Politische Thesen"
(Akademie, pp. 335-340), which contain the usual democratic demands for
a free press, majority rule, and trial by jury.
All that is now avail
able of what Ruge published in 1848 has the same popular tone and simple
content.
In Neher*s opinion these "Theses" are evidence that Ruge's
thinking had changed, that he had strayed from the Hegelian fold.
I
would emphasize that Ruge's standpoint in these "Theses"— particularly
his argument for majority rule— is remarkably close to that of his 1831
essays:
essays which Neher does not cite and which Neher is apparently
unaware of.
Here again, Neher understates the element of continuity in
Ruge's thinking.
9 Ibid., pp. 163 f., 168 f.
longer available.

Neher cites pamphlets which are no

10Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 39.
11Ibid., II, 41.
12pie Reform, 16 April 1848, pp. 123-125.
13Valentin, I, 375-385, 463 ff.
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^ Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 52.
identifies Braun as having been Mayor of Kolberg.

Ruge incorrectly

15Ibid.
16Ibid., p. 51.
^ T h e article contains several oblique references to the events
of 1871.
*8For this and for the two following paragraphs, Briefwechsel und
TagebuchblMtter, II, 40-46.
Ruge later called Blum a "diplomat" and a
"political Pope" (ibid., pp. 29, 41).
This retrospective bitterness
probably had more to do with their personal rivalry in Leipzig than with
substantive political differences.
19

Ibid., p. 43.

20Ruge's own account could be used to support either of the first
two explanations.
He writes:
" . . . I was excited by the honor of
representing a city like Breslau, and at the same time the importance of
the Assembly in the political world grew more and more.
The whole world
expected a decisive step, at least to a provisional government, and even
diplomacy considered moving to Frankfurt" (ibid., p. 46).
And of his
friends in Breslau:
" . . . they too considered Berlin to be the main
thing, and we remarked that Frankfurt was much better suited to old
celebrities, as a kind of senate, and that Berlin was for practical poli
ticians."
(But he concludes, the "force of circumstances," which made a
parliament "the expression of German unity," made them hopeful with
regard to Frankfurt.)
Ibid., p. 76.
21Ibid., pp. 47-54.
22Franz Wigard, e d., Stenographischer Bericht Uber die Verhandlungen der deutschen constituirenden Nationalversammlung zu Frankfurt am
M a i n , I (Frankfurt/Main, 1848), 22.
In addition to the stenographic
record, I use the following general secondary works on the Assembly:
Rudolf Haym, Die deutsche Nationalversammlung bis zu den Septemberereignissen. Ein Bericht aus der Partei des rechten Centrum, 2 vols. (Frank
furt/Main, 1848); Heinrich Laube, Das erste deutsche Parlament, 2 vols.
(Leipzig, 1849); Jaques Droz, Les revolutions Allemandes des 1848 (Paris,
1949); Frank Eyck, The Frankfurt Parliament, 1848-1849 (London, 1968);
Veit Valentin, Geschichte der deutschen Revolution 1848-1849, 2 vols.
(Berlin, 1931).
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23Stenographischer Bericht, I, 28-48, 121-155.
pp. 144 ff.; Valentin, II, 16 ff.

See also Eyck,

^ B o t h Haym and Laube are outspokenly hostile to the Left,
although neither of them can be called conservative.
Haym's objections
are largely partisan or ideological, but Laube— less politically sophis
ticated, less the party man, and therefore probably more typical than
Rudolf Haym— was strongly moved by the considerations which I have men
tioned.
I know of no National Liberal historian who speaks well of the
Left in the Paulskirche. Frank Eyck roundly damns the Left for its
"disregard of parliamentary procedure," that is, for its frequent use of
the "urgent motion" (dringende Antrag) to try to bypass the order of
business and to raise political questions.
Eyck, pp. 116-121.
In Eyck's opinion this is evidence that the men of the Left were
authoritarians or "Rousseauian democrats." One's choice of political
party is a matter of taste, although one might expect an historian like
Eyck, who prides himself on his objectivity, to show more restraint in
expressing these partisan judgments.
Eyck, pp. 1 ff.
But the program
of the Left required that the Assembly should establish itself as the
government of Germany.
This revolutionary goal could not have been
achieved without disrupting the order of business.
To will the end is
to will the means, and therefore the Left ought to be judged in terms
of its goal and not for its minor breaches of parliamentary decorum.
25Stenographischer Bericht, I, 55-144; Valentin, II, 18 ff.

26Valentin, I, 465, 526 ff.
27Ibid., II, 58 ff.
28Ibid.
28Speaking for the Committee, Friedrich Dahlmann finally with
drew this part of its proposal— after the debate was already concluded.
Stenographischer Bericht, I, 552.
3°In this respect the proposal of the Left (Antrag BlumTrUtzschler, ibid., p. 359) and that which was finally adopted by the
extreme Left (Antrag Zitz, ibid., p. 394) are in agreement.
These are
important differences of nuance.
31Ibid., pp. 440-441.
32
Ibid., pp. 356-358.
The governments were temporarily to trans
fer to the directorate their authority, but "only" ". . . in everything
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which concerns the general security and welfare of the German federal
state" (p. 357).
One can imagine how difficult it would be to persuade
the larger states to do that.
The directors would not be responsible to
the Assembly.
Their ministers would be responsible, although the
resolution specifies no mechanism by which the Assembly might call
these ministers to account.
It is not made clear what would happen if
the directors disagreed among themselves— as they certainly would have
done.
The Assembly had the right to accept or reject the governments'
nominees (the resolution does not specify which governments were to do
the nominating), but the Assembly must vote without preliminary debate,
so that nothing would be said that might discredit a future director.
33Ibid., pp. 440 f.
3^Thus the speeches of Bernhard Eisenstuck (ibid., pp. 431 ff.),
Robert Venedey (pp. 460 ff.), and especially Ludwig Simon (pp. 407 ff.)

35Ibid., p. 429.

3^See pp. 5 ff. above.
38For Jordan's speech, Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1143-51;
on his break with the Left, Valentin, II, 126.
39If we include Dahlmann's, the stenographic record lists no
less than fifty main motions and amendments— the two categories are not
kept separate here.
Many differ from one another only in small details.
^°On 22 June the Assembly decided at Ruge's insistence to elimi
nate proposals that were not adequately supported according to the rules
of order.
This reduced their number to nine, each of which was now to
be supported by two speakers (Stenographischer Bericht, I, 469).
Four
of these were later combined into one, supported by the Left and a part
of the Left Center (p. 535).
Of the five remaining, only Dahlmann's
had a serious chance.
41
Thus Bassermann on the National Workshops, ibid., p. 380.
Vincke also spoke disparagingly of the Workshops.
He went on to say that
the North American republic could not have succeeded if like Germany she
had had a "proletariat."
An especially important precondition for the
American republic was its "inherited sense of justice and legality."
He
continued:
"We, gentlemen, unfortunately still cannot talk much about
that, the movements of the last few months have shown us that; I do not
now mean the political [movements], but those against property."
Ibid.,
pp. 442-443.
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On the relative merit of these speakers I am in agreement with
Laube.
Ludwig Simon spoke brilliantly, but his youth told against him,
as did the youthful frankness with which he remarked that real popular
sovereignty was ultimately best expressed in anarchy.
Stenographischer
Bericht, I, 406-407.
Blum seems to have impressed even the Right, for
they tried by a procedural maneuver to keep him from speaking a second
time (ibid., p. 415).
43Thus Valentin, II, 12 f ., 23.
In particular, Valentin gives
enormous weight to the effect of Wilhelm Jordan's speech in the Polish
debate (pp. 126 f .). Heinrich Laube was extremely receptive to the
effect of speeches.
44

Stenographischer Bericht, I, 479.

45Ibid., p. 481.
46Laube, I, 249.
47

See Stenographischer Bericht, I, 480.

48Ibid.
49Ibid., p. 482.
Ruge cites Junius on the immutability of the
English constitution. The new republican constitution which he postu
lates as existing in Germany is supposed to be likewise immutable.
39See n.

34 above.

51Laube, I, 251.
52

Stenographischer Bericht, I, 479.

53Ibid., p. 484.
540n the bias of the stenographic staff, Laube, I, 216
is very unlikely that the entire Assembly cheered this speech.

f.

It

55His reference (Stenographischer Bericht, I, 480) to 11Landjunker
from Silesia and Westphalia" clearly refers to the Deputies Auerswald
and Vincke.
His remarks on the Archduke (p. 480) and the Queen (p. 481)
are milder, but nonetheless they were a cause for scandal.
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Ruge does in effect say just that when he writes of Robert
Blum:
. . h e did not want to say more than Leipzig wanted to hear,
and indeed he had more feeling for the craft than for the power of
Reason.
He had the talent of pursuing indefinite ends with confused
masses . . . , and even in the midst of the revolution he did not stop
playing the diplomat who uses words to conceal his thoughts."
Brief
wechsel Tagebuchblatter, II, 29.
In a word, Blum was a better politi
cian than was Ruge.
^ Stenographischer Bericht, I, 409-413, 439-446.
These two were
the only Deputies directly to challenge the idea of popular sovereignty.
Welcker had been made Ambassador to the Federal Diet in early March.
Since much of his speech is devoted to a defense of the Federal Diet,
the suspicion exists that he was speaking for reasons of personal ambi
tion and at the behest of the Badenese government.
But his argument
does derive, logically and naturally, from his own constitutionalist
ideology, and for my purposes this is the relevant point.
58This is easiest to demonstrate in Welcker's case.
On Welcker
and on South German constitutionalism, I follow Heffter, Die deutsche
Selbstverwaltung, pp. 165-168, and also Leonard Krieger, The German Idea
of Freedom (Boston, 1957), pp. 14-20, 229-261, 322.
Heffter emphasizes
the importance of specifically South German conditions— as well as the
ideas of Montesquieu— in shaping this doctrine, while Krieger stresses
its roots in the dualistic institutions of the Empire and of the old
territorial Standesstaat, and the formative influence of specifically
South German ideas on German liberalism as a whole.
For this group,
sovereignty was to be shared between Prince and people, absolutism and
the republic being equally unacceptable.
They maintained that this
system existed in the South German states.
The function of the people's
representatives in their system was to protect the people's rights against
arbitrary encroachment, through their power of impeachment and the purse.
I would argue that no such system could work in the long run: that what
the doctrine describes would be a state of war between the Prince and
his estates.
What is certain is that no such system existed in Restora
tion Germany, either de facto or de jure (see n. 110 in Chapter IV above),
and that constitutional dualism was a legal fiction invented for the
defense of individual rights.
In Vincke's case the point is that the
same rigid legalism which he had used, in the first United Diet, in
defense of the Prussian estates could also be made to cut the other way.
59
Stenographischer Bericht, I, 520-622.
In addition to the
concession mentioned, the compromise also abolished the Federal Diet and
made the Regent's ministers— although not the Regent himself— responsible
to the Assembly in the parliamentary sense.
That will have pleased the
Left Center.
On the compromise, Valentin, II, 38-41.
In Valentin's
opinion, "The election of the Archduke Johann as Regent by the National
Assembly was the high point of the popular revolutionary movement.
It
seemed to be at once its conclusion and the guarantee of its happy
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perfection.
In truth, it was just this event which was the turning
point and the beginning of its irreversible decline and disaster"
(ibid., pp. 28-29).
Jaques Droz (pp. 282-286, 290 ff.) also emphasizes
the powerlessness of the Regency.
Laube (I, 307, 327 f .) again proves
himself to be the archetypical Deputy.
He is delighted that the prin
ciple of "national sovereignty" has been upheld, but he is even more
pleased that no dangerous or republican consequences are to be drawn
from this principle.
60In Laube's opinion, the Left had completely ruined its chances
in the Paulskirche through the impression which it made in this debate
(Laube, I, 307).
Even more enlightening is Laube's very sensitive
appreciation of Blum's position in the Assembly.
For Laube, Blum was
a practical and intelligent, if misguided, man who would have been ready
to compromise, except that he had no reason to believe that a compromise
would be honored.
As he puts it, the Regency was not "mortgageable"
(II, 57 f£.).
Laube's opinion is weighty because he was a moderate, and
one would expect him to damn a Deputy of the Left who refused to compro
mise.
6 ^Pie Reform, 6-8 July 1848, cited in Neher, p. 182.
Neher also
cites a manifesto of J. Froebel's Zentralausschug der demokraten
Deutschlands, calling on the Left to leave the Assembly and on the people
to demand elections to a new one.
This citation is misleading.
As Neher
says, the manifesto did appear "after the vote" on the Central Authority.
But it was issued on 3 Octobers
that is, long after the vote and also
after the explosive events of September— much later and in response to
an entirely different set of circumstances (the document is published
in Gustav LUders, Die demokratische Bewequng in Berlin in Oktober 1848,
Heft XI of Abhandlungen zur mittleren und neueren Geschichte [Berlin
and Leipzig, 1909], p. 149).
62Die Reform, 14 July 1848, cited in LUders, p. 24.
^ H e r e I give no background material because the intricacies of
the Polish question are not directly relevant to my theme.
For a fuller
account of Ruge's part in this debate, Hans-Ludwig Schmidt, pp. 137-171.
6^Ruge's speech is in Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1098-1101.
He spoke to a motion of his own, which reads:
"Because the armed peace
has, with its standing armies, laid an intolerable burden on the peoples
of Europe and endangers civic freedom, we recognize the necessity to
call to life a Congress of Nations, for the purpose of general European
disarmament."
I suggest that Ruge had the idea from Burritt because both used
the expression "Congress of Nations" (VBlkerconqreg)
and because I do not
credit Ruge with enough imagination to have thought of the idea for him
self.
A letter which Burritt wrote to Ruge on 8 September inviting him
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to attend the peace conference (which he did not) suggests that the two
may already have been in contact.
Briefwechsel und Taqebuchbl‘
d tter,
II, 14-15.
On the peace convention, Peter Tolis, Elihu Burritt, Crusader
for Brotherhood (Hamden, Conn., 1968), pp. 173-203.
65For Haym's reaction, see Die deutsche Nationalversammlung, I,
70 f. For Bassermann's, see Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1106; for
Beckerath's, ibid., p. 1111.
66Stenographischer B ericht, II, 1184-88.
67See n. 20 in Chapter VI above.
^®On 7 June he had given a short speech on the Austro-Slavic
question, in which he identified the Slavic cause with that of democracy.
Here again his tone was violently anti-Austrian; the Slavs must have
their independence.
Once independent, he thought, they might freely
enter into a federation with the new Germany.
Stenographischer Bericht,
I, 240.
[The emigration] carries the great ideas of political freedom
which ripened in France and even the philosophy which has emerged in
Germany oyer into Poland and Russia.
And the many Poles whom the Tsar
has put into his regiments have become just so many apostles of freedom;
the whole Russian army is infected with modern ideas by the apostles of
freedom, the Poles.
(Laughter on the Right.)"
Ibid., II, 1184.
7C^See the two articles in Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 31 August and
7 September 1848, repr. in Karl Marx-Friedrich Engels Werke, V (Berlin,
1959), 346-363.
Hereafter cited as M E W .
71Thus he argues that the Powers caused the Revolution— in his
terms, that they forced the coming of a new era in international law—
by violating the law of the old era, the Treaty of Vienna, especially
through the Tsar's suppression of his own Kingdom of Poland after 1830
and through the suppression of Cracow in 1846.
This is theory, for it
derives from ideas that are in Ruge's 1840 essay on international law.
It is not in any sense Hegelian theory; it is legalistical moralizing
of a very old-fashioned kind.
Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1188.
7^It seems to me unreasonable that the Left of 1848, which was
condemned in its own time for lacking patriotism, should be damned
today as having been ultra-nationalistic.
Eyck, pp. 264 S . , 285 f.,
287 ff.; Rudolf Stadelmann, Soziale und politische Geschichte der
Revolution von 1848 (Munich, 1948), p. 109; Wilhelm Mommsen, Grttge und
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Versagen des deutschen Burgertums. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Jahre
1848-1849 (Stuttgart, 1949), pp. 117 ff.
To my knowledge, the only
major historian to differ on this point is Jaques Droz, and yet Droz is
convincing (Droz, pp. 300 ff., 631 S . ) .
The Right and the moderates in
the Assembly took a nationalistic attitude toward the Poles, the
Italians, and the Austro-Slavs; the Left was nationalistic in the case
of Limburg, where the population was predominantly German.
The militance
of the Left in the Danish question had more to do with asserting the
sovereignty of the Assembly than it did with aggressive nationalism.
All three groups wished to see Germany unified.
They differed, on purely
partisan grounds, as to how this ought to be done.
For the Right, France
was the national enemy.
For the Left it was Russia.
Some moderates saw
national enemies everywhere.
Perhaps it was the moderates who were the
real nationalists; it was Friedrich von Gagern who had in March called
for war with Russia.
The moderates and the Right are called "realists" because they
used national feeling to shore up the status quo.
The Left used national
feeling to try to upset the status quo.
For this reason the Left was a
threat to the stability and peace of Europe, and surely it is a serious
matter to endanger the peace.
But they were a threat because they were
revolutionary, not because they were nationalistic.
And it can be said
in their defense that their cause did coincide with that of simple
equity, that they were willing to grant to other nationalities the same
rights which they demanded for Germans.
A third standpoint is that of Lewis Namier, 1848:
The Revolution
of the Intellectuals (Garden City, N.Y., 1964).
Namier does not merely
criticize the Left; he indicts the entire national movement of 1848.
For
him there is little to choose between the various parties; moderates and
radicals alike are forerunners of Nazism.
I think that Namier consider
ably overstates his case.
However, his approach is much more evenhanded than that of a partisan like Frank Eyck, who is able to write
nineteen pages on the Polish debate without mentioning either of Ruge's
speeches— speeches which would not have fit into h i s 1thesis.
If we must
look for forerunners of Hitler in 1848— in my opinion a doubtful enter
prise— we will not find many on the Left.
73Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1187.
74Agnes Ruge to Josephine d'Alquen, 1 September 1848, in Levin
Ludwig Schucking, ed., "Briefe von Arnold und Agnes Ruge aus den Revolu
tions jahren, " Suddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):733-734.
Rudolf Haym saw things differently:
"How small and petty the philosopher
seemed with his shrivelled Weltanschauung, how powerful an Assembly fired
to passion by the vital will of its people, how admirable the mediator
[Gagern] . . . ." pie deutsche Nationalversammlung, I, 80.
75

Stenographischer Bericht, II, 1228-47.
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^ T h u s the wealth of materials from memoirs and contemporary
caricature cited in Neher (pp. 196 f.) and in Hans-Ludwig Schmidt
(p. 170).
^ C a r l Schurz to Gottfried Kinkel, 15 March 1851, in Eberhard
Kessel, e d . , Die Briefe von Carl Schurz an Gottfried Kinkel (Heidelberg,
1965), p. 66.
^®An especially striking example of this mentality is that of
the brilliant and deeply honorable Ludwig Simon, probably the best man
that the "extreme Left" had to offer.
Comparing his "fraction" to the
Left in Berlin, he remarks, "In fact, it was harder to fight effectively
against real forces [as the Berliners did] than to maintain the purity
of mere theories.
But the Left in the great capital also had more
forces at its command than we did in Frankfurt.
In any case, we in the
parliament did what was in our power to do. We Donnersbergers did not
claim to be statesmen, but we never yielded a hair's breadth from the
fine line of pure principle."
Aus dem Exil (Giegen, 1855), cited in
LUders, p. 77.
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Chapter VIII

b e t t e r of 1 August 1848, Suddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September
1 912):733.
2LUders, pp. 8 £E.; Karl Griewank, "Vulgarer Radikalismus und
demokratische Bewegung in Berlin 1842-1848," Forschungen zur Brandenburgischen und preugischen Geschichte 36 (1942):28 f.
^Arnold to Agnes Ruge, 10 August 1848, Briefwechsel und TagebuchblStter, II, 13-14; Agnes Ruge to d'Alquen, 1 September 1848, SUddeutsche
Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):733-734; Agnes Ruge to d'Alquen,
19 September 1848, ibid., p. 734.
4
Cited in LUders, p. 151.
5Valentin, II, 239-242.
6Hub e r , II, 738.
7Cited in Luders, p. 35.
8Huber, II, 739.
9Griewank, p. 30; LUders, p. 35.
10Letter of 22 September, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, II, 18.

U LUders, pp. 42-49.
12

!

Ibid., pp. 90 ff. ; Griewank, p. 30.

13Heinrich Menz, "Karl Rodbertus-Jagetzow als Politiker in den
Jahren 1848 und 1849" (dissertation, Greifswald, 1911), pp. 90-111.
The
Left Center was by now the largest and best disciplined "fraction" in
the Assembly, and on the German question Rodbertus1 views were decisive
for the Assembly.
In Menz's opinion, Rodbertus used the German question
to further his own ministerial ambitions.
14Cited in Luders, p. 37. The editorial could have been written
by Arnold Ruge, but there is no proving it.
The heavy use of the word
"master" is especially typical of him at this point, but his style is
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not distinctive.
His jargon was the common property of much of the
Prussian Left.
Again, Ruge was typical.
15In the language of the Left, a democratic victory could not
have produced "tyranny"— revolutionary or otherwise— because "tyranny"
and "democracy" were conceived as opposites.
Such recent concepts as
"totalitarian democracy" were not a part of their stock of ideas.
These
concepts would not have been useful to the Left.
Thus, in the first
sentence of the passage "despotism" and the republic are mentioned as
alternatives.
But even a conservative could be called "revolutionary"
if he used drastic means.
We have seen Ruge— and also Wilhelm Jordan—
use the expression in this way.
15Griewank, p. 31.
17Thus his remarks in Die preugische Revolution seit dem
siebenten September und die Contrerevolution seit dem zehnten November,
Tagebuch von Arnold Ruge (Leipzig, 1848), p. 135.
18Suddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):735.
19

Die preugische Revolution, pp. 23 ff.
Valentin, II, 248-262; Huber, II, 745.

21

Luders, pp. 63-69.

22For this paragraph and for the next, LUders, pp. 69-95;
Valentin, II, 263 ff.
23LUders, pp. 97-102.
2^Cited in Ltlders, pp. 106-107.
25Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 3 November 1848,
V, 446-447.

repr. in M E W ,

26LUders, pp. 103 f.
27

Die preugische Revolution, p. 37.

28Cited in Die preugische Revolution, p. 38.
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Valentin, II, 262 EE.
^ G riewank, p. 35; Droz, pp. 385 fE.
31Valentin, II, 265-271; Huber, II, 746-755.
32Huber, II, 747.
In Huber's opinion it was this episode— in
which Johann Jacoby was also guilty of a tactless outburst— which sealed
the fate of the Assembly.

Hans Viktor von Unruh (Stuttgart, Leipzig, Berlin and Vienna, 1895),
pp. 101-105.
Huber and Valentin both follow Unruh on this point, or
rather they seem to follow him, for neither of them documents his conclu
sions (Huber, II, 754; Valentin, II, 269).
The more up-to-date social
historians Droz and Stadelmann say specifically that it was social
tension in Berlin that made resistance impossible (Droz, pp. 384 EE.;
Stadelmann, pp. 149 EE.).
But here again Griewank— a specialist in the
history of Berlin— denies that democratic solidarity had broken down.
It seems to me that the question is still open.
35The Assembly's standpoint was stated most forcefully— and very
legalistically— in Carl Rodbertus, Mein Verhalten in den Conflict
zwischen Krone und V o l k . An meine WcLhler (Berlin, 1849).
And see also
Huber, II, 751 EE.

Ibid., II, 271 f.
®Huber, II, 755.

Valentin, II, 271 EE.
42

Die preugische Revolution, p. 84.
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43

.,
Ibid.

44
DZA Hist. A b t . II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I, fol. 197.
45

Die preugische Revolution, p. 126.

46Ibid., pp. 75 f., 121.
47
Thus Valentin cites J. H. von Kirchmann of the Left Center to
this effect (II, 278).
48Pie preugische Revolution, p. 121.
49

This becomes clear in the pages that follow, ibid., pp. 122 ff.

50H. V. von Unruh, Erfahrungen aus den letzten drei Jahren. Ein
Beitrag zur Kritik der politischen Mittelparteien
(Magdeburg, 1851),
p. 88. And see also Hartung, Staatsbildende Kr3fte, p. 256.
51Unser S y s t e m , III, 13 ff.
52Gillis, The Prussian Bureaucracy in Crisis, pp. 145-221;
Hartung, Staatsbildende Kr3fte, pp. 248-275.
In particular, administra
tive officials were now expected to play an active part in influencing
elections.
53Valentin, II, 290-294; Huber, II, 762-766; Meinecke,
WeltbUrgertum und Nationalstaat, pp. 349-388.
54

Rodbertus, Mein Verhalten, pp. 200-210.

83Pie preugische Revolution, p. 145.
88Ruge to d'Alquen, 10 December 1848; Agnes Ruge to d'Alquen,
10 December 1848, SUddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912);735-737.
5^Letter of 2 February, ibid., p. 737.
58Ibid., p. 738.
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59
Fritz Hartung, "Verantwortliche Regierung, Kabinette und
Nebenregierungen im konstitutionellen PreufJen 1848-1918," Forschungen
44 (1932):1-17.
60Valentin, II, 304 ff.; Eyck, pp. 344 ff.
61SUddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):738.
62Ibid., pp. 738-739.
83Letter of 29 December, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II,

20-21.
64See pp. 278 f.
^ Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 21.
66Ibid., p. 21; Ruge to d'Alquen, 2 February 1849, Suddeutsche
Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):739.
^ P u b l i s h e d in Unser System, III, 28 ff.
68DZA Hist. Abt. II Merseburg, Ministerium des Innern, Rep. 77,
Tit. 6, Spec. R Nr. 164, Bd. I, fols. 195 ff.
69Ibid., fols. 199 ff.
7°Pie Griindung der Demokratie in Deutschland, oder der Volksstaat und der sozial-demokratische Freistaat (Leipzig, 1849), repr. as
vol. Ill of Unser System. My authority for the exact date of publication
is Ruge to d'Alquen, 24 May 1849, SUddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September
1912):745.
71Unser System, III, 9, 19 f., 24.
72I bid., III, 26.
73Ibid., III, 9, 24 f.; Ruge to Froebel, 8 January 1849,
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 55.
74

Unser Sys t e m , III, 27.
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Walter Neher has reached a similar conclusion; he approvingly
describes this as "an argument in which he [Ruge] obviously proceeds on
the assumption that a Germany united by Prussia would be forced to
proceed— imperialistically toward Russia and Austria, which, however, in
Ruge's opinion would be possible only on the basis of an increased
participation of the people in government, increased inner centraliza
tion and mediatization of the smaller states. . . . This doubtlessly
correct perception of the latently democratic structure of the Prussian
state, which reminds one of A. de Tocqueville's thesis on the origin of
the French revolution in the centralized state of Louis XIV, could have
been his bridge to the future."
Neher, p. 210.
By this Neher means that Ruge could have formed a fruitful asso
ciation with the Manteuffel-Brandenburg government, had he not let his
emotions get the better of him and published his "diary" attacking the
government.
Because the "diary" was published on 12 December, and
because the interview occurred after the 16th, I think that this criti
cism is mistaken.
But even more, it is hard to see just what Ruge could
have gained from such an association.
After all, Manteuffel did preside
over the Reaction of the 1850s.
Ruge could not have followed him much
further than he did without giving up his liberal-democratic convictions,
convictions which Neher does not take as seriously as they deserve to be
t aken.
Neher reads the passage as a formula for Bonapartism.
In order
to do so, he must read into it "obvious assumptions" which Ruge did not
necessarily make.
His use of the word "imperialism" is interesting.
He
uses it as it was used at the turn of the century, to mean an ambitious
foreign policy pursued in order to win mass support for the government.
As he applies it, it is an anachronism.
But Ruge's essay, taken in isolation, can be read in this way.
It does have authoritarian implications, even if Ruge did not mean that
it should.
^ T h e best evidence of this is the picture of a social-democratic
utopia which Ruge develops in the same pamphlet.
His "state" is social
istic, in a vague, Proudhonian sense; it is even "anarchistic," for
there are "no masters."
It is to have no civil service; it will be
simply an agglomerate of local and regional democratic self-governing
bodies.
It will be warlike— young men are to be trained to fight the
"barbarians," but it will have no regular Army and will certainly not
be "centralized."
One questions whether such a "state" could even have
functioned, let alone have been usable for "imperialistic" purposes.
This utopia does not give us any special insight into Ruge's soul:
ideas like these were very much in the air in 1848 (thus Kurt Utermann,
Der Kampf urn die preugische Selbstverwaltung, pp. 39 ff.).
But this
utopia, which arose precisely in revolt against the centralized Prussian
bureaucracy, is enough to show that Ruge's thinking had not become
consciously authoritarian.
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Agnes Ruge to d'Alquen, 19 February 1849, Stlddeutsche Monats
hefte 9 (September 1912):740; Ruge to d'Alquen, 27 March 1849, ibid.,
pp. 741 f.; Karl Marx, "Ruge," Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 10 March 1849,
repr. in M E W , VI, 323-325; Arnold to Agnes Ruge, 14 March 1849,
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 61.
78Arnold to Agnes Ruge, 18 April 1840, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, II, 69.
One suspects that Ruge's illusions might have held a
bit longer— say, until 29 April— if the government had treated him with
greater tact.
78Letters in SUddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912);743-746;
"Mai und Juni 1848," Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 68-95.
8°Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 95-103.

81Ibid., II, 104.
82Letter of 25 June, ibid., II, 108.
8 ^Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 62, 63, 90 ff.
84

Suddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):746.

8^Letter of 28 May 1849, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 65.
86Ruge to Froebel, 8 January 1849, ibid., II, 55; Ruge to
d'Alquen, Suddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):746.
87Letters to d'Alquen, Sliddeutsche Monatshefte 9 (September 1912):
746-752; "Aus der deutschen Emigration," Neue Freie Presse, 17 August
1877, pp. 1-2.
One has the impression that Ruge was able to salvage some
of his investment in the Verlagsbureau. Certainly he was not reduced to
penury.
Here as usual Ruge is very vague about his financial dealings.
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Chapter IX

Letters in Briefewechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 117-120, 129130.
On the Central Committee see also MEW, XXVIII, 312, 340, 669;
Alexander Herzen, My Past and Thoughts, trans. Constance Garnett, 4 vols.
(London, 1968), III, 1139.
The Committee included Ruge, Mazzini, LedruRollin, Louis Kossuth, the Polish democrat Stanislaw Worcell, and the
Rumanian patriot Demeter Bratianu.
A very diverse group, a quite incom
patible group of men, it dissolved in 1852.
2
Herzen, p. 1045.
3Ibid., pp. 1145, 1156-57; Letters in Briefe und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 129-130, 138-139, 147-149, 161, 164-165; Letters in M E W , XXVII, 101103, 108, 143, 411-412, 519-520, 541, 586, 637; Eberhard Kessel,
"Einleitung," in Die Briefe von Carl Schurz an Gottfried Kinkel, ed.
E. Kessel, Heft XII of Beihefte zum Jahrbuch fUr Amerika-studien (Heidel
berg, 1965), pp. 29-32; Schurz to Kinkel, 12 December 1851, ibid., pp. 9495.
Ruge and Kinkel were rivals for control of the anti-Marxist element
among the German exiles; Schurz repeatedly urged his friend Kinkel to take
a position more friendly to Marx.
4
Herzen, III, 1156-57; Herzen had reasons of his own for not
liking Ruge, but allowing for some exaggeration, his account is plausible.
^Thus the bitter references to "robbery" and to a "lack of
respect for private property" on the Continent in Briefe und Tagebuchbi atter, II, 124, 215.
See also pp. 383, 404, 410 f ., 413.
8Agnes Ruge to d'Alquen, 16 September 1850, Stiddeutsche Monats
hefte 9 (September 1912):751-752; Ludwig Bamberger, Bismarcks groges
Spiel, die geheime Tageblicher von Ludwig Bamberger (Frankfurt/Main, 1932),
p. 93.
7Herzen, III, 1184 ff.
8Arnold Ruge, New Germany, Its Modern History, Literature,
Philosophy, Religion and Art (London, 1854).
Herzen writes:
"The
lectures were bad. . . . A dozen people came to the second lecture, and
to the third two— (Stanislaw) Worcell and I" (Herzen, III, 1157).
Ruge
had never been a popular lecturer.
g
He published in competition with Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,
much to their anger and disgust.
Marx to Engels, 5 August 1852, and
Engels to Marx, 6 August 1852, ME W , XXVII, 96-99.
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His translations include: P. Garrido, Das heutige Spanien,
seine geistige und Hugerliche Entwickelung im 19 Jahrhundert (Leipzig,
1863); Geschichte der Civilization in England von Henry Thomas Buckle.
Mit Bewilligung des Verfassers Vibersetzt, 2 vols. (Leipzig and Heidel
berg, 1860-1861).
(Ruge took the Buckle translation very seriously, and
it went through two more editions, one in 1864 and one in 1868); Lord
Palmerstons . . . Leben frei nach Sir H. L. Bulwer (Berlin, 1871);
Paris im Dezember 1851. Historische Studie Uber den Staatsstreich,
von Euqen Tentot (Leipzig, 1869).
His fictional works from these years include:
R. Durangelo
[pseud.] Bianca della Rocca, Historische Erzahlung aus dem heutigen
Rom in 8 Btlchern (Berlin, 1869); Agnes W. Stein [pseud.], Jagden und
Thiergeschichten fUr unsere Knaben (Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1854);
Die neue Welt, ein Trauerspiel in fUnf AufzUqen. Mit einem Vorspiel:
Goethe's Ankunft in Walhalla (Leipzig, 1856); Zwei Doppelromane in
dramatischer F o r m . Marie Bluntfield und der Probekug (Berlin, 1865).
Ruge's political and religious works from the years after 1850
are cited elsewhere in this chapter.
On his memoirs, p. 18 above.
On
his plans to write a world history, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 145, 151, 157-158.
^ N e h e r , p. 217.
On this point see also Arnold to Richard Ruge,
3 August 1871, Briefewechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 866.
12
Martin Malia, Alexander Herzen and the Birth of Russian
Socialism (Cambridge, Mass., 1961), pp. 385 ff.
The play is true to
life even to the extent that Ruge repeats one of Herzen's favorite
anecdotes and uses the participants' own first names.
^ S e e nn. 4 and 7
Tagebuchblatter, II, 158,
which passed between Ruge
suppressed at the request
letters are not friendly.

above.
In a footnote in Briefwechsen und
Paul Nerrlich states that he has two letters
and Herzen about the book, which he has
of Herzen's son. One suspects that these

14
"Briefe uber Ludwig Feuerbach und seine Theogonie," Deutsches
Museum, Zeitschrift fUr Literatur, Kunst und bffentliches Leben, VIII,
23, 30, 32 (3 June, 22 July, 22 August 1858), 836-839, 128-138, 238-252.
Ruge's argument is that Feuerbach is a great philosopher of religion,
but that he never understood politics and that his criticism of Hegel's
method was misguided.
He also argues that Feuerbach's earlier "material
ism" had consisted in his empirical method only, and that as a
philosopher Feuerbach had nothing in common with men like Vogt.
In the
same vein, Aus frUherer Zeit, IV, 597 ff.
For Ruge's own philosophy of
religion, Reden Uber Religion, Ihr Entstehen und Vergehen. An die
Gebildeten unter ihren Verehrern (Berlin, 1869).
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"Etwas iiber Materialismus und Idealismus," Blotter flir
literarische Unterhaltung, 10 April 1856, pp. 265-270.
On Darwin, Ruge
to Clair James Grece, 15 February 1879, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 441-442.
*6 "Sendschreiben," 8 March 1859, Briefewechsel und Tagebuch
blatter, II, 178.
17Ruge to Grece, 1 January 1858, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 199.
^®0n Schopenhauer, Arnold to Richard Ruge, 21 December 1871,
ibid., II, 372-373.
On Wagner, Ruge to B. Briickmann, 8 March 1857,
ibid., II, 180.
In Wagner's case, Ruge was probably offended most by his
choice of themes— he speaks of his "immature mystical nonsense"— but as a
classical aesthetician he probably did not like Wagner's music, either.
^9 "Idealismus und Realismus im Reich des Ideals," Deutsches
Museum, 8 April 1858, p. 497.
20See above, Chapter VIII, n. 81, and also Arnold to Richard
Ruge, 11 February 1852, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II, 123-124.
2^The problem is not unique to democracy; it will trouble anyone
who follows a living authority.
One speaks of being "more Catholic
than the Pope" and "more royalist than the King."
Ruge was now more
democratic than the people.
22Letter of 12 December 1851, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 122.
23"Der demokratische Ruckschlag in der Entwickelung," Deutsches
M useum, 8 December 1859, p. 861.
24

Ibid., p. 863.

25Ibid.
2^Ibid.
In an even more pessimistic vein, Arnold Ruge, "Der
asiatische Geist in seiner Herrschaft Uber Europa," in Demokratische
Studien, ed. Ludwig Wallesrode, II (Hamburg, 1861), 79-92.
27Peutsches Museum, 8 December 1859, p. 862; on the Frankfurt
Assembly, "Die Nothwendigkeit, neue Parteien zu bilden," Das Jahrhundert.
Zeitschrift fur Politik und Literatur (1859), 8, 129-130.
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38See "Das niedere Volk, oder die Masse.
Jahrhundert (1859), 5, 74-77.

Eine Ehrenrettung,"

29
This becomes especially clear in the military and constitu
tional conflict of the 1860s in Prussia.
Even Ludwig Dehio, who condemns
the Prussian Liberals for lacking patriotism (Staatsgefuhl) , states that
at first most of them would have accepted the King's military reforms—
reforms which would have destroyed many of the popular achievements of
the Reform era— if he had taken an active interest in German unity ("Die
Taktik der Opposition wahrend des Konflikts," Historische Zeitschrift,
160 (1929), 2, 285 ff.
On this point see also Walter Grube, "Die neue
Aera und der Nationalverein" (dissertation, Marburg, 1933), pp. 128 ff.;
Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, III, 391; Theodore Hamerow, The
Social Foundations of German Unification 1858-1871, 2 vols. (Princeton,
1972), II, 150 ff., 168 ff.
3°Karl Lowith, Von Hegel zu Nietzsche, p. 95.
31
I would be inclined to dismiss it as arrant nonsense, if the
German word "Staat" did not represent such a wonderfully flexible con
cept.
It can mean inter alia the secular community as opposed to the
Church.
And because LOwith is engaged in criticizing modern philosophy
from the standpoint of Christian neo-orthodoxy, one suspects that this
is just what he does mean.
Certainly the five men whom he mentions
were all hostile to the Church.
Whether Bismarck can be said to have
weakened the Church, or whether it was for this reason that, say, Ruge
or Lassalle can be said to have accepted him, is another matter.
32
Thus Meinecke, WeltbUrqertum und Nationalstaat, pp. 236 f.;
Rosenzweig, Hegel und der Staat, II, 197 ff.; and also the contemporary
testimony— both pro- and anti-Hegelian— cited in LSwenstein, Hegels
Staatsidee, pp. 107 f.
33Erich Brandenburg, Die ReichsgrUndung, 2 vols., 2nd ed.
(Leipzig, 1922), I, 342-343.
34
Chapter I, p. 21 above.
And see also "Napoleon, sein
Charakter und seine Zeit," Blatter fUr literarische Unterhaltung,
21 August 1831, pp. 1106-08; Hallische JahrbUcher 3 (1 August 1840):
1471.
38Instances in which Ruge condemned the cult of genius could be
multiplied indefinitely.
A recent and especially categorical passage
is in Deutsches M useum, 8 April 1858, pp. 532 f.
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36Ibid., p. 533? Aus fruherer Zeit, I, 248-249.
3^Ruge to Johannes Rosing, 13 September 1854, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchb iat t e r , II, 143.
38Heffter, Die deutsche Selbstverwaltung, pp. 63, 77-83, 101 ff. ,
128 ff., 190 ff.
Reinhard Lamer, Der englische Parlamentarismus in der
politischen Theorie im Zeitalter Bismarcks, 1857-1890, Heft 387 of
Historische Studien (Liibeck and Hamburg, 1963) , pp. 5 ff.
39
"The English Reform Bill," in Hegel's Political Writings,
pp. 295-330; Ruge in Hallische Jahrbucher 3 (8 October 1840):1934;
ibid. 4 (30 January-2 February 1841):103-112.
40
Karl Zaddach, Lothar Bucher bis zum Ende seines londoner Exils,
vol. XLVII of Heidelberger Abhandlungen zur mittleren und neueren
deutschen Geschichte (Heidelberg, 1915), pp. 22 ff.
41

Heinz Gollwitzer, cited on p.

5,

above.

42

Huber, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, III, 107-108; Ernst
Gerhard Friehe, Geschichte der National-Zeitung 1848 bis 1878, vol. II,
Heft 4 of Das Wesen der Zeitung, ed. Erich Evreth (Leipzig, 1933), pp. 2334. Ruge and— in his earlier years— Lothar Bucher often contrasted
English freedom to French unfreedom in a way that makes it very clear
that they wrote "France" but meant "Prussia."
43
For this and for the following four paragraphs, Heffter,
pp. 372-404; Lamer, cited in n. 38 above; Joseph Redlich, Englische
Loka1verwa1tung (Leipzig, 1901), pp. 747 ff.; Theodor Wilhelm, Die
englische Verfassung und der vormSrzliche deutsche Liberalismus (Stutt
gart, 1928).
With some unavoidable oversimplification, I follow Lamer's
model of the typical liberal image of England.
Lamer is a student of
Ernst Fraenckel's.
His approach is m o d e m , and in my opinion it is
penetrating.
Lamer does point out (p. 34) that English constitutional
thought was itself very backward until the publication of Walter
Bagehot's epoch-making book in 1868.
Until then, Germans probably
understood the English system better in theory than did the English them
selves.
Wilhelm's work is more old-fashioned.
He follows the teachings
of the liberal Rudolf Gneist, for whom the basis of England's freedom
lay in the supreme wisdom of a monarch who stood above parties and inter
ests and in a strong service aristocracy which was rooted in a free and
efficient system of local self-administration (the Justices of the Peace)
and which also controlled Parliament.
But both the material presented by
Wilhelm and his conclusion support the view that the German image of
England was strongly influenced by wishful thinking and by domestic needs.
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Of the other two passages which I cite, Heffter's is an analysis
of the teachings and of the all-pervasive influence of Rudolf Gneist,
while Redlich's is essentially a very well-informed (and quite futile)
polemic against Gneist.
Gneist was a very moderate liberal.
The
tendency of his teachings about England is conservative, and his image
of English conditions is unusually distorted.
It will be significant
that the most wrong-headed of all German experts on England was also the
most influential.
44
Ruge to Rbsing, 18 August 1853, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter,
II, 133-134; to Rbsing, 15 February 1854, ibid., p. 137. However, by the
end of 1854 Ruge was once again indulging his fantasies. The war, it now
seemed, must lead to a restoration of Poland and to an uprising against
Bonaparte in France.
But even now he was repelled by the idea of an
Austro-English alliance.
Ruge to Rosing, 17 December 1854, ibid., p. 146.
45

Ruge to Rbsing, 3 May 1854, ibid., p. 141.

46"Last Will and Testament," 19 December 1869, reproduced in
Joyce, "Arnold Ruge as a Literary Critic," p. 107.
47
Ruge to Rosing, 18 August 1853, Briefe und Tagebuchblatter, II,
135; "Die englische Reformbewegung," Das Jahrhundert (1859), 27-29.
^80n Bucher, Bernhardt Dammermann, "Lothar Bucher in England.
Seine Entwicklung vom Achtundvierziger zum Gehilfen Bismarcks," Archiv
fUr Politik und Geschichte 8 (1927):186-230; and his "Lothar Bucher in
England, vor Allem nach seinen Berichten an die Berliner Nationalzeitung
von 1850-1861" (dissertation, Gbttingen, 1923); Heinrich von Poschinger,
Ein Achtundvierziger;
Lothaf Buchers Leben und W e r k e , 3 vols. (Berlin,
1892-1894); Karl Zaddach, cited in n. 40 above.
The work of Dammermann and Zaddach is respectable scholarship.
Poschinger's is sloppy, tendentious, distorted, and contemptible even
as journalism.
But it does include some source material which is not
available elsewhere.
All these men wrote in an era when Bucher's views
on England were still accepted in Germany as being correct, and when his
support of Bismarck could be taken as proof of his wisdom and political
"realism." A good corrective to this view is the thumbnail sketch given
in Na'aman, Lassalle, pp. 439-443.
49
I follow the excellent "political geography" in Robert Blake,
Disraeli (New York, 1967), pp. 270-278, and also J. B. Connacher, The
Aberdeen Coalition 1852-1855. A Study in Nineteenth Century Party
Politics (Cambridge, 1968), and Donald Southgate, "The Most English
Minister." The Policies and Politics of Lord Palmerston (London, 1966),
pp. 301-359.
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David Urquhart, Evidence of Mr. Urquhart before the Newcastle
Committee. 1) Limitation of the Supply of Grain; 2) Constitutional
Remedies (London, 1854); David Urquhart, Progress of Russia in the W e s t ,
North and S outh, 4th ed. (London, 1854); David Urquhart, Recent Events in
the East (London, 1854); "The Case of Alleged Conspiracy and Bribery
against Lord Palmerston," Free Press Serials 11 (2 February 1856); David
Urquhart, The Effect of the Misuse of Familiar Words on the Character of
Men and the Fate of Nations (London, 1855).
On Urquhart's life, Gertrude Robinson, David Urquhart. Some
Chapters in the Life of a Victorian Knight-Errant of Justice and Liberty
(Oxford, 1920); Herbert C. F. Bell, Lord Palmerston, 2 vols. (London,
1936), I, 280 ff.
51Chapter II, n. 68;

Chapter IX, n. 43 above.

52Per Parlamentarismus wie er ist (Berlin, 1855).
The book was
republished in Stuttgart in 1881, at a time when Anglophilia was no
longer the order of the day.
A number of passages have been added to
or deleted from the second edition, which is no longer identifiable as
having been written by a democrat.
33Lamer, pp. 9, 85.
54Charlotte Jolles, "Theodor Fontane und die Aera Manteuffel,"
Forschungen zur Brandenburqischen und Preugischen Geschichte 49 (1937):
84.
Jolles continues:
" [Wishing] to counteract this propaganda, the
government found itself in a singular situation.
It . . . found itself
compelled to defend English selfgovernment against the attacks of
radical elements." Accordingly they sent Theodor Fontane— later one of
Prussia's greatest novelists— on a mission to England, in order to
counteract Bucher's influence— a task with which Fontane had little
success.
^3"L. Bucher liber den Parlamentarismus," Nationalzeitung 91, 95
(23, 25 February 1855) :1, 1.
56Nationalzeitung 96 (26 February 1855):3.
57
Ruge to Bratianu (1855), Briefwechsel und Tagebuchblatter, II,
156; Bucher to Ruge, 20 February 1857, ibid., p. 174.
58Bucher to Ruge, 20 February 1857,

ibid., p. 175.

39Ibid., p. 176.
The tone of the letter is friendly, and Bucher
proposes to visit Ruge in Brighton.
If such a visit occurred, it did
not result in a reconciliation.
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60"Zur Verstandigung uber England und die Schweiz," Deutsches
Museum, 1-9 July 1857, pp. 27-28; "Die Presse und die offentliche Meinung
in England," Deutsches Museum
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"Zur VerstSndigung Uber England und die Schweiz," Deutsches
M useum, 1-9 July 1857, pp. 27-28; "Die Presse und die bffentliche Meinung
in England," ibid., 13 May 1858, p. 20; "Die gegenwSrtige englische
Politik," ibid., 26 August 1858, p. 35; "Die Freiheit der Hauptvolker.
Ein Vademecum fUr ihre Verehrer," ibid., 1 April-12 May 1859, pp. 14, 15,
19, 20. Further references to England are scattered through several
articles which Ruge published in Deutsches Museum and in Jahrhundert in
the last years of the 1850s.
61Peutsches Museum, 1 July 1857, p. 4; and 9 July 1857, pp. 5254. With an eye to the Schiller centennial of 1858, Ruge calls Schiller
an incomparably greater playwright than Shakespeare, a view which will
seem eccentric even to Germans.
Ruge prefers Schiller because Schiller
was a philosopher and a classicist.
He probably also finds Shakespeare's
politics distasteful.
62peutsches M useum, 9 July 1857, p. 53.
63Ibid., p. 51; "Die englische Reformbewegung," Jahrhundert
(1858), 5, 29.
64Peutsches Museum, 9 July 1857, p. 50.
65Ibid., p. 51.
66Ibid., 5 May 1859, pp. 686-690.
67Ibid., p. 689.
68Ibid., p. 693.
69See pp. 96 f. and 295 above.
78See n. 5 above.
See also his remarks on the politics of Plato
and Aristotle in Aus frUherer Zeit, IV, 64-106.
On p. 68 he accuses
Plato of making the State "a monster which swallows up all freedom."
Ruge would not have written that in 1838.
^ Deutsches M useum, 12 May 1859, pp. 695-698, 725-732.
72"Die Nothwendigkeit, neue Parteien zu bilden," Jahrhundert
(1859), 8, 134-136.
73Zaddach, pp. 140 ff.;

Dammermann (dissertation), p. 209.
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74
Dammermann, pp. 211-260.
On 8 October 1862, in a letter
addressed to Julius Froebel— now an Austrian agent— Bucher denounces
Bismarck's policies as a "Kleindeutsch-Bonapartistic intrigue." He
shared the then widespread belief that Bismarck was a would-be German
Cavour, an adventurer who would give Bonaparte the Rhine if it seemed
to serve Prussia's immediate interest.
Letter in Hans Rosenberg,
"Honoratiorenpolitiker und 'Gro(3deutsche' Sammlungsbestrebungen im
Reichsgriindungsjahrzehnt," Jahrbticher ftir die Geschichte Mittel- und
Ostdeutschlands 19 (1970):226-227.
78Thus Dammermann on the cold reception which some of Bucher's
pamphlets received in North Germany:
"This glaringly illuminates the
fact that the difference between him and the mass of little-Germans
rested on the distinction between two eras.
While his old friends still
dreamed of the freedom of the German people, after a bitter struggle he
had thrown himself into the arms of rising imperialism."
Dammermann
(dissertation), pp. 253-254.
76Ibid., pp.

250 ff. ? Poschinger, III, 60 ff.

77Bucher had not been a socialist even in 1851.
See Nationalzeitung, 16 November 1851, p. 3.
If one is to believe his fellow
emigrant Malwida von Meysenbug, his standpoint had by 1858 become even
more conservative.
Memoiren einer Idealistin (Berlin, 1882), pp. 135 f.
78Na'aman, pp. 604-605; Na'aman observes that Bucher was not very
useful even in this respect, for he lacked the courage energetically to
support a cause as unpopular as Lassalle's.
On their relationship see
also Poschinger, III, 73-107; Moritz Busch, Tagebuchblatter, 3 vols.,
2nd ed. (Leipzig, 1902), III, 100-106, 121 ff.; Gustav Mayer, ed.,
Ferdinand Lassalle, Nachgelassene Briefe und Schriften, V, vol. VIII of
Deutsche Geschichtsquellen des 19. Jahrhunderts (Osnabruck, 1967),
pp. 10-13.
79
Dammermann, Archiv fur Politik und Geschichte 8 (1927):215;
Dammermann (dissertation), p. 210.
As if to illustrate how popular
Bucher's views would later become in Germany, Dammermann uses the words
"Caesarist" and "Imperialist" as terms of praise.
He calls Bucher the
"finest political mind of the German democratic movement in the nine
teenth century."
Ibid., pp. 210, 253-254, 260.
88Rodbertus warned Lassalle against revolutionary methods on the
ground that the times called for "Caesarism."
That is, what was needed
was a strong man who would impose Rodbertus' social program (not
Lassalle's) from above.
Rodbertus to Lassalle, 9 May 1863, Gustav
Mayer, e d . , Ferdinand Lassalle. Nachgelassene Briefe und Schriften, VI,
vol. XVII of Deutsche Geschichtsquellen des 19. Jahrhunderts (Osnabrtick,
1967), pp. 343-344.
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81
Poschinger, III, 107-273; Lawrence D. Steefel, "Bismarck and
Bucher:
the 'Letter of Instruction' of June 1870," in Studies in
Diplomatic History and Historiography, ed. A. 0. Sarkissian (Gatesheadon-Tyne, 1961), pp. 217-225.

^P o schinger,

III, 170.

83Bucher said that the editors of the Nationalzeitung had hated
him; they envied his popularity:
"As one editor told me, I would not
take discipline.
Gradually I freed myself from the liberal illusion
(Freiheitsillusion)♦ Finally, in the fall of 1866, when they wanted to
be my friends again, I cut them as in 1865 they had cut me."
Ibid.,
p. 311.
84

Ibid., pp. 299-300,

85Grube

305-306.

(cited in n. 29 above).

86Heinrich Ritter von Srbik, Deutsche Einheit. Idee und Wirklichkeit vom Heiligen Reich bis KSniggrStz, 4 vols., 3rd ed. (Munich,
1940-1942), II, 333-413.
87Ibid., II, 375-390; III, 1-19; Hans Rosenberg, Die Nationalpolitische Publizistik Deutschlands vom Eintritt der neuen Aera in
Preugen bis zum Ausbruch des deutschen Krieges. Eine kritische
Bibliographie, 2 vols. (Munich, 1935), I, 20-159.
88Rosenberg, entries 25, 34, 45, 46, 52, 60, 112, 114, 123, 137,
138; Mehring, Karl Marx, pp. 280-297.
89Wolfgang Kelch, "Ludwig Bamberger als Politiker (mit
besonderer Berucksichtigung seiner wirtschaftlichen und sozialen
Anschauungen)" (dissertation, Jena, 1933), pp. 21-26.

Thus the "London" correspondence in Jahrhundert (1859), 4, 5455; 5, 68-72; 7, 112; 11, 163-165; 12, 232; 16, 254-255; 22, 343-345;
"Die Nothwendigkeit, neue Parteien zu bilden," Jahrhundert (1859), 8,
129-136; "Deutschland und Oesterreich," Jahrhundert (1859), 14, 212-214;
"Die Freiheit der Hauptvblker" (cited in n. 60 above).
92Jahrhundert

(1859), 4, 214.

93Ibid., 5, 68-70.
94Ibid., 4, 52-55.
95Ibid., 5, 71-72.
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Ibid., 14, 212; in the same vein, ibid.,
i, 1 April 1859, p. 141.
7Jahrhundert

11, 116; Deutsches

(1859):14, 212

8Ibid., 8, 129.

131; Deutsches
490.
Ruge had taken the same position at
Austria should lose Lombardy and Venetia,
Krieg, vor der Entscheidung," Jahrhundert

Museum, 1 April 1859, pp. 483the end of the Crimean War:
but nothing more.
"Nach dem
(1857):1, 1-27.

103Thus Prutz's footnote in Deutsches Museum, 1 April 1859,
p. 490, and his exchange with Ruge, ibid., 8 December 1859, pp. 857-860.
See also Ruge to Max Duncker, 26 May 1859, in Johannes Schulz, ed . ,
Max Duncker. Politische Briefwechsel aus seinem Nachlaf) (Osnabrlick,
1923), p. 115.
Srbik, III, 1-365;

106Die drei Vblker und die Legitimitat, oder die Italiener, die
Ungarn und die Deutsche beim Sturze Oestreichs (London and Brighton,
1860).
^°7See p. 81 above.
108Die drei Vblker und die Legitimitat, p. 32.
109

Ibid., pp. 42-43.

110Ibid., p. 41.
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By early 1861 he was damning the Nationalverein with exceed
ingly faint praise:
"The philistine, even the reactionary philistine,
[now] wants unity. . . . The philistine now composes the Nationalverein;
that is, the philistine is now with it, and a cause has only won when
even stupidity takes its part." Was wir brauchen. Ein Memento mori
fUr das Preugen des Staatsstreichs. Fortsetzung der Schrift, die drei
Volker und die Legitimitat (Bremen, 1861), p. 33.
The most radical
plank in the Nationalverein1s Coburg program (September 1858) was one
recognizing the Constitution of 1849 as the "legal basis of unifica
tion." This will not have impressed Ruge, who had no emotional stake
in the Frankfurt Assembly or its worxs.
Nor was he impressed by the
"liberal Bassermen" who led the Nationa1verein; they included too many
of his old enemies from Frankfurt.
Ruge to Kinkel, 24 April 1861,
Briefwechsen und TagebuchblStter, II, 208.
112
Arnold Ruge, My Claim against the Prussian Government.
A Correspondence with the Prussian Ministry of the 'New E r a 1 (Brighton,
1862).
113Was wir brauchen

(cited in n. Ill above).

" ^"Pr u s s i a ' s Begriff and Prussia's mission are infinitely
easier to realize than was Sardinia's mission.
But the people itself
must take the matter in hand.
It must make the proper use of [its]
universal military obligation to achieve also universal rights. . . .
The entire Army and the entire Landwehr and with them all who have been
set back and robbed of the rights of citizens by Manteuffel's laws,
must demand . . . these rights with irresistible unanimity. The entire
people must at once confer, vote and elect. It must will, demand, vote,
and set up its parliament at o n c e . No one can resist it. After all,
it is itself the armed forces."
Ibid., p. 35. One sympathizes with the
"people" whom Ruge had begun so to despise.
It is easier to issue
pronouncements like this one— or like the ones which Ruge had issued in
1848— than it is to act on them.
"L15Thus a recent historian of the Conflict:
" . . . if, on the
one hand, the positions of the different parties were to a large degree
conditioned by their social basis, so on the other hand the social struc
ture of the Prussian military and bureaucratic state was itself unques
tionably in large part a consequence of its external situation.
The
strong position of the old ruling stratum arose from the specific needs
(Daseinsbedingungen) of the Prussian state.
Because Prussia's position
in the power game of European powers was its raison d'etre, it [the
'ruling stratum'] had long been essentially more familiar with this
position than was the rising third estate, whose interests mostly per
tained to domestic politics.
Its conception [the 'third estate's'] of
foreign relations was often enough dilettantish, and this was no accident."
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Heinrich August Winkler, Preugische Liberalismus und deutscher Nationalstaat. Studien zur Geschichte der Deutschen Fortschrittspartei 18611863, vol. XVII of Ttibinger Studien zur Geschichte und Politik (TUbingen,
1964), p. 111.
Winkler does convincingly show that liberals and especially
democrats often were "dilettantish" in this matter (ibid., pp. 46 ff. ,
62, 110 f.).
But his explanation involves problems.
He invokes the old
idea of a "primacy of foreign policy" which Winkler believes had deter
mined Prussia's social structure: which could be said to have justified
Prussia's social structure.
The idea is politically tendentious, and it
is a cliche which one might expect a contemporary historian to show some
caution in invoking.
It is in any case misleading to speak in this context of a
"ruling stratum" and of a "rising third estate" as if these groups were
mutually exclusive.
The political leaders of the "third estate" were
almost all academic, judicial, or administrative officials or former
officials and therefore also members, however, junior, of the "ruling
stratum."
But none of the oppositional leaders were diplomats.
In
Prussia members of the "third estate" did not enjoy access to diplomatic
careers, and they had relatively little social contact with those who
did. Nor was it usual for diplomats to discuss the arcana of their
profession in memoirs, in journals, or in the press.
I suggest that
these historical facts may also help to explain the liberals' innocence
in matters of foreign policy.
^ 8 "0urs will be the winning card in the present situation if we
let Austria become deeply involved in the war with France and then burst
out to southward, taking our boundary stakes in our knapsacks and plant
ing them again on the Bodensee or where the Protestant faith ceases to
predominate." Bismarck to von Alvensleben, cited in Otto Pflanze,
Bismarck and the Development of Germany (Princeton, 1963), I, 126.
117Ibid., pp. 134 £E.
*18Letter of 26 May 1859, Max Duncker, Politischer Briefwechsel,
p. 117.
119
On Froebel's Bonapartism, Wilhelm Mommsen
n. 35 above), pp. 511 ff.

(cited in Chapter V,

*2°"Die Amnestie," Deutsches Museum, 1 July 1860, pp. 21 ff.;
Die drei Vttlker und die Legitimitat, p. 43.
121
Was wir brauchen, p. 24.
In the same vein, "Eindrlicke aus
Frankreich und der Schweiz," Deutsches Museum, 1 October 1860, p. 459.
122

Was w ir brauchen, p. 47.
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124
Arnold to Richard Ruge, 25 March 1862, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 219-220.
125
On Bismarck, "Die deutsche Frage.
Berlin, Frankfurt und
Wien," in Diesseits und jenseits des Oceans. Zwangslose Hefte zur
Vermittelung der Beziehungen zwischen Amerika und Deutschland, ed.
Gustav Struve (Coburg, 1864), III, 114, 119.
126Arnold to Richard Ruge, 23 February 1863, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, III, 226-227.
127Arnold to Richard Ruge, 21 September 1864, ibid., p. 241.
1280n specifically legal points I follow Huber, Deutsche
Verfassungsgeschichte, III, 298-299, 333-348.
On the heavy use of
English precedent, both in the rhetoric and in the tactics of the
opposition, Ludwig Dehio, "Die Taktik der Opposition wahrend des
Konflikts," Historische Zeitschrift 160 (1929), 2, 285, 288.
I also
use the following secondary works on the Conflict:
Eugene N. Anderson,
The Social and Political Conflict in Prussia 1858-1864 (Lincoln, Neb r . ,
1954); Ludwig Dehio, "Benedikt Waldeck," Historische Zeitschrift 137
(1927), 1, 25-57; Ludwig Dehio, "Die preussische Demokratie und der
Krieg von 1866," Forschungen zur brandenburgischen und preugischen
Geschichte 39 (1927):229-259; Ludwig Dehio, "Die Plane der Militarpartei
und der Konflikt," Deutsche Rundschau 54 (November 1927):91-100;
Ludwig Dehio, "Bismarck und die Heeresvorlagen der Konfliktzeit,"
Historische Zeitschrift 144 (1931), 1, 31-47; Hamerow (cited in n. 29
above); Pflance (cited in n. 116 above); Winkler (cited in n. 115
above).
129
Ruge to BrUckmann, 5 November 1864, Briefwechsel und Tage
buchbiatter, II, 242.
^ 88Socialists and "greater Germans" were both scarce in Prussia
at the time.
Among socialists, Friedrich Engels took a position not
unlike Ruge's.
He regarded the "bourgeoisie" as still being progressive,
and he urged Prussian workers to support the opposition— while ridicul
ing the opposition's "lack of courage."
Lassalle tried to trick and to
sabotage the Progressives and had lost all his credibility with them
before he began his labor agitation.
Three of the best known democrats
who remained outside the Party, Ziegler and the two "greater-Germans"
Bucher and Rodbertus, belonged to Lassalle's circle in 1861-62.
The
fourth and most important of these, Benedikt Waldeck, was also a
"greater Terman" and was strongly influenced by Ziegler.
See Friedrich
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Engels, "Die preugische Militarfrage und die deutsche Arbeiterpartei,"
ME W , XVI, 37-79; Na'aman, Lassalle, pp. 430-460, 477-487; Dehio's
articles in Historische Zeitschrift 186 (1927)si, 52, and in Forschungen
39 (1927) :229-259.
131Winkler,
pp. 10-13; Hans Neumann, "Franz Ziegler und die
Politik der liberalen Oppositionsparteien von 1848-1866," Forschungen
37 (1925)s281-283.
132Treitschke to Rudolf Haym, 27 June 1863, in Heinrich von
Treitschkes B riefe, ed. Max Cornelicus, 3 vols. (Leipzig, 1913), II, 268269; Bluntschli to Heinrich von Sybel, 3 May 1863, in Die Sturmjahre der
deutsch-preugischen Einigung 1859-1870. Politische Briefe aus dem
Nachlag liberaler Parteifiihrer, ed. Julius Heyderhoff, vol. XVIII of
Deutsche Geschichtsquellen des 19. Jahrhunderts (Osnabrtick, 1967), p. 149,
and especially the fascinating and much-cited correspondence between
Baumgarten and Sybel, ibid. pp. 149-156.
133Piesseits und Jenseits des Oceans, III, 106-126.
134Srbik, IV, 1-79; Pflanze, I, 189 ff. , 209.
135Rosenberg, Nationalpolitische Publizistik Deutschlands,
II, entries 940, 941.
^38Piesseits und Jenseits des Oceans, III, 121.
137I bid., p. 122.
*38". . . yes . . . I would even be satisfied with England's
half-measures, if this must be.
And this last is the resignation with
which I have translated Buckle's book."
"H. Th. Buckle's Geschichte
der Zivilisation in England, Band II," Deutsche JahrbUcher fUr Politik
und Literatur 1 (1861):59.
^ 38Piesseits und Jenseits des Oceans, III, 125.
140
Helmut Boehme, Deutschlands Weg zur Grogmacht. Studien zum
Verhaltnis von Wirtschaft und Staat wShrend der ReichsgrUndungszeit
1848-1881 (Berlin, 1969), pp. 179-189; Hamerow, II, 220-283; Pflanze,
I, 265-279.
141Ruge to Kinkel, 9 May 1861, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
II, 210-211.
Ruge was afraid that official harassment would make it
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impossible for him to earn a living, and also that he would be badly
received in Berlin.
Having been absent for ten years, he will also
have lost his claim to Prussian nationality.
14 9

Ziegler to Ruge, 1 September 1864, ibid., II, 233; Ruge to
Bruckmann, 5 November 1864, ibid., p. 243.
^430n Ziegler, Dehio, Forschungen 39 (1927):229-259; Gustav
Mayer, e d . , Ferdinand Lassalle. Nachgelassene Briefe und Schriften, V,
vol. VIII of Deutsche Geschichtsquellen des 19. Jahrunderts (Osnabriick,
1967), pp. 2-10, and Ziegler's letters to Lassalle included in this
volume; Neumann, Forschungen 37 (1925):271-288.
One who has read
Ziegler's letters to Lassalle will be familiar with his virtues; one
who has read his correspondence with Rodbertus (Dehio's article) will be
painfully aware of his weaknesses.
"'"^Ziegler to Lassalle, 28 February-1 March 1863, in Ferdinand
Lassalle. Nachgelassene Briefe und Schriften, V, 98-104.
145Letter of 1 September 1864, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
II, 232-239.
*46Ziegler to Carl Rodbertus, 5 April 1866, in Dehio,
Forschungen 39 (1927):241.
Ziegler did not like the "bourgeoisie" any
more than did Rodbertus, but now he was convinced that its "material
interests" would be invincible in the immediate future and that they
would "parliamentarize" Prussia— a serious error of judgment.
^4^Neumann, Forschungen 37 (1925):285 ff.
148Arnold to Richard Ruge, 21 September 1864, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchb1S tter, II, 141.
^48Thus the correspondence, ibid., pp. 240-248, 254-255.
■'"^Arnold to Richard Ruge,

15 June 1865, ibid., p. 251.

^ ^ R u g e to Franz Duncker, 25 April 1865,
ibid., p. 248; Ruge to
BrUckmann, 11 December 1865, ibid., p. 258; Franz Sigel to Ruge,
24 February 1866, ibid., p. 265.
1 52

Huber, III, 536.

153Pflanze, I, 113, 227.
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Ibid., p. 300; Gustav Adolf Rein, Die Revolution in der
Politik Bismarcks (Gbttingen, Berlin, and Frankfurt, 1957), pp. 97 ff.,
149 ff.; Hamerow, II, 246-260.
155Srbik, IV, 350; Huber, III, 518; Winkler, pp. 85-88.
Bismarck had been accustomed to argue, as he now did, that universal
suffrage had a conservative tendency because the "masses" were monarchially minded.
Bismarck was a man of many ideas.
I agree with Theo
dore Hamerow, that he probably did not take this one very seriously
(Hamerow, II, 181 ff.).
No one, and therefore also not Bismarck, knew
how the "masses" might be expected to vote, and Bismarck did not often
delude himself.
Universal, equal, and direct suffrage was a very risky
proposition; it ultimately proved to be a dangerous destabilizing factor
in Bismarck's system.
The proposal made sense in 1866 because it had
popular appeal and because it was even more dangerous to Austria than
to Prussia.
The tendency of the proposal was therefore not conserva
tive, but Caesarist.
156Huber, III, 536; Srbik, IV, 444 ff.
157Rosenberg, Nationalpolitische Publizistik Deutschlands, II,
entries 1328, 1329, 1333.
158Friehe, Geschichte der National-Zeitung, pp. 125-129;
Winkler, pp. 88 f.
159Pflanze, I, 320; Hamerow, II, 266 ff.; Neumann, Forschungen
37 (1925);271, 286-287; Ludwig Dehio, "Beitrage zu Bismarcks Politik im
Jahre 1866 unter Benutzen der Papiere Robert von Keudells," Forschungen
66 (1934):155-156; Gustav Mayer, "Der allgemeine deutsche Arbeiterverein
und die Krisis 1866," Archiv ftlr Soxialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik
57 (1927):170-171; Mehring, Geschichte der deutschen Sozialdemokratie,
II, 223, 227.
16°Dehio, Forschungen 39 (1927):229-259.
■^^The group becomes even smaller when one considers that
Ziegler supported Bismarck only briefly and in a spirit of wartime
patriotism, that Kinkel, Ruge, and Reichenbach were all exiles and were
not in close contact with the movement in Germany, and that Rodbertus
lived like a hermit on his estate and would have considered mass agita
tion to be beneath his dignity.
162Winkler, pp. 100-101.
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163Mehrxng, Geschichte der deutschen Sozialdemokratie, II, 224,
229 f.; Rolf Weber, "Das kleinburgerlich-demokratische Element in der
deutschen Nationalbewegung vor 1866," in Probleme der Reichsgrundungszeit 1848-1879, ed. Helmut Bbhme (Cologne and Berlin, 1968), pp. 81 f . ;
Rosenberg, Nationalpolitische Publizistik Deutschlands, II, entry 1335.
^ ^ T h i s is my opinion and not Ludwig Dehio's.
Dehio writes, in
Forschungen 39 (1927):235s
"Among the confused masses of the voters,
with the support of the government, a powerful will could have accom
plished great things." A "national-social" party, however small at the
outset, could have grown and sustained Bismarck after his break with
liberalism, Dehio thinks.
It is not clear why the government would have
supported such a party, or how any democrat could have continued to
support Bismarck after 1878.
Certainly Dehio1s "national-social" party
would have had little in common with the Nazi Party of the twentieth
century.
But Dehio's wish— a wish that he shared with many of his
contemporaries— that there had been some kind of reconciliation between
Bismarck and the democratic movement is itself interesting.
165Bamberger to Ruge, 6 October 1866, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
biatter, II, 280.
166Thus Walter Bugmann, "Zwischen Revolution und Reichsgrtindung.
Die politische Vorstellungswelt von Ludwig Bamberger," in Schicksalswege
deutscher Verganqenheit (Festschrift fUr Siegfried Kaehler), ed. Walter
Hubatsch (DUsseldorf, 1950), pp. 203-233.
167Bismarcks groges Spiel, pp. 92-93.
168Ruge to Grece, 28 April 1866, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
II, 267.
169Huber, III, 523 f.
17°Arnold to Richard Ruge, 21 May 1866, Briefwechsel und TagebuchblMtter, II, 270.
171Aus frUherer Z eit, IV, 6.
172Ruge to Grece, 28 April 1866, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
II, 267; Arnold to Richard Ruge, 7 June 1866, ibid., p. 271; Ruge to
Bamberger, 13 April 1867, ibid., p. 289.
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*73"To the editor of the Morning Star.
After Custozza," in Ans Volk und an Politiker.
Umschwungs seit 1866 (Berlin, 1869), p. 4.

The War on the Continent.
Zur fbrderung des

^ ^ A m o l d to Richard Ruge, 21 May 1866, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 269.
1750n the attitude of the Progressives, Dehio, Historische
Zeitschrift 160 (1929) :2, 235 ff.
176Pflanze,

I, 314-321; Hamerow, II, 769 ff.

177"An den Herrn Bismarck," in Ans Volk und an Politiker, p. 1.
^78Ruge writes to his son Richard:
"Do what you can for this
idea.
Tell Ziegler and Bucher of my proposal, so that Bismarck will
hear of it."
The letter leaves no doubt as to Ruge's sincerity; he means
to enlighten Bismarck.
Letter of 15 June 1866, Briefwechsel und Tage
buchbiatter, II, 273.
See also "An den Grafen Bismarck" (7 July 1866),
in Ans Volk und an Politiker, pp. 18-20.
179Cited from Ans Volk und an Politiker, pp. 9-17.
Circumstances
of the pamphlet's publication are given on p. 9, end in Bamberger,
B ismarcks1 groges S piel, pp. 93-94.
Ruge told Bamberger in 1867 that he
had had no direct contact with the government in Berlin— his letters to
Bismarck all went unanswered— but that everything had been arranged
through the Prussian Embassy in London.
^89Ans Volk und an Politiker, p. 9.
181Ibid., p. 10.
182Ibid., pp. 13-14.
183Ibid., p. 14.
184Ibid., p. 16.

185t W .^

Ibid.

^88A m o l d to Richard Ruge, 28 August 1866, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 278-279.
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187"An den Grafen Bismarck," Ans Volk und an Politiker, pp. 2123; "Prospekt zu einer Zeitung," ibid., pp. 24-31.
‘''^Bamberger to Ruge, 6 October 1866, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
b iatter, II, 280; Bamberger to Ruge, 12 December 1866, ibid., pp. 281-282.
189Arnold to Richard Ruge, 28 August 1866, ibid., pp. 278-279; see
also n. 179 above.
190
Ruge to Freiligrath, 17 June 1867, ibid., p. 308; Ruge to
Bamberger, 1 December 1867, ibid., p. 318; Arnold to Richard Ruge,
1 December 1867, ibi d . , pp. 319 f.
191

Bamberger to Ruge, 27 May 1868, ibid., p. 330.

192Bamberger to Ruge, May 1867, ibid., p. 300; Ruge to Bamberger,
1 December 1867, ibid., p. 319.
193Cited from Ans Volk und an Politiker, pp. 47-83.
In his "post
script" (p. 83) Ruge states that the essay was circulated privately in
1866 and revised in 1868 for publication.
The other pamphlets which he
wrote between 1866 and 1870 reiterate themes from this one, invariably
in an empty, dogmatic, and unconvincing manner:
Aufruf zur Einheit
(Berlin, 1866) : "Drei Briefe an einem mafSgebenden Politiker" (repr. from
Die Reform of August 1867), in Ans Volk und an Politiker, pp. 32-46; Der
Krieg und die Entwaffnung (Berlin, 1867).
194

Ans Volk und an Politiker, p. 53.
Ibid., p. 74.

’ibid., p. 49.

1Ibid.,, p. 63.
^98Letter of 2 January 1867, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
II, 287.
199
Letter of 1 April 1867, ibid., pp. 294-295.
Ruge goes on to
deplore the Reichstag1s lack of militance.
In the same vein, Ruge to
Brlickmann, 23 January 1867, ibid., p. 289.
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200Ruge to Friedrich Kapp, 7 January 1870, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 342-343.
2^ R u g e to Bucher, 22 May 1870, ibid., pp. 349-350; Lasker to
Ruge, 20 June 1871, ibid., pp. 363-364.
Lasker later discussed the case
with the National Liberal leader von Forckenbeck.
Agreeing that Ruge's
case had no chance in the Chamber of Deputies, Forckenbeck offered to
take it up with Bismarck (Lasker to Ruge, 20 June 1871, ibid., pp. 373374). We do not have. Ruge's answer.
202Thus in 1874 he had a collection taken for himself among
liberals in Berlin.
The results were disappointing.
Kapp to Ruge,
23 December 1874, ibid., p. 384; Ruge to Franz Riihl, 30 January 1876,
ibid., p. 396.
203Neher, pp. 224-225.

II, 354.

204Ruge to Bucher, 22 July 1870, Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter,
If Bucher replied, we have no record of it.

205Arnold to Richard Ruge, 18 July 1870, ibid., pp. 352-353;
Ruge to Grece, 20 September 1870, ibid., pp. 355-356.
206Ruge to d'Alquen, 5 January 1871, ibid., p. 359.
2<3^"Tagebuch," ibid., p. 27; see also n. 211 below.
2^®On his proposed review, ibid., pp. 371-372; on England, "Das
englische Oberhaus und der neue Unterbau," Die Gegenwart 1 (1872):2,
18-19; "Erinnerung an Lord Palmerston," Die Gegenwart 1 (1872):5, 67;
on the Pope, Staat oder Pabst? Ein Beitrag zum Ausgleiche zwischen
Staat und Kirche von einem Weltqeistlichen im Miinsterlande (Elberfeld,
1876).
On his project to republish his works, see the correspondence in
Briefwechsel und Tagebuchbiatter, II, 401-417.
On his history, see
nn. 209 and 211 below.
2^ D r e w k e to Ruge, 1 November 1874, Briefwechsel und Tagebuch
b iatter, II, 383; Arnold Ruge, Geschichte unsrer Zeit von den
Freiheitskriegen bis zum Ausbruche des Deutsch-Franzdsischen Krieges
(Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1881), p. 269.
210A m o l d to Richard Ruge, 15 January 1876, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 390.
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211
The passage cited in the Introduction (n. 12 above) gives a
fair idea of the tendency of this book.
The following passage is also
interesting.
Speaking of Germany's new constitution, Ruge deplores the
right of veto exercised by the Bundesrat— the executive, composed of
representatives of the princes— over legislation passed by the Reichstag.
He continues:
"To be sure, popular sovereignty is represented in the
Reichstag and in the Emperor and in reality it is decisive (durchschlagg ebend), but this popular sovereignty is neither clearly recognized nor
expressly emphasized in the Constitution.
Geschichte unsrer Zeit, p. 265.
Ruge's second clause is an understatement.
Not only did the
Imperial Constitution fail to mention popular sovereignty, it expressly
invested sovereignty in the Bundesrat— not in the Reichstag and certainly
not in the office of the Emperor, an office which was originally con
ceived as being little more than ceremonial.
It may be objected that
this is a technical quibble.
Ruge was used to pass lightly over very
important political distinctions; one does not expect him to pay attention
to legal technicalities.
More interesting is the fact that Ruge conceives of the Emperor
as representing popular sovereignty.
I am aware of only two Western
polities in which the monarch has been so conceived of, and these are
the Roman Empire and Napoleonic Prance.
Formally this was not the status
of the German Emperor; Wilhelm I quite explicitly rejected this concep
tion of his office when he rejected the title, "Kaiser der Deutschen."
But in practice— as E. R. Huber has shown— the office of Emperor did in
time tend to approximate this status.
As the office grew stronger and
more important, it also grew more dependent on its popularity.
Thus the
inherent instability of an office which could be endangered by an unpopu
lar personality like that of Wilhelm II. As Huber puts it, the office
became a "symbol of national unity," a "national-democratic-Caesaristic
office"(III, 773 ff., 791, 811 ff.).
That is, the position of German
Emperor became increasingly like that of an Emperor of the French.
It is unlikely that Ruge thought through all the implications of
this passage.
He probably means only to say that the old Kaiser had
followed correct principles and therefore represented the true will of
the people (see p. 411 above).
Even so, Ruge's conception of popular
sovereignty is not our conception; the passage shows to what an extent
Ruge was ready to accept a kind of mass-based dictatorship as a substi
tute for democracy.
212Neher, p. 225.
213Arnold to Richard Ruge, 11 March 1857, Briefwechsel und
Tagebuchbiatter, II, 411; Ruge to Franz HBhl, 2 April 1878, ibid.,
pp. 414-415.
2*4Thus the correspondence, ibid., pp. 417-422, dating from
9 May to 8 June 1878, and also Arnold to Richard Ruge, 1 July 1878,
ibid., p. 435.
Ruge's hostility to the SPD is an index of the degree
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to which he had become attached to the new order.
At least as recently
as 1871, he had still called himself a socialist, had sympathized with
the Paris Commune and had even tried to publish an article sympathetic
to the Commune— almost an unheard-of piece of radicalism by the
standards of the time (Arnold to Richard Ruge, 26 May and 3 August 1871,
ibid., pp. 361, 365).
But the SPD was not only socialist, it was
officially Marxist and extremely anti-Prussian. And Ruge's best friends
in the Reichstag, Bamberger, Lasker, Kapp, and von Forckenbeck, were
all "economic liberals" and strongly anti-socialist.
21 s

Ruge to Ruhl, 2 June 1878, ibid., p. 420.

216Ibid., p. 421.
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